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Foreword

In whatever country Buddhism has taken firm root, it changes when the 
local devotees make Buddhism ‘their own，； and here it is the case o f 
China. The present work is notable for its contributors—who are train
ed language-wise and able to write convincingly o f how Buddhism was 
transmuted into Chinese ways o f thinking. The word Ch，an was especi
ally used to indicate the Chinese adaptation o f Buddhism, in particular 
with an argument o f "sudden，enlightenment and/or against the ‘gradual， 
preparation. It was a happy decision to include two seminal essays by 
older scholars—Paul Demieville’s “The M irror o f the M ind” and R .A. 
Stein’s “Sudden Illum ination or Simultaneous Comprehension”.

While the promise o f contents did not neecf any extensive portrayal o f 
the earlier Indian trad ition，the essay by Luis Gomez does manage to  
bring in some o f the Indo-Tibetan attacks on the Chinese position, and 
this essay does differentiate fairly and clearly the rival positions. G6mez 
(p. 121) rejects Stein's explanation o f yugapat as “simultaneous”. Yet it 
might be the Indian point o f view, when the garland o f mantras is in 
a circle because realized “all at once’，； or when in the Buddhist A b h isa - 
maydlantkdra exegesis, the Buddha realizes all the paths (o f the three 
vehicles) in one moment’s Thought. Granted that it takes two to 
quarrel; and eventually study o f one side alone leaves the opponent 
unrepresented—a shadowy figure; so also when one studies only the 
Indian side.

Finally, we must admire how a young group o f scholars has proceeded 
so intelligently in the Chinese Buddhist texts.

A lex  W a y m a n
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Introduction
P e t e r  N . G r e g o r y

The present volume grew out o f a conference organized by Robert M . 
Gimello and m yself for the K uroda Institute for the Study o f Buddhism 
and Human Values: The conference was held in Los Angeles in M ay  
1981 and made possible by funding from the Am erican Council o f 
Learned Societies. As the original title, “ The Sudden/Gradual Polarity: 
A Recurrent Theme in Chinese Thought,” was intended to suggest, a 
central impetus for the conference was the effort to place what had often 
been seen as a strictly Buddhist problematic within the broader context 
of Chinese thought and culture.

As expressed in the conference proposal, and later reported in vol
ume 9 o f the Journal o f Chinese Philosophy in 1982, the underlying assump
tion was that

while the controversy surrounding the sudden-gradual polarity was not 
without precedent in other Buddhist traditions, it assumed its greatest sig
nificance in the Chinese Buddhist tradition, where its articulation dis
played a number of characteristically Chinese features linking it to non- 
Buddhist modes of thought. The fact that this polarity assumed its 
particular importance in the Chinese Buddhist tradition suggests that it 
resonated with, or gave form to, a similar pre-existent polarity within Chi
nese thought. One of the main objectives of the conference, therefore, was 
to explore how this polarity formed part of a larger discourse in Chinese 
intellectual history.

The conference thus sought to take an approach different from those of 
previous discussions of the significance of the sudden-gradual controversy 
in Chinese Buddhism. Instead of trying to locate the source of the debate 
within the Indian Buddhist heritage, the conference attempted to provide 
a new perspective on the process of Buddhism’s accommodation with 
some of the dominant themes in Chinese intellectual history, as well as 
Buddhism’s effect upon that tradition.1



As the volum e gradually came together in the years since the confer
ence was held, it has taken a shape in m any ways different from  the 
original cast o f papers presented in Los A ngeles. 2 Som e o f the confer
ence participants have published their papers elsew here ,3 some have 
elected not to rework theirs for publication, and others have w ritten  
com pletely different papers for the volum e. A ll o f the conference papers 
that were eventually included in the volum e have been extensively 
revised. The volum e has also been enhanced by new papers w ritten  
especially fo r it— those by W halen Lai and R obert E. Buswell, J r. The 
translations o f the essays by Paul D em ieville and R . A . Stein have been 
included because o f their sem inal role in fram ing western discussions o f 
the issue.

Even though the resulting volum e bears a com plexion quite different 
from  that o f the conference, the working assum ption that inspired the 
conference still operates as an underlying presupposition for the volum e 
and provides an im portant context in which the various chapters should 
be understood. Tu W ei-m ing，s afterw ord takes up the problem  directly, 
outlining w hat he refers to as ‘‘a peculiarly sinitic mode o f approaching 
the enlightening experience” in a sensitively nuanced reflection on the 
set o f Chinese assum ptions underlying the C h ’an notion o f enlighten
ment.

Indeed, the question o f the sinitic context inform ing the Chinese 
Buddhist understanding o f sudden and gradual enlightenm ent was 
raised in one o f the very first discussions o f the issue: Hsieh L ing-yiin，s 
P ien tsung lun  (On D istinguishing the G oal), w ritten in the early decades 
o f the fifth century as a defense o f Tao-sheng’s theory o f sudden enlight
enm ent. Hsieh begins by contrasting Buddhism and Confucianism . He 
goes on to argue that Tao-sheng’s theory com bined the best o f each tra 
dition, w hile discarding their particular shortcom ings. Tao-sheng thus 
takes over the Buddhist ability to attain enlightenm ent w hile rejecting 
its gradualism , and adopts the Confucian emphasis on the “ single ulti- 
m ate” (i-c h i) while laying aside its “ alm ost reaching perfection” (ta i- 
shu) .、Hsieh thus seems to be saying that Tao-sheng’s theory represents 
a uniquely Chinese appropriation o f Buddhist enlightenm ent. Its sud
den character derives from  the fact that the truth or principle ( li)  to 
which one is enlightened is the single ultim ate. Precisely because it is 
one and indivisible，it must be apprehended all at once, “ suddenly,” 
and can never be disclosed piecem eal. Tao-sheng’s subitism  thus follows 
from  the nature o f the “ Single ultim ate,” a notion much closer to Wang 
P i’s “ N eo-Taoist” ontological monism o f the one principle ( li)  underly
ing m anifold reality than to Confucian teachings. Tao-sheng’s theory o f 
sudden enlightenm ent (tu n -w u )} which is based on the assum ption that 
enlightenm ent can only be realized in its entirety, seems to bear out



Stein’s contention that the word tun has the prim ary meaning o f “all at 
once.”

Tao-sheng’s theory met stout resistance on the part o f the scholastic 
establishment, as reflected in H ui-kuan’s rebuttal, “On Gradual En
lightenment” (Chien-wu lun). Their debate is significant as the first his
torical instance of the sudden-gradual controversy. Since Tao-sheng’s 
theory o f sudden enlightenment, its Neo-Taoist roots, and its gradualist 
opponents are discussed in detail in the chapter by W halen Lai, no 
more need be said about them here. Rather, I would like to take up 
another aspect o f the early debates that reveals an important dimension 
of the sudden-gradual discourse that is not given its just due in the fol
lowing pages.

“ Sudden” and “ gradual” were terms that were not only applied to 
the nature o f enlightenment, but also used to distinguish between the 
different methods o f teaching employed by the Buddha.5 In this regard 
Hui-kuan is im portant not merely as Tao-sheng’s gradualist rival but as 
the figure responsible for devising one o f the first systems o f doctrinal 
classification ( p ’an-chiao) in China. According to Chi-tsang,6 Hui-kuan 
divided the Buddha’s teachings into two m ajor categories: the sudden 
and the gradual. The sudden teaching ( tun-chiao) applied exclusively to 
the Avatamsaka, which fully revealed the truth and was taught only for 
the most advanced bodhisattvas. All the other teachings o f the Buddha 
were gradual, and Hui-kuan went on to classify them in terms o f five 
periods. H ui-kuan’s scheme had great influence on subsequent p ’an- 
chiao. Most notably, his classification o f the Avatamsaka as the sudden 
teaching was adopted by T ’ien-t’ai Chih-i, as Neal D onner’s chapter 
details, as well as by the early Hua-yen “ patriarch” Chih-yen.

In this context, the terms “ sudden” and “ gradual” were used to 
resolve a hermeneutical problem particularly vexing for Chinese Bud
dhists. As the corpus o f Buddhist texts translated into Chinese contin
ued to grow, and as Chinese Buddhists gradually became fam iliar with 
their contents, they also became aware that the tradition contained a 
confusing diversity of teachings, some o f which even seemed to contra
dict one another. Since m any o f these teachings were put forward in the 
very scriptures themselves, and so constituted the sacred and infallible 
Word of the Buddha, Chinese Buddhists were pressed to devise some 
means to account for them as a coherent body o f doctrine free from self
contradiction. The teaching o f expedient means (upaya), taught in the 
Lotus and other M ahayana scriptures, offered a convenient w ay o f deal
ing with this problem, by which the proliferation o f teachings could be 
explained as the result o f the different levels o f understanding and spiri
tual readiness o f the audiences to which they were addressed. Different 
teachings were suited to the needs of different beings. The teachings



could then be arranged in a hierarchical order, beginning with the most 
elem entary and advancing to the most profound. The progression o f the 
teachings was often pictured as following the course o f the Buddha’s 
teaching career, with their order outlining a curriculum  of spiritual 
development.

The Avatamsaka posed a unique problem for such a schematic picture 
o f the chronological unfolding o f Buddhism. Since it had been ac
claimed as one o f the most profound teachings o f the Buddha ever since 
its first Chinese translation by Buddhabhadra in 420, it should have 
rightly been placed at the very end o f the progression o f teachings as 
their final culmination. However, since it was also generally accepted as 
having been the first teaching preached by the Buddha immediately 
after his enlightenment, it should have rightly been placed at the very  
beginning. The sudden-gradual polarity solved this taxonomical dilem
ma by drawing a qualitative distinction between those teachings that 
resorted to expedients and the one teaching that did not. As the sudden 
teaching, the Avatamsaka was preached first. It was “ sudden” because it 
directly revealed the content o f the Buddha’s enlightenment as he expe
rienced it under the bodhi tree; in it the Buddha made no effort to 
accommodate its message to his audience’s limited ability to under
stand. A s a consequence, its meaning was lost on all but the most 
advanced bodhisattvas. Realizing that beings were as yet unprepared to 
understand his ultimate message, the Buddha then taught a graduated 
series o f expedient teachings over the course o f his teaching career, 
gradually preparing his followers for his final message, delivered just 
before he finally passed away. In this context, where the sudden teach
ing (tun-chiao) is contrasted with the expedient teachings, the word tun 
connotes “ im m ediate” in its literal sense o f “ being without an interme
diary.”

The doctrine o f expedient means thus provided the crux in terms of 
which the sudden-gradual distinction was made in Chinese p  ’an-chiao. 
The gradual teachings were gradual precisely because they resorted to 
expedients as a means to accommodate the Buddha’s enlightened 
insight to the understanding o f unenlightened beings. The sudden 
teaching was sudden by virtue o f the fact that it was a direct and unm e
diated revelation o f the truth as the Buddha experienced it. In this way, 
the two terms could be assimilated with the traditional Buddhist distinc
tion between ultimate and conventional truth: the sudden teaching pre
sented the Buddha’s enlightenment from the point of view of ultimate 
truth whereas the gradual teachings approached the Buddha’s enlight
enment in terms o f conventional truth.

The adoption o f the sudden-gradual distinction in Chinese Buddhist 
classification schemes indicates how it was connected with standard



Buddhist doctrines such as expedient means o r the two truths. A t the 
same time, it also reveals how these terms were employed by Chinese 
Buddhists to resolve the particularly sinitic problem of developing a sys
tematic framework in which the entirety o f the Buddha’s teachings 
could be harmoniously integrated. This hermeneutical context also 
points to the inherent complexity of the polarity. The fact that Hui-kuan 
found it necessary to introduce the sudden teaching in his classification 
scheme, and at the same time felt compelled to uphold gradual enlight
enment against Tao-sheng’s “new theory,” indicates that the meaning of 
the terms “ sudden” and “ gradual” varied according to context. Before 
the terms can be understood, one must always ask: sudden or gradual 
what? As Tsung-mi points out, within Chinese Buddhist discourse the 
terms are applied both to enlightenment and to the teachings, as well as 
to practice or cultivation. This is not to deny that there m ay not be a 
broad area of overlapping meaning that ties together the usage o f these 
terms in the different contexts in which they occur. It is only to point out 
that their usage is highly nuanced, and we must be sensitive to how the 
particular context in which they appear affects their meaning.

While the fluidity of the terms may make it difficult to give the polar
ity precise definition, it also indicates its richness and suggests the wide 
range of epistemological, ethical, and ontological issues they encom
pass . While these issues are all intricately entwined with one another in 
actual usage, some o f the more salient would include:

1. The nature of enlightenment: does it admit o f degrees or is it 
indivisible? Can it be approached through a series of successive 
approximations or can it only be realized all at once in its en
tirety?

2. The nature o f delusion: is it fundamentally an error in perception 
or is it woven throughout the whole fabric of the personality? Is

j enlightenment, therefore, more like opening the eyes or overcom
ing a bad habit?

3. The nature o f ethical and religious practice: is it something that 
must be consciously and conscientiously cultivated as a necessary 
precondition for enlightenment, or is it rather the spontaneous and 
natural outflowing o f the very experience o f enlightenment itself 
and hence something to  which no special attention need be 
directed?

4. The nature o f religious language: is enlightenment ineffable or can 
something meaningful in fact be said about it? I f ultimate truth is 
ineffable, can it yet be mediated through language? If language 
can only function apophatically to say what enlightenment is not, 
how are students to be instructed on the path?



5. The nature o f expediency (upaya): do expedients play a necessary 
role in the apprehension o f ultim ate truth or should they be aban
doned in favor o f a direct intuition o f ultim ate truth  as it is?

One o f the particularly significant points im plicitly made by the vo l
ume as a whole and explicitly developed in the chapter by Luis O. 
Gom ez is that the sudden-gradual polarity is “ soft” at its edges. As we 
have noted，the polarity enfolds a host o f com plexly interrelated issues. 
W ith insight and erudition, Gom ez dem onstrates that, when the spe
cific historical instances o f the sudden-gradual controversy are exam 
ined, it is clear that there is no necessary or even predictable w ay in  
which the positions taken by the actual participants can be correlated  
with the com plex o f issues contained w ithin the sudden-gradual rubric. 
Hence the subitist on one occasion m ay w ell espouse a num ber o f doc
trinal positions held by the gradualist on another. Subitists and gradual- 
ists，m oreover, often appealed to the same doctrine in support o f their 
position. For exam ple, in the most fam ous instance o f the controversy, 
the exchange o f poems that the P latform  S u tra  alleges w ere composed by 
Shen-hsiu and H ui-neng, both parties based their positions on the 
notion o f an in trinsically enlightened Buddha-nature. Furtherm ore, as 
Joh n  R . M cR ae observes in his chapter, the term s ‘‘sudden teaching,” 
“ sudden enlightenm ent,” and ‘‘sudden practice” m ore often carried  
affective or rhetorical power as slogans rather than dem arcating clearly  
articulated doctrinal positions. In this regard, “ sudden” and “ gradual” 
came to function as part o f the stock polem ical vocabulary used by C h i
nese Buddhists, in m uch the same w ay the m ore general term s 4<M aha- 
yana” and “ H lnayana，，had been used. The polem ical context— in 
which C h ’an defined itself as a w holly unique “ special transm ission” 
over against the m ore scholastically oriented traditions o f Chinese Bud
dhism , or in which Southern C h ’an asserted its claim  to represent the 
authentic tradition against the claim s o f N orthern C h ’an— again points 
back to the specific Chinese historical setting in which the sudden-grad
ual polarity operated.

In his discussion o f Shen-hui’s em phasis on suddenness as the focus 
o f his critique o f N orthern C h ’an ，M cR ae concludes that Shen-hui’s 
m ajor contribution to C h ’an lay in his rhetoric. Shen-hui’s denuncia
tion bf N orthern C h ’an m editation teachings as gradualistic entailed a 
heightened sensitivity to the im portance o f avoiding dualistic form ula
tions. Shen-hui thus played a key transitional role in the developm ent o f 
the characteristically C h ’an language exem plified in the “ encounter 
dialogue” associated w ith the H ung-chou lineage and celebrated in the 
later kung-an  ( J .  koan) literature.

W ith  the success o f Shen-hui，s “ cam paign” and the eventual em er



gence o f the Hung-chou lineage as the dom inant tradition o f Chinese 
C h，an，the polem ical context o f the eighth-century debates was super- 
seded by an effort to extend the im plications o f C h，an rhetoric to dis
tinctively G h，an methods o f teaching and m editation practice. The 
chapter by R obert E. Busw ell，Jr. skillfu lly documents this process， 
showing how the m ature k'an -h u a C h，an o f the Sung can be seen as the 
culm ination o f a long process in the internal evolution o f C h，an. K 3an- 

C hJan, focusing on the exam ination o f kung-an, is both a sudden 
method o f teaching and a sudden form o f practice. Buswell sets his 
argument w ithin the larger context of the sinification o f Buddhism, 
claiming that the process by which the idea o f suddenness was extended 
to C h’an pedagogy and praxis is coextensive with the process by which 
Chinese Buddhists continually adapted Buddhism to form s of expres
sion and modes o f practice m ore suited to their own cultural experience. 
K ，an_hua C h，an represents the shedding o f the final trappings o f Indian 
Buddhist doctrinal term inology and m editation practices in the creation  
of what was both a uniquely C h ’an and a uniquely Chinese style o f 
Buddhism.

In the process, the m eaning o f suddenness was also extended. As a 
sudden practice, the kung-an becomes the means by which sudden 
enlightenment can be realized. Because the sayings and doings o f the 
masters revealed in the kung-an avoid conventional forms o f expression, 
they are able to cut through dualistic understanding and “directly point 
to the mind o f m an, enabling him to see his nature and realize Buddha
hood^ (ch ih -ch ih  jen -h sin , ch ien -hsing ch ’en g-fo). It is the living word o f the 
master, uttered in the intensity o f his existential encounter w ith a disci- 
ple，that is able to penetrate to the vital core o f religious experience. 
Suddenness thus comes to m ean direct pointing, and the kung-an is the 
paradigm atically sudden m ethod o f teaching— a sudden upaya.

The Japanese R inzai school, which uses koan as its m ajor form  of 
training, is thus often said to emphasize sudden enlightenm ent, while 
the Japanese Soto school, which promotes “ju st sitting” (sh ikan  ta za ) 
instead, is accordingly said to stress gradual enlightenm ent. This stere- 
otype fails to take account o f the sophisticated Soto theology behind its 
practice o f “ju st sitting”； it also distorts an im portant dimension o f the 
sudden-gradual polarity as w ell. The Soto theology o f “ju st siuing” 
contains a psychological critique o f koan practice. I f the koan is seen as 
a n̂eans by which enlightenm ent is to be realized, then the same kind o f 
criticism that the P latform  Sutra had made o f N orthern C h ’an m editation 
teaching as dualistic can be applied to the R inzai advocacy o f koan. To 
the extent that the student strives for enlightenm ent, he places enlight
enment outside o f him self and thereby reifies it. The Soto position bases 
Rself on intrinsic enlightenm ent (hongaku). Since our very  nature is



enlightened to begin with, to seek after enlightenment is only to add to 
our delusion. The practice o f “just sitting,” on the other hand, does not 
posit meditation practice as a means to an end and is therefore non- 
dualistic. Dogen’s emphasis on the oneness of practice and realization  
echoes the Platform Sutra’s assertion o f the inseparability o f samadhi and 
prajna. Zazen itself is the perfect expression o f Buddhahood. In this 
respect, Soto theology can mount its own argum ent that it, indeed, 
truly represents the sudden teaching, and that its practice o f shikan taza, 
which is beyond all means, accordingly is the authentic sudden practice. 
The modern R inzai-Soto polemic thus reveals that the sudden-gradual 
problematic is still alive today, as well as furnishing another example of 
its complexity.

How, then, should we construe the sudden-gradual polarity? In its 
most general form it can be seen as developing a deeply rooted tension 
in Chinese culture between effortful cultivation and spontaneous intui
tion (to adapt G om ez’s terms), a tension reflected, in its broadest scope, 
in the respective stances of Confucianism and Taoism— or between con
formity and naturalness, as Richard M ather has characterized it in a 
perceptive article on the Chinese intellectual world in the third century.7 
W ithin the Confucian tradition, the polarity could be seen as repre
sented by the different points o f emphasis o f Hsiin-tzu and Mencius, or 
of the C h ’eng-Chu and Lu-W ang schools o f Neo-Confucianism. Even 
within the latter, it could further be seen as m irrored in the different 
interpretations o f Wang Yang-ming’s so-called “ four sentence teach
ing” given by his disciples C h ’ien Te-hung and Wang Chi.

The sudden-gradual polarity not only reflects the uniquely Chinese 
historical circumstances in which Buddhism, and especially C h ’an, 
came to define itself in China; it also gave form to a preexistent tension 
within Chinese thought. Because this tension found its most articulate 
expression in the Buddhist debates o f the eighth century, we are justified  
in using the Buddhist terms “ sudden” and “ gradual” to characterize it, 
without thereby im plying that it was a specifically Buddhist paradigm, 
or that the later extension o f these terms to non-Buddhist contexts nec
essarily reflected a Buddhist influence. In fact, it seems to have been 
due to their very  vagueness and generality that the terms could be 
adopted by Yen Yu and Tung C h ’i-ch’ang as interpretative categories in 
their theories o f poetry and painting, as Richard Lynn and Jam es  
Cahill so ably demonstrate in their respective chapters, without thereby 
imputing any explicitly Buddhist content to them.

Notes
1. P. 471. W ithout further w arn ing , I have taken the lib erty  of incorporating 

portions of m y conference report into various parts of this introduction.



2 . A summary o f the original conference papers appeared in the Journal o j 
Chinese Philosophy conference report referred to above. In accordance with 
ACLS requirements, depository copies of all of the papers were sent to the 
appropriate East Asian libraries at Columbia University, Harvard University, 
Princeton University, the University of Hawaii, Yale University, Stanford Uni
versity, the University of California at Berkeley, the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison, the University o f Michigan at Ann Arbor, and the University o f Brit
ish Columbia, as well as the Toyo Bunko, Jimbun Kagaku Kenkyujo, Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences, and U .S.S.R . Academy of Sciences.

3. Francis H. Cook’s “Enlightenment in Dogen Zen” appeared in the Jour
nal o f the International A ssociation o f B uddhist Studies 6，no. 1 (1983): 7-30; and 
Rodney L. Taylor’s c<The Sudden/Gradual Paradigm and Neo-Confucian 
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Debates





The Mirror of the Mind
P a u l  D e m i e v i l l e

I salute you, child of m y soul and of the tide, 
Precious treasure of a  mirror, sharing the world.

—Paul Valery, “ N arcisse”

The Platform Sutra is supposed to have been preached by Hui-neng (638
713) from the platform o f the lecture hall o f a Buddhist monastery in 
Shao-chou, north o f Canton, shortly before his death. In its introduc
tion, Hui-neng, the sixth patriarch of the mystical school later known as 
the C h ’an (dhyana) school, tells how, at the beginning o f his career, 
when he was an uneducated young novice employed to pound rice in 
the monastery o f the fifth patriarch o f the school, he exchanged doctri
nal verses with a fellow student named Shen-hsiu (606?-706), against 
whom the students o f Hui-neng would later put forth arguments claim
ing for their own master the title o f sixth patriarch of the school. The 
verse of Shen-hsiu said:

The body is the tree of the aw akening;
T he m ind is like a  c lear mirror.
Be unceasingly d iligen t in w ip ing and polishing it
So that it w ill be w ithout dust.

Hui -neng answered with this verse:

Awakening entails no tree at all,
Nor does the clear m irro r entail any m aterial fram e.1
The Buddha-nature is eternally pure;
W here could there be an y  dust?2

These verses, known to all Chinese Buddhists, have given rise to a 
considerable num ber of interpretations, the most recent o f which is an 
article by C h ’en Y in-k ’o o f the Academia Sinica, appearing in the June  
1932 issue o f tke Tsing-hua Journal of Peking.3 Prof. C h ’en, who is one of 
the foremost contemporary sinologists and the leading Chinese special- 
lst in Buddhist studies, had little difficulty in showing the awkwardness



of these verses. He pointed out the more or less folk origin of the P lat
form  Sutra, a work probably composed in the second half o f the eighth 
century for the unlettered classes among whom the teaching of Hui- 
neng’s disciple Shen-hui (684-758) had stirred up a movement of re
formist fervor oriented toward quietism* and anti-intellectualism.

The Bodhi tree (Skt. bodhidruma) under which, according to canonical 
tradition, Buddhas attain enlightenment (bodhi), is a metaphor for the 
insubstantiality o f the body— an unexpected and unorthodox usage, 
even in this text where numerous terms o f classical Buddhism are rein
terpreted with new and often startling meanings. The usual metaphor is 
that o f a banana tree, whose stem can be stripped away without disclos
ing any solid substance. In this connection Prof. C h ’en refers to a say
ing attributed to T ’an-lun, a dhyana master who died around 627. 
T ’an-lun’s approach was thoroughly quietistic: he immersed himself in 
meditation without ever leaving his cell, cultivating any devotional 
practices, or studying texts. His master, however, advocated the prac
tice o f gradual meditation and, one day, advised him to practice cleans
ing himself of the passions that obscure the mind by proceeding as one 
peels an onion:

H aving peeled aw ay one layer after another, what do you find? Purity. [To 
this T ’an-lun replied ,] If there were an onion, it would be possible to peel 
it; but since there is fundam entally no onion whatsoever, what is there to 
peel?5

Prof. C h ’en sees in this exchange, found in a hagiographic collection 
dating from the end o f the seventh century, one of the sources o f Hui- 
neng’s verse. The onion would replace the banana tree for geographical 
reasons. He goes on to say that we can also find the metaphor of the 
m irror in a text from the beginning of the eighth century, according to 
which a certain fifth-century patriarch had compared the fundamental 
purity of the Great Tao, the absolute, to the light o f the sun which mani
fests itself when the clouds that hide it have all disappeared. This patri
arch also likened the Great Tao to a bronze mirror, whose natural bright 
purity is revealed as soon as we wipe away the surface dust.6

Doctrinally, the meaning o f the verses is clear. Placed like an epigraph 
at the beginning of the Platform Sutra, which in the complete title o f its 
oldest recension presents itself as an exposition of the “ sudden teach
ing” (tun-chiao), these verses oppose this teaching o f Hui-neng to the 
“ gradual teaching” (chien-chiao) of Shen-hsiu. It is not certain that the 
doctrinal difference between these two masters was really so pro
nounced; doubtless this reflects a development in the later tradition. A  
concern to avoid excessive quietism as well is also apparent in the Plat

form  Sutra. Shen-hui, whom the tradition regards as the main exponent



o f the subitism  attributed to his teacher H ui-neng, says in a m anpscript 
fragm ent o f his R ecorded S ayin gs discovered at Tun-huang:

It is only under the right conditions that one achieves the seeing o f Buddha- 
nature in oneself. The effort o f digging is necessary in order to obtain 
underground water; a gem (m ani) is not yet clear without being polished. 
The N irvana Sutra says that no beings realize their Buddha-nature in the 
absence of conditions—that is，Buddhas, bodhisattvas, spiritual guides.7

And when someone one day asked him why, if  all beings have the Bud- 
dha-nature, do some see it in them selves and others not, he replied:

A gem, though it has the nature of clarity, is not yet clear without someone 
there to polish it. In the same way, beings cannot see the Buddha-nature in 
themselves unless they encounter Buddhas, bodhisattvas, or spiritual 
guides to arouse in them the thought [of enlightenment].8

For the advocates o f the ‘‘sudden teaching，” the seeing (ch ien ) o f the 
absolute in ourselves occurs “ suddenly,” outside all tem poral con dition s, 
causal or otherwise, w ithout ou r first having to engage in the practice o f 
looking (k 3an ) at it .9 “ Sudden” (tu n , Skt. yu gapat (all at once’ ，the Pla
tonic exaiphnes) has to be understood as the totalistic aspect o f salvation, 
which is related to a unified o r synthetic conception o f reality, to a phi
losophy o f the im m ediate, the instantaneous, the nontem poral, which is 
also the eternal: things are perceived “ all at once，” intuitively, uncondi
tionally, in a revolutionary manner. “Gradualism ” on the other hand is 
an analytic teaching which claim s to lead to the absolute through a 
gradual progression (ch ien , Skt. kram avrttya, the Platonic ephexes) o f prac
tices o f various kinds—m oral and devotional pursuits, m editative exer
cises, intellectual studies— all o f which constitute an active effort to 
bring about salvation. It is this active effort that “ subitists，，，in aspiring 
solely to the passive experience o f the absolute, repudiated. The sub
sists see illum ination, salvific knowledge, enlightenm ent (bo dh i) in its 
“fundam ental，，aspect (pen-chueh)} according to which it is necessary for 
us to rem ove the veils which obscure the m ind so that enlightenm ent 
can “begin” (sh ih ) to em erge. 10

Philosophically, both teachings are based on a belief in the intrinsic 
purity o f the m ind, which, while pure in its self-nature, is soiled by 
“adventitious passions.” G radualism  insists that effort is necessary to 
rid it o f these foreign im purities, to “wipe and polish the m irror.” Sub
itism considers only its essential purity, to the point o f refusing to recog
nize the existence o f any im purity to be rem oved. For the distinction 
nxade between purity and im purity already im plies, in effect, a dualism， 

a relativism  antithetical to the nonpredicability o f the absolute, which is 
em pty” o f all determ ination. Buddha-nature (fo -h sin g , Skt. buddhatd),



the potentiality to become a Buddha, which is innate in all beings and 
by which they partake o f the nature o f Buddhas, itself absolutely pure in 
essence, is but another name for the absolute. I f it is true that it is “eter
nally pure,” this cannot be so in any sense which would have it differ 
from impurity, from dust— for it is completely identified with the latter.

Such a problem was fam iliar to classical Buddhism in India, as 
expressed, for instance, in the following verses attributed to Asanga, the 
great scholar o f the fourth century a . d .

If there were no passions,
A ll men would be liberated.
If there w ere no purity 
T h e ir effort would be fruitless.
Emptiness neither has nor lacks the passions;
It is neither pure nor im pure.
The m ind is pure by nature,
But soiled by adventitious passions.11

The work from which these verses o f Asariga are taken is the M a -  
dhyanta-vibhaga, “The Discrimination between the M ean and the Ex
tremes.” The verses are thus inspired by the desire to steer a middle 
course (madhya) between the extremes (anta) o f purity and defilement, 
absolute and relative. These two extremes correspond respectively to 
the verses by Hui-neng and Shen-hsiu in the Platform Sutra. Hui-neng 
denies the very existence o f both the m irror and the dust which soils it; 
Shen-hsiu admits their existence insofar as it is necessary to keep them  
in mind in order to purify the m irror o f dust. Their metaphor o f dust 
was further justified by the fact that the standard technical Chinese 
Buddhist translation of “adventitious passions” (agantukaklesa) was k ’o- 
ch’en (guest dust), where “ dust” designates the phenomenal world, its 
contamination and defilement. The Chinese term was borrowed from  
the vocabulary of early Taoist philosophy.

Sankara, the systematizer o f Vedanta, who leaned toward “sub- 
itism,” asserted that liberation (which according to him consists in 
identifying oneself with the absolute: brahman, atman) does not admit of 
any active effort on our part. It is a m atter o f knowledge, not o f works. 
He held that liberation is inherent in our atman. Yet though it remains 
hidden from us on account of our ignorance, it would be wrong to think 
that it could be revealed through purifying the atman by our own effort, 
“as the inherent clarity o f the mirror can be made visible by w iping i t .”  In fact the 
atman can never be the object o f any activity, for all activity directed 
toward an object implies a modification o f that object— but the atman is 
eternally unalterable.12 These themes in an Indian philosophy that was 
not Buddhist, but whose thought had been influenced by Buddhism,



may serve as commentary to the metaphorical verse in which, around 
the year 1000，a C h’an patriarch restated the doctrine o f subitism:

One only streaks the mirror by polishing it;
Too skillful work ruins the uncut ja d e .13

Such then is the philosophical and religious dilemma posed by the 
verses in the P latform  Sutra, a dilemma which, although not limited to 
China，was always keenly felt by the Chinese. In the eighth century in 
particular, all Chinese philosophy centered around the Buddhist contro
versy over “ subitism” and “ gradualism”； we can even say that this 
debate epitomized, though the nomenclature varied, certain themes 
characteristic o f Chinese thought over the centuries. The term s su bitism  
and gradualism , furtherm ore, seem worthy to me o f being adopted. It is 
true that they lack elegance and, still worse, only render in an exces
sively literal manner a complex semantic opposition. “ Perfectivism ” 
and “im perfectivism，，，“totalism ” and “evolutionism ” would, however, 
hardly be any better, and I provisionally abide with subitism and gradu
alism.

But it is not this doctrinal question that I propose to examine here in 
its breadth. I would like to lim it m yself to commenting on the metaphor 
of the m irror as it occurs in the verses o f the P latform  S u tra, and to 
exploring its Chinese and Buddhist antecedents, as well as parallels out
side Asia. Perhaps this inquiry will raise, by way of response, some doc
trinal points worthy o f being preserved.

1 • Chinese Antecedents
In his article in the T sing-hua Jou rn al, Prof. C h’en indicates as sources of 
this metaphor some documents from the C h’an school which barely pre
date the P latform  Sutra. But these documents are themselves only later 
reappearances o f a current o f thought whose deep origins must be 
sought much earlier, and which appears first in pre-Buddhist Chinese 
philosophy, in particular that o f the Taoist school. Gh'an Buddhism 
takes inspiration at least as much from Taoism as from the Buddhism of 
India.

Around 300 b .c .，Chuang-tzu resorted frequently to the m irror meta- 
phor in order to illustrate the dispassionateness, passivity, detachment, 
and disinterestedness o f the Taoist sage, who does react to nature, but 
without ever acting for his own advantage:

"The perfect man uses his m ind like a m irror: he neither accompanies things
nor goes before them; 14 he responds to them without clinging to them.
This is what makes him capable of dealing with all things without being
tainted by them. . . . 15 The quietude of the sage [his equanimity] is not



quietude in the sense that quietude is said to be som ething good;16 it is 
defined by the fact that nothing [no perceivable or determ ined being] is 
capable of ag itating his m ind. T ranquil w ater is so clear that it illum ines 
[or reflects]'7 the very hairs of the beard and eyebrows; its equ ilib rium  is so 
perfect that it serves the architect as the standard  for what is level. If tran 
quil w ater is this clear, how much clearer is the soul (shen)! T he mind (hsin) 
of the sage is quiet, it is the mirror o f  heaven and earth, and reflects the whole 
m ultip licity of th ings.18

In order, therefore, for the mind to be a m irror o f the universe, it is 
essential, according to Chuang-tzu, to calm it, to reduce it to a state of 
detachment; it then identifies itself with the “virtue of heaven,” which is 
its true nature. Pure and calm, unitary and unchangeable, disinterested 
and inactive, it is comparable to water.19 Now water is a mirror, but 
only if it is calm and undisturbed by anything from the outside. In the 
same way, the sage must detach himself from everything external:

To one who is in him self w ithout things staying in him , they show them 
selves as they are. H is movement is [detached] like that of water, his immo
bility like that o f  a mirror, his response like an echo. . . . He never takes 
precedence over others, but rather alw ays puts him self behind them .20

The whole diverse multiplicity o f the perceived world returns for him to 
oneness; imperturbable in the center of changes, he is touched by nei
ther death nor life, and in H orace’s woi^ds, “The universe could col
lapse without involving him.” His very calm attracts men:

It is not in runn ing w ater that men m irror them selves, but in stilled water; 
only it, by having stopped, can stop those who stop there [to see them
selves in  i t ] .21

O r again, whoever comes into proximity to a sage has his virtue 
reflected back, but only on condition that he purify his own mental or 
spiritual mirror. And here we find the metaphor of the dust on the mirror:

W hen a  m irror is clear, it is because it has not the least am ount of dust on 
it. If there is any dust, the m irror is not clear. W hoever dwells for long 
near a sage should be devoid of fau lts.22

M ost o f these themes in Chuang-tzu are taken up, developed, and 
elaborated in the H uai-nan-tzu, a collection of philosophical essays com
piled around the middle of the second century B .C . by a group ofliterati 
sponsored by one of the princes in the ruling family of the Han dynasty. 
This work, which is o f Taoist inspiration, returns time and again to the 
metaphor of the mirror. The Great M an, whose detachment extends 
even to his own thoughts and reflections, is described as doing nothing 
apart from nature:



With heaven as a chariot canopy, there is nothing that does not cover him; 
with earth as the chariot body, there is nothing that does not carry him; 
with the four seasons as horses, there is nothing which is not at his ser- 
vice. ■ . • Moreover, he is quick without being agitated, and goes far with- 
out fatigue: holding the handle of the essence of the Tao, he abandons 
himself to wandering in the earthly infinite. Far from intervening actively 
in the affairs of the world, he pushes them in the direction of their natural 
movement; far from seeking to fathom the thousand transformations of 
beings, he strives to return all things to their essential tendencies. In coming 
inlQ contact with things, neither a mirror nor water requires thought or intention in 
於如 to reflect them, yet nothing escapes them, not the square or the circle, 
the curve or the straight line. It is not by chance that the echo responds;23 
the reflection is not always the sam e.24

As with Chuang-tzu, this passivity, which is also sovereignty, has as its 
precondition a detachment and tranquility o f the soul—these being 
moreover its natural state, for all agitation and passion are fundamen
tally foreign to it:

Man is quiet from birth; it is his nature which he has from heaven. Under 
the influence of things, motion is produced in him; it is there a deteriora
tion of his nature. His soul responds to the things which present them
selves to him, and thus his consciousness is roused. This puts him into 
contact with things, and thus are born within him love and hate, which 
take on form among things; and his consciousness, attracted to the out
side, can no longer return to itself. It is thus that the heavenly order is des
troyed in man.25 Those who are initiated into the Tao do not exchange the 
heavenly for the human.26

The celestial, heaven ( t sien) , is the original nature o f man, which the 
sage does not allow to be obliterated by human passions. These would 
cause him to lose the feeling o f participation in the totality o f nature, in 
the heavenly order (t'ie n -li). The word li signifies here the whole order 
° f the universe, which embraces and includes all particular entities; it is 
practically synonymous with the word Tao, the way. It is the absolute, 
conceived, as always in pre-Buddhist Chinese thought, not as a spiritual 
and transcendent essence but as a universality in which the diversity of 
the world is unified, somewhat in the manner o f Stoicism.

Passivity, in the H u ai-n an -tzu , is a passivity with respect to a kind of 
absolute—for it is surely an absolute, this universality that is set oppo- 
Slte relative entities, and within which they take on order and meaning. 
And the sage, who never loses his sense o f this absolute, this Tao, is 
compared to “a perfectly clear m irror in  which everything can be clearly seen /̂ 7 
as a ŝ° to that other reflective surface, calm w ater；

Water is by nature unitary and pure, but mud can make it turbid; simi- 
hrly human nature is calm and quiet, but desires can agitate it. . . . [All



men] have received from heaven the same senses: ear and eye are sensitive 
to sounds and sights, the mouth and nose to tastes and to good and bad 
odors, the skin to hot and cold.

If some people share in the “light o f the soul” while others, being spiri
tually beclouded, “ do not shun folly,” it is because they differ

in their control of their passions. . . . T he soul is the source of the intel
lect; when this source is pure, the intellect is clear. T he intellect is the 
repository o f thought; when the intellect is im partia l, then thought is cor
rect. One does not see oneself in the froth of a  running current; one sees one
s e l f  in stilled water, because it is quiet. One does not see one’s face in rough 
iron, but sees it in the clear mirror, because it is smooth.28

Is this to say that one must imagine first iron, and then the necessity 
of polishing it? The H uai-nan-tzu  shows itself here to be resolutely subi- 
tist, and in the same terms as the verse o f Hui-neng:

A clear mirror cannot be soiled by dust; a  pure soul cannot be troubled by 
desire. To wish actively to return the soul from its dispersal am ong outer 
things is to neglect the root while seeking [to restore] the branches. 'Io 
w ish to enter into contact w ith things when there is no correspondence at 
a ll between inner and outer, to wish in this w ay to know by ear or eye the 
m ysterious light [of the soul], is to abandon the light to w alk in  darkness; it 
is to lose the spirit of the Tao.29

Another chapter o f the Huai-nan-tzu, while discussing detachment in 
the practice o f government, identifies this “ light o f the soul” with the 
completely passive luminosity of the mirror. The lat.ter reflects objects 
without trying to influence them; in the same way, a good ruler allows 
himself to be guided by the circumstances which shape his destiny:

W hoever would wish to see him self in the bottom of a well by lean ing over 
the wall around its edge would not be able to see the reflection of the pupil 
of his eye, no m atter how keen his vision: but if he em ploys the light o f  a 
mirror to see himself, he can perceive distinctions down to one-tenth of an 
inch. Thus does an enlightened ruler, w ithout tiring his ears or eyes, and 
w ithout using up his energy or his soul, let things come to him  so as to see 
his countenance in  them , and allows events to occur so as to observe their 
transformations. . . . He does not resort to random contrivance, but 
w alks in the necessity of the Tao.30

The disinterestedness of the sage, which is a consequence o f his 
detachment, makes his judgment so valuable that everyone accepts it:

Even though there are m any men of good faith hereabouts, still when pos
sessions have to be m anaged or wealth distributed, then in order to deter
m ine the right portions, one has recourse rather to calcu lating slips—for in 
matters of law , one prefers what lacks thought to what is endowed with
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thought. And even though there are many men of integrity hereabouts, 
still when preserving a precious treasure, one does not neglect to bar the: 
door or verify the seals—for in matters of integrity, one prefers what lacks 
desire to what is endowed with desire. When a person tells you your 

^faults, you are angry with him; but when a m irror shows what is ugly, you fin d  
this mirror excellent，、

Thus the sage is a man for whom no thought of personal concern—or 
better，no thought whatever—intervenes between the knowing and the 
known; his perception is as immediate as the reflection o f a m irror. The 
necessary condition o f his m oral integrity is an impassivity so perfect 
that no personal bias is present to distort his judgm ent as he strives for 
the wholeness of which the mind is constituted:

A drum  is not destroyed by sound—that is w hy it reverberates. A mirror is 
not destroyed by a reflection一that is why it can reflect. . . . The sage draws into 
himself and does not anticipate things. When events occur, he examines 
them; when thihgs come, he responds to them.32

There is another philosopher who uses the m irroring property of 
water as a m etaphor to expound analogous ideas: this is Hsiin-tzu (ca. 
300-230 B.C.), who is situated chronologically between Chuang-tzu and 
the H u ai-n an -tzu , though closer to the former. On the basis of several too 
hastily interpreted passages and terms, some have made of Hsun-tzu a 
rationalist. The following quotation shows him as being close to 
Chuang-tzu. It is taken from one o f the principal chapters o f the work 
bearing his name, the chapter entitled f4Dispersed Clouds” (ch iek -p i). 
This is an exposition o f the right procedures for ridding the mind of the 
“unilateral and partial views” which cloud it over and render it “blind 
to the great principle” (ta -lz), to this universality that orders and 
explains individual beings in their relations with each other. The human 
mind is here compared to water in a basin: if  it is set down properly and 
not disturbed, the impurities settle into the lower portion of the water 
while the upper portion becomes so pure, so clear, that

one can see even the hairs of his beard and eyebrows, and perceive the tex
ture of the skin.

But let a light wind pass over the water, and at once the impurities at the 
bottom begin to m ove，and the surface becomes so turbid that one is no 
longer able to discern in it a good reflection of the whole self:

Likewise the mind, if it is guided by a sense of the whole (li) and nourished 
by purity, is able to determine the true and the false, to cut off all conjec
ture and doubt. But if it lets itself be in the least distracted by external 
things, then its equilibrium becomes jeopardized from the outside, it is 
internally upset, and becomes unable to distinguish even the grossest 
detail



In this text, as in all those from pre-Buddhist times that we have cited 
here, the point is to purify the mind. This puts the mind into a state of 
perceiving the external world without confusion, without its losing sight 
o f that aspect o f well-ordered totality which was at this time the Chinese 
conception o f the absolute. We meet again in these passages most o f the 
terms in the Platform Sutra metaphor: the mirror, the dust, even the 
denunciation of the practice o f cleaning the mirror. But never is this 
spoken of as man encountering within himself a purity properly “ spiri
tual,” an interior absolute. Such notions were lacking among the Chi
nese of antiquity. It is rather from India, from Buddhism, that these 
terms derived the new meaning that they had for the two T ’ang dynasty 
C h ’an masters. We have found in Taoism certain sources for the verses 
in the Platform Sutra; we must now find others in Buddhism.

2 . In d ian  A ntecedents

Indeed, the m irror metaphor is well known in India. It occurs even out
side of Buddhism, among the metaphors in the Upanishads. Actually, it 
is not always as mere metaphor that it occurs. In a whole series of 
Upanishads, the atman is identified with one’s reflection in a m irror or an 
eye, with a shadow or an echo.34 But these texts are clear that a lower 
concept of the atman is what is meant: it is the “ reflected soul,” as S6nart 
says.35 They evidently do not refer to a mediate knowing that is a 
“ reflection” of the absolute, like the speculative knowledge o f God that 
Christianity contrasts with the knowledge of direct acquaintance. This 
is rather a conception of the soul which is as yet poorly dissociated from 
that which, among many primitive peoples, inspires them to take the 
reflection of a man for his true personality, for his “ soul.”36 However, 
one o f the Upanishads counted as ancient does resort to the metaphor of 
the dust-tovered m irror in a spirit similar to that o f the Platform Sutra. 
This occurs in the context o f a passage on yoga, which aims at the reali
zation o f the supreme atman in its pure essence:

Ju s t  as a  dust-covered mirror 
Glitters like fire when it is cleaned,
So does one who has recognized the atman s essence 
A ttain the goal, deliverance from anxiety.37

We move now to Buddhist literature. Here the m irror metaphor is 
used for a variety of purposes. Most frequently we find the phenome
non of reflection in a m irror used as one illustration— along with hallu
cinations, dreams, shadows, echoes, the moon in the water, and other 
effects of this kind— of the illusory character o f everything that is not the 
pure absolute.38 In HTnayana the illusion more particularly refers to



sense-ob jects as m aterial (r iip a )  o r  co n d itio n ed  (sam skrta) w h ile  in  the 
M ah袅y吞na，notably in the school o f em ptiness, Sunyavada or M adhya- 
mika, it refers to all “things” (dh arm as) and entities without exception, 
since they are “em pty” (su n ya) o f self-nature and are nothing but the 
product o f the play o f causes and conditions.39 The epistemological 
school (V ijnanavada or \bgacara) reserves the comparison with a reflec- 
tion for a m ore precisely defined category o f phenomena— namely, 
those objects o f consciousness (vijn d n a ) which fall under the rubric o f rel
ative or “dependeiU” (pa ra tan tra ) phenomena— dependent, that is, on 
conditions outside themselves. In this school the dependent is in fact 
opposed to both the “ im aginary,” which is nothing but a product o f the 
mind，and to the “ absolute,” which is the sole real-in-itself. The reflec
tion is not a real object, but it nonetheless is perceived and it partici
pates in the reality o f the object which it reflects to the degree that it is 
dependent upon that object.40 “ It exists but is not real,” says one o f the 
scriptural authorities o f this school.41

Buddhist exegesis has pushed rather far its analysis o f reflections in a 
mirror, having scrutinized the degree o f reality which can be attributed 
to them, as well as exploring their m etaphorical Values. Asariga, in 
order to establish the idealist thesis which he has adopted (“ all is mind 
only，” “ all is consciousness on lyM), quotes a canonical text that deals 
with the m ental images perceived by the m ystic when in a state o f medi
tation—an extrem e, but therefore prototypical, case. Are these images, 
asks Asaiiga，different from , or the same as, the consciousness which 
perceives them? He argues in accordance w ith his thesis that they are 
not different, - and do not im ply the existence of external objects. 
Thought appears in the double aspect o f the seeing and the seen, like a 
visible object reflecting itself in the pure circle q f a m irror, where thing and 
reflection appear to be distinct. In a work where he upholds the exis
tence of the w orld42 o f sense-objects (“ all exists’，〉，Vasubandhu, the 
brother o f Asariga, applies him self to dem onstrating the inexistence of 
reflections. He does this in the context o f arguing that it is m aterially 
impossible for two real things to exist in the same place: only the m irror 
and the reflected object really exist; the reflection is only an illusory 
Perception.43

Another master, one belonging to the school o f emptiness, puts to use 
the resources o f the dialectic which is the specialty o f this school and 
states that a reflection is produced neither by the m irror nor by the face, 
nor again by the person who holds the m irror. Nevertheless it is subject 
!°  a conditioned production, fo r otherwise it would exist eternally, even 
ln the absence o f the m irror and the face. In the same way, every know- 

thing, every dharm a, is produced neither by itself nor by another— 
Yet is on that account no less subjcct to causes and conditions. In reality.



the knowable is “ em pty” and deceives only non-Buddhists, just as a 
reflection deceives only fools.14

Sim ilarly the Lankavatara-sutra, one of the principal sources o f inspira
tion for the C h ’an school (which was first called the Lankavatara  
school), likens the perceiving consciousness to a m irror reflecting 
images that it mistakes for real objects.45 The mind reflects itself in the 
objects which it has itself created, like images in a m irror:46

Ju s t as an unreal im age 
Is reflected in a  m irror,
The one m ind, reflected in the m irror of its own perfum ings,47 
Is seen by the ignorant as a duality .48

Thus the m ajor use to which the example o f the m irror has been put 
by Buddhists is as a weapon in this exhaustive analysis o f the empirical 
world, an analysis which is one of the characteristics o f their doctrine. 
But if they undermine the relative, it is only the "better to isolate from it 
the absolute, to release it in its purity, its ineffable independence. We 
find therefore that “ subitist” thinking can derive authority from the 
M ahayana.

There is also no lack o f Buddhist texts where the metaphor of the m ir
ror is used in another way, closer to the meaning it had for Taoist philos
ophers of the C h ’an school. As early as the Mahaparinirvana-sutra, one of 
the most venerable monuments in the canonical tradition o f the Hlna- 
yana, the realized arhat is defined as the mirror o f the dharma, that is, of 
the Buddhist teaching.49

W ithin M ahayana, the epistemological school (Yogacara) posited, as 
a kind of substrate for the activity of the sensory consciousnesses, a fac
ulty called the appropriating consciousness,50 whose role is to appropri
ate sense perceptions so that they may be held in reserve in the nether
most mind. Then, under the influence of certain conditions, new 
perceptions are able to well forth, fructifying these “ germs” in actual 
acts o f objectified consciousness. The Buddhist exegetes will not ac
knowledge this to be an echo of the atman; but one may wonder, at the 
risk o f committing what would be in their eyes the blackest heresy, 
whether this “ appropriating consciousness” does not represent a kind 
o f carefully camouflaged absolute, reintroduced into Buddhism along 
with all precautions necessary to preserve the relativist orthodoxy. It is 
compared to a m irror upon which images are registered without the mirror 
itself undergoing any transformation: as with the H uai-nan-tzu, its capacity to 
reflect images remains intact.51

From another point o f view, the same school compares the lack of 
cognitive clarity to a m irror52 or to agitated water, unable to reflect 
clearly the face which gazes into it. It is hence necessary for the mind to



be tra in ed  {bhdvand-m aya  ‘ m a d e  b y  t r a in in g ，）fo r it  to  b e  ab le  to  know  the 
absolute.53 This last thesis is gradualist.

W e also find in this school a  certain curious doctrine which teaches of 
the four modes o f transcendent consciousness belonging to Buddhas: 
the first o f these is called the m irror consciousness. 54 It is a kind o f om ni
science. The “ m irror consciousness” refers to the fact that everything  
knowable views itse lf perpetually in the m ind o f the Buddhas, w ithout 
lim itation in tim e o r space, and w ithout the Buddhas ever being able to 
forget it— but also without this knowable being present to the Buddhas 
in acts o f perception, nor being in the least affected in its ow n eternally  
pure nature. It is in this m irro r that all living  beings see the objects o f 
their consciousness appear, like reflections, especially objects whose 
nature is good, salvific . 55 In this sense the Buddhas can qualify as causes 
o f the w orld, insofar as it is seen by the m inds o f beings. thereby is 
this doctrine exposed to the criticism  that it posits a creator god, a criti
cism to which Buddhists have alw ays shown them selves very  sensitive .56 
The notion o f the “ m irror consciousness,” w hich does not seem  to occur 
in India before the fourth century o f our era , is rem iniscent o f certain  
W estern doctrines to which we shall allude below .

3. Western Parallels
The preceding rem ark w ill serve as a tran sition  for extending the 
inquiry to the occidental w orld , w here the m etaphor o f the sp irit-m irror 
has played a ro le no less im portant than its ro le in C h ina o r India. 
Islamic thought deserves m ention here: I lim it m yself to quoting a few  
passages from  the m ystical philosopher A]-GhazzalT ( 1 0 5 9 -1 1 1 1 ) :

Imagine an oxidized [metal] m irror, with rust covering its surface, its clar
ity obscured, unable to register our images. Normally a m irror is able to 
receive images and reflect them just as they are, but whoever wishes to 
restore this m irror must carry out two tasks. He must first wipe and polish 
it, so as to remove the rust which does not belong there. Then he has to 
position the m irror in front o f the object which he wants to be reflected. 
Thus the human soul has the capacity to become a m irror which can at 
any time be oriented to the true* Just as with the image and the mirror, it 
receives the im print o f the true when, in a certain sense, k identifies itself 
with the 】atter，even though in another sense it remains distinct. . . • 
Angels do this eternally, just as pure water by nature reflects images in its 
characteristic manner. But for a human this ability exists only potentially, 
unmanifested in action. By doing battle against himself, he can attain the 
status o f angels; but if, yielding to his appetites, the human continues to 
allow rust to accumulate on the m irror of his soul, his potentiality for 
^fleeting the true will be completely eclipsed.57



Al-GhazzalT is a partisan o f gradualism :

When the surface of the mirror is covered with rust，it fails to receive any 
image—but when it is put opposite the image and the polisher sets about 
his work, the reflection of the image gradually comes into view. . . . For 
creatures, spirit comes into being at a  certain  mom ent, not before . . .  
when the spirit is still too little polished to receive the image.58

It is clear that such passages already have an occidental coloration. 
The rust m etaphor is Platonic, and can be found am ong jthe Fathers o f 
the G reek C hurch ,59 among whom some also attribute solely to angels 
the vision o f the divine image. A l-G hazzall insists on the necessity for 
the hum an soul to actively orient itself toward the true, and he speaks 
elsewhere o f the reflection o f the beauty o f God in the m irror o f the 
heart.60

We expect to encounter the m etaphor or notion o f the image in the 
philosophy o f Plato, since for him perceptible reality is nothing but a 
shadow, an echo, a reflection61 o f ideal models. The m etaphor o f the 
m irror figures im portantly in a dialogue o f debated authenticity, the 
first A lcibiadeS j which had a great career in H erm etic and Neoplatonic 
thought，and which, it has been pointed out, contains certain ideas that 
some other G reek authors attributed to the brahm ins o f India .62 In this 
dialogue, Socrates teaches Alcibiades that the form ula o f the Delphic 
oracle, “ K now  thyself，” should be understood in the sense o f knowing 
one，s soul. But how to know the soul? In order to see oneself, one 
requires a m irror, o r else what is com parable, the pupil in the eye o f 
someone else. In order to see itself, Socrates continues, the eye has to 
look at another eye—and to know vision，it must look at the part in that 
eye where the faculty native to it resides. In the same way, the soul, if it 
wants to know itself, has to look at another soul, and in that soul，at the 
“divine” part where wisdom , consciousness, and thought reside. Look
ing thus at oneself in the divinity o f another soul，one discovers God in 
one’s own. T o know ourselves is therefore to discover G od w ithin us. In 
the edition o f Eusebius，63 there is inserted here a passage which critics 
agree constitutes a N eoplatonic interpolation, but which nevertheless 
recommends itself to our attention. W e read there that ju st as true m ir
rors are clearer，purer, and m ore lum inous than the m irror o f the eye, so 
too is God purer and m ore lum inous than even the best part o f the soul: 
he is the best m irror o f hum an things, and it is in him that we can see 
and know ourselves.64 This develops the m eaning o f the Platonic text in 
a transcendentalist direction, which places God outside the human soul 
and makes o f him a m irror presented to m an, somewhat like the “ m ir- 
ro r consciousness” o f Buddhas.

P lotinus (2 05 -2 70 )，however, does not seem to have used the m eta



phor o f the m irror to illustrate the relationship between the hum an soul 
and God or the absolute, at least not in the sense found in the A lcib ia d es. 
In the E nneads, P lotinus teaches that the low er part o f the soul, that 
which touches and inform s m atter, is a reflection，as in a m irror, o f the 
ideal or intelligible w orld .65 W hat is at issue here is the unreal aspect o f 
the reflection. Plotinus denies to m atter any participation in being, in 
true reality. M atter is，he says,

nothing but a phantom in another phantom, exactly as in a mirror, where 
the object appears elsewhere than it really is. In appearance, the m irror is fu ll 
o f objects, y e t w hile seeming to have everything, it actually contains nothing. . • .  
This reflection leaves matter quite unaffected, like a vision in a dream, 
like a reflection in water or in a mirror.66

Not only does m atter not receive real entities, but it also rem ains unable 
to appropriate their images. Not only are the images that reflect them 
selves in it nothing but appearances, but, in contrast to the m irror 
which is at least a form , it has itself not even a form .67 Thus in a way 
sim ilar to the m ajority o f Buddhist authors, Plotinus resorts to the m ir
ror to illustrate the unreality o f the perceptible, the m aterial w orld, a 
realm absolutely foreign to the spiritual w orld, which alone possesses 
being. Elsewhere, however, he does adm it a sort o f connection between 
spirit (nous) and m atter (k y le ), and follows a m yth that also appears in 
the hermetic philosophy,68 according to which the soul (psych e) is 
attracted to m atter upon seeing there its image “as in  the m irror o f D ion y
siu s^  and leaps from  its height down toward this im age. But it is only an 
intermediate part o f the soul that is attracted to m atter: its higher por
tion rem ains on the spiritual plane. 69 ,

Philo of A lexandria, the Jew ish philosopher who lived in the first cen
tury a .d ., constructed a whole system upon the notion o f the image as 
found in the text o f Genesis: “ And God said, Let us make m an.in our 
image, after our likeness.” The m etaphor o f the m irror recurs con
stantly in his w orks.70 In most cases it is a m atter o f seeing the suprascn- 
sory “as in a m irror，，’ that is to say, in an indirect and mediate w ay: thus 
does m an’s spirit see God in the m irror o f things, and thus does the soul 
contemplate “ m ysteries” through the m irror o f words, and so on.

It is to this current o f thought that m odem exegesis usually seems to 
link those C hristian apostolic texts that speak o f the m irror. A s we read 
ln the Epistle o fjam es:

If someone is a listener to the logos and does not put it into practice, it is 
like a man who contemplates in a mirror the fa c e  q f his origin, and having con
templated, departs and at once forgets what he w as .71

For “origin” the G reek text has genesis，which the Vulgate renders by 
n^ tivita s. We m ay assume that w hat is m eant is the original face o f m an,



namely, that within him which is the “ image” of God and which he 
rediscovers in the m irror o f logos, in listening to the W ord. But the prin
cipal text among these is the one where St. Paul distinguishes between 
“ m irror-like” and “ face-to-face” visions:

Now we see in effect by a  m irror, en igm atica lly ; but then, it w ill be face to 
face. Now I know partia lly ; but then, I w ill know as I have been know n.72

The face-to-face vision of God was reserved for the future life, or at 
best, for exceptional beings in this life.73 Normally in this world one has 
only the “m irror-like” vision o f God— reflected, enigmatic, and partial. 
The Evangelist speaks o f the future when he says, “ Happy are the pure 
of heart, for they w ill see God,” 74 and the Epistle o f Joh n  likewise refers 
to future time:

W hen he appears we w ill be like him , because we w ill see him  as he is. All 
those who have this hope, founded upon him , purify themselves as he him self 
is p u re .75

Is not this purification that o f the dust on the m irror? Elsewhere St. Paul 
says:

Reflecting en tirely on a  single unveiled [sp iritual] face the light of the Lord, 
we are transformed into his own im age [as it is reflected in us], from light 
to ligh t, as by the Lord, who is sp irit.76

O ver the centuries a great mass o f exegesis developed over the oppo
sition between the two visions of which St. Paul speaks, the “ m irror
like” and the “ face-to-face” : for the whole question of transcendence 
was at stake. In many o f these texts the metaphor of the m irror crops up 
again. The passage in Genesis about “ im age” and “ likeness” has like
wise inspired a wealth of commentary. But I will not attempt to summa
rize the opinions o f the Fathers and Doctors of the Church regarding 
extremely complex questions which lie beyond my competence— I have 
already ventured too far into a field foreign to my own studies. Still I 
shall cite a few examples of this metaphor which I have chanced upon in 
my reading and which have seemed to me helpful in understanding bet
ter its Chinese and Buddhist applications.

Most o f the Greek Fathers distinguish between image and likeness, 
eikon and homoiousis. In the second century, Irenaeus defined the eikon as 
the natural image of God, common to all men, and contrasted it with 
the homoiousis, the divine likeness accorded only to Christians.77 Clem 
ent of Alexandria (d. ca. a . d . 215) interposed the logos between God and 
m an: the human spirit is the image o f the logos, and it is the logos which 
is the image of G od.78 However, unlike St. Paul, Clem ent does seem to 
have admitted that in this life a vision o f God “ face-to-face and without



mirrors^  can  be g a in e d ，79 a  v is io n  b rough t ab o u t th rough  p u rifica tio n  b y  
gnosis，and designated by him as sudden:

When a light is brought suddenly into a banquet room，the guests are sur
prised and dazzled; but little by little they get used to the light and, exer
cising their reasoning powers, they are filled with joy.80

This vision is also an eternal contemplation.81 Though Clem ent was o f 
the subitist persuasion，82 he did not neglect the gradualist point o f view. 
Only those who have purified themselves o f their passions can attain to 
gnosis, the knowledge o f God; the spirit must be pure and free o f every 
blemish in order for the image to emerge in it. Faith must not remain 
“inactive and solitary，” but rather requires an active quest. 83

For Origen, in the third century, the im age o f God is innate to man (in 
a “sudden” manner) while the likeness must be acquired through man’s 
free actions. 84 In the fifth century, Diadochus of Photice postulated 
between image and likeness a relationship o f potentiality and Act: the 
image is the “token” or “pledge” which brings us to aspire to future 
likeness. Such likeness depends upon a purification that Diadochus 
identifies with baptism, for it is through baptism that ‘‘divine grace fits 
itself to the features o f the divine image.’ ，85 A lready in the fourth cen
tury, Athanasius insisted on purification, in language redolent with Pla
tonism. In two treatises dating from  his youth ,86 he wrote that in order 
to return to God, man has to remove from his spirit the defilement he 
has acquired by desiring perceptible things: “W ipe away the spots o f sin 
that dirty the soul,” “wash until everything foreign  to soul is removed.” 
Then having again become one, purified and resplendent, the soul, 
which is made in the image o f God, sees in itself, as in  a m irror, the logos, 
the image o f the Father. We see that the word “foreign” (to  a llo trio n ), 
reminiscent o f the Sanskrit dgantuka and “ adventitious dust，，87 o f Chi
nese Buddhism, occurs also in Plotinus.88

But it is above all at the hands o f Gregory o f Nyssa (337-400), who 
was the greatest representative o f the Cappadocian school, and whose 
role in the form ation o f Christian thought and mysticism has been clari
fied by several recent studies,89 that the m etaphor o f the m irror under- 
goes what are for us its most interesting developments. The author of 
the C atechetical D iscourse makes no distinction between the divine image 
and the divine likeness.90 He proceeds from a kind of “ subitism” after 
Ae Platonic manner. If man is the image o f God, he is so by virtue o f his 
very nature (ka ta  physin) .91 He has God within himself, unknown and 
hidden; conversion is a return to his original state, a restoration :92

The creator who made man in his image deposited into the nature of this 
如odel being the seeds of all virtues, so that the good would not have to be



brought in from outside. . . . And there is no other way to attain what we 
desire than to give this good to ourselves.93

For this it is sufficient to resort to a wholly negative effort, a purging of 
the passions:

Freed from the movement of the passions, . . . the soul draws into itself 
and is able to know itself completely, as it is in its nature; and it contem
plates the archetype in its own beauty, like an image in a mirror.94

The point is therefore to purify the spiritual m irror:
The spirit is like a mirror, receiving a form from the object that appears in it. 
The nature, which is subordinate to the spirit, cleaves to it, and in turn 
receives its adornment from this beauty set beside it, or i f  it were the mirror to 
a mirror. . . . But when matter, which itself has neither form nor constitu
tion, emerges in its deformity, it corrupts the beauty of the nature. Then 
the ugliness of matter passes via the nature to the spirit itself, with the 
result that the impression of the divine image is no longer visible there. 
And the spirit, presenting like a mirror only its reverse side to the idea of the 
all-good, repulses the manifestations of the splendor of the good, and 
models in itself nothing but the deformity of matter. Thus is evil born.95

The metaphor of the m irror occurs here in terms which recall those of 
the Platform Sutra:

A piece of iron, when cleaned by a stone of the rust which had shortly 
before obscured it, reflects in itself the light of the sun and shines back 
rays. So too the interior man, whom the Lord calls the heart: when he has 
removed the defiling rust covering over his beauty, he will receive anew 
the image of the archetype.96

For Gregory, as for Platonism, evil is only something added onto our 
true nature: ,

Each person must distinguish himself carefully from what is around him, 
so that he will not be attached to what is foreign (to allotrion) to him. . . . 
Whoever turns toward that which belongs to human nature, toward the 
logos, will scorn whatever is not logos. . . . Man, the image of God, did not 
originally have as part of his essence the life of the passions. These were 
added later, and the godlike beauty of the soul, made in the image of the 
prototype, was obscured by sin, as iron is by rust.97

Detachment, the absence of passions, is likened to the clear mirror which 
reflects the divine sun.98

Gregory is even less a gradualist than Plotinus. W hereas, according 
to Plotinus,

it is a labor (ergon) for the soul, burdened by the addition.of a foreign ele
ment (to allotrion), to wash and clean itself in order to be again beautiful 
and be what it was before.99



G rego ry  in  co n tra s t ho lds th a t fo r th e  sou l

to become that which it was before，the likeness of God, is not our labor 
(ergon), nor is it in the power of humans to accomplish at all: it is a deed of 
divine generosity, which has graced our nature, since our creation, yvith 
this likeness to it.100

Apart from the notions o f creator, grace, and likeness, do we not find 
here taking place between the pagan philosopher and his Christian 
rebutter the debate of Shen-hsiu and Hui-neng?

Gregory maintained that God cannot be known as an object by ordi
nary cognition (gn osis). He can only be known to the extent that he 
manifests himself to the soul through his grace:

Blessed are not those who know something of God, but rather those who 
have him in themselves. -、• According to the words, the Kingdom o f God is 
within youf whoever has purified his own heart of all created things sees in 
his own beauty the image of the divine nature.

Moreover, the property of the m irror is not to be anything in itse lf but 
rather to conform to the objects it faces: 102 the Chinese would say it
“responds” (y in g ).

Human nature is truly like a mirror: it takes the form  o f  that which its wishes reflect. 
When it has turned its back on sin and has been purified by the logos, it 
receives in itseif the disk of the sun, and shines with the same light that 
appears within it" 。3

Christian commentators see this doctrine o f passivity as the great 
innovation of Gregory o f Nyssa, in which “under cover of retention of 
the Platonic terminology, a whole transformation o f Platonism” took 
place. 104 Gregory introduced into Christianity the idea of a transcen
dent God, distinct from created beings，and also the idea o f the grace 
which he offers us and which we are free to  accept or not. We can also 
see this thinker in another perspective, that o f Chinese quietism and 
“non-doing.”

The tendency today is to recognize a strong influence of Gregory o f 
Nyssa in the work of Dionysius the Areopagite, active at the end of the 
ftfth century; who is known to have exerted a profound influence on the 
whole of Christian mysticism in both its Eastern and Western branches. 
The metaphor of the m irror occurs with Dionysius under circumstances 
which recall Gregory o f Nyssa. 105 But I w ill not pursue the metaphor in 
Medieval and modem literature, as most authors merely embroider on 
themes they have taken from biblical and patristic sources. Tb be sure， 
phginal motifs often come to be m inted  with the embroidery, and this 
ls specially the case beginning with the great fourteenth-century 
revival of mystical philosophy, at bottom Neoplatonic, that within



Christianity announced the dawn of modern times. Ruysbroeck (1293
1381) drew from the doctrine o f the divine image and from its elabora
tion by St. Augustine the very  model o f a fundamentally trinitarian phi
losophy, in which the metaphor of the m irror crops up time and 
again.106 He sees the creation as a vision that God has:

C reatures are e ternally  born, before having been created in tim e. God saw 
and contemplated them in h im self distinctly, according to the ideas which 
are in h im .107

In Ruysbroeck’s M irror o f Eternal Blessedness, whose title is significant, 
G od’s wisdom itself is compared to a mirror, like the “ m irror conscious
ness” o f Buddhas:

The h igher parts of our soul are like a  living mirror o f  God, where God has 
im printed his eternal im age and where no other im age can appear. . . . 
E verything that God knows d istinctly in the mirror o f  his wisdom, the 
im ages, forms, reasons, orderings, all of it is truth and life insofar as this 
life is himself, for there is in him  nothing but his own n a tu re .108

To terminate this vagabond inquiry gracefully, after so many quota
tions which have been more or less distorted in translation, I cannot 
resist the pleasure o f quoting two great French texts from the seven
teenth century. The first is by M arie of the Incarnation (159 9-16 7 2), an 
admirable w riter who was also an eminent woman o f action. As she 
reported in one o f the accounts of her states of prayer,

there was alw ays present for me the impression of this great abyss of d iv in
ity into which I had plunged, and ju st as vivid an impression of m y noth
ingness and m y im purities. M y sou l saw  itse lf in this great All as in a very clear 
mirror, where I discerned all its defects down to the least atom of imperfec
tion with which it was soiled; and it was this that humbled it, m aking it 
hide all the more in its God, to be purified , burned, and consumed 
by h im .109

Has the passive humility o f the creature before God ever been expressed 
in simpler and more moving terms?

We come finally to a passage by Fenelon (16 5 1 -17 15 )  from his Expla
nation o f M axim s fo r  Saints on the Interior Life, 110 a work which was cen
sured for quietism in 1699, two years after its publication:

W ater which has been agitated  can neither be clear nor receive the image 
of nearby objects; but tranquil water is like the clear gla ss o f  a mirror. It receives 
without alteration all the images o f  various objects, and keeps none o f  them. It is the 
same for the pure and peaceful soul. God im prints on it his im age and that 
of all the objects he wishes to im print there. Everything is im printed, 
everyth ing erased. T h is soul has no form of its own, and it equally  has 
every form that grace gives it. . . . M an  at this stage can say, “ I am  com



pletely created. Nothing remains of this soul, and everything in it is obli
terated as soon as God wishes to create new impressions! ”

Would not one think oneself to be reading Chuang-tzu or some 
q u i e t i s t i c  Chinese Buddhist? I would wish us to dream that by investi
gating distant origins some historic rapprochement would be possible 
between Fenelon and the M ahayana (though what could be said o f pre- 
B u d d h is t China?)—through the Greek Fathers appealed to by Fenelon 
for authority, who could in turn have been, like the Neoplatonists to 
whom they are so close, under the influence o f Indian thought (which 
moreover may itself contain borrowings from Western thought). • • .  
For my own part, in composing this brief study I have not asked m yself 
any historical questions. If we wish, we may see here a comparative 
essay, or more simply an essay the point o f which is to clarify a Chinese 
philosophical metaphor by contrasting it with parallels'in China and 
outside China，and particularly with its “ reflections” in “m irrors” 
fam iliar to us. There are certainly discrepancies among these parallels, 
for a metaphor, like a rite, can lend itself to extrem ely diverse uses. To 
some, reflections in a m irror serve to illustrate the unreality o f the phe
nomenal world. To others, on the contrary, the clear m irror is like the 
absolute, reflecting back to man his ideal image. O r again, the m irror’s 
property of faithfully reflecting objects without being touched by them 
is compared to the detachment o f the sage, who apprehends reality in an 
impersonal and immediate manner. These are in short the two aspects 
of the m irror, the one active，the other passive. " 1 For most thinkers, 
what is significant is the necessity o f cleaning the m irror to bring back 
its clarity, and they liken this cleaning to the purification of the human 
spirit, which has to purge itself o f passions in order to be able to reflect 
purity. The obscured m irror is then comparable to the impure spirit, 
which can only know the true in an imperfect and mediate way.

This recapitulation is far from  complete. But the resources o f the 
human imagination are after all modest, and among so many disparate 
documents there are, it seems to me, enough common features for them 
to be able to illum inate each other on some points.

T ranslated by N eal D onner

Notes
The translator would like to thank Mme. Elise Olson, whose preliminary 

translation of this article made his task much easier.
1- The word t Ja i * frame, stand’ can be used in Chinese to designate mirrors 

(orie does not say “a mirror” but “a frame of mirror，” just as one says in French 
Un pied de salade3 ‘a head oflettuce，). This verse can be understood simply in the



sense that the mirror does not exist: “There is not even a frame of the clear 
m irror!”

2. The text of these verses has come down to us in various versions. The 
principal variant is in the third line of H ui-neng’s verse: all versions that post
date this one (recovered at Tun-huang) have “Fundamentally not a  single thing 
exists” in place of “The Buddha-nature is eternally pure,” which is'slightly 
more explicit. See T  48.337c-338a, 348b-349a. For other recensions see M a- 
tsumoto Bunzaburo in Zengaku kenkyu 18 (1932): 54; and in Bukkyd kenkyu 2, no. 
4(1938): 46.

Trans: In the second line o f  Shen-hsiu’s verse, Demieville translates the Chi
nese hsin by esprit. The latter can be retranslated into English as either “mind,” 
which brings us into accord with Yampolsky and other English-speaking Bud- 
dhologists, or “ spirit,” which has a  distinctly non-Buddhist flavor. Now even 
though the point of the paper as a whole is to illustrate the uses which mystics of 
various times and places have made of the m irror metaphor in their effort to 
understand the nature of I’esprit, in our translation we have used “ m ind” in the 
first (or “oriental”) part of the paper (to translate hsin from Chinese and citta 
from Sanskrit, as most scholars do today) and “ spirit” in the ( “occidental” ) 
second part. Unfortunately this renders the cultural analogy considerably less 
striking, but the alternative procedure, to use “ spirit” throughout for esprit, 
yields barbarisms in the Buddhist quotations. Demieville is able to take 
full advantage of the fact that esprit covers more semantic territory than 
“ spirit.” Besides esprit, he also employs other terms which in other contexts 
often have distinct meanings, but whose meanings in this paper coalesce: dme 
‘soul’ , intelligence ‘ intellect’ , connaissance ‘consciousness’ , coeur ‘heart’ , and even 
atman.

3. Tsing-hua hsueh-pao 7, no. 2: 1-4.
4. Trans: “Quietism” here means something analogous to the doctrinal pos

ture taken by the seventeenth-century French semi-quietist Fenelon, cited by 
Demieville near the end of the paper. This is viewed by the Catholic Church as 
“ a recurrence of the ultrasupernaturalism  that has plagued and stimulated the 
Church from its earliest years. . . .  [It reaches] the ultimate moral aberration” 
(New Catholic Encyclopedia, 12:26-27). Spanish quietism in its pure form was 
condemned (and its principal proponent imprisoned) as heretical by the Holy 
Office in 1687, only to resurface briefly again with Fenelon in a somewhat 
amended form. It clearly does not signify m erely “a quiet condition or habit, 
especially of m ind” (Webster).

5. Hsu-kao-seng chuan, T  50.598a.
6. Leng-ch’ieh shih-tzu chi, by Ching-chueh, T 8 5 .1284b. These metaphors are 

also found in the Treatise on the Supreme Vehicle, attributed to Hung-jen, fifth patri
arch of C h ’an and the teacher of Hui-neng; but the attribution is in doubt. See 
T 48.377a, 378a.

7. Hu Shih, Shen-hui ho-shang ich i  (Shanghai Oriental Book C o .: 1930), 108.
8. Ibid., 134.
9. See Plotinus, Enneads 1.2.4: “To purify oneself (to kathairesthai) is a less per

fect virtue than to be purified (to kekatharthai)’'
10. Taken from the Chinese version of a celebrated philosophical treatise (the



M ahayana-sraddkotpdda-sdstra, w h ich  is  a ttr ib u ted  to an  Ind ian  au th o r), the term s 
pen-chueh and shih-chiieh have had a grand career in Chinese Buddhism.

Trans: Most scholars now believe this text, Ta-sheng ch，i-hsing lun, to be of Chi
nese authorship. Pen-ckueh is o f course hongaku in Japanese pronunciation, a 
term whose career in Japanese Buddhism has also been grand.

1 1 . M adhyanta-vibhaga 1.21-22, ed. Yamaguchi (Nagoya，1934), 59-60.
Trans: Demieville，s esprit in the third line o f the second verse corresponds to

Skt. citta  (rendered “intellect” by Stcherbatsky). The text goes on, in Stcher- 
batsky’s translation, to say, “ [Here] the term ‘intellect’ is to be taken just in the 
sense of the Absolute, although the term intellect generally [in other contexts] 
means the phenomenal Mind.”

12. Sankara , Com m entary to the Brahma-sutTas, tr. Deussen, The System o f  the 
Vedanta (C hicago, 1912), 403.

13. This verse by Ching-hsiian (943-1027) is cited in an Annamite collection 
of biographies of Chinese Ch，an patriarchs. This has recently been re-edited at 
Hanoi by the Ecole Frangaise d1 Extreme-Orient.

14. Such a man seeks neither to follow his guests (accompany them as 
required in Chinese etiquette) nor to walk before them.

15. L iterally, w ithout being “ w ounded” by them . T he Taoist sage is invul
nerable. In renouncing all ac tiv ity  tied to a particu lar a im , in identifying h im 
self with the absolute, and in vo id ing him self o f every passion which would 
impel him to overstep the place assigned to him by heaven (nature), he man
ages to accomplish his duties and to “mount into the heights” (sheftg) of things, 
without participating in them or being in the least tainted by them.

16. He does not pursue it as a virtue knowingly regarded as a good. Quie
tude is defined apophatically, negatively.

17. I.e., reflects with complete clarity. The concepts “enlighten, reflect, look 
at, sec clearly, understand, know” tend in certain Chinese words (chao) m ing) to 
associate and mingle. Shen-hui said, “The clear m irror illum ines (chao)3 whether 
there is an object there for it to reflect or not” {Shen-hui ko~shang i chis 115—116， 
212-213). Similarly, the pure mind illum ines this invisible, this unknowable 
which is the absolute. In Chinese Buddhism, chao technically designates the gno
sis function, prajna. Plotinus likewise speaks of vision as illumination {Enneads 
1 6.9, 5 .3 .8，5.5.8, etc.)，and though the semantic link between speculum  ‘mir- 
ror’ and speculatio 4contemplation * (used for the Greek theoria, which means a 
beholding，spectacle, something to be looked at, contemplation) may be histori
cally doubtful, numerous Christian exegetes have made use of it. See for exam
ple* Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, part II, 2.2, question 180 (“O f the con
templative life，，)，article 3 (where reference is made to St. Augustine); also 
Suso，tr. Ancelet-Heustache (Paris, 1943)，245; and further the Carthusian 
monk Guiges du Pont of the thirteenth century, in J . Marechal, Psychologie des 
m ystiques, vol. 2 (Paris, 1937), 279.

18. Leibnitz’s monads are essentially “living m irrors” which each reflect the 
whole universe. The above two passages from Chuang-tzu are from chaps. 7 and 
13 respectively.

T^ans: cf. Burton Watson, The Complete Works o f  Chuang Tzu (N ew  \brk: 
Colum bia U n iversity  Press，1968)，97.



19. Chuang-tzuj chap. 15. Trans: cf. Watson, 169.
20. Ibid., chap. 33. This doctrine is attributed in the Chuang-tzu to Barrier 

Keeper Yin. The text is further developed in the L itk -tzu , chap. 4. Trans: cf.
Watson, 372.

21. Ibid., chap. 5. Trans: Watson translates, “Only what is still can still the 
stillness of other things” (p. 69).

22. Ibid.，chap. 5.
23. It passively reproduces sounds. *
24. It reproduces the diversity of forms. See H uai-nan-lzu3 chap. 1，SPTK 

1.4b-5a; translated by E. Morgan, in The Great Lum inant (London, 1934), 5-6.
25. He loses the feeling of participation in the ordered totality of the uni

verse. f
26. They do not allow their divine nature to be obliterated by human pas- 

sions. H uai-nan-tzur SPTK l*5a.
27. Ibid., chap. 2 , 2.3b; see Morgan, The G reat Lum inant, 36.
28. Ibid.，2. lOa-lOb; see Morgan, 49. Trans; Note that reference is made to a 

mirror whose surface is of polished metal—not of glass as would be the case 
today.

29. Ibid.
30. Ibid.，chap. 9，9.14a.
31. Ibid., chap. 14, 14.5b.
32. Ibid., 8b. I do not take into account the textual emendations proposed by 

Wang Nien-sun. ,
33. H sun-tzu^ sec. 21, SPTK 15.11a. See Homer Dubs’ translation， The 

Works o/H siin tze (London, 1928), 271.
Trans; For a more recent rendering, see Burton Watson’s translation, H siin 

Tzu: Basic W ritings (New York: Columbia University Press, 1963)，131-132.
34. Chdndogya 8,7.4; Katha 6.5; K aushftaki 4 .11-13 ; Brhaddranyaka 3 .9 .13-15.
35. Chdndogya-upantshady tr. E. Senart (Paris, 1930), 31.
36. See the comments by A. E. Crawley on the evidence collected in the eth

nographic literature, in the H astings Encyclopedia o f R eligion and E thics, vol. 3 
(Edinburgh, 1915), 696. Adherents to the Freudian conception of the imago 
have called attention to a similar dynamic in children and even animals.

Trans: T h e  imago is  ‘ ‘ th e  m o r e  o r  less i n f a n t i l e  c o n c e p t io n  o f  th e  p a r e n t  
retained in the unconscious” (Webster).

37. Svetasvetara-upanishad 2.14, tr. Deussen, Sechzig U paniskads des Veda (Leip
zig, 1905), 296.

38. The art of the illusionist magician is sometimes called in Sanskrit 
“Indra’s net” (in dra-jd la). Taking inspiration from this term, the Chinese Bud
dhists imagined a net which is supposed to adorn the palace of the god Indra at 
the summit of the cosmic mountain Sumeru, a net whose every mesh bears a 
jewel. All the jewels reflect each other, or more precisely, each of them reflects 
all the others. This was taken as an illustration of the interpenetration of the 
one and the many. A further metaphor illustrated the same interpenetration: a 
person situated between two opposite mirrors in which he is reflected to 
infinity. See Mochizuki，s encyclopedia, Bukkyd daijiten , vol. 1 (Tokyo, 1931), 
184 and 601. In the course of the abhiseka (unction) ceremony of the Tantric



school, the new initiate is presented with a mirror in which he is to contemplate 
his image in order to impress upon himself the iliusory character of his person- 
a]jCy and of aJ】things. See R. Tajima, Etude sur le M ahdvairocana -sutra (Paris,
1939), 14. ,

39 . See references in Etienne Lamotte, Le iraite de la Grande Vertu de Sagessey 
vol. 1 (L o u v a in , 1944), 357 n . 1.

40. Asanga, Mahdyana-samgraha 2.27，tr. Etienne Lamotte, vol. 2 (Louvain, 
1938)，123. See also the notes, which bring together numerous references.

41. Ghanavjfuha-sutra, quoted in the Vijnapti-m dtraid-siddhî  tr. La Valiee Pous
sin (Paris, 1928), 532.

42. M akdydna-samgraha 2.7, tr. Lamotte, 2:94.
43. Abkidharmakosa 3 .11-12, tr. La Vallee Poussin, vol. 3 (Paris-Louvain, 

1926), 34-35. '
Trans: Vasubandhu wrote this famous Sarvastivadin treatise before convert

ing to his brother’s brand of Mahayana (if indeed there was but one Vasuban
dhu). It is of course not a Mahayana work.

44. Traite de la grande VertM de Sagesse, 1:378iT.
45. Nanjio，s edition (Kyoto, 1923), 44.
46. Ibid., 44，55-56.
47. Vdsand [ Trans: Demieville uses impregruUion to translate this word], the 

germs of activity, notably of the imaginative function, with which primal karma 
has impregnated our mind and which are apt to “fructify” in pseudo-objects, 
illusory creations of our mind.

48. The duality of subject and object. Nanjio’s edition, 186; also cf. 93-94.
49. Dhammaddsa. M ahdparinibbana-sutta 2.8，tr. from the Chinese version by 

Weller, Monumenta Serica 4, no. 1 (Peking, 1939): 61-62.
50. Addna-vijhana, often equated with the “nethermost” consciousness (dlaya- 

vijndna).
Trans: Demieville and the French translators use trefonds (nethermost, deep

est, implying the “sub” of “subconscious”）here instead of translating alaya 
directly as “storehouse” or “repository.”

51. Samdhi-nirmocana-sutTas tr. E. Lamotte (Louvain-Paris, J935), 】86.
52. Trans; to a dusty mirror?
53. Tathatd is the word here for absolute. Sam dhi-nirm ocana-sutra, tr. E. La- 

motte，224. For the reading tathatd I follow Hsuan-tsang^s version, T  16.701a.
54. Adarsa-jnana.
55. M ahaydna-sutrdlamkdra, tr. S. Levi (Paris, 1911)，88-89; M ahdydna-samgra- 

知，tr. La Vallee Poussin, 681-682.
56. The masters of the Yogacara school (quoted in the Vijnapti-m atratd-siddhiy 

tr. La Vallee Poussin) strove to refute this criticism.
57. M izdn td-a^m al, tr, H. Hachem, C rithe de I * action (Paris, 1945), 27-28，21.
5 8 . Madnun saghfr  ̂ tr . A .  J .  W e n s i n c k , La pensee de GkazzdlT ( P a r i s , 1 9 4 0 ) , 6 0 .
59. Plotinus, Enneeuis 4 .7 .1 0 ; Gregory of Nyssa, see below.
60. lhydt tr. Wensinck, La pensee de GhazzeUt, 27.
61. These three terms, so familiar in India, are found in the Republic in the 

allegory of the cave and in a passage preceding it, on the divided line (6.510a,
515b).



62. A. J. Festugiere, “Grecs et sages orientaux，” Revue de V histoire des reli- 
gionsy vol. 130 (1945): 38.

63. Eusebius of Caesarea (260P-340?), theologian and church historian.
64. A kibiadei 132d-133c.
65. Enneads 6 .2 .2 2 .
66. Enneads 3.6.7. See also E. Br谷hier’s introduction to the Enneads (Paris, 

1925), 3.6, p. 9 i.
67. Enneads 3 .6 .1 3 .
68. Corpus hermeticum, Hermes Trism egistus 1.14.
69. Enneads 3.9.3; 4 .3 .12，17. Elsewhere (1.4.10) Plotinus compares again 

the polished and immobile mirror to the portion of the soul which reflects intel
ligence and reason, and which is the condition for sensory consciousness, men
tal images, and the clear conscience.

7 0 .  S e e  L e i s e g a n g ^  i n d e x  t o  th e  B e r l i n  e d i t i o n , Philonis Alexandriae opera . . .  
(1930), 7.2，p. 447; also H. Willms, Etkon, eine begrijfsgeschichtliche Untersuchung 
zum Platonism us, vol. 1, Philon von Alexandreia (Munster, 1935), 37fT. The apocry
phal W isdom qf Solomon, attributed to an Alexandrian Jew of the first century 
B .C .,  c a l l s  w i s d o m  “ a  r e f l e c t i o n  o f  t h e  e t e r n a l  l i g h t ,  a n  u n b l e m i s h e d  m i r r o r  o f  
God” (7.26).

71. James 1:23- 24. Trans: The King James version reads (adding verse 22): 
“(But be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving your own 
selves.) For if any be a hearer of the word, and not a doer, he is like unto a man 
beholding his natural face in a glass: For he beholdeth himself, and goeth his 
way, and straightway forgetteth what manner of man he was.”

72. I Corinthians 13:12. Trans: The King James version does not retain the 
sense of reflection in a mirror: ‘‘For now we see through a glass darkly; but then 
face to face: now I know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am 
known.”

73. There have been endless disputations on the question of whether Moses 
(Exodus 33:11, 20-23) or again the apostle Paul saw*God face-to-face.

74. Matthew 5:8. Trans: In the King James version, “Blessed are the pure in 
heart: for they shall see God.”

75. IJohn 3:2-3; cf. 4:12.
76. II Corinthians 3:18. “Unveiled” corresponds to “without dust.” I follow 

the interjpretation of E. B. Alio, Etudes bibliques (Paris, 1937), 95-96. It is also 
that of Suso, tr. J . Ancelet-Eustache (Paris, 1943), 425. Compare John 1:18， 
also Clement of Alexandria, Athanasius, etc., as cited below. The word “veil” 
in the sense of the Buddhist nivarana ‘covering obscuration，obstacle，is frequent 
among Christian mystics of all eras.

77. J . Gross, La divin isation  du chretian d^pres les Grecs (Paris, 1938), 145ft.
78. P. Th. Camelot, Foi et gnose, introduction a i }etude de la connaissance m ystique 

ckez Clement d yAlexandrie (Paris, 1945)，53 n. 1; 114; 120-121.
79. Father Camelot, ibid., 119-120，first declares that Clement admits this, 

but later, pp. 130-133，he expresses reservations. The metaphor of the mirror is 
not frequent with Clement. In the index to his edition, Clemens Alexandria 
nus . . . , vol. 4 (Leipzig，1936), 507, O. Stahlin indicates only five occur
rences. Unfortunately I have not been able to refer to these.



80. Eglogties prophetiques 35, quoted in Camelot, 130-131.
81. A tdios thedria, ibid” 132，59-60.
82. C lem ent o f A lex an d ria  is  one o f  the p r in c ip a l au th o ritie s  re ferred  to by 

Fenelon (1651-1715) in the dispute on quietism. See P. Dudon, Le Gnostique de 
Saint Clement d JAlexandrie, opuscule inedit d€ Fenelon ( P a r i s , 1 9 3 0 ) .

3 3 , Camelot, Foi et gnose，52，59ff. Cf. also the Strom ates texts quoted in 
q  Mondesert, Clement cTAlexandrie，introduction d Ifetude de sa pensee religieuse a par- 
llT de I'Ecriture (Paris, 1944), 106-1 l i .  Also quoted by J . Lebreton, in “La 
theorie de la connaissance religieuse chcz Clement d ’Alexandrie，” Reckerches de 
science religieuse 18，nos. 1-2 (1928): 478-481. These texts show to what extent 
Clement was preoccupied with the problem of “subitism” versus ^gradual- 
ism,” an easily recognizable issue beneath his Hellenic and Christian termi
nology.

84. Gross, La divinisation du chretian, 174ff,
85. Diadoque, Cent Chapitres sur la perfection spirituelU , tr. E. Des Plans (Paris- 

Lyon，1943)，33, 137，153.
86. Against Heathens and Incarnation o f the Word, quoted by Arnou, “Pla- 

tonisme des Peres/* in the D ictionnaire de Theologie catholiquey vol. 12 (Paris, 
1935), col. 2309. Also quoted by Marechal, Psychologie des m ystiques, 2:93-95. 
Cf. Tixeront, H istoire des dogmesy voL 2 (Paris, 1909)，-138.

87. K ，o-ck，en in Chinese, where k fo normally means “traveler, stranger, tem
porary guest.̂

88. Enneads 1.6.5, 5.1.1.
89. (1 ) G. Horn, “Le cmiroir’ et la ‘nu€e，’ deux manieres de voir Dieu 

d^pres Saint Gregoire de Nysse，，’ Revue d^ cetique et de m ystique 29 (1927): 113ff. 
(2) J. B. Schoemann, ‘‘Gregor von Nyssas theologische Anthropologie als 
Bildtheorie，” Scholastik 18 (1943): 3Iff, 175ff. (3) Hans von Balthasar, Presence et 
penseê  essat sur la philosophic religieuse de Gregoire de^Nysse (Paris, 1942). (4) J . Da
nielou, Platonism e et theologie mystiquê  essat sur la doctrine spintuelle de Saint Gregoire 
(Paris, 1944). (5) J , Danielou, tr., La vie de Mo'ise (Paris, 1942). (6) J . Danielou 
andj. Laplace, trs.，La creation de Vhomme (Paris, 1943).

90. In his sermon on the Biblical phrase “let us make man in our image, 
after our likeness” (Genesis 1:26)，he does m^ke such a distinction, but the 
attribution of this sermon to Gregory is in dispute precisely on this account. See 
Danielou，Platonism e et theologie m ystique，11，52.

91. Danielou, ib id ., 43, 53.
92. Ibid., 51, 227, 269.
93. Quoted by Balthasar, Presence et pensee, 92.
94. Ibid., 91.
95. La creation de Vhomme, tr. Laplace and Danielou, 131-132.
%. Quoted by Danielou, Platonism e et theologie m ystique, 225-226.

Ibid., 45. Schoemann supplies other passages in Gregor von N yssas、177, 
182-183, 188.

98. Danielou, Platonism e, 48，103，106.
99. Enneads 1.6.5.
100. Danielou, Platonism e, 227.
101- Ibid.，221-222. See also Horn, “Le ‘m iroir，et la  ” 118-121, and



Schoemann, Gregor von Nyssas, 49-50, and esp. 182. For Gregory, the creation 
of man by God “ in his image and likeness” was perfect and instantaneous; but 
the restoration of the image, disfigured because of the Fall, is a gradual and 
arduous task devolving upon man, though assisted by divine grace.

102. Danielou, Platonisme; 228.
103 Ibid., 232.
104. Ibid., 229. Cf. the same author’s introduction to his translation, La cre

ation de I’homme, 44-46.
105. Celestial Hierarchy 3.2; Ecclesiastical Hierarchy 3 -1, 10.
106. E .g., The Spiritual Espousals 1.10, and The Book o f  the Twelve Beguines 10.
107. The Spiritual Espousals 3.5, quoted in A. Wautier d ’Aygalliers, Ruysbroeck 

I’Admirable (Paris, 1923), 267.
108.' Mirror o f  Eternal Blessedness 8 and 17, quoted in Melline d ’Asbeck, La 

mystique de Ruysbroeck I’Admirable (Paris, 1930), 278. According to Nicholas of 
Cusa (1401-1464), God does not see everything in himself as in a mirror, for in 
that case his knowledge would be dependent on the world. See his “Treatise on 
the Vision of God,” in M . de Gandillac, tr., Oeuvre choisies de Nicolas de Cues 
(Paris, 1942), 400.

109. A. Jam et, ed., Le temoignage de Marie de I ’Incarnation (Vaxis, 1932), 248.
110. Explication des Maximes des Saints sur la view inteneure, article 30.
111. See P. Claudel, L’epeeet le miroir (Paris, 1939), 194.

Glossary
Ch’an Ip ming §fj
chao BS pen-chiieh
chieh-pi shen jjiljJ
chien (gradual) jfj Shen-hui
chien (seeing) j§. Shen-hsiu
chien-chaio Sp[§£; shih
Chuang-tzu jEE-f shih-chiieh
fo-hsing ta-li ;*;}1
hsin t’ai 4
Hsiin-tzu 7- T ’an-lun
Huai-nan-tzu $£ t’ien
Hui-neng t’ien-li
k’an ;ff tun ®
k’o-ch’en tun-chiao £§ Vl
li m



Sudden Illumination or Simultaneous 
Comprehension: 

Remarks on Chinese and Tibetan 
Terminology

R . A . S tein  >

This essay examines the two key words, one Chinese and one T ibetan, 
that are used to characterize enlightenm ent in Chinese C h ，an and in 
Tibetan Buddhism. It subjects to criticism the usual translations of 
these two term s, translations that emphasize the sudden or instanta
neous nature o f this m ystical experience. W hile the essay does not deny 
that this aspect is inherent to the concept in question, it shows that what 
is really at issue is the sim ultaneity o f two planes that are in opposition 
yet integral ( i.e ., the absolute and the phenom enal).

It is well known that the Chinese school o f Buddhism called C h ，an 
(Zen in Japanese) was established at the beginning o f the seventh cen
tury, ancj a century later divided into two branches or opposing tenden
cies. These are generally denoted by the term s “ gradualism ” (in the 
n o rth )玲nd “ subitism ” (in the south) . 1 We also know that the same 
opposition was m anifested in T ibet，at the end o f the eighth century, in 
the foriti o f a violent controversy, not between the Chinese proponents 
of these two tendencies, but between Chinese subitists and their Indian 
adversaries, who w ere partisans o f gradualism .2 To this one m ust add 
the equally well known fact that the opposition between these tenden- 
cies goes back in C hina to those thinkers o f the fourth and fifth centuries 
who，even though they were Buddhists, were interested in philosophical 
Taoism，and whose writings w ere im pregnated with a style and some
times even a vocabulary that stems from  that source. Notable among 
them were Hsieh Ling-yun (385-433), Tao-sheng (ca. 360-434), and 
Seng-chao (3 7 4 -4 14 ), the author o f the Chao lu n .3 These thinkers and 
others o f the fifth century already insisted on distinguishing between 
two or three degrees-r-high, m iddling, and low — in the teachings and 
巧ethods which the Buddha bestowed on people in consideration o f their 
W ellectual and m oral capacities. 4 They em ployed in this context the 
key terms to which our present paper is devoted, tun-w u  or “ sudden



enlightenment” as the superior method, and ch ien (-w u )  or “ gradual 
enlightenment” as the inferior method, to follow for the moment the 
translation (illum ina tion  subite, g ra d u e lle j5 adopted by Paul Demieville, 
the scholar best informed on that movement of thought.6 The same 
terms were taken up again by Tibetan historians, who speak of tun -m en  
or “ sudden school” and ch ien -m en  or “ gradual school.” Beginning with 
the C h ’an texts in Tibetan preserved among the manuscripts of Tun- 
huang (eighth to tenth centuries), the term  tun  is translated by c ig - ca r  
(var. ch ig -ch a r), and the term ch ien  by r im -gy is , whereas the second ele
ment to which those terms apply, the Chinese w u  (enlightenment, intui
tive understanding, direct comprehension, Fr. sa is ie  d irecte, Jap . sa tori), 
is simply rendered by ju g - p a  ‘entry’ , because these authors thought first 
of a door ( ’ju g - p a  ’i  s g o )  through which one enters or a path that one 
takes.7

According to the opinion o f the greatest specialists, C h ’an and its 
antecedents represent a development that was essentially, if  not purely, 
Chinese.8 The classic genealogy, which has this C h ’an go back to Indian 
patriarchs, notably to Bodhidharma, was formulated relatively late (in 
the seventh century), to lend authenticity to the movement. Some 
authors have, however, pointed out analogies with certain conceptions 
and practices in Indian Tantrism. Tibetan authors have even identified 
the views of the C h ’an that was introduced to Tibet with the current of 
Tantric Indian thought known by the name of M aham udra,9 but there 
is a chronological objection to this. The Indian Tantrism to which refer
ence is made is hardly attested to until the seventh or even the eighth 
century. Should one wish to retain the analogy, it is doubtless preferable 
to think in terms o f parallel development.

The key terms which I shall discuss involve some very subtle philo
sophical notions whose definitions vary somewhat according to the 
authors or schools. It is not for me to discuss these ideas, since I am a 
novice in the field of Buddhism. However, I might be permitted to 
present some unambiguous observations, of a purely linguistic or philo
logical nature, concerning the semantic field of the term translated by 
“ sudden” (Fr. sub it) (the second term, “ gradual,” defines itself simply 
by reference to the first). I arrived at these observations in the course of 
my reading when I needed to understand and translate certain phrases. 
It appeared to me that the use o f the same equivalent in every case had 
sometimes led to inadequate translations. After a small investigation it 
seemed to me that the semantic field of the original Buddhist term is 
broader than the French term sub it ‘sudden’ indicates. And this purely 
linguistic finding clarifies, for me at least, an important philosophical 
notion that seems not to have been sufficiently emphasized before. On 
this subject I am most grateful for the valuable instruction given to me 
by the lama who helped me translate an extremely difficult Tibetan



text, a man called the incarnate o f Dags-po [Dwags-po], Byams-pa 
rgya-m tsho (hereafter Dags-po Rin-po-che).

Hence the question is to determ ine whether the Chinese word tun and 
its Tibetan equivalent cig-ch ar [cig-car/ch ig-ch ar] really mean “ sudden.” 
Certainly, if the great specialists have adopted that translation it is 
because the texts ju stify  it. But there are nuances. Liebenthai translates 
tun-w u  with “ instantaneous illum ination” where it occurs in Hsieh 
Ling-yiin and Tao-sheng, but he notes in another connection that tun 
corresponds to the Sanskrit yu gapat or sak rt, m eaning not “sudden” but 
“ in one glance，’，as opposed to chien (Skt. anupurvena or kram asah ‘by 
degrees’ ) . 10 Tucci used “ im m ediate entrance” to translate the Tibetan 
cig-car ̂ ug-pa, but W ay man in his review  shows also the correspondence 
with Skt. yu gapat— the elem ents in question are uncovered all together 
instead o f being arranged successively or being uncovered one after the 
other11 (this goes back to the Lankdvatara-sutra, the basic text o f early
C h’an)，

These definitions are confirm ed by the M ah dvyu ttpati dictionary, but 
its late Chinese translations (M anchu period) are in a certain disorder. 
In the edition o f Sakaki (who gives late Chinese equivalents), one finds 
at no. 4516  that kram a-yaugapadya is translated by Tibetan rim  dang cig-car
* successively at one stroke’ (Fr. d^un seu l coup) and Chinese hu tz  9u -ti 
‘sudden order’ and ch，iy ii tz 3u -ti ‘ simultaneous order，一 there was con
fusion. At no. 6557，yu gapat is translated by Tibetan cig-char ‘at one 
stroke，，lan -cig  ‘once on ly ’ ，13 and m nyam 'pa ‘equal，sim ilar’ (compare 
also dus m nyam -pa ‘ at the same instant, simultaneous，). The following 
Chinese translations are proposed: hu-jan ‘all o f a sudden, instanta- 
neously，，i-tsu n  ‘at a single tim e’（?)，pH ng-teng ‘equal, on the same 
level，，and i-ch yi or i~tsao ‘ together, at the same instant，. The edition of 
W ogihara, ch. 245, no. 155, and ch. 199，no. I l l ,  provides better trans
lations (and perm its us to correct the mistakes in Sakaki’s edition):夕 
pat is translated by i-ch  H, i-tsa o , and p  }ing-teng whereas kram a-yaugapadya 
is translated by ch yiy ii tz )u -ti, that is, “together，completely, simultane
ously" and “successively, in order, one after the other.” The terms chien 
and tun have been added in parentheses. One sees that the meaning 
“sudden” is absent and that the basic meaning is sim ultaneity—in 
time, in space, or on the plane o f m ental activity. A certain am biguity is 
apparently inherent in this concept and in those words that form ulate it. 
This could have had some consequences at the time of these discussions 
and philosophical controversies. It suffices here to consider various 
expressions for us to realize the proxim ity o f these notions to each other, 
their participation in the same semantic field: ( 1 ) “at one stroke (once 
only), but (2) “ all at once” (suddenly), and (3) “outright” (right 
away) . 14 (Note also “ im m ediate,” the original meaning o f which in both 
French and English is “ being or acting without an interm ediary, ^ while



the colloquial sense, “ all of a sudden, instantaneously,” is merely 
derivative.) It is obvious that if  an action is to take place in passing suc
cessively from one element to another— a calculation, for example, or a 
description—it would require time and would take place relatively 
slowly. If, on the contrary, one could comprehend all of these elements 
in one glance, in an instant, then the action would be quick, instanta
neous (but instantaneous does not necessarily imply sudden). The T i
betans have emphasized this aspect very clearly. When Sa-skya Pandita 
discussed the Indian Mahamudra doctrine which the Tibetan Bka’- 
brgyud-pa and Rdzogs-chen-pa schools received from Naropa and 
others, he protested the fact that, according to him, the M ahamudra 
known in his era amounted to more or less the same as the Chinese 
views. He was certainly thinking about the C h ’an o f his time, which 
insisted on the paradoxical, unexpected, sudden character o f enlighten
ment. Here is what he writes:

In the M aham udra of today and in the Rdzogs-chen of the Chinese fash
ion, “ fall from above” and “ clim b from below” [on one hand] and “ suc
cessively” and “ sim ultaneously” [on the other] are only terminological 
variants. W here m eaning is concerned no distinction is made between 
them .15

A  fall from above is rapid, while the expression “ climb from below” 
evokes the celebrated parable of the ant who wants to climb a high 
mountain. In Tibetan, the opposition is linguistically underlined by the 
consonant alternationyas/m as ‘ from above from below’ . The expression 
is found again among the Bon-po (whose doctrines are identical to those 
of the Rdzogs-chen-pa), applied, as is proper, to the opposition between 
comprehension or “view,” which is immediate, and moral practice, 
which progresses by stages, step by step. One reads, for example, 
“View falls from above and practice climbs from below, [but] in the end 
they are reunited in the single drop of absolute truth (paramartha). ” 16 

This opposition between rapidity on the one hand and slowness on 
the other was already explicitly emphasized in the Chinese and Tibetan 
Tim-huang documents on the Sino-Indian controversy. In one of these 
(Pelliot 117), the Sutra Explaining the Door o f Simultaneous Entry [that is the 
method\ o f Dhyana (Ch ’an) o f  the Abbot Mahayana, “simultaneous entry” is 
designated as a “ short or shortened path” (Tib. nye-lam, Ch. chin-tao), 
as the “secret door” (gsang-ba ’i  sgo) and as “the door to the path of liber
ation” ( ‘grol thard-pa’i lam sgo).11 Likewise one Bon-po author speaks of 
the “ simultaneous” (gcig-char) method o f the “ rapid path” (myur-lam) . 18 
From there one moves rapidly to the point o f exalting the rapid path 
and depreciating the slow path. As is said in the Blen-po B ka’-thang 
(239a = 21b): “ [The stons-mun, Ch. tun-men, Tib. cig-car ’jug-pa, 
school,] deciding that the absolute truth (paramartha)  without duality is



0ne characterizes the partisans o f sim ultaneity (cig -ca r-pa ) as entering  
the path o f the lion, for whom even an abyss or chasm is no obstacle, 
and characterizes the partisans o f gradualism (rim -g yis-p a ) as entering 
the path o f the fox [fearful and advancing with caution].” O r again 
(239b = 22a): “The simultaneous knowledge [or com prehension, Fr. 
sa isie \ which is devoid o f discursive thoughts [those that are character- 
ized by their successive logical operations] is sim ilar to the lion, king of 
beasts, who [flaunts】 his m agnificence.” 19 This exalted “royal path” is 
the ‘‘profound path” (zab~lam ) o f Tantrism or Vajrayana. One also finds 
it，as everyone knows, in European esotericism .20 I shall not venture 
here to enlarge upon the properly philosophical and m oral aspect o f the 
distinction in question. But I believe that the violent turn taken by the 
controversy and the Tibetan king’s decision in favor o f “Indian” gradu
alism are explained by the priority given to the practical consequences 
of the m oral conduct that results from following the respective two 
paths. A11 the texts in fact associate the direct and rapid path w ith use
lessness (Fr. inutilite), hence w ith  the rejection o f good works and moral 
conduct.21 W hat perm itted this attitude was the making o f distinctions 
both among listeners or faithful followers, who had different degrees o f 
psychological and intellectual aptitudes, and am ong the different teach
ings o f the Buddha as adapted to these different capacities—an idea that 
had been widespread since an early date.22

These few rem arks will suffice, I think, to give an idea o f the im por
tance which clothed the am biguity o f the concept we have under consid
eration, an am biguity that m otivated the adoption o f the term  “ sub- 
itism” (Fr. su b itisrh e). Is this due to an im precision o f vocabulary? We 
will see that for the Chinese tun  this might quite possibly be the case. 
But not so for the Tibetan expression, which is unambiguous. Since I 
have no knowledge o f Sanskrit, I am in no position to make a sim ilar 
evaluation o fyu gapad. But M onier-W illiam s gives in his dictionary for 
the latter only the meaning “sim ultaneity” (and derives the word from  
y ugo, ‘yoke，，the exact meaning being “ to be side by side under the same 
yoke,” referring to a pair o f oxen harnessed together under a single 
yoke, one at each end o f the beam). It now rem ains for us to consider in 
which sense the concept o f sim ultaneity easily brings with it certain 
meanings and connotations.

Textual Examples
h is time to consider closely the usage o f the term s in question in con- 
texts other than G h，an，and further in concrete cases if possible. For this 
We wiU rem ain, as far as we can, on t̂ ie strictly philological or linguistic 
level. We begin with the T ibetan，which offers no ambiguities.

The expression cig  (or ch ig) -car (or -ch ar) consists o f two words. The



first is a form of the numerical adjective, or the name for the number 
g c i g  (one). The etymology of the second is less certain. W ith the initial 
letter unvoiced, the dictionaries indicate an obsolete word, car, ca-re, car
re or car-mar, which would mean “ always, continually, going on without 
end,” but Chos-grags also gives some examples that imply the idea of 
“part” or “ side” : ca r b rdun gs  ‘ to pound something until flat’ , car-la  thebs- 
p a  ‘to distribute, align in order by successive parts’ , and car-leb  ‘ flat 
sides’ , as when one speaks of hands joined in prayer. On the other 
hand, with the initial letter aspirated, ch a r c an be considered the locative 
case o i c h h  ‘a part’ , but Chos-grags indicates at the same time the mean
ing “ pair,” and also the meaning “ equal to, on the same level.” Char is 
indeed the locative case of cha, but this interpretation may be excluded, 
for the phrase c ig - ch a r  (cha r)-du , with the locative du, is often encoun
tered, which would seem to exclude a second locative in -r. Some Tibet
an speakers occasionally equate ch a r  with the verb ’ch a r  (shar)  ‘ to 
appear’, but this is more a play o f words than anything else.23 In spite of 
the apparent impossibility24 of explaining ch a r  as locative, the compari
son with expressions containing ca r  as a component seems to indicate 
that the meaning “ part,” implying “ distribution by parts,” remains 
underlying. For cha  exists also as an equivalent to zung  ‘pair, couple’ 
( ch a -g c ig  = z u n g -g c ig  according to Chos-grags).25 W hatever the case may 
be, ch a r  and ca r  are employed in general usage with the names of num
bers to designate a unitary or a closed group of several elements: for 
example, Inga-char  ‘all five together’ , gn y is - ch a r  ‘both together’ , and so 
on (Jaschke).26 Also g c i g - c a r  (or -ch a r) means “ at a single occasion” (Fr. 
en une s eu le fo is ) ,  and Jaschke indeed translates it with “ at the same time, 
simultaneously” (as opposed to one-after-the-other, successively) in cit
ing the D zangs-b lun . It is true that he adds the meaning “ at once, of a 
sudden” (opp. to gradually) in citing M i-la ras-pa. But the passage that 
he adduces (the exact source is unfortunately not specified) refers no 
doubt only to the M aham udra system, of which M i-la ras-pa was a 
great exponent. Jaschke could have had a Tibetan informant influenced 
by the equivalent of “ the rapid path,” but Chos-grags, an excellent lex
icographer, gives ( g ) c ig - ca r  exclusively the meaning “ together, at the 
same time” (see note 23 above). He is certainly correct. Neither etymo
logically nor practically does the expression mean “ sudden.” All the 
concrete examples that I have been able to locate confirm the meaning 
“ simultaneous.” They are as follows:

(1) The great translator R va lo-tsa-ba (ca. 1050-1100) “ had [then] 
about 124 disciples. In conferring upon them a consecration (dban g) and 
a teaching, he liberated them a ll a i the sam e tim e ( c ig - ca r  du ). . . .” 27

(2) In a hundred myriad continents, “The twelve acts [of Sakyamuni



Buddha] are displayed sim ultaneously (cig -ca r du ) in a hundred m yriad 
form s.，，28

(3) A  saint named Rgyal-sras “ appeared sim ultaneously (cig-ch ar du) 
in three [different] bodies.，’ 29

(4) Another em inent lam a, Nyang Ting-'dzing bzang-po, “ saw with 
his own fleshly eyes the four continents (d v ip a ) at the same tim e (simul
taneously, cig-car d u )!^
• (5) Another m iracle o f a saint! A fter his death, “he showed him self 
again, simultaneously (gcig-car du ) in the appearance o f five illusory 
bodies” (that is to say, he appeared to the faithful at the same time in 
different places) .31

In all the above examples, the translation “ sudden” makes no sense. 
The word can only mean “sim ultaneous” (Fr. sim u lta n e). A  good confir
mation o f this is provided by a bilingual text:

(6) There exists a Tibetan translation o f the apocryphal Chinese 
sutra Pa-yang shen-chou ching. Both the original and the translation are 
found among the Tun-hucing m anuscripts. One reads, from  the Tibe
tan, “These eight bodhisattvas spoke together (at the same tim e，cig- 
char, var. cig-car) to the Buddha . . . ，，’ and the Chinese translation32 
also has: “ spoke all together (chu) . • ?，33 W e see that, ju st as in the 
M ah dvyu ttpati, the translation does not use the word tun to render cig-car. 
The same applies in another bilingual Tun-huang text as given below, a 
text that recites the transmission o f the L ankdvatdra -su tra , itself directly 
relevant to early C h’an.

(7) Chinese: “Since principle and things are melted together (ch u), 
since absolute truth (param drtha) and conventional truth (relative truth, 
sam vrti) are seen together (comprehended simultaneously，ch，i) , and 
since contamination [of thought] and purity are identical (i-ju )，Buddha 
and all living beings are from the beginning equal and coincident (p  hng- 
l饥g i-ch  fi). ” The terms employed are the same that the M ah dvyu ttpati 
gives as translations {oryu gapat. *

The Tibetan translation has combined the first two Chinese phrases 
into one: “Since principle and things appear sim ultaneously (cig -ca r) 
without any duality (advaya)y and since the defilem ent and the purity o f 
thought are. one, Buddha and living beings, being equal, are o f the 
same essence.” 34

Thus we have returned to philosophy, where the term  in question is 
very frequently used, even in schools other than C h’an. H ere is an 
example from M aham udra:

(8〉“At the end, when he (a saint) is placed in equanim ity (sam dhita)  
lnto the state o f M aham udra [which is] dazzling light, he treads 
[crosses] a t a sin gle stroke (Fr. (Tun seu l coup; simultaneously, gcig-car，yu ga- 
Pai) the paths o f  all the stages. By this fact he has realized the state o f great



Vajradhara in which are simultaneously present (yuga.nad.dha), sponta
neously, the four bodies and the five wisdoms.”35

But it is difficult to imagine a walk, which normally implies successive 
steps, being accomplished all at once in time and space. We will see that 
one has recourse, therefore, to another metaphor, in which the act of 
transcendence is spoken of as a leap.

(9) The last of our Tibetan examples is the one that seemed to me to 
justify the present article, because the translation, though done by an 
excellent specialist, seems inadequate. It concerns “ phenomena that are 
simultaneously reabsorbed in dazzling light.” The author o f the transla
tion used the term “ instantaneously.” 36

As we have seen, the Tibetan term cig-car is not ambiguous. There is 
in it no meaning of “ sudden” when it is taken independently o f some 
philosophical notions which themselves imply quickness. This is not the 
case, however, with the Chinese term tun, which is what corresponds to 
cig-car in the C h ’an texts. We can immediately see from the first few 
concrete examples below that tun rather often has the meaning of “ sud
den,” though it m ay elsewhere mean “ simultaneous.” (The same ambi
guity is present in the Japanese readings: the character is read ton-to 
‘entirely’ , but also tomi-ni and niwaka ni ‘suddenly, in a hurry, immedi
ately’ .) Inasmuch as the meaning “ sudden” is neither disputed nor dis
putable one or two examples will suffice.

(10) “ Having grown worried, they inquired and learned that your 
son had suddenly (tun, Fr. brusquement) contracted a mild sick
ness. . . ”37

(11) In Taoist circles, a sick person was supposed to recite spells in 
order to recuperate. “A s soon as they were pronounced, he was healed of 
the illness that plagued him.” 38 It certainly does seem that we must 
understand “ at one stroke, right aw ay” (Fr. d ’un coup, tout de suite), but 
the expression so-ping ‘ [everything] from which he suffered, which 
plagued him’ , perhaps also implies the idea o f complete healing. We see 
in any case the possibility o f passing from one meaning to the other: the 
patient is healed at the same time as, simultaneously with, the recita
tion. Let us turn then to some examples where the Chinese word tun can 
only mean “ simultaneously,” without any suggestion o f quickness, 
instantaneousness, or suddenness.

(12) In the Taoist text just cited, there is a comment on the conditions 
for the transmission of certain sacred works that are reserved for predes
tined persons: “ It is permitted to transmit [this text, ching] to only one 
person every four thousand years. [But] i f  there is no desired [predes
tined] person, it is [also] permitted to transmit it simultaneously (tun) to 
two people every eight thousand years.”39

(13) The above kind of stipulation was very common in the period



from the fourth to the sixth centuries. Another such book can “be trans- 
mitted three times [that is, to three persons] in seven thousand years. 
[But] if  there are [some men] whose names are inscribed in gold and 
whose fam ily names are inscribed in jade in the registries o f the 
supreme God, it is perm itted to proceed with the transmission sim ulta
neously {tu n , at the same time to three men) in a period o f seven hun
dred years.，，40

(14) In speaking o f a drug o f immortality, K o Hung (fourth century) 
said that a yellow substance can be found in certain stones: “ A fter 
breaking a stone or rock, one finds in it at least a few tenths o f a pint (h o) 
or at most a pint (sheng). It is best to swallow [everything] a t once (tu n , Fr. 
a la fo is), but even if not much can be obtained, it is all right to swallow  
it successively. W hen the amount swallowed reaches three pints, one 
obtains longevity o f a thousand years.” We could more rigorously trans
late ** swallow immediately，” but I think that tun (at once) is in opposi
tion here to “ successively.，，41

(15) Concerning Taoist m editation, which consists essentially of 
visualizing divinities, T ’ao Hung-ching (456-536) said at first, con
cerning the twenty-four divinities o f the three-tim es-eight ching (lum ino
sities), “One visualizes the three-tim es-eight sim ultaneously (tu n ), at the 
same time {î sh ih , a redundancy in the text).，’ Further on, just after hav
ing spoken o f the w ay to visualize the five planets individually, one at a 
time, he explains what should be done “ if one visualizes them sim ulta
neously (tu n ). ” 42

(16) A  Taoist rule dating from  the seventh century enum erates five 
kinds o f defilement that a Taoist is in danger o f contracting (brought 
about voluntarily, contracted by chance, etc.) and stipulates that one is 
not allowed to elim inate them sim ultaneously (tu n ) .43 We will see below 
that a sim ilar idea is set forth by Tibetan Buddhists.

(17) A Buddhist medical recipe (among the Tun-huang m anuscripts) 
prescribes reducing six ingredients to powder form and m ixing them  
with honey to make a ball. “ If one swallows them together (tu n ), he will 
never be hungry or thirsty again .，，44

(18) A  Buddhist work o f the Yuan period (thirteenth century) states 
that “ the Buddha appears simultaneously, at the same time (i-shih tun), 
m a hundred m yriad illusory bodies in the great chiliocosms.” 45

(19) Another Buddhist text o f the seventh century says that “ Fa- 
ch’ang，Hui-ching, Fa-lin, and so forth, some ten persons [monks] 
simultaneously (all together, tu n ), presented a m em orial to the emperor, 
risking death to ask his authorization .” 46

(20) Passing now to philosophy other than C h，an，we can cite an 
example from the Indian Upanisadic tradition combatted by Bud- 
<ihisrn: “ It is not true that all things are caused by God (Isvara)̂  because



all things are produced successively (kram ena). I f the whole world was 
created by God, then all things would have had to be produced sim ulta
neously {yu gapat，Ch. tu n ).7J4?

(21) Finally, here is the exam ple that inspired me to w rite this article, 
because the translation, though done by one o f the best specialists, 
seems to me inadequate. It is part o f the Chinese record on the C h，an 
controversy in T ibet. The author presents a slightly corrupted quote 
from  the L an kavatara-su tra: “ M oreover, the dharm akaya is then revealed 
sim ultaneously {tu n , Fr. sim ultanem ent) w ith the sam bhogakaya and the 
nirm ai^akaya•” The translation o f Prof. D em ieville, “ reveals immedi
ately and at one stroke (a u ssito t et cTun seu l coup)，” seems to me unsatis
factory, the m ore so because o f a note in the text, “ in a sudden fashion 
(tu n , yu gap a t). ’ ，48 According to Dags-po R in-po-che, the sim ultaneity of 
the three bodies is characteristic o f the Buddha-state. We have seen one 
example of this concept at exam ple 8 , where the fourth body {sahajakayay 
etc.) is a refinem ent introduced by Tantrism . The Tantric tradition also 
speaks o f a “ secret and precious bcxly，，(rin -po-ch egsan g-ba ri  lu s) in which 
the three bodies o f a Buddha are reunited .49

I think these examples suffice to show that the essence o f the concept 
in question is sim ultaneity. The sudden character o f the event is a 
m eaning not present ia  the T ibetan term  (or in Sanskrit). It does, how
ever, appear with the Chinese term . A part from  the meanings o f partic
u lar term s, the concept o f sim ultaneity im plies quickness and instanta
neousness or im m ediacy (m ore than suddenness). In examples 15 and 
18 ，tun added to i-sh ih  ‘at the same tim e’ does perhaps take on the m ean
ing “ instantaneous•，’ However, such a sense is usually indicated by par
ticular term s such as T ib. skad-cig  ( = Skt. ekaksana ‘ in a m om ent，) .50

The am biguity is m ore pronounced in Chinese and could have had 
consequences on the level o f philosophical discussions. Som e Chinese 
historians have thought so. In speaking o f the thought o f Tao-sheng, his 
biographer (sixth century) w rites, “ Now signs serve to [indicate] totally 
the m eaning, but once the m eaning has been obtained，the signs are 
[should be] forgotten. W ords serve to explain truth , but once truth is 
penetrated the words may cease. [However,] since the introduction o f 
sutras to C hina, translators have accum ulated obstacles, have often 
adhered too much to the letter, and have rarely seen the perfect sense.
. . . We have now established that "good works are not rew arded’ and 
that Buddhahood is achieved by ‘sudden enlightenment^ (tu n -w u ). ” 51

As I have said, I w ill abstain from  discussing the subtleties o f the dif
ferent philosophical schools. Interesting exam ples on the Chinese side 
can be found in the book o f Prof. Liebenthai. I w ill add only a few 
words concerning the Tibetan side in order to counter the possible 
impression that the am biguity is m erely term inological. Such am biguity



is rather implicated in the concept itself. I would also like to suggest that 
the two tendencies, “ subitism” or “simultaneity，” and “ gradualism ” or 
‘‘successive comprehension (Fr. sa isie su ccessive), continue to coexist in 
Tibet.

According to Dags_po Rin-po-che, the Dge-lugs-pa distinguish two 
paths for “throwing off the defilem ents” (which are inherent to discur- 
sjve thought’ sgrib-pa spon g-tsh u l)一 the “successive” path (rim -g yis-p a ) 
and the “simultaneous” path (cig-car-ba ). In the first, the defilements 
belonging to each o f the three realms (of desire, form , and formlessness； 
，dod-kham，gzugs-kham s，gzugs-m ed kham s) are thrown o ff successively, one 
after the other. In addition, one distinguishes in each “ realm ” (Skt. 
dhatu) or domain (kham s) three degrees of successive throwing-off: 
greater, middling, and lesser. In the second path one throws o ff at the 
same time, simultaneously (cig-car = lh an -ctg), but not abruptly (Fr. 
bm squem ent), together and at one tim e，the three greater degrees; then in 
the same way the three middling degrees together; then the three lesser 
degrees together (where “greater” and “lesser” do not refer to the 
importance o f the sins, but to the gross or subtle nature o f the contami
nation). Those able to employ this second method have either wisdom  
(shes-rab — pra jn a) or great intellectual power (b lo -sto b s chen-po). But even 
on this path ane cannot eliminate the defilements o f all three realm s at 
the same time: thus the Dge-lugs-pa. But the Bka’-brgyud-pa do admit 
such a possibility， given that the other preceding stages have been 
achieved in previous lives (via the ordinary path: lam  thun-m ong-pd) . The 
direct path (ihun-m ong m a-yin -pa) o f sim ultaneity (cig-car-ba)  implies then 
a direct and rapid road.

We know that Tibetan authors were fond o f comparing Bka’-brgyud- 
pa doctrines to those o f Chinese C h ’an. The doctrines o f the Rnying- 
ma-pa school and above all o f its branch the Rdzogs-chen-pa could just 
as well have been made the object o f comparison. The latter made use 
of a different vocabulary (but not entirely new with respect to classical 
Indian texts) which emphasized the “ sudden” break, comparing the 
critical moment to a leap. They used the two technical terms th od-rgal 
and khregs-chod. Since the doctrines and term inology of these schools 
have as yet hardly been studied, the translations recently attempted by 
the occasional Tibetanist remain inadequate. Guenther thought at first 
that two kinds o f approach were involved: khregs-chod would designate a 
decision，a m om entary act, and th od-rgal would mean someone who 
arrives at a decision gradually. 52 Ruegg had recourse to a rather vague 
translation which remains to be clarified: shes-rab thod-rgal-pa 'supreme 
knowledge’ .53 The definition o f Jaschke in his dictionary is definitely 
erroneous: thod-rgal che-ba, “according to context: angry, wrathful,” with 
reference to M i-la ras-pa (I do not know which context he h乒d in mind).



But an example taken from the M gu r-’bum of M i-la ras-pa has been pub
lished: “ Everyone is drunk on the beer of dh.arma.ta [the ‘absolute’], and 
everyone gives himself up to the game of the state of the leap” (which, 
as the remainder o f the poem indicates, is a state of bliss, o f song, of 
grace, and o f happiness).54 Fortunately the newer Tibetan dictionaries 
define the term thod-rgal well. Chos-grags defines it as go -rim ’chol-ba’am 
steng-nas brgal-zin-pa (to invert or disturb the order of succession, to pass 
beyond it). The Chinese translators have rendered it “ to skip over 
stages or steps; reserved or disturbed order of succession; to leap or pass 
beyond.” 55 The dictionary of Tshe-tan zhabs-drung56 quotes a com
mentary (rnam-bshad) on “ The Entry to the Leap”(?),57 which explains 
that in ancient terminology thod-rgal is equivalent to snrel-zhi and means 
“ reversed or disturbed sequence.”58 This word snrel-zhi is found in the 
Mahavyuttpati, no. 798, where it is used to translate Skt. vyatyasta. Jasch
ke, p. 320, cites Schmidt: “confusedly, pell-mell,” but Chos-grags con
firms that snrel-zhi = thod-rgal-ba. It is immediately clear that the 
Rdzogs-chen-pa did not invent the term. It signifies a classical notion 
which has been studied in detail by Prof. Lamotte.59

Certainly, a philosophical definition of the concept indicated by the 
term thod-rgal would necessitate deeper study, and this all the more 
because, where details are concerned, divergences between the schools 
are possible. Not being qualified for such an undertaking, I limit myself 
to reporting the information at my disposal. It is Prof. Guenther who 
knows the issue best. He kindly communicated to me on the subject (let
ter of 3/24/66) a very interesting extract of a Bka’-brgyud-pa work by 
Pad-ma Dkar-po (1527-1592). This author affirms that men are 
divided into three categories in accordance with their intellectual capac
ities, each being characterized by a particular method o f direct compre
hension or “ enlightenment” (rtogs-tshul rnam-pa gsum). These are the 
“ simultaneous” (path) (cig-car), the (path of the) “ leap” (thod-brgal), and 
the “ successive” (gradual) (path) (rim-skyes-pa). In another work the 
same author defines the same categories by the m anner in which they 
“ grow” toward the M aham udra (phyag-rgya chen-po la ’ang skye-lugs gsum 

yod-pas). The first category, the “ simultaneous” path, is illustrated by 
the siddha Gling-ras-pa (112 8 -118 8 ) : the direct comprehension (en
lightenment) of the four yogas arising at the same time (cig-car-pa ni rnal- 
’byor bzhi-ka’i rtogs-pa dus-gcig la skyes-pa). He ignores the subdivisions of 
the four yogas (four parts each) and reduces them (?) to the single state 
“without meditation” (bsgom-med).

In the second category, the “leap,” thanks to the more or less great 
capacities that were obtained in previous lives, one enters into the first 
three yogas (excluding the fourth, which is the state “ without medita
tion”), but without being confident of the firmness of the (mystical)



experience. Also the yogi ( }kh ru l-zh ig) Nam-mkha’i m al-，byor explained 
the expression thod-brgal in the following m anner: “ in uncertain se
quence, to pass beyond (in w hatever way one can, no m atter how) (go- 
r{m s nges-pa m ed-par gang-thod thod-du brgal-pas th od-brgal zhes bya-ba 
yin -n o ). ”

The third and final category, the “successive” or “gradual” path, 
begins with (the yoga o f) the ‘‘lesser concentration” (rtse-gcig  chung-ngu) 
or with one o f the subdivisions o f this yoga in order to advance thereaf
ter successively (rim -pa  ji-lta -b a  bzh in -du  rgyud-la shye-ba) , 60

It is because o f this classification that Prof. Guenther has placed the 
category th od-rgal with the “gradualists” (see note 52). The classification 
of Pad-ma Dkar-po indicates in fact that this “path” is lower than the 
path o f simultaneity. The Rnying-m a-pa and the Rdzogs-chen-pa seem 
to give it a more elevated place and practically equate it with sim ulta
neity (cig -ca r). A t least so it seemed to me from those textual examples 
that I was able to collect:

(22) “ [A monk] having heard [the doctrine of] the great completion 
(rdzogs-pa chen-po)  from the G u-ru J o - ’bar，there was bom  in him direct 
comprehension [enlightenment] (in the m anner o f) a ‘leap，{th od-rgal du 
1 spontaneously, directly, im m ediately’ [?]).” 61

(23) In another case, “The gnosis (ye-sh es, jn dn a) o f great bliss (bde-ba  
chen-po =  m aha-sukha)  frees one from  mental defilements (zag-m ad  = 
andsrava); it lights him up (burns in him) [in the m anner of] a leap (th od- 
rgal-du ’bar)” 62

(24) “ [A monk] was severely afflicted by illness and other distur
bances of the senses, but he experienced not the least sensation o f pain. 
Day and night, constantly, there appeared to him visions o f a ‘leap’ 
(th od-rgal g y i snang-ba), visions o f the rays o f the rainbow, o f the drop, of 
the body, and of the realm  [paradise] and nothing else. . . .” 63 T hod-rgal 
(-du ) is used with the verbs “ to produce” (sk yes)o r ‘‘to appear” ( ychar-ba)  
in the identical way that cig-car(-du )  is used with the same verbs. In both 
cases the term refers to the supreme experience (nyams-rtogs or -rtogs-pa) 
of direct comprehension.64

There are two examples below where a second ill-defined term  
occurs, khregs-chod4firm  decision^?), which does not seem to be opposed 
to th od-rgal but is associated with it.

(25) Someone is practicing rdzogs-rim  (the “ultim ate method” o f med
iation , nispanna-kram a), which unites body and mind through a psy
chophysical procedure, and leads the individual to the final state o f 
buddhahood. A  text says of this, “Then he especially relied on the yoga 
of the spontaneous leap (Ihun-grub th od-rgal g y i rn al- ybyor) and o f the firm  
decision(?)，pure from  the beginning (ka-dag khregs-)chod)，[which char- 
acterizes] the great completion ( rdzogs-pa chen-po). Because o f this, prin-



ciple itself (chos-nyid = dharmata) became actually present in his mental 
activity and before all his senses without exception, and he [the monk] 
was initiated [consecrated, endowed with power] into [the state where] 
the activities o f phenomena [things and thoughts] are the play of the 
body and o f gnosis.” In this state, the saint in question becomes the 
“discoverer” of a “treasury of thought” (dgongs-ter), that is to say, of a 
revealed “text” which he draws from thought itself.65

(26) Another saint “had (in meditation) the experience o f the ‘firm 
decision’(P) and, having reduced it to its essence, he also experienced 
the ‘leap,’ as also the ‘oneness and the w ind’ [the psychophysical experi
ence of oneness in the central artery], and so forth.”66 Here khregs-chod, 
the “ firm decision”(?), appears as a preliminary stage to the “ leap” 
which is itself tantamount to the supreme experience of the simultane
ous comprehension of the noumenal and the phenomenal. The latter 
state seems here, in the case of the Rnying-ma-pa, to be identical with 
the stage of cig-car, not inferior to it as in the classification of Pad-ma 
Dkar-po, the Bka’-brgyud-pa author.

Quite recently, Tucci was able to supply clarifications based on a 
Tibetan work that was previously unknown.67 The state of the “ leap” 
(thod-rgal) is said there to be superior to that of khregs-chod. The former is 
a view where gnosis (ye-shes) and light ( ’od-gsal) are based in “ space” 
(dbyings, “ Existenzialitat”). Everything is dissolved into light, even 
gross particles, and the physical body becomes a rainbow body. In 
khregs-chod the body can be transformed into an atom or a particle of 
dust, but it does not dissolve into light.

W hatever the case may be, we see that the implied meanings “ sud
den,” “ instantaneous,” and “ paradoxical,” which were associated with 
the term cig-car ‘ simultaneous’ , have inspired certain schools to search 
for a term which, by insisting on the leap and the inversion, denotes pri
marily a break (Fr. rupture).68

Whether it is sudden (instantaneous) or not, “ simultaneous” com
prehension designates the supreme experience. It is defined, in opposi
tion to “ gradual” or “ successive,” as the contrary of discursive thought 
(Tib. rnam-rtog or rtog-pa, Skt. vikalpa), that is to say, as an “enlighten
ment,” an “ intuition” in the strict sense of the word, a direct grasp or 
comprehension (rtogs-pa = vibodha, Fr. une saisie directe). Mahamudra 
adherents say that those on the “ simultaneous path” (cig-car-ba) “ are 
able to maintain [a state] without the least discursive thought because 
from the very beginning they dwell69 [spontaneously and without inter
vention, intellect and thought together] in the self-nature o f thought.” 
On the other hand, those on the “ successive path” (nm -gyis-pa) “ have to 
seek the self-nature of thought by meditation [proceeding methodically 
from one stage to another].” 70 We have seen other examples in which



cig-car ‘sim ultaneous，characterizes the same direct grasp or com prehen
sion {nyam s-rtogs; see notes 23 and 64).

Tb conclude, it seems to me that these concepts and their linguistic 
expression are all the m ore interesting to study because they have appli
cation to the currently discussed problem  o f synchronicity and diach- 
ronicity. Roger C aillois underlined well the contrast between the “plas
tic arts” (painting, etc.), which he calls “ arts o f the instantaneous, 
where everything is available to be seen at once,” and the “ discursive 
arts,，such as literature and m usic，which “necessarily develop over 
time” or which “ im ply a succession o f events.” 71

But for recitation, too, indeed for every linguistic statement o r mes
sage, one can speak o f “the transform ation o f sequence into sim ulta- 
neity.’ ，72 In what we read，the words are composed o f successive letters 
一 even in Chinese a character is almost always composed of elements in 
juxtaposition— and the phrases o f successive words. In learning the 
child must pick them out like beads from a string, but the experienced 
reader grasps a more or less extended group sim ultaneously or totally. 
The same is true o f the spoken language. If the Buddhists want to liber
ate themselves from  “discursive thought，，，it is because the latter pro
ceeds, like “discourse” (whence the French—and English—term ), in 
sequential steps. On the other hand, the supreme meaning appears to 
them to be connected to sim ultaneity in space (om nipresence) or in time 
(synchrony) or in thought {cogn itio  in tu itiva , direct and immediate com
prehension of unity in m ultiplicity, o f the dharm a in the dharm as).

T ranslated by N eal D onner
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jarge part of his life, and died there at the sacred mountain Wu-t，ai-shan. For 
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Religious Thought，” in H istory o f R eligion 6 , no. 1 (1966): 82. Vimalamitra is 
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}jug-pa rnam -par m i-rtog-pa fi bsgom-don (Tanjur, "Iohoku 3910; Cordier— mdo，30.3, 
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M editation o f Successive Entry (rim -g yis，ju g -pa，i sgom -don, Tohoku 3938); (3) Sgyu- 
fphrul phyag-rgya bsam -gtan (Cordier, rgyud, 75.17). Now Hadano Hakuyu 
believes that Atisa (eleventh century) could also have transmitted a teaching of 
the “sudden enlightenment” type, because of his transmission of dohd and his 
Dran-pa gcig-pa fi man-ngag (Tohoku 3929); see Hadano, “Ei-e no Atisa sh6sei，” 
in M ikkyo-gaku m ikkyo-shi rombunshu (Commemorative volume on the foundation 
ofK6yasan)(1965), 421.

10- Liebenthai, Book o f Chao, 178.
11- Tucci, M inor B uddhist Texts, 2 :81; Way man, 215. Cf. Tucci, D ie Religionen 

Tibets (Stuttgart, Berlin, Koln, Mainz: W. Kohlhammer GmbH，1970), 101, 
106，“unm ittelbare (E nthiillung)，” i .e . , im m ediate or direct revelation.

12. See Demieville, Concile，59 n. 3. The lineage of the C h ’an masters was 
connected to the transm ission of the Lankdvatdra -sutra—see Suzuki’s translation, 
The Lankdvatdra-sutra (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1932). This lineage 
Was known undoubtedly also at the time of the controversy, for a text referring 
to “ was found am ong the Tun-huang manuscripts. This text, the Leng-ch yieh 
shih-tzu chi, is preserved in Chinese (7"#2307) and in a Tibetan translation (Pel- 
Hot 710); see also example no. 7 .

Demieville notes {C oncile, 18) that in chapter 2 of the Lankdvatdra, the Chinese 
咖 and Tibetan rim  correspond to Sanskrit krama ‘gradually，，while the Chi- 
nese tun and Tibetan gcig-cha correspond to the yugapat ‘at one stroke，.
êe also ibid., 14-15, where he points out the same equivalence. But Suzuki, 

49-50，translates “gradual” and “instantaneous.”



13. This is perhaps an error for lhan-cig ‘together，. Note the expression than- 
cig skyes-pa (= Skt. sakaja), which designates a similar idea，the simultaneous 
grasp of two or more aspects; see Guenther, The L ife and Teaching o f Ndropa 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1963)，25 n. 3.

14. Trans: Stein offers the French expressions (1) (tou t) eTun coup, meaning en 
une seule fo is; (2) tout a coup, meaning soudainem ent; and (3) sur le coup，meaning 
tout de su ite. All his choices contain the word coup * stroke, blow, knock, hit，， 
which cannot be rendered in each case by the same English word. He wants to 
convey that “once，，and “suddenly” are notions as connected in ordinary 
French (by the word coup) as in Buddhist terminology.

15. Da-Ua}iphyag-rgya chen~po dang 
Rgya-nag lugs-kyi rdzogs-chen la  

y a s-，bab dang n i m as- *dzegs gnyis 
rim -gyis-pa dang cig-car-par 
m ing- >dogs bsgyur-ba m a-gtogs-pa 
don-la khyad-par dbye-ba med

Sa-skya pan-chen (1182-1251)，Sdom-gsum m b-dbye，fol. 25b，Sa-skya bkas- ，bum 
ed. (Tokyo, 1968), 5:309. This quotation was taken up again in a Dge-lugs-pa 
work on the doctrines of the different Tibetan schools, the Bya-gton snyan-sgron 
by Dpal-mang Dkon-mchog rgyal-mtshan (nineteeneth century), chap. 3，fol. 
43a. It must have been very well known，because it was also cited much earlier 
by ’Brug-pa Kun-legs (around the turn of the fifteenth century) in his autobiog
raphy (fol. 69b). We know that Sa-skya Pandita had been in China, and that 
Ch’an played an important role at the Mongolian Yuan court, alongside Lama- 
ism; see I wai, N icki-sh i bukkyo-shi ronko (Tokyo, 1957). A description of Ch’an 
was given to the Tibetan lama Yang Lien-chen-chia, commissioner of Bud
dhism for the southeast of China, in 1288 {F o-tsu li-ta i ^ung-tsai, T  49.720-721). 
Plates for an important work of the Ch’an vinaya, the Po-chang ch’ing-kuei (T  
#2025) were recast by imperial command between 1335 and 1338. This text 
contains a preface by a Tibetan lama. Later, under the Manchus, we see again 
an emperor, Yung-cheng (1723-1735)，simultaneously patronizing both Ch’an 
and Lamaism (in the person of his master Lcang-skya qutuqtu), as is shown in 
his prefaces to his Yu-hsuan yu -lu  and to the translation of the Leng-yen ching 
(Lankavatdra-sutra)} reproduced at the beginning of W ei-Tsang t>ung-chih (Mono
graph on Tibet); see Ch’en，Buddhism  in China，450-451. Returning to the 
sharp criticism of Sa-skya Pandit, he concludes with a brief history of the Sino- 
Tibetan controversy. The “ bodhisattva” Zhi-ba-，tsho (Santaraksita). suppos
edly predicted to the k ing Khri-srong Lde-btsan that after his death a  Chinese 
monk would come to teach the “path of simultaneity” (or suddenness, dg-char- 
pa-yi lam ) and would be called “the white one capable of acting alone (once 
only?)” (D kar-po th ig-tku b). It was necessary therefore to invite his disciple 
Kamalasila, who was to destroy the Chinese doctrine and preach gradualism 
instead. But later, when the kings had fallen from power, adherents to this ten
dency continued to rely on writings on the doctrine by Chinese monks, but con
cealed  this b y  ch an g ing  its n am e to M ah am u d ra . C on tem porary  M ah am u d ra , 
he stated, was f<xr the most part the Chinese doctrine (rgya-nag mkhan-po figzhung^ 
lugs kyi / yi-g e tsam -la brten-nas kyang / de-yi-m ing- ’dogs gsang-nas n i / phyag-rgya cken-



, m{ng tsgyur-nas /  da-lta Yphyag-rgya chen-po n i / phal-cker rgya-nag chos-lugsyin). I 
do n̂ot understand why Sa-pan attributes the teachings of Dkar-po chig-thub to 

Chinese monk. In fact, the name designates one of the Mahamudra doctrines 
ttributed to the Indian siddha Maitripa (eleventh century, the teacher of Mar- 

and Atisa; see Roerich, The Blue Annals, 866，and the Grub-miha, skel-gyi me- 
ông  68a). However, in quoting the criticism  of Sa-pan , the Grub-mtha7 shel-gyi 
tne-long says elsewhere (66b) that Sa-pan evokes the Phyag-chen dkar-po chig-thub 
doctrine of Zhang，Tshal-pa (twelfth century). Sa-pan perhaps wants us to 
believe that this Mahamudra was basically Chinese. Much later again，’Brug- 
pa Kun-legs (around 1500) speaks of c< Mahamudra, the view of Chinese 
monks” ( phyag-rgya ha-shang g i lta-ba3 WorkSj Kha’ 14a). Guenther (“Some 
Aspects of T ibetan  R elig io us T h ou gh t，” 71 n . 2) has shown that o ther authors 
ha3 varied attitudes towards these “(Chinese) doctrines of Ha-shang"

16. G zi-brjid, Kha，521 — Ita-bayas-pkub (error for phab)9 spyod-pa m asyar *jeg/ 
mthar n i don-dam th ig-le gcig-la bsdu.

17. Demieville, Concile, 14-15n (m khart-po M a-hd~yan gyi bsam -brtan chag 
[- chig]-ckaryju g-pa3i sgo dang bshad-pa’i m do). The Ch’an monk Mahayana (Ch. 
Mo-ho-yen) is mentioned in some Chinese documents, one of which is dated 
a .d . 730; Jao Tsung-i, “Shen-hui men-hsia Mo-ho-yen/* 174. (See note 2 
above.) One of his disciples was the Tibetan translator of Chinese texts Rgya 
Me-mgo (the Chinese head [burnt in] fire; his nickname is explained by the 
asceticism that characterized early Ch’an: sleeping in the snow, cutting off 
one’s fingers and even the arm); see Yamaguchi Zuiho, in Toyo gakuho 47，no. 4 
(1965): 118-119 (see note 2 above).

18. B stan-}byung 163a ff: m yur-lam gcig-char bkod-don. The work is a later one 
(nineteenth century) but summarizes earlier philosophical positions. The same 
expression myur-lam  is found among the Dge-lugs-pa (cf. M i-dbang rtogs-brjod . 
67a-b).

19. See Tucci, M inor Tibetan Texts3 2:70, 72, 73.
20. For Dags-po Rin-po-che the “simultaneous” (cig-car) comprehension of 

the Chinese ha-shang (the Ch’an monk) consists in being able immediately and 
directly to contemplate emptiness (sunyata) or the sixth and last of the param itas, 
whereas the “gradualists” (rim -gyis-pa) successively contemplate the first five 
pdram itds before being able to grapple with the sixth. The first method is for him
‘the method of immediate [ = right away, without intermediary, tout de 

meditation’ the profound way” (zab-lam  lam -sang sgom -tsul)，while the second is 
called “the broad path” ( rgya-ch e-balam ). Elsewhere, for example among the 
Bka’-brgyud-pa，the two paths are also called “usual, ordinary, common” (lam  
^un~mong~pa) and “extraordinary” (thun-m ong m a-yin-pa), the latter being a 
direct and rapid path.

21. We add an example to the indications already given by Demieville and 
Jicci. At the time of Bla-chen, the monk who was at the center of the renewal of

uddhism after the fall of the royal dynasty (end of the ninth and beginning of 
e tenth century) at Dan-tig (in the region of Si-ning), some adherents of 
s,rnultaneous entry” (cig-char ’ju g-pa) denied the utility of virtue and good 

Works {Amdo chos- ^byung 261b: a work of the nineteenth century but based on 
chronicles). As a matter of fact, this is the era in which Tibetan histo-



rians note the “ b a rb a r ian ” acts of certa in  m onks (o f T antric in sp iration , but the 
latter connects with Ch’an)，who stole and killed, raped women and gave them
selves up to debauchery (see R. A. Stein, La civilisation  tibetaine [Paris: Dunod 
Editeur, 1962], 49). Tantrism and Ch，an have in common several attitudes 
which are explained as consequences of the “direct” path: scorn of books and 
intellectual studies, being active in poesy, dancing and singing, unconventional 
and paradoxical behavior, attitudes called “crazy”一see Helmut Hoffman, 
“Die Polaritatslehre des spaten Buddhismus,” in Eranos Jahrbuck 36 (1967): 
374-375; and for similar abuses by contemporary American followers of Zen 
{satori through drugs, alcohol, and sexual intercourse) see L . Stryk, “ An 
Exchange on Zen，’’ in France-Asie 20，no. 1 (1965); 36-37, 39-40.

22. See note 4 above. In Tibet, too, the Bka’-brgyud-pa assigned the **grad
ual" or “successive,” and the “simultaneous，” to two different categories of 
people with different intellectual ability; see Grub-m tha3 shel-gyi m e-long 69a. 
Sgam-po-pa (1079-1153) combined Naropa，s teaching of the profound six doc
trines with the Bka’-gdams-pa (Atisa and his disciples) teaching on purification 
of thought. He gave them to his disciples according to whether the latter were 
predisposed to the gradual (rim -gyis) or immediate (cig-char) path.

23. When speaking of Tsa-ri, the holy place of the Rdzogs-chen-pa and the 
Bka，-brgyud-pa，situated in the extreme southeast of Tibet, people call it “the 
realm [paradise] where trance [or the m ystical experience, direct comprehen
sion] appears in sim ultaneity” {nyams-rtogs cig-tu  [ = lhan-cig-tu] 3char-ba3i zhing; 
cf. the Works of Pad-ma Dkar-po, na, p. 4，biography of Avadhutipa). The dic
tionary of Chos-grags explains gcig-tu  exactly as it does cig-car, as “together” 
(lhan-du), “at the same time” (dus-gcig-tu  or dus-m nyam -du). At Tsa-ri (-tra) are 
located both a mountain and a monastery called Cig-char.

24. I think one could find some examples of double locatives in these texts, 
especially when the word that ends with the locative in r has become more or 
less independent.

25. Cf. cig -car，ju g  ~  yugapat and Zung-，ju g  — yuganaddha.
26. For an example of gnyis-char, see Amdo chos- 3byung} fol. 274a: someone 

who, “having asked for religious instruction from lamas and Bon-po teachers, 
practices sim ultaneously both religions, Tantrism and Bon” (bla-m a dang bon-po 
}ga ̂ zhig-la chos zhus-ptis sngags bon-gyi chosgnyis-char spyod-pa). See note 31 below.

27. His biography, 124b: slob-m a Inga-brgya dang nyi-cu-rtsa-bzhi cam byung-ba la 
dbang gdam s-pa gnang-bas tham s-cad cig-car grol-te.

28. F. D. Lessing and A. Way man, M khas grub rjeys Fundam entals o f the Bud
dhist Tantras (The Hague, 1968), 22-23: “simultaneously demonstrated 100 
myriads of times” (m dzad-pa bcu-gnyis kyi tshul bye~ba phrag-brgya cig-car du ston-no, 
repeated twice).

29. Amdo chos-，byung, fol. 67a (sku 3i bkod-pa gsum cig-char du bstan); cf. ex
ample 5.

30. Rnying-m a chos- 'byung, 207 (sha 3i spyan-gyis gling-bzh i cig-car-du gzigs-pa).
31. Ibid., 639 (slar-yang . . . spru l-pa3i skuJi bkod-pa Inga gcig-car du snang-bar 

m dzad-pas)\ cf. example 3. One can add two similar examples taken from the 
same work. At p. 506, Nang-ral, in dying, “predicts that he will manifest him
self again simultaneously in three incarnations，one of the body, one of the



word, and one of the thought” (sta r sku gsung thugs-kyi sprul-pa gsum gcig-car du 
byung-bar lung-bstan). And at p. 253, someone “appears simultaneously in six 
bodies” (sku V bkod-pa drug gcig-car du ston-pa) and accomplishes other miracles. 
These examples seem to prove that terms like gnyis-car ‘two at once，，Inga-car 
‘five a t once’，etc. (see note 26 above), can  be exp la in ed  as contractions o f gn y is  
‘two’，Inga ‘five，，etc., and gcig-car at once, at the same time，，as in this case 
with gsum gcig-car or drug gcig-car.

32. T85.1424b5: shih pa p  Ju-sa, ch u paifoyert. M s., 746, 747: byang-chub sem s- 
d p a，di-brgyad-kyis cig-char (cig-car) sangs-rgyas la gsol-pa.

33. Trans: Stein contradicts h im self here in referring to the Chinese transla
tion. In the previous sentence he stated that it is the T ibetan  version which is 
the translation，the Chinese being by implication the original.

34. T  85* 1284b8-9: li shih chd jung，chen su ch’i  kuan, ja n  ching i-ju , fo  yu  chung- 
sheng} pen la i p  Hng-teng i-ch i. Ms” 710, fol. 20b: gnyis-su m ed1 pa 7 gzhung dang don 
cig-car byung-ste / y id -la  gos-pa (21 a) dang gtsang gnyis-kyang gcig ste / sangs-rgyas dang 
sems-can kyang myam snyom ste mdo gcig-go / /  For a quick reference on the equality 
(P ring-teng; sam atd) of the Buddha and beings, the coincidence of the absolute 
and the phenomenal, etc., in the Chinese T，ien-t’ai and Hua-yen schools, see 
Ch’en，Buddhism in China, 307-308，311-312, 317. Regarding the simultaneous 
immobilization of body and “spirit” (Fr. esp rit), as well as their “equality” 
(sama)̂  etc.，in classical dhyana, see Demieville, “La Yogacdrabkumi de Sarigha- 
ralc?a，” 380 n. 4, and 404，410-411 (like water and milk mixed together). We 
find innumerable Chinese and Tibetan examples of this affirmation of simulta
neity and unity, and this is the case in many different schools. The idea of the deep- 
seated unity between the Buddha-state (purity) and the state of living beings 
(impurity) is related to the concept of the tathagatagarbha; see David Seyfort 
Ruegg, La theorie du Tathagatagarbha et du Gotra (Paris: Ecole Frangaise d，Ex- 
treme-Orient, 1969). This position is exactly that of Tao-sheng in his Tun-wu 
ch，eng-Jo lun (Treatise on Realizing the Buddha-state through “Simultaneous 
Enlightenment”）.

35. David Snellgrove, Four Lam as o f D olpo, vol. 2 (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1967), 92: 3od-gsalphyag-rgya chen-po Ji nyang~la m nyam -par bzhag-pa m thar /  
sa-lam  tham s-cad gcig-car du bgrod-nas /  sku -zh iye shes Inga V bdag-nyid zun g-，ju g  rdo- 
rje->tshang chen-po，ig o -’phang mngon-du mdzad~do. Correct translation, vol. 1，178: 
“He traversed at one go all the stages of the way.” On these stages of the bodhi
sattva, see note 3 above. On the simultaneity of the three or four “bodies” that 
characterize the Buddha-state, see example 21 below.

36. David Seyfort Ruegg, The L ife o f Buston (Rome, 1966), 103n: cig-car du 
snang-ba mams 3od-gsal du sdud-pa.

37. T ，a i-p r ing yu -lan , fasc. 522，quoting a letter from the Three Kingdoms era 
(fourth century; quoted in turn in Morohashi’s dictionary): nai chih chi chun tun

w ei ping. '
38. Tho-hsiieh chuan (fourth-sixth centuries), quoted by Ch'en Kuo-fu, Tao- 

tsang yuan liu  k ’ao, 2d ed., 2:462): shang k，ou, so-ping tun y ii yeh,
39. Ibid., 489: t'in g  ssu-ch3ien nien te ch fuan ijen 3 wu ch，ije n , 13ing pa-ch Hen nien 

tun ch ’uan erhjen.
40. T'ai-chen yu~ ti ssu-chi m ing-k，o ching (Tao-tsang 77, fasc. 2，6b): ch H-ch Hen



nien san ch，uan，jo  yu  chin m ingyii tzu  shu y ii ti lu , ch fi-p a i nien net t*ing te tun ch >uan. 
Similarly at 7a: such a text is “transmitted once in ten thousand kalpas. (But) if 
there are some true men, it is permitted to transmit it three times in seven hun
dred years” (wan chieh i ck suan, jo  yu  chen-jen, ch *i-pai nien net, t fing te san ch }uan; 
the word tun is omitted).

41. P ao-p，u-tzu  (n ei-pJien) 11, p. 46 (C kou-tzu chi-ch feng ed.): k 7o tun ju  yeh t sui 
pu te to, hsiang chiJu chih.

42. Chen-kao {H sueh-ching t*ao-yuan ed.), fasc. 9, 2a-b: i shih tun ts fun san pa; 
and at 23a, jo tun ts 'un wu hsing.

43. Tung-hsuan ling-pao lao-hstieh k 3o~i (Tao-tsang 761, fasc. shang, 15a): yu  wu 
hui, pu k ，o tun m ien.

44. T  85.1450b20-21: i shang liu  w ei, ko wu ho . .  . tun t ，un Ju chih3 ling jen  
chung pu chi k ’o.

45. Pien-w ei lu [T  52.758c26-27): shih-tsun p a i-i hua-shen3 ta-ch3ien shih-chieh i 
shih tun hsien.

46. Chi ku-chin Jo~tao lun-heng (T* 52.383a20-21): F a-ch3ang  ̂ , • teng shih yu  jen , 
su i tun shang piao.

47. H. Nakamura, <eUpanisadic Tradition and the Early School of Vedanta
as Noticed in Buddhist Scripture，，，H arvard Journal o f A siatic Studies 18 (1955):
85, quoting the M ahdvibhdsasdstra {T  27.993bl7-18 and c4-5) (whiclf is paral
leled in the Tattvasamgraha of Santaraksita, chapter on “Purusaparlksa”）： chu ja  
chieh ts ，ung tzu -tsa iy ii lo erh sheng, feu pu tun ch fi, and Jei i-ch *ieh fa  i shih sheng ku, jo  
wu yin  yiian , yin g  chieh tun ch Cf. Ganganatha Jha, trans., The Tattvasarhgreiha qf 
Santaraksita, vol. 1 (Baroda, 1937), chap. 6 : “otherwise all things would come 
into existence sim ultaneously, a n d  at p. 95, “yet the producing of things is not 
simultaneous.” Cf. Louis de La Vallee-Poussin, UAbhidharm akosa de Vasubandhu, 
M elanges chinois et bouddhiques/no. 16(1923)，1:311: **If things were produced by 
a single cause, they would be born all at the same tim e, however everyone knows 
that they are born successively,” etc.

48. Concile, 59 nn. 2 and 3:yufa~shen chi tun shih pao-shen chi i hua-shen.
49. Herbert V. Guenther, “Tantra and Revelation，” in H istory o f R eligions 7， 

no. 4 (1968): 296. Cf. Tucci, D ie Religionen T ibets, 81, for the three bodies real
ized together.

50. Cf. Liebenthai, Book o f Chao, 177.
51. Fung, H istory o f Chinese Philosophy, 2:270, quoting Kao-seng chuan (T  

50.366c).
52. “Some Aspects of Tibetan Religious Thought,” H istory o f R eligions 6，no.

1 (1966): 79 n. 26.
53. L ife o f Buston, 76.
54. Helmut Hoffman, Quellert zur Geschichte der tibetischen Bon Religion (W iesba

den, 1950)，text p. 394: chos-nyid chang-gis thams-cad bzi, thod-rgal nyams-kyi rtsed- 
mo rise; the tran s la tio n , a t p . 29 1、is in ad eq u a te . Nyams is  not s im p ly  “ thought” 
as Hoffman has translated, but a state of happiness in which one directly appre
hends the “absolute” (cf. the dictionary of Chos-grags: nyams-kkrid^ nyam s-dga，- 
ba} nyam s-m gur). The emphasis is on the mystical experience.

55. P. 377: lieh teng, yueh chi, tz ，u hsu ts fo luan, yu  skangyueh kuo.
56. D ag-yig tkon-m i*idgongs-rgyan, Sining ed. (1955), with Chinese.



57 Thod-rgal n i *jug~pa Y mam -bshad las. I do not know which work is referred 
to here，but in the Astddasa-sdhasrikd-prajndparam ita sutra (Otani Kanjur, vol. 20， 
n0 732)，chap. 62 is entitled “Thod-rgal du snyoms-par’jug-pa’’； in Chinese, 
“Ch’ao teng chih p，in ，” or “Entry by a leap-”

58. Thod-rgal zhes-pa n i brda m ying-ba las snrel-zhi zhes-kyang，byung-bas rim -par
it s h o l~ b d  I d  Z€T.

59. Etienne Lamotte, * * Yamaka-vyaty asta-ahara/ * A rtibus A siae 24, nos. 3-4  
(1961)： 307-310. Vyatyasta ( = snrel-zhi ‘inverted，，Fr. place a Venvers) is the name 
of a concentration and also designates a device of literary style {chiasm us: 
reversed words). The author emphasizes the contradictory attitude of the 
bodhisattva: “to join himself to the world while turning his back on it.” This is 
just what is meant by simultaneity.

60. P ad -m a D kar-po , Rnal- ,byor bzhi’i nges-pa  rab-tu dbye-ba phyag-rgya chen-po^  
bshad-pa tham s-cad kyi bla-m a, fol. 2a, and Phyag-rgya chen-po m al- ̂ byor bzh i H bshad- 
pa nges-don U a-ba，i mig3 fol. 5b.

61. Rnying-m a chos-’byung，by Bdud-’joms rin-po-che (written in 1964 but 
repeating ancient documents), 218: R dzogs-pa chen-po thos-pas rtogs-pa thod-rgal du 
skyes.

62. Ibid., 520: for zag~med kyi bde~ba; cf. Ruegg, L ife o f Buston, 58 n. 2.
63. Ibid., 671: ydu-Shrugs kyi nad-sogs drag zin -pas sdug-bsngal gyi tshor-ba gtan- 

nas med /  nyin-m tshan thams-cad~du thod-rgal gyi snang-ba *dza *-zer th ig-le sku dang 
zhing-khams kyi snang-ba fba 3~zhig ’tshar-gyin-，dug.

64. Cf. example 21 above and the case of the saint, who while dancing and 
singing, <lproduced [caused to be born in himself] simultaneous and direct 
comprehension [enlightenment】，，{cig-car-ba*i rtogs-pa skyes, Chronicle of Dpa，o 
gcug, ch. na，18b).

65. Rnying-m a chos-3byung, 668: khyad-par rdzogs-pa chen-po ka-dag khregs-chod 
dang/lhun-grub thod-rgal g yi m al- fbyor la brten-nas chos-nyid yid-dpyod du m a-lus-par 
mngon-sum-chad la phebs-te snang-spyod sku danye-shes kyi rol-pa la dbang-bsgyur.

66. Ibid.，594, rdzogs-pa chen-po khregs-chod kyi nam s-bzhes la snyin-por dril-nas 
(595) thod-rgal dang rlung-sbyor sogs-kyang . , . thugs-nyam s-su bzheŝ pa.

67. Tucci, D ie Religionen T ibets} 103，105.
68. Cf. tien ‘inverted，upside-down’，a term which in Ch’an and in Tibet des

ignates an “inspired” saint, a “madman” of paradoxical conduct. For the
monk Tao-chi or “Ghi，the madman” (1150-1209), see Liu Guan Ying, 

Der H eilige als Eulenspiegel (The saint as fool) (Basel-Stuttgart, 1958)，and the 
review by Paul Demieville in the O rientalistische L iteraturzeitung, nos. 1-2 (1961):
92. This monk is also called “the drunk enlightened one” (tsu i p*u-t*i) and 

Great Bliss” (ta  huan-hsi). While Prof. Demieville translates the latter name as 
‘the great buffoon,” this is nothing more than a paraphrase. As is shown by the 

Sino-Japanese Tantric deity Huan-hsi t’ien (Jap. Kanki-ten), which is two ele
phants (Ganesa), male and female, embracing each other, the word “bliss” 
Eludes to the union of opposites and corresponds to Mahasukha, the *4 great 
^appiness” of T ibetan Tantrism (see the exam ple in note 54 above). That the 
“madman,” the inverted one (Fr. renverse), is also referred to by Tao-chi as the 
Great Bliss” is the more noteworthy because the latter term is used among the 

^dzogs-chen-pa and the Bka*-brgyud-pa to characterize the enlightenment



which is “ sim ultaneous” or “ leap in g” (inverting). This is one of those elements 
that permit a  comparison between C h ’an and the V ajrayana (see note 9 above).

69. Trans: Fr. sont laisses, em ended from the French text of S te in ’s article 
which has ont laisse.

70. Bya-gton snyan-sgron (see note 15 above), fol. 43a: (a) dang-po-nyid nas sems- 
kyi ngo-bo steng-du bzhag-nas cir-yang mi-rtog-par skyong nus-pa; (b) sems-ngo btsal-nas 
sgom-dgos-pa (see note 20 above).

71. Cases d ’un echiquier (Paris: G allim ard, 1970), 259.
72. A lgirdas Ju lie n  Greimas, Semantique structurale, recherche de methode (Paris: 

Larousse, 1966), 127. See also M aurice M erleau-Ponty, “ De M auss a  Claude 
Levi-Strauss,” La Nouvelle Revue Franfaise, no. 82 (1959), 615-631; Henri Dela
croix, Le langageei la pensee (Paris, 1924), 39: “ Sentence comprehension requires 
a simultaneous presence from beginning to end, the sim ultaneity of it all,” and 
at 213, “ It is the very essence of discursive thought, as opposed to intuitive 
thought, that it does not m ake a  connection instantaneously . . . but progresses 
from one object to another.” F inally we find this opposition very much present 
in M ichel Foucault, Les mots et les choses; une archeologie des sciences humaines (Paris: 
G allim ard, 1966), 96-97, where the ideas of Condillac (Grammaire) and the lat- 
te r’s contemporaries are presented. For them , language “ analyzes a represen
tation in a  necessarily sequential order,” but “ all the elements of a  representa
tion are given in an  instant,” etc.

G lossary

Ch’an m  
Chao lun mm
Chen-kao gg
ch’i
ch’i-ch’ien nien san ch’uan, jo  yu chin 

ming yii tzu shu yii ti lu, ch’i-pai 
nien nei t’ing te tun ch’uan

ch’i yii tz’u-ti
chien
chien-wu jjjpriff
chu fa chieh ts’ung tzu-tsai yii lo erh 

sheng, ku pu tun ch’i g  &

chu f t
Fa-ch’ang . . .  teng shih yii jen , sui tun 

shang piao #  +  A , 01©

fei i-ch’ieh fa i shih sheng ku, jo wu yin 
yiian , ying chieh tun ch’i —
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Hsieh Ling-yiin i f f  
hu-jan 
hu tz’u-ti 
i-chi —■ 
i-ch’i — 
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i shang liu wei, ko wu ho . . .  tun t’un fu 

chih, ling jen chung pu chi k’o 
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i-shih — 0$
i-shih tun — [SfijS
i-shih tun ts’un san pai —
i-tsao —j§|
i-tsun — j||
jo tun ts’un wu hsing H .S



K o  H u n g 葛洪

k’o tun fu yeh, sui pu te to, hsiang chi 
fu c h ih 可頓服也，雖不得多，相繼服之 

lei-hsiieh 累學
li shih chii jung, chen su ch’i kuan, jan 

ching i-ju, fo yu chung-sheng，pen lai 
p’ing-teng i- c h i理事倶融，眞俗齊觀， 

染淨一如，佛與衆生，本來平等一際 
lieh teng, yueh chi，tz’u hsii ts’o luan, 

yu shang yiieh kuo獵等，越級，次序

鍺亂，由上越過 
nai chih chi chiin tun yu wei ping 乃知

即君頓有微病 
Pa-yang shen-chou ching 八陽神况經 

Pao-p’u-tzu 抱朴子 
Pien-wei Zm 辯僞錄 
p’ing-teng 平等 
p’ing-teng i-chi 平等一際 

Seng-chao 僧肇
shang k’ou, so-ping tun yii yeh 上口所

病頓愈也 
s h e n g  升

shih pa p，u-sa，chii pai fo yen 是八菩薩，

俱白佛言
shih-tsun pai-i hua-shen, ta-ch*ien shih-

chieh i shih tun hsien世尊百億化身， 

大千世界一時頓顯

shuang-ju 雙入 
so-ping 所病
'Pairingyu-lan  太平御覽 

T ’ao Hung-ching 陶弘景 

Tao-sheng 道生 

tien 顛
t，ing ssu-ch’ien nien te ch’uan i jen, 

wu ch，i jen, t'ing pa-ch，ien nien tun 
ch’uan erh je n 聽四千年得傳一人， 

無其人，聽八千年頓傳二人 

tun頓

tun-liao 頓 了 
tun-wu頓悟

wan chieh i ch’uan, jo yu chen-jen, ch，i- 
pai nien nei，t’ing te san ch’uan 萬却 

一 傳 ’ 若有眞人，七百年內，聽得彐傳 
w u 悟

yu fa-shen chi tun shih pao-shen chi i 
hua^hen又法身即領示報身及以 

化身

yu wu hui, pu k,o tun mien 有五截，不 

可頓篼 
Z en禪





, Purifying Gold: 
The Metaphor of Effort and Intuition in 

Buddhist Thought and Practice
L u is O . G o m e z

• . • entre tant de documents disparates i l y  a , • . assez de traits com- 
muns pour qu yils puissent s *eclairer les uns les autres sur quelques
poin ts. 1

These words from  Paul D em ieville’s essay on the m irror o f the mind 
epitomize the theme o f the pages that I present below .2 The quotation 
also expresses the basic assumption o f the conference that led to the cre
ation o f the papers in this volum e. The essays, and their m eeting in 
time and space, presuppose the notion that no m atter how disparate the 
religious, philosophical, and aesthetic ideas m ay be that we subsume 
under the terms sudden and gradu al, those ideas share enough o f a com
mon ground to make their com parison worthwhile.

In the same paper Dem ieville traced across several cultures the image 
of the m irror as a figure for the hum an soul or mind. He concluded that 
the m etaphor o f the mind as m irror epitomizes theories o f “ sudden 
enlightenment.’ ’ 3 D em ieville^ essay suggests that common experiences 
or views underlie correspondences in poetic im agery, and I use his sug
gestion as the in itial pretext for this paper. O f course, if  we consider the 
ultimate im plications o f D em ieville’s rem arks, we are faced with an 
amount o f m aterial that by sheer volum e would be unwieldy— to say 
nothing of the versatility o f scholarly expertise that it would require. 
The present essay w ill therefore circum scribe its topic by treating  
briefly, and exclusively, the following questions: (1) W hat were the m ain 
usues common to the debates o f eighth-century T ibet and China? (2) 
What can we learn from  the questions raised and the solutions proposed 
during these controversies regarding the nature o f the sudden-gradual 
Polarity in this p a rticu la r set o f cultural contexts? I also consider (3) the 
question o f common term inology and imagery, since correspondences 
° r lack thereof among abstract conceptions and metaphoric expressions 
Pr°bably tell us much about the nature o f so-called parallels in doctrine.

at that point I discuss, albeit cursorily, (4) parallels outside the cul- 
tUral param eters o f eighth-century China and T ibet.4



O ur point o f departure is the hypothesis that there is a complex of 
doctrines and images, similarity among which points to a discrete reli
gious and intellectual phenomenon that may be adequately described as 
the sudden-gradual dichotomy or polarity. This general assumption 
must be followed by a preliminary definition, by intension, o f the class 
of phenomena to be considered. If we accept Demieville’s essay as a 
guide, the definition can be stated thus: those who assume that the 
object of religious, aesthetic, o r intellectual apprehension is somehow 
innate in the apprehending subject tend to assume at the same time that 
the act of apprehension is direct, abrupt, and effortless. The most com
mon metaphor employed by the advocates o f this type o f position, 
Demieville would argue, is the m irror as syrpbol for the mind: both are 
innately pure, both are able to know (or reflect) clearly, passively, and inte
grally. The opposite view would then propose that the object o f religious, 
aesthetic, or intellectual apprehension is not innate, and that the act of 
apprehension is indirect and gradual, the result of dedicated self-culti
vation.

These are, o f course, preliminary definitions. I expect to show in the 
course o f this essay that parallels in metaphor and doctrinal formulae 
can be deceptive, especially if  one tries to follow them across cultural 
boundaries. Even at the outset we can detect serious flaws in the pro
posed dichotomy—one has only to remember that the m irror metaphor 
was the common ground for the rival poems of Shen-hsiu and Hui- 
neng!5 The preliminary definitions will therefore be used only as a 
working hypothesis, to be examined critically in the pages below, espe
cially in light of the controversies that arose in the Tibeto-Chinese cul
tural sphere during the eighth and ninth centuries. Since Western schol
ars have extracted their conceptions o f “ sudden” and “ gradual” from 
this milieu, it is appropriately the context in which the notion should 
first be examined.

*
1 .  C ontexts

This may be the best place to introduce a few cautionary remarks 
regarding the historical and cultural differences that constrain facile 
comparisons, since, in the course of developing the argument that fol
lows, greater emphasis will be placed on the comparison o f ideas. An 
obvious point of history is the simple fact that we must count at least two 
separate polemical contexts for the sudden-gradual controversies, and 
definitely three distinct cultural milieux.6 The polemical contexts can be 
defined as two discernible instants in the development o f Buddhist 
thought by constructing the historical fiction of two dates as pivots for 
the controversies. One context, the purely Chinese, or C h ’an, contro



versy，we can say centers on Shen-hui，s attacks on “Northern” Ch’an> 
beginning in 732 in Hua-tJai.7 The other context, involving Chinese, 
Indian, and Tibetan Buddhists, centers on a series of polemics com- 
monly known by the misnomer “The Council of Lhasa，” and dated by 
Western scholars as taking place between 792 and 794.®

The fact that some of the participants in the latter debate may have 
been affiliated with the Northern school of Ch，an does not change the 
tricultural nature of the Tibetan controversies.9 Even assuming some 
mechanism for effective and rapid translation into and from the three 
languages involved, much of the discussion proceeded at cross-pur
poses, each participant addressing issues relevant only to his own 
polemic and cultural milieu, yet believing that he was dealing with his 
opponent’s views. 10

Each of these cultural milieux approached the conflict from a differ
ent perspective, derived from its own past. The Chinese concern with 
sudden and gradual enlightenment was the most intense and long-last
ing, simply because the dichotomy was a part of Chinese culture and 
not an idea introduced with Buddhism. Whenever one speaks of sudden 
and gradual enlightenment in Chinese Buddhism, one has to keep in 
mind the broader context of the conflict between cultivation and intui
tion that separated Confucians and Taoists. Both the intellectual and 
the social dimensions o f this conflict had as great an impact on the 
development of sudden and gradual distinctions in Buddhism as the 
issues of doctrine or meditation that were presented as the major points 
of contention.

On the South Asian side the issues were formulated in other terms 
and in response to different intellectual and religious contexts. Indian 
doxography records a Pre-Mahayana doctrine according to which a 
Buddha knows everything in a single thought-instant ( fkaksana-citta). 
This doctrine is associated with certain Mahasahghika schools and it 
echoes in Mahayana texts like the Avatarnsaka. 11 It was interpreted by 
the M ahavibhasd technically as referring to the way a Buddha under
stands the sixteen aspects o f the noble truths; but the doctrine may have 
had a less specific application, 12 possibly arising as a challenge to the 
spiritual hierarchies created by abhidharmic maps of the path, or as an 
early theory of omniscience positing a Buddha’s instantaneous knowl- 
e<ige of all dharmas.

It is worth remembering that Indian disputes regarding the process 
and goals of religious practice were not limited to ethical issues (sravaka 
Vs* bodhisattva〉or problems in the ontology of liberation (tathagata- 
frb h a  vs. sunyata). The distinction between the 绔rivakayin这 and the 
^ahayana was based upon epistemological and soteriological issues

at are not trivial. Apophatic ontologies in India often used a rhetoric



that is strikingly sim ilar to some o f the expressions used by sudden 
enlightenm ent schools in China. In some cases, the P rajndpdram itd liter
ature in particular, a rejection o f traditional path theories is derived 
from  an apophatic view of the sacred-profane dialectic. But the scholas
tic traditions usually did not derive the same im plications from  a meta' 
physics o f negation or coin ciden tia oppositdrum . As a m atter o f fact, tradi
tional Indian exegesis o f the P rajndpdram itd tended to blunt the radical 
edge of its negative dialectic when it came to path theory. 13 Thus, 
although N agarjuna's prasanga m ay suggest a direct path to enlighten
m ent, his interpreters did not see it that way. W hat is m ore, among the 
Svatantrikas, who qualified his radical apophatism , some assumed posi
tions sim ilar to those o f the Chinese proponents o f sudden enlighten
ment (e .g ., Bhavaviveka5s analysis o f the param itas) while others were 
staunch gradualists (e.g ., Kam alasila) . 14 In the same m anner, Indian 
views on the im plications o f innate enlightenm ent do not correspond at 
all with Chinese views regarding innate Buddhahood一 for, in India, 
innate Buddhahood is often associated w ith theories o f gradual enlight
enm ent. 15 Incidentally, the disjunction between m etaphysical and sote
riological “ suddenness” w ill not surprise the sinologist, for it is recog
nized im plicitly by Tsung-mi in his “Preface,” when he distinguishes 
direct teaching in doctrine or pedagogy from  direct teaching as a 
method o f liberation . 16

Besides doctrinal parallels, one might consider sociological univer- 
sals, that is, a pattern in the social im plications o f the sudden-gradual 
dichotomy. It can hardly be a coincidence that the defenders o f sudden 
enlightenm ent in India，C hina, and Tibet were often associated with 
movements that were opposed to the religious establishm ent, especially 
to the scholastics. In India the proponents of Buddhist doctrines that 
came closest to what could be called a doctrine o f “sudden enlighten- 
m ent,s—the early Prajnaparam ita and the Tantra一 found themselves, 
at least at the outset，in frank opposition to the scholastic traditions. It 
seems that in both cases the high tradition made a concerted effort to 
integrate the radical dialectic and the iconoclasm o f these doctrines into 
accepted systems o f path theory.17

In Tibet the doctrines o f sudden enlightenm ent were also found in 
tantric schools that were lum ped together or associated with the Bon 
and their opposition to the establishment (e .g ., Rdzogs-chen). Early on 
these schools became associated with foreign values (Chinese C h’an) 
and m averick yogis (Rnying-m a). In China, it was the iconodasm  of 
Taoism that attracted the sudden enlightenm ent Buddhists, and the 
association o f the form er w ith shamans and “ mad herm its” could not 
have been lost in the minds o f grave Confucian gentlemen.

These considerations, however, do not fall w ithin the purview  o f the 
present essay. We w ill focus, rather, on broad questions o f religious ide-



oiogy，which may be summarized in terms of their Indian roots (though 
other ideologies and religious styles may be relevant, including Confu- 
cian and Taoist concepts as well as the less systematic speculations of the 
Tantra and the Bon). The fundamental rift as seen in Indian Buddhism 
can be defined as an ideal polarity between those who understand 
enlightenment as a leap into a state or realm o f experience which is sim 
ple (integral, whole), ineffable, and innate (that is, not acquired), and 
those who see enlightenment as a gradual process of growth in which 
one can recognize degrees, steps, or parts—a process，that is, which is 
amenable to description and conceptual understanding, and which 
requires personal cultivation，growth, and developiaent. 18 Another 
important distinction is established by noting that in the form er view 
states of bondage and suffering are seen as mere delusion, the result of 
an error in perception or conception; liberation is therefore similar in 
nature to opening the eyes. The other side in the dispute considers 
bondage to be due to attachment and karmic conditioning; liberation is 
therefore more like changing bad habits than like opening the eyes or 
curing blindness.

It is possible to explain the difference between these two approaches 
in terms of the doctrine o f the two truths: emphasis on the higher or ulti
mate truth (param drtka) tends to erase distinctions between the states of 
bondage and liberation, while emphasis on conventional truth (sa rfivrti) 
brings into relief the gap separating the two conditions. Thus, speaking 
in broad terms, the philosophical context for the sudden-gradual debate 
could be reduced to the doctrine of the two truths. Unfortunately, this 
interpretation is itself gradual enlightenment theory. 19

Furthermore, the notion of the two truths would have to be expanded 
to include basic dichotomies that are at the root o f Buddhism and that 
constituted the concrete issue of the debates. These include, apart from  
the more obvious question of “abruptness” or “speed” (sudden vs. 
gradual), problems such as ( 1 ) the nature of change (with the implicit 
tension between a kataphatic and an apophatic ontology), (2) the nature 
of the state of enlightenment (innate or to be attained), (3) the connec- 
“on between liberation and moral and ritual activity, and, therefore, (4) 
the primacy of epistemology over ethics (or, rather, cognitive over moral 
transformation). In the context o f these oppositions, one comes to 
understand that the question o f “speed” is only one of several issues 
debated in the polemics of the eighth century, and perhaps not one of 
Ae most im portant.20

2, First Polemic Circle: Shen-hsiu and Shen-hui
The Chinese controversy should be examined first, since it was in the 
Middle Kingdom that this debate took its classical form. Let us begin



by considering issues or polarities im plicit in the notion o f “ speed.” To 
do so we will avail ourselves o f a Tun-huang text claim ing to contain the 
teachings o f Bodhidharm a.

Two passages in the so-called R ecorded Sayings o f B odhidharm a (T a-m oyu - 
lu )21 show distinctly two levels o f signification in the concept o f “ sudden 
enlightenm ent.” One o f these passages begins w ith a question perhaps 
foreshadowing Tsung-m i’s distinction between the cultivation and the 
attainm ent o f enlightenm ent:

Question: In the cultivation o f the w ay and in its attainm ent，are 
there some who delay and some who make haste?

Answ er: They are separated by m illions o f kalpas. Those [for whom] 
precisely (ch i) this mind is the way, make haste (ch i). Those who 
[first] produce the thought [of enlightenm ent, and then] proceed 
to develop their practice, delay [in the w ay] .22

This suggests first an obvious distinction o f speed, and second a connec
tion between speed^of progress in  the path and knowledge o f the corre
spondence o f delusion and enlightenm ent. The expression “ separated 
by m illions o f kalpas” establishes this text as a clear example o f the tem
poral m eaning of'sucklenness. A t the same tim e, “speed” also means 
directness or immediacy. For persons o f “ dull faculties . . .  do not 
know • • • that precisely this m ind is in itself (or, ‘ from  right now，，tzu - 
sh ih ) unsurpassable enlightenm ent.，，23 T hen, more explicitly, the text 
states: “The mind is the very  essence o f the w ay (ta o -t H); this is why one 
can attain the w ay rapidly.’ ，24

The specific ontology or psychology assumed (M adhyam ika, or Yo
gacara .) is not so critical here as the w ay the philosophical assum ption is 
understood: if  illusion and reality, bondage and salvation correspond or 
meet in the present m om ent, then enlightenm ent must be immediate 
(non-m ediate). In this text, therefore, at least two fundam ental mean
ings o f ‘‘ sudden，’ coalesce: correspondence o f relative and absolute, and 
realization all-at-once. The second o f these two aspects also im plies (in 
this particular passage) abruptness or speed.

2 .1  TwOy Three Poem s on the W all
But these are not necessary im plications or correspondences, as can be 
demonstrated b y  citing the locus classicus traditionally taken to summa
rize the difference between the Northern and the Southern branches of 
C h ’an. I use the word “trad itionally” advisedly and pregnantly, as the 
passage in question is clearly biased in favor o f the Southern school of 
C h ’an and should not be taken as an accurate description o f the North
ern school’s position .25 I refer, o f course, to the poem supposedly w rit
ten by Shen-hsiu on a w all in the south corridor o f the fifth patriarch’s



monastery in Feng-mu shan, and to Hui-neng，s reply, which another 
monk wrote down for him on the same wall.

According to the legend, the fifth patriarch Hung-jen requested from 
his disciples some proof of realization that he could use as a test in 
choosing an heir to the “patriarchate.” 26 Shen-hsiu, who was head 
monk and therefore meditation teacher, felt it was incumbent upon him 
to write a poem proving his understanding.27 Accordingly, late in the 
night, when the monastery was asleep, he wrote the following verses on 
the w all：

The body is the tree of enlightenment.
The mind is like a clear mirror.
One must polish it constantly and earnestly.
One must not let any dust set on it.28

This poem expresses in metaphoric language a conception of the goals 
and methods of meditation documented in many, if not all, Buddhist 
schools—meditation as purification o f the mind.29 Hui-neng challenged 
this ideal in the legend presented in the P latform , and Shen-hui attacked 
it in historical reality. The P latform  Sutra attributes the following reply to 
Hui-neng:

From the beginning enlightenment has no tree,
And the bright mirror has no stand-
Buddha-nature is always pure.
Where could dust set in?50

The Tun-huang and Hsia-hsia versions of the sutra add a third poem, 
prefaced by the words “ another stanza said.” Evidently this is intended 
as a different version of Hui-neng^ reply. This second reply seems to 
express a different doctrine of enlightenment :

The mind is the tree enlightenment.
The body is a bright mirror.
The bright mirror is from the beginning pure.
Where could it be stained by dust?51

Nothing in Shen-hsiu's poem suggests that he rejected innate Bu4_ 
dhahood or immediate enlightenment. In fact, his choice of metaphor 
also points to a belief in the innate purity of the mind. Yet thiis stanza is 
usually interpreted in light o f the caricature of Northern Ch’an fash- 
ioned and promoted by Shen-hui and his school. According to this dis- 
tonion, the teachings o f Northern C h，an were merely a meditation 
Practice designed for those whose “ dull faculties” require a step-by-step 
aPproach to enlightenment. As I shadl show in the following discussion, 
nothing could be further from Shen-hsiu，s views. Southern “subitism” 

Northern “gradualism ” overlap and interact more intimately than 
Is Suggested by the sudden-gradual distinction.



From the relevant sections in the P latform  Sutra one can draw  the out
lines o f what was considered by at least one group to be the characteris
tic sudden enlightenm ent theory separating the “ Southern’， school 
from  the “ N orthern” gradualists:32 (a) all-at-once enlightenm ent, in
cluding the notions o f speed (\ampolsky, par. 39)，suddenness (par. 30)， 
and instantaneity (par. 35) o f attainm ent and the identity or correspon
dence o f delusion and enlightenm ent, as expressed in such form ulas as 
“from  the outset” (p en  ‘orig inally，，6in trinsically,), “all living beings 
are enlightened” (par. 1 7 -2 0，2 6，4 1 , passim ), and “ enlightenm ent and 
delusion are identical” (par. 3 0，3 5，40). By im plication there can be no 
preparation for this experience, and it is beyond description. T herefore, 
(b) all discourse about enlightenm ent is apophatic in nature; that is，one 
can only speak o f it by w ay o f negation: no-thought, no-virtue, and so 
on (par. 1 7 -1 8 ，34). O nly silence seems appropriate; scriptural tradition  
is irrelevant (p ar 2 8 -2 9 , 32), A s a further im plication, this tim e for 
practice, the preceding description o f enlightenm ent entails two addi
tional corollaries: (c) correspondence or identity o f m editation (tin g ) and 
wisdom (h u i) (par. 13，15 , 3 1 ; see also 12，19)，and (d) dynam ic detach
ment or nonpassive renunciation, that is, correspondence o f thought 
and no-thought (par. 14 , 17).

A ll these points are raised in a m ore polem ic mood in the Tun-huang 
texts believed to contain Shen-hui，s words. Although a consideration o f 
all the relevant passages could be o f interest, I shall confine m yself to 
only a few sections where the m ore controversial aspects o f the doctrine 
are expounded. In those sections Shen-hui attem pts to draw  the line 
that separates his type o f G h’an from  the m editation theory and practice 
o f the N orthern school. M oreover, it is in this polem ical context that we 
discover the com plexities and inconsistencies o f his position. For 
instance, contrary to what is suggested by D em ieville, innate enlighten
ment and the concom itant theory o f the correspondence o f delusion and 
enlightenment do not lead naturally  or necessarily to a  doctrine o f ̂ sud
den55 enlightenment.33 In fact, such metaphysical beliefs raise serious 
problems for the advocate o f sudden enlightenm ent and put into ques
tion much o f what is usually accepted as the ideals o f Buddhist practice.

Supposedly, the defenders o f sudden enlightenm ent base their doc
trines on the fam ous passage from  the M ahdparinirvdna Su tra where it is 
said that all sentient beings possess the nature o f a Buddha.34 This pas
sage is interpreted to m ean that enlightenm ent is innate, o r an inherent 
quality o f sentient beings, and therefore directly accessible. No con
scious effort or m ental cultivation is necessary. In this w ay a fundamen
tal principle o f the doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent is established： 
“ spiritual cultivation cannot be cultivated .’ ，35



For Shen-hui suddenness and gradualness do not describe a transi- 
tion from the realm of delusion to that of enlightenment. At the very 
least we must say that for him this polarity is not valid from the per
spective of enlightenment. It belongs to the sphere o f the relative 
because all degrees and distinctions are fictions o f conventional knowl- 
edge. Thus, gradual progress is delusion, and the state of delusion is  
gradualness (the realm of distinctions). Enlightenment, on the other 
hand, is always instantaneous (h su -yu ).^  An awakening that is not 
instantaneous would not be whole or complete in itself; it would have 
parts, and exist only by parts. Such a reality would have to be a phe
nomenon in the realm of causation.

Accordingly, the arising of the thought of enlightenment (the bodhi* 
sattva，s mind =  fa p Ju-sa hsin)—in this context a direct manifestation of 
the absolute (chih shih chen-ju)一 is similar to cutting through the many 
strands of a rope with a sword: it occurs with one stroke (i-cfu in). The 
wisdom of enlightenment cuts through delusions in the same way, all at 
once (i-sh ih ). It is a sudden opening (huo jan ) . 37

This means that for Shen-hui suddenness is a corollary of the identity 
of enlightenment and delusion. Thus he affirms: “Tb know that one’s 
mind is empty and calm from the outset is [what we call】 sudden 
enlightenment.” The phrase “one’s own mind” does not imply a doc
trine of immanence based on solipsistic escapism: for “ the mind abides 
nowhere,” and sudden awakening refers to “awakening to the mind 
while remaining among dharmas.*538 

This is enlightenment as seen from the perspective o f the enlightened, 
but it has implications for the practice that leads to enlightenment. In 
fact, it tells us something about the nature of knowledge generally—to 
wit，that one cannot imitate the apprehension of truth, nor can one 
assay or predict the course of realization, much less bring it about by 
attempting to reproduce in action its theoretical description. To believe 
this is possible is to fall into what Shen-hui perceives as the mistake o f 
the “gradualist.” Sudden, or direct, enlightenment is only possible 
through enlightenment itself. Direct, complete awareness is non-medi- 
ate awareness.

The doctrine seems simple enough, but it seems to be a critique with- 
out a constructive alternative. It entails two major conceptual—and 
perhaps practical—difficulties: ( 1 ) the meaning of delusion，and there- 
^ re “  need for awakening, is blurred, and (2) it appears to be impossi- 

to say how enlightenment is to be gained, for to say anything 
咖eady presupposes that enlightenment is not readily accessible or nat- 
^ra%  given to all sentient beings.

These issues are taken up in the following passage from Shen-hvii’s 
where an unidentified objector challenges Shen-hui with prob- 

1118 出at he is at a loss to solve:



Question: If the Buddha-nature and the afflictions (kles'a, Jan-nao) 
coexist, why do you claim that the afflictions are not part of the 
fundamental reality (pen)?

Reply: It is like gold and slag, both o f which appear together as ore. If 
one finds a goldsmith who will smelt the ore in his furnace, then 
gold and slag will be separate. If the gold is smelted a hundred 
times, it will be a hundred times more pure, but if  one tries to 
smelt again the slag, it will become sand and ashes. . . . All the 
sutras and the sastras o f the great vehicle show that the afflictions 
are only superficial dust (agantuka-klesa). Therefore, they cannot 
be considered part o f the fundamental reality. . . ,39

Here Shen-hui seems to be saying, on the one hand, that enlightenment 
can be reached only through enlightenment itself. (“We only speak of 
destroying darkness with light, we do not speak of destroying light with 
darkness.”) On the other hand, he compromises his subitist position, 
for, in distinguishing afflictions and enlightenment, he has to grant that 
there must be a process whereby one uproots the affliction? and seeks 
nirvana.40

Accordingly, one should note that the metaphor o f purifying gold is 
used here to depict a process and a duality that would contradict Shen- 
hui’s avowed position. If pushed to its logical conclusion the metaphor 
reveals an underlying dualistic ontology that seems contrary to Shen- 
hui’s conception of direct or immediate enlightenment.41 W ithout ques
tion, Shen-hui’s innate enlightenment, or fundamental reality, is not 
one with the sphere of delusion. For him, immediacy does not imply 
identity, and furthermore, the radical, all-at-once separation required to 
break loose from delusion does not imply necessarily a once-and-for-all 
experience of realization (gold can be purified further).

In this passage Shen-hui is seeking a mid-course between, on the one 
hand, statements from the absolute point of view, such as form the core 
of the Platform Sutra and are epitomized in Hui-neng’s poem, and, on 
the other hand, statements referring to the methods and realities of 
practice—which are presumably on the plane o f conventional reality. 
But in setting this middle course Shen-hui contradicts the tone o f most 
o f his own writings. Real or imaginary, the objector seems to realize 
that by distinguishing the fundamental or real from the adventitious or 
illusory Shen-hui must admit that there is a method and a means 01 
eliminating the veil of unreality. The objector takes issue with this 
inconsistency:

Question: W hy is it then that you say that one enters nirvana without 
uprooting the afflictions (fan-nao), and that the afflictions origi
nally and in themselves are never uprooted?



Reply: If one were to teach that the afflictions are identical with 
nirvana, one would not encourage living beings to cultivate the 
sTx perfections, uproot all evil, and cultivate all good. If the 
afflictions were considered part o f the fundamental reality, we 
would not have to discard the fundamental and adopt the acci
dental.42

Shen-hui has seriously undermined his position. For now he seems to be 
accepting the duality of delusion and enlightenm ent, and the need for 
cu ltivation as well. He proceeds, only to further weaken his avowed 
“subitism”：

The \M akdpart-\N 'trvdria Sutra says: “All sentient beings from the outset 
(p tn -la i) and of themselves (pen-tzu) are in possession of nirvana, of 
untainted wisdom nature. It is like the nature of wood and the nature of 
fire, both of which appear together in a pair of Jiresticks. If one [then] 
finds an expert fire-lighter who will start a fire with [these】 firesticks, wood 
and fire will be separate.” The sutra says: “One compares afflictions to 
wood, Buddha-nature to fire.” The N irvana Sutra says: “The afflictions are 
consumed by the fire of wisdom.” The sutra says: “Wisdom is Buddha' 
nature.” Therefore, if you know that there are such passages in all the 
sutras, you should know that the afflictions are not fundamental.43

But, one may ask, can there be fire without wood, Buddha without sen
tient beings?

Shen-hui can only appeal to paradox, but he does so skillfully, by 
turning the dilemma against his opponents. He argues:

If you speak of mental cultivation (yung-hsin), does this cultivation involve 
mental activity (tso -i) or not? If it does not, then there would be no differ- 
ence between us and a common man who is deaf. If they involve mental 
activity, then they belong to the sphere of the conditioned, and lead to 
bondage. How are we to attain liberation then?44

Shen-hui explains that the only reason one speaks o f cultivation or no 
cultivation is because the opponent has raised the issue. There is no 
need to contemplate the pure when one realizes the state in which there 
js no im purity.45

This is more than a simple contradiction due to shoddy logic. We 
cannot overlook, the context o f Shen-hui，s teaching. Not only was it 
polemical，it was also addressed to his followers, who, presumably, were 
practicing Buddhists already committed to giving up the “afflictions” in 
order to seek awakening. Shen-hui must have been aware that state- 
wjents such as those presented in H ui-neng^ stanza represent a point o f 
view that could be meaningful only to a particular audience. The iden- 
tity of delusion and enlightenment and the rejection o f the path and its 
Practice make sense only in the context o f a community already com m itted



to enlightenment and the path. Shen-hui him self says as much in his 
“Platform  Serm on” or T 3an-yu} where he declares his teaching to be 
only for a particular class o f pilgrim  o f the path:

Good friends, [when I tell you] to discard as useless all you have learned 
before, those of you who have spent five, ten, or twenty years practicing 
meditation will be extremely puzzled upon hearing this. When I speak of 
discarding, I mean discarding deluded thoughts, not the dharma. For all 
the Buddhas of the ten directions could not discard the true dharma; how 
could you, my good friends, discard it then? As we are unable to separate 
ourselves from the space in which we walk, stand, sit, and lie, such is the 
dharma of unsurpassable bodhi; one cannot discard it. All activities and 
operations are inseparable from the sphere of the dharma (dharm adhatu, ja - 
chieh). . . .

Good friends，listen carefully. When I speak of deluded thoughts (w ang- 
hsin), what do I mean by this? You have gathered in this roon^ today, yet 
you crave for wealth, you crave for sensual enjoyment with males and 
females, you [are] thinking of gardens and houses. This is coarse delusion. 
You should become free of such thoughts.

But, as regards subtle delusion, you do not know what it is. What is the 
subtle form of delusion? When you hear someone describe bodhi, you 
think you must have that bodhi; and when you hear someone describe nir
vana, emptiness, purity, and concentrated mind (tin g ), you think you must 
have that nirvana, that emptiness, that purity, that concentrated mind. 
These are all delusions. They are the fetters of dharma, false views about 
dharma. If you make them the objects of your mental cultivation (yung- 
hsin)} you will not attain liberation—they are not the mind that is funda
mentally and of itself serene and pure.

If you think of abiding in nirvana, this nirvaiia becomes a fetter; if you 
think of abiding in purity, this purity becomes a fetter; if you think of abid
ing in emptiness, this emptiness becomes a fetter; if you think of abiding 
in concentrated mind, this concentrated mind becomes a fetter.46

W ith these words Shen-hui establishes a clear separation between gross 
and subtle delusion, or, what am ounts to the same, between degrees of 
delusion. Furtherm ore, in defining truth and error (“they are not the 
mind that is fundam entally and o f itself serene and pure”），he recog
nizes a distinction between delusion and enlightenm ent. In other 
w ords，this passage denies two o f the presumed characteristics o f sud
den enlightenm ent doctrine!

Shen-hui’s “ gradualist slips” m ay be interpreted as inconsistencies in 
his rhetoric, as concessions to persons o f lim ited understanding, or as 
concessions to his opponents. O r one m ay prefer to interpret them , with 
Tsung-m i, as referring to gradual cultivation after sudden enlighten
m ent. If this is the case, we m ay say, following Shen-hui’s use o f the 
m etaphor o f purifying gold, that slag is elim inated once and fo r all the



first time the gold is smelted. Gold then can be further purified: “ if it is 
smelted a hundred times, it w ill be a hundred times m ore pure.” But it 
remains forever gold.47 The im plication is that enlightenm ent, though 
complete from  the outset, needs cultivation. Like the birth o f a child， 
the attainm ent o f enlightenment is an all-at-once event; but, like bring
ing up a child, the actualization o r development o f the enlightened 
mind requires cultivation.48

Shen-hui’s apparent inconsistencies reflect a recognition o f the logical 
and practical incom patibility o f gradual means and immanent realiza
tion. In other words, he cannot avoid the conflict between an obvious 
necessity for m ental cultivation and the need for an accurate description 
of the resulting experience. A  sim ilar concession is im plicit in a short 
passage from  the P latform  Sutra that has been overlooked or undervalued 
by W estern scholars. The fifth patriarch’s reaction to Shen-hsiu，s poem  
is seldom noticed, because it is assumed that in the dialectic o f the nar
rative Hung-jen has to find Shen-hsiu unconditionally mistaken. I do 
not believe this has to be so; and the passage in question concedes this 
point. Consider the words pronounced by the fifth patriarch after offer
ing incense before Shen-hsiu，s poem: '̂Vbu should recite this stanza, so 
that you will see your own nature. I f you follow this [type of] practice 
you will not fail.，，49 Yampolsky is inclined to view this as an interpola
tion, “ since later on in the text H ung-jen says that Shen-hsiu，s verse 
does not show true understanding.” 50 But “later on” the sutra only tells 
us that Hui_neng，s stanza was the superior one，not that Shen-hsiu was 
mistaken. Evidently the text is suggesting that the stanzas express dif
ferent levels o f understanding.51

Unfortunately, Shen-hui’s doctrine is not clear on the im portant 
question o f the practice o f m editation. On the one hand, with some hes
itation and not always unambiguously, he acknowledges the need for 
“polishing，，the mind. On the other hand, he never explains what this 

polishing” means. We have no way o f knowing whether it refers to 
some form o f m editation practice. M odern scholarship has assumed 
that he condemned m editation outright: since he advocated direct 
enlightenment, the argument goes, he could not have accepted the prac- 
tice of “ seated m editation” (tso-ch  3anf za zen ). It seems, however, that we 
do not need an argum ent by im plication, for a num ber o f passages in 
the literature (P la tform  Sutra, V ajrasamddhi, R ecord ed  S ayin gs o f S hen-hui) 
suggest that some schools o f early C h ’an rejected outright the practice 
of sitting in m editation. One such passage deserves our attention.

The M aster [Shen-hui] asked D hyana M aster C h’eng: “W hat condi
tion o f mind ( fa )  should be cultivated in order to see one’s own 
nature (chien h sin g)?”



Reply: First o f all, one should cultivate concentration while sitting 
(tso  hsiu  tin g ). Once concentration is achieved, one should 
produce insight based on concentration (y in  tin g  fa  h u i). It is by 
means o f this insight (ch ih -h u i) that one is able to see one’s own 
nature.

Question: W hile cultivating concentration，isn’t there necessarily 
thought-construction (iso -i)?

Reply: Yes.
Question: As long as there is thought-construction, even if conscious

ness is concentrated (sh ih  tin g)3 how can one see【self-nature】？
Reply: As long as one is speaking o f this nature, the cultivation of 

concentration is absolutsly necessary. I f one did not cultivate 
concentration, how could one achieve concentration?

Question: W hen one cultivates concentration, it is from  the outset the 
deluded mind (w ang h sin ) that cultivates it; how could this lead to  
[true] concentration?

Reply: W hen one cultivates concentration, there occurs by itself an 
inner and an outer illum ination (n ei w a i chao), which allows us to 
see thoroughly and clearly (ch ien  ch in g). It is with this clarity that 
one is able to see one’s own nature.

Question: [Self-]nature has no inner and no outer. I f one speaks of 
inner and outer illum ination, from the outset it is the deluded 
mind [thinking]. [Under these circumstances,] how could one 
see one’s own nature? The sutra says: “The [proper] practice 
(hsueh) o f all [forms of] concentration (sam adhi, san -m ei) is move
ment (tu n g)y not sitting in.m editation (tso  ck ’an )• ” [This means 
that] the mind follows the flow o f all objects (su i ch in g-ch ieh  liu ). 
How can you call this [sitting] concentration? If you claim that it 
is true concentrationt then Vim alakirti should not have up
braided Sariputra for his [practice of] calm sitting (y en -tso ).52

In this passage Dhyana M aster C h，eng represents the “gradualist” 
position o f the Northern school. Note, however，that the basic issues are 
not those we usually associate with “ gradualisrru” C h’eng’s exposition 
of the basic elements or stages o f contemplative practice is in agreement 
with traditional Indian and T ’ien-t’ai definitions: concentration (dam a- 
tha， tin g  or ch ih ) followed by insight (vipasyan d, hui or kuan). Shen-hui’s 
own approach seems to be one o f pure, direct insight. He finds fault in a 
system that not only separates different aspects o f realization, but actu
ally seems to “confuse” some form  o f conscious observation or concep
tual analysis with direct insight.53 The meditation practice attributed by 
Shen-hui to his opponents is not direct or immediate in the sense that it 
makes use o f mental effort and construction (m anasikdra, tso -i) as the



means to attain insight.54 But Shen-hui also criticizes C h ’eng because 
his method entails a series o f dualities (concentration/insight; inner/ 
outer; delusion/enlightenment) that contradict the innate character o f 
enlightenment and obstruct the m editator’s realization o f the nondual 
nature o f enlightenm ent.

He also seems to discover some quietistic im plications in M aster 
Ch，eng，s preference for “ sitting in m editation.” This second type o f 
objection is expressed in the technical language o f C h，an as follows:

If someone sits [in meditation] and freezes (ning) the mind in order to 
enter concentration, fixes (chu) the mind in order to contemplate purity 
(k 3an ching), arouses (ch ’i)  the mind in order to illuminate externally (w ai 
chao), and restrains (sh e) it in order to experience it internally (n ei cheng), 
this person is hindering enlightenment. As long as one does not respond 
harmoniously (hsiang-ying) to enlightenment, how is one going to be able 
to attain liberation? Not by continuing to sit in meditation (tsa i tso).

If sitting were the correct approach, then Vimalaklrti would not have 
upbraided ^ariputra when the latter sat in silence in the forest. [At that 
time] he said: (tTrue silent sitting means not to see (pu  . . • kuan) one*s 
own mind and body in any of the three realms.” Not to see bodily forms 
(shfin hsiang) is  called correct concentration (cheng tin ^  only when you see 
no-mind (chien w u-nien) at all times. [Then, likewise,] not to see mental 
signs (hsin-ksiang) is called correct wisdom (cheng hui) .55

Clearly Shen-hui *s practice is not sitting nor is it concentration—that 
is, it is not fixing (tin g ) the mind on an object. It is based on the Vima- 
lak irti-n irdesays description o f samadhi as m ovem ent.56 For Shen-hui 
uses the word “ piovem ent” advisedly, in order to define this samadhi as 
a technique that does not rem ove or erase the m ultiplicity o f objects 
from the mind. The term  that we have translated here as “ m ovem ent” 
is the same word (tu n g) used in other contexts to signify the arising o f 
thoughts in the mind. The point at issue is not so much w hether one s its  
ln zazen  or not, but w hether thoughts should be allowed to arise in the 
process o f m editation.57

This position corresponds to ideas expressed in two passages in the 
Platform  Sutra: the definition o f “ m ental concentration” as the “ one- 
practice s a m a d h i a n d  H ui-neng’s definition o f no-thought (w u -n ien ).58 
The first o f these passages uses several term s o f the scriptural and the 
Ch’an traditions in a unique com bination:

The one-practice samadhi (i-h sin g san-m ei) is the constant practice (hsing) of 
single-minded thought (i-ch ih  hsin) at all times, whether you are walking, 
standing, sitting, or lying down. The V im alakirti says, “Single-minded 
thought is the place where the way is to be realized ( teto-chang), single- 
minded thought is the pure land.，’59



This apparently innocuous exegesis is in fact a polemic directed against 
N orthern C h ’an views o f contem plation, as is revealed by the conclu* 
sion to this section o f the P latform  Sutra. The words, parallel to Shen- 
hui^ statem ents, are attributed to the sixth patriarch:

Again, there are those who teach you to sit looking into the mind, contem
plating purity, without stirring [the mind] or giving rise [to thoughts]. 
They put all their efforts into this. Deluded persons fail to understand, so 
they cling [to this method] and fall into error.60

Taken together these two passages define the ‘‘object’，o f meditation 
polemically, as neither a vision o f Buddhas and Buddha-fields (against 
East M ountain doctrine) nor the contem plation o f an em pty mind 
(against N orthern C h，an). The oneness o f the samadhi is not that of a 
single technique or a simple object, but that o f single-mindedness. 
According to the Southem  school, the sacred character o f samadhi is 
not derived either from  a particu lar sacred object o f m editation or from 
the absence o f m ental content and activity. The samadhi and its content 
are defined apophatically, as single-m inded detachment from  all objects 
and practices.

The second passage from  the P latform  Sutra defines the difference be
tween Southem  “ no-m ind” and the quietistic state o f im m obile con
tem plation attributed to the N orthern school by Its rivals:

Non-abiding is the original nature of man. Thoughts follow each other 
without abiding; past, present and future thoughts follow one after the 
other without interruption. . . . As thoughts follow each other there will 
be no place for the mind to hold on to. If one instant of thought holds on 
[to something], then successive thoughts will cling. This is called “bond- 
age.” If thoughts follow one another without abiding in anything, then one 
will be free from bonds. Therefore, non-abiding is the foundation [of our 
practice]. . . .61

But what does it m ean to say that “the mind does not abide”？ This is 
explained as not clinging to conceptual signs (h sian g).

Freedom from [conceptual] signs means to be free from all conceptual 
signs on the outside. When you are free from these signs, the substance of 
your nature is pure. Therefore, no-sign is the substance [of our practice].

Tb remain stainless in all sense fields (ching) is called no-thought. If in 
[every one of] your own thoughts you remain free from the sense fields, 
then thoughts will not arise with regard to [any] thing {Ja = dharm a)，2
A  few problem s arise here，for someone could object that this fifisepa

ration* * from  m ental conceptions is a passive state. A fter all, the passage 
seems to hedge the central issue_ is no-m ind a mindless state, or a 
“ stopping o f the m ind”？ The definition o f “no-thought” that begins the 
section, however, leaves no doubt as to the intentions o f the text:



[ 】from ancient times all have established no-thought (w u-nien) as the 
core (tsung) [of the teachings], absence of conceptual signs as the substance 
(t，i) 0f  the teachings, and non-abiding as its foundation (pen). Absence of 
signs is to be free from signs even though you are in the midst of signs. 
No-thought is not to think even in the midst of thoughts. Non-abiding is 
the original nature (pen-hsing) of man.63

In these passages, however, there is nothing to indicate that Shen-hui 
or Hui-neng excluded sitting in meditation from  the practice o f C h’an. 
The rather facile, but mistaken, conclusion that the Southem  school 
was a revolution so radical that it advised its followers to give up medi
tation has been repeatedly and ju stly  criticized.64 The central point o f 
contention was not the question o f sitting or not sitting in m editation. 
The issue was not so much whether m editation is necessary, but the 
nature o f the experience and the practice leading to it. The Southem  
school insisted that the N orthern school, in analyzing the levels or 
stages o f the path or o f m editation practice, failed to understand the 
nondual nature o f enlightenm ent. To sit in m editation，“purifying” and 
“concentrating” the m ind, expecting to attain enlightenm ent, is there
fore, according to this view, a form o f senseless passivity, the result o f an 
erroneous perception o f the nondual nature o f enlightenm ent.

The concept o f “passivity，” however, is in need o f clarification or 
qualification. The term inology itself is weakened by an inconsistency 
that eventually undermines most talk about “quietism.” For the prac
tice of retired contemplation, o f observing the m ind, is after all a form  
of “activity.”65 In fact, a sim ilar objection can be raised against the doc
trine of immediate (non-mediate) enlightenm ent. Shen-hui him self 
points out that the problem with “non-doing” is that conscious effort in 
meditation is no different from other forms o f karmic construction.66 
Still, in the heat o f the polemic Shen-hui seems to ignore the bind in 
which the subitist is necessarily trapped: if  absolute (A) and relative (R) 
are one, any effort to bring A  to R  or to “change” R  into A  is at best 
unnecessary, and at worst counterproductive. This much Shen-hui con- 
?edes. But would he stay with the full implications o f this position? For, 
it follows that anything you do一even not doing anything—is  wrong. 
Inescapably, the moment the subitist objects to any form  o f spiritual 
exercise, “not doing” becomes intentional doing, that is, not doing 
becomes a means o f attem pting the union o f A  and R .

Furthermore, if A and R  are one, then why is there the ‘‘illusion，，o f 
a seParate A  and R? W hat is the etiology and ontology o f this error? On 
^  theoretical or philosophical plane, Shen-hui fails to clarify his posi- 
tlon■ On the practical level, Shen-hui meets some o f the objections by 
making concessions to the level o f the relative.

夏n the first place, he makes allowances for some type o f Buddhist



institution and, therefore, fo r some type o f Buddhist practice. This is 
probably the living context underlying his acceptance o f “ gradualism ” 
for persons o f “ dull faculties.’，67 In his view  this is m erely a concession 
not a qualification o f his doctrinal position; but one must question his 
views on the matter. For he claim s that duality is delusion, yet at the 
same time he separates the deluded from  the awakened, and the fast 
from  the slow. But there can be no dull or sharp, slow or fast in sudden 
realization, since, according to Shen-hui him self, duality is delusion: 
only absence o f distinctions can describe the fundam ental reality; all 
m arks or distinctions are illusory.68 But this leads to a second contradic
tion: if duality is synonym ous with delusion, then liberation or the 
liberated mind is defined by the absence o f duality. But it is not so 
defined, for the no-m ind o f the liberated defines a new duality, that 
between the one and the many, the liberated and the world o f duality! 
On the one hand, Shen-hui insists that no-m ind is neither being nor not 
being.69 But un der1 pressure, when asked what is this no-m ind if it can
not be nam ed, his apophatism falls into a dualism  o f sorts:

It is nothing at alL This is why no-mind (w u-nien) is ineffable. If one talks 
about it, it is onlylin order to reply to the questions [of others]. If one did 
not respond to questions, then one would have nothing to say about it. It 
is like a mirror: if it does not reflect an image, nothing appears on its sur
face. If one speaks of an image appearing in the mirror, it is [only with ref
erence to] the object standing before the [mirror], which produced the 
image.70

Note the subtle distinction made by Shen-hui in this passage. The 
m irror without an image is the enlightened m ind without discursive 
thought: if  someone asks for an explanation o f what this enlightened 
m ind is, the enlightened person w ill have to speak up; then it is as if the 
m irror were reflecting an im age—the image is not the m irror. W hether 
there is an image or not, the reflecting nature (“ illum inating capacity”） 
o f the m irror rem ains. The m etaphoric referent o f the m irror’s inherent 
capacity to reflect is the m ind’s innate “ luminosity.” Here once more 
Shen-hui separates the fundam ental from  the superficial or a d ve n titio u s  
—m irror from  image. This is subitism with dualism .

Shen-hui’s inconsistencies also extend to some points o f detail. First, 
since no-m ind, though real and present from  the beginning, is not obvi
ous to most sentient beings，he must establish some kind o f bridge 
between delusion and enlightenm ent. Accordingly he makes allow
ances, albeit reluctantly, for some form  of cultivation even for those who 
are not o f dull faculties: one must dig to reach underground water 
though it is already there; one must polish the m ani stone to bring out its 
natural shine.71 Shen-hui even concedes that certain causes and condi
tions are necessary for the m anifestation o f sudden enlightenm ent, only



to flatly reject causes and conditions elsewhere in the Yu-lu . 72 Second, 
although he defines illusion as discrim ination, he is perfectly willing to 
accept the scriptural conception o f the afflictions (klesas)  as some kind of 
impurity that must be elim inated.73 In other words，he accepts the rea lity 
0j  im purity and thereby opens the door to ( 1 ) a duality between the 
liberated and the bound, and (2) the need to exclude the world of daily 
preoccupations and activities from  the realm o f awakening.

We may say that Shen-hui is in that class o f Buddhists who take liter
ally the affirmation o f nonduality, taking silence as the exclusion of all 
linguistic and conceptual alternatives.74 If this is the position assumed 
by Shen-hui (at least im plicitly), then apophasis and directness are in 
fact subtle forms o f world-denial. This view o f sudden enlightenment is 
not far from the definition o f “suddenness” (tu n -ch iao) in the wu chiao 
section o f Fa-tsang，s G olden L ion . But, unlike Fa-tsang, Shen-hui cannot 
posit a stage beyond nonduaiity; that is, he has no way o f qualifying his 
nonduality in order to reaffirm  the world and the capacity of enlighten
ment to work in the world.

Any doctrine that satisfactorily “accounts” for sudden enlightenment 
becomes thereby a gradualist doctrine. Fa-tsang，s is no exception. In 
the Golden L ion the sudden teaching is only part o f a system o f five differ
ent approaches to the dharma, beginning with basic Sravakayana, pass
ing through M ahayana, and culminating in the fourth and fifth teach
ings. As in Shen-hui, the sudden teaching is defined as nonduality o f 
being and nonbeing, neither form nor emptiness, ineffable.75 But this is 
a stage to be superseded by the perfect, Hua-yen, teaching o f the 
unconfused interpenetration of all phenomena—the world o f the many 
is one, yet each thing retains its individuality.76 The last stage qualifies 
or modifies the potential radical monism implicit in a literal interpreta
tion of the nondual stage.

We can speak therefore of suddenness implying oneness and tran
scendence. And we can contrast this type with suddenness leading to a 
doctrine of immanence. In the latter type bare facts and circumstances 
(shih) in their “ facticity，” that is, in their contingency and duality, are no 
different from the highest religious goal.77 This conception echoes in a 
work of the Northern school, the Yiian-m ing lun , in which we find a cri- 
tique of the notion that eliminating deluded thoughts is synoi mous 
with liberation. The critique is followed by an affirm ation of the pres- 
ence of enlightenment in the human body.78

In Shen-hui “ sudden enlightenment” means both a condition totally 
distinct from all conceptual orders and a nontranscendent enlighten- 
ment immediately accessible in the world of delusion. 79 Since he makes 
n° distinction between stages of realization, he cannot separate the 
^Pprehension of the nondual from the manifestation of enlightenment 
n activity. Accordingly he conceives o f a state of liberation that is with-



out duality, yet must be accessible without changing anything in the 
world of duality. He can only say that living beings and Buddha are at 
the same time different and identical.80

But Shen-hui’s inconsistencies are best understood in his own polemi
cal context—rather than by an abstract critique on philosophical 
grounds. His position is critical rather than constructive: it is formed by 
a set of objections to his opponents, not by a structured system. His doc
trinal stance, therefore, probably derives from his perception of the 
gradualist as both a dualist and a “quietist.” That is, in his view, 
“ Northern” C h ’an fails, on a first count, because it does not under
stand fully the presence o f enlightenment in sentient beings, and is con
fused by conceptual constructs regarding practice. Shen-hui would 
argue that progress and process imply distance and separation. As to 
method itself, Shen-hui seems to regard gradualism as contrary to fun
damental M ahayana principles, because it turns enlightenment into a 
constructed, compounded, or conditioned phenomenon*81 On a second 
count, Shen-hui criticizes the Northern school’s meditation practice as a 
system of “pure samatha, ” that is, a meditation of quiet, the purpose of 
which is to isolate the mind from its content. It does not matter that he 
himself speaks of the mind as a mirror, because it is evident that he does 
not propose that one should wipe the m irror clean.

This interpretation o f Shen-hui’s doctrine could help us make sense 
o f his ambivalence regarding the opposition between means and imme
diate enlightenment. The world of enlightenment is the world of delu
sion seen directly and without attachments or expectations.82 Theoreti
cally, there should be no reason for rejecting the world of delusion, no 
reason for “ stopping the mind,” and no reason for seeking enlighten
ment outside the mind’s present state. In other words, it makes no sense 
to engage in step-by-step mental cultivation; but in practice, one must 
accept the distinction betweerrthe rfiind before and after enlightenment. 
Some form of spiritual discipline is necessary either as the embodiment 
o f enlightenment or as a means to strengthen an initial, direct break
through into the state of no-mind.83 This interpretation can be qualified 
by a hermeneutic leap with a basis in the tradition: if we grant special 
authority to Shen-hui’s interpretation o f the metaphors o f purifying 
gold and nursing a child, taking these passages as the control texts for 
interpreting the rest of Shen-hui’s wavering thought, we come close to 
Tsung-mi’s distinction between enlightenment and cultivation, and 
perhaps also close to his definition of the Southern school— sudden 
enlightenment followed by gradual cultivation.

2 . 3  T h e  A  m b ig u it ie s  o f  G r a d u a lis m
The subitist critique implies that those who try to conform to a plan of 
the path or who imitate the “ forms” of enlightenment will reach only an



imaginary attairnnent. But does this mean that nothing'can or should 
be done about seeking enlightenment? By no means. Shen-hui himself 
does jiot deny the fact that sentient beings must cultivate specific causes 
and conditions to bring about the experience of enlightenment.

It is as in the case of underground water: if one does not apply effort to 
drill down to it, one will never obtain water. Again, it is as in the case of 
the marti if one does not polish it，one will never have a clear stone,
and one will have to say that it is not a valuable gem .84

A strange thing to say for the disciple o f the Sixth Patriarch! But this is 
not the only concession Shen-hui will make to the gradualist. He will 
also admit the need for “means”：

The Nirvana Sutra says: “All living beings would never attain enlighten
ment without the assistance of Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and true spiritual 
friends who instruct them using skillful means.” If they say they can know 
[enlightenment] by themselves, that is not true. It is because they do not 
perceive it that we may say that they do not have the Buddha-nature from 
the outset. . _ .85

Among the words attributed to Shen-hui none expand on this point 
(with the notable exception o f the T 'an -yu ). Perhaps he has no reason 
for elaborating—as a practitioner o f the sudden path, he is committed 
to a thorough apophasis. W hy should he have to say anything? W hy 
would he want to speak at all? But, this is precisely the crux of the mat
ter; for, if he does not speak, any doctrine can be attributed to him, yet 
if he proposes a method, he has abandoned strict subitism.

By leaving out the question of what are the specific causes and condi
tions (‘‘means，’） for the attainment o f enlightenment, Shen-hui has 
opened the way for a misunderstanding o f his intentions.86 Anything he 
says to assist the followers o f the path is a means for the attainm ent of 
enlightenment. But saying nothing will not satisfy either his opponents 
or Shen-hui himself. Having committed himself to silence, could he 
even commit himself to his negative statements?

What is m ore, Shen-hui him self had already spun together a long 
chain of misunderstandings. Most likely he misrepresented or fabri- 
cated the teaching of the ‘‘ fifth patriarch” to fit his own polemical pur
poses.87 It is obvious, moreover, that he exaggerated many o f the differ- 
ences that separated his school from the school o f Shen-hsiu.

With regard to the first o f these points，we unfortunately do not have 
much reliable data on the fifth patriarch, Hung-jen. But the tradition 
attributed to him a text advocating the kind of views that Shen-hui criti- 
C12ed so vehemently. The document in question, the H siu -hsin  yao lun, 
preserves the following instructions on meditation:



Everywhere and at every moment the mind should be restrained. \bu 
should not experience the pleasures o f the present, [which are] the seeds 
for future suffering.

Continue to strive strenuously. Though this [may not seem] o f much 
use now, it will create the [positive] causes for the future. . • .

. . . sitting with the spine erect, eyes and mouth closed, visualize a sun 
at some distance in front of yourself, level with the heart. Hold this image 
with every thought, without stopping. Then you wHl calm the breath and 
stop sounds. Do not allow breathing to be heavy or light. , . ,88
To explain the significance o f these practices, the text uses to a d iffer

ent end the doctrines and im ages used elsew here by advocates o f im m e
diate insight:

. . . the Buddha-nature in living beings is originally pure, like the sun 
covered by clouds. If one strenuously guards the true mind (shou chen- 
h sin ), the clouds of deluded thought will be swept away, the sun of insight 
will appear. * . . It is like polishing a m irror; when the dust is wiped off, 
the true nature appears of itself,

. . . Al l  the Buddhas of the three times are born from consciousness 
(sh ih -hsing). If one begins by guarding the true mind, deluded thoughts 
will not arise, selfish thoughts will be extinguished. Later one will become 
a Buddha. Therefore, we know that the practice of guarding the mind is 
the progenitor of the Buddhas of the three times.89

The H siu -h sin  y a o  lun  shares w ith  Shen-hui the M ahayana conviction 
that Buddhas and living  beings have the same nature; but the H siu -h sin  
ya o  lu n  does not seem to derive from  this doctrine the same im plications 
that Shen-hui has draw n.90 T he m ind is innately and inherently awak
ened; its light w ill shine spontaneously— or in and o f itself (tz u -ja n ). But 
the m ind’s lum inosity w ill not be seen unless the dust o f delusion is 
rem oved through the practice o f sitting in m editation, guarding the true 
m ind.

Shen-hui also gives us an inaccurate picture o f the teachings o f his 
opponents, which is not surprising since the doctrines o f the N orthern 
school approach those attributed to H ung-jen. O ne has only to review  
the m any allegations made in the Shen-hui y ii-lu  against the Northern 
school to realize that most o f them  do not reflect accurately the differ
ences that separate the two schools.91 For one, Shen-hui him self accepts 
the operation o f causes, conditions, and means in the realization of 
enlightenm ent, and in this context even uses the m etaphor o f  polishing, 
as shown above. M oreover, although he insists on the instantaneous 
nature o f enlightenm ent, he also accepts explicitly the necessity o f a pro
gressive cultivation o f the “ in itia l” instantaneous experience:

Each of the six generations of masters of my [lineage] spoke only of pene
trating directly [into the mind，as if] with a knife, of perceiving [one s



own] nature directly and thoroughly, They did not speak of (realization 
occurring] by steps or gradually. . , . \bu must suddenly awaken [to your 
nature] and then cultivate it gradually. . . .  It is like a mother giving birth to 
her child all at once, and then giving him her breast and gradually nour
ishing and raising him . . • 一to awake suddenly and perceive the Bud
dha-nature is just like this. Wisdom naturally grows and increases gradu
ally-92

Shen-hui，s gradualism, however, is the opposite o f Shen-hsiu^. For the 
latter, instantaneous enlightenment occurs after a long, arduous, and 
evidently gradual process of preparation or cultivation. This distinction 
between the two masters and their schools is recognized by Tsung-mi in 
his now well known typology o f the Chinese systems o f m editation. The 
contrast is clearly established by comparing the previous quotation from  
Shen-hui with the following passage attributed to Shen-hsiu:

Only if you are able to collect the mind and illuminate it internally (she hsin 
nei chao) will you awaken and contemplate external clarity. You will cut off 
the three poisons and extinguish delusion forever, close the doors to the six 
thieves [—the senses—】，so that they will not disturb you. Effortlessly (tzu - 
jan ) you will gain ho】d of virtues as many as there are sands in the Ganges, 
and of aJl the adornments [of enlightenment]. You will realize each of the 
innumerable gates to the dharma, one after the other, and you will tran
scend the state of a common man and realize the condition of the saint. 
[Enlightenment] will be right before your eyes, not far away. Awakening 
wil] occur in an instant (h sii-yu ).93

A careful reading o f the text that precedes these concluding remarks 
shows decidedly that his m ajor concern is not the dialectic o f instanta
neous enlightenment. For him the central issue is how to get there^ :the 
means, the practices that must be cultivated in order to bring effort to 
fruition. These practices are all comprised by the single practice o f con
templating the mind (kuan hsin) .94 This prim ary practice does not 
exclude the requirement o f a  separate cultivation o f virtue.95

Shen-hsiu is therefore a gradualist in another sense: he is willing to 
accept an order o f liberation—that is, a rationalized description o f the 
process of liberation. Examples o f this abound. For instance, his anago- 
gic interpretation o f the scriptural injunction to burn incense to the 
Buddhas is a summary description o f the classical fivefold analysis of the 
eightfold path:

Furthermore, “burning incense” does not refer to the incense of the 
world, which has identifying characteristics (hsiang). It is the incense of 
unconditioned dharmas. . * . It is of five kinds. First is the incense of 
moral practice, that is, being able to cut off all evil and cultivate the good. 
Second is the incense of mental concentration, that is, absolute commit- 
meixt to the mind of Mahayana, without turning back. Third is the



incense of insight, that is，to examine (kuan-chJa) body and mind con
stantly, externally and internally. Fourth is the incense of liberation, that 
is, to cut through the bonds of all forms of ignorance. Fifth is the incense 
of the knowledge and vision of liberation, that is，to awaken (chueh)  and 
illuminate constantly, penetrating beyond the obstructions of ignorance.96

The issue, therefore, m ay very  well be a question o f em phasis, one 
school focusing on the goal and defining the means in term s o f the goal, 
the other emphasizing- the means and rejecting, as in the Indian tradi
tions, the idea that the uncaused goal im plies an uncaused path. Still, 
Shen-hui and Shen-hsiu m ay m ean different things by the word ccen- 
lightenm ent” (p }u -t%  w u，chueh) . Perhaps this is what Tsung-m i means 
when he uses the categories “ sudden” and “ gradual” to distinguish 
types o f “ cultivation” as well as types o f “ realization.” D ifferences in 
the m eaning o f the term  " en lig h ten m en t,an d  therefore in the stated 
goals o f the practice, m ay be as im portant in  distinguishing sudden 
from gradual as differences in the conception o f path and means. I f this 
is the case, m utual criticism  on the basis o f a presum ed shared goal，as 
is the case in the debates, is at best m isleading, at worst meaningless.

Zeuschner has argued that gradualism  arises in response to a percep- 
tion o f the role that m eans and discursive thought must have in the 
training o f those who are unenlightened*97 Tb accept the fact that most 
of us m ove only in the relative realm  (sa m vrti) entails accepting a form  of 
dualism , no m atter how provisioned this acceptance m ay be. One must 
add, .however, that there are  different degrees o f dualism , or varying  
emphases on the uses o f the relative. Shen-hsiu，s school seems to fall 
close to the extrem e o f dualism . In his exposition o f the perfections, for 
instance, he gives the term  pdram itd  a peculiar sense, perhaps based on 
an artificial etym ology associating the Chinese translation o f the term, 
tu，with the N orthern C h ’an concept o f I t. In this m anner, the “ other 
shpre” o f param ita takes the m eaning o f purification and renunciation:

The Sanskrit term pdram itd means “crossing to the other shore，，in Chi
nese. By purifying the six senses and becoming free from worldly dust， 
one leaves behind (ch ru) the perturbations (klesa) and reaches the other 
shore of enlightenment (p  Ju -t V).98

Then further on:
If one seeks to cultivate the six perfections one should purify the six senses; 
if one seeks to purify the six senses one must first subjugate the six thieves. 
When one is able to subjugate the thief of the eye, one abandons (It) all 
sight-objects-and the mind pays no attention to them. When one is able to 
subjugate the thief of the ear . . . "

The repeated notions o f purification and abandonm ent or relinquish
m ent suggest that the identity o f the m editator w ith the Buddha-nature



does have a temporal dimension, and that the opposition o f the impure 
realm (“worldly dust”）to the dharm akaya is real. In other words, the 
“profane” (“worldly dust,” the klesas) and the “sacred” (enlighten- 
ment，the dharm akaya) are both real, and they contradict each other 
beyond conciliation . 100 The force of the affirm ation o f an identity 
between living beings and Buddha is somehow weakened by the separa- 
tion that is established between delusion and enlightenment by time and 
jueans.

There is no question that this separation is not an illusion, a misap
prehension of the deluded self. The world as it is for deluded beings is 
not the sphere of the identity o f delusion and enlightenment* Accord
ingly the K uan-hsin tun  conveys a sense o f radical world denial, because 
the concept of the pollution of the senses is not a figure o f speech used to 
refer to the deluded conceptual mind. The text imparts a strong sense o f 
reality to the sphere o f everyday sense impressions and desires. The 
realm of im purity is presented as a sphere that is to be shunned and 
abandoned in a very literal sense.

Accordingly, Tsung-mi’s description o f N orthern C h，an as “ gradual 
cultivation followed by sudden enlightenm ent55 would have to be quali
fied by underlining the dualistic flavor o f Shen-hsiu*s statem ents 
regarding liberation. That is to say, Shen-hsiu^ sudden enlightenment 
is a quantum leap, not an expression o f immediacy. The expression 
“sudden” therefore means exactly the opposite o f what it means in 
Shen-hui.

The same sense o f distance between delusion and enlightenment is 
found even in Northern texts with a stronger “ subitist” flavor, such as 
the essay on “ The Five M eans o f Approach” (Wu fang-pien) . 101 In its 
discussion of contemplation, the Wu fang-pien describes a practice of 
“purifying the m in d yy { ch in g h sin ) by “ lboking into the m ind” (k ，an h sin ), 
which consists in “ seeing nothing at a ll，，during long hours o f sitting in 
tneditation. 102 Sitting in the lotus position and looking into the mind, 
the meditator reaches a stage in which

body and mind become free from thought ( li nien). [Then] one does not see 
the mind； the mind is just so (ju ); the mind becomes free. One does not 
軟  the body, the body is just so; the body becomes free. One should con- 
tinue to practice ( yung) in this way for a long time without interruption.
[It is like] empty space; there is not a single thing in it, perfectly pure, 
without marks of existence. Constantly, without interruption, continue to 
practice so you will be free of the veils forever. The sense organ of the eye 
*s purified, it is free of the veils. The sense organ of the ear is purified, it is 
free of the veils. In the same way all the six sense organs arc purified, they 

free of the veils. To have no obstacles: this is liberation. Not to see the 
sense image (hsiang) of any of the six sense organs, to be pure，without a



single mark (hsiang) of existence, constantly, without interruption: this is 
[called] being a Buddha.103

Enlightenm ent is gained when neither mind nor senses m ove— a con
cept expressed w ith  words we have seen above in Shen-hui’s critique 
(ch tung) . 104

Ironically, and perhaps inconsistently, at the level o f the path the dif
ferences between Shen-hui and the “ N orthern” C h ’an are not so clear. 
This is particularly notable in Shen-hsiu，s doctrine o f upaya (fa n g -p ien ). 
A fter establishing “m eans” as the most essential elem ent o f the path, he 
fails to integrate them with the goal, and finds him self agreeing with 
Shen-hui on the question o f the status o f “ means.” They are, he con
curs, concessions made for people o f inferior capacity. S till，the mere 
absence o f ‘‘m eans’’ does not define the true path; for the true practice 
is defined by one characteristic, namely, that it is an “ inner,” not an 
“ outer,” process. The questioner asks how one can propose a single 
practice if the sutras teach the cultivation o f m erit, the cult o f the Bud
dhas, and the like. To this the K uan-hsin  lun replies:

The sutras taught by the Buddha contain an infinite number of means. 
Sentient beings, because their faculties are dull and [their aspirations] are 
narrow and low, cannot understand the most profound points. Accord
ingly, [the Buddha] teaches the unconditioned by means of the condi
tioned. If you do not cultivate the inner practice (hsiu  nei-hsing)y but seek 
only externally, expecting to gain merit, you will not succeed. 105

It is difficult to see why the means “taught by the Buddha” do not lead 
to success in the path, even if it is after a long tim e. But, be that as it 
may, the Shen-hsiu of the Kuan-hsin lun in terprets “ external”  m eans as 
figures for “ internal” conteniplative practice. The passages that follow 
the above quotation in the Kuan-hsin lun are all devoted to the “ interior- 
ization” o f Buddhist doctrine, m yth, and ritual by means o f anagogic 
interpretations. Psychologized and dem ythologized Buddhist doctrines 
are interpreted as the true or ultim ate teaching; their surface m eaning is 
only valid as expedient means to convert the persons o f lim ited capacity. 
The text denies spiritual value to cerem ony and ritual—they are false 
“means,” in contrast to the true method, which is defined by a 
meitaphoric interpretation o f the paraphernalia o f ritual as symbols o f 
different aspects o f spiritual cultivation . 106 For instance, temple lamps 
are turned into a symbol o f insight:

“Lamps” refers tp the correct mind of true awakening (chueh): insight and 
clear understanding are compared to a lamp. Therefore, those who seek 
liberation always make their bodies into a lamp stand，their minds into the 
bowl of the lamp, faith into the wick of the lamp. As oil they add moral 
discipline. The clear penetration of insight is compared to the flame of a



lamp constantly shining. In this way the lamp of true awakening shines， 
r e n d i n g  the darkness of delusion and ignorance.107

The constant, pure mind represented by the flame o f the votive lam p 
is a static image o f both innate enlightenment and m editation practice. 
In the Wu fa n g-p ien  also, as we have seen, the theme o f stopping the 
movement of the mind dominates, placing this text in the rhetorical, if 
not the practical, tradition o f the K uan-hsin lu n . S till, although freedom  
from thought activities is clearly the core o f the m editation practice pro
posed in the Wu fa n g-p ien , insight and skill in means are introduced to 
explain the possibility o f perception and action in the practice . 108 The 
condition in which mind and body do not stir is in fact perfect, or origi
nal, bodhi, but this does not preclude a doctrine o f the function (yu n g ) 
of the enlightened mind that brings us back to the w orld o f action and 
perception. 109 The Wu fa n g-p ien  rs definition of skill in means is in fact 
orthodox: the capacity o f the bodhisattva’s mind to rem ain in the state 
of no-movement even when the senses are active, for he “knows that the 
six sense organs are from the outset unm oving.” Furtherm ore, the text 
recognizes the interdependence o f skill in means and insight (wisdom), 
acknowledging, with a somewhat clumsy exegesis, the importance o f a 
passage from the V im alak trti'nirdesa that w ill be quoted by the Indian 
grad u alist Kam alasila in his attack o f M o-ho-yen，s subitism: “ insight 
without skillful means is bondage. • . .，，110 This passage is explained as 
follows:

[When the sutra] says “withou( skillful means, insight is bondage,” [it 
refers to] the followers of the two [lower] vehicles. While they are in 
samadhi they do not hear; once they leave samadhi, they hear again. 
While they are in samadhi they have no insight, they are unable to explain 
the dharma, and they cannot take sentient beings across to safety. When 
they leave samadhi, they explain the dharma with zi distracted mind. . . .

[When the sutra] says “with skillful means, insight is liberation/* [it 
refers to] the bodhisattvas. They know that the mind is from the outset 
unmoving, whether sounds occur or occur not, cease or persist, [bodhi
sattvas] remain constantly in the practice of not moving. Because they are 
able to practice this skillful means, their correct samadhi is perfectly 
serene.11*

this passage the Northern school goes one step beyond both Shen- 
卜 i and the Kuan-hsin lun—it seeks to account for some type o f continu- 
jy °r contact between the two spheres o f the absolute and the relative, 

^  liberated and the deluded, the still and the moving. Even though 
^iUful means” is defined as “unm oving，，，the originally pure is placed 

s9uarely in the world of the senses. 112 

Thus， in the Wu fan g-pien  a t least, the means that are concessions to



persons o f lim ited ability are only one type o f “ m eans，，in the path. 
There are other techniques o r procedures that are necessary in the path 
which we may call true, or higher, “ m eans•” Although the K uan-hsin  
lun  Js view of upaya  is not as sophisticated as that o f the Wu fa n g-p ien , and 
the form er is not as successful as the latter in accounting for sense func
tions, the K uan -h sin  lun  does not neglect the question o f method and pro
cess. This text’s interpretation o f the m eaning o f votive lam ps as the 
body and mind o f the seeker, which rem inds us o f the m etaphor of the 
m irror and its stand, gives us a static im age: sitting in meditation, 
m anifesting the original Buddha-nature. It is almost as if  the author of 
the K uan-hsin  lun in his own w ay suddenly sided w ith  Shen-hui, and 
decided that original, self-illum ination was self-sufficient. But, although 
it is true that the' text contains no explanation o f the interaction of 
insight and m eans, and no explicit gradualism  o f steps, the “ inner prao  
tice” that serves as a herm eneutic device to reveal the true meaning of 
incense, lam ps，and offerings o f flowers is a practice o f purifying the 
m ind and the senses. Purification is unequivocally a process with dis
tinct, if  not sequential, aspects:, m oral discipline, m indfulness, looking 
into the mind, observing body and m ind . 113

In the K uan-h sin  lun  the central practice consists o f purifying the 
senses or abandoning thought (ii~ nien). This conception does not seem 
very  different from  the Southem  school’s no-thought or no-m ind (w u- 
n ien/ w u-hsin )y but the sim ilarity is only superficial. The concept o f li-n im  
im plies the necessity o f rem oving thoughts whereas w u -n ien  implies 
there is no need to do so . 114 This is the same distinction suggested by the 
poems attributed by the P latform  Sutra to Hui-neng and Shen-hsiu. The 
P latform  Sutra, and Shen-hui, perhaps d istort these teachings by suggest
in g th at w ith  the doctrine o f li-nien Northern C h’an denies innate Bud
dhahood, an im plication th a t is neither philosophically necessary nor 
justified by the textual evidence. The K uan -h sin  lun , for instance, uses a 
m etaphor analogous to that o f Shen-hui，s purifying gold, suggesting 
immediacy white affirm ing gradual cultivation:

As regards the casting of sacred images [recommended in the sutras], it 
refers to living beings seeking to follow the path of the Buddhas. It means 
that by cultivating all the practices of enlightenment, one becomes like the 
Tathagata in his wondrous appearance and features—how could this be an 
image made out of metal? Therefore, those who seek liberation take their 
body as the furnace, and the dharma as fire; wisdom becomes the skilled 
goldsmith; the three types of ethical practice and the six perfections 
become their mold.115

This m etaphor o f gradual spiritual progress is then followed immedi* 
ately by an unequivocal affirm ation o f the innate character o f enlighten-



jnent. But this is an innate enlightenment that does not contradict the 
concept of gradual, studied transform ation:

Within their own bodies they smelt the Buddha-nature, which is true 
suchness, pour it into the mold of the precepts (ch ieh -lii), practicing accord
ing to the teaching until not a single impurity (lou, asrava) remains. Then, 
the true appearance [of a Buddha】 is completed naturally (tzu -jan ). The 
perfect, eternally abiding, subtle body of form [of a Buddha] is not a con
ditioned, destructible entity. If a person seeking to follow the path does not 
know how to cast the true form in this manner, how can that person make 
claims to merit?116

Thus, it would be a mistake to assume that innateness necessarily 
implies immediacy, to say nothing of suddenness. This is the mistake 
commonly made by W estern analysts who rely more on philosophical 
form than on the religious interpretation of the metaphors. This possi
ble error is corrected by Tsung-mi，s “Chart,” whose analysis o f the 
verses attributed to Shen-hsiu correctly points to the tacit acceptance of 
Buddha-nature in the poem: “ Living beings possess the nature o f awak
ening from the outset, just as a m irror possesses the nature o f illum ina- 
tion_” 117

The im portant point is that for the Northern school， at least as repre
sented by the Kuan-hsin lun, ftindam ental or original enlightenm ent does 
not imply an instantaneous abandonment of impurity, nor even the 
identity o f pure absolute and impure relative. The Northern school also 
sees the process of purification as requiring introspection and with
drawal in a manner explicitly rejected by Shen-hui. Northern medita
tion practice creates a gap, at least implicitly, - between the world of 
enlightenment and the world o f delusion. Under this doctrine o f medi
tation, a critic could argue, hides a  potential world-denying quietism. 
But the Wu fa n g-p ien  makes the critic’s task very difficult; for in its anal
ysis of the bodhisattva，s practice, especially with reference to the doc- 
trhxe of skillful means (updya^  the text introduces a different interpreta- 
tion of the implications of its doctrine o f calm and purity.

The Northern tradition, therefore, recognizes a doctrine o f innate 
ej^ightenment and uses it to close the gap between the pure realm  o f 
enlightenment and the world of the senses—a gap that Shen-hui also 
Mes to erase. Though one may argue that neither party in the dispute is 
wholly successful in its attempt to bridge this gap, it seems apparent 

neither can be accused o f turning its back on the world . 118 

though some o f the technical points in the Southern school’s depiction 
^hen-hsiu^ teachings seem to be accurate, it seems unlikely that the 

°rthem school’s position would lead to a pernicious quietism any 
than Shen-hui’s doctrine would lead to an unqualified rejection o f



means. But this is a problem for later consideration. We must now turn 
to the second polemic circle m entioned at the beginning o f this essay， 

the polemics o f eighth-century T ibet.

3 . Second Polemic C irc le : M o-ho-yen and K am alaslla
The points o f conflict debated in the early C h ’an school appear in other 
works o f the period when, approxim ately h a lf a century later, the Bud
dhism  of Tun-huang was forced into the T ibetan cu ltural m ilieu. Simi
la r issues are discussed— for instance, in docum ents attribu ted  to two 
Tun-huang monks o f the eighth century: T ’an-k'uang, a gradualist of 
the Chinese branch o f \bgacara (fa~ h sian g), and M o-ho-yen, a subitist 
apparently associated with the N orthern and Pao-t’ang lines of 
C h ’an _ 119

T heir polem ical circle is known am ong m odem  scholars as “The 
Council o f Lhasa” or “The Councils o f T ibet,” following the Tibetan 
tradition that claims M o-ho-yen debated the sudden-gradual polarity 
w ith a group o f Indian and T ibetan monks in front o f the king o f Tibet’ 
ca. 792. The issues they raised play a prom inent role一 sometimes in an 
explicitly polem ical tone and form , and sometimes in a m anner only 
im plicitly polem ical— in the B hdvanakram as o f K am alaslla (ca. 750-795), 
M o-ho-yen，s opponent at the “C ouncil.” 120 The same themes appear in 
other works o f K am alaslla，such as the B havandyogdvatdra and the A vi- 
kalpapravesa-dh drartt-fikd . 121 •

Finally, two other T ibetan sources reflecting the same polemic 
regarding the techniques， goals, and fruits o f contem plation— a work 
from  the Tibetan canon and a fragm ent from  Tun-huang— stand out as 
being particularly pertinent. The first? a rather clum sy conflation of 
sudden enlightenm ent fragm ents and gradualist pieces from  the Bhdva- 
nakram as, is attributed to V im alam itra and goes under the title C ig-car 
9ju g~ p 3a i m am -par m i-rtog-p  3a t bsgom -don (The M eaning o f C ultivating the 
N onconceptual By Instantaneous Access) . 122 V im alam itra5s work over
laps at some points with the Tun-huang docum ent, Pelliot tibetain 116， 

a catechistic m anual on the doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent.123
The main figures in the debate, K am alaslla and M o-ho-yen, repre

sented two com pletely different cultures and religious traditions. A l
though the sectarian affiliation o f M o-ho-yen is still not clearly estab
lished, it appears that he belonged to a late branch o f the Northern 
school with strong leanings toward Southem  C h ’an doctrines. 124 I 
believe the crucial issue is not how M o-ho-yen, his disciples, or his 
Tibetan adm irers o f later generations traced his spiritual lineage, which 
m ay be m erely a m atter o f religious politics, but rather what his doctri
nal and polemic positions w ere. I f we ask for a typological, rather than a



hereditary, affiliation, he is closer to the extreme sudden enlightenment 
position of Shen-hui than he is to the gradualism o f N orthern school 
works like the K uan-hsin lu n , or even the more radical Wu fan g-pien . 125 
Tfhis tendency set him on a collision course with the carefully intellec- 
tualized gradualism o f Kam aJasfla, a scholar trained at the Indian uni
versity o f Nalanda, who was a disciple o f 彡§ntarak§ita，and therefore in 
the tradition of the \bgacara-Madhyamika. Kamala纽 a，s training and 
doctrinal affiliation made him at the same time an expert in Indian 
scholastic “path theories,” techniques o f m editation, and M ahayana 
theory o f knowledge, especially as applied to the apprehension o f the 
ultimate goal o f the contemplative path.

I shall not take any space to go into the historical details o f their 
encounter; suffice it to say that our knowledge o f their ideas stems from  
two very different kinds o f sources. For Kam alasila, on the one hand, 
we have works o f undisputed authorship preserved partly in the original 
Sanskrit, partly in  reliable Tibetan translations. For M o-ho-yen, on the 
other, we must rely on indirect sources: the Tun-wu ta-sheng ch eng-li chueh, 
a Chinese text which claims to be the minutes of his encounter with 
K âmalâ Tla but was compiled later by Mo-ho-yen*s disciple Wang-hsi, 
and several Tibetan translations of Chinese originals purporting to con
tain the words of M o-ho-yen . 126

3.1 The Focus o f  the Debate
The questions disputed in these sources can be subsumed under two 
headings： ( 1 ) The path to enlightenment is either a gradual process with 
distinct steps or Stages，or it is a non-m ediate, direct experience without 
separate components. (2) Either there are various virtues and practices 
that must be cultivated separately and throughout the spiritual path, or 
only one single practice is required to attain enlightenm ent.127 These 
general questions, when considered in their specific details, can be 
expanded in the following outline;

1 . M ediate access, as opposed to immediate access.
a. Access to the nonconceptual through mental effort and cu ltiva

tion, as opposed to direct access to the nonconceptual.128
b. M ental cultivation involves cooperation o f serenity and insight, 

as opposed to: serenity and insight are autom atically included.in 
nonconceptual thought.

c - On the one hand, the state of enlightenm ent m ay be regarded as 
nonconceptual but not excluding conceptual knowledge. In that 
case, both levels o f truth, absolute and relative, have a position 
of value in the plan of liberation. On the other hand, one may 
propose that only the nondual, nonconceptual realm is real or



true, and that it is directly accessible. In that case, the level of 
the relative is irrelevant, except as a concession to those who fail 
to grasp ultim ate reality directly.

2. Distinct and obligatory practices, as opposed to no requirements
except the nonconceptual m ind itself.
a. C ultivation o f the perfections as a condition for enlightenment, 

as opposed to: the perfections flow naturally from  the noncon- 
ceptual (or, the perfections as an optional practice).

b. C ultivation o f the perfections at all stages o f the path, as opposed 
to; the perfections are necessary only to those who cannot enter 
directly into the nonconceptual realm .

c. The theory o f m ediate enlightenm ent accepts the necessity for 
Specific steps, m ethods, o r strategies called “ m eans” (u paya). 
These are the only access to higher wisdom , and include, apart 
from  m editational practices, m orality and the outward and insti
tutional signs o f religious life. Proponents o f direct enlighten
ment arg^ue that since higher wisdom is reached directly or 
immediately, “m eans” and methods are at best concessions to 
the slow-witted, at w orst distractions in the way o f true enlight
enm ent.

d. A  gradualist would accept the reality  o f good and evil karma; 
one leads to enlightenm ent, the other does not. The subitist 
would respond: enlightenm ent is not attained , neither good nor 
evil means anything in the nonconceptual sphere.

e. One theory proposes that there are two aspects to the path and 
enlightenm ent; the absolute, accessible through higher wisdom 
(p ra jn a ), and the relative, accessible through appropriate means 
(u p a ya .) The other theory m aintains that thei*e is no such distinc
tion in the nonconceptual m ind, although the distinction exists 
for the unenlightened.

f. One party would consider the means ( upaya) an essential part of 
enlightenm ent, as the developm ent o f skill in means allows 
enlightened beings to rem ain in the w orld to m anifest their com
passion and assist the unenlightened. The other party would 
sustain a position sim ilar to the one proposed under (d) above.

These sets o f doctrinal alternatives intertw ine intim ately; one would 
be hard-pressed, therefore, to separate them into distinct categories. 
The participants in the polemic circles investigated here seldom made a 
clear-cut distinction.

3 .2  C ultivation  an d  In tu itio n
The first broad iissue, the question of gradual cultivation versus direct 
in tu itio n 、can be taken as the catch-all label for the whole dispute. It IS



discussed in great detail in Kam ala会fla ’s commentary to the A vikalpa- 
pravesa-dharant and can be summarized, following this text, in this man- 
ner； although the end o f the path is a state o f nonconceptual awareness, 
before its attainment one must know how to get to it; otherwise one will 
follow the wrong path. Once attained, the nonconceptual is the source 
of activity requiring discrim ination.t29 To this the follower of the sudden 
path responds: if the end o f the path is nonconceptual knowledge, then 
any attempt to conceptualize, seek, or expend effort to attain it involves 
a distortion o f the goal, and is therefore self-defeating、

The gradualist’s response is unequivocal; there is no such thing as 
attaining the nonconceptual without first generating the determination 
and the energy to do so. Intuitive, experiential awareness, if it is to 
attain true knowledge, m ust be guided by specific principles and prac
tices— that is, by Buddhist doctrine and methods of m editation. Only in 
this way will nondiscrim ination produce accurate knowledge o f a spe
cific object and not just diffuse impressions of any object. W ithout guid
ance, in fact，intuitive awareness could confuse other objects, including 
illusory or deceptive ones，with the real object. 130

Conceptual knowledge can lead to nonconceptual experience through 
a dialectical process cultivated in m editation but obviously based on the 
philosophical dialectic o f N agarjuna: once the object o f meditation 
appears before the serene mind clearly and constantly,

one should investigate [asking], “Whence has this come? Whither docs it 
go? Where does it abide?” Then one will know that it comes from 
nowhere, etc.

The mental image is empty of self-nature, beyond being and nonbeing, 
beyond ail discursive construction. If one investigates all dharmas in the 
same manner, with an understanding that is spontaneous, one will reaJize 
they are no different [from this mental image]. . •.

By means of correct discernment one abandons even the thought that 
there is no self-existence whatsoever. Even this knowledge, whose object is 
beyond being and nonbeing, is itself free from all attribution of being and 
nonbeing. In this way one should cultivate nonapprehension (dm igs pa med 
pQy dnupalambha) . 131

It is like the fire that is produced by rubbing two firesticks (the duality o f 
conceptual knowledge): eventually the fire that these two produce will 
consume them (unifying nonconceptual knowledge), but without the 
initial friction between the two sticks, there would be no fire at all. The 
fire is “the true knowledge that is nonconceptual.，，132

h i  C u ltivation  an d  the D irect P ath
Shen-hui used the simile o f fi resticks in a slightly different sense一 the 
sticks standing for the state o f delusion that is to be discarded, fire 
^presenting innate Buddhahood.133 In doing so, Shen-hui, the cham



pion o f radical nondualism , falls into a subtle, but undeniable dualism  
For him, as for K am alaslla, the flresticks stand for the realm  o f duality 
Following the M ahdparinirvdna S u tra, however，he proposes a second 
duality: enlightenm ent (fire) and delusion (wood). To resolve the 
dilem m a, he proposes both a synthesis and a denial of the ultimate 
value o f the opposition. He proposes (1) that the duality is transcended 
by the suppression o f one o f its poles; (2 ) that the two poles coexist only 
in the realm  o f delusion. For Kam alaslla the flresticks represent the 
gradual process o f cultivation and therefore stand m idway between 
delusion and awakening. He too sees the duality eventually trans
cended, but for him both poles dissolve when seen from  the higher stages 
o f cultivation.

Shen-hui, o f course，is trying  to respond to the same objection that 
K am alaslla has presented to M o-ho-yen: how can living beings attain to 
the nonconceptual m ind of the Buddhas if  they are immersed in delud
in g conceptualization; and if  they ,are already free o f it, then w hat is the 
m eaning o f practice? The truth o f the m atter is that there is no way the 
radical “ subitist” can respond adequately to this objection without 
qualifying his position or surrendering part o f the claims he makes for 
his doctrine. The most a “ subitist” can do to express his position is a 
direct command to give up duality or the conceptual m ind, or a flat 
statem ent o f thfe inherent or present reality o f Buddhahood. But even 
illocutionary speech could be tainted with gradualism ，and the true sub
itist must have recourse to other means o f expression一 perhaps Lin- 
chi’s kw atz3 or Chao-chou，s “ G o wash your bowls.，，N evertheless, at the 
stage o f developm ent o f C h ’an doctrine considered in this essay，the 
subitist attem pts to form ulate his position by one o f the two types of 
statem ents mentioned above: a command to give up duality, or an 
assertion o f the identity o f the deluded and the enlightened m ind.

A n example o f the first type o f statement is the following quotation 
from  the B rakm apafiprcchd found in V im alam itra，s tract on sudden 
enlightenm ent:

In the Visesacintibrahm a-paripTcckd [Manjusn] asked: “How do you develop 
the path?” [Breihma] replied: “Dharma and adharma are both noncon
ceptualization . Tb abandon all signs is to practice the path.” One medi
tates without apprehending any real object. Thus, samadhi should be 
developed by keeping in mind the fact that all dharmas, conditioned and 
unconditioned alike, have no reality. 134

I f we still are not convinced that this should apply to goal and path 
alike, our doubts are dispelled by another quotation:

Question : But what is the cultivation o f the path in the n o n co n cep tu al 
realm ?



Reply： In the P rajndpdram ita it is said: ‘‘Nonapprehension is the path, 
nonapprehension is the fru it.” 135

As we have seen in the Chinese controversies, especially as analyzed 
by Tsung-mi, the question o f mediate access as opposed to immediate 
access is not necessarily the same as the question o f gradual cultivation  
versus sudden enlightenm ent. But the opponents in the T ibetan debates 
do not make these distinctions. For them the controversy hinged on the 
question o f gradual cu ltivatio n — that is, step -by-step  access to the non
conceptual—in opposition to no-cultivation—that is, direct access w ith
out degrees, planning, or preparation. M o-ho-yen was an exponent o f 
“all-at-once” awakening or access (tu n -w u , cig -car ju g -p a ). Kam alaslla 
proposed that awakening was attained, only through a gradual process 
of cultivation (bhavand-kram a) .

Although Kam alaslla^ conception o f the highest stages o f contempla
tion is not fa r from  that o f the subitist, he does not allow fo r any element 
of “suddenness” o r “ directness” in the path. M o-ho-yen, on the other 
hand, accepts a schematic gradual path o f five “approaches” (fa n g - 
pien ), but w ith reluctance and qualifications. One o f the T ibetan frag
ments (Pelliot 812) sum marizes M o-ho-yen’s doctrine, showing the 
master’s acceptance o f gradualism  only as a second-best option fo r those 
who cannot enter into the absolute im m ediately and directly. To 
describe this immediate access to enlightenm ent, M o-ho-yen uses 
apophatic expressions rem iniscent of Shen-hui and H ui-neng. In a frag
ment from Tun-huang that appears to be a sum m ary or paraphrase o f 
M o-ho-yen，s “ Essentials o f Contem plation” his teachings are described 
as follows:

Although there are many texts on meditation in Mahayana, the highest of 
all [the methods taught] is that of immediate access to the middle way. In 
the practice of this immediate access there are no means or approaches 
(thabs，fang-pien). One meditates [directly] on the true nature of dharmas.

In this connection, “dharmas” means the mind, and the mind is with
out origination. What has no origination is empty. It is like empty space.
It is not the object of the six senses; therefore one knows emptiness [only] 
through awakened insight. When one practices true awakened insight, 
there is no insight either. Therefore, one dwells not in the knowledge of 
any ideas or concepts，and meditates directly on the equality of all 
dharmas. 136

According to another Tibetan source, the B ka，-thang sde Inga) Mo-ho- 
yen taught the nonduality o f delusion and enlightenm ent:

He said that all appearances (snang) arise from mind, that the nature of 
mind is ineffable，and that the essence of mind is enlightenment itself. All 
beings have enlightenment as their essence; living beings and enlighten- 
ment do not constitute a duality (gnyis su med) . 137



Repeatedly he describes both the experience o f nonduality and the 
method to attain it in frankly apophatic terms: no-thought, or no-reflec
tion (pu-ssu, myi-bsam), no-examination (pu-kuan, m yi-rtog).138 These are 
ideas approaching those o f the Southern school. However, Mo-ho-yen 
accepts the language of the Northern school as well, especially in his 
descriptions of practice. He speaks, for instance, of inner illumination 
(fan-chiao) and o f looking into the mind ( k ’an-hsin, sems-la bltas). Still, his 
view of the nature of delusion and enlightenment suggests a primarily 
pdramdrthika view of practice, or at best a very half-hearted acceptance of 
the need to use means within the relative sphere. As is said in “ The 
Essentials” :

The meditation taught by Master Mo-ho-yen is that of not discriminating 
anything, of no-thought, of abiding in the inconceivable. Only if one can
not attain this [direct insight] does [the Master offer] the teaching of the 
five means of approach.139

M o-ho-yen’s strong sudden enlightenment position comes through 
transparently in the Cheng-li chiieh. But directness is understood as re
sulting from a monism of sorts, for the realm of delusion, and therefore 
the sphere o f the relative, is conceived o f as pure illusion.

Living beings cling to the false concepts of good and bad dharmas because 
they have been engaging in deluded discrimination since beginningless 
time. At times, good is on the increase, at other times it is evil that grows; 
accordingly, living beings turn about in the wheel of birth and death, and 
cannot escape. This is why the sutras insist that all concepts of discrimina
tion are false without exception. If one sees signs as no-signs, one sees the 
Tathagata. To understand this single thought is in itself the greatest merit, 
surpassing by far all the merits that one could gain by cultivating good 
dharmas for innumerable cosmic periods.140

So far it seems that Mo-ho-yen is recommending the practices o f no
reflection (pu-ssu), no-examination (pu-kuan), and freedom from all con
cepts or mental images (wu-hsiang) only as the best method; perhaps 
there are other, less effective, but nevertheless valid methods. Perhaps 
those who are less advanced in the path could benefit from other means, 
such as the cultivation o f merit. Mo-ho-yen seems to waver on this 
point. Whereas his memorials to the king of Tibet accept the need for 
the “lower” practices, in the “debate” Mo-ho-yen declares that the 
method of nonconceptualization was taught as the best for all practi
tioners o f the path:

You claim that one should not follow this method of pure signlessness if 
one is still in the stage of a common person; but all Buddhas and bodhi
sattvas, after practicing the true dharma during innumerable cosmic 
periods and reaching perfect awakening, have left behind their teachings



to be practiced and cultivated by sentient beings of future generations.
You claim that common persons should not follow this method. For 

whom, then, were these teachings left by the Buddhas? And in what sutras 
is it taught that this method should not be followed by common people?141

Conceptual thought, in fact, is fundamentally wrong and harm ful. For:

The defect in conceptualization and discrimination is that they have the 
power to hinder the original omniscience of all living beings, and thus 
make them turn about in the endless cycle of the three evil destinies. This 
is their defect. It is also taught in the Vajra[cchedika\ Sutra that one calls 
“ B uddha” those who abandon a ll co n cep ts .142

Against this point the gradualist raises an obvious objection; Mo-ho- 
yen seems to ignore the fact that liv in g beings are deluded, and some o f 
them, if not most，cannot make the leap that he would want them to 
make:

Question [gradualist objection]: The point we are raising is this. 
There are certain occasions when one should produce and foster 
conceptual signs，and there are occasions when one should not 
produce them. In the case of those who are still in the stage of 
common persons, or when they are only at the beginning of their 
practice, they should not try  to do away with conceptual signs. 143

At this point, the subitist seems to become uncompromising, giving up 
even his willingness to grant some value to “means” designed for 
human beings o f lim ited abilities:

Reply: A ll the sutras o f the great vehicle say that all living beings are 
carried around by the currents o f birth and death because they 
cling to the false concepts o f birth and no-birth, on account of the 
false notions and distinctions they construct. They also say that 
living beings will be released the moment they stop clinging to 
the false concepts o f birth and no-birth. From which sutra text do 
you conclude that common living beings should not try  to do 
away with conceptual signs? 144

3,2 .2  Calm an d Insight
As the gradualist presses this point，M o-ho-yen is forced to adopt an 
extrettie position. W hen the moment comes for him to explain his 
method of contemplating the nonconceptual mind (k ，an -ksin ), he uses 

reminiscent o f the strongest o f Shen-hui’s statements:

Question [by the gradualist]: W hat do you mean when you speak o f 
contemplating the m ind”？



R eply: To turn the light o f the m ind toward the m ind’s source— that 
is contem plating the m ind. This means that one does not reflect 
or exam ine whether conceptual signs are in movem ent or riot 
whether they are pure o r not, w hether they are em pty or not. It 
also m eans not to reflect on nonreflection. This is w hy the Vima- 
lakirti[-nirdesa] Sutra explains: “ N on-exam ination is enlighten- 
m ent.’ ，145

Evidently M o-ho-yen，s m ind contem plation is different from  Shen- 
h siu ^ .146 One wonders, in fac t， whether M o-ho-yen, in re jectin g exam
ination (kuan) generally, is not critic iz in g Shen-hsiu as w ell as Indian 
and T ，ien-t，ai concepts o f m editation . 147 Be that as it may, M o-ho-yen’s 
opponents took the term  kuan to m ean vipa^ an d  (as it does in the T^ien- 
t ’ai tradition). Although M o-ho-yen, like the P latform  S u tra, is seeking a 
definition o f contem plation that w ill avoid the calm -insight duality, his 
position can be easily m isinterpreted. One could accuse him, as 
Kam alaslla does, o f proposing a m editation practice that is pure calm— 
that is to say, blind m ental concentration. M o-ho-yen is partly to blame 
for this m isinterpretation, because he uses the term  ch3an (dhyana) 
unaware o f his opponent’s understanding o f the w ord, and because he 
hesitates too much in his treatm ent o f the question o f “ means.”

The gradualist is concerned，certainly, with epistem ological issues 
and with the technical question o f the stages in the path as outlined in 
scriptures and com m entaries. But he does not stop at the theoretical 
level; he demands to know how one is supposed to practice meditation.

Question [by the gradualist]: By what means should one do away 
w ith false notions and habitual tendencies?

R eply: I f false notions arise and one is not aw are (chueh) o f them , that 
is what is called birth and death. The sphere o f becoming aware, 
o f not acting according to false notions, not grasping, not settling 
in any thought, this is indeed liberation, prajna. The R atnakuta 
S utra says: “ Not to apprehend even the m inutest dharm a, that is 
the highest enlightenm ent.，，148

The gradualist asks, then, whether this im plies that the various 
means taught in the sutras are useless. M o-ho-yen replies with an ortho
dox form ula:

Question [by the gradualist]: The six perfections and all o f the other 
dharm a-m ethods, are they necessary or not?

R eply: As w orldly dharm as the six perfections and the rest are means 
(u paya), because they reveal the ultim ate object. [It is in this 
sense that] they are necessary. But, from  the point o f view  of the 
ultim ate object which is beyond speech, one cannot define the six



perfections or any dharma-method as necessary or not neces-
…  149 sary. . . •

Mo-ho-yen has assumed the pdram drthika position that is so typical of 
subitism. The gradualist brings out the philosophical implications of 
this p o sitio n :

Question [by the gradualist]: We then ask whether w orldly truth and 
ultimate truth are identical or different.

Reply: They are neither identical nor different. In what sense are 
they not identical? As long as false notions have not .been done 
away with, one holds on to the view that there is a worldly truth 
[separate from ultim ate truth]. In w hat sense are they not differ
ent? When all false notions and their habitual tendencies [have 
been done away with], one does not distinguish identity and dif
ference anym ore. 150

• 、+Mo-ho_yen，s reply corresponds to Shen-hui’s treatm ent of the same 
issue. 151 Strictly speaking，it is orthodox even by Indian standards. But 
in context it is clear that he does not hold the rest o f the orthodox posi
tion in high regard, for he adds a few remarks that smack o f arrogance 
and remind us of Shen-hui’s rather casual interest in those who need the 
cooperation of ‘‘means，，：

Those who have dull faculties, who have not penetrated deeply into ulti
mate truth, need these [means of access (fan g-pien )]. Those whose faculties 
are sharp have no need to consider the question of their necessity or non
necessity. 152

Such comments, moreover, contradict his own blank rejection of 
means. But, whatever the true import o f these lines, M o-ho-yen leaves 
no room for doubt regarding the relative importance o f the two truths 
and, consequently, o f means and wisdom. He exaggerates the latter’s 
position of preeminence to the point that the other five perfections, 
which are regarded as the perfections o f “ m eans，，，become unnecessary:

If one practices the six perfections, it is in order to seek the perfection of 
insight (prajndpdram itd). Once one is in possession of the perfection of 
msight，one may or may not practice the other five.153

By subordinating the other five perfections to the perfection o f prajna 
(here understood as direct'、insight), Mo-ho-yen opens him self to the 
charges of antinomianism brought against him by the gradualists. It is 
^vident that stated in such strong terms his position could only be 
. erpreted to mean that there is in fact no need to practice any perfec- 

*lon except direct insight. In fact, he quotes elsewhere sutra passages to 
show that there is no need for “ any practice whatsoever.” 154



R elying on the centrality o f insight or prajna, M o-ho-yen believes he 
can establish his doctrine on a firm  scrip tural footing, for he finds con
firm ation in selected passages from the Prajndpdramitd literatu re . Unlike 
his gradualist rivals, he does not seem particularly concerned with the 
ethical im plications o f his position, or w ith the exegetic problem s that 
these im plications would pose. H is only concern is to safeguard the pre- 
eminence o f insight, even at the expense o f m editation (understood as 
systematic m ental cultivation). Tb protect his position he redefines dhy- 
ana in term s that could easily be applied to nonconceptual insight：

Regarding your claim that because we recognize the preeminence of 
prajna it is not reasonable that we should practice dhyana, it is said, for 
instance in the Ratnakufa Sutra: “The son of the gods Su^itam ad said to 
Manjusn: ‘Mahiisattva, you speak of the monk who practices dhyana. 
What do you mean by 狂 monk who practices dhyana?* Manjusn said: 
‘That there is not the least dharma that can be grasped, son of the gods, 
that is what we mean by the practice of dhyana.* ” Also in the Ghanavyuha 
Sutra it is said:

If one is able to practice
The TathSgata’s sublime concentration,
And knows well that there is no self in the skandhas,
All views are completely extinguished.

It is also said in the Vi知acin ti Sutra: “Not to settle anywhere in any 
dharma is called the perfection of dhy§na.” And in the Lankdvatdra Sutra it 
is said: “Not to produce discriminating thou好Us (vikalpa) . . _ this is 
called the perfection of dhyina. . . .” 155

M o-ho-yen has m ustered here irrefutable scriptural testim ony proving, 
at the very least，that his loose use o f the term  dhyana is o f Indian vin
tage. I f it raises a num ber o f technical issues regarding the nature of 
meditation，it is only because it is meant to do so—even in the Indian 
texts this rhetoric is m eant to be iconoclastic and revolutionary. By 
refusing to be pigeonholed, M o-ho-yen reasserts his claim  that concep
tual thought is the cause o f delusion and suffering. Disagreem ents on 
technical m atters go hand in hand with m any o f the seem ingly meta
physical points discussed in the debate, because methods o f meditation 
are not merely techniques一 they are ritual embodiments o f religious 
experience and doctrine.

The C h’an dialectic, a continuation o f both Taoist and Madhyamika 
rhetorical traditions, if  combined with the doctrine o f innate Buddha
hood can produce very pow erful, if  not disconcerting paradoxes. But 
these are, fo r the most part, not doctrinal statem ents. They are a pecu
lia rly  Buddhist type o f illocutionary use o f language. The subitists 
themselves perhaps lose sight at times o f this aspect o f their rhetoric.



The gradualist critic fo r his part is prone to see in C h ，an rhetoric a 
direct attack at the religious foundations and goals o f Buddhism . 156

The tendency to take C h ’an rhetoric as an antinom ian and iconoclas
tic doctrine is built into the language o f the school, fo r C h ，an expres
sions are expressions o f the absolute point o f view . That is, they express 
the goal, not the m eans. A p art from  their (unction as devices to force a 
direct en try into the inconceivable, they can only serve as embodiments 
of the ineffable num inous. 157 Except in the alm ost scholastic “k6an sys
tems/* it is difficult to see them  fu lfilling some o f the vita l functions of 
sacred utterances in other traditions: principles for the rationalization of 
human behavior. Even those who regard C h ，an turns o f phrase as the 
highest form  o f religious rhetoric would have to concede that they are 
not too generous in  explicit practical instruction. One could say that 
most o f the objections presented by the gradualists (e.g ., Kam alaslla) 
are elaborations o f this reservation: that statem ents such as M o-ho- 
yen 5s “no reflection, no exam ination” do not tell the disciple what he is 
to do. K am alasfla in fact interprets the unadulterated apophatism of 
these statem ents as a sign that they must re fer tp a type o f inactive, non
conceptual contem plation that he knows from  India— the practice of 
pure calm  (samatha). He in sists th a t the practice o f m ental calm  and con
centration for th e ir own sake is a non-B uddhist practice that does not 
lead to true liberation . W ithdraw ing from  sense objects and conceptual 
thoughts is only a preparatory practice; by itself it brings only an artifi
cial and tem porary peace. Like the m editation practices o f U draka 
R am aputra, the Buddha’s second teacher, it does not effect liberation  
from the bondage o f self. 158

3 ,2 .3  In s ig h t a n d  A n a lysis
Kamalaslla^s critique reflects both a general Indian belief in the neces
sity o f practicing both calm  and insight, and a M ahayana notion that 
the follow ers o f the H inayana do not practice the correct form of 
insight. M ahayana insight is a process o f discrim ination and a state of 
nondual knowledge. A s discrim ination o r contem plative analysis, it is 
an essential aspect o f m editation practice, fo r it guarantees both the cor
rectness o f the process (defining its object accurately) and the dialectical 
nature o f the result. As a dialectic, insight is also the basis for generat
ing thoughts o f com passion in the calm m ind o f the contem plative. A  
doctrine proposing a direct access to liberation through the practice of 
sheer nondiscrim ination (n irv tk a lp a ), therefore, lacks in awareness and 
compassion. 159 O ne m ight surm ise that K am alaslla would respond to 
the theory o f enlightenm ent through direct practice o f nonconceptual
ization by pointing out that enlightenm ent is nonconceptual from  the 
Point o f view  o f the enlightened (param drih ata fi), but not from  the point



o f view o f the deluded being seeking liberation— the person who is most 
likely to need an explanation o f the meaning o f the path. The texts, 
unfortunately, do not deal w ith  th is issue directly. Instead, K am alasila 
finds fault in the nonconceptual approach even from the point o f view of 
practitioners who are advanced in the path. In doing so, he brings out 
one o f the fundam ental distinctions between sudden and gradual 
theories o f the path: insofar as they propose some type o f m ethod, sud
den theories believe enlightenm ent is possible only by casting away, in a 
single blow, the veil o f delusion. G radualism  is based on the conviction 
that this is an undesirable goal, because it is a state of m ind that has 
nothing to do with liberation.

Thus, for Kam alasila supram undane knowledge (lokottarajn an a) , the 
highest stage o f contem plative practice, is a nondual, nonconceptual 
cognition, but it is not defined m erely by the absence o f conceptualiza
tion. In the first place, it is defined by the dialectical process that leads 
to it. In the second place, it is in nonbinary cognition, but cognition 
nonetheless.

O ne m ay be free from  m ental constructs, but the mere absence of 
m ental activity or attention does not define the state sought by the Bud
dhist contem plative. For:

when the AvikaJpapravesdhdram  says that【the bodhisattva】 gives up the con
ceptual signs of form and the rest by not bringing them to mind (aman<isi~ 
karato), it means the freedom from conscious mentzd acts (am anasikara) that 
[characterizes the specific form of) nonapprehension associated with those 
who examine [dharmas] by means of insight (prajhaya). It does not refer to 
bare nonapprehension. For this is not like the attainment of the [tempo
rary mental state] of unconscious concentration (asam jnisam dpatti)—by 
merely casting aside mental activity (m anasikdra) one does not become free 
from the obstinate mooring in 【one’s ideas of] material and [immaterial] 
entities, [habit cultivated) since beginningless time.160

Kam alasila believes that his position is supported by even those pas
sages in the sutras that seem to bolster the subitist’s faith in the value of 
elim inating m ental constructions:

[Tb see the great vehicle (Mahayana) means] seeing ultimate reality. This 
is nothing less than the perception of ultimate reality that takes place when 
the vision that is right knowledge is obtained by a person who examines all 
things with the eye of insight (prajn a). Accordingly, when the [Dkarm a- 
sam gtti] Sutra says，‘‘What sort of [seeing is this] seeing ultimate reality? It 
is not see ing  an y  dh arm a,” it refers on ly  to th is nonseeing [of know ing 
through the eye of insight]，not to the nonseeing resulting from the 
ab sen ce  o f the n ece ssa ry  co n d itio n s or from  the la ck  o f an  ac t o f  a tten tio n , 
as in the case of someone who is blind by birth or someone whose eyes are 
shut. 161



Since he equates absence o f analytic insight with sheer caltn, the solu- 
tion is a cooperation between calm  and insight. Liberation is only possi
ble through the cooperation o f serenity and insight (sam ath a-vipasyan a- 
yuganaddha)，which leads to perfect insight into the nature o f all things. 
Calm  prepares the w ay fo r the reflective process o f the exam ination o f 
reality (bh u ta-pratyaveksan d), but is not enough by itself. 162

W hether o r not this is a necessary im plication o f the doctrine o f sud« 
den enlightenm ent, K am alaslla^  identification o f C h ’an with pure 
sam atha derives from  the perspective o f only one representative o f the 
school， M o-ho-yen, who seems to have exaggerated the role o f apo
phatic language to the point o f overlooking what is present in his own 
tradition. W hile the “ account” o f the discussion in Pelliot 4646 would 
prove M o-ho-yen a defender o f a radical doctrine o f no-thought (p u -ssu ) 
and no-exam ination (pu-kuart)^  other docum ents suggest a very different 
view o f the relative position o f serenity and insight in his system , and 
among other follow ers o f sudden enlightenm ent o f the tim e. In the 
Tibetan fragm ents attributed to M o-ho-yen, fo r instance, we find a 
short piece claim ing to sum m arize the m ethod o f uim m ediate access.” 
Although i.t is unequivocally and explicitly in the sudden enlightenm ent 
tradition, this short text instructs the practitioner to sit cross-legged in a 
lonely spot and collect the m ind. T hen, looking into the m ind without 
examining the m ind, w henever a thought arises, become aw are o f the 
thought and o f its lack o f substance. A fter “ a long tim e，” one realizes 
that one，s own awareness is also a form  o f discrim ination. Then one 
sees that uaw areness itself is w ithout nam e or form ，’’ and one cannot 
“see the place whence it orig inally cam e, nor can one discern w hither it 
will finally go.” R ealizing that awareness too is without substance, one 
has realized the im m ediate path . 163

This description o f the practice of m editation in the sudden path rep
resents a dialectic very  sim ilar to the sum m ary o f insight m editation in 
K am alaslla^ B havandyogdvatdra th a t w as quoted above: seeing that 
thoughts come from  nowhere and go nowhere, one sees them  as insub
stantial; finally  our knowledge of insubstantiality itself is seen as 
groundless. In this w ay one reaches knowledge without an object. 164

The parallel sketched above should be enough to show that the dis
cussion between the rivals participating in the controversy m ay have 
been m ore confused than we have hitherto believed. But, still another 
example o f subitist gradualism  m ay be o f interest. V im alam itra，s tract 
as wel] recognizes the need for both serenity and insight:

The mental concentration (sam adhi) that does not dwell on any sign is 
serenity. The mental concentration that does not escape from any sign is 
serenity. Not to generate any sign is serenity. Not to stop any sign is



insight. The lim it o f the object is serenity. Not to fall beyond the limit of 
the object is insight. 165

Insight is explained in the following term s:

One should examine accurately with the mind all the phenomena that we 
perceive as they are conventionally conceived, as weU as those that are 
considered [ultimately] real. One considers then the person, the five skan
dhas, the sense spheres, the bases o f consciousness，the bodies of the Bud
dha, and everything from the hi^iest wisdom to the hells, the oceans and 
M t. M eru. Then, having understood that all of this is emptiness，lacking 
as it does any self-existence, one thinks: “All this is completely deprived of 
self-existence, from the beginning empty, removed from the sphere of all 
thought and speech. N irvaiia is ungraspable, samsara is unrenounceable. 
All is of the same nature as space.” Then one should keep the mind from 
losing track of this thought. 166

Such passages should not be construed as a concession to the gradual- 
ists, as they reflect, rather transparently, doctrines shared by many 
C h，an proponents o f sudden enlightenm ent and explained in the Plat
form Sutra:

M y approach to the dharma has its basis in concentration (tin g ) and 
insight (h u i). Under no circumstances should you mistakenly affirm that 
insight and concentration are different. They form one body (tH ), not two 
things. Concentration is the foundation ( t'i)  for insight. Wisdom is the 
function (yu n g) of concentration. W henever there is insight, concentration 
is present in insight. Whenever there is concentration, insight is present in 
concentration. 167

T his passage，w hich is closely paralleled by a  section o f Shen 'hu i’s 
lu , cannot be taken as describing a doctrinal position identical to Kama- 
lasTla5s; the la tte r understands discernm ent, or “ insight,” as a process 
that m oves from  the discursive realm  to the nondiscursive through vari
ous stages o f conceptual analysis. But the passage shows that C h ，an sub
itists w ere not advocates o f pure serenity or blank concentration . 168

The N orthern school perhaps could be accused o f too much emphasis 
on the calm  aspect o f m editation. But the W u fan g-p ien  saw the unmov- 
ing mind as the original condition o f the m ind— a condition to be 
known, rather than to be created. Am ong this school, therefore, the 
conceptions are too complex to adm it o f a sim ple pigeonhole. A  work of 
the Ox-head school, the C hiieh-kuan lu n , suggests in its title (Essay on  
Putting an End to Exam ination) an attack on insight m editation, but its 
contents shows this interpretation to be unfounded. It is a dialectical 
critique o f conceptual thought, and it includes, among other coJorful 
exchanges, a critique o f the practice o f calm o r serenity reminiscent o 
the legendary encounter between Bodhidharm a and H ui-k’o:



“ W h a t  is m in d ?  W h a t  is  c a lm in g  th e  m i n d ? ”
“You should not posit a mind, nor should you endeavor to calm the 

mind- This is the practice of calm/，他

In short, whenever we let the texts speak for themselves we see how 
inaccurate are the categories o f polemicists and scholars alike— “quiet- 
isxn” “gradualism,” “subitism ，，，“pure calm.”

lb  complicate the picture further, in Wang-hsi，s “record o f the Coun- 
cil ” Mo-ho-yen is not accused of overemphasizing serenity. On the con- 
trary，he is asked how it could be that his school is called the Ch’an 
(dhyana) school when its prim ary emphasis is on insight (prajna), not 
serenity! Mo-ho-yen's reply is not as felicitous as the statements of 
Vimalamitra and Hui-neng, but it is nevertheless worth quoting:

What is meant by our doctrine of meditation is the meditation practice of 
the great vehicle, which consists in abstaining from reflection (w u-ssu) and 
is the perfection of insight (prajna). . . . The Ratnakufay for instance, 
explains: “The true practice of meditation is simply this: that nothing 
whatsoever, no matter how insignificant, can be apprehendedr 170

Mo-ho-yen is evidently trying to establish an identi^  between medita
tion as a state of mind and insight as the type o f awareness of re^ ity that 
must accompany that state o f mind. He comes close, therefore, to both 
Hui-neng and Kam alasila in his understanding of the M ahayana doc
trine of meditation. But he slips badly in his choice o f words, as can be 
seen in the statement already quoted:

If one practices the six perfections, it is in order to seek the perfection of 
insight. Once one is in possession of the perfection of insight, one may or 
may not practice the other five.

This is precisely the position that Kam ala细 a so aptly criticizes, for it 
has broad implications extending beyond technical issues in the practice 
of meditation.

3,3  Separate Practice q f  the Perfections
In the quotation above M o-ho-yen recognizes the need for the other 
perfections. 171 W hat is then the reason for the gradualist’s objections? 
In the first place, Mo-ho-yen explicitly suggests that there is no reason 
why the enlightened should practice the perfections. But, secondly, he 
has also qualified his statements accepting the validity of the perfections 
， preparatory practices by making it clear that they are valuable only 
or ^*ose living beings whose weak spiritual faculties prevent them from  

making a direct leap into the nonconceptual.
brings us to the issue o f the ethicsd implications of the sudden 

eiJlightenment position. Pelliot 116 shows that this was a live issue in



Tun-huang at this tim e. Some o f the questions raised in this fragment 
also occur in V im alam itra’s tract and reflect most o f the concerns of 
K am alasila. For instance, K am alasila wonders what m otivation anyone 
would have for practicing m editation without some understanding of 
the causes and effects o f the path. O r, what is w orse, how could one be 
sure that incorrect or harm ful practices (for there are such) are excluded 
and that correct form  o f self-cultivation is practiced? How could human 
beings ever produce the desire and w ill to seek enlightenm ent, the 
“ thought o f awakening” (b o d h ic itta ), if they are told at the outset not to 
conceptualize o r discrim inate in the least? This objection finds echo in 
V im alam itra^  tract where it receives the traditional subitist solution:

Q uestion: Y ou  said that when one practices nonconceptual samadhi, 
the higher’ unconditional dharm as are grouped together with the 
conditioned. But in this nonconceptual practice (dharm a) o f the 
M ahayana, how is one to produce the thought o f awakening?

R eply: In the V ajTa\cchedikd\ Su tra it is said: <<rIb abandon completely 
all apperception is the production o f the thought o f unsurpass
able awakening .’ ， 172

Although one m ay argue, and K am alasila would agree, that compas
sion cannot find fulfillm ent unless the m ind is perfectly free o f precon
ceptions, this is not what V im alam itra or M o-ho-yen intended. They 
m aintain that careful cultivation— through study, ritual, meditation, 
and ethical practice—o f the thought o f enlightenm ent (b od h icitta ) is not 
esserttial. Those who can take the direct road and enter the nonconcep
tual have fulfilled the intentions o f the thought o f awakening. This is 
different from the views expressed by K am alasila, who believes that the 
thought o f awakening as such, and in all aspects o f its cultivation, is a 
necessary requirem ent for fu ll practice o f the path. The thought of 
awakening defines the M ah沒y^na character o f the path, turning prac
tice in the right direction.

Furtherm ore, although the in itial or “ preparatory” (prayoga)  practice 
leads to a state o f m ind that is nondual and supram undane (lok ottara- 
jn d n d ), the fu ll m eaning o f this highest contem plative stage is realized 
only in the practice o f com passion, which is in its turn the u l t i m a t e  

effect o f the initial production o f the thought o f awakening and the vows 
o f the bodhisattva . 173

K am ala纽a ’s analysis reflects, naturally, the doctrine o f the two levels 
o f truth , which is so central to Indian Buddhism. This doctrine is dis
cussed in W ang-hsi，s record in a passage we have quoted above. The 
concluding rem arks to that passage do not seem to contradict Kama* 
lasila's understanding o f the two truths. The subitist claims that at the 
level o f relative truth



the six perfections and the rest are means (upaya), because they reveal the 
ultimate object. [It is in this sense that] they are necessary. But, from the 
point of view of the ultimate object which is beyond speech, one cannot 
define the six perfections or any dharma'method as necessary or not nec
essary. - - -174

But the subitist does not give any hint here whether a person who has 
realized the absolute w ill practice the perfections or not.

The issue is confused even more when we read lines that are in the 
spirit o f Shen-hui:

Those who have dull faculties, who have not penetrated deeply into ulti- 
rnate truth, need these【means o f access: fan g'pien \. Those whose faculties 
are sharp have no need to consider the question of their necessity or non
necessity. 175

But im m ediately follow ing this exchange M o-ho-yen clarifies his posi
tion in term s that are indubitably orthodox by Indian Buddhist stan
dards. A lthough the passage only treats the perfections in the abstract, 
we must in terpret the discussion as a technical way o f referring to the 
specific, fundam ental issues o f the debate: ( 1 ) are there or are there not 
any behavioral directives in Buddhism that allow the believer to map 
out his path; and (2 ) do enlightened beings follow certain behavioral 
standards or do they not? M o-ho-yen responds as follows:

The six perfections have four degrees or levels: ( 1 ) mundane perfections,
(2) supramundane perfections, (3) higher supramundane perfections, and 
(4) inner six perfections. According to the Lankdvatara [. • .] when one 
attains non-examination (pu-kuan) and nonreflection (pu-ssu) the six per
fections reach their fullness naturally (tzu -ja n ), but as long as one has not 
reached non-examination and nonreflection one must practice the six per
fections without expecting any retribution. *76

The passage could not be m ore clear: there are various levels o f aware
ness and intentionality in the cultivation o f spiritual values, from  the 
first stages o f conscious effort and m otivation to the highest stage of 
internalized doctrine. W hat is m ore, the w ay the path is practiced on 
the first stages suggests the nature of the goal— not to expect anything.

W hat led then to K am alasila's attacks? W e can be sure that there is a 
good dose o f odtum  th eologicu m  in his critique, but that does not explain 
everything. It m ight be suggested that Kam alaslla is reacting to Mo-ho- 
yen，s Chinese w ays，especially ' disregard for book learning. But even 
this is not enough to explain their antagonism. I believe the passage 
above shows that inconsistency and exaggeration grow ram pant in Mo- 
h(>yen，s w ritings. The rhetoric o f C h ’an— m ore concerned with impact 

iconoclasm than w ith scholastic notions such as intellectual clarity



and logical rigo r~ probab ly did not seem to an Indian from N alanda 
like the most proper w ay o f treating a subject so sacred as the word of 
the Buddha. Furdierm ore, the subitist^ fixation with making state
ments from  the pmnt o f view  o f ultim ate truth is inherently disconcert
ing to anyone seeking doctrinal orientation. Am ong the confused issues 
the most im portant is that o f the ethical directives and models that 
define the Buddhist path. This social and philosophical problem is not 
resolved satisfactorily by the subitist.

Accordingly, the gradualist presses the m atter further:

Q uestion: • I f there is not the least dharm a that can be appre
hended, i f  there is no reflection and no exam ination, then one 
must object: is there no apprehending in working for the benefit 
o f all living beings?

R eply: We have already replied to this question, and you come back 
to it! Let me repeat m yself: for innum erable cosmic periods Bud
dhas abandon ( li)  the apprehending and the nonapprehending 
m ind (te pu-ie hsin), so th a t they have no m ind (wu-hsin) and no 
reflection (w u -ssu ), lik e  a clear m irror. H aving no m ind and no 
reflection, they are free from  apprehending o r not apprehending. 
It is only because they conform  to living beings and respond to 
things that they m anifest form s. The m etaphors o f water, the 
jew el, the sun, the m oon, and so on point to the same cardinal 
m eaning. M oreover, the Tathagatagunavatdra Su tra says that not to 
apprehend the least dharm a is to apprehend all dharm as; and 
this goes against your thesis. . . -177

Elsewhere M o-ho-yen adds:

The Tathagatagunavatdra Sutra explains in detail how one can work for the 
benefit of all living beings when one has no reflection and no observation: 
it is like the sun and the moon, whose rays illuminate all things; like the 
wish-gem, from which one can obtain everything; like the great earth, 
which [always] has the capacity to bear all fruits. 178

These similes are in fact found in the sutras, but unfortunately Mo-ho- 
yen does not follow these lines w ith careful and specific practical 
instructions on how one is to benefit beings. The reader is le ft， then, 
w ith doubts as to the possible “quietistic” im plications o f the images. 
The gradualist，on the other hand, cannot respond to M o -h o -y e n c riti
cism adequately unless he interprets the sutra passages as figures of 
speech, fo r, if  it is possible for a Buddha to assist other beings without 
conscious effort and planning, then it is possible to become liberated by 
a sim ilar process— and perhaps even to aspire to lead a m oral life by a 
sim ilar m ystical laissez-faire.



Kamalasila is a careful and consistent gradualist. Although he agrees 
that the highest stage o f contem plative realization is nonconceptual (n iro i- 
l̂ alpa-sarm dhi), this stage is preceded and fo llo w ed  by conceptual 
thought.丨79 When Buddhas act for the sake o f liv in g beings they are free 
from delusions and attachments with regard to the world, but they use 
the tools o f the world. As there are “ means” for the absolute, as Bud- 
dha, to reach down to living beings, there are means for carrying out 
the inverse—for living beings to ascend to Buddhahood. The gradualist 
feels that in a world o f nondiscrim ination one could not speak of means， 

much less use them. In fact, even in the tem porary condition o f nondis
crimination achieved through the gradual process o f cultivation, one is 
not able to practice means. S till,

although it is not possible to practice means while one is in the condition of 
[exercising] supramundane insight, when the time comes to practice 
means the bodhisattva, like a magician, is in lull possession of an insight 
(prajM ) that is a preparation or a consequence of supramundane knowl
edge. .* -180

This ability to practice different types o f insight for different purposes 
corresponds to the two levels o f truth (param drtka and sam vrti)； it em
bodies the nondual character o f the bodhisattva’s goal. Accordingly, the 
gradualist sees a subtle dualism  in the subitist’s recommendation o f the 
exclusive practice o f nonconceptual m editation . 181

By accepting only the nonconceptual as true and worth pursuing, the 
subitist suggests a duality in which an im portant segment o f reality— 
and ethical practice一 is excluded from  the Buddhist ideal. This diffi
culty becomes apparent in the treatm ent o f the ethical question in the 
Cheng-li chur.h as well as in V im alam itra and Pelliot 116. For instance, 
the issue o f assisting living beings is treated in V im alam itra’s tract in a 
cryptic m anner which is certa in ly not beyond clarification  but m ay 
seem confusing to some:

If someone were to object that [those who arc] in the nonconceptual realm 
have no means of being of service to other living beings, one can respond 

the words of the Perfection o f W isdom : Subhuti, the bodhisattva 
niahasattvas become established in the three samadhis [in this manner]; 
the concepts that are constructed by [other] living beings they place in 
emptiness; the signs that are used by [other] living beings they gather 
under the signless; the goals that living beings cherish they place in the 
diskless sphere. Subhuti, in this way the bodhisattva mahasattvas, cours- 
lng in perfect wisdom, bring living beings to maturity•” In this way the 
nonconceptual is of service to living beings. But if they use conceptual 
d p s, teachers of dharma follow the path of M ara, and become evil 
friends. The *Buddhagarbha Sutra explains: “To teach dharma to others 
without knowing the true nature of things is to become the cause of their



downfall. Why? Because to speak about dharma erroneously is to speak of 
signs and real entities.” To benefit living beings without forming appre
hensions is called the highest [dharma] . 182

It is easy to see how an opponent eager to find fault in this doctrine 
would suspect not only a rejection o f the doctrine o f means, but a cer
tain indifference to the ethical ideals o f the bodhisattva path. Kama- 
lasila seems to be raising this objection when he states:

[The statement] that there is no need to practice good actions, or to act in 
any other way . . . [would contradict] what the Blessed One explains 
everywhere in the sutras, that the attainments of Buddhas and Bodhisatt
vas . . . are acquired as a result of meritorious deeds such as gener
osity. . . .

And one who turns away from exertion in the practice of virtuous deeds 
will also turn away from the world of rebirth and from fulfilling the hopes 
of other sentient beings. This person, therefore, will be still far removed 
from awakening. 183

But there is another im portant point at issue here. It is not only a 
m atter of whether proponents o f sudden enlightenm ent recognize cer
tain ethical standards, conform to them, or m erely pay them lip service. 
The gradualist also demands a view  o f ethics that presents m oral growth 
as an integral part o f the path, or at least o f the theoretical system. This 
is a point which does not find an adequate form ulation in some Bud
dhist traditions, especially in East Asia, but which receives special 
attention in K am alasila5s attack on sudden enlightenm ent.

One should note that although some o f the C h ’an texts, such as the 
W u fan g-p ien , incorporate the doctrine o f means into their system as an 
integral element o f the path, none gives a satisfactory account of the 
doctrines o f skillful means and saving sentient beings in practical ethical 
term s. Both Kam alasila and the W u fan g-pien  base their exposition of the 
doctrine o f means on a passage from  the V im alakirti-n irdesa  in which wis
dom, or insight (p ra jn a ), and means ( upaya)  are presented as equally 
im portant for the bodhisattva’s spiritual developm ent—one without the 
other becomes a bond, their cooperation is liberation . 184

Kam alasila uses this passage as the central p roof in his criticism  of his 
subitist opponents. W hereas M o-ho-yen fails to make a firm  commit
ment to means as an integral part o f the path, K am alasila, following 
m ainline Indian M ahayana, connects the doctrine o f the cooperation o f 
m eans and insight with the highest goal o f the bodhisattva path，the 
M ahayana nirvana, known as the nirvana on which [bodhisattvas] do 
not settle” (apratî fh ita-n irvan a) . 185 This means that Kam alasila under 
stands this passage (I believe，correctly) to mean that no segment o f the 
bodhisattva practices (including the highest intuitive grasp o f the trut ；



is sufficient in and o f itself to transform  a human being into a true 
bodhisattva; both means and wisdom are essential to all stages o f the 
path, though one element m ay dominate over the other at different 
stages in the path.

In contrast to this view, we have seen that the C h’an schools vacillate 
in their regard for the doctrine o f means. W ith the exception of the 
more or less consistent assertion that means are only a concession to 
human beings who cannot gain direct access to enlightenment, the doc
trine of means does not figure prom inently in early Ch’an texts. O f the 
Ch’an texts considered in this essay, only the W u fan g-pien  gives careful 
consideration to the doctrine o f the com plem entarity o f means and 
insight. Explicating the passage from  the V im alak irti-ntrdesa, the Wu 
ja n g-p ien , like the T hird Bhdvanakram a, identifies “ insight without skillful 
means” with H lnayana practice and, again in agreement with Kam ala
slla, equates “ insight with skillful means” with the bodhisattva practice 
—in which one is in the calm o f the absolute while moving freely in the 
relative w orld . 186 But it is not clear that the Wu fan g-pien  would follow 
Kamalaslla on the rest o f his interpretation, for the emphasis in the 
Indian author is on the practical application o f insight rather than on 
the freedom o f the bodhisattva. The im portance of means is in their role 
in the perform ance o f the activities o f a Buddha. Thus Kam alasila 
quotes the K dsyapaparivarta:-

*,
As a king who is assisted by his ministers [is able to] carry out all the duties 
of kingship, in the same manner, O Kasyapa, a bodhisattva^ insight 
assisted by skillful means [is able to] carry out all the tasks of a Buddha.187

KamalasTla^s explanation of means and the cooperation o f means and 
insight is developed in his Second and T h ird B hdvanakram as in the context 
of his doctrine o f the perfections (pdram ita). He uses several passages 
from the sutras to show that means (synonymous here with compassion) 
fulfill the goals o f insight (synonymous with emptiness) and that the real 
meaning o f emptiness is the practice o f a ll the perfections. In fact, true 
emptiness is ‘‘adorned by v irtu e .” 188 

This point is the key to the gradualist view. The integration of all 
aspects of the doctrine presupposes the practice o f all o f its elements. 
The defender o f sudden enlightenm ent, on the other hand, maintains 
that their integration implies that distinctions among them are mean
ingless, and that therefore there is no sense in enjoining their separate 
Practice. '

Whereas the subitist sees the gradualist as ignoring the critical 
dimension o f the doctrine o f the perfection of wisdom (seen as a doctrine 
of radical insight), the gradualist sees in his opponent an excessive 
ei^phasis on one perfection at the expense o f the others, a pernicious



preference for emptiness at the expense o f compassion and liberative 
technique . 189 In this sense Kam alasila sees C h ’an as an antinomian sys. 
tem . 190 In defense o f the subitist, however, one could point out that a 
careful consideration o f its position, and some help in consistency, could 
have produced a m ore sympathetic understanding among its critics. In 
practice most subitists exercise their iconoclasm only in the sphere of 
rhetoric (with the notable exception o f the Szechwan schools, perhaps) 
M o-ho-yen him self has filled his memoranda to the king of Tibet with 
protestations regarding his exem plary record as an upright man of reli
gion . 191 In fact, the rhetoric itself often presupposes a living religion 
that is far from  being quietistic or antinom ian. For instance, it is diffi
cult to see how the following passage could have been meaningful out
side a living religion with established ethical guidelines:

Question: W hat is the unsurpassable m orality [practiced by one who 
abides] in the nonconceptual realm?

Answer: The *N dgopam a Sutra says: “W hatever you conceive as being 
m oral, and whatever you conceive as being im m oral一 these two 
are called distorted m orality. W hatever is neither is true mo- 
rality .’ ， 192

The injunction is im plicitly directed at those who are committed to 
m oral discipline; the passage is therefore parallel to Shen-hui?s sermon. 
Accordingly, the exegetic question is not w hether these sudden enlight
enm ent teachings are for those who are indifferent to traditional Bud
dhist values一 this is evidently not the case. The question is whether 
statements such as the above undermine Buddhist ethical values. 
Kam alasila believes they do: he sees in such rhetoric a rejection of the 
scriptural tradition . 193

But Kam alasila him self seems to be trapped in contradiction, for 
after all C h’an rhetoric can find justification in a tradition o f apopha
tism  and iconoclasm that reached radical extrem es even in India—as in 
the V im alaktrti'n irdesa, N agasri-paripfcchdy and S arvadh arm dpravrtti.19̂  Ka- 
m alaslla defends himself, however, by following a line o f argum ent close 
to that o f Shen-hui: passages criticizing Buddhist values are intended 
for those Buddhists who are attached to virtue and religious ideals; they 
confirm , rather than condemn, the passages enjoining m oral discipline.

Is there then agreement on this point between Shen-hui, or Mo-ho- 
yen, and Kam alasila? I do not believe so; for the subitist position 
rem ains ambiguous. Although few o f them would make a complete 
break from  Buddhist institutions and ethical ideals, most fail to commit 
themselves explicitly to the practices they regard as “ w orldly” or re l^  
tive. Although they insist that there is no sacred or profane, sudden or 
gradual in the path, someone like M o-ho-yen tells us that means »rc



only for the dull-witted, that ultim ately means are neither necessary nor 
unnecessary, and that “one m ay or may not practice” the first five per
fections.195

Similarly, the subitist tradition has an ambiguous relationship with 
Buddhist ritual—practicing it with its institutional right hand, con
demning it w ith its doctrinal le ft, 196 Typical o f C h，an rhetoric on ritual 
is the following extract on the confession o f sins from  the catechism 
attributed to V im alam itra:

Some may also object that there can be no confession of sins in the non
conceptual realm. To this one should reply with the words from the Saman- 
ta[bhadra] Sutra;

When one wishes to confess his sins,
one should sit with the back strai^it, looking into the real.
Looking correctly into the real,
seeing the real, one attains liberation.

This is called the most excellent contrition. This means that to sit with an 
unmoving mind is the very best act of contrition.197

This passage implies that m editation is to be preferred to the ritual of 
confession. But there is nothing to indicate that the ritual is to be 
rejected altogether. A  cursory glance at the documentary evidence will 
show how central this ritual was to Buddhist practice in Tun-huang. 
Furthermore, Shen-hui directs the perform ance o f such a ritual at the 
beginning of his T 3an~yii. 198 According to the P latform  Sutra, the sixth 
patriarch must have practiced at least the basic skeleton of a M ahayana 
ritual in three parts—a threefold ritual (triskandhaka) o f sorts- 199 It goes 
"without saying that the text offers no basis for attributing these practices 
to the historical person H ui-neng, but this is beside the point, since we 
only need to show that the Tun-huang community (whether inspired by 
Northern C h’an or the Ox-head school) had a living ritual that served 
as the frame o f reference for the subitist critique. This ritual was 
unquestionably very sim ilar to the one used by Shen-hui for his own cri- 
tique—which, incidentally, aJso served as a model for Shen-hui’s own, 
°fficial ritual functions.

The P latform  Sutra has Hui-neng explain* three of the so-called pre- 
CePts，here called “ signless” or “form less” (w u -h sian g): the three ref- 
^软s，the four vows， and repentance.200 One could argue that the 

Armless precepts” make sense only in the context o f conventional, or 
jteral ‘‘precepts.” But this argum ent is unnecessary, for the Platform  
f-tra presents two versions o f the refuges, the “formless refuges” and 

f e conventional precepts. Its version of the “confession of emptiness” 
ls cl°se ro that o f V im alam itra but has a much stronger “ antinomian”



or even “quietistic” flavor: “Forever not to act is called confession.” 201 
Although the Koshoji edition suggests that this statement is to be 
interpreted as meaning “never again to do evil,” the Tun-huang text 
must be preferred: to be free o f action is to be free o f evil. This type or 
style of doctrinal assertion makes one wonder exactly what was the role 
of moral concerns in this brand o f C h ’an.

But the basic idea o f the awareness o f emptiness taking precedence 
over ritual confession is not foreign to the gradualist. Kam alasila him
self says in so m any words that it is better to cultivate the thought of 
emptiness than to feel remorse or recite the form ula o f repentance.202 It 
m ay be that the basic difficulty with the sudden enlightenment position 
is not so much in what it explicitly rejects as in its insensitivity to the 
implications of some of its more radical statements. A fter all, it is the 
gradualist, not the subitist, who has to care for logical consistency and 
clarity. The advocates o f sudden enlightenment may claim that their cri
tique is directed against the danger o f confusing the description of a pro
cess with its realization’ as well as against conceptual constructs hin
dering a direct apprehension of Buddha-nature. But the subitists will 
have to concede that a literal or unbending form ulation and under
standing of their own position is both a poor application o f skill in 
means and a covert form o f dualism , a subtle attachment to conceptual 
constructs.

4. Terminological Issues
The complex nature o f the positions advocated in the polemics dis
cussed above, as well as the inadequacy o f the typology suggested by the 
sudden-gradual dichotomy, calls into question the accuracy of the 
English term inology used to describe the two ends o f the polarity. But 
the terms themselves are inherently problematic; the terminology 
presents a new set o f problems, different from  those discussed so far. In 
the preceding pages I have endeavored to show how the indiscriminate 
use o f sudden-gradual term inology can be misleading and the sense in 
which the identification of sudden with “quietistic” is simplistic. But 
one may raise other objections against the appropriateness o f the two 
terms一 for they are not always accurate representations o f the terms 
used in the Asian debates.

Dem ieville^ “M iroir” is one o f the earliest Western attempts at 
establishing a useful terminology. He briefly considered pairs of opp0** 
sites such as perfectivism e and im perfectivism e, to ta litarism e and e v o lu t io n  
nism e, only to adopt “provisionally” the two terms that he made current 
in scholarly circles; su bitism e and g ra du a lism e.̂  One could, following 
Stein, propose “ immediatism” and “mediatism,” but these terms are



even less idiom atic and m ore cacophonous in English than D em ieville^
classical pair.204

Another set o f term s has been suggested by Broughton: “ all-at-once” 
and “step-by-step.，，205 The expression “ all-at-once” has the advantage 
of co n ta in in g  some o f the am biguities o f the o r ig in a l Chinese and Tibet- 
an term s，perhaps m ore than Stein ’s sa isie  sim u ltanee, which has the 
added disadvantage o f suggesting possession or acquisition. “A ll-at- 
once” is also approxim ately the m eaning o f cig -car an dyu gapa t.

Terminological accuracy and convenience, however, are not the real 
issue. The question is how much our term inological choices w ill affect 
our understanding o f a given tradition. It is in this respect that 
researches such as the work o f Stein are so valuable. Stein has shown 
that the term s used by the T ibetan and Chinese traditions to refer to the 
contrast known to us as sudden versus gradual are often ambiguous. 
This is beyond question correct, but he goes further to claim  that the 
‘‘primary，，’ albeit not the only, m eaning conveyed by the term s used for 
sudden enlightenm ent is not the instantaneousness or suddenness o f the 
experience, but “ la sim ultaneite (dans le temps, dans l ’espace ou sur le 
plan de l'activite m entale) . ” 206 I consider this thesis to be an example o f 
hypercorrection.

Stein claims that he w ill only make “quelques observations precises, 
purement linguistiques ou philologiques, concern ant le champ seman- 
tique de term e traduit par (subite/ ” w ithout considering “ des notions 
philosophiques tres subtiles dont la  definition varie un peu selon les 
auteurs ou les 6coles.，，207 G ranting that the “ idiom atic usage” o f the 
Chinese and Tibetan term s is relevant to the question, one still cannot 
assume thereby that “ prim ary m eanings” o f non-philosophical dis
course w ill be the central m eanings o f philosophical term s. I am also not 
persuaded by Stein ’s suggestion that the prim ary m eaning o f a term  is 
easily distinguishable from  any “ secondary” usages, or that “ secondary 
meanings” o f the term  “ sudden” in English (and su b it in French) do not 
include other im portant aspects that are covered by the concept o f 

immediacy,” such as the unexpected and spontaneous nature o f 
enlightenment, or the fact that it somehow occurs w ithout previous 
preparation or without a transition from  the previous state o f delusion, 
and so forth.

Although Sanskrityu gapat means “ sim ultaneous” and not “ sudden,” 
the Sanskrit term  does not seem to play an im portant role in the sud
den-gradual debate. The T ibetan term s, on the other hand, are o f cen- 
tral im portance, and some o f them m ay reflect a Sanskrit m odel. In this 
connection, G ary Houston has shown that the Tibetan term  cig-car can 
Mso mean ” suddenly” o r “ rapidly,” dem onstrating the wide range o f 
meanings and nuances in the term inology.208



I must express still another reservation regarding Stein ’s analysis of 
the sudden enlightenm ent position. I am not sure that what he sees as 
the philosophical foundation o f this doctrine is at all present in most 
form s o f Buddhism which I know—most certainly not in the G h’an tra
dition. Strictly speaking, one can conceive o f the Buddhist m iddle way 
as a coin ciden tia oppositdrum  only if  it is understood that the m iddle posi
tion is neither a “ golden m ean” nor a condition o f literal nondifFeren- 
tiation (such as Schelling’s moonless night in which all cats are black). 
Rather, the third or middle position stands outside the plane in which 
the other two contrast with each other; it m ay even be on that same 
plane if one stands on it without trying  to reduce one extrem e to the 
term s o f the other. In this sense，Stein ’s “ la sim ultaneite de deux plans 
opposes, mais solidaires” falls short o f being an accurate description of 
the doctrine in question .209

Finally, Stein feels that an accurate definition o f subitism w ill imme
diately provide us w ith a definition，and an understanding, o f gradual
ism. The data I have presented in the previous sections o f this paper 
should suffice to show that this is not the case. I would like to mention 
an exam ple o f a doctrinal position in which gradualism  is，at the same 
tim e, m ore or less the logical contrary o f subitism and yet a different 
way o f articulating the same theories that are seen by Stein and 
D em ieville as the basis for subitism.

Paradoxically, but indirectly confirm ing Stein ’s—'thesis，gradualism — 
which ostensively would build a bridge to span the gap between deluded 
beings and the perfectly enlightened— can serve as a w ay o f m aintain
ing and defining precisely the distinction between the transcendent state 
o f the accomplished beings who are the object o f religious awe (Buddhas 
and bodhisattvas) and the im perfect ones for whom enlightenm ent is so 
distant that it becomes only a hope. A t this level gradualism  manifests 
itself as the logical opposite o f the thesis o f innate or im m ediate enlight
enm ent. But，at the same tim e, what makes that hope o f the faithful (1) 
a possibility, (2) an act o f will leading to effort, (3) a foreshadowing of 
enlightenm ent, and (4) enlightenm ent itself is the fact that liberation, as 
absolute em ptiness, is a beginningless actuality for all entities. This is 
one dim ension in which w hatever we m ay learn about sudden enlight
enm ent w ill not help us understand gradual enlightenm ent.

The im portance o f Stein ’s contribution, therefore, lies not in what he 
believes are the broader im plications o f his study. He advanced our 
knowledge o f the problem by adding to our understanding o f the range 
o f m eaning o f the term s and to their docum entation. But paradoxically 
■~ since he claim s he did n o t set out to accomplish this—I find the 
greatest value o f his piece in the w ay he clarifies the philosophical basis 
pf the concepts. M ore specifically, he was the first to form ulate in W est



ern terms w hat is clearly in the texts: ( 1 ) that sudden enlightenm ent 
often implies im m ediate (that is, non-m ediate) enlightenm ent; and (2 ) 
that the instantaneous character o f the experience does not necessarily 
imply abruptness.210

But, in a m ore philosophical mood, one must clarify some o f these 
terms by asking, “C an som ething occur all at once but not suddenly?” 
E vid en tly  part o f the confusion m ay be found in the term  “sudden” 
itself, which m eans both “ quickly” and “ unexpectedly•” I f sudden 
enlightenment is abrupt enlightenm ent, a flash o f understanding that 
comes without w arning, it could ju st as w ell occur all at once o r step by 
step，but presum ably it could not be preceded by preparation o r expec
tation o f any kind. Sim ilarly, sudden enlightenm ent could be conceived 
of as an event fo r which one could prepare, but which is nevertheless 
unique, whole, and direct. T his second interpretation does not presup
pose much about the path that leads to the experience and the conse
quences o f the experience. For the experience to be “ sudden” in this 
sense o f the w ord it is sufficient that when it occurs it is not m ediated by 
thoughts’ preconceptions, o r hum an effort. O ne can easily see that the 
distinction corresponds roughly to the difference established previously 
between Southern and N orthern C h ’an，respectively. It also follows that 
in the second sense o f the w ord “ sudden,” m ost Buddhist gradualists 
accepted some form  o f sudden enlightenm ent. T herefore, in spite o f the 
doctrinal centrality o f im m ediacy and directness, the practical distinc
tion between abrupt and non-abrupt is still crucial to our understanding 
of the sudden-gradual debates.

5. The Metaphors
Underlying the term inological distinction is a set o f m etaphors that find 
interesting parallels in other religious traditions. But these are perilous 
analogies. The explorer o f this image world is well advised to proceed 
with caution. O ne cannot assum e that the occurrence o f a certain simile 
or metaphor in different religious traditions indicates a significant con
nection, parallelism , or contrast in the deep structure o f the religions, 
Perhaps a cursory exam ination o f two o f the most common metaphors 
of sudden enlightenm ent—polishing a m irror and purifying gold一will 
suffice to prove.the point. Both metaphors are found throughout the 
Buddhist tradition, in very disparate contexts.211

The m etaphor o f the purification o f gold is used twice by Shen-hui.212 
In the first instance it is used as an analogical argum ent to bolster Shen- 
hui’s sudden enlightenm ent theories: innate Buddhahood (gold) is 
^ ready present in all its perfection in the realm  of delusion (unrefined 
0re) But in the second instance Shen-hui follows the analogy to its ulti



mate implications and is carried away from  his original position. For 
the second use o f the analogy in Shen-hui is closer to the original mean
ing in the scriptural source from  which he borrowed it: the afflictions 
(k lesa ) are like slag, because they are adventitious, m erely superficial 
impurities. Buddhahood is like gold, it is the essential and the valuable. 
But innate or essential Buddhahood, like gold, has different degrees of 
purity: once rem oved from  the ore it can be refined further. Thus, in the 
M ahdparinirvdna Sutra and in the literature associated with it, the image 
of gold is a m etaphor for innate Buddha-nature in a gra du a list context.213 
The gradualist use o f the m etaphor is also found in the Pali tradition, 
and in Kam alasila, who in this follows the Sandhinirm ocana.214 The latter 
two sources do not seem to im ply anything regarding the innateness of 
Buddhahood, but the tathagatagarbha tradition, while being frankly 
gradualist, is also unequivocal in its affirm ation o f the innateness of 
Buddhahood.215

The analogy o f the m irror is equally m alleable. In the Lankdvatara 
Sutra alone it occurs with at least four different m eanings:216 One can 
compare the activities o f vikalpa  to the unreal reflections in a mirror 
(20.15). Active vijndn a itself, therefore, is like a m irror (37 .16). But, 
pure consciousness is also like a m irror; adventitious im purities cover it 
and do not*allow it to manifest its clarity (327.6). The im m ediate or 
simultaneous (yu g a p a t) action o f the Buddha on the minds o f all sentient 
beings and the resisting capacity o f the mind to be aw are, yet to be free 
from conceptualization, are also compared, in a mixed m etaphor, to the 
reflecting action o f a m irror (55.18):

Just as, Mahamati, reflections of all [sorts of] objects appear on a mirror 
sim n\taneou& \y (yugapat), without conception or distinction (n irvikalpa), in 
the same manner, Mahamati, the Tathagata simultaneously purifies [the 
minds of] ai】beings [so that] the current of mental images (svacittadrsya- 
dhdra) [becomes] free of conceptions (n irvikalpa), within a domain free of 
mental representations (nirdbhasagocara).
In the Sandhinirm ocana-sutra^  on the other hand, the m irror stands for 

the unreality o f the images appearing before consciousness, which is 
dose to the abhidharm ic use o f the analogy, and to the one preferred by 
Kam alaslla.217 The most characteristic use o f the image in the Sandhinî ' 
m ocana is in comparing the addnu-vtjndna to a m irror which suffers n.o 
alteration while m anifesting (reflecting) all changes and m o v e m e n t s  

that appear in front o f it.2,8
As has been shown in the preceding paragraphs, m etaphors in 

gious and philosophical language are as elusive as they are in poetry* 
Perhaps this is one o f their m ajor rhetorical values. O ne must accord* 
.ingly proceed with caution in draw ing any conclusions from  parallds



differences in imagery. O ne m ust take into account the doctrinal context 
as an integral whole, as w ell as possible inconsistencies, contradictions, 
or shifts in em phasis. C ross-cultural com parisons are especially com
plex. In this connection, D em ievilleco m m en ts on G regory o f Nyssa 
can serve as a good exam ple o f the dangers o f reaching conclusions only 
on the basis o f one analogy. D em ieville has claim ed that am ong Western 
masters o f spirituality, G regory o f Nyssa is clearly a m ajor representa
tive o f “ subitism .” 219 A s a C hristian, o f course，G regory has the acute 
sense o f sin, the anxious awareness o f m oral disjunctives, that is consid
ered unim portant, i f  not outright pernicious, in C h ’an Buddhism. 
Accordingly, he seeks a w ay to conciliate his doctrine o f im -m ediacy o f 
the divine vision with the fallen state o f m an . 220

Although these are not the only points that separate him  from  Bud
dhism, I would like to consider first the superficial analogies that led 
Dem ieville to classify G reg ory’s m ysticism  as a type o f “ subitism.” 
Dem ieville em phasizes three points in G regory’s doctrine that seem 
rem iniscent o f “ subitism ，，： ( 1 ) innate divine nature, (2 ) the soul as a 
m irror covered by adventitious im purity, and (3) m an’s passivity in the 
task ( ergon)  o f salvation. T he correspondence with “ subitism ” could be 
strengthened, in fact, by adducing other concepts in G regory’s thought. 
For instance, the follow ing passages from  The L ife o f M oses, which are 
not found in Demieville^s analysis, add two more points o f contact: 
mystical knowledge is no-knowledge, and the divine nature cannot be 
lost. In the first o f these passages G regory is sim ply following the tradi
tion of the Pseudo-D ionysus:

[The soul] thus leaves all surface appearances, not only those that can be 
grasped by the senses but also those which the mind itself seems to see, 
and it keeps on going deeper until by the operation of the spirit it pene
trates the  invisible and incomprehensible, and it is there that it sees God. 
The true vision and the true knowledge of what we seek consists precisely 
in not seeing, in an awareness that our goal transcends all knowledge and 
ts everywhere cut off from us by the darkness of incomprehensibility.221

But this is not all. G regory adds an explanation that im m ediately 
places him in a position very  different from  that o f the Buddhist:

Thus, that profound evangelist, John, who penetrated into this luminous 
darkness, tells us that “no man hath seen God at any time” (John 1.18), 
teaching us by this negation that no man一 indeed, no created intellect~  
can attain a knowledge of God.222

R egarding the innate d ivin ity o f the soul, the treatise On V irginity 
adds the follow ing com m ent:

This creature man, then, did not possess as a property of his nature at the 
^ginning any inclination to passion and mortality. For the pattern of the



image could not have been preserved if in its limitation it had in any 
respect contradicted its archetype.223

Y e t, G regory believes—unlike, say, H ui-neng一 that the soul’s s<pollu- 
tants” are real, not a phantom  o f the im agination. Thus we read:

The sours divine beauty, that had been an imitation of its archetype, was, 
like a blade, darkened with the rust o f sin; it no longer kept the beauty of 
the image it once possessed by nature, and was transformed into the ugli
ness of evil. 224

For Gregory, the soul’s im purities are not the result o f a m isapprehen
sion， or a mistaken use o f the faculty o f conceptualization. Im purity and 
sin represent one aspect o f rea lity— reality external to the m irror o f the 
soul—which is categorized as that which is not the lo go s. The soul, on 
the other hand, is o f the logos.

As we proceed, the differences increase. For instance, the passage 
quoted by D em ieville to prove the soul’s absolute passivity, in its proper 
context says much m ore.

. . . this is the image we earnestly counsel him to remove and wash away 
in the purifying w aters o f the C hristian life . Once this earthly covering is 
removed, the soul’s beauty will once again shine forth. Now, the removal 
of what is foreign is a return to what is connatural and fitting; and this we 
can only achieve by becoming what we once were in the beginning when 
we were created. Yet to achieve this likeness to God is not w ithin our power 
nor within any human capacity. It is a g ift o f God、bounty, for He directly 
bestowed this divine likeness on our human nature at its creation. By our 
human efforts we can merely clear away the accum ulated filth  of sin and thus 
allow the hidden beauty of the soul to shine forth. 225

Thus, notwithstanding G regory’s emphasis on grace, and his choice of 
the m etaphor o f the m irror, a path o f purification and self-cultivation is 
prescribed. It is, therefore, difficult to imagine G regory as a “ subitist.” 

The suggestion o f gradualism  in G regory is not only found in general 
statem ents like those above. He also sees hum an effort as involving a 
process that takes place in stages:

Now the doctrine we are taught here is as follows. Our in itia l w ithdrawal 
from wrong and erroneous ideas of God is a transition  from darkness to 
light. N ext comes a closer awareness of hidden things, and by this the soul is 
guided through sense phenomena to the world of the invisible. And this 
awareness is a kind of cloud, which overshadows all appearances, and 
slow ly guides and accustom s the soul to look towards what is hidden. N ext the 
soul makes progress through a ll these stages and goes on higher, and as she leaves 
below all that human nature can attain, she enters within the secret cham
ber of the divine knowledge, and here she is cut off on all sides by the 
divine darkness. Now she leaves outside all that can be grasped by sense



or by reason, and the only thing left for her contemplation is the invisible 
and the incomprehensible. And here God is, as the Scriptures tell us in  
onnection with Moses: “!But Moses went to the dark cloud wherein God 

was” (Exod. 20.21).226

Since Gregory is still hesitant to admit any direct knowledge of the 
divine essence, he insists that there can be no all-at-once o r integral 
knowledge of G od:

To make this idea a little clearer, I shall illustrate it by a comparison. It is 
just as if you could see that spring which Scripture tells us rose from the 
earth at the be^nning in such quantities that it watered the entire face of 
the earth (Gen. 2.20ff.), As you came near the spring you would marvel, 
seeing that the water was endless, as it constantly gushed up and poured 
forth. Yet you could never say that you had seen all the water How would 
you see what was still hidden in the bosom of the earth? Hence no matter 
how long you might stay at the spring, you would always be beginning to 
see the water. For the water never stops flowing, and it is always begin
ning to bubble up again.227

We may regard this metaphor as the counterexample that neutralizes 
much of what the m irror m etaphor has suggested in the way o f parallel
ism. Gregory stands by a conviction that is totally foreign to the Bud
dhist tradition: the opposition between the infinite C reator and the 
finite, fallen creature.

Apart from all this, one cannot overlook another element in G re
gory's doctrine that is unknown to the Chinese doctrine of immediate 
enlightenment without cultivation—the doctrine o f grace. It is at this 
point that I would not hesitate to part ways with Dem ieville^ methodol- 
°gy. Without further words o f caution D em ieville^ comments on the 
souPs passivity in Gregory seem to me unacceptable. He says: “M ises a 
Part l打 notions d e C reateur9 de gra ce3 de resem blan ce, n^est-ce pas la  entre le 
philosophe paien et son contradicteur chretien» le debat de Chen-sieou 
et de Houei-neng? 15228 I would not accept Dem ieville^ question as a 
rhetorical question, and I would reply, “ It is certainly not the same.” 
The question can be answered in the affirm ative only if  we ignore fun- 
^niental differences and accept the sort o f facile identification that is 
suggested when one equates quietism and w u -w ei一 in both cases we 
Would be guilty o f m isinterpretation by omission o f context.

The error m ay be due to our naturaLbut erroneous assumption that 
处 humans will derive the same conclusions we do from a common set 

Premises—an error that is even less justifiable when the premise is 
^  hed in religious metaphor. I w ill not go into this problem any further 
b f  n sugg^sting two points that have been noted before. First, the possi- 

lty of deriving ethical propositions from religious or metaphysical



propositions is not at all self-evident, and at the very least not a trivial 
matter. Second, the inform ational content and interpretation of reli
gious propositions, especially o f ultim ate sacred utterances, are not 
always univocal. In fact ambiguity seems to be an inherent characteris
tic o f this type o f proposition. The historian must exercise great care 
therefore, not to conclude that acceptance o f a given religious axiom 
must have led necessarily to the advocacy o f the implications derived 
from the axiom by the modem scholar.

Even granting that these last observations are open to revision, the 
historical evidence is unquestionable. Different religious traditions, or 
subsets of one particular tradition, can make different use o f the same 
fundamental creed or symbol. One only has to bring to mind in passing 
a few examples from  the Indian tradition，Buddhist and non*Buddhist. 
Sankara, whom Zaehner considers a quietist and Dem ieville presents as 
the Hindu counterpart of the Buddhist “su b itist，” spawned three lines 
o f disciples—only one took a “leap-philosophy” position (to borrow 
K . H. Potter’s terminology) .229 The m irror metaphor was rejected by 
none o f these schools. Still, though they shared scriptural sources and 
the same founder, their common metaphors were interpreted in differ
ent, and often conflicting, ways.

The school o f Ram anuja, on the other hand, suffered a schism in 
path theory without any m ajor split in ontology. The ontological ground 
could also be expressed with the m irror metaphor: the C reator’s image 
reflected in the m irror of the creature’s soul. But what corresponds here 
to subitism? And what holds here the gradualist position? Vedanta Desi- 
ka’s theology o f devotion, and the “monkey-hold” theory of grace, are, 
as we would expect, based on a sense o f the gap that must be bridged by 
some form of effort. Y et the “subitist” position, that o f Pillai Lokacar- 
ya，s doctrine of pure surrender (p ra p a tti), and the ‘‘cat-hold，，doctrine of 
grace, claims to be based on the same assumptions about m an’s rela
tionship to G od .230

But one does not have to look outside Buddhism to find variant uses 
o f imagery and conflicting understandings o f the implications o f a par
ticular ontological position. Again, the m irror and its connection with 
gradual and sudden enlightenment is a case in point. Demieville would 
have the gradualist and the subitist defined by their philosophical posi
tion with respect to the ontological status of the originally pure self* 
nature and the adventitious im purities. To this effect he quotes a pas
sage from the M adhydniavibhaga which, translated from his French 
version, would read:

If there were no passions, 
All men would be liberated.



If there w ere no p urity,
T h eir effort w ould be in  vain .
Em ptiness has passions，yet it is w ithout them ;
It is neither pure nor im pure.
T he m ind is n a tu ra lly  p ure ;
It is soiled b y adven titious p assio n s.231

Demieville then explains that the passage expresses the m iddle way 
between two extreipes: Cfipurete et passions，absolu et re latif. C yest a ces 
如/x term es que se rapporten t respectivem en t, dans le  Sutra de I *E strade, la  stance 
de Houei-neng et celle de C hen-sieou .5,232

Now，if this w ere the case, Shen-hsiu w ould affirm  the rea lity  o f 
impurity and the need to produce a purity that is at present nonexistent, 
whereas H ui-neng would affirm  the reality o f orig inal p u rity  and deny 
totally the rea lity  o f im purity. But this is not an accurate description o f 
the use o f the m irro r m etaphor in the poem s, nor is this exactly true o f 
the doctrines found in other docum ents o f both  schools. T his in terp reta
tion is in fact contradicted by D em ieville h im self when he says: 1 c H ouei- 
neng nie rex isten ce m im e du m iro ir et de la  poussiere qui la  souffle; Chen- 
sieou V adm et d a is  la  m esure ou il est necessaire d'en ten ir com pte pour 
purifier le m iro ir de la  poussiere .’ ’ 233

W hat is m ore, the passage quoted from  the M adhyan tavibhaga  is trans
parently a defense o f one o f the two doctrinal poles being considered in 
this volum e: it advocates a gradual process o f enlightenm ent. It should 
be o f interest to offer a fragm ent o f the re levan t section in the subcom- 
m entary (tT ka) attribu ted  to Sth iram ati.

If [emptiness] were not stained [by mental afflictions],
A ll embodied beings would be free.

Liberation is getting rid of afflictions; and this getting rid results from 
cultivating the path. In this connection, [the commentary says,] if  a ll dhar- 
mas um e em pty o f adven titious a fflictio n s, then even if  there arose no counterm easures 
[to put an end to bondage, living beings] w ould not be in a sta te o f a fflictio n . 
AU living beings would be free without making any effort—in other 
words，without [having to develop] countermeasures. Yet, there is no lib
eration for breathing beings without [the practice of the necessary] coun
termeasures. Therefore, one must admit that when one is in the state of 

common m an，suchness is stained with adventitious im purities. Thus, 
lt: ls established that there is a type of emptiness that is perturbed. Now, in 
order to establish the type that is pure, [the author】 says:

If [emptiness] were not pure, 
effort would be fruitless.

[That is to say,] if，on the other hand, there w ere no p u rity, then even if  one produced 
'̂ € [appropriate] counterm easures y striv in g  fo r liberation  w ould be in  va in .2 *̂



The issues raised in this passage also touch on a different set o f prob
lems that relate distantly to the Chinese debate on sudden and gradual 
For the question o f the m ind’s innate nature leads to much controversy 
regarding the m eaning o f “ pure consciousness”一 an issue that will spill 
over into China through H suan-tsang and Bodhiruci. It is certainly no 
coincidence that the Chinese preferred the view  that the mind is 
inherently pure, that there is, therefore, no such thing as an “ impure 
aspect’’ o f mind.

The position o f Sthiram ati，however, cannot be seen as the other 
extrem e in a polarity modeled on the Buddhist “extrem e positions，， 
(a n ta ). In their ontology there is not such a great chasm between the 
pure mind o f Shen-hsiu and the pure m ind o f Sthiram ati. The twofold 
division or two conditions o f em ptiness do not im ply separate realities. 
For the text adds，regarding this em ptiness:

It is not po lluted  [b y afflictions】，nor is it not polluted.
It is not pu re , nor is  it im pure.

Why is it not polluted and not impure? Because it is in  fact n atu ra lly  pure 
from all duality. In this connection, the agama says, “for the mind is 
i n h e r e n t l y  ( n a t u r a l l y )  l u m i n o u s . ”

The last phrase echoes the next line o f the stanzas:
Because the m ind is lum inous.

Here the word “mind” indicates the ultimate nature of the mind, because 
[the relative] mind is itself characterized by impurity.

Why is it neither unpolluted nor pure? . . .  if he said that it is perturbed，he 
would fall into a double contradiction, therefore, he says, “ [emptiness] is 
stained w ith adventitious affliction . ”

This is, again，the same statem ent as in the kdrikd: “And because the 
afflictions are adventitious.” Tb which the com m entary adds: “But it is 
not said that it is inherently so•”

Sthiram ati explains that this twofold division can be further applied 
to the path in its m undane (lau kika)  and supram undane (lokottara) 
aspects to form  a fourfold division. This second group o f distinctions 
can be justified in a m anner sim ilar to the reasoning behind the first set, 
except that here it is more a question o f the relative degree o f purity or 
im purity in each stage.

A t any rate, it is certain that Sthiram ati is trying  to define a middle 
w ay between the extrem es o f being and nonbeing as every serious Bud
dhist philosopher has done in the history o f the tradition. Furtherm ore, 
with his example we see that those Indian Buddhists who believed in the 
inherent purity o f the m ind, and in its m irrorlike knowledge—that is 
the Yogacara tradition—held firm ly to a gradualist position. This means



that the comparison between the Chinese sudden enlightenment school 
and Indian thought (including the putative “crypto-Buddhism ” of 
Saiikara) has to be drawn with extreme caution, with so m any qualifica- 
tions that the “parallelism ” appears less significant than it seemed on 
first analysis,235

But Sthiram ati's discussion also shows that opposite interpretations 
of a common doctrine or symbol do not necessarily represent the two 
extremes in the spectrum o f logical possibilities. D ifferent varieties and 
degrees o f opposition obtain between metaphysical and religious doc
trines. Or, to express it in Buddhist term s, strong disagreement between 
two parties does not entail their assumption o f “extreme view s，+ and 
rejection of the middle way, although in the heat o f debate they may 
accuse each other o f doing just that. There is more than one approach to 
the middle way—more than one center, if you will. Positions may be 
more or less sudden or gradual, or even both at the same time.

6. Conclusions
We have examined three dimensions of the sudden-gradual contro
versy: ( 1 ) some o f the doctrines that are usually taken to represent this 
duality; (2) the appropriateness o f the two term s “sudden” and 4<grad- 
ual” ; and (3) some of the analogie^used by the tradition to describe dif
ferent positions associated with the sudden-gradual controversies. Dis
parate as these three aspects may seem, their analysis points in one 
direction: that the sudden-gradual opposition only reflects a very  gen
eral, sometimes vague, intuition of a tension or polarity between two 
approaches to knowledge and action. H owever universal the dichotomy 
may be, in its concrete manifestations it shows a great variety, and the 
vagueness o f our intuition can lead to error.

One can extend the sudden-gradual polarity to include other religious 
phenomena besides those explicitly treated in the Chinese o r Tibetan 
debates. For instance, it is legitim ate, given the vagueness that seems 
inherent in the terminology, to subsume under this dichotomy religious 
conceptions expressing the m ystery o f the irruption o f conversion or 
redemption，such as the Hindu and Christian doctrines o f grace, or the 
Buddhist conception o f bodh icitta  as innate or uncaused seed o f enlight
enment. But the complexity o f these doctrines and the issues that can be 
derived from them do not easily fit into the two simple categories o f 

sudden” and “gradual.” The dimension o f action, for instance, is 
treated in a variety of ways，which do not always correspond with varia- 
tlĉ ns *n epistemology. Even figures o f speech and symbols w ill not sub- 
MU easily to this dual categorization. Even in one cultural o r doctrinal 
context, and especially among participants in a religious controversy,



the use o f sim ilar term inology m ay express quite different perspectives 
which overlap only at very fragile points in the system . I f it is not 
uncommon for participants in a debate to speak at cross-purposes, what 
could we say o f religious traditions that have met only very indirectly, if 
at all? ’

A  great variety o f elements form  the clusters o r complexes that we 
seek to define with a simple duality. Although there does not seem to 
be any particular w ay in which these elements have to be ordered, 
understood, o r expressed, one can easily accept the generally held view  
that the opposition between discursive and nondiscursive knowledge 
{vik a lp a /n irvik a lp a 3 etc.) is indicative o f one im portant dimension in this 
typology. This dichotomy, however, does not seem to correspond in a 
necessary w ay to the dichotomy between activity and passivity. One 
would like to suggest that the various polarities associated with the sud
den-gradual controversies respond somehow to one single duality, but 
that is not the case- C lusters o f dualities, however, do overlap. There is, 
for instance, a certain correspondence between ineffability and non
duality in opposition to sacred w ord and sacred order. Y et we have seen 
how in G regory o f Nyssa and R am anuja the ineffable is not univocaliy 
nondual，and the Tantra and koan Zen would seem to present further 
counterexam ples. The innate seems to correspond to inner experience, 
in opposition to outer commitments and the life project o f exertion in a 
spiritual path, yet we see how these categories criss-cross in the Zen tra
dition, and how the tathagatagarbha tradition suggests the exact oppo
site.

W hy so m any exceptions? A re the polarities useless generalizations? I 
would like to suggest that, indeed, the most successful systems are the 
exceptions, and that religious systems often are dynam ic attempts to 
solve all of these adm ittedly real and universal oppositions. The dichot
omies are inherent to hum an thought, not constructed by philosophers 
or m ystics, although religious effort and ideology often can be described 
as a resolution, or rather a balancing, o f the tension between the two 
poles.

The distribution o f religious sects along the spectrum  of these duali
ties is unpredictable and often represents subtle differences o f emphasis. 
However, two constants, apophatism  and the m iddle way，seem to sepa
rate the form  these tensions take in Buddhism from  the form  they take 
in other systems o f thought. These constants also give some continuity 
to basic Buddhist attitudes, even w ithin the diversity o f positions found 
in the controversies considered in this paper.

One could suggest the following Buddhist com m entary on the queS' 
tion of the duality o f sudden and gradual. In the end, the variety  
p o sitio n s assu m ed  w ith  re sp ec t to  th is  is su e , an d  th e  m an y, o ften  co n tra
dictory ways in which an image or m etaphor can be used, suggest not



only a very close connection between symbol and context, but a definite 
malleability of the symbol—its inherent emptiness. In this connection, 
one might leap to another level of discourse and consider how the 
images discussed above illustrate the concepts o f sudden and gradual. 
As words they are simultaneously true and false—for all words are lies 
insofar as they reify the object, and true, insofar as they are empty. This 
is the sudden operation of words. But words also operate gradually as 
tools of discrimination. In the latter function one can further subdivide 
the sphere of language into another level of gradual and sudden distinc- 
tions. The basic building blocks of language are by themselves non- 
sense, yet they are grouped together in a certain order to produce signi
fication, and w hen they do convey m ean in g  the m ean ingless elem ents 
instantaneously become meaningful. Still at another level, words must 
interact with a context. The symbo] reacts and conforms to its context 
as much as the latter responds to the former. These two simultaneous 
and mutual transformations I would call still another sudden dimension 
of language, when the symbol and the context are grasped at the same 
time. It is a gradual transformation when one o f the two，words or con
text, is analyzed in terms of the other. In the first case a situation is 
instantaneously grasped or given form in a representation. In the sec
ond case, a given form provides the script or project for the develop
ment of a situation. These processes are inherent to language and 
action; they are not confined to one or another doctrinal or aesthetic 
conception, though different traditions may choose to emphasize one or 
the other.

From the point of view o f Buddhist doctrine, the sudden-gradual 
polarity can also be understood as an expression of the Buddhist con
cern with the nature of change and causality. As in the case o f Buddhist 
theories of becoming, the sudden- gradual controversy did not always 
lead to a satisfactory definition o f the middle way. To affirm either of the 
two extremes is ultimately to fall into one o f the two “extreme views” of 
“etemalism” or “nihilism ”

This connection comes through transparently in the metaphor of pu
rifying gold. Here is a figure o f speech that could easily be applied to the 
ontological question o f change, and it has，in fact, been so used (T Jan- 
 ̂uang，Fa-tsang). To say that gold is not present in the ore is obviously 

a mistake; but to claim that they are the same thing is not only a theo- 
retical mistake, it is a misapprehension that could have absurd conse
quences in the practical sphere. The translation of this ontological 
page to the problem of sudden versus gradual enlightenment must 
ave occurred to some of those involved in the debates of Tibet, and is 

Perhaps partly behind Kamalaslla^s effort to modify the Prasaheika
Position.

example from the history o f causation theory may clarify this



point. The central problem in classical ontology, G reek as well as 
Indian, is how to explain the fact that there is being rather than noth' 
ing, given the ever- chan gin g state o f all things. As a related question 
philosophers have tried to understand the process o f becoming: is it that 
the seed ceases to be and the sprout appears out o f nothing, or is it that 
the sprout and the seed are m ere accidents on the surface o f the same 
unchanging substance? A re the green apple and the ripe apple two dif
ferent entities, or are they the same thing? The Buddha, according to 
tradition, rejected both extrem es. The ripe apple is not the green apple, 
nor is it different from  it, and so on. However, the moment one tries to 
explain what the Buddha meant with some kind o f ontological theory, it 
seems one is destined to repeat one o f the two extrem es. Thus the Sar- 
vastivadin concept o f dharm as and the point-instant o f the Sautrantikas 
— representing attempts to explain the middle w ay which form  the two 
favorite ontologies o f Buddhism— are only substitutions o f one form of 
eternalism  (continuous being) w ith another (discontinuous being). In 
either case the mind escapes the problem  by freezing the process of 
change, even if it is for one indivisible instant o f im aginary time.

I am , o f course, expressing the views o f one brand o f Buddhists, with 
whom I must a g ree  on this point. The Prasarigika-M adhyam ika, as 
they are known, also insist that from  the perspective o f the middle way 
the only thing that can be affirm ed is that change occurs with certain 
regularity and consistency (pratityasam u tpdda) . But they do not always 
follow through with the practical im plications o f this position.

If one assumes that the ultim ate im plication o f this theory is the com' 
fortable assumption that any analysis o f change and causation is use- 
less, and that to speak of the process o f attainm ent and the conse
quences o f attaining enlightenm ent is a waste o f tim e, one is simply 
falling into the extrem e of nihilism  or discontinuity. Some advocates of 
sudden enlightenm ent tend to slip into this type o f rhetoric. There is no 
doubt that they are，in more than one sense, heirs o f the Prasangika, 
but like their predecessors, at times they seem to overlook a simple fact: 
the assertions ^enlightenment is beyond causation” or “enlightenment 
is beyond good and evil” are statem ents taking place in  the conventional 
realm . 2 3 6  As such they place the speaker squarely in that realm , requir
ing o f him that he follow the rules that govern all exchanges and interac
tions in it.

Parting with the many-sided polem ical dimension o f the traditions 
discussed above，I would venture to say that it would be m ore consistent 
to accept both sudden and gradual, each within its range o f proper 
application. The actual apple interacts with the concepts o f green and 
ripe with the same flexibility and the same ontological weight that meta
phors have. In both cases, the words as well as the objects manifest sud



den (green is not ripe, or green ceases to be at the same time that ripe 
comes into existence) and gradual aspects (green becomes ripe). The 
process of signification and conception can be seen as an empty phe
nomenon一that is, a polarity in which two extremes interact in mutual 
dependence—without there being a third reality to which they refer. Y et 
emptiness does not displace the duality. The duality too is an empty 
metaphor; therein lies its suddenness. But the metaphor effectively 
brings about a transformation in both its terms，the symbol and the 
symbolized; this is the gradual dimension o f knowledge and action. 
The duality remains. If it remains without conflict, it manifests the 
middle way.

It has been suggested that sudden represents the absolute point of 
view, and gradual the relative. The idea is not new; it appeared in the 
apocryphal Surangama Sutra and was the source o f much controversy and 
distress among the proponents of sudden enlightenment.237 M y pro
posal, however, is not quite the same. It is partly inspired by the state
ment in the Platform  Sutra (secs. 16, 39) to the effect that ultimately there 
are no gradual or sudden paths in the dharma. The absolute is that 
point of view from which it is possible to transcend not just the gradual 
(time, multiplicity, goals，and processes) but also the sudden (eternity, 
innate Buddhahood, oneness). But one wonders if it is not equally true, 
at least as an outsider’s interpretation of the doctrinal statements, that 
in the absolute the duality remains, and words are different from silence, 
realities alw ays are particulars, minutes and hours alw ays occur in 
sequence, so that there is both sudden and gradual in the dharma. But 
this is a ritual song for another festival.
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the H si-yii skui-tao chi and its source, che Yiian-ho Chun-ksien t yu~chihf which would 
set the fall of Tun-huang in 781，or, at the latest, 782. These documents are dis
cussed, and the validity of their testimony questioned, by Demieville (Concile, 
177-178 n. 1 ，and in pp. 359-360 of the addenda). The sources preferred by 
Demieville, and discussed in his historical analysis, are listed in Concile, vi-vii.

The most important Japanese contributions after Fujieda are Daishun Ueya- 
ma, ^Donko to Tonko no bukkydgaku,” Tohogakuho 35 (1964): 141-214，and 
Zaiho Yamaguchi, review of Ueyama’s piece in Toy&gckuho 47，no. 4 (1965): 
333-340, the latter disagreeing with Ueyama’s chronology. Both Japanese 
papers were reviewed by Demieville in uRccents travaux sur Tbuen-houang: 
aper̂ u bibliographique et notes critiques，” T ，oung Pm  56，nos. 1、3 (1970): 29- 
43 and 43-44. The best summary of the discussion, however, is in a more recent 
article by Yamaguchi and a piece by Kikuchi in Koza Tbnko 2 一Tonko no rekishi 
(Tokyo: Daito shuppansha, 1980): H. Kikuchi, “Zuf-t6 ocho shihai-ki no Kasai 
to T onko99-194, esp. 179fT.; Z. Yamaguchi, “Tbban shihai jidai，” 195*233.

In “R6cents travaux” Demieville challenges Ueyama5s dating and discusses 
his own dating and account of the Council on pp. 37-42，concluding that there 
was not one, but several encounters: “quH n’y a pas eu au Tibet une ni meme 
deux conCroverses sino-indiennes sur le bouddhisme, xnais une serie de discus
sions qui se sont prolongees pendant plusieurs annees, en des lieux divers et 
sans doute par ecrit comme ce fut le cas de I^intervention de T’an-k’ouang，car 
on ne voit pas en quelle langue Indiens et Chinois auraient pu s’entendre orale- 
ment (Ueyama, p. 169); il est hors de question que ^ait pu 砻tre en tibetain. II 
n’y a pas ca un ‘concile de Lhasa/ ni un * concile de Bsam-yas: mais une suite 
de discussions form ant ce qu*on pent appeler le ‘concile du Tibety ，，（p. 42). 
Although Demieville expressed grave doubts regarding the value of the histori
cal documents, be did not seem to question the value of the effort to set a date 
for “the debate” recorded, he believed, in Wang-hsi*s Chinese “dossier.”

A third setting for the controversy could be discovered in Sung China, distin
guishing two doctrinal contexts: the polemics of the Neo-Confucians against the 

and, slightly, but not significantly earlier, the debate regarding 
s*knt illumination” and “word-contemplation” Zen. On possible connections 

^ l^een the Neo-Conlucian polemic and early Ch’an conflicts, see Demieville, 
‘Le vocabulaire” and “La p6n奴ration,’，31 ff. Sec also Seizan Yanagida, S^oki 

2： Rekî ih^ dkî  3-3  5; these PaSes were revised and published as 
to Shum itsu: Tongo shiso no keisei o m egutte，，’ in  Hanazono Daigak^ 

^  ^iyo 7 (1976): 1-36, and translated with minor additions by Carl Biele-



feldt as “The L i-ta ija -p a o  chi and the Ch’an Doctrine of Sudden Awakening/* in 
Whalen Lai and Lewis R. Lancaster, eds.，E arly Ch，an in China and T ibet、Berke
ley Buddhist Studies Series, no. 5 (Berkeley, 1983), 13-49.

9. In my paper on “The Direct and the Gradual Approaches of Zen Master 
Mahayana: Fragments of the Teachings of Mo-ho-yen,” in Robert M. Gimello 
and Peter N. Gregory, eds., Studies in C k3an and H ua-yen, Studies in East Asian 
Buddhism，no. 1 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1983)，69-168, I have 
raised some doubts regarding the significance of th esp iritu al lineageM of the 
main exponent of sudden enlightenment at “The Council of Lhasa” (155 n. 58
157 n. 7). These issues are taken up again, albeit briefly, in section 3 of this 
essay. I expect to present further arguments for this position in my forthcoming 
volume on Kamalasila and the polemics of eighth-century Tibet.

10. Demieville, Concile> 20-22, and “R6cents travaux,” 41-42; also L. O. 
Gomez, “Indian Materials on the Doctrine of Sudden Enlightenment，” in Lai 
and Lancaster, eds., E arly C h’an，393-434. Recently Gary W. Houston, in an 
article he has graciously dedicated to me, argues for Chinese as the common 
language of the Council, which, he claims, made a significant exehange possi
ble (“The System of Ha Shang Mahayana According to Pelliot No. 117，，，The 
T ibet Journal 9，no. 1 [1984]: 31-39). Thus he disagrees with my contention (in 
“Indian Materials”）that Kamalasila^s response to Ch^an was affected by his 
ignorance of the Chinese background and was heavily colored by his experi
ences in India. Houston unfortunately does not tell us how he intends to 
account for the documentary and historiographic evidence analyzed in the dis
cussions between Ueyama and Demieville (see references in note 8 above).

As with any other set of documents, different degrees of skepticism are possi
ble with regard to the sources on the “Council.” Even the most skeptical schol
ars, however, do not deny the development of a religious polemic concerning 
sudden and gradual enlightenment; only the historical accuracy of accounts of a 
meeting under the supervision of the Tibetan king is called into question. See 
Y. Imaeda, “Documents tibetains de Touen-huoang concernant le Concile de 
Tibet，’，Journal A siattque 263 (1975): 125-146; and Herbert V. Guenther, 
“ * Meditation1 Trends in Early Tibet，” in Lai and Lancaster, eds., E arly Ch'an, 
351-366.

Although, as noted by Guenther (p. 361)，some histories of the twelfth cen
tury do not mention the “Council，，，the earliest Tibetan account of the Council 
dates from precisely that period: Nyang-ral Nyi-ma-'od-zer (1124-1192), Chos 
fbyung me tog snying po sbrang r ts i'i bcud (Paro: Ugyen Tempai Gyaltsen, 1979)， 
fol. 455-486; and Byang chub sem s dpa，sems dpa3 chen po Chos rgyal mes dbon mam 
gsum g yi mam thar rin po cheHphreng ba (Paro: Ugyen Tempai Gyaltsen, 1980), 
230-265. These may be the source of some of the material in Bu-ston’s chron 
icle. ,

11. See Andre Bareau, Les sectes du P etit V^hicule (Saigon: Ecole fran^aisc 
d’ExtrSme-Orient, 1955), 62，77，78, 260, 291 • •

12. Vasubandhu records a scholastic debate regarding a Buddha’s comp1̂  
hension (abhisam aya) of the noble truths: the Sarvastivadins daim that it is gr • 
ual or “by steps” (kram efia); others, presumably Mediasahghikas or Dham* 
guptakas, affirm that it is single ( ekabkisamaya)  and undivided (a
一Abhidharmakosa 6:27, Abhidharm akosabhdfyam  o f Vasubandhuy ed- P* Pra



,p tna. k . P. Jayaswal Research Institute, 1975), 351ff.; see notes in Louis de 
Valine Poussin, UAbhidharmahasa de Misubandhu, tome IV，M elanges chinois et 

bouddhiques, vol. 16 (Bruxelles: Institut Beige des Hautes Etudes Chinoises, 
1971)，185ff. See also Bareau, Secies, 62.

Recently, Brian Galloway has exam ined evidence for “sudden enlighten- 
ment” doctrines in the M ahavastu—Galloway, “Sudden Enlightenment in 
Indian Buddhism,” Wiener Z eitschrift fu r die Kunde Sudasiens und Archiv fu r indische 
Philosophie 25 (1981): 205-211. His paper offers additional data on Indian 
notions of sudden and gradual; but I do not believe the evidence justifies pro- 
posing an Indian origin for the Chinese doctrine, as suggested by Galloway.

Another Indian parallel, with certain echoes in the early Chinese debates 
(e.g.，Tao-sheng) is the question of irreversibility and instantaneous entrance 
into the seventh hkumi; see references in R. A. Stein, “Illumination subite ou 
saisie simultanee: Note sur la terminologie chinoise et tibetaine/* R eviu de Vhis- 
toire des religions 179, no. 1 (1971), p. 4：, n. 1. The concept of instantaneity itself 
presented philosophical problems to Indian Buddhists (ibid., 20-21 n. 5). An 
English translation of Stein's essay is included in this volume; see nn. 3 and 47, 
respectively, in the translation.

13. On the Prajhdpdramita. as a critique of gradualism, see G6mez, **Indian 
Materials.”

14. Nathan Katz, in “An Appraisal of the Svatantrika-Prasangika Debates，’’ 
philosopky East and West 26，no. 3 (1976): 253-267, proposes a correspondence 
between the prSsarigika'svStantrika distinction and the sudden-gradual polar
ity. Alex Wayman sees a connection between the Tibetan controversies and 
Indian attacks on Mahasahghika doctrine in his review of Tlicci’s M inor Buddhist 
Thts in the Journal o f the American O riental Society 78, no. 3 (1958); 215, and in an 
article titled “Doctrinal Disputes and the Debate of Bsam yas，” Central A siatic 
Journal 21, no. 2 (1977)： 139-14*4. Agsun, I would caution against deriving his
torical connections from conceptual correlations. Not only is it a questionable, 
or “soft，” methodology, it is also of doubtful vaJue in Jight of the evidence pre
sented later in this paper.

15. As in, e.g., MakaydnasutralankdrOj chap. 9, Bodhyadhikara.
Ch 'an-ytian chu-ck，Qan-chi tu-hsu, ed. Shigeo Kamata, in Zengen shosenshu

吻°，Zen no goroku, no. 9 (Tokyo; Chikuma shobo, 1971), 29-30, 184-185. See
also his “Chart,，，Chung-hua ch yuan-hsin-ti Ch fan~men shih-tzu ch》m g-hsi t ，u (ZZ
2/15/5. 433b-438b; also in Kamata, Zengen, 340-341). Complete translation of
也e “Preface” in Jeffrey L. Broughton, “Kuei-feng Tsung-mi: The Conver-
gence of Ch’an and the Teachings** (Ph.D, diss.} Columbia University, 1975)_
the most important of the above passages is translated by Broughton on 240- 
2*43.

17- On some of the parallels between Ch’an and Tantric schools (the siddkas, 
e Mahamudra, etc.〉，see note 4，pp. 5-6, in Stein, “Illumination”； note 9 in 
e English translation. See also Helmut Hoffmann, “Zen und spater indischer 
uddhismus，’，Asien: Tradition und Fartschntt, F estschrift H . H am m itzsch, ed.

如<1 U. Kemper (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1971), 207-216. It is 
刺 y unlikely, of course, that we have here a case of influence or derivation 

^  Stein, “Illumination，” 5- 6).
* Closely associated with the gradual path is the philosophical assumption



that the obstacles to awakening (here mostly the klesas) are real entities, and not 
mere illusions. There is also a sense that virtues are real entities or self-existing 
objects or states of being that can be produced and acquired. In such systems it 
is not merely as metaphor that one speaks of increasing and accumulating vir
tue (sam bhdra), and of reducing gradually the strength of the klesas through men
tal cultivation (bhdvana). For, even if the system denies, strictly speaking, any 
reality to all entities, it does not consider the states of mind associated with vir
tue as more real than the states of mind that are afflicted or tainted by the klesas. 
This does not necessarily preclude, of course, the belief in the possibility Qf 
direct mystical perception or non-mediate realization o f awakening—a concept 
so central and characteristic to the Buddhist tradition.

As mentioned before, in the Indian tradition the metaphysical stance of a 
religious system does not allow us to predict its position with respect to a grad
ual or a sudden path. This is not to be taken as a disagreement with Potter’s 
typology of “leap” vs. “path” philosophies; see Karl H. Potter, Presuppositions of 
In dia’s Philosophies (Englewood Cliffs, N .J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963)，passim, but 
esp. 1-24, 36-46, 236-256. I would argue, however, that soteriological typolo
gies are not defined by or necessarily related to dialectic methods and ontologi
cal theory.

19. The apocryphal ^urangama Sutra (T  19.155a8-9) states: “From the per
spective of the absolute (It tse) awakening occurs all at once (tu n ). With this 
awakening all is extinguished at once (ping hsiao). [But] in fact and in practice 
(sh ih) extinction is not sudden, and one accomplishes [the way] gradually (tz 3u- 
ti). ’’ But this and other passages from the sutra have been the source of much 
embarrassment to the proponents of sudden enlightenment, who consider the 
sutra authoritative; see Demieville, Concile, 51-52n.

20. The connection between these general categories and the topics of debate 
as itemized by the various contending parties is not always transparent. The 
present essay is only a preliminary attempt at clarifying the relationship 
between universal dichotomies and the specific language of the debates. I 
present in tabular form the issues considered in the Tibetan debates in my 
forthcoming study of Kamalasila and the “Council•” D. Ueyama has consid
ered some of these problems in his “Chibetto shuron ni okeru Zen to 
Kamarashfra no soten,9* N ippon bukkyogakkai nenpd 40 (1975): 55-70 (special 
number, subtitled Bukkyo n i okeru sh in pi-sh iso), and in his study of T ,an-k,uang, 
“Donk6 to T o n k o 176-188. I am inclined to agree with Ueyama and 
Demieville that our sources (Kamalaslla^s works, Pelliot 116，812, 4646, etc., 
the Tibetan chronicles, T ’an-k’uang，etc.) share some common themes; but I 
do not see the issues forming a roster of the kind that would have been generat
ed and debated in a single encounter.

21. S, Yanagida, ed. and tr.， Daruma no goroku: N inyushigyoxorij Zen no 
g o r o k u ，n o . 1 ( T o k y o :  C h i k u m a  s h o b o , 1 9 6 9 ) ; s tu d ie d  b y  J o h n  J o r g e n s e n , 
“The Earliest Text of Ch，an Buddhism: The Long Scroll” (M.A. thesis, Aus
tralian National University, 1979). The appellation “earliest text of Ch an 
and the attribution of this text to Bodhidharma are, of course, highly question 
able; see Yanagida, Daruma, 2-8.

22. Yanagida, Darum a, 18.



23- Ibid.
2 4 . I b i d .
25. McRae, “ Northern School,” 387ff., is of the opinion that the so-called 

Southern school is influenced by the Northern school. I think one must distin- 
guish “influence” from the shifting of positions in the heat of debate, or the 
posturing against hypothetical or imagined rival opinions. Furthermore, as 
McRae himself has shown, the doctrines of the “ Northern” school were them' 
selves heterogeneous and fluid. In the present essay “Northern Ch’an” and 
“Southern Gh，an” are terms used only to designate the positions considered as 
the extremes in the debate. They were probably for the most part logical possi
bilities or straw men, not the formulations of closed dogmas or doctrinal sys
tems.

26. Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, par. 4. Henceforth all references to the Platform  
Sutra will be to page or paragraph (section) number in Yampolsky’s edition and 
translation, unless otherwise noted. For the vulgata, references may be to T  
#2008，vol. 48，or to paragraphs in K. Ito, Rokuso D aishi H obo-dankyd (Kyoto: 
Kichudo, 1967).

27. Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra} par. 5-6.
28. Ibid., par. 6 .
29. Although the metaphor of the mirror does not occupy in India the central 

position it occupies in China, it is not unknown—see, e.g., A nguttara-N ikdya 
1:209; also see Wayman, “M irror-like Knowledge.，，The Indian tradition pre
fers the metaphor of undisturbed clear water, or those of washing and smelting 
gold or silver. Well known examples of each will be found, respectively, in 
Dxgha-Nikdya 2:74-75 (cp. A nguttara 1:25-26)，Anguitara-N ikdya 1:208-209 (cp. 
M ajjhim a-N ikaya 1 :76), and A nguttara 1:210-211 and 253-255. The last of these 
three metaphors is taken up by the Ch’an tradition一as in Shen-hui’s sayings, 
discussed below in this paper. More on the Indian metaphors in section 5 of this 
paper.

30. Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, par. 8 .
31. Ibid. The third line in the first of the two poems attributed to Hui-neng is 

found in that form only in the Tun-huang Chinese version and in the Hsia-hsia 
translation. Other, later versions have the reading of the modern Japanese 
vulgata; ‘‘From the beginning there is not one thing” (pen -lai wu i  w u)—see,
e.g., Ito, Rokuso D aishi H obo-dankyo, 34，notes on 36. This variant became a 
famous Zen phrase, traditionally taken to represent the essence of the teaching 
of the sixth patriarch. It occurs elsewhere in the y ii-lu  literature—e.g., in the

Ling Record; see Yoshitaka Iriya，ed., Denshinhoyo—Enrydroku, Zen no 
goroku，no. 8 (Tokyo: Chikuma shobo, 1969), 114 -117 . The phrase is some- 
times used as a koan in modern Rinzai Zen.

32. All references are to paragraph numbers in Yampolsky’s Platform  Sutra.
Although the Tun-huang version and the textus receptus of the Platform  Sutra

prefix the expression nan-tsung tun-chiao (Southern school sudden teaching) to 
Ae title of the sutra, the Platform  is used here as the basis for a general theoreti- 
Ĉ 1 model of sudden enlightenment doctrines, not as the authoritative source for 
the doctrines of Shen-hui and his “Southern” school. Yanagida (Shoki zenshu 
shisho no kenkyu, 195-209) has argued convincingly that the “original version of



the Platform  Sutra was the work of a certain Fa-hai, a monk of the Ox-head 
school of Ch，an. Of course, this does not erase the sutraTs subsequent history as 
a “Southern” text. Furthermore, the Ox-head school, like Shen-hui, opposed 
Northern “gradualism.”

Northern “influence” is also detectable in the sutra. See John McRae 
“Northern School,” 391, and McRae, “The Ox-head School of Chinese Ch’aii 
Buddhism: From Early Ch，an to the Golden Age,” in Gimello and Gregory 
eds., Studies in Ch *an and H ua-yen f 169-252. Modem scholarship from Yanagida 
to McRae gives us insight into the vagaries of sectarian disputes. The evidence 
mustered in these studies should warn us against keeping the traditional image 
of the schools as monolithic systems. Insofar as modem Ch’an studies under
mine traditional conceptions of unbroken lines and unchanging systems, they 
also contradict a basic assumption of our own scholarship: that one of our tasks 
is to correct ancient lineages and place texts and teachers in a position consis
tent with their system of thought.

We must rethink our fundamental assumptions regarding systems, deriva
tions, lineages, and influence. If, for instance, the Platform  Sutra was composed 
with Northern doctrines and images in mind, we should first assume that we 
have in it a living Ox-head or Southern text, not a Northern school document 
or a text that has been tampered with. For is it not normal in any dispute for 
both parties to borrow—in agreement as well as disagreem entfrom  their 
rival’s rhetorical or ideological arsenal? For the historian to know of the borrow
ing is important, and，to put it mildly, exciting, but more important than this 
knowledge is the understanding of the implications of such “borrowings.”

The concepts of “influence,” “school，” and “lineage,” if they are to have 
heuristic value, must be qualified with the following considerations: Lines 
between schools are seldom as sharply drawn as rival schools like to believe. 
Often a common ground of ideology and imagery is not only natural, but neces
sary. Schools have little reality apart from the individual teachers who create 
and maintain a myth of continuity within dynamic polemic and political con
texts. Although certain fundamental texts, or “the words of the founder,” are 
sometimes available as paradigms, these texts, or the founder’s thinking, are 
also fluid. One should not assume that when a textual testimony appears to 
accept certain logical and practical constraints on its position, this proves 
‘‘influence’’ from another school on the textual source itself.

33. See Demi6ville, “Miroir,” 115-117 ; Choix, 134-136. This point is taken 
up again in more detail in secs* 3 and 4 of the present paper.

• 34. T  12.407b9-10, 12.522c24 fl. Compare also the other classical s c r i p t u r a l  
favorite on innate Buddhahood，likewise associated with the Ch’an-Zen tradi
tion: Buddha-avataf̂ isaka, T  10.272c5-29. Shen-hui refers to the M ahdparinirvarta 
Sutra  ̂statement on original Buddhahood when he introduces the,metaphor of 
wood and fire (discussed below), but his exact phrasing has not been located m 
the sutra.

35. Yu-lan Fung, A H istory o j Chinese Philosophy, trans. Derk Bodde (Prince
ton: Princeton University Press, 1953〉，2:390, 393ff. Noncultivation (w u-tso) is 
already used to define the “Ch，an” tradition in a work attributed to the **fourtn 
patriarch” Tao-hsin; see David W. Chappell, ®*The Teachings ,of the Fourt



Ch’an patriarch Tao-hsin (580-651)，，’ in Lai and Lancaster, eds., E arly Ch’an) 
120.36 Shen hui ho-shang i-ch i, ed. Hu Shih (Shanghai: Oriental Book Co., 1930). 
It is more convenient, however, to use the photomechanic reprint, which 
ncludes Hu，s annotations (Taipei: Hu Shih chi-nien kuan, 1966; repr. 1970). 

All references in this paper are to the latter edition. On the above discussion， 
see p 120; see also Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, par. 16. See also Demieville, 
“Deux documents de Tbuen-houang sur le Dhyana chinois，，，E ssays on the H is' 
切0  0JBuddhism  Presented to Professor Z ênryu Tsukamoto (Kyoto, 1961)，1-14  (Choix 
d'eiudes bouddhiques, 320-333).

37. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 120-121. Here Shen-hui seems to equate bodhicittoi- 
with bodhi, because as a subitist he cannot accept “pardal” insight into 

reality—awakening is complete or it is not awakening. Elsewhere he claims for 
himself the tenth bhumi (Hu Shih, 166), something that is impossible except in 
the most demythologized interpretation of the bhumi theory. The passage may 
be an interpolation, however, for the L i-ta ifa-pao chi offers a clifferent version of 
the incident: Shen-hui responds by quoting the M ahdparinirvdna SUtra，“Though 
his body is the same as that of common people, his mind is identical with that of 
a Buddha** (T 5 1.185b21-24; Yanagida，Shoki no zenshi 2: Rekidaihoboki, 155; 
sutra passage in T  12.612a21). Other Chinese traditions are not as iconoclastic; 
the M o-ho chih-kuan, for instance, distinguishes clearly the initial breakthrough 
and the maturation of the experience {T 46.47cl7 ff. and 46.55c26 ff.)_ Tsung- 
mi tries to bring Shen-hui into line with traditional Buddhist conceptions by 
suggesting that when he talks of sudden enlightenment he is not including the 
gradual cultivation that is to follow.

In the Indian context the bodhiciUotpdda occurs at many levels, beginning by 
an act of will that belongs to the realm of the relative; the first bhumi represents 
only the entrance into the path of vision ( darsana-mdrga). Although one can refer 
to direct and final apprehension o f the absolute as a hodhicittotpdda, it seems 
unlikely that Shen-hui alludes here to the Indian concept of pdram drthika-bodhi- 
citta; on which see Second Bhdvandkrama, fol. 44a (all references are to the folios in 
the Sde-dge 以lition of the Bstan-Jgyur).

At the same time, one must note Shen-hui^ treatment of the traditional 
theme of the life of the Buddha in his explanation of the Vim alaktrtVs definition

<iprati$thita-nirvdna (Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 163; T  14.554b3-c5): Buddhas do not 
■̂eject the world of delusion because they go through all the stages of 这 Buddha’s 

cai*eer，beginning with the first thou^it of awakening (bodhiciU otpdda) and 
culminating in nirvana.

3B. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 130-131.
39. Ibid., 105; see also 99.
The term fan-nao (M esa) is usually translated “defilement.” Strictly speak- 

k’uang means “gangue” or. “matrix,” the mineral in which a vein of metal- 
lie ore is embedded. Technically, “slag” refers only to the mineral remaining 
油汁 the ore has been smelted. Context seems to require the latter equivalent hi ^glish.

40. Ibid.
41- Compare in this regard the gradualism of Mahamudra practice, which



provides a conceptual and practical structure for a leap theory of enlighten
ment, yet shows most of the characteristics of sudden enlightenment doctrines

42. Hu Shih, Shen-kuif 105. I have adopted Hu Shih’s emendations to this 
passage. He transposes the first sentence of the original reply to the end of the 
question (“that the afflictions • . . no uprooting”）. If this emendation is cor
rect, then Shen-hui has not answered the second part of the question. On the 
other hand, if this phrase should be in the reply, then Shen-hui is simply restat
ing his view from the higher point of view of the absolute, and G ernet，s analysis 
is probably correct: “Si 1’on tient les passions pour adventices et si l，on estime 
fondamentale leur destruction, c*est un moyen (upaya) pour mener les etres a la 
bodhi、Mais du point de vue de la bodhi，toutes les dusdites disparaissent, pas
sions et nirvana sont identiques.” Jacques Gernet, E ntretiens du M aitre de Dhyana 
Chen-kouei du H o-tso (668-760), Publications de Ecole fran^aise d * Extreme -Ori
ent, vol. 31 (Hanoi: Ecole frangaise d^xtreme-Orient, 1949), 19 n. 13.

The last expression in the reply is highly problematic, linguistically and 
philosophically. It contradicts Shen-hui’s own ontology of relative and absolute. 
The passage in fact has a strong “Northern” ring to it. It shows, however, the 
same ambiguities and hesitation we see in the tathagatagarbha doctrine of the 
M ahdparinirvana Sutra; cp” e.g., T  12.422c, 492a, 531a. The M ahdpartnirvdna 
Sutra, of course, is full of strong gradualist passages, as in 546c-547b. Ironically, 
both subitists (Shen-hui, Huai4iai) and gradualists (Kamalasila) appeal to this 
sutra as their authority, sometimes referring to the same passage with exactly 
opposite interpretations—e.g., T  12.547a7-16, quoted by Shen-hui, p. 138， 
and Huai-hai, Tun-wuyao-men (Tongoyomen, ed. S. Hirano, Zen no goroku, no. 6 
[Tokyo： Chikuma shobo, 1970]), 52, and by Kamsdasila, Second Bhdvanakrama, 
fol. 45a.

43. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 106. The first sutra reference has not been identified. 
On the image of the “ftrestick s，，，see M ahdparinirvdfia Sutra, T  12.385cll, 16， 
586cl6-17. Two different uses of the fi restick metaphor are Avatamsaka Sutra, T  
10.107a2-5 (the bodhisattva^ unfaltering effort) and Third Bhdvanakrama 
(Giuseppe Tucci, M inor Buddhist Texts. Part 3 : Third Bhdvanakrama, Serie Orien
tale Roma, 43 [Rome: Istituto Italiano per i] Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 
1971])，20 (citing K diyapaparivarta 69，on nondual knowledge arising from the 
duality of discerning wisdom); the same quotation is found in the Second 
Bhdvanakrama (Sde-dge Bstan-,gyur), fol. 49b. See also M adhydntavibhagafikd, ed. 
S. Yamaguchi, in Sthiram aii, M adhyantavibhdgapikd (Nagoya: Hajinkaku, 1934), 
248, where the same sutra passage is quoted.

44. Hu Shih, Shen-hui7 118; cp. 151-152.
Kamalasila in the F irst Bhdvanakrama (Tucci, 212-214) and Third Bkdvand- 

krama (pp, 15-17) compares a person who abstains from all mental activity to a 
blind man. But this is clearly a caricature, not an accurate description of the 
stated goals and practical paradigms of Ch’an.

45. Hu Shih, Shen-huif 152.
46. Ibid., 233-234，323-324. See the translation and notes of Walter Licben- 

thal in “The Sermon of Shen-hui，” A sia M ajor，n.s. 3, no. 2 (1952): 132-155, t° 
which the above translation owes much. On the p h r a s e hsin, cp. Shen-hui s 
Yii-lu (Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 111，118, 151).



47 , Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 105.
48. See ibid.，175, for the metaphor of the mother nursing her child; the met- 

aphor is discussed below, sec. 2.3.
4>9. Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, par. 7.
50. Ibid., 130 n. 33.
51. It would be hermeneutically legitimate—though perhaps historically 

questionable—to call these two levels the relative sphere of means and the abso
lute sphere of the goal. This is done by Jeffrey Broughton in “Kuei-feng Tsung- 
m i，，, 1-2. See my references to the Surangama Sutra above, and at the conclusion 
of this essay.

52. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 116 -117 ; see also 97-98, 133-134，136-137 (pp. 133f. 
3re discussed above). The expression “thoroughly and clearly” translates ching 
in this context, but the term must evoke here its usual technical sense as well, 
since the clarity of the perception of the self is due to the meditator’s perception 
of the mind’s innate purity. This is therefore an instance of the teaching of 
“contemplating purity.”

The scriptural source is the V im alaktrti-nirdesa, T  14.539cl9-25. See Platform  
Sutraf par. 14，where we find the same allusion.

Regarding the problem o f “sitting in meditation，” see Yampolsky, Platform  
Sutra, par. 19. On the question o f Ch*an as a critique and rejection of medita
tion, see the now classical articles by Hu Shih: “Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism in 
China, Its History and Method,” Philosophy E ast and W est 3, no. 1 (1953): 3-24; 
“The Development of Zen Buddhism in China" The Chinese Social and P olitical 
Science R eview  15，no. 4 (1932): 475-505; and “Chung-kuo ch,an-hsueh ti fa- 
chan，，’ Hu Shih chiang-i chi, 1 :87-149. These essays, and other valuable studies 
of Hu have been reprinted in Yanagida’s K oteki zengaku an. See also Yampolsky, 
Platform  Sutra, par. 19，and pp. 117，135-136, 340-181; Robert B. Zeuschner, 
“An Analysis of the Philosophical Criticism of Northern Ch，an Buddhism” 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Hawaii, 1977)， and G6mez, “Direct and 
Gradual Approaches，’’ 10 2 .

53. The Indian gradualist defines insight precisely as a form of analysis. The 
proponents of sudden enlightenment consider this a gross error and，further
more, regard the purported “separation，” or even the distinction, between 
insight and concentration as yet another duality impeding liberation (see P lat
form  Sutra, par. 13; Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 128-129，137-138). This criticism is 
directed at Northern school meditation theory, but may reflect as well a dis' 
torted view of T，ien-t，ai meditation theory. Be that as it may, what appears as a 
single point of disagreement has two, if not three, distinct aspects: rejection by 
the subitist of mental cultivation in general, especially by the use of several, dis
tinct methodologies (calm and insight), and rejection of the definition of insight 
as analysis. More on this below in section 3.

54. Cp. Platform  Sutra, par. 14. For the Northern use of chih-kuan theory, see 
McRae，“Northern School,” passim. On tso -i, see G 6mez，“Indian Materials；5 
Passim. Note the disagreement between Mo-ho-yen and the Northern school on 
some of these points，as well as on the matter of “viewing the mind” (k'an-hsin). 
On the latter practice, which is rejected by Shen-hui, see Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 
133-134，151-152 , etc.



55. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 133-134; see also 125-126，175-176, and Platform  
Sutra, pars. 17-18. The vulgata of the Platform  Sutra also contains similar expres
sions, T  48.358b21-25 (Itô  Rokuso D aishi, 158; cp. 86- 88). In the Vim alaklrtî  
nirdesa (T  14.539c20), Vimalaklrti*s words are taken as a definition of correct 
“sitting.” Shen-hui seems to read the passage in the same manner.

Jacq u es G ernet, EntreiienSj 58 n. 34, identifies the source of the last definition 
in the quotation as the M ahdparinirvana Sutra {T  12.527c 16-17); but the sutra 
only provides the words ‘‘Not to see bodily forms is called correct concentra
tion /5 It is part of along section redefining traditional Buddhist categories, such 
as right effort and right mindfulness (pp. 527a23 ff.).

On the practices criticized here by Shen-hui, see also the summary attributed 
to Dharma Master Ch*ung Yuan in Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 175，where these prac
tices are said to be the teachings of P’u-chi and Hsiang-ma, both masters of the 
Northern school—;

The term pu-kuan is a standard “Southern” school term for correct contem
plation, and not for abstention from contemplation. The term is meant as a 
criticism of the Northern school practice of k 3an-hsin or kuan-hsin. The Kuan-hsin 
iun, for instance, defines wisdom (hui) as “ the constant practice of in ternal and 
external examination (kuan-ch’a) of mind and body” (T 85 .1271a5). The term 
kuan-ch fa, if borrowed from T’ien-t’ai，must stand for mental examination or 
vipasyana. Demieville (“Miroir，” 114 -115—Choix, 133-134，and **Deux docu
me n t s , 27 n. 103) is of the opinion that the choice of verbs is significant: the 
Northern school prefers verbs of imperfective aspect, “to look or observe” 
(kuan /̂ an), while the Southern school chooses the perfective verb “to see” 
(chien). As I point out below, however, this distinction is not maintained consis
tently.

The use of the terms k ran, kuarij kuan-ch 9as etc.，in the Leng-ch *ieh shih-tzu chi is 
problematic, especially in the description of the meditation theory of the 
“fourth patriarch,” Tao-hsin (see Yanagida，Shoki no zenshi 1，205, 210-211， 
213-214, 225-226, 233-240，248-249, 254-256). See Faure, La volonte, 629ff.; 
Chappell, “The Teachings of the Fourth Ch’an Patriarch，’，passim. Tao-hsin’s 
teaching on contemplation probably played a central role in the development of 
Northern Ch’an meditation theory.

On the question of body and mind, see the Yiian ming lun in McRae，̂ North
ern School，” 449.

56. See also Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, 136 nn. 60-61, and 137 n. 64. It is 
quite evident that san-m ei equals ting，which renders Shen-hui’s intentions less 
apparent than they would otherwise be.

57. See the usage of tung and ck}i in, e.g., the Qh，an-shih kuan-men, attributed 
to Bodhidharma (7^2832, vol. 85).

58. Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, par. 17, discussed below. More on wu-nien in 
Hu Shih，Shen-hui, 101，115-116 (no-thought and the mirror metaphor), 123 
(no-thought is param drtha), 129-130, 131，133，134, 136, 145, 150，193. Sec 
Gernet, E ntretiens, 12-13 n. 5 (translated absence de pensee). On li-nien  in the 
Northern school，see Robert Zeuschner, “The Concept of li nien (“being free 
from thinking”〉in the Northern Line of Ch'an Buddhism，” in Lai and Lancas
ter, eds., E arly Ch9an, 131-148.



59. Platform  Sutra, par. 14, following the Koshoji readings. The Vim alakiH i- 
nirdisc quotation is taken to mean that a mind of samadhi encompasses both the 
practice and the goal of Buddhism. The term “ hsing san-m ei is not from the 
yim alaklrti-nirdesa, but from the Sapiasdttkd Prajndpdram ita (T  8.731a24 ff.). 
Sanskrit text, ed. G. Tlicci，Reale Accadem ia dei L incei, Classe d i scienze m orali, etc., 
Memorte} ser. 5a, vol. 17 (Rome, 1923)，fol. 34a-36b, where it occurs as eka-

There is no English translation of this section of the Sanskrit version, but the 
relevant passage is translated from the Chinese by David Chappell in “Pure 
Land Responses to Ch’an C ritics,，，in Traditions o j M editation in Chinese Buddhism , 
ed. Peter N. Gregory, Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 4 (Honolulu: Uni
versity of Hawaii Press, 1986), 165-166. In the same volume the one-practice 
samadhi is discussed in T ’ien-t’ai contexts by Daniel Stevenson, and in more 
detail with regard to C h’an by Bernard Faure, “The Concept of One-Practice 
Samadhi in Early Ch^n/' 99-128.

Samadhis called ekavyUha, ekdkdra} or ekdkdra-vyuha also appear in the samadhi 
lists in the Pancavim satisahasrihd (p. 202)，the Satasahasrika (p. 1423) and the M a- 
hdvyutpatti (pars. 592 and 594), but the Chinese equivalents do not correspond 
to the terms used in the Platform  Sutra, Yampolsky’s instructive note on this point 
(p. 136 n. 60) is to be corrected in light of the above. In the Pancavim sati this 
samadhi is defined as “seeing duality in no dharma whatsoever”； in the Sapta- 
satika. it is variously explained as the contemplation of nonproduction, as the 
process of not seeing, or as the visualization of the Tathagata.

The Saptasatika is the recognized source for w hat m ust be the Platform S u ite s  
immediate sources, namely the Leng-ch rieh shih-tzu  chi (Yanagida，Shoki no zenshi 
h  186，298; T  85.1286c23-1287a7, 1290b2-3; Chappell, “Teachings of the 
Fourth P atriarch ，，’ 107-108), and T，ien -t，ai doctrine (M o-ho chih-kuan, T  
46.1 Ia28-12al9). On the pivotal role of the doctrine of i-hsing san-m ei in the 
development of Ch’an Buddhism, see S. Yanagida’s popular discussion in 
S. Yanagida and T. Umehara, M u no tankyu—Chugoku-zen, Bukkyo no shiso, 
vol. 7 (Tokyo: Kadokawa shoten, 1969), 99ff.，and in K. Nishitani, ed., Koza 
Zen 3: Zen no rekishi— Chugoku (Tokyo: Chikuma shobo, 1967), 22fF.

The quotation attributed by the Platform  Sutra to the V im alakirti is from two 
separate passages in the original text: T  14.542cl5 and 14.538b l; see Yam- 
polsky, Platform  Sutra, 136 n_ 61. See also Yampolsky, 156-159, and E. La- 
motte’s Uenseignem ent de V im alakirti, Bibliotheque du Museon, vol. 51 (Louvain: 
Publications Universitaires, J962), 200 and 119, respectively. The two phrases 
are quoted out of context, as is often the case in Ch'an literature. The first 
phrase occurs as on e of a long series of epithets for bodhimanda. The second 
phrase is part of a long passage in which many other states of mind or behav- 
ioral ideals of the bodhisattva are called “the pure land (i.e., the (purified fie ld ，) 
o“ he bodhisattva.” In both cases the most probable Sanskrit original underly- 
*nS chik-hsin is some form of dsaya (e.g., adhydsaya, kalydnasayd). Cp. Lamotte, 
Enseignemen“ 114 and 200.

Compare Hui-neng^ interpretation of the concept of Pure Land in the P lat- 
/时m Sutra, par. 35 ; see also T ao-hsin 's Ju -tao  an-hsin ya o  Jang-pien Ja-men, in the 
Leng-ch )ieh sh ih-tzu  chi (Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi 1, 192; Chappell, 'Teachings of



the Fourth Patriarch,” 111). The “demythologization” of Buddhist doctrine is 
an exegetic and critical tool common to all forms of Ch’an. It is at the heart of 
the exegetical tracts in the Kuan-hsin lun and the Wu fang-pien men, both consid
ered Northern Ch’an texts. In the version of the first of these texts preserved in 
the Skdshitsurokum on, for instance, we find an allusion to the V im alaklrti in a defi
nition of the bodhisattva，s purification of the field that is almost a verbatim 
reproduction of the one offered by Hui-neng: “If you purify your own mind 
then all the Buddha-fields become pure. Thus the sutra says: *If the mind is 
tainted, all living beings are tainted. If the mind is pure, all living beings are 
pure.，If you wish to purify your Buddha-field, you must purify the mind. As 
the mind is purified, the Buddha-land becomes pure. [If you can extinguish the 
three poisons of the mind,] the three types of ethical practice will be accom
plished spontaneously” (J^o-hsiang lun, T  45.367cl9-22). Cp. the parallel pas
sage in the Kuan-hsin lun (7"85.1271bl2-13). These parallels also foreshadow an 
issue to be discussed below: the proximity of Northern and Southern doctrines, 
including the notions of suddenness and immediacy.

60. Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, par. 14, p. 137; I to, Rokuso D aishi, 86.
Regarding “purity” see my translation of chien eking above. See also Shen-hui

in Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 125，133，151-152, 175-176. I translate “stirring” (tung) 
and "g iv in g  rise” ( ch }i) —but a pun is intended , since the first word suggests (a) 
mental activity generally, or (b) the practice of meditation while moving in daily 
activities, whereas the second term could mean (a) the arising of a thought or 
emotion, or (b) a person arising from meditation to engage in daily activities. 
See the discussion above of the passage in Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 116-117.

61. Platform  Sutra, par. 17. Cp. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 98，130, 132，136-137, 
146， 193.

62. Platform  Sutra, par. 17，following the Koshoji recension. Yampolsky, p. 
138，translates freely ”in all environments.” But ching is Chinese Buddhist jar
gon for “sense field” {visaya, etc.). Also, his rendering of wu-hsiang as “non- 
form ，，is questionable; given the use of hsiang as equivalent of sam jna or nim itta 
in other contexts, it seems more appropriate to assume that the text refers to 
mental forms.

63. Platform  Sutra, par. 17, following the Koshoji recension.
64. On the controversy surrounding the practice of sitting meditation in 

T ’ang dynasty Ch’an，see note 52 above.
65. On passivity and quietism, see sec. 3.3 below.
66. See Hu Shih, Shen-kui, 108, 136，142，143.

、67. Ibid., 122-123.
68. Ibid., 102; see 134.
69. Ibid.，115.
70. Ibid.
71. Ibid., 108，134-135.
72. Ibid.，108 and 143-144 in contrast to 113-114.
73. Ibid., 104，105，107.
74. As seems to be the case, e.g., in Vimalaklrti^ pu-erh fa-m en, which is !n 

sharp contrast to other statem ents in  the su tra. See G om ez, “ W ords of L ibera 
tio n ，’’ in J . Swearingen, ed., The Word (forthcoming).



P u tifyiH
7 5  r45.664cl3-23.
76 Ibid 664c23-665a l7 . The doctrine is not in the least monistic, the idea 

that the “absolute” does not contradict the “relative”： cause and effect,
dfsUnctions and contrasts remain. For the elaboration of this doctrine in Tsung-

. sce peter Gregory’s chapter in this volume.
y j The same position is implicit in T ’ien -t，ai views of suddenness, discussed 

under two main doctrinal categories. (1) As part of a system of “methods of 
conversion” (ku a-i ssu chiao), “suddenness” refers to the manifestation of Bud
dhahood as one, without distinctions of doctrine or form. This is the revelation 
of the Avatamsaka. It appears in a system of only three methods in Ghih-i M iao- 
j a nen-hua ching hsiian-i (7" 33.806al 4-807b), but it also forms part of the classical 
fourfold system; see M o-ho chih-kuan, T  46.97c21，and Chegwan，s T*ien-t*ai ssu 
如肪 i {T^en-Cai Buddhism: An O utline o f the Fourfold Teachings, Buddhist Transla- 
tion Seminar of Hawaii, [Tokyo: Daiichi Shobo, 1983], 55-57). (2) As part of a 
system of three aspects of teaching (san-ckung chiao hsiang), the sudden teaching 
is also the perfect or complete teaching, encompassing nonduality both as 
innate Buddhahood and as the presence of the sacred, soteric goal in the pro
fane, mundane sphere of life and death {M o-ho chih-kuan, T  46. Icl-3bl0).

The T ，ien-t，ai system , of course, cannot be understood in isolation from the 
school’s hermeneutical theory and practice, making comparisons between its 
doctrines and those of Shen-hui speculative, if not problematic.

78. As edited in McRae, “Northern School，” 450-452. McRae sees a con
nection between these passages and Shen-hui (p. 355).

79. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 109，123，130.
80. Ib id ., 140.
Shen-hui is not alone when he finds himself trapped in the inescapable quan

dary created by a series of ultimately unsatisfactory expressions of the doctrine 
of “nonduality.” The alternatives are common throughout the tradition: (1) 
duality of delusion and enlightenment, or bondage and liberation, (2) nondual- 
ity as identity of delusion and enlightenment, (3) nonduality transcended by a 
stage of return to duality，and (4) nonduality defined by a dialectic. The gradu- 
l̂ist is not less limited by these alternatives. A typology of Buddhist systems of 

liberation perhaps can be built on these categories. For instance，Shen-hui is 
defined by the first two categories, but if we take his statements as a single inter
connected pedagogical text, we may see alternative 4 at work. Fa-tsang and 
Tsung-mi are defined more by categories 3 and 4; so is Kamalalia. Systems in 
yhich the dialectic dominates belong to the tradition of the catuskotij represented 
m China by C hi-tsang’s d ialectic of negation and afilrm ation.

8 l- Ibid., 149-151, 151-152; also 118.
Thus nonduality and liberation are coterminous with the world of delu- 

^on〜 a point made by Tsung-m i under his definition of “sudden teach ing” 
把如 but included under the “perfect teaching” in earlier p'an chiao sys-

打 vve accept the available documents as reflecting his thought accurately， 
如 was as inconsistent on this point as he wa$.-on so many others. At 
att x 11 seems that he did not reject all forms of cultivation, but the literature 

tes to him some strong, unqualified statements attacking cultivation.



See, e.g.，the rejection of all forms of cultivation (h siu -ksi) and spiritual prac
tices (yu nghsin ) in Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 148-152.

84. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 108; see 136，141，143.
85. Loc. cit.
86. Kamalasila understands this to be the weakest point in the sudden 

enlightenment theory. He begins the second o£ his three Bhdvandkramas with a 
discussion of causality, and a reductio ad absurdum  of any theory of liberation that 
rejects causality. One should note here in passing that the inclusion of “means” 
as part of the causal dimension of enlightenment does not preclude other mean* 
ings. In Kamalasila the term upaya refers to both the stage of causation (cultiva
tion) and the stage of realization and fruition (the saving activities of Buddhas 
and bodhisattvas)，with an emphasis on the latter. In the Northern school tradi
tion both meanings occur, but the emphasis is on the first meaning.

Cp. also references in Stein, “Illumination，” 20-21 n. 5.
87. Although we do not know much about this figure, what little we know 

suggests that neither Hui-neng nor Shen-hui ever met him. The only, text 
attributed to him, the H siu-hsin yao lun, does not reveal him as a teacher of sud
den enlightenment in the Southern style. The fundamental and pioneering 
work on this subject is Yanagida’s Shoki zenshu shisho no kenkyu (passim). See also 
McRae, “Northern School,” 238ff.，430fT.; Faure, La volonte d^orthodoxie, 724fT.; 
and Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi 2 , 92ff.

88. H siu-hsin yao lun, Stein 2269，3558，4046，edited by D. T. Suzuki, Zen- 
shiso sh i kenkyu, reprinted as vol. 2 of Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu (Tokyo: Iwanami sho
ten, 1968)，303-309; the passage quoted is from 306-307, par. 12. See also T 
48_378a-b, under the title Tsui-shang sheng lun\ see also McRae’s edition in 
“Northern School,” 430-449 (the quotation is from 439-440). Cp. Faure, La 
volonte d'ortkodoxiey 724ff.

The third paragraph is partly inspired by the sixteen visualizations (kuan) of 
Amitayus and his Buddha-field described in the W u-liang shou kuan eking (T
12.342a2ff.).

For other materials reflecting teachings of the so-called East Mountain 
School, see David Chappell, ^Teachings of the Fourth Patriarch,” 89-130.

89. H siu hsin yao lun, D. T. Suzuki, Zen-skiso sh i, 2:306; McRae, “Northern 
School/* 437-438; T  48.378a. Here I follow McRae’s edition. The simile of the 
sun covered by clouds also occurs a t the beginn ing of the text (M cR ae, 430); see 
Suzuki, Zen-shiso shi} 2 :296ff.

90. Note that innate Buddhahood is expressed here as “original purity of the 
m ind.” The key m etaphor is that of the sun and the clouds; see also Suzuki, Zen- 
shiso sh i, 2:304, par. 2.

91. Zeuschner, Analysis, 23 -2 5 ; a lso，Zeuschner, “ T he U nderstanding 
Mind in the Northern Line of Ch’an (Zen)，’，Philosophy E ast and W est 28, no.  ̂
(1978): 69-80.

92. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 175. Other metaphors for sudden and gradual arc dis 
cussed below, in section 5.

93. P，o-hsiang lun, in Shoshitsu-rokum on3 T  48 .369c8-ll. Compare the 
identical passage in the Kuan-hsin lun, T  85,1273a29-b2: “Only if you are a ® 
to collect the mind and illuminate it internally will you awaken and contemp



vvith constant clarity, and cut off the three poisons and extinguish delusion for- 
ever . • . Effortlessly you will have as many virtues as there are sands in the 
Ganges，and all the adornments of enlightenment. All the innumerable gates to 
the dharma will have been realized, so you will transcend the state of a common 
man and realize the condition of the saint. [Enlightenment) will be right before 
your eyes, not far away. Awakening will occur in an instant.” See Zeuschner, 
Analysts, 62-63,

94 p so-ksiang luns T 48,36c20  ff.; no parallel in Kuan-hsin lun.
95. See especially the discussion of the three types of stla  and the six perfeo 

tions，T  48.367cl ff.; parallel in Kuan-hsin lun, T  85.1271a ff. The perfections 
receive a very different treatment in two other texts associated with the North
ern school; in M o-ho-yen，s fragments (Gomez, “Direct and Gradual Ap
proaches ̂  121-J23) and in the W ufang-pien (D. T. Suzuki, Zen-shisdshi kenkyuy 
reprinted as vol. 3 of Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu [Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1968], 
183-184).

96. T  85J272a l-7 . McRae (“Ox-head School,” 209) states that the term 
kuan-ch，a does not refer to “the practice of vipaiyana or insight meditation” (at 
least in his analysis of Chi-tsang). He no doubt confuses modern Burmese defi
nitions of vipassana with the type of insight meditation known to the Chinese 
through T’ien-t’ai and Chinese transJations of Hinayana works. Although the 
exact nature of the meditation is not always transparent，this type of contempla
tive analysis is not substantially different from the pratyaveksarid recommended 
by Kamalaslla—a fact that contributed at the same time to some degree of com
munication and certain confusion during the controversies of Tibet.

97. Zeuschner, A nalysis, 75-76, 152-161, and passim. On means and its con
nection to the sudden - gradual debate during the earlier period, see David C. 
Yu, KSkill-in-means and the Buddhism of Tao-sheng: A Study of a Chinese 
Reaction to Mahayana of the Fifth Century” Philosopky E ast and West 24，no. 4 
(1974)： 413-428.

98. T 85.1271a26-28.
99. Ibid., 1271b l7-18.
100. Ibid., 127lc25-26.

. One of its longer titles is Ta-sheng wu-shm g fang-pien men; Stein 2503; T  
2834, vol. 85. It is also known from other manuscripts as the Pei-isung ta-sheng 
咖-sheng fang-pien men，indicating its affiliation with the Northern school of 
Ch’an. My references are to Suzuki*s edition，which contains the two main 
manuscripts of this work: D. T. Suzuki, Zen-shiso sh i, 3:153-235.

The work is cited in this paper by Us abbreviated title, Wu fang-pien.
102. Suzuki, Zen-shiso sh i, 168-169.
103. Ib id .，168.
104. Ibid., 170-171.
^5. 7'48.368a24-b l, and r  8 5 .1271cl7-18. This doctrine of means, and 

^rhaps even the meaning of the term, is different from that of the “five 
means.” See below.

106. This is the so-called kuan-hsin shih or “contemplative interpretation,” 
， ich is a misnomer, since contemplation is not the only value instilled by these 
*nterpretations. McRae (“Ox-head S c h o o l231-232) calls this method “con



templative analysis,,f and considers it a characteristic of the Northern school 
(see also “Northern School,” 335-347). I do not think, however, that the 
exegetic strategies of the Kuan-hsin lun are similar to those of the Wu Jang-pî  
Nor are they accurately described with the term “extended metaphor.” Further
more, although anagoge dominates the Kuan-hsin lun, it is not the exclusive 
property of the Northern school.

The word “interiorization” I borrow from Eliade. It is to be preferred to the 
more natural “internalization,” since the latter has a different meaning in nor
mal English usage.

107. T85.1272a20-b3.
108. Suzuki, Zen-shiso sh i, 171-172. Note also the difference between the Wu 

fang-pien，s definition of “substance” and “function” （p. 172) and the Platform 
Sutra's analysis (Yampolsky, par. 13). This and other themes on which the two 
texts overlap, like the question of the meaning of Mahayana ritual formulae 
and the definition of the bodies of the Buddha, must have been common topics 
of debate at the time.

109‘ Suzuki, Zen-skiso sk i, 177.
110, T  14.545bl3-16. Quoted or alluded to in the F irst Bhdvanakrama, p. 194; 

Second Bhavanakr ，fol. 52b; Third Bhdvanakrama, p. 22.
111. Suzuki, -shiso sh i, 3:178; see 178-179, 193, 197-199. My consider

ation of this passage here and below (sec. 3.3) overlooks the question of differ
ent recensions. Suzuki’s edition consists of transcriptions of three fragmentary 
manuscripts, which on occasion present substantially different readings. Al
though I do not think the variants reflect major differences in essentials  ̂ the 
reader should be warned that I am conflating different manuscript traditions 
that may be related in origin but whose history remains obscure.

112. Ibid” 179. This is  a doctrine of the Wu Jang-pim , and represents a 
Northern doctrine different from that of the Kuan-hsin lun. It is not legitimate to 
try to interpret the latter text by projecting onto it the ideas expressed in the 
former.

113. On this point I disagree with Yanagida and McRae. The metaphor of 
the votive lamp by itself suggests that the practice of “guarding” or “preserv- 
ing” the mind consists in “maintaining awareness of the originally pure mind，’ 
which McRae (“Ox-head School,” 208 and 229) regards as a sudden enlighten
ment practice. But this is a ^maintaining operation” different from the actual 
attainment of enlightenment. As I have argued in this paper, gradualism can 
coexist with doctrines of innate Buddhahood or even of “sudden attainment • 
the issue of speed or suddenness, and the question of innateness, represent only 
two aspects of the problem; “immediacy” and the question of method and 
means are a third，equally important, point of contention.

114. Zeuschner, (<The Concept pf li nien, 91 144fT.
115. T45.368b3-12, and r85.1271c22-1272al.
116. r45.368b3-12.
117. Kamata, Zengen, 298.
118. The Wu fang-pien discusses innate Buddhahood at，e.g., 178，188-18  * 

Contrast the clear separation this text establishes between the realm of dhartoa 
and the sphere of sentient beings (p. 170).



119. T'an-k'uang (ca. 700-788) wrote a number of works discovered in Tun- 
huang. Most of these were incorporated into the Chinese canon in the Taisho 
edition. Among them we find a piece tided Ta-sheng ju -ta o  tz 3u -ti k ，a i chiieh (T  
2823，vol. 85). This is a commentary on Ghih-chouJs short treatise on the 
Yogacara abhidharmic map of the path, titled Th-sfungju-iao tz 'u -li (T 1864, vol. 
4 5 ) T ’an -k，uan g a ls ?  d iscussed tw enty-tw o issues of the sudden-gradual de- 
bates in a short piece preserved in Tun-huang but not included in the Taisho D ot- 
Z0 kyo; see D. Ueyama, “Donk6 to Ibnko no bukkydgaku,’， Tohogakuho 35 
(1964)： 141-214, and W. Pachow, “A Study of the Twenty-two Dialogues on 
>4ahayana Buddhism，，，The Chinese C ulture, A Q uarterly R eview  20, no. 1 (1979): 
15-64，and no. 2 (1979): 35-85.

Mo-ho-yen (ca. 720-795?) was not a scholar, and it is not known with any 
certainty what he wrote, if anything. His teachings are preserved in a variety of 
sources (see below). In Tibetan his name and title appear as Hwa-shang Ma- 
ha-ya-na or Ma-ha-yan. The title (from the Chinese ho-shang, itself a transliter
ation of Sanskrit acarya) should not be taken as indicating any high ecclesiastic 
or spiritual rank; see Demieville, C oncile, 9 -12 ，and notes.

120. For bibliographic references to the Bhdvanakram as see sec. 2.2. On the 
“Council” see bibliographic references in sec. 1; also K . Mimaki, “Tbngo to 
zengo,” in K oza daijo bukkyo: 7~C hugan shiso, ed. A. Hirakawa, Y. Kajiyama, 
and J . Takasaki (Tokyo: Shunjusha，1982), 217-250.

121. These two works are preserved only in Tibetan translation. Bhdvandyo- 
gdvatdra, ed. and trans. L. O. G6mez，M aterials fo r the Study o f M ahayana Texts 
(Ann Arbor: Institute for the Study of Buddhist Literature, forthcoming). I am 
also preparing an edition of the A vikalpapravesa-dharani and its commentary, the 
A vikalpapravesa'dhdrani-tikd\ references below are to the page and folio in the 
Peking edition: 5501，vol. 105，pp. 114 .5 -126.1.

122. Peking Tripitaka 5306, vol. 102, pp. 15 .1-18 .3 .
123. A peri cope included in this manuscript without title or introduction 

contains some of the questions and quotations in the text attributed to Vima- 
lamitra (Pelliot 116, fol. 146-163). See D. Ueyama, “Tonkd shutsudo chibetto- 
bun zen shiryo no kenkyu—tib. 116 to sono mondai ten，’’ Bukkyo bunka kenkyujo 
^iyo 13 (1974): 1 -11 ; S. Harada, “Bsam yas no shuron igo ni okeru tonmonha 
no ronsho，，’ Nihon chibetto-gakkai kaihd 22 (1976): 8 -10 ; R. Kimura, “Tonkd 
shutsudo chibetto-bun shahon: Pelliot 116 kenkyu (sono ichi),” Indogaku bukkyo- 
gaku kenkyu 32, no. 2 (1975): 778-781; L. O. G6mez, *‘La doctrina subitista de 
Vimaiamura，” 五stu dios de A sia y A frica del N orte 16，no. 2 (1982): 254-272.

124. Tucci, M inor B uddhist Texts. P art 1，69，82; Jeffrey L. Broughton, “ Early 
Ch’an Schools in Tibet,” in Gimello and Gregory, eds” Studies in Ch’an and 
Hua-yen, 8 -9，16，56 n. 32; R Yampolsky，“New Japanese Studies in Early 
ph an History,” in Lai and Lancaster, eds” E arly C h’an, 1 -11 . An accommoda- 
tion，compromise, or fusion of Southem and Northern elements does not seem 
a〒 absurd today as it would have a few decades ago. As discussed above (sec. 2) 
ffferences between the two schools were not as sharp as was previouslybelieveti.

There is strong evidence to suggest that Mo-ho-yen was closely linked to the 
Pa(>t’ang branch of Ch’an.f Hironobu Obata has argued that Mo-ho-yen and



other Tibetan Ch’an teachers cannot be considered members of either the so- 
called Southern or the so-called Northern traditions of Chinese Ch，an. He sees 
elements of both traditions and, especially, of the Pao-t’ang line in Tibetan 
Ch'an; see his “Kodai Chibetto ni okeru tonmonha (zenshu) no nagarc；* 
Bukkyo shigaku kenkyu 18 (1976): 59-80, esp. 78. The Tibetan Rnying-ma text 
Blon-po bka'i ihang-yig places Mo-ho-yen at the end of a Pao-t’ang lineage that is 
otherwise similar to that of the L i-ta ifa -p a o  chi (Tucci, M inor B uddhist Texts. 
h 68).

The evidence linking Mo-ho-yen with Northern Ch,an, however, is as strong 
as this sort of evidence can be: the Tun-wu ta-sheng cheng-h chueh, our most reli
able source on the teachings o f Mo-ho-yen, ascribes to him a list of five (or six?) 
of his own teachers (manuscript Pelliot 4646, fol. 156b; Stein 2672，fol. 305- 
306). Among these, three are identified elsewhere as followers of Northern 
Ch’an (see P. Demieville, “Deux documents，，，24-27; Choix deludes bouddhiqius, 
343-346). At least one of them (Hsiang-mo) is the object of criticism in Shen- 
hui’s Yu-lu (Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 175).

Obata himself seems to assume a Northern model as the basis for Mo-ho- 
yen^ doctrine. Like other scholars in the field, Obata also gives considerable 
importance to the issues of lineage, although he would not refer to Tibetan sub- 
irism by the term ch》an一he prefers tun-m en p  Ja i.

It is possible, however, that Tibetan subitism is an offshoot o f the Szechwan 
schools of Ch，an (Pao-t’ang included), whereas Mo-ho-yen represents a differ
ent brand of Ch’an originating in Tun-huang. This is one case where perhaps 
scholars have become too attached to the traditional conception of spiritual 
lineage，，’ confusing this hagiographic device with a historically significant 
datum. I believe we can make more sense of Mo-ho-yen,s teachings if wc 
assume that he was not trying to conform to doctrines received by “Ch’an 
transmission” from Northern or Pao-t’ang masters, and that he was his own 
man, a moderately creative religious specialist who borrowed and innovated at 
will. The concepts of “teacher” and “lineage” serve a variety of ahistorical 
functions in his hagiography, as they do in that of so many other Buddhist mas
ters—they are devices for recognizing or claiming inspiration, influence, and 
political and institutional allegiance.

More on Mo-ho-yenJs thought in Mimaki, “Tongo to zengo,” 228-233, and 
in Z. Yamaguchi, “Makaen no zen，” in K oza Tonko 8 — Tonko butten to zen (Tokyo: 
Daito shuppan sha, 1980)，378-407. On his “works,” consult Gomez, “Dircct 
and Gradual Approaches,” and K . Okimoto, “Tonk6 shutsudo no chibetto-bun 
zenshu bunken no rfaiyd，，，in K oza Tonko 8 — Tonko butten to zen, 422-425.

125. There is no reason to assume that the “five upaya'y discussed in the latter 
text represents the heart of gradualism. A close analysis shows that this doctrio* 
is not central to the gradualist position as such—however important it may have 
been for other aspects of Northern school doctrine, especially for its hen«c* 
neutical tradition. It is not clear, moreover, that one can establish a historic^ 
connection between the wu fang-pien  and Mo-ho-yen，s doctrine of upaya- 
believe the two doctrines are distinct enough so that we should argue in 
opposite sense; that is, the dififerenccs between the two doctrines show that 
ho-yen could not have been in a direct line of descent from a Northern sch<>° 
branch.



The Northern school’s five “approaches” ( fang-pien) to the object of medita- 
tion (often referred to by the misnomer "five expedients”) constitute a concep- 
tual framework for explaining and defining the object of meditation in both 
gradual enlightenment and sudden enlightenment terms. As a gradualist doc- 
trine，they are a description of the object of cultivation; they are “expedient 
means” only insofar as they serve to  define what is beyond definition. As a sud- 
den enlightenment doctrine they are statements about innate Buddhahood and 
are in the tradition of Tao-lisin's five “aspects” (w u chung), which may be 
interpreted as a system of reference points in the cultivation of innate Buddha- 
hood (Yanagida, Skoki no zenshi 1 , 225). Mo-ho-yen’s five “means of approach，，， 
on the other hand, form a system of steps or degrees and，therefore, belong to 
the class of gradualist doctrines.

All three systems can be regarded as hermeneutical systems, insofar as they 
are methods of interpreting a set of religious practices and doctrines. But it 
seems unlikely that they were intended to play an exegetical role. Neither Tao- 
hsin's nor Mo-ho-yen，s system is correlated with scriptural passages. The five 
“approaches” of the Wu fang-pien, although set within a textual frame of refer
ence, are not primarily an exegetical device, and cannot be compared w ith p 3an- 
chiao doctrines. See M cR ae, “N orthern School,” 364fT.

126. The Tun-wu ta-sheng cheng-li chueh (henceforth Cheng-li chueht for short) is 
preserved in two manuscripts, one complete, the other almost complete. The 
Chinese text of the first of these manuscripts (Pelliot 4646) was reproduced and 
translated in Demieville 5s magnum opus，Concile. He also published several 
important emendations based on the second manuscript (Stein 2672) in “Deux 
documents,” 14-27 {Choix d 3etudes bouddhiquesJ 333-346).

The Tibetan materials are all fragmentary. For a compilation of English 
translations and references to most of the Tibetan fragments, see Gomez, 
“Direct and Gradual Approaches•” A supplement including a few additional 
fragments of questionable authenticity is now ready for publication, but its 
materials have not been considered in the present essay.

127. The same outline is followed by the Tibetan chronicles: see, e.g., 
Gomez, “Direct and Gradukl Approaches，” 144-146.

128. Note that the issue is “access”； on the nature of the goal all the dispu- 
tams agree that it has to be nonconceptual.

129. A vikalpapravesa-dhdram -tikd, Peking 5501, vol. 105, pp. 114-126.
130. F irst Bkdvandkrama, 198，204-205.
131. Bhdvandyogavatdray fol. 69b (references to folios in the Sde-dge version).
132. ThirdBkdvandkram a3 20; alluding to K dsyapaparivarta. See note 43 above.
133. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 106; discussed above，sec. 2.2.
134. Vimalamitra, Peking 5306, 16.1. The sutra quoted here is variously 

known as Brahm a-pariprcckd, V isesacinti, V isesacintd, or Visesa£intibrahm apariprcchd) 
but the last seems to be the complete and correct title. The passage quoted 
appears in T 15.24a25-26, T 15.54b25-29, and r i5 .8 7 c l3 -15 ; cp. r i5 .1 8 b , 
15 ^?b, 15.49b, etc.

This sutra was a favorite amoner Ch，an Buddhists. Sec Demieville, Concile.
67， 143ff.

135. Peking 5306, p. 16.4. See the parallel expression from Vtgracchedikd 
quoted by Vimalamitra (p. 16.4) and Pelliot 4646，fol. 129a, etc.; Concile, 52n.



Cp. also Vimalamitra, p. 16.4: “What is the middle way in the nonconceptual 
realm?” “It is said in the Lankavaidra: ‘The stopping of conceptualization which 
is based on abandoning the idea of an external object by the full comprehension 
of mind-only—this way is the middle way. This middle way which I and other 
Buddhas have taught does not appear as mind-only, nor is it the nonexistence of 
the appearing object.，” The text has been corrected by comparing Pelliot 116 
fol. 148，and the Sanskrit text of the sutra一Lankdvatdra Sutra, ed. B. Nanjio 
(Kyoto: Otani University Press, 1956)，p. 3 11.1-4 ; see also 25.16, 168.9， 
278.5. Unfortunately all three sources represent extremely corrupt textual 
transmissions, and the edition of the Sanskrit text is little more than a rough 
guide to the text.

136. Pelliot 812. Cp. Gomez, “Direct and Gradual Approaches,” 123-124.
137. Tucci, M inor B uddhist Texts. Part 1 , 69-70.
138. Demieville, Concile, 53fTT.，14-15n .; Gomez, “Direct and Gradual 

Approaches，” 133fF., glossary sub voce.
139. Pelliot 812- Cp. Gomez, “Direct and Gradual Approaches,’’ 124； on his 

doctrine of updyat see 112-113 , partly discussed below.
140. Cheng-li chueh, Pelliot 4646 (reproduced in Demieville» C oncile), fol. 

134a.
141. Pelliot 4646, fol. 134a-b; reference to the memorials: fol. 155b-156b.
142. Ibid., fol. 134b.
143. Ibid.
144. Ibid., fol. 134b-135a. Exactly the same question is presented to Shen- 

hui (Hu Shih, Shen-hui’ 129-130)，and he avoids the issue as deftly as Mo- 
ho-yen.

145. Pelliot 4646，fol. 135a; cp. Peking 5306, p. 15.4, and Pelliot 116, fol. 
161，where the same passage is quoted. Mo、-ho-yen，s hermeneutical twist in this 
treatment of the Vim alakxrti is quite obvious, and has been discussed briefly in 
G6mez, “Indian Materials,” 432 n. 26.

Note that although Mo-ho-yen*s view of enlightenment is unquestionably 
subitist, he uses the imperfective verb k 3an.

146. See Zeuschner, Analysiŝ  1 7-20.
147. Cp. the concept of chueh-kuan, central to the Ox-head school—see Chueh- 

Jcuan lun; also McRae, “Ox-head School.”
148. Pelliot 4646, fol. 135b-136a. This passage is also preserved in Tibetan 

translation with some variants (Pelliot 823; see Gomez, “Direct and Gradual, 
126). The quotation is from the Pitdputrasam dgam a; see Demieville, Concile, 
8 2  n .  8 .

149. Pelliot 4646，fol. 136b.
150. Ibid.
151. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 115-116, 140; discussed above, sec. 2. Cp. Shen- 

hui^ views at 124-125, 129-130.
152，Pelliot 4646, fol. 137a. The same issue is repeated in the summary of 

the T ibetan  controversy found in the T ib e tan  chron icles. S ee , e .g ., Gomez, 
“Direct and Gradual Approaches，” 144-146.

Cp. the discussion above regarding the same position in Shen-hui, the 
form  Sutra, and Shen-hsiu.

153. Pelliot 4646，fol. 141a. The same doctrine is found in Southern Ch an



vvhere it is explicitly connected to the teachings of the Prajndpdram ita sutras; see 
Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 180-181: “Someone who cultivates the perfection of insight 
is able to gather for himself all [other] dharmas. The practice of the perfection 
Qf insight is the root of all other practices. . . .  If one wishes to be able to pene- 
trate into the depths of the d h a rm ad h a tu , and  en te r d irec tly  into the one-prac- 
tice samadhi (i-h sin g  san'm ei)，one should recite the D iam ond Sulra and cultivate 
the perfection of insight. . •

The English word “insight” is used advisedly to render prajna and hui in 
some of these passages, in order to bring out the peculiar usage of the term in 
this branch of the Ch’an tradition. In other contexts, however, prajna is translat
ed as “wisdom” （as，e.g., in contrast to “means”）or “discernment” (as, e.g., 
when it is the general mental function or operation accompanying insight). In 
the passage above “insight” translates in the first sentence the Chinese transli
teration of the Sanskrit, pan-jo po-lo-m i. In the second sentence, the term used is 
the Chinese translation, chih-hui.

154. Pelliot 4646, fol. 144a.
155. Ibid., fol. 141a-b.
156. McRae, in “Ox-head School,” 215 and 235, sees in the use of (tMadh- 

yamika” dialectic a characteristic of the Ox-head school. I am inclined to see 
this trait as too general to be a useful mark for identifying the peculiarities of 
any school in the Buddhism of this epoch. Unfortunately, McRae’s definition of 
"Madhyamika dialectic” is too brief (221-222), so that I find it difficult to say 
whether he is referring to a specifically Ox-head turn or to Madhyamika logic in 
general *

157. For an explicit recognition of this aspect of his rhetoric, see Mo-ho-yen’s 
third memorial to the king of Tibet in C heng-li chiieh，fol. 155b. It is not clear, 
however, that Mo-ho-yen actually sees a problem in the doctrine or in his own 
presentation of it.

158. F irstBhdvanakram a, 198; SecondBhdvanakram af fol. 44b.
159. E.g., F irst Bkdvandkram a, 209ff.; Second Bhavanakram a, fol. 44b; Third 

Bhdvanakrama, 15ff.
160. F irst Bhdvanakram a, 212. Cp. A vikalpapnaiesa-tikd, fol. 156b-157a.
161. F irst Bhdvandkrama} 2 11-212  ; see also T hird Bhdvanakram a, 15-17 .
The source for the quotation is the D harm asam gttij identified by K. Mimaki in 

Bio gsal grub mtha* (Kyoto: Zinbun kagaku kenkyusho, 1982), 246 n. 602. On 
this issue, see Gomez, “Indian M aterials，” 402ff.

Note also in this passage the difference between imperfective seeing (observa
tion) and perfective seeing (the apprehension of truth)一the latter must be what 
the metaphor of ‘‘not seeing” alludes to.

1 6 2 .  First BhdvandkTamas 2 1 2 - 2 1 4 ;  Third Bhdvanakrama, 9 - 1 0 ,  1 7 f f .
163. Gomez, “Direct and Gradual Approaches,” 107-109.

Bkavandyogdvatdra, fol. 69b.
Peking 5306，p. 15.2.

166. Ibid.
167. Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, 13. This passage may reflect Northern school 

influence, perhaps through Ox-head doctrine一see McRae, “Ox-head School,” 
P. 228 and note.

168. Cp. Yampolsky, P latform  StUra, secs. 17-18, 26—29.



169. Zekkanron (Kyoto: Zenbunka kenkyujo, 1976), 87, par. 1 . 1 . Compar 
the JVu-hsin lun，T 2831, vol. 85.

170. Pelliot 4646, fol. 141a. Shen-hui is also accused of neglecting dhyana 
and overemphasizing prajna (Hu Shih, Shen-hui，175, 180-181).

171. Also, e.g., at Pelliot 4646, fol. 137a-b. One should keep in mind, more
over, that this issue is further complicated by the fact that Mo-ho-yen, and 
Ch’an in general, do not always distinguish clearly between ch’an as dhyana 
and chJan as direct, intuitive knowledge. It is therefore not clear whether the 
preferred perfection is meditation or insight.

172. Vimalamitra, Peking 5306, 16.3-4. Cp. Pelliot 116, fol. 146，160; pel- 
liot 4646，fol. 131a and passim; Demieville, Concile, 62 n. 1 .

173. F irst Bhdvanakrama, 221.
174. Pelliot 4646, fol. 136b.
175. Ibid., fol. 137a.
176. Ibid., fol. 138.
177. Ibid., fol. 136a-b. Sec Concile, 83-84 and notes. Also compare Vima- 

lamitra, Peking 5306，15.2-4, 16.3-4.
178. Pelliot 4646, fol. 140b. The doctrine of a Buddha's nonconceptual 

thought and effortless activity is shared by gradualists and subitists; see Concile, 
98-99 n. 2; Sgam-po-pa, Jew el Ornament o f Liberation, trans. Herbert V. Guen
ther (London: Rider & Co., 1959), 271-275. The gradualist view, however, 
does not exclude conceptual thought as a tool for liberation of self and others: 
see the objections of the gradualist in Stein 2672，Demieville, “Deux docu
ments" 339-342. See also the doctrine of the fiv e  jm n as as discussed in M akayd- 
nasutrdlankdra and Buddkabkum i-sdstra, and chap. 4 of the Ratnagoiravibhaga.

179. F irst Bhdvanakrama, 218-222.
180. Ibid” 221.
181. See the gradualist position in Stein 2672，Demieville, “Deux docu

ments/* 339.
182. Vimalamitra, Peking 5306，18.1. The second scriptural source has not 

been identified; the reconstruction of the title is hypothetical (Buddhahrdaya?t 
Buddhapitaka). The Tibetan original reads sangs rgyas m dzod kyi mdo.

183. Third Bhdvanakrama, 20, 21-22ff.
184. T  14.545bl3-16; also discussed above, sec. 2.3. Quoted or alluded to in 

the F irst Bhavan^crama, 194; Second Bkdvanakramat fol. 52b; Third Bhdvand- 
krama，22 . _

185. F irst Bhduandkrama，197-198; Second Bhavanakrama, 52b; Third Bhdvand 
krama, 22-29.

186. Suzuki, Zen-shiso sh i, 3:178; quoted above, sec. 2.3, see nn. 110, 111，lH
187. Baron A . S tael-H o lstein , The K diyapaparivarta (Sh angh ai: Commerci 

Press, 1926), par. 42; quoted in the Third Bhdvanakrama, 2 7 . See also Second 
vanakrama, fol. 52a-b. On the translation of sanigraha and sam grhtta, see F. 
le r ’s t ran s la t io n  o f p ars . 25  a n d  42 o f K dsyapaparivarta  {Zum KdsyapaparivarUi) 
H eft 2 , A b h an d lu n g en  d e r  S ach s isch en  A k ad em ie  d e r  W issen sch aften  zu  Leip  
zig, Philologisch-historische Klasse，Band 57, Heft 3, Berlin, 1965).

188. SecondBhdvandkrama, fol. 51b. 加
189. An inconsistency in the gradualist position is evident here. For, on



hand，the subitist is criticized for the practice of pure calm while, on the 
other hand，we are told that he proposes a state of insight without means. But it 
seems to me clear that Kamalaslla is in fact making a third criticism, which con
ciliates the other two, namely: he considers the subitist definition of insight to 
be equivalent to the most negative aspect of calm, sheer absence of mental 
activity. For Kamalaslla true insight would imply the cooperation of ca]m and
m eans. 一

190. Third Bhdvanakrama, 22ff.
191. Even Demieville, who elsewhere cannot hide well his preferences, feels 

obliged to defend Mo-ho-yen on this count; Concile, 179.
19 2 . Peking 5306，16.5. The scriptural source has not been identified; the 

reconstruction  o f the tit le  is h y p o th e t ic a l. T h e  T ib e ta n  o r ig in a l re a d s  g la n g  bo 
dang m tshungs pa h mdo.

193. See, e.g., F irst Bhdvanakrama, 197-198, and Third Bhdvanakrama, 20fF.
1 9 4 . E tienne Lam otte, for instance, is of the opinion that M ah ayan a under- 

mines the foundation of morality; see “La moralite dans les deux vehicules/* 
appendix to UEnseignem ent de V im alakirti, Bibliotheque du Museon 51 (Louvain: 
Publications Universktaires, Institut Orientaliste, 1962), 413-415. Although I 
disagree with his assessment, I mention it to prove that a person who is unques
tionably a learned scholar and a careful reader can see a nihilistic streak in 
Mahayana rhetoric. (Lamotte, op. cit., 37ff” and elsewhere, hesitates on the 
question of ontological nihilism, mainly, I suspect, because the tradition is clear 
in its rejection of this type of nihilism.)

195. Pelliot 4646, fol. 137a，141a.
196. We find notable exceptions to this phenomenon among the Szechwan 

schools, in which ritual was explicitly proscribed. On this topic see Tsung-mi’s 
summary of their teachings in Y. Jan, “Tsung-mi, His Analysis o f Ch’an Bud
dhism ̂  T ’oung Pao 58 (1972): Iff.; also Yanagida, “The L i-ta i fa-pao chi and the 
Ch’an Doctrine of Sudden Awakening.”

197. Peking 5306，18.2. This sutra of course is not the samje as the famous 
Bhadracari，known in the West as “The Vows of Samantabhadra).” Tao-hsin’s Ju - 
too an-hsin yao Jang-pien fa-m en (that is, Leng-ch yieh sh ih-tzu  chi, T" 8 5 .1287a8-10) 
refers to the sutra quoted above, the P^u-hsien kuan ching (Fo shuo kuan P*u-hsien 
P Ju~sa hsing-fa ching) 3 T  9.393bl 1. This text is at the same tim穹 a ritual manual 
and an interpretation of ritual from the perspective of Mahayana doctrines of 
meditation and reality. The extant Chinese version of the sutra, although 
apparently slightly different from the recension underlying Vi|malamitra，s quo
tation, provides the original context:

If one recites the sutras of the Mahayana, 
and contemplates the dharma-reality, 
one becomes forever free from all evil karma, 
and will not produce it again in future lives.

The whole ocean of the impediitlents of karma 
arises from deluded conceptualization.
One who wishes to confess his sins



should sit with the back straight, contemplating the real.
All sins are like dew or frost; 
the sun of insight evaporates them.
Therefore, with all one’s heart and mind 
one should repent for his six sense organs.

The doctrine of contrition by means of contemplation is a long-standing 
characteristic of Ch’an. Tao-hsin’s is one of the earliest statements, but the doc
trine is common in the T ’ang，continues in later Ch’an, and can be attested in 
the living oral tradition in Japan; see, e.g., Lm g-ch yiek sh ih-tzu  chi, T  
85 .1287a8-10; Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi 1 , 192，249; Chappell, “Teachings，，， 
108，118; also the writings of Ta-hui, 7̂  47.891a28ff.

The doctrine of the “higher act of contrition” is not the exclusive territory of 
the subitist, however; it finds a home among Mahayana gradualists as well. 
See, e.g., Sgam-po-pa, Jew el Ornament, 124, for an allusion to “contrition” by 
means of meditation on emptiness——probably inspired in part by Santideva’s 
Sik^dsamuccaya. For a Chinese example see Ghih-i，s Shih ch*an po-lo-m i tz* u -tija - 
mert, T  46.486al0 ff.，a long apologetic on the practice of contrition by means of 
contemplation，forming part of a masterful integration of M ah§yina ritual， 
meditation, and ethics.

198. Hu Shih, Shen-hui, 227-228; also Yampolsky, Platform  Suira3 sec. 22. See 
Shen_hui，s Yu-lu in Hu Shih, Shen-hui 123. For standard confession formulas in 
the Wu fang-pien , see Suzuki，Zen-shiso sh i, 3:168.

199. A Northern school fivefold ritual is described in the Wu fang-pien, 
Suzuki’ Zen-shiso sh i, 3:167-168. Total rejection of ritual practices was a charac
teristic of some of the Szechwan schools—see above. Tsung-mi’s ritual plap，on 
the other hand, is close to that of the T ’ien-t’ai school and conforms to Indian 
models.

200. Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, 20-24.
201. Ibid., 23.
202. Second Bhdvanakrama, fol. 45b-46a.
203. “Miroir,” 117; Choix, 136. Demieville may be referring to, among other 

things, the grammatical categories of the perfective and imperfective aspect of 
verbs. “Le miroir spirituel” was published in 1947. The following year he dis
cussed similar issues in his course at the College de France—summarized in 
“Langue et litterature chinoises. Resume des cours de 1948-1949. 1. Le touen et 
le tsien  (le ‘subit’ et le ‘graduel，），，，A nnuaire du College de France (Paris, 1949), 
177-182; Choix d 3etudes sinologiques, 94-99.

204. Stein, “Illumination,” 3-30.
205. J . Broughton, “Kuei-fengTsung-mi,” Iff.
206. Stein, “Illumination,” 8 .
207. Ibid., 6 .
208. Gary W. Houston, “Cig car, Cig Char, Ston: Note on a Tibetan Term，” 

Central A siatic Journal 20 (1976): 41-46. The Tibetan term cig-car also appears 
with the spellingsgcig-car, cig-char, etc.

209. Stein, “IHumination，” 3，and summary.
210. Ibid., 8 .



2 11  On the mirror metaphor, see Defciieville, “M iroir”； Gernet, E ntretiens, 
32-33 n. 4- For the metaphor in non-Buddhist Chinese thought, see Fung, H is- 
 ̂ passim, and textual selections in Wing-tsit Chan, A Source Book o f Chinese 

Philosophy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), 207, 350, 431-432, 
488 567, 601; for the metaphor in Western mysticism, see A. Danielou, Pla
tonism s et theologie m ystique (Paris: F. Aubier, Editions Montaigne, 1944)，210- 
222. See also: Whalen Lai, “Ch’an Metaphors: Waves，Water, Mirror, Lamp,” 
philosophy E ast and West 29，no. 3 (1979): 243-254. More on similar metaphors 
in non-Buddhist traditions in Ju lia Ching, “The M irror Symbol Revisited: 
Confucian and Taoist Mysticism，，，in M ysticism  and R eligious T raditions, ed. 
Steven T. Katz (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983)，226-246. A different 
set of Chinese metaphors is analyzed by Donald J . Munro in “The Family Net- 
work，the Stream of Water, and the Plant: Picturing Persons in Sung Confu
cianism in Individualism  and H olism : Studies in Confucian and Taoist Values, ed. 
Donald J . Munro (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, 1985), 259-292.

A detailed discussion of other metaphors and of Hindu and Christian paral
lels, though relevant, could not be included in this paper for reasons of space. 
But much of the comparative material I would have used appears in my forth
coming study of Kamalaslla and the Sino-Tibetan controversies.

212. Hu Shih, Shen-huit 99 and 105，respectively.
213. On the notion of purifying what is already pure (e.g., gold) see David S. 

Ruegg, Theorie du tathagatagarbha et du gotra: Etudes sur la soteriologie et la  gnoseologie 
du bouddhisme, Publications de 1’诠 cole fran^aise d * Extreme-Orient 70 (Paris: 
Ecole frangaise dExtreme-Orient, 1969)，425-426.

For this and other similes used in a gradualist context, see Ratnagotravibhdga, 
1.41-45, 93-94，96-98，108-114; also the parable of the m ani gem quoted from 
the M ahdparinirvdna Sutra in the commentary to 1.153. Cf. Ruegg, Theorie, 79- 
80, 112-113, 282-286. Cf. also M ahdparinirvdna Sutra, references in nn. 34，37 
above. '

214. Second Bhdvanakrama, fol. 55a; Sandhinirm ocana-sutra, 8.36, p. 115. Refer- 
ences to the Sandhinirrm cana-sutra are to the pages of the edition and to the chap
ter and paragraph in the translation by Etienne Lamotte，Samdhinirmocana sutra: 
LfExplication des m ysteres (Universite de Louvain，Recueil de. travaux publies 
par les membres des Conferences d’Histoire et de Philologie, 2e serie, 34e fas
cicule; Louvain: Bureaux du Recueil, Paris: Librairie d，Am€rique et d’Orient， 
1935).

213. Cf., e.g., Sandhinirm ocana-sutra 3.6; T ’an-k’uang, question no. 21 (cited 
ln note 119 above); and，of course, Fa-tsang，s Golden L ion.

216. References are to page and line numbers' in B. Nanjio's edition of the 
Sanskrit text (Kyoto: Otani University Press, 1956).

217. Sandhinirm ocana-sutra 8.7, p. 91.
218. Sandhinirm ocana-sutra 56-57 (5.5), 91 (8.7)，107 (8.28).
219. ‘‘Miroir，’’ 132-134; Choix, 151-153.
220. The Creation o f M an, as quoted in “Miroir，” 133-134; Choix, 152-153.
221. Jean Danielou, S. J ., From Glory to G lory: Texts from  Gregory q f N yssa’s 

ystica l W ritings, trans. H. Musurillo (New \brk: Charles Scribner’s Sons,
1% 1)，118. See the translation from the original by A. J . Malherbe and



E. Ferguson, Gregory o f N yssa: The L ife b f M oses, Classics of Western Spirituality 
(New \ork: Paulist Press, 1978)，94-95.

At *the risk of tiring my reader, I would urge him or her to explore still 
another contrast comparing this notion of “darkness” with the superficially 
similar teachings of John of the Cross, and with the Ch’an use of metaphors of 
darkness—e.g., Tung-shan, as quoted in Heinrich Dumoulin, The Development 
q f Chinese Zen after the Sixth Patriarch in the L igh t oJM umonkan (New \brk ; The First 
Zen Institute of America, 1953), 74.

222. Danielou, From G lory, 118.
223. Ibid., 112.
224. Ibid., 113.
225. On V irginity, ibid” 114. The quotation in “M iroir” （p. 134; Choix, 153) 

includes only the following phrases: “Yet to achieve this likeness to God is not 
within our power nor within any human capacity. It is a gift of God’s bounty, 
for He directly bestowed this divine likeness on our human nature at its cre
ation/* By overlooking the last sentence of the passage，where the role of human 
effort is defined, Demieville is led to believe that effort is rejected by Gregory.

I have emphasized those parts of the passage that point to the profound differ
ence in perspective that I believe should be highlighted more than Demieville did.

226. Danielou, 247. Another interesting contrast: the cloud of unknowing in 
Gregory compared to the image of the cloud in the Ch’an tradition.

227. Ibid.，264.
228. “Miroir，’’ 134; Choix, 153 (emphasis mine).
229. Demieville, “Miroir,” 116; Choix, 135. See also C. Sharma, A C ritical 

Survey o f Indian Philosophy, reprint ed. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1964), 290ff.
230. See, e.g., Sharma, C ritical Survey, 338ff.，350-351.
231. “Miroir,” 115-116; Choix, 134-135. This passage represents kdrikds 

1.21-22 of the M adhyantavibhaga. Demieville refers to the Sanskrit text edited by
S. Yamaguchi in Sthiram ati, M adhydntavibhagatika (Nagoya: Hajinkaku, 1934)， 
59-60, but this edition of the commentaries does not contain all of the verses; 
we must assume, therefore, that Demieville is translating from Yamaguchi 
edition of the Chinese {Benchubenron [Nagoya: Hajinkaku shobo, 1937】)，which 
comes close to Demieville^ rendering. But Demieville only refers to the 
Sanskrit edition and to Stcherbatsky’s English translation, M adhydnta-vibhanga: 
D iscourse on D iscrim ination between M iddle and Extrem es, Bibliotheca Buddhica 30 
(Moscow, 1936; reprinted Osnabriick: Biblio Verlag, 1970). See also Ruegg, 
Tkeorie, 426.

My translation, from Yamaguchi*s original and the edition of the bhdsya by 
G_ M. Nagao {M adhydntavibhdg(i-bhd$ya: A Buddhist Philosophical Treatise [Tokyo： 
Suzuki Research Foundation, 1964], 26-27)，appears below, with relevant por
tions from the commentaries, bhdsya, and fikd.

232. “Miroir，” 116; Choix, 135 (emphasis mine).
233. Ibid. (emphasis mine).
234. Yamaguchi, Benchubenron, 59-61. In my translation the “root verse” by 

Maitreya-Asanga is quoted separately, before the commentary, even where the 
verses appear embedded in the original text of Sthiramati’s commentary. 
Sthiramati’s quotations from Vasubandhu’s commentary are printed in italics-

235. See “Miroir，” 116; Choix, 135.



236- To reiterate a point made earlier in this essay, correspondence in rhetor- 
icaJ styles does not establish a historical connection between sudden enlighten
ment theories and the Prasangika school.

237. See Demieville, Concile，51-52n.

Glossary
B en chuben ron辯中邊論 

ch’an 禪
Ch，an-shih kuan-men 禪師觀門 

Ch3an-yuan chu-ch9uan-chi tu-hsu 禪源諸謹 

集都序
Ch’eng (Ch’an-shih)澄(禪師）

cheng hui 正惠
Cheng'lichiiek ]E獲決

cheng ting 正定
chi (precisely)即
chi (quickly, make haste)疾
ch’i (arouses, g iv in g  rise)起
Chi-tsang 吉藏

chieh-lii 戒律

chien (seeing)見
chien (gradual)漸
chien ching 見淨

chien hsing 見性

chien wu-nien 見無念

chih (calm，calm ing; Samatha)止
chih (grasping)執
Chih-chou 智周

chih-hsin 直心 

chih-hui智慧 o r智惠

C hih-i智顗

chih-kuan 止觀

chih shih chen-ju 直示眞如

c h in g  ( s e n s e  f i e l d )境

ching-chieh 境界

ching hsin 淨心

ching t’u 淨 土
chu (fixes)住
ch’u 出
Ch’uan fa  pao chi 傳法寶紀 

Ch ûan ksxnfayao 傳心法要 

Chuang-tzu 莊子 
chiieh 覺

chiieh-kuan 絕觀 

Ckueh-kuan /tm 絕觀論 
[Chung-hua ch>uan-ksin~ti'\ Ch，an-men shih- 

tzu  ch’eng-ksi 6  [中華傳心地]禪門師 

資承襲圈 
Ch'ung Yuan (Fa-shih)崇遠(法師） 

Denbohoki傳法寶紀 

Denshinhoyo傳心法要 

t> ogen道元

Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun 二入四行論 
Enryoroku宛険録 

f a 法
fa-chieh 法界 

fa-hsiang 法相 
fa p*u-sa hsin發菩薩心 

fap’u-t’i hsin 發菩提心 
Fa-tsang 法藏
fan-chao (self-illumination, reflection) 

返照 
fan-nao 煩惱 

fang-pien 方便 
fen-pieh 分别
Fo shuo kuan P u-hsien p ’u-sa h sin g-fa  ching 

佛說觀普賢菩薩行法經 

gyoji行持

H suyii shui-tao ch i西域水道言己 
hsiang (form, mark)相 

hsiang (concept)想 

Hsiang-mo (C h ^ n -sh ih )降魔 (禪師） 

hsiang-ying 相應
Hsin-chiao^ting-te Tun-huang hsieh-pen 

Shen-hui Ho-shang i-chu liang-chung 
新校定的敎煌寫本神會和尚遑著 

兩種 
hsing (nature)性 
hsing (practice)行 
hsiu-hsi 條習



Hsiu-hsin yao lun
hsiu nei-hsing {iff pg f f
Hsu kao-seng chuan iffirtift'f#
hsii-yii
hsiieh
hua-i ssu chiao -ffcilH 
Hua-t’a i i t *
Hua-yen
Huai-hai ®  j®
hui U  and
Hui-kuan g g g
Hui-k’o ^  «I
Hui-neng «§fg
Hung-jen
huo-jan
i-chan —
i-chih hsin — jH-ll'
i-hsing san-mei — frH iSc
i-shih —ffij
ju  SB
Ju-tao an-hsin ya o  fang-pien fa-m en  

k’an
k’an ching
k’an-hsin 0 t ‘L>
k’an-hua ch’an #fj§IP
koan
KSshoji
kuan ||
kuan-ch’a
kuan hsin ®/il'
Kuan-hsin lun 
kuan-hsin shih 
kuan-shih WL W-
Kuan wu-liang shou ching i i i H g  
k’uang fig or
Leng-ch’ieh shih-tzu chi S  SfiJf §£
I i«
li nien $| &
Li-taifa-pao chi g i f t  f t  I f  Id 
li tse SH'J 
lou H
Miao-fa lien-hua ching hsiian-i ^

a t s

Mo-ho chih-kuan 
Mo-ho-yen
Nan Tien-chu kuo P’u-t’i Ta-mo Ch’an- 

shih kuan men
m n

nan-tsung tun-chiao 
nei chao pg BB 
nei cheng pg |g 
nei-hsing ^  f f  
nei-wai chao M 
nien
nien-ch’i 
ning gg
Ninyushigyoron ZlA. GStrin
p’an-chiao
Pao-t’ang
Pei-tsung ta-sheng wu-sheng fang-pien men 

pen
pen-hsing i f  
pen-lai
pen-lai wu i wu ;£ 5|$4j£ — 
pen-tzu i f  f=j 
Pien-chung-pien-lun 
ping hsiao #8 
P’o-hsiang lun jg  fg 
P’u-chi
pu-erh fa-men T '—
P’u-hsien kuan ching ^  f f  H ®  
pu-i
pu-kuan
pu-nien
pu-ssu
p’u-t’i (bodhi) f  f t  
pu-tso-i
Rekidaihoboki 81 f t  f t  H  IE
Rokuso daishi hobo-dankyo A  SS SB ̂  ̂
mt&

Ryogashijiki $} §0 fSp i f  f5 
san-chung chiao hsiang 
san-mei .̂Vf. 
she S i
she hsin nei chao 
shen hsiang fg



S h e n - h s iu  神秀

S h e n - h u i  神會

Shido B u n a n至道無難

shih (facts, factual, re la tiv e ; in  fact, in
practice)事 

shih (consciousness)識 

Shih ck'an po-lo-m i tzfu-ti fa-m en  釋禪波

羅密次第法門 
shih-hsing 識性 

shih-ting 識定 

shou chen-hsin 守眞心 

shou-i 守一 

Ssu-ch'uan 四川 

sui ching-chieh liu 隨境界流 
T a -m o y ii- lu達摩語錄 

Ta pan-nieh-p’an eking 大般涅樂經 
Ta-shm gju-tao tfu -ti 大乘入道次第 

Ta-sheng ju - ta o  tz3u -ti k’a i chiieh 大乘入

道次第開決 
Ta-sheng ^ai-hsin hsien-hsing tun-wu chen-

tsung l u n 大乘開心顯性頓悟眞宗論 

Ta-sheng wu-sheng fang-pien men 大乘無

生方便門 
Ta-yiinssu 大雲寺 

T’an-k’uang 暴曠 
T an-yu壇語 

tao-ch-ang 道場 
Tao-hsin 道心 

Tao-sheng 道生 
tao-t’i 道體

te-pu-te h sin得不得心 

A 體

T ’ien-t’ai 天驀

T*ien-tsai ssu-chiao i 天豪四敎義

^ n g 定

tsai tso 在坐

tso-ch'an 坐禪

180 hsiu ting 坐脩定

tso-i作意

Tsui-shang sheng lun 最上乘論 
tsung 宗
Ts««g-m i (K uei-feng)宗密（圭峯）
如度 
tu n頓

tun-chiao 頓敎 

Tun-huang 敦煌 
Tun-huang lun-cki 敦煌論集 
tun-men p’ai 頓門派 
tun-wu頓悟

Tun-wu ta-sheng ch en g-li chiieh 頓悟大乘

正理決 

Tun-wuyao-mm  頓悟要門. 
tung 動
tung nien 動念 

Tung-shan 洞山 

tzu-jan 自然

tzu-shih (from right now)自是 
tz*u-ti 次第 

wai chao 外照 
wai-tao 外道 
Wan-ling lu 宛陵錄 

wang-hsin妄心（亡心） 
wu-chi k’ung無旣空o r無記空 

wu chiao 五敎 

wu chung 五種 
W ufang-pien 五方便 

Wu fang-pien men 五方便門 
wu-hsiang (formless, without marks) 

無相
wu-hsiang (nonconceptual)無想 

wu-hsin 無心

Wu-hsin lun 無心論 
wu-i無意

Wu-liang~skou kuan ching 無量壽觀經

wu-nien 無念
w u-ssu無思

wu-tso無作
wu-wei無爲
yen tso宴坐

yin ting fa hui因定發惠
yii-lu語錄
TUan~ho chun-hsien chih 元和郡縣志

Yuan ming /w* 圓明論
yung 用
yung-hsin 用心

zazen必神

Z<ekkanron 絕觀論
Ẑengen shosenshu to jo神源諸設集都序





II
Sudden and Gradual 

Enlightenment in 
Chinese Buddhism





Tao-sheng^s Theory of Sudden 
Enlightenment Re-examined

W h alen  L a i

The theory o f sudden enlightenm ent—one o f the m ain features o f the 
Southern school o f C h ’an—was first proposed by Tao-sheng (c. 360- 
4 3 4 ), who is also remem bered for asserting the doctrine o f a universal 
Buddha-nature. Since the C h’an school espoused seeing one’s nature 
(chien-hsing) in order to be suddenly enlightened (tu n -w u ) and thus to 
become a Buddha (ch ^ n g-fo), it has often been thought that Tao-sheng’s 
position anticipated the later C h ’an developm ent. For that reason, con
sideration of C h 5an sudden enlightenm ent should take into account 
what Tao-sheng had to say.

The period in which Tao-sheng lived is noted for its confluence o f 
Buddhist and Taoist traditions. It was the time o f ko~i or concept-match
ing, when Buddhist concepts were understood through the lens o f Neo- 
Taoist ideas. It w as also the tim e when the M ahayana doctrine o f em pti- 
ness, expounded in the Perfection o f W isdom  scriptures, took root in 
Chinese intellectual circles. This doctrine resonated with the Neo-Taoist 
concern with nothingness or nonbeing (w u ), which had been articulated  
py Wang Pi (226-249). Some o f the early theories o f prajna w ere thus 
informed by native tendencies, and Tao-sheng’s doctrine of sudden 
enlightenment may, in part, be traced to his Neo-Taoist background.

fusion o f traditions anticipates the later C h ’an rapprochem ent 
yith  Taoism, although stric tly  speaking these tw o encounters were d if- 

'ent—the Buddhist accomm odation to Taoism in the earlier period 
ing trom a standpoint o f weakness whereas la ter it was from  a posi

tion of strength. S till, sufficient sim ilarities ex is, to w arrant our atten-
n to possible parallels. The theory of sudden enlightenment is one of 

these parallels.
chapter I exam ine the evolution o f Tao-sheng’s theory o f sud- 

二  enKghtenment， tracing how what began as a H lnayana-inspired  
Matured in tim e, because o f certain concerns unique to early fifth-



century Buddhism, to approximate the M ahayanist position found later 
in C h’an. The possibly abhidharmic origin of Tao-sheng，s subitism, the 
centrality o f the one vehicle (ekayana) versus three vehicles (triyana) 
debate in polarizing subitists and gradualists into two camps, and the 
rather late entry of the Nirvana Sutra rs doctrine of universal Buddha- 
nature into Tao-sheng，s final theory are some o f the topics treated in this 
investigation. Because we shall，of necessity, return to some of the for
gotten detours taken by Chinese Buddhists in the intellectual upheavals 
of the late fourth and early fifth centuries, the present study departs 
from the traditional equation of Tao-sheng，s position w ith that of later 
C h’an . 1

The N eo-Taoist Background to E arly P ra jn a  Speculations
Neo-Taoist hsuan-hsueh (dark learning) provided the basis for Chinese 
reflection on Buddhist mysteries. As a reaction against the tedious ming- 
chiao (teaching o f names) elements in Han Confucianism , Neo-Taoism 
sought to discover the “dark principle，，(h su an -li) lying within phenom
ena. Thus Wang Pi in his commentary on the I-ch in g celebrated the 
ever-present reality of the one within the manifested function of the 
many. Likewise, in his commentary on the L ao-tzu , he emphasized the 
underlying substance ( tyi)  in all existents, discerning nonbeing as the 
basis of the m yriad beings.

By so devaluating the world of forms or appearances, Wang Pi 
attempted to delve directly into the realm o f transcendental meaning. 
“Upon getting the meaning ( i) , ” he said, “one may forget the forms” 
(in this context, the emblems or hsiang in the I-ch in g). In this approach 
surface meanings are scanned in order to penetrate to the hidden princi
ple within. This approach was also shared by the poet T ’ao Ch，ien 
(365-427), whose autobiography, “The Life of Mr. Five W illows” (W u- 
liu  h sien -sh en g chuan), plainly states how he, Five W illows, would “while 
reading a classic, never seek to understand the mere details.” Instead, 
“when an insight seized him, he would so rejoice that he forgot even to  
sleep and neglected his meals-”

Tao-sheng reflected the spirit o f his time, in both thought and actions, 
perhaps more clearly than any other Buddhist devoted to prajna. 
that he was admired as a genius by some (and later by C h，an enthusi 
asts) and also denounced as undisciplined by some of his more 
abiding contemporaries. The monk Hui-Iin’s memorial essay on Tao 
sheng captures his character with both economy and wit:

Thus [Tao-sheng] put away all delusions and roamed freely at will- He 
found his abode in the essence, showing only its trace. In this way, he com



prehended [the meaning of] all the sutras and removed all his doubts. The 
principle of Buddhism (Saky am uni) should be sought in ease and simplic
ity. What some regarded as [Tao-sheng’s】 “strange theories” somehow 
proved themselves to be timely and seasoned arguments. In this he lucidly 
exemplified the way of Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu in extending the teaching 
of nam es, and the sty le  of H sian g H siu and W ang P i in in tu itin g  the heart 
of the mysteries.2

As Wang Pi was to the wisdom  o f Lao-tzu, Tao-sheng was to the 
prajna o f the Buddha. T ao-sheng’s en try in the Biographies o f  Eminent 
M onks (K ao-seng chuan) describes his Neo-Taoist approach to the sutras:

[ T a o - ] s h e n g  p o n d e r e d  l o n g  i n  p r i v a t e  u n t i l  h e  a w o k e  t o  “ w h a t  i s  b e y o n d  
words.” He sighed deeply and said，“Forms exist to reveal their meaning. 
When the meaning is clear, forms can be discarded. Words are used to 
convey the principle. When the principle is clear, all words cease. Now, 
ever since these sutras came east, translators have been hampered by 
obstacles. Most of them stick to the literal meaning, and few ever see the 
complete meaning. However, it is on】y when one can drop the trap and 
grab the fish that one can finally speak of the Tao.” 3

Tao-sheng’s m etaphor is taken from  Wang P i’s E xplication o f  th e P rin ci
p le o f the Chou I  (C hou I  lu eh -li), itself based on a passage from the 
C huang-tzu:

Words exist to explicate forms. When one understands the forms, the 
words can be forgotten. Forms exist to embody the meaning. When one 
has the meaning, the forms can be forgotten. This is comparable to the 
snare existing for the sake of catching the rabbit. Having caught the rab
bit, one can forget the snare. The trap is there to catch fish. Having 
caught the fish ，one can forget the trap . • . . Therefore the one who can 
forget the words is the one who has understood the forms, and the one who 
can forget the forms is the one who has attained the meaning. Attaining 
the meaning lies in forgetting the form. Gaining the form lies in forgetting 
the words.4

In Buddhism the equivalen t statem ent is that when one reaches the 
other shore, one leaves the raft behind. In the same spirit Tao-sheng 
applied to the sutras the standard Buddhist herm eneutical principle: 
“Rely on the dharm a, not the person; on the sutra that fully exposes the 
lean in g , not the one that does not; on the m eaning, not the words; on 
wisdom，not [received] opinion .” 5

In his actions as w ell, Tao-sheng exem plified the freedom o f spirit 
associated with Neo-Taoism. He paid no regard to the precept that 
巧onks should alw ays sit on the ground, an Indian custom then being 
如posed in C hina, and he was not intim idated by the rule forbidding 
^onks to eat past noon, as this passage from  his biography indicates.



Later [the Sung emperor] T，ai-tsu convened a meeting and joined the 
monks seated on the ground during the feast. When the monks began to 
be concerned about the time, the emperor remarked, “It is just starting on 
noon.” Tao-sheng [who was present] added, “The sun adorns heaven and 
if heaven itself says that it，s just starting on noon, who could deny it?” He 
then took up his bowl to eat, and all the others followed. Everyone was 
grateful that [Tao-sheng’s] presence of mind had saved the day.6

It was this free thinker, then, who is credited with form ulating the 
doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent. In the words o f his biography:

[Tao-sheng】 then reflected on the doctrine of the highest and the mundane 
[truths], pondered cause and effect deeply, and came to the conclusion 
that “the good incurs no reward，，and that ‘‘by sudden enlightenment, 
one becomes a Buddha.”

He also wrote treatises on “The Two Truths,” “Buddha-nature as 
Future Acquisition” (km g-yu), “Dharmakaya as Formless，” “Buddha Has 
No Pure Land,” “Response Requiring Condition，’’ and so on, thus sub
suming previously established items under [his own] profound principle. 
But as those who kept literally to the words of the scriptures were 
offended, contentious voices rose here and there.7

In the sections that follow we w ill seek to unravel the history of that 
contention.

The Basic Argument for Sudden Enlightenment

G iven Tao-sheng，s Neo-Taoist leanings, it m ay not be difficult for a his
torian to see how he came to the subitist position. Tao-sheng himself, 
however, surely regarded subitism as rooted in the words or, better, the 
intention o f the sutras themselves.

To Tao-sheng, Wang P i，s nonbeing was nothing other than the empti
ness o f all form s proclaimed in the Perfection o f W isdom  sutras, and the 
oneness o f principle elaborated in W ang P i’s com mentary on the 1-ching 
was another expression o f the nondual dharm a at the heart o f the Vima- 
lak irti Sutra. Sim ilarly, the discontinuity between the w orld o f being and 
the do^nain o f nonbeing recapitulated the inevitable discontinuity 
between samsara and nirvana in the H lnayana fram ework as well as the 
M ahayana distinction between the w orldly and the ultim ate, the discur
sive and the nondiscursive, truths. Tao-sheng also used the image of the 
mind as a m irror to argue for the totality, or suddenness, o f the mind s 
reflection o f the truth; this m etaphor was common to both Buddhists 
and Taoists, as Dem ieville has dem onstrated in his essay “ Le miroir 
spirituel.’ ，8 M oreover, a parallel was drawn between the Buddha-nature 
concept and native notions o f innate sagehood. T o realize this a priori 
germ within oneself meant to awaken im m ediately to one’s Buddha



hood or sagehood. A ll these argum ents can be found scattered here and 
there in Tao-sheng’s w ritings.

U nfortunately, nothing containing a sustained argum ent for subitism  
has been preserved in Tao-sheng^ w ritings. W e have only his allusions 
to it and recollections by others. The most com plete statem ent on sud- 
den enlightenm ent m ay be the few lines in Tao-sheng^ preface to the 
“ Southern text” o f the N irvan a S u tra , a rewording o f the Dharm aksem a 
translation by H ui-kuan (363 -443) and others some time after 430. 
Tao-sheng contributed the preface before his death in 434. There he 
states tersely:

The true principle is tzu -jan  [Taoist naturalness, spontaneity; Buddhist 
suchness]. Enlightenment occurs when one is mysteriously united with it. 
Since the truth allows no variance, how can enlightenment involve stages? 
The unchanging essence is always quiescent and shining [chao ‘reflecting’， 
as a mirror does]. It is only because of the delusions obscuring it that it 
appears to be beyond our reach.9

This passage affirm s the indivisibility o f principle, the absolute with 
which the enlightened m ind totally fuses. The truth being indivisible, it 
follows that enlightenm ent also must occur ‘‘at once，，’ that is，without 
gradations. M oreover, since the perm anent essence lies within m an, it 
is identical w ith the Buddha-nature. #

This is perhaps the most radical part o f Tao-sheng's theory, and the 
closest to C h’an. T he im plicit connection with the doctrine o f Buddha- 
nature was a position that Tao-sheng reached only toward the end o f his 
life. Although it is sometimes taken by scholars to represent the basis of 
Tao-sheng’s theory o f sudden enlightenm ent, as if  his subitism were 
derived prim arily from  the N irvana Sutra, a historical reconstruction of 
how Tao-sheng’s subitism  evolved shows this not to be the case.

That the theory o f sudden enlightenm ent did not originally involve 
any reference to, or require as its support, the doctrine o f universal 
Buddha-nature is well dem onstrated by Hsieh Ling-yCin’s (385-433) 
defense o f Tao-sheng，s subitism  in his P ien tsung lun (On Distinguishing 
the G oal)，com posed as late as 42 2-4 23 , a decade before Tao-sheng’s 
death. Here there is no m ention o f the universal Buddha nature or of 
the eligibility o f the icchan tika  (an incorrigible altogether lacking the seed 
of enlightenm ent) fo r eventual Buddhahood even though the shorter 
version o f the N irvan a Sutra that condemned the icchantika to eternal 
ignorance had been translated by Fa-hsien and Buddhabhadra in the 
southern capital between 4 16  and 417 .

That the N irvan a Sutra was not crucial to Tao-sheng，s early subitism is 
also borne out in the accounts o f his position by the monk H ui-ta, the 
iayman Liu C h ，iu (438- 495)，and the San-lun m aster Chi-tsang (549-



623). The reference to subitism in H ui-ta’s com m entary on the Chao-lun 
underlines its connection with the prajna tradition:

Sudden enlightenment means that the realization of principle cannot itself 
be divided and that enlightenment must refer to a total illumination (chao). 
The merging of that nondual awakening with the indivisible wisdom 
whereby both principle [object] and wisdom [subject] dissolve [into one] ts 
the achievement of sudden enlightenment. 10

H ui-ta，s account makes it seem as if the doctrine o f emptiness might 
have been an im portant source o f Tao-sheng5s early subitism. this 
too proves not to be the case, for subitism turns put to be tangential to 
Tao-sheng’s com m entary on the V im alaklrti Su tra, the date o f which, as 
we w ill see below, is fa irly  late.

A  better indication o f how the subitist-gradualist controversy began is 
instead found in Tao-sheng，s com m entary on the L otu s S u tra、and Liu' 
C h，iu ’s preface to the W u -lian g-i ching gives oblique, but telling, men
tion o f this m ore decisive connection:

The [eightfold] noble path may arrive at nirvana, but by itself does not 
constitute arhatship. The six perfections may reach to Buddhahood, but 
by themselves do not yet attain [the rank of| the king of the bodhk-tree. It 
is like splitting wood. As long as an inch is left, one can still halve it. Veri
fication of the unborn depends on total cessation of being. So illumination 
( chao)  cannot be piecemeal. 11

Although the vocabulary here might still suggest ties with the prajna 
tradition, the denial o f stages o f advancem ent to Buddhahood points to 
arguments associated specifically with the one vehicle versus three vehi
cles debate.

But there is a still m ore prim itive stratum  to Tao-sheng’s subitism, 
and this is what is rem em bered by the San-lun m aster Chi-tsang in his 
E rh -ti lun (Treatise on the Two Truths):

The first of the karmic due is in the realm of change and death (samsara). 
Samsara is the domain of the great dream. From birth through death up to 
the stage of the diamond-like concentration ( vajra-sam ddhi), all is nothing 
but a  dream. After [the stage of] the diamond-like concentration, there is 
suddenly spacious enlightenment, and nothing is left to be unveiled. 12

Surprisingly， this passage, when subjected to scrutiny, reveals an 
abhidharm ic origin to Tao-sheng’s subitism.

Tao-sheng  ̂Stay in Lu-shan and the A bhidharm a-hrdaya
There are three well-known moments in Tao-sheng’s career, each asso
ciated with a key M ahayana corpus. The shape o f his career can thus be



described as a passage from the Perfection o f Wisdom, through the 
^0fuS Sutra, to the N irvana S u traf Eventually Tao-sheng was to become 
Itncrwn for fusing the three teachings of emptiness, the one vehicle, and
Buddha-nature,

The emptiness philosophy came first. W hen Tao-sheng entered the 
order，he did so under a famous early exponent o f prajna, Fa-t'ai. A fter 
a first stay at Lu-shan, he studied under K um lirajlva at Ch'ang-an and 
acquired an appreciation o f the one vehicle doctrine of the L otu s Sutra. 
When the N irvana Sutra was brought back to C hina by Fa-hsien, Tao- 
sheng embarked on the third and most famous phase o f his career, 
espousing a doctrine o f the universal Buddha-nature even before the full 
text of the sutra arrived in the southern capital in 430.

Between the first and second phase, however, came the often over
looked Hlnayana detour that Tao-sheng and his contemporaries took 
during his initial stay at Lu-shan with H ui-yiian (344-416). Hui-lin 
reminds us here;

In his middle years, [Tao-sheng] traveled about to learn [from various 
masters] and widely collected new ideas from the Yang area in the south in 
Ch’in, ascending Mount Lu as well as the Fo ranges. He knew well the 
Mahayana principle of Kumarajlva and equally well the essentials of 
Deva’s lesser way. 13

“Deva” here does not refer to Aryadeva, the “lesser” Madhyamika 
master, but to Sarighadeva, a m aster o f the “lesser way,” or Hinayana. 
That Tao-sheng was at one time an abhidharmist has been confirmed by 
the list o f Sarighadeva's disciples in the M ing-seng chuan chao. 1 +

Sarighadeva introduced abhidharmic learning to the Buddhists in the 
south. So effective was he that for a decade or so Abhidharm a was con
sidered by many to be the higher teaching (abhi-dharma) and the 
Vaipulya sutras—that is, the M ahayana Perfection o f Wisdom tradition 
itself~were denounced as works o f the devil. 15 That judgm ent was not 
reversed until Kum arajlva launched his counterattack.

Meanwhile, Tao-sheng was studying at Lu-shan, where in 391 
Sarighadeva had translated the A bh idharm a-hrdaya, to which H ui-yiian 
had contributed a preface. That the circle around H ui-yuan took the 
new teachings seriously can be seen from H ui-yiian^ later exchange 
with K um arajlva . 16 In 395, H ui-yiian wrote the San-pao lun  (On the 
Three Kinds o f Retribution), which classifies karmic retribution ac
cording to the abhidharmic scheme o f recompense in the present life, in 
the next life，and in future lives. It also contains, I believe, the essential 
elements o f the two theses o f Tao-sheng, namely, that “doing good 
mcurs no reward，， and “by sudden enlightenment one becomes a 
Buddha.”



Concerning the relationship between enlightenm ent and karrnic 
progress，H ui-yiian w rites:

The arousal of good and evil [deeds] is due to its possession of gradual 
attributes. If one thoroughly analyses this gradual progress, it leads to the 
theory of the nine grades. Whoever attains the ninth grade suffers no fur
ther karmic retribution in the present life. How this works is not some
thing that common men may know. The highest attainment, lying beyond 
all nine grades, does not admit of any of the three types of retribution. 17

Here the discourse is on the graded nature o f cause and effect. As long 
as we are unenlightened, we suffer grades o f karm ic retribution. Only 
the liberated one who transcends even the ninth grade is free from all 
karm ic cause and effect. W hen la ter Tao-sheng proposed that “ the good 
incurs no rew ard，” he was reiterating the statem ent in H ui-yiian，s last 
sentence above.

Although H ui-yiian does not use the word “ sudden” in the ensuing 
description o f a man who has attained transcendental wisdom , the sense 
of a “ leap” is nevertheless d early  conveyed:

The guest who abides beyond the bounds of the world (fang-w ai chih pin ) 
adheres closely to the wondrous dharma. He purifies his mind at the gate 
of mystery* In a single response, he leaps to the highest seat. For the likes 
of him, even if [karmic] calamities have been accumulated，no further 
effort is required to combat them. Somehow in principle [karma] cancels 
itself out—something not comprehended as part of the three kinds of retri
bution. 18

This passage already contains the seed o f Tao-sheng’s early subitism.
That Hui-yQan，s discussion is indebted to the A bhidharm a-hrdaya is 

shown by its reference to a scheme o f “ nine grades.” This scheme has 
nothing to do with the nine grades in the K uan w u -lian g ching. 19 The 
“ nine grades” pertains to a series o f nine steps by which various mental 
defilem ents (k lesa ), categorized w ith respect to the three realm s (dh atu ) o f 
desire (kafna)3 form  (ru pa ), and formlessness (a rupa), are rem oved. In 
accordance with the four fru its o f the stream -winner, once-retum er, 
nonreturner, and arhat，different layers o f these defilem ents are shed- 
W illem an’s translation o f the H rdaya offers this relevant passage:

Not yet having renounced the desire of the realm of desires, they progress 
toward the first fruit [of the stream-winner]. Having abandoned six [afflic
tions, klesa], they progress to the second one. Progress is made toward the 
third when the nine are pure.20

The nonreturaer is the third fru it. He rem oves the ninth and final 
layer o f defilem ent and suffers no m ore retribution in the present life. 
Because he is subject to birth in  one o f the Brahm a-heavens in his next



life, from where he then enters n irvana, he is not totally free o f all retri
bution (i.e ., he still has a “ future retribution”). O nly the arhat o f the 
fourth fru it, whose achievem ent transcends the nine grades, is free from  
all three types o f retributions— those o f the present life, the next life, 
and future lives.

W hen H ui-yiian speaks o f the cessation o f retribution as being 
beyond the knowledge o f common men, he is referring to the discrete 
nature o f the four fru its. A t every plateau in that fourfold ascent, the 
afflictions associated with the prio r plateau are annihilated fo r good. 
The H rdaya explains such m om ents o f discontinuity;

[The text reads:】 That [the afHiction】 which is  destroyed is disconnected, 
its attainment is comprised within one fruit. [It means:】 In the immediate 
path and the path of deliverance, there one obtains the destruction of the 
afflictions, but at the moment o f attainment of a fruit, all afflictions are 
destroyed, and one attains one fruit which is disconnected.21

The rem oval o f defilem ents {k lesa; “afflictions” in W illem an，s trans
lation) or, in H ui-yiian, the cessation o f all karm ic burdens culminates 
in the fourth and final fruit. W hereas the nonreturner o f the third fruit 
still has to rem ove im pure karm a by cultivating pure deeds, the arhat 
must also rem ove even the pure, since nirvana transcends all karmic 
deeds.

This abandoning of all karm a, as the H rdaya clearly states, comes 
about suddenly:

[The text says:] One must say that that which is not defiled is extinguished 
by the ninth one. [It m eans:] We have said that the afflictions are extin
guished by a  ninefold path, but that which is not defiled is abandoned by 
the ninth immediate path in one moment, not gradually.22

What the H rdaya here styles as “ in one m om ent” H ui-yiian^ San-pao- 
lun rephrases as “ in a single response.” Tao-sheng simply says t(sud
denly/*

Tao-sheng5s early subitism, then, was by no means M ahayana- 
inspired. Rather, his statement that “by sudden enlightenment one 
becomes a Buddha,” because it is always associated with the statement 
that “the good incurs no reward,” was initially a refinement o f Hui- 
yiian，s thesis on the nature o f retribution. Since the ultimate good 
(enlightenm ent) is attained by a sudden cu tting-o ff of all karm a, pure as 
well as im pure, it can incur no further karmic reward. Tao-sheng^ 
statement that the good receives no reward is therefore not about doing 
Sood for goodness’ sake. It is not, that is，a criticism of his contempora- 
ries who did good only in hope o f reward, as is sometimes argued .23



The D asabhum ika and the Hierarchy of 
the Three Vehicles

Indirectly, through H ui-yuan, the Sarighadeva-translated H rdaya might 
have inspired the youthful Tao-sheng to form ulate a subitist position 
but that “strange theory，” even as it drew attention to itself, could not 
have triggered any heated debate. H ui-yiian would not have disagreed, 
and the H ui-kuan who la ter led the gradualist camp, him self a student 
o f Sarighadeva and well versed in abhidharm a, could not have had any 
cause to have disputed it either. That being the case, what finally drove 
the fellow-students Tao-sheng and H ui-kuan apart?

The answer lies in the dual m eaning o f the word tun in the expression 
tun-w u  as the subitists construed it—namely, that enlightenm ent is both 
sudden in approach and total in  im pact. The gradualist argum ent is not 
only that there is a progressive series o f stages leading up to enlighten
m ent but that enlightenm ent itself admits o f gradations. It was this sec
ond thesis that brought the subitist-gradualist debate into the open. And 
at that point, m ore than the H rdaya was involved.

The H rdaya, even as it accepts the arhat，s transcendence o f the nine 
grades and the three realm s, never says that there cannot be a deepen
ing o f understanding after attaining that im m ediate moment o f free
dom, In fact, the abhidharm ic trad ition m ain tains that the superknowl
edges are attained  one at a tim e. The first such knowledge is sim ply the 
verification that indeed all the passions have been extinguished:

[The text says:] After the diamond-like concentration, one is sure to 
obtain the knowledge of extinction. [It means:] Diamond-like concentra
tion is called the last thought of one in training, the ninth immediate path 
at the moment of renouncing desire in the sphere of the neither-percep- 
tion-nor- non-perception. There all afflictions are completely destroyed for 
evermore. Because all noble deeds have ended, it is called diamond-like 
samadhi. After this, one produces the first knowledge of one who has no 
more training to do: the knowledge of extinction.24

The diam ond-like concentration ( vajra-sam ddh i) is the last step in the 
eightfold noble path, right concentration. The attribute “diamond- 
lik e ，，’ referring to the cutting edge o f this hardest o f all gems, figures 
also in M ahayana and tantric m editation later. The subitist position，as 
recalled by Chi-tsang, adm its o f this diam ond-like concentration: 
“ From birth through death up to the stage o f the diam ond-like concen
tration, all is nothing but a dream . A fter the diam ond-like concentra
tion, there is suddenly spacious enlightenm ent.,>25 Beyond this stage, 
there is indeed no more train ing or cultivation. On this, gradualist and 
subitist agreed.



However, the question remains whether there can or cannot be fur- 
ther en ligh tenm en t. The arhat might know he is liberated, but he has 
not yet acquired the full range o f superknowledges. He might have 
knowledge of the four noble truths, but in both wisdom and status he is 
inferior to the pratyekabuddha, who is sometimes said to have complete 
cognition of the twelve-linked chain of dependent origination. And the 
achievements of both arhat and pratyekabuddha still fall far short o f the 
perfection of the unexcelled, complete enlightenment attained only by 
the supremely enlightened Buddha. Tb say there is no distinction 
between these three types is to deny the reality o f the three vehicles. 
Before Kum arajlva explained the implication o f the one vehicle doctrine 
0f the Lotus Sutra, there was no cause even for Tao-sheng to have argued 
for one homogeneous and progress-free enlightenment.

What was then available as a model for classifying the achievements 
of the three vehicles was the ten-stage scheme proposed in the D asabhu- 
m ika-sutra. In the evolution of the bodhisattva doctrine in India, the six 
perfections scheme considered the sixth and final perfection, that of wis
dom (prajnd-param itd)y to be superior to the limited virtues of the arhat. 
The bodhisattva is one who can perceive in his final state of wisdom the 
identity of sarpsara and nirvana whereas the misguided arhat knows 
only of their opposition. Later, the six perfections were expanded into a 
set of ten, and the knowledge o f emptiness at the sixth stage was sur
passed by a tenth perfection that was a more intellectual wisdom known 
as jndna-pdram ita, reserved for the tenth-stage bodhisattva.26 This ten- 
stage scheme posited either the seventh or the eighth stage (bhum i) as the 
point of demarcation between the arhat and the bodhisattva.27 Before 
the time of Tao-sheng, Chih Tun (Tao-lin) (314-366) had already 
employed this ten-stage scheme to  distinguish the H lnayanist, who 
finds his liberation from samsara at the sixth stage, from the M aliaya- 
nist，who discovers that samsara is nirvana at the seventh stage. It is at 
the latter stage that the bodhisattva realizes anupattikadkarm a-ksanti, a 
uniquely M ahayana prajna insigh t, the recognition of the nonarising of 
all realities. Here, samsara and nirvana are perceived as nondual, there 
being neither any real arising nor any destruction o f dharmas. The Ghi- 
nese preferred to style this the *t simultaneous perception o f being and 
nonbeing” (yu -w u hsiang-kuan) , an expression that reappears in later 
Ch an discussions.28

Chih Tun was later called a “m inor subitist” because he regarded this 
^cognition of the unborn at the seventh stage to be supreme wisdom, as 
11 dready contains in  poten tia  the attainments o f the eighth, ninth, and 
tenth stages. The latter three only lend clarity to the nondual truth per- 
ceived at the seventh.

Kumarajlva used the ten-stage scheme to form ulate a different cate



gorization o f the three vehicles. In his correspondence w ith  H ui-yuan in 
403, KumarajTva considered the three vehicles to share a common 
career up to the seventh stage. The eighth then became the cut-off 
point; this is where the bodhisattva is found. The pratyekabuddha, by 
occupying the ninth, and the Buddha, the tenth, completed the set.29 
Although K um arajiva5s position is quite sim ilar to Chih "Iim’s, later 
com mentators deferred to KumarajTva and classified him as a “ major 
subitist” while crediting H ui-yiian with being a “ m inor subitist.” 30 His
torically, though, the innovation o f a radical theory o f sudden enlighten
ment that would elim inate the nine grades and the ten stages and con
sider enlightenm ent to be attained in its totality “ in one step” came 
only with Tao-sheng.

The L otus Sutra and the Public Controversy

Tao-sheng, however, could not have advanced his subitist theory with
out the aid o f K um arajiva. S till, it is not the KumarajTva who intro
duced the M adhyam ika philosophy who inspired subitism. Nothing in 
K um arajlva’s，and very little in Tao-sheng’s, com m entary on the Vima- 
la k trti suggests subitism .31 Rather, Tao-sheng's subitism derives from 
KumarajTva^ explanation o f the one vehicle doctrine o f the L otu s Sutra 
in the T a-chih-tu lun.

Although the L otu s had already been translated in 290 by Dharmara
ksa, the im plication o f its position in regard to the question o f one ver
sus three vehicles went almost unnoticed by the fourth-century prajna 
theorists. The S hih-shuo h sin -yu  states that only Chih Tun understood 
what it m eant:

On the distinction among the “Three Vehicles” (san-sheng) the Buddhists 
are confused in their interpretation, but Chih Tun’s discussion and defini
tion made all three brilliantly distinct. . . .  It appears that [others] could 
barely get through the first two. When they entered the third they became 
confused.32

Even Chih Tun's understanding was lim ited, however, for it appears 
that he only subsumed H lnayana under M ahayana by w ay o f the ten 
stages.

In 406 KumarajTva translated the L otu s S u tra, and his version, th e 
M iao-fa lien-hua ching, has been accepted as definitive by East Asian 
Buddhists ever since. A  prologue appended to the translation by Seng: 
ju i (H ui-jui) (352-436) notes that for the first time the true meaning °  
the true dharm a was revealed. One o f the challenges o f the one vehicle 
doctrine involved the sQtra’s claim that an arhat may become a Buddha. 
In other words, the L otu s holds that the destiny o f the sravaka (listener;



is not predeterm ined. Instead o f m ere arhatship，it is possible for him to 
attain Buddhahood. This idea is elaborated in the so-called parable o f 
the prodigal son; the poor ascetic son, symbolizing the sravaka, has to 
be told that he is heir to the wealth o f the Buddha, the father he could 
not recognize and whose wealth he dared not enjoy before.

This parable im plies that the traditional distinction o f the seed-lin- 
eages (g ctra ) o f the three vehicles doctrine is being repealed. If the 
srdvak a-gotra is no longer fixed and can change into buddha-gotra) the lin- 
eages of arhat, pratyekabuddha, and bodhisattva are not inalterably 
distinct. In reality, there are not even three vehicles. There is really only 
one vehicle, one seed-lineage，one destiny for a ll—what the N irvdrta 
Sutra would later refer to as the universal Buddha-nature. Kum arajlva 
had already emphasized the L otus SHtra’s one vehicle doctrine in his 
translation-and-com pilation, the T h-chih-tu lun, the year before. There 
he rated the “ teaching o f the secret Tathagata-store ' 5 higher than even 
the bodhisattva vehicle o f the Perfection o f W isdom itself. 33 It was in 
this one vehicle doctrine, then, that Tao-sheng found a M ahayana prin
ciple that would eradicate the tedious nine grades and ten stages. The 
subitist debate became heated w ith Tao-sheng’s com mentary on the 
L otus.

Unfortunately, Tao-sheng’s com m entary is not dated. We know that 
Tao-sheng and H ui-kuan arrived in C h ’ang-an around 405, when news 
of K um arajlva’s arrival was related by Yao Hsing to H ui-yiian, who 
dispatched the pair to study with the Kuchan monk. Tao-sheng thus 
could not have w ritten his com m entary until some time after. We do not 
know when he began work on his commentary, but in 429，when he was 
expelled from  the Buddhist com m unity in C h’ang-an, he returned to 
Lu-shan and resum ed work on this text. Although we have only this 
revised version, I believe that its discussion o f subitism and the one 
vehicle doctrine rem ains largely unchan-ged from  the earlier version. 
This is because Tao-sheng talks about sudden and gradual without 
explicitly referring to either sudden enlightenm ent (tu n -w u )  or gradual 
enlightenment (ch ien -w u ). The subitist elements in the com mentary thus 
remain fairly  rudim entary. Tao-sheng does not use the term  <4Buddha- 
nature” even when com menting on a passage in the sutra dealing with 
the Buddha’s om niscience (buddha-jnana). This item is singled out by 
Seng-jui and all subsequent authorities to ju stify the claim that Kum a- 
rajTva had foreknowledge o f the Buddha-nature doctrine and that the 
Lotus Sutra is consistent with the N irvan a S u tra.

It would thus appear that Tao-sheng only polished his earlier draft 
did not substantially revise it to bring it into accord with his more 

recent thinking. Furtherm ore, there are indications that Seng-chao 
(374-414), defending gradualism , rebutted in 413 what Tao-sheng



hinted at in this commentary. I f so, we can date the core o f this work 
between 406 and 413 .

In the commentary, Tao-sheng speaks o f a series o f four turnings of 
the wheel o f dharm a. O ften taken to be the first doctrinal classification 
(p  3an-ch iao) system in China, it describes the last two turnings as fol
lows:

The third is the dharma wheel of the true and real, aimed at the destruc
tion of the false construct pf the three vehicles and completing the beauty 
that is the one [vehicle]. For this reason, it is called the true and real [as 
opposed to the expedient and provisional]. The fourth is the dharma 
wheel of no residue. This is the discoursing on the return to a union，the 
wondrous principle of permanence. For that reason, it is called no 
residue.34

Easily mistaken as a characterization o f the L otus and N irvana sutras, 
these two wheels actually refer to the second and sixteenth chapters一  

those on upaya and the lifespan o f the Tathagata—o f the L otus Sutra 
itself. In one, the expediency o f the three vehicles and the reality of the 
one vehicle are revealed. In the other, the unending life o f the Buddha is 
proclaim ed. The reference to a principle o f “ perm anence” was proba
bly added by Tao-sheng after 429 to make his comments consistent with 
the doctrine o f the perm anence o f the Buddha-nature in the N irvana 
Sutra. O therwise, Tao-sheng associated the eternity o f the Buddha with 
^nirvana without karm ic residue’，一 a H m ayana misnomer, the same 
one that appears in Seng-chaofs essay N ieh -p ，an w u-m ing lun  (Nirvana Is 
Nameless), dating from  the same period and concerning which more 
will be said in a moment.

In Tao-sheng’s com m entary we find the theme o f the one principle 
that perm its no piecemeal recognition.

The sutra has as its principle Niahayana. By Mahayana is meant the great 
wisdom of selfsameness. It may begin with one good [deed] but it ends in 
ultimate wisdom. By selfsameness is meant that principle (li) cannot 
en tertain  differences and that a ll th ings alike return  to the one ultim ate.
By the great wisdom is meant the final goal.53

The Taoist ontological predilection for the one to which all must 
return reappears in Tao-sheng’s subitism . But the admission o f the one 
good deed as a means leading to th^ end o f wisdom shows that he was 
still com mitted to the necessity o f gradual cultivation.

M ore im portantly, the words hu ‘suddenly，and tun 1 suddenly, ^  ^  
once, appear in his description o f the necessary turn from  the expe 
ency of the three vehicles to the one true vehicle. Tao-sheng was thus 
grafting his subitism onto the one vehicle teaching:



The three vehicles follow external form, the manifestations of which run 
contrary to the essential principle. Those who are captivated with mere 
words and who choose to go contrary to the real, hidden intention are nat- 
urally taken aback by this Mahayana hymn. The Buddha, when he was 
about to reveal the Lotus qf the True Law, first led people to it by a gentle 
discourse on its infinite meanings.36

For those people who have long kept to outer manifestations, suddenly 
(Atfj hearing that there are not in truth three vehicles all at once (tun) con
tradicts what they are fond of. Thus they are like those people [the Hma- 
yanists] who, though catching a glimpse of the promised shore, decide to 
turn back, thereby losing the great way [of Mahayana]. For that reason, 
the gradual (chien) [inducement by Hinayana] is necessary.37

According to Tao-sheng, M ahayana teaching is necessarily sudden in 
that it penetrates to the principle hidden within names and words.

Although Tao-sheng, in commenting on the L otus, stresses the one
ness of principle, he does not thereby deny the necessity of a progression 
by grades. In fact, the text employs the standard ten-stage scheme as its 
primary exegetical tooL For example, Tao-sheng locates the bodhisattva 
who does not backslide in the seventh stage and the bodhisattva o f firm  
conviction in the eighth.38 This is also how Tao-sheng explains why the 
future Buddha M aitreya could not recognize the superhuman bodhi
sattvas who welled out of the earth with promises to propagate the L otus 
Sutra in the evil age to come:

Maitreya was unable to recognize any of them. This is because he did not 
have the insight of a bodhisattva of the tenth stage. Those who came out of 
the earth were still bodhisattvas and not yet Buddhas. This shows that the 
lot of the enlightened requires the accumulation of learning (hsiieh) until 
nonlearning (w u-hsiieh) is attained.39

Tao-sheng's belief in the possibility of pursuing learning until nonlearn- 
mg is attained was a position he later repudiated.

Although he was fam iliar with the application of the ten stages in 
classifying the bodhisattvic approach to Buddhahood, Tao-sheng was 
not bound to any one scheme in the way his contemporaries were. 
Commenting on the passage in the L otus Sutra celebrating the omnipres- 
ence of the Buddha-wisdom, he writes:

Sentient beings originally have their share of this Buddha-wisdom. How- 
ever, because it is covered over by defilements, this wisdom cannot show 
itself. As the Buddha now helps to dispel such pollutants, it will realize 
itself. Some theories say that the gradual elimination of defilements occurs 
from the first to the seventh stage. . . . Others say that [people are awak- 
ened to wisdom] at the eighth stage when the bodhisattva, achieving 
^niadhi, can now see the Buddha. . . Still others say that only the 
ninth-stage bodhisattva has the superior wisdom to awake to the Buddha’s



omniscience, thereby entering [Buddhahood] itself. • • • There is still 
another theory that says only the tenth-stage bodhisattva perfects the dia
mond-like concentration that cuts off all defilements. • . ■ Broadly speak
ing, however, so long as the pilgrim becomes enlightened, these four 
theories are equally valid.

But even as he accepted the need for, and even the validity of, some 
fixed categorization o f progress such as the scheme o f the ten stages, 
Tao-sheng ultim ately believed that the one vehicle justifies only one way 
and one goal:

[The sutra], having shown the three vehicles as expedient, reveals the one 
vehicle [as true]. The Buddha is ultimately one. It is based on this one that 
[the three] appear, so how could the principle itself ever be three? Sages 
[Buddhas] can also appear as three [as sravaka, pratyekabuddha, and 
bodhisattva], but within principle, there cannot be three. There is only the 
wondrous one itself.41

The text goes on to note:

The seed of Buddhahood may rise out of the conditions [of samsara], but 
Buddhahood itself is based upon principle. As principle admits of no dual- 
ism, how could there be three [nirvanas]?42

Furtherm ore, the ultim ate being one, the perception of the many is 
due to ignorance:

Take, for example, the three thousand [world-spheres]. It is from contra
dicting principle that delusions arise, something that is always multiple 
and varying. Once this is realized, one always awakens to principle. Since 
the principle cannot be dual, and the Buddha discoursed only in terms of 
the one, it is man who has mistakenly taken it to refer to the three [vehi
cles]. The three are within the nature of things, but principle remains for
ever one. This is like the rain [in the parable of the Lotus Sutrd\ being one 
while the flora [receiving it] are many. “Many” pertains to the flora; it 
was never intended for the rain、43

Tao-sheng’s early reflections on the L otu s Sutra left their mark on the 
subsequent subitist debate. The idea o f “learning until nonlearning 
attained” would reappear in Seng_chao，s defense o f gradualism- Hsie 
Ling-yun would cite Tao-sheng’s counterthesis in his P ien tsung lun, 
ing that “ the accumulation o f learning being endless, how could it 
term inated by itself?” And Tao-sheng^s comment that there cannot c  
three vehicles in the one principle would be repeated in almost iden 1 
wording in Seng-chao，s 413 report on the subitist position.



The G rad u alist C ase: H ui-kuan，s D ialectica l D efense 
o f G radualism

Opposed to Tao-sheng was H ui-kuan, advocate o f the gradualism  o f the 
three vehicles. Although the m ajority opinion o f this tim e, gradualism  
eventually gave w ay to subitism  when a new w ave o f subitist thinking 
su rfaced  in the late sixth century, and again in C h ’an. Since then, only 
fragments o f H ui-kuan，s once influential gradualist thesis survive.

That it was the one vehicle doctrine and not the philosophy o f em pti
ness that precipitated the subitist controversy is shown by the fact that 
both subitists and gradualists used the dialectics o f emptiness to defend 
their position. Tao-sheng took nonduality to m ean monism, but Hui- 
kuan employed the neither/nor position o f the M iddle Path philosophy 
to refute monism. Since the nondual dharm a (pu -erh  fa-m en ) is the cen
tral theme of the V im alaklrti S u tra, the difference between a cautious and 
a liberal reading o f the not-two position can be documented by contrast
ing the comments o f KumarajTva with those o f Tao-sheng in the pre
viously m entioned “jo in t com m entary，，on this sutra.

KumarajTva is cautious and noncom m ittal in this exchange found in 
his com mentary:

Question: Since there are also threes, fours, and so on up to an 
infinity o f dharm as, w hy is there this exclusive interest in the 
not-two?

Answer: Two is sim pler and less perplexing. The [higher numbers] 
are extravagant and com plicated. Once you negate the tw o, the 
rest can be taken care o f sim ilarly. Furtherm ore, all realities are 
born o f conditions. The conditioned arisings m ay vary, but the 
least [num ber oi] conditions that can exist is two. I have not seen 
any phenomenon that arises out o f only a single cause. I f the 
lim iting case is two, then once the two are negated, a person can 
enter the realm  o f m ystery, because all dharm as are capable o f 
being subsumed under the dualistic mode.

Q uestion: W hy not destroy the one also?
Answer: I f you regard [the not-two] as one，th e n 【realize that] it is not 

one either. I f you take it as one, then you have in fact not freed 
yourself from  dualities [of the one and the m a n y]. I f you can 
[truly] abandon the two, the one disappears with it-44

Kum云ra jlva ’s concern here is to differentiate M ahayana nonduality 
from the Hindu belief in a single，universal substance by showing how  
the Buddhist notion o f not-two does not entail reducing everything to 
° ne single cause.

Tao-sheng’s reading, in contrast, is bold:



As the person is awakened to its being one, all the myriad afTairs can be 
solved. Therefore the one is the origin of all things.45

Less sensitive to the H indu-Buddhist debates， Tao-sheng is con
cerned to align nonduality w ith the Neo-Taoist one principle. Yet we 
really cannot consider Tao-sheng to have derived his subitism  from  this 
reading o f the nondual. Not only is subitism  absent in his commentary 
on the V im alakirti S u tra, but since the term  Buddha-nature appears in 
one passage，this com m entary m ust postdate the 4 16 -4 17  translation of 
the N irvana S u tra . By that tim e，his subitism had already been devel
oped. That he did not even read subitism into this seem ingly late com
m entary on the V im alaktrti only shows that subitism was not perceived 
as being central to the nondual dharm a o f this siltra.

M adhyam ika, however, could inspire a  gradualist defense. N egative 
dialectics can ju stify  how the same truth—form  is emptiness—can be 
perceived differently by three parties. W e see this in an essay suspected 
to be the C hien -w u lun  (O n G radual Enlightenm ent) 46 attributed to Hui- 
kuan:

Reality as 气t is is not to be taken as the one either. Rather, there can be 
three ways of diiTerent depths to understand emptiness [that is dharm ata].
. . . The Buddha sees fully the beginning and the end of the [conditioned, 
samsaric] chain; • • • his is the highest understanding of “ form is empti
ness^. • • . The bodhisattva realizes the end [of the chain】 but does not 
[have the omniscience to know] its beginning; his is the middle mode of 
understanding “form is emptiness.” The two Hlnayana vehicles realize 
only that life and death are due to the causal chain but do not know either 
its beginning or its end; . . . theirs is the lowest understanding of “form is 
emptiness.” So the principle is indeed nondual, but one’s ability to reflect 
(chao) it varies in degrees of keenness such that understanding of the causal 
chain may be complete or incomplete. Reality as it is (dharm atd) remains 
the same but the vehicles are nonetheless three.47

The fact that this C hien -w u lun  fragm ent prim arily defends the three 
vehicles and not gradualism  per se underlines once m ore the centrality 
o f the L otu s Sutra in this debate. For H ui-kuan and m any others, 
M adhyam ika supported gradualism , and the three vehicles position was 
entirely compatible with nondu^ <wj)tiness and nondiscursive wisdom. 
This was a commendable solution to the problem of the one and the 
three.

But an even better defense o f gradualism  came from  the m aster o f the 
emptiness philosophy, Seng-chao, in his 413  essay entitled N ieh -p wu" 
m ing lun  (N irvana Is Nameless).



Seng-chao，s Defense of Yao Hsing and Gradualism

Before turning to Seng_chao，s essay, we must note a curious lacuna. If 
the subitist debate surfaced some tim e after 406，why was K um arajlva  
never consulted? M uch ink might have been saved, though possibly to 
the subitist’s disadvantage.48 Y et nowhere is that topic listed in the 
catalogues o f correspondence between K um arajw a and his various 
inquirers.49 Is it possible that the controversy only arose after K um ara- 
jfva ’s reported death in 412? But that seems unlikely since, when Seng- 
chao reported the positions o f the two camps in 4 13 ，they seemed to 
have already had a history extending back more than a year.

If we accept Tsukamoto Zenryu's hypothesis that KumarajTva actu
ally died in 409, not in 4 12 , we might then argue that the essay “ Nir- 
vana Is Nameless” is a later forgery by someone borrowing Seng-chaoss 
name. Unfortunately, both hypotheses have to be rejected. That there 
was a loss of momentum in the translation project after 409 can indeed 
be attributed to the stroke K um arajlva suffered. N evertheless, Tsuka
moto has not yet proved that K um arajlva did not translate (or at least 
preside over the translation of) H arivarm an's Ch 'eng-shih lun and other 
texts well into the second decade o f the fifth century. S till, if  we assume 
that Tao-sheng wrote his com m entary on the L otu s Su tra between 406  
and 408，the year he brought Seng-chao’s P o-jo w u-chih lun (P rajna Is 
Noncognizing) back to Lu-shan, and that he refined his subitist reflec
tions into a tract—perhaps the now lost Tun-yuu lun  (On Sudden Enlight
enment)_ some tim e after 409，it is entirely possible that K um arajlva  
was not consulted because he was incapacitated.

Ocho Einichi has refuted the claim  that ^N irvana Is Nameless5* is a 
forgery.50 And, if we understand the background to Seng-chao’s pro
nouncements, it seems reasonable to suppose that the section on sub- 
itism and gradualism  in ^N irvana Is Nameless” is a later interpolation 
by someone else. The Later C h ’in ru ler ^ 0  Hsing- had engaged 
Kum^rajrva in an exchange on the m eaning o f M ahayana, but Kum a- 
ra fva ’s deteriorating health had brought it to a prem ature conclusion. 
Some years later Yao Hsing forw arded his somewhat dated thesis to his 
brother Yao Sung, m arquis o f An-yang. W hen Yao Sung expressed dis- 
agreement with Y ao H sing，s position, Yao Hsing referred the case to 
S^ng-chao for adjudication .51

Although the exchange between the two Yaos did not exp licitly deal 
? th  subitism and gradualism , it did involve a subtle issue concerning 

e question o f one versus three vehicles. Yao Hsing argued that the 
^ ys.of light em itted by th e  Buddha in the opening chapters o f m any 

D ayana sutras are visible only to bodhisattvas o f a certain level o f



accomplishment. Yao H sing’s theory seems to be related to a then cur
rent reading o f the L otu s S u tra. Tao-sheng，s com m entary also reports a 
contem porary opinion th at lim ited the perception o f the Buddha’s light 
to bodhisattvas o f the eighth bhum i, the first stage a t which their 
achievem ents are sufficiently close to the Buddha’s enlightenment to 
perm it them to see the light. Yao Sung argued to the contrary, citing 
sutras, especially the L otu s, in which common people are also said to 
have witnessed the m iracle. \ao Hsing countered by pointing to the 
Perfection o f W isdom  tradition’s distinction o f the three vehicles. He 
then turned to Seng-chao for verification.

The outcome was predictable. Seng-chao was indeed no exponent of 
the one vehicle, and he makes scant reference to the L otu s Su tra through
out the Chao lun . Recognizing that the Yaos were divided on the ques
tion o f one versus three vehicles, Seng-chao referred to the contempo
rary subitist-gradualist debate to clarify his response. By showing up 
the folly o f the subitist position, Seng-chao came to the aid o f his king 
and patron, Yao Hsing.

Seng-chao pitted the m onist argum ent o f the subitist against the 
rationality o f the three vehicles. He first cites the subitist claim  that

if nirvana is one, then there cannot be three [vehicles). If there are three, 
then they cannot have penetrated the [one] ultimate. How can there be 
gradations within enlightenment?52

“ G radations within enlightenm ent” (literally, “degrees o f immer- 
sion ’ ，)53 is a reference to the parable o f three animals crossing a river, 
suggesting how the three vehicles all arrive at the other shore. The 
sravaka, represented by a rabbit，swims across w ithout touching the 
river bottom ; his understanding is the shallowest. The pratyekabuddha, 
represented by a horse, bounces his w ay across, occasionally touching 
bottom ; his insight is deeper. The bodhisattva has the most arduous 
task. Represented by the slowest anim al, the elephant, he walks across, 
touching bottom all the w ay; his wisdom is the most profound. The par
able thus illustrates how，although the other shore (nirvana) m ay be the 
same, the depth o f understanding o f each o f the three vehicles differs.

Seng-chao also turns the parable o f the burning house in the Lotus 
Sutra into a defense o f the three vehicles . 54

In that [the vehicles] all deliver the sons out of sarpsara, the vehicles are all 
said to be nirvanic. Because the riders are different，we call them three. In 
the end, they all meet in the one. As to your query how three could be 
derived from [the one] nirvana, the answer lies in the riders. Three arrive 
at nirvapa. It is not that nirvana itself is threefold. The Fang-kuang (Perfec
tion of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines) denies any distinction within 
nirv切a. It is only that the Buddha has ended all the mental defilements



whereas the sravaka has not. Take, for example, a man cutting wood. 
VVhen he cuts off a foot, a foot is gone. When he cuts off an inch, an inch is 
one The shortening pertains to the measurement of foot and inch, but 

that has nothing to do with the nonbeing [at the end when all the wood is 
cut] - [Therefore] the difference lies in the subject [i.e., in the depths 
of individual understanding and not in the common goal].55

But the subitist is not to be silenced that easily. He queries the gradu- 
alist on the relationship between rider and cart: how can there be three 
different types of selves walking the same nirvanic path?

If [the rider and the cart are one], then you cannot argue that the distinc- 
tion [of the three] lies in the selves and not in the nirvanic paths. If the self 
is not nirvanic, then it cannot be on the path. If [the rider and the cart are 
tWo], then it violates logic to say that a [samsaric] man is riding on the 
[nirvanic] path.56

Realizing that the point o f contact between rider and vehicle is a diffi
culty in his argument, Seng-chao substitutes the more appropriate anal
ogy of three birds that fly out of the same cage.

All three [birds] are alike in escaping to where there is no more pain [of 
samsaric bondage]. Nevertheless, even as they are alike in being free, they 
remain different. You cannot say that just because the bircls are different, 
their freedom is not the same，or, just because their freedom is the same, 
the [species of] birds are not different.57

As Hui-kuan had noted earlier, so now Seng-chao observes: nirvana 
can be one without denying the not-one.58

The subitist then brings up the one principle that requires total, not 
partial, comprehension. We can almost hear Tao-sheng’s voice here:

It is said that nirvana is the great way, where all things are the same and 
nondual. If it is nondual, it allows no variance of mind. So unless one 
embodies it, one cannot exhaust the most subtle of its depths. I do not see 
how you can propose that one can embody it without fully penetrating it.59

In reply, Seng-chao cites the opening chapter o f the L ao-tzu , suggesting 
the perennial appropriateness o f patience and hum ility:

The sphere of emptiness is the realm of the mystery within the mystery 
(ckung-ksiian). So boundless is its way, how is it possible to assume that it 
fan be exhausted so quickly? Did not [Lao-tzu] say: “The man of learning 
increases day by day; the man of Tao decreases every day”？ The student 
of the way is the seeker of nirvana. To realize nirvana, one practices daily 
decrease. Is that to be termed “sudden erUightenment” ？60

Seng-chao’s allusion to the L ao-izu  is a sobering rem inder that Taoism 
ne' ef  unambiguously supported either the subitist or the gradualist 
P°Sltion. In fact, the tun-chien  distinction was unknown to it.



Hsieh Ling-yun^ Defense of Subitism

The subitist debate continued beyond Seng-chao. A  decade later (422' 
423), Hsieh Ling-yun defended Tao-sheng’s subitism in his Pien tsung 
lun . The follow ing is R ichard M ather’s translation o f the thesis.61

In the discussions of the Buddhists [it is said]: “Although the way of the 
sage is remote, by accumulating learning one is able to attain it. Only 
after all bonds have been ended and illumination has been produced, 
ought one then gradually become en lightenedIn the discussion of the 
Confucians, on th  ̂ other hand [it is said]: “Since the way o f the sage is 
subtle, even though [one is a] Yen [Hui], one is only * almost* perfect. But 
if one embodies nonbeing and one’s illumination is all-embracing, then 
[all] truth reveals the single ultimate.”

There is a monk [who has put forward] a “new thesis” which claims: 
“The silent illumination is extremely subtle and does not admit of any 
gradations. The accumulation of learning is endless, so how could it ever 
terminate itself?” [What I am proposing] now is to discard the “gradual 
enlightenment” of the Buddhists while accepting their “ability to attain，” 
and to discard the “almost [perfect】，，o f the Conhicians while accepting 
their “single ultimate.” The “single ultimate” differs from “gradual 
enlightenment** [just as] “the ability to attain” is not the same as “almost 
[perfect]-’，Therefore, in the matter of what truth discards [of the two tra
ditions], even though it accepts what agrees with it from each，neverthe
less it departs from both the Confucians and the Buddhists. I think the 
pro nouncements made by the tw o【traditions】 are words with the intention 
of “saving beings■” The claim put forward by the monk is a statement 
made for “getting the meaning.” I would presume to permit myself to 
strike a compromise [between the two]. In my humble opinion, the “new 
theory” is the right one.，，62

W hat is most telling about Hsieh L ing-yun^ thesis is that, in the end， 
“ gradual enlightenm ent” is seen as an Indian character trait while the 
“ sudden teaching” is claim ed for the Chinese tem peram ent:

The Chinese find it easy to see the truth but difficult to receive instruction, 
so they are closed to the “repeated learning” b u t open to the “simple ulti
mate 5 Foreigners find it easy to receive instructions but difficult to see the 
truth, so they are closed to “sudden understanding” but open to “gradual 
enlightenment-，，63

By so construing the division along cultural lines, Hsieh in effect con* 
cedes that the subitist position has little known Indian scriptural supp0" ;

The P ien tsung lun deserves fu ller treatm ent than is possible here. 
For now, we need only note that nowhere in it do we find any mention 
o f Buddha-nature. Since the N irvan a Sutra had been available since 令立 
4 17 ，one has to wonder w hy it was not cited to support the subitist arg^ 
ment as late as 422-423 .



The Late Entry of the N ir v a m  Sutra Into the Debate

Neither K um arajlva nor Seng-chao had any knowledge o f the N irvana 
娜 a . 65 M oreover, since the shorter version o f this text brought back by 
pa_hsien denied the icch an tika any possibility o f enlightenm ent, it is per
haps understandable that Tao-sheng and Hsieh Ling-yun did not 
appeal to it for support. The sutra can only help the subitist theory if 
Buddha-nature is recognized as something universal and complete in 
itself，but as late as 4 2 6 -4 28  Tao-sheng had not yet hit upon that idea. 
This can be inferred from  a letter sent to H ui-kuan and Tao-sheng by 
Fan-t，ai, which discusses perceptual issues without ever m entioning a 
dispute over Buddha-nature or the fate o f the icchan tika , 66 A t the tim e, it 
appears that Tao-sheng and H ui-kuan had only a friendly disagreem ent 
on sudden versus gradual enlightenm ent.

In 429 things changed. A t the urging o f H ui-kuan, Tao-sheng was 
expelled from  the m onastic com m unity in C h，ang-an fo r adm itting the 
icchantika into the ranks o f the enlightened in clear violation o f the words 
of the Buddha as they were then known. Unlike the previous argum ents 
over sudden and gradual, which could not be decided by appeal to 
scriptures and in which Tao-sheng found supporters, the icchantik a  con
troversy was one in which Tao-sheng was isolated一 no one else was 
named in the banishm ent. M oreover, since the breach seems to have 
developed very quickly, we m ay in fer that Tao-sheng voiced his opinion 
on the icchan tika close to the year 429 itself.

I suspect that Tao-sheng in itially proposed only a m oderate doctrine 
of Buddha-nature as fu ture acquisition (tan g-yu  fo-h sin g) ，that is, icch an ti- 
few do not have here and now the seed o f enlightenm ent; rather, they 
acquire it in tim e as a future fru it (ta n g -la i chih kuo) . 67 T hat was enough 
to get Tao-sheng expelled. In the year 430, however, the longer version 
of the N irvan a S u tra , which had been translated in 422 by Dhar- 
niak^ema, finally reached the southern capital and the monks discov
ered that the sutra had reversed itself by adm itting the icchantika into the 
ranks o f the enlightened. Now Tao-sheng, feeling vindicated, put for- 
ward the m ore radical thesis o f the a p riori possession o f Buddha-nature 
(pm -yu fo-h sin g) .68 From  this point on subitism  was grounded in the doc- 
trine of the universal Buddha-nature.

To recapitulate the evolution o f this theory, we m ay note that pre
viously Tao-sheng’s idea o f an “ inner essence” had rem ained vague.69 
The first suggestion o f it I find is in his com m entary on the L otus S u tra, 
as related to the Buddha’s om niscience:

in d en t beings originally have their share of this Buddha-wisdom. • * • 
In order to show sentient beings the omniscience of the Buddha, they are



told that they have an innate share of this wisdom. By this teaching, they 
achieve enlightenment. If enlightenment is due to teachings, then the sign 
comes from without. By that means they are awakened. Awakening, they 
enter the way.70 、

In this passage it is still not clear whether Tao-sheng’s “wisdom” is 如 

external means o r an inner reality. A  clearer statem ent had to await the
Pien tsung lun.

Now it appears that the monk H ui-lin , 71 who wrote the memorial 
•essay on Tao-sheng cited earlier, was critical o f Hsieh*s attempt to 
m arry “ sudden enlightenm ent” to the Chinese tem peram ent and to 
attribute “gradual enlightenm ent” to India. To him , it was clear that 
Confucius (at least the Neo-Taoist version o f him) and Sakyamuni 
taught both aspects:

When Sakyamuni spoke of a gradual progression, he was taking the per
spective of the mundane forms themselves [for the sake of common men]. 
When Confucius spoke of there being no gradual approach，he was [for 
the moment] assuming the standpoint of the Tao. How do I know that this 
is so? Because [at other times] Confucius spoke of “revering our superior 
nature (hsing) through practice.” Sakyamuni spoke of the “union with 
enlightenment transcending even the two bhQmis.” Thus, both sages alike 
had sudden and gradual teachings. What cause is there to charge India 
with only knowing【gradual] teachings and to prize China alone for hav
ing the [sudden] principle?72

Hsieh L ing-yun^ response was to invoke the doctrine o f Buddha- 
nature.

Although Confucius did speak of “revealing the superior path” [to the 
above average], he still stressed “ungraded sagehood” more. Although 
Sakyamuni endorsed the ‘‘one unity” [beyond the bhumis], he still 
stressed “sentient possession of Buddha-nature” more. Beings with Bud
dha-nature are destined feventually! to return to the one refuge [of Bud
dhahood] .73

H ere it is clear that the possession o f Buddha-nature, understood as the 
seed o f enlightenm ent requiring tim e and effort to bear fruit, was 
thought to support gradualism . O nly the last line, which affirms the 
growth o f this seed into the fru it o f Buddhahood, suggests a possible lin 
with sudden enlightenm ent.

For the most part, Hsieh Ling-yun^ advocacy o f Tao-sheng s sub 
itism  did not rely on any doctrine o f an “inner essence.” In fact, he waS 
so interested in distinguishing practice from  enlightenm ent that Tao 
sheng had to intervene at one point. It seems that one o f the conten 
in the controversy, W ang W ei-chiin, was so dissatisfied with Hsie ^ 
rebuttal'of his position that he forwarded their exchange to Tao-sheng-



吁sieh had follow ed the H rdaya in m aking too sharp a distinction 
>etween dark (o r blind) faith and bright (or lum inous) enlightenm ent: 75

No enlightenment cannot be arrived at gradually. Faith is aroused by the 
teachings. How? As there is teaching, there is faith and daily merit. How- 
ever, enlightenment itself cannot be piecemeal, because illumination (chao) 
cannot be gained in that fashion. The aspiration for the Tao begins with 
the one good [thought]. Then with the suppression of defilements, there is 
the elimination of evil. Still, even as that approximates nonbeing, even as 
the pure counters the impure, such actions are not sufficient. They are not 
the same as having an undefiled mind. 76

Concerned that H sieh m ight have separated faith from  wisdom , Tao- 
iheng added this rider:

The [dark】 faith that is based on the teaching is not totally unknowing. 
Rather, it is that the aid to knowledge is in principle something lying 
beyond me77 and leads to the discovery of the [true] self of man. Thus, 
how can it be said that there is no merit in daily progress? Yet even that 
[formulation] may not pertain to true self-knowing. How can it claim to 
jiave a role in illumination (chao)? Now, is that not equivalent to saying 
that since a person still regards the principle to be beyond him, he cannot 
be considered to be fully enlightened? If knowledge is not derived [ulti
mately] from one’s center, one cannot be said to have attained illumina
tion.78

\lthough Tao-sheng did not yet identify this principle w ithin as the 
Buddha-nature, this passage might m ark his hesitant m ove toward that 
conclusion.

Some tim e between w riting that com ment and the year 429, when 
Iao-sheng argued th a t the icchantika w as included in the ranks o f the 
enlightened, Tao-sheng spelled out his doctrine o f Buddha-nature, ^md 
Seng-jui in  his Yu i lun echoed th at position:

The Lotus Sutra recognizes the [one] Buddha vehicle and shows how there 
cannot be a second or a third [vehicle]. However, it never openly admits 
that all sentient beings have Buddha-nature [as does the N irvana Sutra] . Yet 
even though that teaching is absent, it does not mean that it was not 
implied [in the L otu s，doctrine of the all-pervasive Buddha-jnana]. Now, 
Fa-hsien had traveled far to India to find and bring back to the capital this 
true scripture [the N irvana Sutra]. It was then translated with the help oi 
dhyana Master Buddhabhadra and more than a hundred monks. The 
s6tra states that nirvana means nonextinction [instead of extinction], that 
Buddhas have a true self, that all sentient beings have Buddha-nature, 
and that they will become Buddhas upon the completion of learning. As 

Buddha is said to have a true self, the sutra is called the special teach- 
of the sage m irror (sheng-chao)  and the crown of all sutras. As nirvana is 

. nonextinction, the sutra affirms a true basis. However, there are still those



who are satisfied with gradual enlightenment and who deride stubbornly 
this true teaching. How foolish are these deluded ones who do not care to 
save themselves . . . and how much they are like the icchantika mentioned 
by the sutra [who denied the same doctrine]!79

The last sentence condemning the icchan tika would date the Y ii i lun 
before 429 when Tao-sheng repudiated their condem nation.

The Aftermath

In this chapter I have tried to reconstruct the developm ent o f Tao- 
sheng^ reflections on the rationale for sudden enlightenm ent. I have 
argued that his subitism had ah innocuous abhidharm ic beginning; that 
it did not become a m atter o f debate until it was aligned with the one 
vehicle doctrine o f the L otus S u tra; that Seng-chao defended gradualism 
in term s of h is understanding of the three vehicle teach ing o f the Perfec
tion of W isdom trad ition ; th a t the concept o f un iversal Buddha-nature 
was not connected with the sudden-gradual debate as late as Hsieh 
Ling-yiin，s P ien  tsu n g lu n ; that this connection was probably first made 
only shortly before Tao-sheng form ulated his thesis that even icchantika 
have Buddha-nature; and that Tao-sheng，s final theory, in which the 
two theses were fused, came only after 430.

Tao-sheng，s subitist trium ph was short-lived. For a century, the grad
ualist teaching held sway, and it was not until the C h’en dynasty (557- 
589) that subitism  was revived. That was also the time when the Awak
ening o f F aith  in  M ahayana appeared. This text was influential in recasting 
the issue in  term s o f pen-chueh (a priori enlightenm ent) versus shih-chueh 
(incipient enlightenm ent), w hereby the latter presupposes the former. 
W ith the developm ent o f the m ore totalistic T ，ien-t，ai understanding of 
M ah§y§na based on the one vehicle doctrine and the new idealism of 
the L ankdvatara S u tra, the old debate was also being redefined. Whereas 
Tao-sheng had spoken o f gradual practice as a prerequisite for sudden 
enlightenm ent, Tsung-m i (7 80 -8 41), representing the la ter C h’an posi
tion, would take enlightenm ent to be a priori (pen-chueh) and accord
ingly deem practice to be its derived function—a gradual cultivation 
based on sudden enlightenm ent.

Notes

I would like to thank Richard Lynn for his stylistic revisions of an earlier draft 
and Peter Gregory for his comments and suggestions. Any errors of fact or 
interpretation that remain are, of course, my own responsibility.
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five to being, in contrast to the immanence of something in “one，s cemer” Tao- 
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Glossary

an-hsin 暗信 H u i - t a 慧達

C h’an  禪 H u i-y iian  慧遠

chao 照 i 意

Chao /un 肇論 I-ching 易經

ch’eng-fo 成佛 Kao-seng chuan 高 僧傳

Ch'eng-shih t o  成實論 k o - i格義

Chi-tsang 吉 顢 ‘ . Kuan, wu-liang ching 観無量經

chien 漸 Lao-tzu 老子

chien-hsing 見性 l i 理
chien-wu 漸悟 L iu  C h ’iu  劉 4L
Chien-wu lun 漸悟論 M iao-fa lien-hua ching 妙法蓮華經

Chih T u n  支遁 m ing-chaio  名敎

C hu-iiiieA-ti闺易略例 M in g fo  lu n 明佛論

Chuang-tzu 莊子 Ming-seng chuan ch，ao 名憎■傳鈔

chung-hsiian 重玄 Nieh'p'an wu-ming lun 淫 紫 無 名 論

Erh-ti lun 二諦論 p ’an-ch iao  判敎

Fa-hsien 法顯 pen-ch tieh  本覺

Fa-t’ai 法汰 pen -yu  fo-hsing 本有佛性

Fan-t’ai 范泰 朽訊 加 ng tu n 辯 宗 論

Fang-kuang 放光 Po~j° wu-chih l u n 般 若 無 知 論

fang-wai chih p in  方 外 之賓 p u -e rh  fa-m en 不二法門

Ho'P ^  黑白論 S an -lu n  三論
hsiang 象 San-pao /wn 三 報 論

Hsiang H siu 向秀 san-sheng  三乘

Hsieh L ing-yun 謝靈運 Seng-chao  僧■肇
hsing 性 Seng-ju i 僧叙

^u an .h s iieh  玄學 sheng-chao  聖照
hsiian-li 玄理 shih-ch iieh  始覺
hsiieh 學
» .  a —

Shik-shuo hsin-yu 世說新語
n u 忽 shift-yu 始有
Hui-jui 慧數
El . •

Ta-chih-tu lun 大 智 度 論

C UNkua« 慧觀 tang-la i ch ih  kuo 當來之果

慧琳 tan g -y u  當有



tang-yu fo-hsing 當有佛性 

T，ao Ch’ien 陶潛 

Tao-lin 道林 

Tao-sheng 道生 

t ’ i 髖

T’ien-t’ai 天臺 
Tsung-mi 宗密 

Tsung Ping 宗炳 

t u n 頓

tun-chien 頓漸 

tun-wu頓悟 
Tun-wu lu n頓悟論

tzu-jan 自然
Yao Hsing 姚興

Yao Sung 姚离
yu-wu hsiang-kuan 有無相觀

Yu i lu n嗓疑論

Wang P i王弼
Wang Wei-chiin 王衞軍
wu (nonbeing)無
wu-hsiieh 無學

W u-liang-i ching 無量義經

W u-liu hsien-sheng chuan 五柳先生傳



Sudden and Gradual Intimately 
Conjoined: 

Chih-i's T'ien-t'ai View
N e a l  D o n n e r

Paul Dem ieville m ay be credited w ith first bringing to the notice of 
Western Buddhologists the Chinese debate on sudden versus gradual 
enlightenment.1 A t the same tim e, we cannot deny the influence of 
D. T. Suzuki in focusing our attention on the rival poems o f H ui-neng 
and Shen-hsiu in the P latform  S u tra . 2 But there is a second strain o f mod
ern Buddhology that, practically independent o f the above, has used the 
sudden-gradual pair o f antonym s to clarify the phenomenon o f doctri
nal classification (p ，an -ch iao). Here the use o f the two term s is rather 
distant from  the controversy over “ how quickly enlightenm ent is 
obtained.”

Such a bifurcation o f scholarly attention oddly parallels the noninte
gration o f teaching and practice deplored and strenuously combatted in 
his day by Chih-i (538-597), the scholar-m onk from  whom em anated 
the great T ，ie n -t，ai school o f Chinese (and later, under the name o f le n -  
dai，Japanese) Buddhism. One may, in fact, view  Chih-i's entire life  
snd teachings as an effort to restore to a proper harm onious unity the 
pursuit o f wisdom in its two form s, intellectual and experiential. Since 

made liberal use o f the sudden-gradual term inology in both his doc- 
^rinal and his practical works, we can gain useful insight into the debate 

y examining his use o f the term s and their place in his thought. M ore- 
his influence on Chinese C h ’an and on the Japanese Tendai and 

, cniren sects was so pronounced that a correct understanding o f Chih- 
* s thought is indispensable to an accurate assessment o f m any later 
evelopments in East Asian Buddhism. This chapter will deal with 

ih-i s understanding o f “ sudden” and “ gradual” in the context o f his 
ught on teaching and practice.



A lthou^i the T ,ien-t,ai school is nam ed after the m ountain wher^ 
C hih-i’s m onastery stood, he was certainly not the only prominent 
teacher in his line. Several im portant texts by his teacher, Hui-ssu (515、 
577)，have been preserved in the Chinese Buddhist canon, and this man 
clearly influenced Chih-i profoundly, especially in the latter^  early 
years. Several generations later, in the middle o f the T ，ang dynasty, the 
scholar-monk Chan-jan (7 11-78 2 ) was able to revive this tradition after 
a period o f eclipse. M any o f his volum inous works, prom inently includ
ing the standard commentaries to C hih-i，s Fa-hua hsian~ i (Profound 
M eaning o f the Lotus Sutra; henceforth referred to as the H siia n -t) and 
M o-ho chih-kuan (The G reat Calm ing and Contem plation), may be 
found in the canon. C han-jan’s debates with scholars o f the Hua-yen 
school are a fascinating episode in T ’ang Buddhism，as yet unmined by 
W estern scholars. It was at this point, and through this process, that 
both T ，ien_t，ai and Hua-yen became self-conscious as separate tradi
tions or schools (tsu n g). Further im portant developments in the T ，ien- 
t，ai linez^e occurred in the Sung dynasty, while in Japan the school had 
been reborn under Saicho (767-822) as Tendai, carving out for itself a 
preeminent position in the world o f Japanese Buddhism.

The other lum inaries in the tradition notwithstanding, it remains 
true that “T ，ien -t，ai thought” means, above all, the thought o f Chih-i 
him self，the “ great teacher o f T ’ien-t’ai,” intellectual founder o f the tra
dition, and，according to the derivative Nichiren school in Japan, the 
Buddha of the period o f the Reflected Dharm a. The noted C h’an histo
rian Yanagida Seizan has argued that the history o f the C hfan move
ment really begins when, at the time o f the fourth and fifth patriarchs, 
Tao七sin (580-651) and Hung-jen (610 -675)，an effort was made to find 
in Bodhidharma a source o f authority older than Chih-i that could be 
used to establish C h’an as a tradition in its own right, separate from 
T ’ien-t’ai.3 Traces o f C hih-i’s thought are evident in the P latform  Sutra, 
and it seems that when Tsung-mi (780-841) bent his efforts toward 
strengthening a rather deteriorated tradition o f sitting m editation in the 
C h9an school, he found it necessary virtually to copy a minor, but popu
lar meditation text by Chih-i, the H siao-chih-k uan  (Lesser Calming and 
Contem plation ) . 4  Sekiguchi holds that this work o f Tsung-mi became 
the basis for all C h’an and Zen m editation manuals thereafter, its influ
ence discoverable even in the m editation manuals o f the g r e a t  Japanese 
monk Dogen (12 0 0-12 5 3).5 G ranted the possibility that Sekiguchi over
states his point, the fact remains that T ，ien-t,ai meditation was a tradi
tion that it was impossible for the C h’an movement to ignore (thoug 
T ’ ie n - t ’ a i  d o c tr in e  w a s  m o re  e a s i ly  a v o id e d , a t  le a s t  b y  C h 'a n ) .  W h eth er



reacting against or borrowing from  T ，ien-t，ai, C h ’an was forced to 
row in the shadow o f C h ih -i，s stupendous system atization o f M ahaya- 

na methods o f m editation and cannot be fu lly understood without refer
ence to his work.

The works attributed to Ghih-i fall, for the most part, into the cate- 
gory o f either doctrine (teaching) or practice (m editation)，the chiao'm en  
ancj the kuan-m en. Throughout his life he continued to lecture in both 
areas, until in m aturity he produced the H su an -i (593) and the M o-ho 
ch ih-kuan  (5 9 4 ) , th e  fo rm e r  b e in g  h is  c ro w n in g  a c h ie v e m e n t  in  th e  r e a lm  
of doctrine, the latter occupying the same position in the realm  o f prac
tice.

The twofold nature o f his works reflects the double emphasis in Ghih- 
i，s thought. Throughout his career he insisted tirelessly that both doctri
nal and practical (contem plative) training are essential fo r the aspirant 
seeking an enlightened life. On the one hand, he said, the study o f doc
trine as set forth in the scriptures and com mentaries is indispensable. 
Why? Because practice or m editation without study leaves us open to 
false arrogance.6 W ithout proper doctrinal study, we fall prey to the 
conceit that we are equal to the Buddha (a conceit that recurs frequently 
in the course o f M ahayana history). To m editate while rem aining inno
cent of the teachings is likened to grasping a torch (sym bolizing the 
searing flame of samadhi) im properly and hence burning ourselves. On 
the other hand, to restrict ourselves to doctrinal study, never getting 
authentic experience o f our own “dh arm a-treasure，，，is com parable to a 
pauper counting other people’s money. Ideas “entdr our ears and exit 
from our mouths, yet the mind rem ains undisciplined’，，with the result 
that our opinions m ultiply and once again we develop arrogance. Study 
of the teachings in the absence o f contem plation is likened to grasping a 
knife (symbolizing the cutting edge o f the intellect) im properly and 
hence cutting ourselves.

丁here are four perm utations o f study with m editation: little study 
with little m editation, little study with much m editation, much study 
with little m editation, and finally, much study with much m editation. 
Only the last group o f aspirants really succeed, in C h ih -i，s view. Once 
°ne has trained the wisdom-eye through m editation, and has allowed 
(through study) the outer light to shine, it is possible to see clearly the 

object” perceived by subjective enlightened intuition (though it must 
1 e Understood that at such a stage the subject-object dichotom y is no 
Qnger in effect). One can then take real possession o f the dharm a-trea- 
Sure yet harbor no conceit.
p t h e  H sixan-i passage from  which the above comments are taken ’ 7

&_i goes on to specify under m editation the so-called three views 
ySar̂ 'kuan)} designed to correct the tendency toward uncentered think



ing; and under study he specifies the doctrine o f the six identities (Uu. 
ch i), used to correct the arrogance o f unstudied m editation.

The six identities are a m arvelously concise and clear rubric, well 
s u ite d  to  e lu c id a te  th e  r e la t io n s h ip  b e tw e e n  d o c tr in e  a n d  p ra c t ic e , as 
well as between identity and difference, in C h ih -i，s thought. They 
reveal the structures o f his thought with greater clarity than any of his 
other doctrines, w ith the exception o f the three views. The six identities 
are : 8

1. Identity in principle. This affirm s inherent Buddhahood.
2. Verbal identity. Here intellectual understanding that we are Bud

dhas is gained.
3. Identity o f religious practice. Here behavior and m ental state are 

brought into correspondence with the prio r verbal formulations. 
The M o-ho chih-kuan compares this to the practice o f archery, in 
which one begins by aim ing at large targets, then gradually 
reduces the target size until finally one can hit the hundredth part 
of a hair. 9

4. Identity o f resemblance. O ne’s “ thoughts and evaluations ap
proach what has been expounded in the sutras o f previous 
Buddhas, ’ 10

5. Identity o f partial truth. “ Ignorance weakens and wisdom becomes 
increasingly prom inent.” •

6 . U ltim ate identity. Buddhahood, the final fru it.

The T ，ien -t，a i tradition correlates these six identities w ith the fifty- 
two stages, an expansion o f the ten stages expounded in the D asabhu- 
m ika-su tra, but the six nevertheless differ critically from  the ten or the 
fifty-tw o in their assertion o f identity with the highest reality at every 
level. For according to this doctrine, even before we have begun to 
tread the path toward final realization, we are already identical, m a 
certain sense, to Buddha, and we thus partake o f the ultim ate reality 
without even trying to do so. \fet as we advance in our practice, over 
tim e, the nature o f the identity changes: we become increasingly aware 
of that truth-in-ourselves, until ultim ately the inherent identity has 
become com pletely realized. C hih-i has creatively adapted a parable 
from the N irvana Sutra to illustrate this interpenetration o f inherent Bud
dhahood with progress in realization: (1) Suppose there is a pauper with 
a cache o f treasure around his house that he is not aware of. (2) A  frieiid 
shows him where it is buried. (3) He clears away the weeds and begins 
to dig it out, (4) gradually getting closer and closer. (5) He reaches an 
opens the cache, (6) empties it and puts the treasure to use. 11 ^

The endpoint o f practice, fu lly realized Buddhahood, is a distant 
that Chih-i never claimed to have reached. Tradition has it that in 1



ovvn opinion he never passed beyond the third identity, as he had 
expended so much o f his efforts on behalf o f his students rather than on 
him self-12

The relationship between identity and difference in this doctrine is 
analogous to the relationship between study and m editation, doctrine 
and practice，alluded to above. The existence o f identity erases self、 

depreciation and doubt w hile the existence o f six gradations erases arro
gance. Am ong Buddhists, those who exaggerate identity fall prey to 
arrogance w hile those who overem phasize differentiation (i.e ., the six) 
are subject to a loss o f faith in them selves. 13 Even at the outset we are 
tnily, already Buddhas, even w ithout having heard the first suggestion 
that this is so. O ne o f the senses o f “ sudden” in the la ter sudden-grad- 
ual controversies is equivalent to this first identity: that even in our 
totally naive state we are already Buddhas in the fu ll sense, with no 
practice o r study w hatever required. Taken out o f context, even Chih-i 
can be cited to support such an interpretation: “ If living beings are 
already identical w ith enlightenm ent, then they cannot attain anything 
fUrther: ’ 14 A nother sense o f “ sudden” in the la ter controversies is 
equivalent to verbal identity, the second identity as equated with the 
sixth. According to this in terpretation , all we need do is give intellectual 
assent to the proposition that we are Buddhas，and we have attained 
Buddhahood in the fu ll sense.

As for the three view s, these are the subjective aspect o f the three 
truths. The latter should not be confused with the venerable four noble 
truths, being instead an expansion o f the M adhyam ika two truths doc
trine {sa m vrti and param drtha， provisional and ultim ate). Briefly, the 
third truth is generated from  the other two by view ing them as ex
tremes, dialectically reconciled in the m iddle truth. That things are is 
the first truth (provisional); that they are not is the second (ultim ate); 
and that they both are and are not, as w ell as neither are nor are not, is the 
third truth , considered necessary by C hih-i in order to avoid the 
extreme o f negation into which he perceived m any o f those falling who 
clung to the doctrine o f em ptiness as an ultim ate. N agarjuna him self 
had warned o f this danger, and in India the \bgacara philosophy devel
oped a parallel, but different reconciliation o f the extrem es o f “ being” 
and “nonbeing.，，T he third  or m iddle tru th , expressible as above in two 
equivalent ways (“ both” and “ neither”) is not tru ly a com prom ise, a 
^middle w ay” between extrem es as we m ight first think, but instead 
emphasizes the paradoxical nature o f reality: that the truth cannot be 
reduced to a single form ulation.

Here is a recurrence o f C h ih -i,s “ binocular v isio n ，，， the double 
emphasis which is a leitm otiv o f his thought. It is necessary, according 
to Chih-i, to phrase the tru th  in opposite ways and  to understand that



the opposite form ulations are finally (in an expressible sense) pointing 
to the same “ thing.” At the level o f the perfect o r actionless teaching 
which we shall touch upon later, each moment o f thought '

is identical with emptiness, with the provisional, and with the middle. All 
[three] are ultimate emptiness, all are the tathagatagarbha, all are the ulti
mate reality. Though they are not three, yet they are three; though they 
are three, they a rt not three. • . . They are neither the same nor different 
yet they art the same and they art different.15

Restating the argum ent, we m ay say that the truth is for Ghih-i on the 
one hand differentiable, on the other hand undifferentiable, and finally 
something that neither o f these opposites can convey. Sim ilarly, light is 
conceived o f today as consisting o f (differentiated) particles, or alterna- 
tively o f (undifferentiated) waves, or as something which cannot ulti
m ately be caught in this conceptual net. To complete the analogy with 
C h ih -i，s thought，we must add that these three ways to conceive of light 
can both be completely identified with and completely distinguished 
from  one other.

A t every stage along the path there is the tem ptation to claim final 
attainm ent, particularly when one’s attainm ent is already profound 
(following identity 2). The nondualism  o f the Perfection o f Wisdom 
sutras, upon which Chih-i and the whole C h ’an tradition based their 
thought, is not hard to construe with such a one-sided emphasis. Chih- 
i's nondualism contained an added sophistication, however, in that he 
shrank from claim ing to have found the one principle, preferring 
instead to leave us ambiguc^usly with the challenge o f the coexistence of 
apparently contradictory propositions: that nothing is excluded from 
perfection, yet serious training is required to perfect oneself neverthe
less; that both being and nothingness are equally valid, and equally 
invalid, characterizations o f the nature o f reality. We see this double 
emphasis throughout C h ih -i，s work, bearing on a m ultitude o f doc
trines, and consistently viewing the world with “ binocular” vision.

The union o f doctrine and practice, o f teaching and m editation, must 
be kept in mind whenever either aspect is under discussion. This has 
regrettably not always been the case when scholars both past and 
present，oriental and occidental, have dealt with T ’ien-t’ai doctrine in 
particular, with the result that C h ih -i，s doctrinal classification (p 'a it- 
chiao) scheme has over centuries come to be treated in virtual isolation 
from  considerations o f practice. In recent years this one-sided under
standing o f his thought has begun to be rectified , 16 and an effort will be 
made here to keep both aspects in balance.

We find a tripartite division in both teaching and m editation in Chih* 
i. O r put another way, there is a tripartite division—nam ely sudden,



radual, and variab le17—in which each term  can be interpreted from  
^vo points o f view , 18 teaching and m editation (the chiao-m en and the 
^la^n-m en), making six possibilities in all. Everything w ritten or dictated 

Chih-i can be approached with reference to this basic hexapartite 
t rn We must be careful to observe, however, that in accordance 

-ith  the general principle o f his thought, C hih-i clearly viewed this (and 
every other) classification as provisional, not a representation o f ulti- 
mate truth, and conceived o f each m em ber o f the six as present in  all the 
others. 19

Chih-i uses “ sudden,” in regard to teaching, to refer to the A vatam 
saka-sutra, believed to have been expounded by the Buddha to m dstly 
uncomprehending listeners im m ediately after his enlightenm ent. “ Sud- 
den” here means for Chih-i that the Buddha，m aking no concessions to 
the intellectual or spiritual capacities o f the individuals in his audience, 
elucidated the highest truth and nothing else. H aving ju st emerged 
from his enlightenment experience, he was concerned to characterize as 
accurately as possible the content o f his vision. T o a certain extent, the 
Lotus and the N irvana sutras m ay also be considered sudden—for though 
they were supposedly expounded at the end, rather than the beginning, 
of the Buddha’s teaching career, they likewise embody the highest truth. 
As regards m editation, “ sudden” refers to the type o f m editation out
lined in the M o-ho ch ih -ku an ,20 in which “ ultim ate reality is taken as the 
object of m editation from  the very beginning .” 21 This m editation is 
often called the “perfect and sudden” rather than m erely “ the sudden，” 
and its scriptural substantiations are by no means lim ited to the three 
“sudden” sutras just m entioned.

Chih-i used “ gradual,” in regard to teaching, to refer to all the other 
sutras expounded by the Buddha. T hat is, once the Buddha had deliv- 
ered the A vataifisaka-su tra  and realized how unsuccessful he had been at 
conveying the highest truth to his listeners, he decided that it was neces- 
sary to sim plify his teaching and begin at an elem entary level. Then he 
could lead them by degrees to the highest truth. Even the L otu s and the 
N irvana m ay sometimes be considered gradual, m erely because they 
Were not the first to be delivered (though this does not m ean they are 
not “perfect”). As fo r m editation, the gradual refers to the types o f 
Kieditation outlined in the T z，u -ti ch 9an-m en (The G raduated Teaching o f 
Meditation), the unprecedented system atization o f H lnayanistic m edi
ation methods that was C h ih -i，s first w ork (571) and that by itself 

have assured his im m ortality.22 The above-m entioned H siao-ch ih - 
^  is a synopsis o f this greater w ork .23

he “variab le” for C hih-i does not refer to any teaching o f m edita- 
n, seParate from  the sudden and the gradual but to the various combi- 
10ns o f levels o f teaching and m editation that are possible. Thus one



may pick whichever is most appropriate in one’s own case and apply jt 
The m etaphor used by G hih-i to elucidate both aspects is from the 
N irvdxta Sutra (whence he derived so many o f his m etaphors): poison in 
miJk.24 No m atter what the successive states in the processing o f milk〜  

whether it curdles, becomes cheese, butter, or ghee—once the poison is 
present, it rem ains there and has the capacity to kill whoever consumes 
the medium in which it dwells. Ju st so is the perfect teaching embedded 
in every lesser teaching o f the Buddha, and the perfect meditation, 
embedded in every lesser m editation .25

We now take a closer look at first the teaching aspect o f Chih-i 5 
thought, then the m editation aspect, w ith a view  to clarifying in both 
cases more precisely ju st what he m eant by “sudden” and by 
“gm dual.”

The Teaching Aspect of Chih-i’s Buddhism

Here we come face-to-face w ith Chih-i's p 3an-chiao system, in which he 
distilled the best elements from  virtually every scheme that preceded 
him and influenced many o f those which followed (the M o-ho chih-kuan 
perform ed a sim ilar function for m editation in the history o f Chinese 
Buddhism). Although the slogan o f the “ five periods and eight teach- 
ings” has been used for centuries to characterize his p 3an-chiao system ,26 
it has recently become apparent that this form ula was a later develop- 
ment and does not fairly represent C h ih -i，s own thought, as contained 
in the H su an -i for example.27 W ithout digressing into a detailed criti
cism o f the “ five periods and eight teachings” slogan, we shall start 
instead with the well-known m etaphor o f the five flavors that Chih-i 
borrowed from  the N irvana Sutra. Then instead o f the “ eight teachings,M 
we w ill elaborate “ four teachings，，，bearing in mind that even the result
ing form ula (“the five flavors and the four teachings”）falls far short of 
indicating the breadth or the heart o f C h ih -i，s thoughts on teaching.

C hih-i did not have a fixed p  9an -ch iao scheme but used a wide variety 
o f rubrics in different contexts and for different purposes throughout his 
vast oeuvre. We find that the p  9an-chiao fram ework used in the M o-ho 
chih-kuan differs from  that in the H suan~i, and again from that in the ^su~ 
ch ia o -i. A  definitive statement on this topic must await translation and 
analysis o f a greater portion o f C h ih -i，s work's than has so far been 
attempted. W e can recognize, however, that the general structures of 
C h ih -i，s thought, as revealed in his p^an-chiao categories among other 
places, m erit m ore attention than has been given them in the cut-and- 
dried doctrinal analysis that m edieval scholiasts found so attractive.

The locus ciassicu s o f the five flavors m etaphor appears in the N trva _  
Sutra:



From the cow there comes milk, from milk comes cream, from  cream 
come butter curds，from  butter curds comes butter, and from butter comes 
ghee- . . .  O h sons of good family, it is also thus with the Buddha {and his 
teaching]. From the Buddha come the twelve divisions of scripture, from 
the twelve divisions of scripture come the sutras, from  the sutras come the 
vaipulya [Mahayana] sutras, from the vaipufya sutras comes Perfection of 
Wisdom, and from Perfection o f Wisdom comes M ahdparinirvdna, which is 
t0 be compared to ghee. Ghee is analogous to the Buddha-nature.M

This m etaphor had already been used before C hih-i,s tim e in a p in -  
chiao scheme that he criticized in the H sim n-i. 29 He also shared with ear
lier schemes the supposition that the A vatamsaka -su tra  was a “ sudden” 
teaching that preceded all the rest, although this aspect does not appear 
in the N irvana Sutra passage quoted above. In fa c t，it is not clear that the 
passage refers to individual scriptures at a ll，despite the use o f the term s 
Perfection o f W isdom  and M ah dparin irvdria, nor that a chronological 
sequence o f teaching is necessarily im plied. M ochizuki in his encyclope
dia states that in his opinion the N irvan a Su tra is not referring to a chro
nological sequence o f teachings, but to progressive refinem ents down to 
the purest essence . 30 N evertheless, it seems undeniable that not only his 
predecessors，but also C hih-i him self, used the passage to arrange the 
scriptures in a chronological sequence supposed to m atch their order o f 
exposition in the Buddha’s actual life. W e find, therefore, a certain 
ambiguity in the uses o f the sym bolism : m ilk can sym bolize both the 
coarsest and the earliest version o f the teachings, while ghee corre
sponds to both the purest and the latest teaching.

C h ih -i，s central in terest here was not, however, a chronological 
arrangement o f the scriptures, w ith the m ore profound ones (except for 
the A vatam saka) com ing later, but to  determ ine the relationship between 
ultimate and provisional truth as revealed in the teachings o f the Bud
dha. In pursuit o f this goal he em ployed a variety  o f doctrinal categories 
quite freely, com m enting frequently that the truth lay quite beyond the 
doctrine. The five flavors and the sudden-gradual distinction are exam 
ples o f such categories, whose ultim acy he undercut by a num ber o f 
devices, including the notion o f interpenetration. The poison-in-m ilk 
metaphor m entioned above was thus used to illustrate his contention 
that even the low est-category teaching has the capacity to liberate suf
fering living beings.

Therefore it is tru e, says C hih-i, that the A vatarnsaka-sutra is sudden. 
Yet it (or the tim e when it was preached) can be both “ m ilk” and 
“ghee.” 31 In depth o f teaching it is ghee, while in term s o f when the 
^uddha expounded it, it is m ilk. M oreover, the listeners to that sutra 
deluded both “ ghee-listeners” (indicating those few “ sudden” bodhi- 
Sattvas who w ere able to understand and thereby gain liberation imme



diately) and “ m ilk-listeners” (those who were “ as if deaf and dum b” 
failing to understand the purport o f what was being said) .32 Hence \Je 
find that not only can “ghee，，listen ers obtain liberation when ‘‘m ilk’，is 
preached, but also that “ m ilk” listeners m ay be present when “ ghee” js 
preached•

The five flavors m ay be contrasted with the very simple “half/ful]’， 
herm eneutic, attributed to Bodhiruci. This teaching, as presented in the 
H suan -t,33 had defects that C hih-i was concerned to correct. It held that 
the Buddha first preached the H lnayana (“ half-w ord”）and afterwards 
the M ahayana (“ full-w ord”).34 On the contrary, says Chih-i, the Bud
dha expounded prajna, the full teaching, from  the very moment of his 
enlightenm ent and throughout his career. M oreover, the “ half-w ord” is 
not to be denigrated, for the Buddha praised such means precisely 
because o f their power to bring about the “ fu ll-w ord” (perfect, param ar- 
thd) teaching . 35 In fact, it was precisely because it lacked upaya that the 
A vatam saka-sutra failed to bring about the enlightenm ent o f m ore beings 
than it did, despite its status as an ultim ate teaching. But the L otus and 
N irvana sutras, coming at the end o f the Buddha’s teaching career, do 
not lack upaya. In these, prajna and upaya, the ultim ate and the provi
sional, function together, “like the two wings o f a bird.” Put another 
way, it is the great virtue o f the L otus in particular that it is ^gradual- 
sudden ,5536 for this completes its capacity to save living beings. Being 
purely “ sudden，” the A vatarasaka lacks this v irtu e .37

Along sim ilar lines Chih-i criticizes an earlier scholar’s distinction 
between the two kinds o f M ahayana: the teaching “with features” (yu - 
hsiang, i.e ., involving graduated stages), and the teaching “without fea- 
tures” (w u -h sian g, i.e .，without stages or “ sudden” ) .38 Not only is it the 
case that “ from  the night he gained enlightenm ent [the Buddha] consis
tently expounded prajna1139 but even within M ahayana the Buddha did 
not ever rely solely on either the teaching with or the teaching without 
features:

If [the Buddha] had used only [the teaching] with features，then—since 
such features would lack any [corresponding] referent—to what could the 
teaching refer? The way could not then be achieved. But if he had used 
only [the teaching] without features, then—since the featureless is true 
quiescence, ineffable, and separate from features, with mental processes 
extinguished—in such a case even this [featureless] teaching would not be 
[what is meant by “featureless”], for how could it be expounded at all? If 
we speak of “this teaching，” the teaching so indicated does have features. 
How could it be called “featureless”？ In the Perfection o f W isdom in Twenty- 

fiv e  T housand L ines, Subhuti asked, “ If a ll dharm as are u ltim ately without 
s u b s t a n c e ,  w h y  t h e n  d o  y o u  s a y  t h e r e  a r e  t h e  t e n  s t a g e s ? ”  T h e  B u d d h a  
answered, “It is precisely because there is ultimately no substance to the



d h a r m a s  that the ten stages of bodhisattva exist. If dharmas had a fixed 
nature there could be no ten stages." Know therefore that to speak of two 
kinds of Mahayana as separate from each other is "to contradict the 
sutras.40

Here we are very near the core o f C h ih -i，s thought. In his vocabulary, 
though there are no distinctions, yet there are distinctions; and though 
there are distinctions, yet there are no distinctions. Specifically regard- 
ing progress along the path, the statement becomes: though there are no 
stages, yet there are stages; and though there are stages, yet there are no 
stages. W herever words are used, we find the gradual teaching; hence 
this is present in a ll the siitras. Yet the “ sudden” ultim ate truth is also 
present, at least implicitly, in a ll the sutras. The sudden and the gradual 
both completely permeate the teachings o f the Buddha. The coexistence 
of equal and opposite im peratives is not only perm itted but required if  
we are to penetrate closer to ultim ate truth.

We cannot leave the subject o f the teaching aspect o f C h ih -i，s Bud
dhism without touching upon the so-called four teachings: ( 1 ) tripUaka， 
(2) shared, (3) separate, and (4) perfect. .These are relevant for our dis
cussion m ainly because the fourth o f these, the perfect teaching, may 
often be taken as the sudden teaching by another name. The two 
expressions are frequently combined into one: the perfect-and-sudden 
teaching (or m editation). Although this latter term  is frequently used in 
the texts attributed to Chih-i, he seldom makes reference to the “ four 
teachings” as a group or principle o f classification in either the H su an -i 
or M o-ho chih-kuan .41 Instead, the H suan-i analysis is based m ainly on the 
five flavors and the three modes o f teaching (sudden, gradual, varia
ble), while the M o-ho chih-kuan employs a different group o f four: aris- 
ln§» arising-and-perishing, innum erable, and actionless. Chih-i used 
categories freely in his effort to expound the dharm a, shifting between 
them whenever it seemed convenient. If later generations (especially 
Chan-jan? his principal commentator) developed the habit o f sum- 
marizing his far-ranging and subtle thought in a few pithy slogans, 
modern scholars must all the more resist the temptation to view his 
thought through their eyes.

What is the perfect teaching? In C h ih -i，s words:

seek ultimate reality apart from mundane dharmas is like departing 
e*npty space in one place to look for it in another. . . . There is no need to 
reject the mundane to turn toward the saintly. . . . Even though we make 

distinctions between shallow and profound, . , . nevertheless the pro- 
Vlsional and the ultimate are universally coextensive.*2

El
inSGAV̂ ere ^  ca^s this same teaching the actionless (w u -tso ). Contained 

Vanous places throughout the M ahayana (and im plicitly even the



H lnayana sutras), the perfect teaching can serve as a point o f reference 
when one considers the la ter doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent as pre 
sented in the P latform  Sutra. According to the perfect teaching, ‘‘there is 
not a single shape or smell that is not the middle w ay, . . . and the 
defilem ents are identical to enlightenm ent.，，43 The entire universe is 
im m anent in a moment o f thought (i-n ien  san -ch，ien ) and is perceived (by 
the enlightened mind) sim ultaneously as empty, as substantial, and as 
both and neither.

T he P ractice  A spect o f C h ih -i，s B uddhism

C hih-i’s thoughts and texts on practice can be arranged according to the 
same sudden-gradual-variable classification that furnishes the frame
work for the discussion on teaching. As in the previous section, the vari
able practice cannot be discussed apart from  the other two on the 
grounds that it does not constitute a separate practice .44 We are left then 
with the gradual practice and the sudden practice.

C hih-i’s m assive and influential early w ork, the T z，u -ti ck，an-m en , 5  is 
considered to be his definitive statem ent o f the gradual, or graduated, 
m editation practice. It m oves from  the elem entary to the profound, step 
by step, with its core chapter based on the progression from  <(mun- 
dane，，m editations to “both m undane and supram undane，” to ‘‘supra- 
m undane，” to “neither m undane nor supram undane•” Though the 
methods are for the most part borrowed from  H lnayana meditation 
m anuals, their doctrinal basis is set firm ly in M ahayana thought. At 
this point in Chinese Buddhism, there was not yet a stigma attached to 
“ gradualistic” teachings or methods o f contem plation. By the end of 
the next century, however，“ gradual” had become a term  o f revilement, 
functionally equivalent to the word “ H lnay互na” as used in many 
Indian M ahayana texts.

Though em inently a m editation text, the T z*U 'ti ch*an-m en uses the 
word ch ，an (dhyana) to sum up all religious practice, its meaning 
extending beyond m editation to include discipline and insight一all of 
the three disciplines (Slla，sam adhi, prajna) o f which Buddhism is said 
to be composed. This is the same sense in which the term  ch ，an is later 
used by the (as yet nonexistent) C h ’an school itself. Although the term 
had already been in use for centuries (even in the titles o f translated 
H lnayanist m editation m anuals), it did not assume this c o m p r e h e n s i v e  

sense until C hih-i’s T z}u~ti ch，an-m en. It is therefore a m atter of more 
than casual interest that toward the end o f his life, Chih-i substituted f°r 
ch }an the expression chih-kuan (calm ing and contem plation, c o n c e n t r a  

tion and insight，sam atha-vipasyana) . C h3an thus belongs to his caXJ  
“ gradualist” period while chih-kuan  belongs to his later “ perfect-an



sudden” period. This fact did not prevent the C h，an school from later 
criticizing T ’ien -t’M and the chih-kuan  practice as “ giradualistic.，，

The reason the M o-ho chih-kuan  prefers the term  chih-kuan  is that ch ’an， 
in its more restricted m eaning o f dhyana, is skewed tow ard the negative 
side of the static-dynam ic polarity, connoting only the quiescent aspect 
of m editation. H ere, as alw ays, Chih-i emphasized the unity o f oppo- 
sites，being concerned to show that m editation involves m ore than ces
sation o f thought and m otion. The latter corresponds to sam atha, but not 
vipasyana. The relation between the two is ju st as intim ate as the relation  
between m editation as a whole and teaching (in fact, vipasyan a  m ay be 
understood as the teaching aspect brought into the practice o f m edita
tion)： like two wheels o f a cart o r two wings o f a bird. In C h ih -i，s words, 
sam atha (or ch ih ) is the hand that holds the clum p o f grass, vipasyan a (or 
kuan) the sickle that cuts it down. The first is also likened to a closed and 
windless room , the second to a lam p that bum s brightest when the air is 
still; or the first is the soap that loosens the d irt, the second the clear 
water that rinses it away. The point needs emphasis because o f the great 
care that C hih-i took to avoid extrem es in his teaching and practice. 
Although these two aspects o f m editation are not strictly parallel to the 
sudden-gradual dichotomy, there is still a deep relationship between the 
two pairs. The relationship can be m ore easily seen as soon as we 
replace sa m atha - v ip o sy a nd w ith the often synonym ous sam adhi-prajna 
(meditation and wisdom ). W e m ay then observe that prajna is what 
both Tao-sheng and the C h ’an school understood to be instantly 
attained—while sam adhi has a ring o f gradualism  to it.

The m editation m ethods elaborated in the M o-ho chih-kuan include (1) 
the four sam adhis and ( 2 ) the ten modes and ten object-fields o f medita
tion. W hile the discourse on the la tter occupies six o f the ten fascicles o f 
the text, and m ay therefore be considered the main topic o f the w ork， 
we will not discuss them here46 because o f the length such a discussion 
would require, and because they have yet to be given close study and 
^ alysis based on an annotated W estern-language translation. M ore- 
over，their influence on la te r generations (both within and outside 
T’ien-t，ai) does not approach that o f the four samadhis, which Chih-i 
hirtiself presents as a sum m ation o f the whole o f religious practice.47 
( The four sam adhis—here the word “ sam adhi” prim arily means 

mode of religious practice”一 are classified according to the physical 
Posture of the practitioner: ( 1 ) the constantly sitting, (2 ) the constantly 
talking, (3 ) the half-w alking and half-sitting, and (4) the neither walk- 

nor sitting. O f these, the first refers sim ply to the practice o f sitting 
*̂e^itation, the second to reciting the nam e o f Am itabha Buddha (as in 

lhe*PUre Land tradition), the third to two complex visualizations (as in 
e tantric tradition ) ,48 and the fourth to the practice o f m editation in all



aspects of daily life (“walking，standing, sitting, and lying down,” as 
well as when “ speaking and being silent”). To the discussions on the 
first three are appended strong exhortations to engage zealously in the 
practice, but the section on the fourth “ sam^ldhi” is followed by a 
detailed and significant caveat advising restraint, for reasons that we 
shall see.

The constantly sitting samadhi makes use o f the venerable lotus pos
ture, padm dsana，in which the Buddha is often portrayed. Like the other 
three, the constantly sitting samadhi is a ‘‘ perfect and sudden，，practice. 
In what sense is this so? It is not simply breath-counting, nor does it 
involve focusing the attention on a single point in the visual field (such 
as the tip o f the nose, the navel, or a candle flam e). C ertainly no discur
sive contem plation o f the categories o f Buddhist doctrine (such as the 
four noble truths, the chain o f dependent origination, etc.) is in
volved .49 W hile certain doctrinal categories are brought into the medi
tation—for exam ple, the three truths (empty, provisional, and middle) 
and the three obstacles (suffering, defilem ents, and karm a)— the sole 
purpose o f this effort is to identify them, one after the other, with ulti
mate reality. Thus one contem plates the Tathagata, symbolizing ulti
m ate reality, as beyond tim e and space (em pty), as omnipresent in 
m ultiplicity (provisional), and as beyond, yet present in, each aspect of 
form  (middle). Sim ilarly, suffering, the defilem ents, and karm a itself 
are all to be identified with the dharm adhatu, or ultim ate reality. Yet 
even this m editation is derivative.

The main practice, including the prescriptions for body, voice, and 
m ind, is described under the heading o f the constantly sitting samadhi:

Sit constantly, without walking, standing, or lying down. One may be in a 
group, but it is better to be alone. Sit in a quiet room or out of doors in a 
peaceful place, apart from all clamor. . . , For a period of ninety days sit 
in the proper position, legs crossed, the neck and backbone perfectly 
straight, neither moving nor wavering, not drooping nor leaning on any
thing. .■； . Except for brief periods of walking meditation, eating, and 
relieving yourself, just sit, properly facing the direction of a Buddha, and 
as time passes do not falter for even a moment. What is permitted is just 
sitting. . . .  If very tired, ill, overcome with sleepiness, or subject to un
regulated thinking，then recite intently the name of a Buddha. . • - Just 
sit and rectify your thought. Dispel evil thoughts and discard disordered 
fantasies. Mix in no mental activity and do not grasp mentally at forms. 
Just identify the objects of cognition with the dharmadhatu and rest your 
thought in the dharmadhatu alone. . • • If you are confident there is noth
ing that is not the Buddha’s teaching, then there is no earlier and no later， 
no knower or expounder of the teaching. . . . Neither existent nor inexis- 
tent, neither knower nor nonknower, dwell then where no dwelling is p°s"



sib le，. . - in  the perfectly quiescent dharm adhatu where a ll the Buddhas 
dwell-50

Following this prescription for practice, Chih-i encourages us to engage 
in it :

By practicing diligently without shirking, one will be able to enter this 
one-practice sam adh i. It is like carin g  for a jew e l: the m ore it is polished, 
the more it shines. . . .  If a bodhisattva is able to learn it, he will quickly 
gain enlightenment. If monks and nuns hear it [being expounded] without 
being alarmed，their abandonment of the secular life will accord with that 
of the Buddha. If laypeople listen without being alarmed, they will truly 
take refuge.51

Notice here the use o f the term  i-h sin g , translated as “ one-practice.” 
While the term  has been variously interpreted in other contexts, within 
the M o-ho chih-kuan it is clearly used as a synonym  for the constantly sit
ting sam adhi. 52

The second samadhi involves m indfulness o f the Buddha ( nien-fo, bud- 
dhdnusm rti) while w alking. The practitioner is directed to circumambu
late the m editation hall w hile reciting the name o f Am itabha Buddha 
and thinking o f him in all his m agnificence. Care must be taken in this, 
as in other m editations, to m aintain awareness o f this vision as funda
mentally em pty and a creation o f the mind.

The third samadhi is divided into the Vaipulya samadhi and the 
Lotus sam adhi, nam ed after the two sutras that set forth m any o f the 
details of the practice. The Vaipulya samadhi involves a complex identi
fication o f ritual objects and doctrinal notions, together with continual 
recitation o f dhdranis from  the sutra (i.e ., the third fascicle o f the M ahd- 
sam n ipdta-su tra), while the Lotus samadhi centers on an elaborate visual
ization o f the bodhisattva Sam antabhadra (as described in the last chap
ter of the L otu s Sutra and another short related scripture).

The fourth samadhi is called both the samadhi of following one’s own 
thought and the sam adhi o f awakening to (the nature of) thought.53 
Whereas in the first sam adhi the practice o f m editation while sitting is 
expounded, this fourth sam adhi is the m editation that can be accom
plished in all aspects o f one’s daily life, all modes o f conduct. Its mere 
presence among the four sam adhis is a sufficient dem onstration that 
Chih-i’s recommended m editation practice is not m erely “quietistic•” 
The great advantage o f this practice, as stated in the M o-ho chih-k uan, is 
that

辽 one practices the way at the level of provisional forms, then one is able to 
achieve mental control upon entering the meditation chamber but unable 
to do so after leaving. There is, however, no break (in contemplation) in 
出e case of “ follow ing one’s own thought.” 54



M ore attention is devoted to this practice than to any o f the other three 
as Chih-i discusses in some detail good, evil, and m orally neutral 
thoughts, their arising and their perishing (particularly in reference to 
his doctrine o f the four phases o f thought), the functioning o f the five 
senses and the m ind, the six modes o f conduct (walking，sitting, etc.) 
and the six perfections—in short, the emphasis throughout is on 
“viewing the m ind” (ku an -h sin ), a term  that Chih-i uses to denote medi
tation as a whole but that here applies in a stricter sense. It is clear that 
there is no situation in hum an life to which this m editation cannot be 
applied— for the only prop necessary to engage in it is the very mind 
that a hum an being is never w ithout w herever he goes.

Alone o f the four sam adhis, this one has a w arning appended to it 
rather than an exhortation to practice diligently. It is not a practice for 
the untrained except when no other practice is possible. We may here 
recall the statem ent in the H su an -i that practice (m editation) without 
study produces arrogance.55 The danger that accompanies the practice 
o f this samadhi is the breakdown o f m oral standards. Ghih-i, while 
uncom prom ising in his nondual assertion o f the identity o f good and 
evil, is equally uncom prom ising in upholding the necessity o f moral 
restraints. He echoes conventional Confucian historians, fo r example, 
in suggesting that it was the licentiousness o f certain Neo-Taoists that 
caused the tragic loss o f northern C hina to the barbarians in the early 
fourth century, and further that the N orthern Chou dynasty’s persecu
tion o f Buddhism (574-577) was brought on by im m oral members of 
the sangha. It was their failure to understand the six identities that lay 
at the root o f this event56— m eaning that in their embrace o f identity 
(oneness) they forgot the need for differentiation. R ephrasing, we could 
say that their “ suddenness” overcam e their “ gradualness.”

A ll o f the four samadhis are variations on the central practice of 
viewing the m ind (ku an -h sin ). As C hih-i clearly states, Your own mind 
contains the whole o f the Buddha’s teachings.” 57 He also says, “ It is via 
the mind that Buddhas attain liberation ,” 58 and further that “when 
mind sees itself, it is the Buddha; m ind is the Buddha m ind, it is my 
own self.，，59 The mind in question is by no means the m anas, or mind 
taken as controller and organizer o f the data from  the five senses 
(though the Chinese word hsin  obscures this fact); it is none other than 
the dharm adhatu, or ultim ate reality, so that in viewing this mind, on  ̂
th e re b y  v iew s th e  n a tu re  o f th e  B u d d h a , “ sees th e B u d d h a-n atu re  
(ch ien  fo-h sin g) . 60

W e come now to the point where it is necessary to consider in some 
detail ju st what Chih-i m eans by the expression “ perfect and sudden 
practice. In the course o f this chapter we have come across some use



indications as we approached the question indirectly and from  various 
*nts o f view . H ere we encounter it directly.
W hile it is true that the ten modes and ten object-fields，the exposi- 

tion o f which occupies the bulk o f the hdo-ho chih-kuan, constitute an 
unwieldy and in tricate system , still they are organized according to a 
single clear and sim ple principle that can be taken as the definition o f 
the perfect and sudden practice:

In the perfect and sudden meditation (yiian  tun kuan) one takes ultimate 
reality (shih-hsiang) as the object of contemplation even from the time that 
the thought of enlightenment makes its first appearance. When one prac
tices the four samadhis and the eightfold path, then the wisdom and vision 
of the Buddha open in that place o f enlightenment, and one attains accep
tance of the nonarising [of dharmas]. It is like the cow [in the N irvdrta 
Sutra] that eats the ksan ti grass: one gets ghee from it immediately. The 
meaning of this is [expounded] in the M o-ho chih-kuan.61

Appropriately enough, we find reference to the perfect and sudden 
practice as such only outside the M o-ho chih-kuan itself, in a passage 
where we are referred to  the la tter tex t.62 T his is because the M o-ho chih- 
kuan in its entirety deals w ith the perfect and sudden practice.

The ten modes and ten object-fields b egin  w ith the highest contempla
tion o f all: the m ode o f “ view ing the object as inconceivable” (a cin tya ) is 
a contemplation o f the realm  o f skandhas-dyatanas-dhdtus—that is, the 
realm of phenom enal reality. A lthough ninety-nine more combinations 
of mode with realm  are possible, this pair (“ vehicle”〉alone is sufficient 
for the practitioner o f great capacity to attain the goal immediately. We 
see that the usual sequence in which the practitioner is led from  shallow  
to profound (found, for exam ple, in C h ih -i，s text on <cgradualistM prac
tice, the T z，u -ti ch，an-m en) is inverted. It is only the least talented medi
tators who need to w ork their way through the whole system in reverse, 
stage by stage—for them , it is undeniable that the text may be under
stood as “ gradualistic.” “ Perfect and sudden” means here that the 
“perfect” truth  is presented “ suddenly,” immediately, directly to the 
awareness o f the practitioner.

We may recall C h ih -i，s p 3an-chiao at this point, according to which the 
Perfect or highest teaching, in the form  o f the A vatam saka-su tra, was the 
yerY first propounded by Sakyam uni after his enlightenm ent. For Ghih- 

however, the perfect teaching is found throughout the M ahayana 
®utras, and even im plicitly in those o f the H lnayana. We find, accord- 
m^y，that the M o-ho chih-kuan draws from  a tremendous range o f Bud- 
^hist literature, very prom inently citing the Ta-chih-tu lun (G reat Perfec- 
t!on W isdom  Treatise) and the Surangam a, N irvana, P ratyutpanna-sam d-



dhi} M an ju sri-n irdesa , and L otu s sutras (though the last is less promine 
than one might think in a work that has traditionally been classified in 
T ，ien-t，ai and Tendai as one o f the “ three great L otu s commentaries’’ nf 
Chih-i) .63

As we have seen in C hih-i’s criticism  of Bodhiruci’s p 3an-chiao} a per 
feet teaching that is com pletely unadulterated with the provisional, or 
upaya, cannot even be spoken. Sim ilarly, the highest reality cannot be 
taken as an object at all, because this reality transcends the subject- 
object dualism. But when words are used and objects perceived, it is 
precisely the so-called perfect teaching (or truth) that represents the 
lim it they can attain. In the last analysis it can have no “m arks” or fea
tures (h sian g) at all. This is what is meant by the “ featureless” Lotus 
samadhi (one o f the two “half-walking and half-sitting” samadhis in the 
M o-ho ch ih-kuan). It is “the expedient consisting o f directly contemplat
ing the emptiness o f all dharm as.，，6* The “ featureless repentance,” a 
term  whose significance is m agnified by its later m ention in the Platform  
Sutra, implies this same perfect teaching wherein every category o f anal
ysis and every assumed dualism  is finally shown to be “empty.” The 
perfect or “ featureless” repentance is one that recognizes that “since 
one’s own m ind is void o f itself, there is no subject in whom sin or merit 
[could inhere】.” 65

K uan-tingJs introduction to the Mo-ho chih-kuan includes his summa
tion o f the perfect and sudden ‘‘calming and contem plation” （i.e ., med
itation), whose authority is so great that monks in the T ,ien -t，ai school 
still chant it daily:

The perfect and sudden from the very beginning takes ultimate reality as 
its object. No matter what the object of contemplation might be, it is seen 
to be identical to the middle. There is nothing that is not the ultimate real
ity (chen-shih). When the objects of cognition are identified with the dhar
madhatu, and when thought rests in the dharmadhatu alone, then there is 
not a single shape or smell that is not the middle way. The same goes for 
the realm of self, the realm of Buddha, and the realm of living beings. 
Since all aspects of the phenomenal world are thus, there is no suffering to 
be cast away. Since ignorance and defilements are identical with e n l ig h t 

enment, there is no cause of suffering to be eradicated. Since extremes are 
the middle and false views are the right view, there is no way to be culti
vated. Since samsara is identical to nirvana, there is no annihilation to be 
achieved. Because of the nonexistence of suffering and of the cause of suf
fering, the mundane does not exist; because of the nonexistence of the way 
and of annihilation，the supramundane does not exist. The single, unal
loyed ultimate reality (shih-hsiang) is all there is一no entities whatever exist 
outside it. That entities are by nature quiescent is called “calming” (chiK  
sam atha); that，though quiescent, they are ever lustrous is called “contem 
plation” (kuan, vipasyand). T hough  a v e r b a l  distinction is made between



e a r lie r  an d  la te r  [s tages o f p ra c t ic e ], th e re  is no d u a lity , no  d istin c tio n  
between them. This is what is called the perfect and sudden calm ing and
co n tem p la tio n .66

This summation denies ultim acy to the four noble truths in a m anner 
very sim ilar to the H eart S u tra, so essential a text to the practice o f C h’an 
and Zen. We are presented here with the four noble truths at their high- 
est level, the actionless, fourth o f Chih-i's four kinds o f four noble 
truths. The actionless is synonymous with the perfect teaching in the 
more widely known arrangem ent of the four teachings according to con- 
tent (tripitaka, shared, separate, perfect) which occurs prom inently in 
Chih-i*s Ssu -ch iao-i (and Chegwan's S su -ch iao-i) but does not play much 
of a role in the H suan-i or M o-ho chih-kuan. Now it is clear that even at 
the level o f the actionless, effort remains essential. The perfect practice, 
to quote Kuan-ting again, means to practice

the middle even while adhering to the extremes; to cultivate the three 
truths p erfectly w ithout b e in g  d istracted ; to be n eith er ren dered  qu iescen t 
by the infinite nor agitated by the finite, but, neither agitated nor quies
c e n t ,  t o  e n t e r  t h e  m i d d l e  w a y  d i r e c t l y .67

On the other hand, the sudden aspect o f this practice is ‘‘like a magician 
mounting into space，，，63 since “ space is o f the same essence whether 
close to or far from the ground .，，69

Closely associated as they m ay be, the perfect and the sudden may 
also be provisionally distinguished, as in the phrase “ the perfect truth is 
presented suddenly to the awareness o f the practitioner.” The aspirant is 
thus made aware o f the same perfect teaching, as far as the latter can be 
verbalized, which is elucidated in C hih-i，s p  Jan-chiao system. The per
fect teaching, m oreover, is m erely another name for the highest o f the 
three truths, that which is called the m iddle.

We turn now to the question o f “ tem poral” subitism  in C hih-iTs 
thought. That is，does he or does he not hold that “ enlightenm ent” 
occurs “suddenly”？ Put another way, how does his position compare to 
that which Hui-neng seems to assert in the P latform  Sutra?

It is apparent that this issue, as it is usually understood, was funda
mentally uninteresting to Chih-i. We know that he him self had at least 
tWo “enlightenm ent” experiences, the first at M t. Ta-su under his great 
teacher H ui-ssu，the second not long after m oving to M t. T ’ien-t’ai in 
575, C learly he was aware o f the fact that there can be a sudden access 
°f insight. But for all the stress on “perfect and sudden” in his writings 
0n teaching and m editation, he consistently takes care not to suggest 
Aat the final fru it, the sixth o f the six identities, is easily and quickly 
attained by the average person. To be sure, he theoretically admits the 
existence o f those whose capacity is so great that a single hearing o f the



perfect teaching suffices to catapult them into supreme Buddhsihood 
These bodhisattvas, presented “ suddenly” w ith the “ perfect” truth 
also attain it “ suddenly.” M oreover, since the perfect teaching is present 
in some sense throughout the scriptures, the most perspicacious bodhi
sattvas m ay attain supreme truth upon hearing only the slightest hint of 
it, just as the finest horse “ responds to the mere shadow o f the w hip’， 
Yet this kind o f instant attainm ent remains theoretical. Even his own 
powerful enlightenm ent experiences did not move Chih-i to claim Bud
dhahood. On the contrary, he felt his attainm ent to be comparatively 
modest.

The word tu n , which we are accustomed to translating as “ sudden,” is 
not, so far as I have found, applied adjectivally by Chih-i to the word 
w u, which we usually translate as “ enlightenm ent•” O nly an exhaustive 
exploration o f his entire corpus will disclose whether this preliminary 
observation can stand as a final datum . But it is not too early to suggest 
that tun-w u, if it appears, was not an especially m eaningful term  o f dis
course for Chih-i, even though Tao-sheng had already employed it in 
his own discussions and the term s “ sudden” and “ enlightenm ent” had 
been used to express critical concepts in C hih-i，s thought.

Although tun and w u do not appear in tandem , one can find a passage 
in his H siia n -i7 0  where the apparently subitistic term  huo-jan (often 
translated as “ sudden”），used by KumarajTva in the V im alaklrti Sutra 
commentary,71 is applied several times adjectivally to other binomes 
that all mean “ enlightenm ent”： k，a i-w u , w u -ch ieh , h sin -w u , and hsin- 
k 9a i. Several points can be made about this. First, it is by no means cer
tain that huo-jan means “ sudden” either to KumarajTva or to Chih-i, 
although the term  did eventually acquire this sense.72 Second, these 
term s occur in a b rief passage dealing not with the ‘‘sudden，’ but with 
the “ variab le” m editation, and while there are four different binomes 
m eaning “enlightenm ent，，，none o f them suggests the “ supreme en- 
lightenm ent” o f Buddhahood, or “ Buddha’s wisdom.” Tb attribute the 
latter sense to term s capable o f a much less exalted interpretation, espe
cially when used casually, would posit an extrem e subtlety in a text that 
is otherwise concerned to point out the fallib ility in the notion o f an easy 
attainm ent o f the goal, despite its inherence in us.

In the whole sweep o f Chih-i*s thought, there is very little o f the quick 
and easy in his expositions o f the concept o f suddenness. Y et at the same 
time he cannot fairly be charged with the gradualism  that later com- 
mentators have found in T ，ien-t，ai. In the three truths »and the four 
teachings, the five flavors and the six identities, Chih-i consistently 
points out that the term s in these sets o f oppositions cannot be regarde 
as m utually exclusive. Assuredly, the sudden teaching exists because the 
highest truth cannot be expounded over tim e; and the sudden practice



exists because some practitioners o f great capacity may, upon directly 
encountering the highest teaching, attain m uch in a short space o f tim e. 
Nevertheless it is precisely the “ constant practice o f meditation that will 
make the capacities keen，，’ whereupon the goal can be attained in the 
next life if not in th is.73

Conclusion

Chih-i，several generations before the appearance o f the C h ，an school, 
found a place for both “sudden” and “gradual” in his massive syn
theses of teaching and practice, avoiding the later tendency o f empha
sizing suddenness to the detriment of gradualness, whether in medita
tion or in the exposition o f the Buddha’s word. W hat seems most 
characteristic o f his thought is the effort to bring such opposite poles 
into harm ony with each other.

So far as teaching (doctrine) is concerned，Chih-i regarded the L otu s 
Sutra as the paradigm atic integration o f the highest or perfect truth with 
the skillful m eans that enable living beings to apprehend it. The L otu s 
thus represented the interfusion o f the perfect and sudden teaching with 
numerous gradualist subdoctrines, w ithout im plying a denigration o f 
those teachings (sutrsis) that the Buddha expounded p rio r to the L otu s. 
The perfect teaching inhered for Ghih-i in every sutra that the Buddha 
spoke, ju st as the entire cosmos was contained in every thought of all 
living beings.

In his exposition o f practice (m editation), C hih-i carved a sim ilar 
template for the T ’ien -t’ai school* A  “perfect and sudden” m editation 
signified the direct apprehension o f ultim ate reality from  the first 
moment o f practice. Inverting the traditional sequence that led from  
shallow to profound, G hih-i near the end o f his life set forth a form  o f 
contemplation in which the practitioner, at the outset o f his practice, 
apprehends the nonduality o f self and contem plative object, good and 
evil，bondage and liberation. Y et while expounding the perfect and sud
den m editation, C hih-i did not feel it necessary to censure the gradual 
path. His principal m editation treatises bristle with a panoply o f con
templative techniques inherited from  earlier gradualist sources, but 
each is reinterpreted in the context o f the perfect nondual teaching— 
each is sudden in its gradualness.

The sudden and gradual relationship  in C h ih -i，s thought is thus pre- 
cisely analogous to the relationship between identity and difference in 
his doctrine o f the six identities. The fact that the practitioner is identi- 
Câ  with Buddha at every stage o f the path does not m itigate the fact that 
there are stages—to think otherwise exposes us to arrogance. And the 
strenuous effort necessary for deepening one’s insight never contradicts



inherent Buddhahood一 failing to grasp this, a practitioner is apt to slip 
into morbid self-depreciation. As he progresses in his practice, the 
attentive m editator keeps equally distant from  either extrem e, intuiting 
new and deeper nuances in his already attained inseparability from the 
perfect truth.

\
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Shen-hui and the Teaching 
of Sudden Enlightenment 
in Early Ch'an Buddhism

J o h n  R .  M c R a e

I. Introduction

儿 The U n derstan din g o f Suddenness in  M odem  C h，an  S tu d ies
The field of C h ，an studies has seen some very lively  disputes over the 
course of the twentieth century, but there has been general agreement 
on the proposition that the doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent represents 
the highest expression o f the doctrinal m ainstream  of early Chinese 
Ch’an Buddhism. Although there is some quibbling regarding details 
and specific interpretations, scholars working in this field often describe 
the history o f the doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent w ithin C h ’an in 
terms of three subjects: (1) H ui-neng’s doctrine o f sudden enlighten
ment as shown in his “mind verse” (h sin -ch ieh ) in the P latform  Sutra o f the 
Sixth Patriarch (L iu -tsu  1 3an -ch in g); (2) Shen-hui’s campaign in opposition 
t0 the gradual teaching o f the N orthern school and in support o f the 
public recognition o f H ui-neng as sixth patriarch; and (3) the continua- 
tion of the spirit o f H ui-neng in the teachings and religious practice of 
Ma-tsu, Shih-t，ou，and the later C h ’an tradition.

Research done in recent years has shown that the traditional interpre
tations o f these three subjects are all substantially incorrect, although 
tpe implications o f these findings have not yet been fu lly realized. The 
history of early C h，an is in the process o f being thoroughly rew ritten, 

^  l£ is already clear that the doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent and the 
dispute between the sudden and gradual teachings should no longer be 
Used as yardsticks by which the religious message o f C h，an and its wide- 
sPread acceptance in T ’ang dynasty China are understood.

the first place, we know now that it is impossible to describe the 
^^chings of the historical figure Hui-neng (638-713) with any certainty 

tsoever. The rather extensive works o f Hui-neng^s most active disci- 
hen-hui1 (684-758) never quote his m aster’s sayings. Since Shen-



hui could have bolstered the legitim acy o f his doctrinal claims by quot
ing H ui-neng, we m ay infer that Shen-hui did not possess any record of 
H ui-neng’s teachings.2 An epitaph fo r H ui-neng w ritten by the poet 
W ang W ei and commissioned by Shen-hui or one o f his followers con
tains a biographical statem ent but only vague allusions to his teach
ings.3 Hence it is most reasonable to assume that Shen-hui was guided 
only by his m em ory and not by any w ritten transcript o f Hui-neng’s 
teachings， and that Shen-hui’s recollections regarding Hui-neng^ 
teachings were not sharply distinguished from  Shen-hui’s own teach
ings. The P latform  S u tra, which purports to record one o f Hui-neng’s ser
mons, is now known to have been w ritten about the year 780 by a mem
ber o f an early C h ，an faction known as the Ox-head school. The 
possibility that this text contains at least some kernel o f Hui-neng’s 
teachings is undercut both by the differences between the contents of 
this text and the doctrines o f Shen-hui and by the sim ilarity between 
those contents and the known doctrines o f the Ox-head school.4 Hui- 
neng is extrem ely im portant as a legendary im age, but the indications 
of any historical contributions by him  are irretrievab ly lost.5

Thus the P latform  Sutra Js account o f the exchange o f “mind verses” 
between H ui-neng and Shen-hsiu (606?-706) o f the N orthern school, 
perhaps the most famous anecdote in C h ’an history, has been discov
ered to be a creative legend rather than a factual account. Although this 
is not to say that the legend was unim portant—far from it!—the ideas 
contained in these two verses should not be understood in terms of a 
simple opposition between the “ gradual teaching” o f Shen-hsiu and the 
“ sudden teaching” o f H ui-neng. Rather, the two verses constitute a sin
gle unit expressing a rarified understanding o f the “perfect teaching” of 
constant bodhisattvic practice. That is，one should labor unceasingly to 
save all other sentient beings from  suffering even as one remained con
stantly in m editation, but w ithout ever conceptualizing sentient beings, 
salvific action, o r m editation .6

In fact, in direct contrast to the traditional interpretation, Northern 
school ideas and term inology were used in the com pilation o f these 
famous verses. This is true not only o f the basic metaphors, such as the 
m irror stand, the bodhi tree, and polishing, which one would expect to 
have had some association with Shen-hsiu. The most intriguing aspect 
o f the verses is that the line “ Fundam entally there is not a single thing, 
which occurs as the third line o f “ H ui-neng，s” verse in all but the Tun- 
h u a n g  v e r s i o n  o f  t h e  t e x t ,  i t s e l f  i s  p r e s a g e d  b y  a  l i n e  i n  a  N o r t h e r n  

school text. Perhaps more im portant, N orthern school texts contain 
numerous discussions o f the nonexistence o f a “ single thing.” There^ 
fore, we must conclude that N orthern school ideas were used in 1 
com pilation o f the P latform  S iitra  m ind verses.7



As a result, what was once introduced as a very simple rubric for 
explaining the origins o f the doctrine o f sudden enlightenment in the 
Ch’an school must now be explained as the result o f an extensive and 
even convoluted doctrinal progression. The traditional interpretation of 
the anecdote and verses as representing gradualist versus subitist posi- 
tions must be discussed in the context o f the mid-ninth century and 
beyond and should not be used to describe either the historical o r doctri
nal development o f early G h’an Buddhism.

The third subject listed above, the continuation o f the early Ch’an 
doctrine o f sudden enlightenment by M a-tsu Tao-i (709-788)，Shih-t’ou 
Hsi-ch，ien (700-790), and the later C h’an tradition, also involves 
unsupportable assumptions. The relatively late provenance and the Ox- 
head school authorship of the Platform  Sutra clearly obviates the possibil
ity of any direct succession from H ui-neng and/or Shen-hui to M a-tsu, 
et a l.，and the Active nature of such a succession is corroborated by the 
biographical evidence.8 M oreover, we should not be misled by the fact 
that the later Ch’an school adopted the name “ Southem school，，， w hich 
was Shen-hui’s battle standard against the gradualists o f the so-called 
Northern school. In fact, this continuity o f sectarian label obscures the 
single most important distinction in eighth- and ninth-century C h’an: 
that between the “early Gh’an，，factions (the Northern, Southem , and 
Ox-head schools) and the “classical C h，an” beginning with M a-tsu’s 
Hung-chou school.

Indeed, understanding the dynamics o f the early-to-classical transi
tion is one of the most im portant issues now facing C h’an studies. This 
is because of the very distinct nature o f the disconformity between the 
two, which is manifested in the marked differences in the textual lega
cies of early and classical C h’an: classical C h’an is distinguished by its 
almost total dedication to the practice o f “ encounter dialogue,’， the 
spontaneous and unstructured repartee between masters and students. 
Where early C h ’an texts contain a wide variety of doctrinal formula- 
tions， practical exhortations, and ritual procedures, the texts of classical 
Ch’an are more uniform in their dedication to the transcription of 
encounter dialogue incidents, and they delight in baffling paradoxes, 
patent absurdities, and instructive vignettes o f nonconformist behavior. 
Where early C h，an texts attem pt to infuse new m eanings and a new 
spirit of dedication into conventional Buddhist doctrines and practices, 
classical C h’an texts reject or simply ignore traditional activities com
pletely. And where early C h’an texts are alternately charming, informa- 
“处，and baffling in their varied attempts to enunciate the new message, 
^jassical Ch’an texts
Mhg masters and students grappling w ith real spiritual problems.

For better or worse, the elucidation o f the early-to -classical transition



also involves some very difficult problems regarding the prinia 
sources. Perhaps the most rem arkable indication o f the very existence of 
the d iscontinuity between early and classical C h ’an is that the texts of 
the classical phase—or at least the most distinctive texts, those contain
ing transcripts o f encounter dialogue—are uniform ly absent from the 
finds at T un-huang.9 One reason for th is absence, o f course, is the great 
geographical distance between Tun-huang and south-central China 
where M a-tsu and his Hung-chou school flourished. A lso, the very close 
relationship between the encounter-dialogue practice o f classical Ch，jin 
and word p lay in oral Chinese m ust have left the T ibetans in Tun-huang 
and Tibet proper very much unm oved. It would be m any years before 
C h ’an was transm itted (to any substantial degree) even to Korea and 
Jap an , which im bibed much more heavily o f C hinese language and cul
ture. E ither classical C h’an w as not considered an appropriate model 
for export to Tun-huang and T ibet, or the Buddhist com m unity in Tun- 
huang was neither ready nor able to consider such a new type of reli
gious practice.

The absence o f classical texts from  Tun-huang is not m erely an indi
cation o f cultural and chronological disparity, for it means that we are 
left without any independent scale by which to understand the textual 
developm ent o f classical C h ，an. We sim ply do not have any texts rele
van t to the earliest period o f classical C h’an that did not pass through 
the hands o f Sung dynasty editors, who either knowingly or unknow
ingly homogenized the editions they produced. Such problems are 
beyond the scope o f th is paper.10

W hat is strik in g about the em ergence o f encounter dialogue in south- 
central C hina is not m erely that it occurred, but th a t it seems to have 
been the total focus o f attention by the m embers o f the Hung-chou 
school and the subsequent C h，an trad ition . In other words, although we 
can perceive in early C h’an prototypic form s o f encounter dialogue, 
th is w as but one aspect o f early C h’an religious practice. On the other 
hand, altliough  encounter d ialogue m ay be interpreted in term s of doc
trines and practices developed b y the N orthern, Southern, and Ox-head 
schools and the Szechwan factions，it received such a singlc-niinaca 
emphasis in the Hung-chou school and other classical C h ，an factions 
th at their religious practice w as fundam entally d ifferent from the plur 
istic  endeavors o f early C h ，an. Hence the differences between early a 
classical C h’an are both q u alita tive  and qu an tita tive , and at the ve^  
least it should be clear that we cannot m arch directly from  Hui-neng 
M a-tsu . 12 Qf

So what, then, was the real impact o f Shen-hui and his doctrine 
sudden enlightenm ent?



B Shen-hui an d  M odem  C h，an  S tu d ies
fo r a varie ty o f reasons, it is perfectly understandable that Sh en -h u i，s 
life and teachings became a cynosure o f scholarly interest during the 
twentieth century. Transcripts o f his oral and written teachings arc 
among the most in teresting and thought-provoking o f the many early 
Ch’an texts discovered a t Tun-huang. Not only is it unusual for such 
texts to be specifically attributable to a single historical personage, but 
they seem to derive from different points throughout Shen-huiJs career 
and thus to allow consideration o f the evolution of his positions, a 
unique opportunity w ith in 'th e  context o f early C h’an studies. Even 
granting the apparent d iscontinu ity between early and classical Ch*an, 
it is still the case that the labels “ Southern school” and “ sudden teach- 
ing” were accepted by the orthodox tradition as descriptions of the 
mainstream o f Chinese C h’an. Since it w as indeed Shen-hui who first 
championed the doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent and the cause of the 
Southern school，his career did have a much greater impact on the 
development o f C h ，an than is apparent in the traditional literature.

In spite o f th is, I believe that modern scholarship overestim ates Shen- 
hui，s significance and distorts the nature o f his contributions. This mis
interpretation of Shen-hui’s teachings and historical role devolves ini
tially from the work o f the noted Chinese scholar Hu Shih (1891-1962), 
who was the first to discover and study the Tun-huang manuscripts of 
Shen-hui^s teachings. 13 B riefly put, Hu Shih believed that Shen-hui’s 
career signaled the beginning o f a m ajor transform ation, not only in 
Chinese Buddhism, but in Chinese intellectual and cultural history in 
general. Hu defined th is transform ation as the reassertion o f native 
Chinese values and the rejection o f the Buddhist ideas that were so pop
ular during the S ix D ynasties and early T ’ang dynasty periods. The 
mechanism by which Shen-bui in itiated  th is transform ation was the 
teaching of sudden enlightenm ent，which Hu believed to be inherently 
Chinese in its essentially simple approach to the problem o f religious 
cultivation.14

Hu Sh ih，s basic work on Shen-hui w as w idely accepted by other 
authorities, although usually w ithout reference to his larger interpretive 
scheme. Not the least sign ifican t o f these other scholars was D. T. 
Suzuki; whose distinctive interpretation o f Chinese and Japanese Zen, 
especially R inzai, inspired great interest in  and sign ifican tly informed 

modern understanding o f the C h 'an/Z en tradition. Suzuki sharply 
criticized H u，s overly h istorical approach to C h’an studies but did not 
ault his find ings.15 Suzuki agreed th at Shen-hui w as responsible for the 

eventuai success o f the sudden teaching, but he tended to ignore the



subject o f Shen-hui’s historical contributions—in his interest to get at 
the heart o f the C h ，an message, Suzuki was much m ore attracted to dis 
cussion o f the original creative insight o f C h ’an，which he attributed to 
Bodhidharm a and H ui-neng. Suzuki did feel that the trium ph of the 
message taught first by Bodhidharm a and H ui-neng and later by Shen- 
hui represented a nuy or transform ation in Chinese Buddhism , althou^i 
in his mind this transform ation was not the reem ergence o f native Chi
nese culture but rather the ilnal elim ination o f extraneous intellectual 
baggage from  a tradition destined to become the unalloyed expression 
of the “ enlightenm ent experience?.

Indeed, Shen-hui- w as a m ajor figure in xhe developm ent o f Chinese 
C h ’an Buddhism, although his contributions w ere quantitatively less 
significant and qualitatively different from  the m anner in which they 
are described in most m odem  writings on C h，an. C h ’an Buddhism did 
undergo a m ajor trans form ation in the latter part o f the eighth century 
(this is not quite the same as saying that the emergence o f C h ’an per se 
represented a transform ation in Chinese Buddhism or in Chinese intel
lectual history), but Shen-hui was only one o f a num ber o f individuals 
involved in the process. The emergence o f C h ’an was a m ajor event in 
Chinese religious and intellectual history— an event that must be con
sidered within the larger context o f the transition from  the medieval 
society o f the T ’ang to the prem odem  society o f the Sung—but the 
teaching o f sudden enlightenm ent was only one o f the m any relevant 
doctrinal and practical factors involved.

In the pages that follow I offer a prelim inary re-evaluation o f Shen- 
hui^ life and basic doctrines, especially his doctrine o f sudden enlight
enm ent, based in part on new epigraphic and textual evidence. This 
m aterial has allowed me to develop a new chronology for Shen-hui，s life 
and a new in terpretation o f h is early doctrinal developm ent, both of 
which im ply a much closer relationship between him  and the Northern 
school than has previously been thought to have existed. The analysis of 
this relationship provides the basis for a hypothesis concerning the role 
o f the doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent in Shen-hui’s life and thought 
and, to a lesser extent, in the subsequent C h ’an tradition.

II. Shen-hui，s Biography

Very recently，the study o f Shen-hui，s biography16 has been aided by the 
discovery o f his stele and ritual im plem ents at Lung-m en. Although the 
stele in question was crudely done and is very simple in content, it 
erected in 765 and thus represents the earliest source for the dates 
Shen-hui Js life. The m ajor contribution o f this new discovery is its st t̂e 
m ent that Shen-hui died in 758 at the age o f seventy-five and after n y



four years as a monk. The revision of Shen-hui’s dates to 684-758 (the 
dates given previously were 670-762) clears up a controversy about his 

at the time of his commencement of training under Hui-neng, 
although it makes his period of service to the T ，ang ruling house after 
the An Lu-shan rebellion rem arkably brief. The newly discovered stele 
is also the earliest source to refer explicitly to Shen-hui as the seventh 
patriarch of Ch’an. Along with the stele were discovered four artifacts 
c o n n e c t e d  with Shen-hui that are exquisite examples of T ’ang crafts
manship： a reliquary bowl with cover in the shape o f a stQpa (which 
contained ashes—probably Shen-hui’s— when it was discovered), a 
kuniika water vessel, a long-handled censer, and a begging bowl. The 
first three items are o f gilt bronze, and the last was o f very lightweight 
pottery lacquered to 汪 highly reflective gloss.17

A . Shen-hui3s E arly T rain in g
Shen-hui was born in 684 as a member o f the Kao fam ily o f Hsiang- 
yang. 18 His biography in the Sung k ao-seng chuan  (Biographies o f Emi
nent Monks [Compiled during the] Sung [Dynasty]; hereafter cited as 
SKSC) describes him in typical fashion as a gifted youth conversant in 
the Lao-tzu and C huang-tzu who discovered Buddhism while reading the 
Hou Han shu  (Book o f the Later Han [Dynasty]). He left home to 
become a monk under Dharm a M aster Hao-yuan o f Kuo-ch,ang ssu in 
Hsiang-yang， a figure who is otherwise unknown . 19 According to 
Tsung-mi and the C hing-te ch  3uan~teng lu  (Records o f the Transmission o f 
the Lamp [Compiled during the] Ching-te [Period]; hereafter cited as 
C T L ), Shen-hui first. traveled to Ts，ao*ch，i (in modem Kwangtung 
province) to study under Hui-neng at the age o f 14 .20 Using th^ dates 
given in the newly discovered stele inscription, this would have been in 
697. It is not known exactly how long Shen-hui stayed in T s，ao-ch，i. 
Eventually, he traveled north and in 704 took the full ordination in 
Ch’ang-an. 21 He must have continued his religious training under 
northern mastcr(s) at this tim e; Tsung-mi actually says that he studied 
under Shen-hsiu him self for three years . 22 In any case, according to 
Tsung-mi, after Shen-hui returned to T s’ao~ch’i sometime during the 
years 707-709, Hui-neng “ recognized his pure m aturity and silently 
J^nsmitted the secret words” to him . 23 Shen-hui no doubt stayed with 
Hui-neng un til the la tte r's death in 713.

Shen-hui 3s Teaching C areer v

知 would be very interesting to know o f Shen-hui’s activities during the 
713-720, immediately after Hui-neng，s death. Although I will 

e some inferences regarding this period below, virtually no specific 
^graphical data is available .24 The SK SC  says very tersely that after



Hui-neng，s death Shen-hui “wandered about to famous sites.” In 7 2 0  

he took up residence at the Lung-hsing ssu in Nan-yang, which was 
only a short distance north o f Hsiang-yarig, his native place, and not 
very far from the eastern capital o f Lo-yang. Shen-hui apparently 
began to focus his attentions on L o-yang during th is period; the SKSC 
claims that his teachings started to become known during this period 
even though the school o f P ,u -ch i was still predom inant.25 Shen-hui’s 
works contain dialogues with prom inent individuals identified W ith. 
Nan-yang, some o f which may derive from this period . 26 Shen-hui’s 
Platform  Sermon probably also dates from  this period, although the dating 
is uncertain.27

In 730，731, and 732, Shen-hui lectured before public audiences of 
monks and laym en, openly and vociferously attacking the teachings and 
religious genealogy o f P ’u-chi (651-739) and Hsiang-mo Tsang of the 
Northern school. The best-known o f these public lectures occurred at 
the Ta-yiin ssu in H ua-t，ai (Hua hsien, Honan) on the fifteenth day of 
the first month o f 732，the date that is often mistakenly given (rather 
than 730) for the initiation o f Shen-hui’s anti-N orthern school cam
paign. Tsung-mi states that Shen-hui criticized the Northern school 
with regard to the transmission o f Bodhidharma，s robe in Lo-yang 
while he was in Lo-yang prior to 732，but this statement may not be 
chronologically rigorous.28 Since dharm a masters from Fu-hsien ssu 
and Ho-tse ssu in Lo-yang supposedly took part in the 732 meeting, we 
may infer that Shen-hui had already developed special relationships 
with these m onasteries.29 The location o f the other meetings is not 
known. (I w ill discuss the possible reasons for Shen-hui^ choice o f Hua- 
t，a i in-section A  o f the conclusion to this essays)

In 745 Shen-hui form ally took up residence at Ho-tse ssu in Lo-yang, 
which is the location with which he is most closely associated. The CTL 
actually states that it was only after his move to Lo-yang in 745 that 
Shen-hui wrote the H sien -tsung ch i (Record o f the M anifestation of the 
Truth) and “defined the two schools，，， i.e ., the “southern [Hui]-neng 
sudden school and northern [Shen]-hsiu gradual teaching.,,3° The D efi
n ition  o j the Truth {P Ju -t yi-to~m a nan-tsung tin g  sh ih -fei lun , Definition o f the 
Truth [Regarding] Bodhidhamia's Southern School), which was based 
prim arily on the 732 Ta-yun ssu lecture, was also edited sometime dur" 
ing the years 744-749, probably shortly after Shen-hui，s move to Ho-tse 
ssu in 745. 31 Tacitly adm itting that Shen-hui，s activities at Hua-t9ai h 
not had much o f an impact, Tsung-mi suggests that it was from the time 
o f his move to Lo-yang that the differences between the Northern an 
Southern schools became widely known.32 The SK SC  says that Shen-:  
estab lish ed  a  h a ll a t  Ho-tse ssu  co n ta in in g  a  lik en ess o f H u i-n en g ,  ̂
which a laym an named Sung Ting erected a stele. The newly discov



ered stele for S h en -h u i co rro b o rates th is  in  its  v ag u e  s ta tem en t th a t 
Sung Ting (whom the stele identifies as a pin g-pu  sh ih -lan g  or vice minis- 
ter of the m inistry o f war) “ extended an invitation [to Shen-hui to come 
to] L o -yan g  to e x p an s iv e ly  open the d h a rm a  e y e , e rec ted  an -ep ita p h  
and established a likeness.， ， 33 Presum ably both the epitaph and the like- 
ness were Hui-neng's, the form er probably being that w ritten by Wang 
Wei.34 The SK SC , again, reports that Shen-hui also taught about the 
succession from  Sakyam uni and the six Chinese patriarchs and had pic- 
tures painted o f the latter, to which Fang Kuan added a preface . 35 

About this time Shen-hui was also involved in efforts to provide the 
third patriarch, Seng-ts’an, w ith a suitable biography.36 (Seng-ts，an had 
been the most obscure o f the Chinese patriarchs ever since the form a- 
tion of the theory o f the transm ission from  Bodhidharm a around the 
turn of the eighth century.)

Although Shen-hui openly criticized the heterodox transm ission and 
faulty teachings o f the N orthern school after his move to Ho-tse ssu in  
745，there is no specific record o f any public lecturing by him  there until 
749. According to one sometimes unreliable text, beginning in this year 
Shen-hui continued his public attack on the N orthern school from  the 
ordination platform  every m onth . 37 H owever, the variety o f subjects 
discussed in Shen-hui’s M iscellaneous D ialogu es, which contains ex
changes with monks and laym en prim arily from  the N an-yang period o f 
Shen-hui’s life, suggests that the anti-N orthern school campaign was 
not his only concern.38

C. S h en -h u i，s B an ish m en t a n d  R ein sta tem en t
In 753 Shen-hui was banished from  the capital at the instigation o f a 
military official nam ed Lu I，who m em orialized against the possible 
problems involved with Shen-hui’s large audiences. Lu I is said to have 
been guided in this m atter by P ，u-chi， even though this influential 
Northern school monk had died alm ost a  decade and a h a lf e a rlie r.，9 
Tsung-mi points out that the religious leadership o f the N orthern school 
did not agree w ith Shen-hui，s banishm ent，which was the work o f igno- 
rant followers m ore given to a sense o f com petition. Actually, given the 
political clim ate in C h， ang-an in 753，it is quite possible that the mere 
^ ct of Shen-hui’s large audiences m ight have been as im portant in 
^nen-hui^s rem oval from  the capital as any factional aggressiveness.40

In any case, Shen-hui’s banishm ent seems to have been anything but 
severe. On the basis o f Lu I ’s-accusation，Shen-hui was taken by two 
• lgn-ranking m inisters to m eet Emperor H siian-tsung. A  conversation 
t .th e  em peror’s bath house was followed by an edict “ ‘dem oting， 

and relocating him to the provinces ，， ， 41 first to I-yang (I-yang,
iangsi) and then to W u-t，ang (Chin hsien, Hupeh). In 754 Shen-hui



was transferred by im perial order to H siang-yang. Finally, in the 
seventh month o f 754，an im perial proclam ation had him take up resi' 
dence at the K*ai-yuan ssu in Ching-chou. O f these locations, Hsiang- 
chou was Shen-hui’s native place and Ching-chou was one o f the most 
im portant centers o f Buddhist activity in south-central China. In addi» 
tion, W u-tJang was then the residence o f N an-yang Hui-chung (d. 775) 
who was to become famous after Shen-hui’s death. The two men must 
have met during this tim e, i f  not before, and it is m y impression that 
H ui-chung，s later ac tiv itie s were in some sense a continuation o f Shen- 
hui’s.*2 Tsung-m i, who is our source for the details o f Shen-hui’s move
m ents, says that the N orthern school was present at all four locations. 
Far from  being a “banishm ent，，，the im pression given by the descrip
tion o f Shen-hui’s m ovem ents is that o f an im perially sponsored 
regional lecture tour.

A fter the beginning o f the A n Lu-shan rebellion in 755，the central 
governm ent found itself very short o f funds，and it was soon suggested 
that ordination platform s be established in the m ajor prefectures and 
aspirants allowed to become monks after the paym ent o f “ incense 
m oney” (h sian g-sh u i ch 'u n ). Theoretically, the ordinands had to be able 
to recite five hundred pages o f scripture in order to be ordained; in fact, 
anyone w illing to pay one hundred strings o f cash was accepted.43 The 
reason for paying such sums, o f course, was that monks were exempt 
from  further taxation. A fter two abortive attem pts— in which Shen-hui 
presum ably did not participate44— in the fifth month o f 757 an order 
was prom ulgated to carry out the plan throughout the entire country, 
beginning in Lo-yang .45

Shen-hui，s form er accuser Lu I had been killed by the rebels in the 
twelfth month o f 755，so there was nothing to prevent Shen-hui from 
being summoned back to the eastern capital to lead the sale o f ordina
tions. Specifically, we are told that he built a tem porary chapel and 
established a square ordination platform  among the ruins o f burned 
Buddhist m onasteries. Shen-hui seems to have begun his fundraising 
activities while the rebels w ere still in at least nom inal control o f the two 
capitals, since the SK SC  says that he was greatly beneficial to the future 
em peror Tai-tsung (r. 762-779) and his general K uo T zu-i when they 
retook C h,ang-an and Lo-yang in the ninth and tenth months o f 757， 
respectively. Because he was able to raise a great deal o f money for 中 c 
T ’ang governm ent, Shen-hui was summoned to the palace to receive 
offerings sometime after Em peror Su-tsung (r. 756-762) returned t° 
C h ，ang-an. The em peror also built a “C h’an building，’ (ck Jan -yu ) 
Shen-hui at Ho-tse ssu in recognition o f his services to the state. I t:  
interesting to note how b rief was Shen-hui，s participation in this tun 
raising endeavor: from  the prom ulgation o f the order in the fifth nion



of 757  at the earliest until his death in the same month o f the following 
year.46

D . S h en -h u i9s D eath  a n d  O ffic ia l R ecogn ition
Shen-hui died at the K^ai-yuan ssu in Ching-chou on the thirteenth day 
of the fifth m onth o f .758.47 His death is described in typical C h’an fash- 
ion: after commanding his students to ask him for the last time about 
the dharma and repeatedly praising the “single unconditioned (or, inac
tive) dharm a” (wu~ wei i fa ) 3 he passed away in the middle o f the night. 
According to Tsung-m i, that night the m ilitary governor o f Shan-nan- 
tung tao, Li K uang-chu ,48 supposedly saw him  passing through the air 
on his lecture seat. W hen L i went to inquire at Shen-hui^ monastery, it 
was discovered that the elderly monk had died.

There are m inor discrepancies regarding Shen-hui’s stupas. Accord
ing to Tsung-m i, in 759 a stOpa was erected at Lung-m en, and in 763 
the location o f the stiipa was named Pao-ying ssu. The SKSC, on the 
other hand, suggests that the stupa was m oved to Pao-ying ssu in Lo- 
yang in 763.49 For w hatever reason, in 765 the stupa at Lung-men was 
rebuilt and the new ly discovered stele added. The relationship between 
this and the previous stupa o r stupas is uncertain. However, the stele 
inscription does say that L i Ssu, or Li W ang-tsai, probably the same 
individual who appears in the D efin ition  o f the Truth as Ssu Tao-wang, 
received Shen-hui，s rem ains fo r interm ent into the new stupa.50

The stele inscription o f 765 refers to Shen-hui as “Seventh Patriarch 
and National Teacher,5 ̂  which were unofficial appellations used out o f 
respect for a departed m aster. 51 In 770 there was an im perial bequest o f 
a name tab let for h is “ patriarchal h a ll” (tsu-t^ng), which w as called 
“Hall of the Transm ission o f the Dharm a o f the True School o f PrajnaM 
(chen-tsung p o -jo  ch 9uan-fa chih t，an g). In 772 a sim ilar bequest included a 
name tablet fo r his stupa, which bore the title  4<Stupa o f the G reat M as
ter o f P rajna” (P o -jo  ta -sh ih  ch ih  t 3a) . 52 Hence Shen-hui is known by the 
posthumous tides “True School” and “ P ra jH ，，In 796, according to 
Tsung-mi, Em peror Te-tsung ordered his crown prince to call an assem
bly of C h’an m asters，after which Shen-hui was form ally recognized as 
the seventh patriarch o f C h ’an .53

II I . Traces of Shen-hui，s Influence in Northern 
School Literature 

次 The Problem o f  Shen~huiys Early Teaching Career
^ n ically , decades o f study o f the C h，an m aterials from  Tun-huang has
r^siilted in the increased obscurity o f an im portant part o f Shen-hui s



religious developm ent. Form erly, anyone interested in the early  
tion o f Shen-hui，s personal philosophy could sim ply point to the teach
ings o f his m aster H ui-neng as known through the P latform  S u tra and 
other works. H owever, the specific teachings o f the historical Hui-neng 
— as opposed to the legendary personality depicted in  the Platform Sutta 
and elsewhere_ are com pletely unknown. On the other hand, Tsung- 
mi explicitly refers to Shen-hui’s spiritual m aturation around the time 
o f his ordination in C h'ang-an, which im plies that Shen-hui was 
influenced by other teachers in addition to H ui-neng.

And what about the period after H ui-neng^ death, when Shen-hui 
supposedly traveled about to  religious sites in d ifferent parts o f China? 
W hy did Shen-hui wait fo r alm ost two decades after his m aster’s death 
in 713 to in itiate his campaign on behalf o f H ui-neng，s recognition as 
sixth patriarch and against the supposed errors o f the N orthern school? 
Once again, the absence o f any direct quotations from  Hui-neng’s 
teachings in Shen-hui，s works renders uncertain the substance and 
extent o f Shen-hui’s religious inheritance from  his southern m aster, but 
it seems reasonable to suppose that Shen-hui’s ideas developed substan
tially in the north both at the tim e o f his ordination and after Hui- 
neng，s death.

In fact, it is not difficult to im agine that Shen-hui，s experience in the 
north was quite positive both before and after H ui_neng，s death. As far 
as we can tell, cordial relations prevailed between H ui-neng and the 
members o f what is now called the N orthern school during the first two 
decades of the eighth century. D uring this tim e H ui-neng was perceived 
as a member in good standing, albeit far rem oved, o f that loosely knit 
confraternity: he is included along w ith Shen-hsiu, Lao-an, and others 
in the well-known list of H ung-jen^ ten disciples that first occurs in 
N orthern school texts, and his nam e also occurs in an obscure work 
found in one o f the most im portant o f N orthern school lu n -h u an g  man
uscripts, in this case accompanied by such w ell-know n names as 
Asvaghosa, H ui-k’o，and Shen-hsiu .54

M oreover, at least three students are known to have studied under 
H ui-neng and other N orthern school m asters. O ther than Shen-hui 
him self，the most interesting o f these was a monk nam ed Ching-tsang 
(675-746), who studied under the N orthern school m aster Lao-an, then 
traveled south to meet H ui-neng, and ultim ately returned to the north 
to m aintain his first teacher’s stupa. 55 A lthough Shen-hui’s example 
should perhaps be excluded from  consideration here on logical grounds 
(since the issue is the believability o f his studies under Shen-hsiu), there 
is no a priori reason to reject the possibility that Shen-hsiu directed him 
to go to T s，ao-ch，i to study under H ui-neng at the tim e o f the former 
m aster’s invitation to the im perial court. A lthough no one else is known



have accompanied Shen-hui to T s，ao-ch，i，the suggestion itself would 
not have been out o f character for Shen-hsiu, who left other students 
behind in Ching-chou in an atmosphere m ore conducive to m editation 
than that at Lo-yang and C h ’ang-an .56 The im plication is that there is 
nQ reason to distinguish H ui-neng and his teachings from  the rest o f 
early C h，an until the onset o f Shen-hui’s propaganda drive.

B . The Texts
j  wm introduce below a partial translation o f an early C h ’an text that 
sheds light on Shen-hui’s ideas and associations 译t a time when he was 
cooperating with N orthern school figures, prior to the initiation o f his 
anti-N orthern school campaign. The text is known as the T reatise on the 
True Principle^ {T a-sheng k ya i-h sin  hsien-hsing tun-w u chen-tsung lu n , Treatise 
on the True Principle o f O pening the M ind and M anifesting the [Bud
dha]-nature in Sudden Enlightenment {according to] the M ahayana) .57

Although Shen-hui had some influence on the T reatise on the True P rin
ciple, the most intriguing aspect o f the text is its obvious N orthern school 
ofigin. First, both Shen-hui and the N orthern school m aster Lao-an are 
listed as the teachers o f the text’s author H ui-kuang, who m ay have also 
studied under P'u-chi.58 Second, the very structure o f the text is closely 
modeled on a Northern school text known as the E ssen tia l D eterm ination  
(Tun-wu chen-tsung chin-kang po -jo  h siu -h sin g ta  p i-a n  fa-m en  yajo-chueh, 
Essential Determ ination o f the Doctrine o f Attaining the O ther Shore 
[of Nirvana] by the Practice o f Adam antine W isdom  [According to] the 
True Teaching o f Sudden Enlightenment) .59

The author o f the E ssen tia l D eterm ination  was Chih-ta (d. 714), who is 
identified in the preface as a student o f Lao-an and Shen-hsiu (as com- 
pared to Lao-an and Shen-hui for the author o f the T reatise on the Thte 
P rin ciple). An epitaph discovered recently by Bernard Faure indicates 
that this monk (also known by the rare three-character surnam e and 
given name Hou-mo-ch，en 'Vfen-chih) was a native o f C h ’ang-an who 
became a monk at age twenty, entered M ount Sung and studied first 
under Lao-an (given here as A carya An) and later under Shen-hsiu 
(Hsiu ho-shang). A fter more than twenty years o f training he attained 
enlightenment，after which he changeti his name to Chih-ta on the basis 
of Shen-hsiu，s comment that his “wisdom and discrim ination [were] 
^nhindered” (ch ih -ta  p ie n -ts，a i w u -a i). A fterw ards he traveled about the

o-yang and Ho-pei areas teaching. He died on the tenth day o f the 
month o f 7 14，although his age is not given. In addition to some 

^teresting dialogue, C hih-ta，s epitaph is notable for including the 
Pnrase “broadly opening (i.e ., dissem inating) the teaching o f sudden 
^ ightenm ent (tu n -w u  ch ih  tsu n g) and references to “ expedient means，， 

^ anS~pien) and “ transm itting the lam p” (ch ，H an-teng). Although this is



substantially m ore detail than is given in the E ssen tia l D eterm ination^ text 
and epitaph are in com plete agreem ent.60

The E ssen tia l D eterm ination  and the T reatise on the True P rin cip le are both 
presented as oral dialogues between a C h，an m aster and a laym an—but 
a close reading o f the preface o f each text reveals that teacher and inter- 
rogator are one and the same individual! Since the E ssen tia l D eterm ination 
was w ritten in 712 (while Shen-hui was still w ith H ui-neng in Ts，ao- 
ch，i) and since it betrays no influence by Shen-hui, we m ay infer that it 
was the model for the T reatise on the True P rin cip le, rather than vice versa. 
This is in accord with the probable post-720 date o f composition o f the 
T reatise on the True P rin cip le. 61 The efforts taken in these two texts to 
present their messages in dram atic form  is a delightful innovation in the 
history o f C h’an literature, the power o f which is only confirm ed by its 
duplication .62

The m odeling o f one text on the other is not lim ited to overall struc
ture, since a considerable portion o f the prefaces o f the two texts are 
identical. In the partial translation below, identical or closely similar 
passages are printed in italics. In addition, omissions (relative to the 
T reatise on the True P rin cip le) are indicated by ellipses enclosed in square 
brackets. Finally, I have num bered the questions for the reader’s con
venience.

Treatise on the True Principle
y Compiled and Explained by the 
Sramana Ta-chao and the Layman Hui-kuang63

[Preface]

In the m elding o f the mind in the great enlightenm ent (ta  tao)，it is the 
one true principle that is m anifested. The form er and later sages pro
ceed only according tt) this teaching. To the enlightened, the triple 
realm  is only the-m ind; the unenlightened are asleep w ithin the faise 
and the correct. The doctrine (tsu n g ) o f the M ahayana must manifest 
the true in relation to characteristics.64 To com prehend the [Buddha]- 
nature (liao -h sin g ) 6 5  is to know the quiescence o f all the dharm as: Phe
nom ena are based on causes and conditions, and names (i.e ., perceived 
identities) are created through the provisional conjunction [of individ
ual elem ents]. To not comprehend [the Buddha-nature] is to be attached 
to names and fixated on words, to grasp at one’s thoughts and [for one s 
mind] to race am ong the false.

I f you wish to control the false and return to the true, making both



defiled and pure un iversally sam e (p ，in g -ten g ), you must concentrate the 
will and contem plate the m ind (chu~t ku an -h sin ). Fundam ental enlighten- 
ment w ill appear o f itself. Y ou  should practice your m ental contempla- 
tion (i-k u a n ) w ith energy, but w ithout interrupting your concentration66 
to think about reaching the “other shore” [of nirvana]. R em ain con
stantly im m ersed in profoundly deep m editation. Practice long, without 
cease, a n d  m atters w ill all com e to their own natural conclusion (i.e ., 
spiritual progress w ill occur autom atically). I f you persevere in contem
plation, you w ill gradually progress tow ard the true.

If you let go o f body and m ind, their defects w ill be evaporated . 67 

Your w illful functions (c h )i- tso ) are perm anently serene; [your mind] 
illum inates w ithout being conditioned68 [by its objects]. Consign your
self freely to sam adhi, [so that you may] incubate the way (ta o ) and nur
ture virtue (te ), thus helping to create (tzu -ch  feng) the dharm akaya.
Being enlightened to the m ind-source, one is w ithout obstruction and 
without hindrance, one is in essence like space: this is called the lim itless 
samadhi. The m ind is w ithout exit and entrance ( i.e .，it does not enter 
and leave m editative o r perceptual states): this is called the samadhi o f 
no quiescence. To be pure and without seeking with respect to all the 
loci of being (yu -so ) 6 9  is called the inconceivable samadhi. For one’s 
samadhi to be unobscured (san -m eip u  m ei) and to not derive from  condi
tions is called the sam adhi o f the dharm a-nature.

A ll the students [nowadays] seek ju st fo r understanding, not for their 
own realization. \bu should definitely understand that it would be m is
taken to attem pt to cultivate the M ahayana w ithout understanding pac- 
ification o f the m ind (a n -h sin ).

A t the tim e, there was a laym an o f the surnam e L i and nam e H ui-kuang. 
H e w as from  Ch ’ang'an in  Yung-chou. H is relig iou s nam e w as Ta-chao. 70 
U nconcerned w ith  fa m e an d  p ro fit bu t w ish in g to seek  bodhi, [• - *]7) h e fir s t  stu d 
ied  under A carya \hao\-an and la ter und er P recep tor [Shen]-hui. 72 H e in tim a tely 
received ora l determ in ation s [o f th e teach in gs] from  both o f them ; the doctrin es [o f 
Ch yan \ w ere secretly tran sm itted  to  h im . H e thoroughly pen etrated the'jundam m ial 
source o f the w ondrous p rin cip le o f th e v ita l doctrin e, and h is ex it from  being and 
entrance in to  nonbeing w ere p erfectly coalescent an dfree. 73 [. . .]74

D uring h is tim e o ff from  m editation^ the laym an lam ented th e {p lig h t o f] deluded 
[sen tien t bein gs] and has accordin gly m anifested [• . •】the abstruse teaching 
of phenom ena and principle. He explained the wondrous m eaning and 
revealed the essen tia ls o f th e S tarm a. [ • . . 】[His teachings] m ay be ca lled  a sh ip  
f or crossing the ocean，by w hich one can “proceed d irectly  to bodh i?，These w ords 
are w orthy o f tru st. H opefully, those who are not now enlightened w ill 
become enlightened, those whose [minds] are not now pacified w ill 
^com e pacified, and those who are not em ancipated w ill become 
em ancipated. 75



[Text]

1 . The laym an asked: “B uddhism  is  abstru se and m ysterious, so th a t it is
in com p reh en sib le fo r  th e ord in ary p erson . I ts litera tu re is  va st and its 
d o ctrin es d ifficu lt to understand. I  [w ou ld  n ow ] in qu ire o f  th e dhyana 
master [regaTding] the essentials o f  the teaching. [ .  . . ]  T e m p o r a r i l y  
cease with expedient means and speak directly. 76 Do not for
sake the common sort [of ignorant person such as myself], 
and please have no secrets.” 77 

D hyana M aster Th-chao am w ered : “E x cellen t! E x cellen t! From your 
question, I can see that you have the aptitude o f a bodhi
sattva and wish to purify and develop yourself. In  m y fo r ty - 
fiv e  y ea rs o f life  and o v er tw en ty y ea rs as a monk , 78 n ever has anyone 
asked m e about th is m ean ing (L e. s about th e u ltim a te m essa ge o f Bud
dhism ) . W hat p rob lem s do y o u  have? W hat doub ts can  I  settle?  Ask 
d irectly  and  I  w ill ex plain d irectly—do n ot both er w ith  elabora te 
speech. ”

2. Q uestion: “ I f one wishes to enter into enlightenm ent (ju -ta o ), what
dharm a should one cultivate? W hat dharm a should one 
view? W hat dharm a should one realize? W hat dharm a 
should one seek? To what dharm a should one become 
enlightened? And what dharm a should one attain, so as to 
proceed to bodhi?’’

Answ er: “You should not view  a single dharm a, and neither should 
you have any seeking. You should not realize a single 
dharm a，and neither should you have any subsequent 
[attainm ent]. You should not become enlightened to a single 
dharm a, and neither is there any enlightenm ent (ta o ) that 
can be cultivated. This is bodhi.”

3. Q uestion: “ Since beginningless time this disciple has been floating
along in the waves o f sam sara, at odds with the [true] prin
ciple. Although I have heard the teaching o f suddenness 
(tun-shuo)； I have been stupid and have not understood. M y 
sp irit (shen-shih) is obscured and I know not where it is一 I 
am like a drunken man who cannot sober up. On behalf of 
deluded sentient beings, I beseech you to bestow the expedi
ent means that are in accord with the truth [regarding] a few 
question s.”

Q uestion: “W hat is the true nature (chen-hsing)?1，
Answ er: “The nonactivated m ind (p u -ch  H h sin ), which is constantly 

without characteristics and pure,”
4. Question: *■ W hat are the self-natures (tzu -h sin g )? ”

Answ er: **The perceptive capacities (chien-w en ch iieh -ch ih ), the f°ur



elements, and all dharm as each have their own self- 
natures:，

5 Question: “ From what are these self-natures generated?”
Answer: “They are generated from  the false (i.e .，the deluded)

mind.”
6 Question: “ How can the self-natures be transcended (7i)?，，

Answer: “W hen the m ind is not activated, they are transcended/51
7 Question: fifW hat is enlightenm ent (to o )?  W hat is the principle (It)?

W hat is the mind (h sin)?，，
Answer: “ The mind is enlightenm ent. The mind is the principle. 

The principle79 is the mind. O utside the mind there is no 
principle; outside the principle there is no m ind. The capa
bility o f the mind to be universally same (p^ n g-ten g) is called 
the principle; the capability o f the principle to illum inate 
brightly is called the m ind. W hen m ind and principle are 
universally same, they are called the Buddha-mind. He who 
attains this principle does not perceive [that there is any】 

sarnsara.
There is no difference between ordinary people and 

sages; [perceptual] realm  and wisdom  are not distinct. Phe
nomena and principle are both melded [together]; defiled 
and pure are as one. That which illum inates tru th fu lly as 
the principle cannot be other than enlightenm ent (to o )‘ Self- 
and other- [natures] are both transcended—in all activities 
and at all times, there is neither any before or after, nor any 
interm ediate. Bondage and em ancipation [occur] sponta
neously. This is called enlightenm ent.”

1. The Northern School Character o f  the E sse n tia l D eterm in atio n  and  
Treatise on the T rue P rin cip le
I have already mentioned the specific attribution o f the E ssen tia l D eterm i- 
rnzhon to a N orthern school figure, but it is still im portant to consider the 
doctrinal character o f this text in order to gauge the nature o f Shen- 
hui s influence on the T reatise on the Thie P rin cip le.

The Northern school character o f the E ssen tia l D eterm ination  is appar
ent in several ways. First, the text pays attention to the “nonactivation” 
(pvrch’i) o f the m ind，which was a well-known catchword for C h’an 
practitioners in the second decade o f the eighth century . 80 Second，many

the doctrinal form ulations found in the E ssen tia l D eterm ination  are done 
lT̂  a known as “contem plative analysis” (k uan-hsin sh ih , or kanjin 
J  ̂ 1 X 1 Japanese) that typifies N orthern school texts.81 T hird, the use 

erms such as sh ou -h sin  ‘ to m aintain [awareness of] the m ind，，which 
ls the key doctrine o f an im portant text attributed to H ung-jen, indi



cates a close relationship with the N orthern school.82 Fourth, the text 
was circulated within the late N orthern school corpus o f m aterial.®3

One interesting feature o f the E ssen tia l D eterm ination  is the manner in 
which it combines the rhetoric o f “view ing the m ind”’ w ith that o f “see 
ing the [BuddhaJ-nature.，，The latter concept is in fact the very heart of 
one o f the most im portant m otifs o f early C h’an doctrine, but it was 
only with Shen-hui that it became a well-known slogan. In fact, the 
E ssen tia l D eterm ination  cites the N irvan a S u tra, ju st as Shen-hui was to do a 
few years later: “ See the [BuddhaJ-nature and achieve the enlighten
ment o f Buddhahood.，，84

Perhaps even m ore than the E ssen tia l D eterm ination , the T reatise on the 
True P rin cip le is clearly a N orthern school text. The central theme is once 
again the contem plation o f the m ind, which this text also explicates in 
term s o f “ nonactivation，，or p u -ch 9i. The text uses the term l i  ‘ to tran- 

r scend’ in a fashion sim ilar to N orthern school usage. O ther similarities 
w ith known N orthern school literature are the use o f the distinction 
between inner-directed and outer-directed wisdom and the use o f a dis
tinctive “contem plative analysis” style o f doctrinal reinterpretation .85 
Also, the pairing o f shun ‘direct’ and w ang ‘ false’ is sim ilar to the shun- 
kuan 'direct contem plation9 and ni-kuan  4reverse contem plation1 o f the 
N orthern school5s Yuan-m ing lun (Treatise on Perfect Enlightenment), 
and the description o f the tzu -h sin  ‘self-mincT and w ang-hsin  ‘ false mind’ 
resembles the dualism  o f Shen-hsiu，s K uan-hsin lun  (Treatise on the Con
tem plation o f the M ind) .86 Finally, at one point the T reatise on the True 
P rin cip le shares a passage with the N orthern school’s Leng-ch yieh sh ih -tzu  
ch i (Records o f the M asters and Disciples o f the Lahka[vatara]), which 
was w ritten sometime during the years 7 13 -7 16 , and at another point 
discusses an obscure scripture in a fashion sim ilar to that in the Kuan- 
hsin  lun .87

For the purposes o f this discussion, however, it is also im portant to 
note the apparent indications o f Shen-hui’s presence within the doc
trines o f the T reatise on th e True P rin cip le. The points that most clearly par
allel his later doctrinal inclinations are the apophatic mood of some of 
the statements regarding the-contem plation o f the mind (evident to a 
certain extent in section 2 o f the translation), occasional references to 
the doctrine o f suddenness, and the use o f the phrase “tru ly compre
hend the [Buddha]-nature，，(ch en  lia o -h sin g). This term inology figures 
prom inently in the title  o f Shen-hui，s P latform  Serm on. 88

Before drawing any conclusions from this evidence, let me briefly ^1S* 
cuss another relevant text.

2. The Evidence o f the Treatise on the D harm a-nature
The E ssen tia l D eterm ination  and T reatise on the True P rin cip le are not the only 
sources o f evidence for Shen-hui，s early membership in the Northern



school doctrinal community. Another interesting text found among the 
Tun-huang treasures is a short essay provisionally titled the T reatise on the 
J)harm a-nature (F a-hsing lu n ), which contains terminology reminiscent o f 
Shen-hui^ P latform  Serm on, This treatise occurs in two out o f eight or 
nine m a n u s c r i p t s  devoted to a set anthology o f Northern C h ，an mate- 
rial The two manuscripts in question are the longest and most com- 
plete of the entire set, which includes the very important T reatise on the 
E ssentials o f the C u ltivation  o f the M ind (H siu -h sin  yao lu n ) attributed to 
Hung-jen, Shen-hsiu^ T reatise on the C ontem plation q f the M ind (K uan-hsin  
lun)  ancJ other less well known East M ountain teaching and Northern 
school texts.89 Another interesting detail is that the last few lines o f this 
treatise occur in one Tun-huang manuscript in conjunction with a verse 
by a Reverend Chi, presumably P，u-chi o f the Northern school.90 
Although it is impossible to identify the specific author of the Treatise on 
the D harm a-nature，the text obviously derives from an era when there was 
no explicit animosity between the groups now known as the Northern 
and Southern schools and when the teachings of Hui-neng and Shen- 
hui were accepted as variations on the East M ountain teaching.

The Treatise on the D harm a-natur^ 1  exhibits a number o f sim ilarities 
with Shen-hui，s thought. First o f all, o f course, is the attention to the 
concept of “ seeing the nature’， or chien-hsing {kensho in Japanese). 
Although both the concept and the specific terminology do occur in pre- 
Shen-hui Northern school literature ,92 the term  occurs in both the title 
and text o f Shen-hui’s P latform  Serm on. Hence it seems safe to suggest 
that this terminology and the associated ideas constitute an early trade
mark of Shen-hui’s religious philosophy. In addition, the T reatise on the 
Dharm a-nature quotes a line from  the V im alaklrti Sutra that also occurs in 
Shen-hui’s works—and in the T reatise on the Thie P rin ciple. 93 Both Shen- 
hui and the T reatise on the D harm a-nature make use o f a metaphor involv
e s  gold and gangue in order to explain the existence o f the Buddha- 
nature within sentient beings.94 In a passage already mentioned above, 
both describe the relationship between meditation and wisdom as one of 

equivalent functioning” (tin g  h u i tengyung)t and the character chia，nor- 
nially meaning “house,” occurs in this text exactly as it does in Shen- 
hui s P latform  Serm on as a substitute for the grammatical particle ch ih  
(e-g.，kuang chih shih teng chia y u n g )M oreover, the text uses the terms 

hsiang and w u-nien , both o f which may be translated as t4non- 
thought.” This is significant because Shen-hui laid great emphasis on 
wu、nten，which he contrasted with the li-n ien  or “transcending thoughts” 
of the Northern school. Taken collectively, these correspondences sug- 

a dose relationship between the T reatise on the D harm a-nature and 
尽n-hui’s teachings as seen in his P latform  Serm on.96 

th doctrinal presence of Shen-hui, and behind him Hui-neng, in 
C on the True P rin ciple and the Treatise on the D harm a-nature seems



to me to be beyond question. This doctrinal presence and the identifica
tion o f the T reatise on th e D harm a-nature w ith T s’ao-ch’i would have been 
appropriate for an early stage in Shen-hui’s teaching career, when he 
wished to attribute his doctrines retrospectively to his m aster Hui-neng 
A t the stage when both this text and the T reatise on the True P rin cip le were 
produced, probably during the 720s, Shen-hui would still have per
ceived him self and would have been perceived as a member o f the reli- 
gious community that we now refer to as the “ N orthern school.” At this 
point Shen-hui*s ideas were in perfect harm ony w ith the overall frame
work o f early C h’an doctrine.97

IV. Shen-hui，s Teachings and the Doctrines of 
the Northern School

Actually, the close relationship between Shen-hui’s teachings and the 
doctrines o f the N orthern school does not end with these very early 
works. Professor Yanagida has suggested that the “ Southern school” 
was predicated on the N orthern school,” and indeed we can find evi
dence o f this in Shen-hui’s w ritings.98

O ur focus here w ill be on two texts, the P latform  Serm on and the D efini
tion  o f the Truth. C ertain o f Shen-hui，s other writings m ay contain pas
sages representing his earlier teachings, but the identification o f these 
passages depends on complex and sometimes subjective arguments. 
Actually, even the dates o f these two texts are not certain: the Platform  
Serm on is generally considered to have been w ritten sometime during the 
720s, but there is no specific textual evidence to support this supposi
tion. True, it does lack the polem ical vitrio l o f the D efin ition  o f the Thith, 
but it would be unreasonable to assume that Shen-hui never abandoned 
his campaign against the N orthern school, even tem porarily. Close 
attention to the content and dating o f Shen-hui,s dialogues with laymen 
whose biographies are known m ay eventually help us specify the date of 
composition o f the P latform , Serm on, but this is a task for the future. On 
the other hand, the D efin ition  o f the Truth m ay have undergone considera
ble editing between the public lecture o f 732 on which it is primarily 
based and the final redaction o f the text during 745-749. However, 
although the D efin ition  o f the Truth is more prim itive doctrinally than the 
P latform  Sermon} there is no sharp divergence between the two. Given 
these uncertainties, at this stage we m ay consider evidence from both 
these texts at once.

First, it is relatively simple to identify Shen-hui’s criticisms of Nort 
ern school doctrines in these texts. The most obvious o f these, o f course, 
are the references to specific approaches to m editation, especially 
well-known “ four pronouncem ents” criticizing “ freezing the nun



enter samadhi, stopping the mind to view purity, activating the mind 
for outward illum ination, and concentrating the mind for inner realiza- 
tjon ” These occur in both the Platform  Sermon and D efin ition  o f the Truth, 
although it is only in the latter text that they are specifically directed at 
the teachings of the Northern school." There are also other less well 
known comments in a sim ilar vein: the rejection of the “viewing afar” 
practices (found in the Wu Jang-pien  [Five Expedient M eans] o f the 
Northern school) and criticism of the tendency to “grasp purity.” 100 The 
contention that one must actually perceive or “ see” the Buddha-nature 
rather than simply accept its presence within oneself may also be an 
implicit criticism of the H siu -h sin  yao lun attributed to H ung-jen. 101 I 
have detected at least two other implicit criticisms of N orthern school 
doctrines, one a reference to realizing the dharmadhatu with the dhar
madhatu and the other a denigration o f the use of expedient means 
rather than the doctrine of suddenness. 102

But Northern school texts also contain numerous warnings against 
meditative abuses. The most common such warning is against <4blank- 
ness of mind” (w u -ch i), a dull state of consciousness in which the practi
tioner is entranced by or attached to his objects of perception. Such 
warnings occur In several Northern school texts.103. The description 
found in the W u Jang-pien  o f Hlnayanists as being unable to hear while 
in meditation is in effect a criticism o f “ freezing the mind to enter 
samadhi,51 to borrow Shen-hui^ phrasing. 104 A lso, a statement on medi
tation by Shen-hsiu exhibits a sharp awareness o f the problems o f men
tal blankness, dualistic conceptualization, and grasping for the fruit o f 
enlightenment. 105

The Northern school passage that contains sentimen s most sim ilar to 
Shen-hui’s criticisms, however, is found in the E ssen tia l D eterm ination : 106

The minds of all sentient beings are all generated from the storehouse of 
the Tathagatas.

If you wish to save the myriad living beings107
you should clearly contemplate the recollections of the lion (i.e., the 

Tathagata).108

The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing.
You must vow to forsake the myriad conditions一
if they occur {la i ‘come’）then view them with complete attention-109
This is called the “uninterrupted dharma•”

The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing.
With complete attention one views’ and views again.
Viewing, viewing,* viewing without interruption.
This is called “wisdom without impurity.”
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The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing.
When one craves understanding of the scriptures,
one considers them occasionally and does not view everlastingly.
This is called “craving worldly wisdom■”
The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing.
When one craves the development of conditioned [alwlities] 
one recollects emptily rather than viewing determinedly.
This is called the “heretical teaching,，
The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing.
When one craves entry into the trance of empty tranquility，
one’s mind is tranquil but one’s consciousness sinks110 into emptiness.
This is called the ®* difficulty of the auditor (srdoaka) .，’ni
The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing‘
When one is constantly immersed in the purity of the locus of nonbeing 
and does not emerge into the [phenomenal] world 
this is called the “fetters of the bodhisattva.，，
The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing.
When, in the locus of nonbeing, one is constantly pure 
and emerges into the world with champaign sameness 
this is called the “emancipation of the bodhisattva/*

The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing.
When purity is constantly immediately manifest 
and one is unattached to all characteristics 
this is called the “realm of the Buddhas.” 112

The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing.
The eastern quarter cannot be calculated, 
and the four directions are likewise.
This is called “returning to the great house.” 113

It should be obvious that the “viewing the m ind” practices of the 
Northern school were not exactly as Shen-hui described them, but were 
instead free and easy exercises in the emulation o f the expansive mind 
o f the sage. M ore important in the present context, however, is the 
observation that the descriptions o f these practices contained warnings 
against the same abuses Shen-hui later descried so strongly.

In addition, the following statement attributed (no doubt falsely) t0 
Tao-hsin indicates that the Northern school masters also instructed 中eir 
students to refrain from "activating the mind for outward illumina 
tion”： “ If the mind activates (ch ’i〉 its cognitive [functions] (chueh) in 
connection with some sense realm separate from  itself，then contem 
plate the locus of that activation as ultim ately nonactivating (P 
ch，i) ” l“  “Tao-hsin” also describes meditation practice in an apophatl 
mode sim ilar to that favored by Shen-hui:



p o n0t [practice] mindfulness of the Buddha, do not grasp the mind, do 
not view the mind, do not measure the mind, do not meditate, do not con- 
template，and do not disrupt [the mind]. Just let it flow. Do not make it go 
and do not make it stay. Alone in a pure and ultimate location (i.e., the 
absolute), the mind will be naturally bri^it and pure.115

Although I could provide additional docum entation to show that 
Shen-hui，s criticism s failed to portray the m editation practices o f the 
Northern school fairly, accurately, or completely, his reportage is not 
really at issue here. It is possible, o f course, that some o f the members o f 
the Northern school undertook practices that were not in accord with 
the highest understanding o f their teachers’ guidance, but this possibil- 
ity too is beside the point at the moment. Instead, the present concern is 
the lack o f absolute originality o f Shen-hui，s criticism s themselves 
within the context o f the C h ’an tradition. The passages cited above 
indicate that there are num erous precedents within N orthern school 
texts for those criticism s.

There are two differences between the uses o f such criticism s in  
Northern school works and by Shen-hui. F irst, the N orthern school 
texts address their comments to m editation practitioners in order that 
they might refine their spiritual endeavors to the highest possible 
degree. In the context o f Shen-hui，s overall message, on the other hand, 
the criticisms seem to be used as a justification for the rejection o f a cer
tain approach to m editation, o r even a total repudiation o f m editation 
practice per se. Second, in the D efin ition  o j th e Truth, o f course, Shen-hui 
applied his criticism s to the teachings o f specifically nam ed m asters. 
Thus his innovative use o f these criticism s involved not only the precipi
tation o f these critical sentim ents into a concise set o f slogans but also 
the radical expansion o f their interpretation and their use w ithin a 
polemical context.

Shen-hui’s doctrines were o f course not lim ited to the criticism  o f the 
Northern school. The following sim ilarities between his doctrines and 
the ideas o f that school have generally not been appreciated，however: 
Shen-hui's redefinition o f tso-ch  'an o r “ seated m editation” is cast in the
«c . , -

contemplative analysis” style, in which nom inally unacceptable corre
lations are made in order to ja r  the reader or listener to a new religious 
Perspective. Thus the character tso  ‘to sit* becomes the 1'nonactivation  
of thoughts/* while ch'an  ‘m editation，becomes “seeing the original 
nature-n® Although “ seeing the nature” was one o f Shen-hui*s most 
characteristic doctrines and was used without particular emphasis in 
’ arlier texts, the concept o f “ nonactivation，，was a very centra! concept 
ln teachings o f the N orthern school, as we have seen above. This 

° ccurs repeatedly throughout Shen-hui’s w ritings. t17 
here are references in Shen-hui，s w ritings to the transcendence of



the body, ego, and consciousness, and to the autonom y attained in the 
various sense capabilities and types o f sensory data . 118 Exactly the same 
type o f assertions vis-a-vis individual components o f human existence 
are made alm ost ad nauseum  in the W u fan g-p ien . Shen-hui also posits 
some distinctions very sim ilar to the concepts o f inner sageliness and 
outer wisdom, as w ell as those o f fundam ental and successive wis
dom . 119 In addition, he makes references to space very  sim ilar to those 
in the W u fan g-p ien  and the Yuan-m ing lun . 1 '1 0  Finally, the very use of the 
concept o f the Buddha-nature obscured by illusions harks back to 
H ung-jen，s E ssen tia l T reatise, even though the interpretation differs. 121

V. Shen-hui，s Emphasis on Sudden Enlightenment

Although there is evidence o f a core o f shared ideas in the works I have 
discussed thus far, we should not lose sight o f an im portant distinction. 
In the T reatise on the True P rin cip le and the T reatise on the D harm a-nature, 
Shen-hui’s ideas appear to have tjeen inserted into an identifiably 
N orthern school message. In Shen-hui’s own works, however, the mes- 
sage is different, even though we can detect num erous sim ilarities with 
earlier N orthern school ideas. ^

The m ajor im pression one gets from  reading Shen-hui’s works, of 
course, is the very concrete sense o f his doctrine o f sudden enlighten
m ent. This im pression holds even in the case o f the P latform  Serm on, in 
which he hardly uses the term  “ sudden” (tu n ) at all. It is abundantly 
clear in this text that Shen-hui，s intent was that those listening to him 
should generate b odh icitta , the aspiration to achieve enlightenm ent, even 
as they listened to his serm on. He appears to have been a consummate 
evangelist: although the ethjeal vows found at the beginning o f the text 
w ere no doubt part o f the conventional liturgical repertoire, Shen-hui 
must have used them  in order to lead his congregation to a more exalted 
fram e o f m ind in which they w ould be m ore open to moments of inspi
ration. There is not however any real consideration o f the practice of 
m editation after that first generation o f bodh iciitay a term  which he uses 
in a m anner that is virtually tantam ount to the final achievement of
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enlightenm ent. For exsuxiple, Shen-huiJs P latform  Serm on contains w  
follow ing verse in adulation o f b od h icitta :

Although bodhicitta and the ultimate [realization】 are no different.
O f these two [states of] mind, it is difHcult to say which is more important 
W ith oneself still unsaved, to first save others一thus do we reverence the 

initial [achievement of] bodhicitta.
By this initial bodhicitta one becomes a teacher of men and gods, 
superior to the auditors and solitary Buddhas.



With such a bodhicitta, one transcends the triple realm, 
hence this is called the most insurpassable. 122

Shen-hui does not hedge on the issue o f immediate inspiration by- 
specifying some prelim inary period o f religious practice, however brief. 
His most well known m etaphor for the relationship between the initial 
moment o f enlightenment and the subsequent course of self-cultivation 
is that of childbirth, in which a baby is born suddenly but must mature 
gradually. 123 (I am always astounded by the monkish oversim plification 
of this m etaphor!) Shen-hui，s prescriptions to be followed during the 
period of m aturation are very general, however, and it seems likely that 
he was more adept at inspiring his listeners to that first moment o f inspi
ration than at guiding practitioners throughout their careers.

The strongly propagandistic flavor o f the D efin ition  o j the Truth leaves 
the very palpable sense that，in this case, Shen-hui is more interested in 
winning converts to his faction—or at least in winning agreem ent with 
his positions—than in actually inspiring spiritual experiences in his lis
teners. We should not overlook the correlation with this m ore conten
tious atmosphere and the much more num erous，if frequently unex
plained, explicit references to suddenness. Nor should we overlook the 
fact that the only practical injunctions found in the D efin ition  o f the Truth 
enjoin the congregation to recite the D iam ond Sutra in order to achieve 
their first moment o f insight. l i t  the context o f the developing C h，an 
tradition, this was definitely a retrograde position . 124 In other words, 
Shen-hui’s polemical fervor correlates with doctrinal and practical 
superficiality.

VI, Conclusion

儿 The R elig iou s C on text ofShen-huV s T rain in g
It is clear from the evidence that Shen-hui began his religious career in a 
presectarian Northern school m ilieu. Please note that I use the term  

Northern school” in a different m anner than did Shen-hui: for him, 
the term was polemical, an intentionally critical epithet applied to men 
fh o  he felt were not privy to the spirit o f Bodhidharma’s teachings and 
ence should not be allowed to appropriate the term  “ Southern school.” 
^ usage, on the other hand, the term  “ Northern school” refers to 
e ^form ally organized group of masters and disciples who enunciated 

disseminated the new message o f C h ’an in the two capitals of Lo- 
and C h，ang-an during the early decades o f the eighth century, 

men referred to their own teachings as the “East M ountain 
eaching，” the (<Larikavatara school，，， and even as the "Southern



school,” so that it is only out o f deference to the conventions o f the later 
C h’an trad ition th at I use the o rig in a lly  pe jo rative  term  “ Northern 
school” in this regard.

It is im portant to keep in m ind the presectarian nature o f this school； 
the N orthern school m asters represent the entirety o f early  C h 5an at the 
beginning o f the eighth century. They w ere no doubt a diverse lo t，with 
a m ultiplicity o f interests and spheres o f activity, but the extant sources 
allow us to detect only m inor differences o f style between specific histor
ical figures. There were several attem pts to form ulate coherent and 
comprehensive expressions o f the religious message o f C h ’a n ，but it is 
difficult if not impossible from  this vantage point to correlate these for
m ulations with specific lineages. The overw helm ing im pression one 
gets from this early literature is that o f an abundant religious vitality, 
the energy with which the growing C h ’an m ovem ent was striving to 
recognize and articulate its own self-understanding. H ui-neng was cer
tainly a member o f this somewhat am orphous religious community, as 
was Shen-hui before—and perhaps even after—the initiation o f his anti- 
N orthern school cam paign.

There is no doubt that Shen-hui was m otivated at least in part by a 
sincere disaffection with contem porary developm ents in the realm  of 
C h，an. He was not, in fact, the first to offer such criticism s. Paradoxi
cally, the very text that Shen-hui cites in his criticism  o f P ’u-chi，the 
Ch ruan fa -p a o  ch i (Annals of the Transm ission o f the D harm a-treasure), 
sharply criticizes H ung-jen, Shen'hsiu，and, im plicitly，even P ’u-chi for 
popularizing C h’an among large num bers o f persons unready or unable 
to comprehend its deeper m eaning . 125 These criticism s w ere clearly 
elitist and in some ways diam etrically opposed to those o f Shen-hui, 
who went further than anyone else to  sim plify his teachings fo r public 
consumption. N evertheless, we can easily im agine that there were wide 
variations in how both m asters and students interpreted the spiritual 
enterprise embodied in the new religious m ovem ent known as C h ’an. 
Since we are lim ited to textual archives preserved fo r the most part at 
Tun-huang on the outskirts o f the Chinese cultural realm , it is quite rea
sonable that these texts do not provide specific details o f any such 
excesses, distortions, or facile in terpretations. It has already been 
shown that Shen-hui’s criticism s o f N orthern school doctrine are off the 
m ark, but they m ay have been valid  w ith regard to non-m ainstream  
t e n d e n c i e s .126 N evertheless, Shen-hui^s d e l i n e a t i o n  o f  a  N o r t h e r n  
school defined entirely in term s o f these non-m ainstream  tendencies 
was an intentional polem ical trop e.

The specific catalyst that led Shen-hui to in itiate his a n t i - Northern 
school campaign rem ains obscure. G iven the partisan vigor w ith which 
he carried out his chosen m ission, it is likely that his own personal tern-



ment had a great deal to do with the m atter, but there are also some 
•ndications that his religious lineage m ay have been a factor. I am not 
'hinking of Hui-neng, but rather o f Lao-an, the Northern school figure 
most closely associated with H ui-neng and Shen-hui. W e have the 
names o f two monks who studied under both Hui-neng and Lao-an, 
and we should not forget that Lao-an*s nam e is listed in both the E ssen- 
/七/ D eterm ination  and the T reatise on the True P rin cip le. In addition, the very  
choice of H ua-tsai as the scene o f Shen-hui，s early attack on the North- 
ern school may be related to the fact that it was Lao-an’s birthplace . 127 
Most intriguing is the observation that Lao-an’s biography shows a def- 
inite tendency to one-upm anship with regard to the charism atic cen
tenarian Shen-hsiu: according to his epitaph> Lao-an is supposed to 
have begun his studies under Hung-jen earlier, to have cut a more 
exotic figure, and to have lived even longer than Shen-hsiu . 128 It m ay be 
this tendency to one-upm anship in Lao-an that was translated into a 
spirit of factional com petitiveness in Shen-hui.

B . Shen-huî s D octrin e o f Sudden  E n ligh ten m en t
Judging from the evidence introduced here, it seems' reasonable to 
accept the traditional interpretation that Shen-hui inherited his empha
sis on sudden enlightenm ent from  H ui-neng. However, we lack any 
reliable description o f H ui-neng，s teachings and thus cannot tell 
whether his instructions on the m atter o f sudden enlightenm ent re
mained consistent in both nature and emphasis before and after Shen- 
hui，s trip north. The most likely alternatives are as follows: if  Shen-hui 
had achieved his own moment o f sudden inspiration prior to his ordina
tion and further training in C h ,ang-an, H ui'neng’s rem arks on his 
return might refer tp Shen-hui’s greater appreciation o f the w ider spiri
tual ramifications o f that experience. Or, Shen-hui’s w ider understand- 
mg after several years in the north might have finally made it possible 
for him to achieve that sudden enlightenm ent after his return to T s，ao- 
ch，i for further instruction under H ui-nengv

Although it is impossible to tell which, if  either, o f these scenarios is 
correct, we can safely infer that during this very early period there was 
no apprehension o f any conflict o r incom patibility between the doctrine 
of sudden enlightenm ent and the teachings o f the N orthern school. 
There is certainly no indication in any o f the texts discussed above in 
conjunction with Shen-hui^ early career o f any internal conflict or ten- 
®lon between sudden enlightenm ent and the surrounding doctrinal 
*^inework. O n the contrary, the real difficulty is ascertaining where 

n-hui’s ideas begin and where they leave off. And this shared doctri- 
foundation is apparent throughout Shen-hui，s works.

The notion o f sudden enlightenm ent was absolutely central to Shen-



hui’s religious phOosophy. In one sense, this was a direct continuation of 
the N orthern school mission o f eliciting conversions to its own interpr^ 
tation o f Buddhism, as dem onstrated in such works as the Hsiu-hsin 
lun attributed  to H ung-jen and the Kuan-hsin lun by Shen-hsiu. These 
texts urged their readers to give up form alistic practices justified on the 
basis o f the accrual o f religious m erit and to turn  im m ediately to the 
practice o f m editation and the pursuit o f enlightenm ent in this very life 
Shen-hui made this message even more immediate in his public ser
mons by attem pting to inspire his audiences to make this decision even 
as they listened to him —to have them achieve a state o f religious exalta
tion through the power o f his own charism atic delivery.

In a more im m ediate sense, though, Shen-hui^ single-minded em
phasis on sudden enlightenm ent represented a qualitative change from 
the positions o f earlier N orthern school texts. 129 This is true not because 
his message differed in any m ajor way, but rather because o f his chosen 
medium. The central thread that unites all o f Shen4iuiJs ideas and 
activities was his vocation o f lecturing from  the ordination platform , 130 
and it is thoroughly understandable that his chosen role o f inspiring 
conversion to the Buddhist spiritual quest was combined with an over
riding concern with the initial moment o f religious inspiration, lb  put it 
in the simplest o f term s, there is an inextricable relationship between 
Shen-hui’s emphasis on sudden enlightenment and his proselytic, evan
gelical ro le，so much so that it is impossible to tell which was cause and 
which was effect. Shen-hui espoused the doctrine o f sudden enlighten
ment because he taught from  the ordination platform , and he taught 
from  the ordination platform  because he espoused the doctrine o f sud
den enlightenm ent.

This interpretation helps us understand one o f the more curious 
aspects o f Shen-hui’s doctrines: his failure to consider post-inspiration 
cultivation in any serious fashion. Although he did grant that gradual 
cultivation would be required after the initial experience o f awakening, 
much as a child is complete at birth but must grow into an adult, Shen- 
hui was apparently totally unconcerned with the details and dynamics 
o f this process o f spiritual m aturation. This is the reason Hu Shih was 
able to refer to Shen-hui^ teachings as a “new C h ’an which renounces 
ch 3an itself and is therefore no ch ，an at a ll.，，131 As a m issionary concerned 
only with increasing the size o f the flock, Shen-hui was probably n ot 
directly involved in the ongoing instruction o f trainees engaged in medi
tation and the other activities o f the Buddhist spiritual path. At least， 
there are no indications in any o f the doctrinal and biographical sources 
pertaining to Shen-hui and his disciples that suggest any ongoing 
men of training. This supposition is also corroborated by the relative y 
early demise o f Shen-hui，s lineage, which was superseded in size, vat



ity, and longevity by that o f P ，u-chi. 132 P ，u-chi was able to inspire 
greater personal loyalty because he participated actively in the training 
of his successors, rath er than m erely starting them  o ff on their religious 
careers as Shen-hui did.

This lack o f involvem ent in  m editation practice m ay be another rea- 
son why Shen-hui could d istort the N orthern school doctrine o f constant 
practice into gradualism —he did not really understand the kind o f sen
sitivity that w as needed in  the context o f ongoing spiritual training. The 
doctrine o f sh ou -h sin  (m aintaining [awareness of] the m ind) attributed to 
Hung-jen is a  good exam ple o f an approach to m editation whose practi
cal m ultivalence is very  easily overlooked. In the H siu -h sin yao  lun  there 
is a palpable sense that this form ulation is used sim ultaneously to 
induce trainees to vigorous effort and to restrain them  from  grasping for 
the fruit o f enlightenm ent. 133 T his is a type o f subtle form ulation that is 
entirely absent from  Shen-hui’s w ritings.

To go one step fiirther, it m ay well, be the case that Shen-hui empha
sized the doctrine o f the equivalence o f the “ three learnings” o f m oral
ity, m editation, and wisdom  precisely because it undercut the rationale 
for extended m editation practice and, by im plication，the traditional 
monastic regim en o f self-control and spiritual cultivation. C ertain ly the 
caricatures o f N orthern school monks in Shen-hui，s texts and their 
emphasis on the prim acy o f m editation practice im ply that hard work 
was not requ ired，only the inspiration that Shen-hui set out to pro
vide . 134 A lthough Shen-hui，s life w ork was carried out on the ordination 
platform , his teachings lightened the burden o f being  ̂Buddhist monk 
and rem oved the distinction between monks and laym en, thereby aid
ing the dissem ination o f C h ，an among the unordained. In this sense 
there is a direct continuity between Shen-hui，s teachings and the P lat
form  Sutra, as w ell as one o f the keys to  the subsequent popularity o f Chi
nese C h'an.

C. The A cceptan ce o f th e D o ctrin e o f S u dden  E n ligh ten m en t 
w ith in  th e C h，an  School
Paradoxically, although Shen -hui w as unconcerned w ith  the problems 
of ongoing sp iritual cultivation , his doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent 
was accepted because it was very  useful in this regard. This point 
requires careful explanation.

In espousing subitism  and rejecting gradualism , Shen-hui explicitly 
selected a doctrine that disallow ed dualistic form ulations. The very  
problem w ith the gradualistic approach (other than the superficial but 
unforgettable im plication that it was incredibly tim e-consum ing) was 
that it postulated both a difference between ignorance and enlighten- 
如ent and the possibility o f transporting oneself from  one state to the
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other* There was no difference, according to this approach, between 
m editation undertaken for spiritual self-im provem ent and the perfor
mance o f good works undertaken for the accrual o f religious m erit For 
exam ple, Shen-hui criticized the N orthern school use o f the term  li-n ien  
the “ transcendence o f thoughts,” which he felt implied a purposive or 
intentional effort to achieve a state o f liberation一  which would be a con
tradiction in term s. His alternative was w u-nien  or “nonthought，” by 
which he m eant a level o f consciousness ontologically prior to the dis
crim ination o f individual thoughts, or the source o f liberation already 
im m anent in sentient beings. Although the term s li-n ien  and w u-nien dif
fer very little in their original m eanings, Shen-hui favored the latter 
because it had the appearance o f being less dualistic.

Now, the experience o f nondualism  m ay be an im portant psychologi
cal feature o f sudden enlightenm ent, but it was also something more 
than this. In com bination with his doctrine o f subitism , the very heat of 
Shen_hui’s criticism  o f gradualism  had a rhetorical im pact o f the highest 
significance: by publicly criticizing one faction’s m editation teachings 
he made all the members o f the growing C h，an school m ore aware of 
the external expression—the packaging, if  you w ill—o f their ideas and 
modes o f  practice. A fter Shen-hui, C h，an m asters learned to protect 
them selves from  criticism  by avoiding dualistic form ulations. His cam
paign w orried subsequent m asters into avoiding even the hint o f gradu
alism  and the spectre o f unilinear, goal-oriented logic in the presenta
tion o f their own ideas. This is obvious in the ploy taken in the Platform  
Sutra and other O x-head school works, which define an ideal o f spiritual 
training only to follow it with an im m ediate rejection o f that ideal on the 
basis o f its underlying dualism , resulting in the specification o f a higher 
and m ore subtly defined religious ideal. (This process is known as chih- 

yan g  * stopping and lifting，in a Buddhist context, or aufheben in Western 
philosophy.) The im position o f this avoidance o f dualistic form ulations’ 
which I call the rule o f rhetorical purity, was one o f Shen-hui’s most 
im portant areas o f impact on Chinese C h ’an.

The doctrine o f sudden enlightenm ent was universally accepted by 
the C h ’an tradition after Shen-hui, but how significant was this contri
bution in doctrinal term s? The term s “ sudden teaching” and “ sudden 
enlightenm ent” had at least as much value as slogans or labels as they 
did as substantive doctrinal positions. This was certainly true in the 
case o f Shen-hui, whose emphasis on the idea o f sudden enlightenment 
is greatest where his polem ical tone is most strident and his overall prac- 
tical and theoretical fram ework is most backward. W e often see the term  
used in the titles o f other, nonpolem ical texts, even where the doctrine is 
hardly considered in any explicit fashion in the body o f the text itself— 
examples include both the E ssen tia l D eterm ination  and T reatise on the 
P rin cip le discussed above and the well-known Thn-wu yao  men (Essential



Teaching o f Sudden Enlightenment) attributed to Ta-chu H ui-hai. 135 
Nly i m p r e s s i o n ,  in fact, is that the term  occurs much more frequently as 
an identifying slogan than as a doctrine with explicit content. I believe 
that the concept o f sudden enlightenment became widely accepted in 
part because it was attractive, flexible, and inoffensive as a slogan.

No doubt the ontological and practical im plications o f the idea o f sud
d en n e ss  were momentous, but they were also m alleable. In its most 
simple sense, the term  denotes nothing m ore than a nondualistic reali
zation o f religious truth achieved in a single moment o f insight. On this 
level, the term  was attractive in two ways at once: first, it at least 
appeared to offer religious aspirants a key to quick and easy achieve- 
ment of the ultim ate goal (in contrast to lifetim es o f self-cultivation), 
and second, its use allowed one to assume a posture o f accordance with 
the post-Shen-hui requirem ent o f rhetorical purity. Since C h，an masters 
were not inclined to a more profound specification o f both the ontologi
cal and practical im plications o f the idea— this would have been to 
engage in pointless doctrinal speculation—they could and did describe 
any number o f teachings as being ‘‘ sudden，’，without being bound to 
uphold the doctrine in absolute terms. Even Shen-hui m itigated the 
impact of his own teaching o f suddenness by requiring (or allowing) a 
subsequent period o f gradual cultivation.

The slogan o f suddenness is bandied about rather freely in the titles o f 
Ch’an texts, and its specific doctrinal im plications were not o f prim ary 
importance. However, this was not just an em pty slogan. O n the con
trary, I believe that the most im portant aspect o f this slogan was that it 
combined within a single term  the very kind o f sensitivity toward medi
tation practice mentioned above. That is, where m editation texts and 
instructors once had to concatenate exhortations to energetic endeavor 
and injunctions against grasping for the goal, the doctrine (or slogan) o f 
sudden enlightenment incorporated this practical sensitivity within 
itsdf. The appeal of a rapid and complete transform ation into the 
enlightened state worked as a carrot to induce students to energetic 
endeavor, while the explicit caution against gradualistic approaches 
worked as a brake against dualistic conceptualization o f the goal. Since 
the slogan “sudden en lightenm en tcou ld  be appended quite easily to 
any text or doctrine to communicate the im portance o f this sensitivity 
but without making any great demands on the specific content o f the 
texts or doctrines themselves, it should not be surprising that sudden- 
ness should have been accepted as a slogan. Thus it was that sudden 
ei3lightenment became the watchword o f the C h，an tradition.

S h en -h u i，s  H is to r ica l I m p a c t o n  C h，a n
Just because C h’an enthusiastically embraced Shen-hui’s slogan of sud- 
den enlightenment, we should not conclude that the same was true o f



his other positions. In fact, Shen-hui’s contributions to C h，an were gen
erally achieved through a process o f negative im pact. Shen-hui created 
a crisis in early C h，an with his factionalist anti-N orthem  school cam
paign, which led to creative growth in Gh*an only because o f the efforts 
taken by the tradition to overcome the divisiveness o f his attack. It is not 
even accurate to say th at he caused the disappearance o f the Northern 
school, since it never existed as an institutional entity to begin with, or 
the supersedure o f the sudden teaching over the gradual teaching, since 
no one ever advocated the doctrinally backward position that he 
described and criticized. In fact, m any o f the contributions o f the 
“N orthern school” w ere m aintained by the later C h’an tradition, even 
though they were presented under the aegis o f the Ox-head and Hung- 
chou schools. The Ox-head school, with the P latform  S u tra, and the 
Szechwan factions, w ith the L i-ta i fa -p a o  ch i, collectively installed many 
o f Shen-hui’s innovations into the C h ’an tradition—with his authorship 
neatly obscured.136 Certain sayings o f M a-tsu and Hui-chung also 
appear to criticize ideas o f Shen-hui，s_137

Ju st as Shen-hui’s m ajor effort was propagandistic, his m ajor impact 
lay in the realm  o f rhetoric and m ythopoeia. In addition to establishing 
a standard o f rhetorical purity, he is responsible fo r the addition of 
m any new anecdotes regarding Bodhidharm a and the early patriarchs 
to the early C h’an library. In the process Shen-hui helped make the the
ory o f the transm ission o f the dharm a much more concrete and precise, 
even though he did not significantly alter the conceptual basis of the the
ory.138 Coupled with his penchant for story-telling, this new attention to 
the form  rather than only the substance o f religious pronouncements 
may have helped bring about the emergence o f encounter dialogue and 
the “ recorded sayings** genre o f C h ，an literature . 139 These changes 
m ay be form alistic, but they w ere o f the highest significance to the 
developm ent o f the C h ’an tradition.

The real transform ation that took place in C h ’an during the eighth 
century was the emergence o f the practice o f ‘‘encounter dialogue” in 
the Hung-chou school o f M a-tsu Tao-i, which is the earliest faction of 
the classical phase o f Chinese C h ’an Buddhism. The literature of 
encounter dialogue m ay be placed under the rubric o f the sudden teach
ing, in the sense that it satisfies the twofold criteria mentioned above. 
Since the practitioners o f encounter dialogue relentlessly attacked grad
ualistic form ulations and exhorted students on to diligent endeavor, 
they could make effective use o f the slogan o f sudden e n l i g h t e n m e n t . In 
addition, since Shen-hui’s anti-N orthem  school campaign and the 
appearance o f the P latform  Sutra had provided a l e g e n d a r y  e x p l a n a t i o n  o 
the sudden-gradual dichotom y that was convenient, instructive (in a



very profound sense)，and entertaining, the la ter C h ’an school adopted 
this legend as part o f its own historical self-understanding. In contrast 
w  the image presented in this legend, however, the sudden-gradual 
dichotomy was som ething o f a false issue in  the developm ent o f C h ’an. 
A lth o u g h  S h e n -h u i c o n tr ib u te d  to  th e  in c r e a s in g ly  d e a r  c r y s ta lliz a t io n  
of C h，an ideas and to the elaboration o f its iconoclastic spirit, his career 
did not represent a fundam ental break in the course o f the school’s 
development. Shen-hui，s teachings were extensions of, rather than radi- 
cal alternatives to, N orthern school doctrine, and his innovations only 
contributed to the em ergence o f classical C h ’an w ithin the overall con
text o f early Gh*an in general.

Notes

1 . This chapter is the first in a set of studies on Shen-hui. Also planned are an 
examination of Hu Shih’s interpretation of Shen-hui’s historical significance, 
an investigation of the possible relationship between Nan-yang Hui-chung 
and Shen-hui，s lineage, and, ultimately, an annotated and copiously cross- 
referenccd translation of the entire corpus of Shen-hui*s known works.

2. This point is made by Philip B. Yampolsky, The Platform  Sutra o f the Sixth 
Patriarch: The Text o f the Tun-huang M anuscript, w ith  Translation, Introduction, and 
Notes (New York and London: Columbia University Press, 1967), 32. There is 
one possible exception, however: the sermon attributed to Shen-hui in the 
Ching-te ch 'uan-teng lu  (Records of the Transmission of the Lamp [Compiled dur
ing the] Ching-te [Period], hereafter cited as C T L )t fasc. 28，T  51.439b-440a, 
includes six questions and answers between Shen-hui and the “sixth patriarch” 
(liu -tsu ). Yanagida Seizan, “Goroku no rekishi,” Toho gakuho 57 (March 1985): 
395, suggests that this is an excerpt from a very early text of Shen-hui’s，which 
does seem plausible from the contents. However, he also suggests that the term 
^iu-tsu does not necessarily refer to Hui-neng. His point，I believe, is  that the 
passage is so early that the teacher involved may have been Shen-hsiu, under 
whom Shen-hui also studied. I can see no reason to disagree with Professor 
Yanagida’s point, and a presentation of the contents of this text would add sub- 
stance to my argument below regarding Shen-hui’s early teaching career How- 
fver> since doing so would be based solely on doctrinal grounds and would 
involve a considerable amount of supporting analysis, I have decided to keep to 
the general practice of using only contemporary materials. Incidentally, Robert 
反 Zcuschner has published a translation of the other material included here

Shen-hui’s address and not the dialogues) in “A Sermon by the Ch’an 
Master Ho-tse Shen-hui；* M iddle Way 49，no. 3 (November 1974): 45-47.

3. This epitaph is discussed in Yampolsky, 66-69. A liberally annotated edi- 
may be found in Yanagida Seizan, Shokt Zenshu shisho no kenkyu (Kyoto：

Hozokan, 1967), 539-558.
4. The Ox-head school authorship of the Platform  Sutra was the subject of an



extensive argument in Yanagida, Shoki Zenshu shisho, 181—212. Although this 
argument is based largely on circumstantial evidence, to my knowledge it h 
not been challenged. In addition, I have found Yanagida’s theory to conform 
well with other information regarding the Ox-head school. See John R 
McRae, “"The Ox-head School of Chinese Buddhism: From Early Chsan to the 
Golden Age,” in Robert M. Gimello and Peter N. Gregory, eds., Studies in 
Ch3an and H ua-yen, Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 1 (Honolulu: Univer
sity of Hawaii Press, 1983), 218-232.

5. On the development of the legend of Hui-neng, see Yampolsky, especially 
58-88.

6 . See John R. McRae, The Northern School and the Form ation o f Early Ch'an 
Buddhism ，Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 3 (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1986), 1-7 and 235-238, for a more extensive discussion of the 
mind verses of the Platform  Sutra.

7. See McRae, Northern School, 237-238, for the specific references underly
ing this assertion. An additional supporting reference is mentioned in note 80 
below.

8 . Judging from the biographical data, Ma-tsu was most greatly indebted to 
masters of the Northern school and Szechwan faction lineages. See Nishiguchi 
\bshio, “Baso no denki，，’ Zengaku kenkyu 63 (1984): 123-124.

9. There are one or two texts attributed to classical Ch’an figures found at 
Tun-huang, but the texts themselves manifest none of the distinctive character
istics of classical Ch’an texts. The most prominent example is the Kuei-shan 
ching_ts、e (Kuei-shan’s Wakening Stick) attributed to Kuei-shan Ling-yu (771- 
853), which occurs in a Tun-huang manuscript under the title Ta-kuei ching-ts'e. 
This text, which is discussed by Tanaka Ryosho in his Tbnko Zenshu bunken no 
kenkyu (Tokyo: Daito shuppan sha，1983)，335-342, contains a very conven
tional message on monastic discipline. This work has been translated by Melvin 
Masa Takemoto, “The Kuei-shan ch ing-ts、: Morality and the Hung-chou School 
of Ch’an” (M .A. thesis, University of Hawaii，1983).

10. Professor Yanagida’s recent ‘‘Goroku no rekishi” is a grand summation 
of his work on the history of Ch’an recorded sayings literature, from its begin
nings up to Lin-chi I-hsiian.

11. See McRae, Northern School, 91-97.
12. My primary research at present concerns the Hung-chou school of Ma

tsu and its relationship to early Ch’an.
13. Hu Shih’s biographical study of Shen-hui was published in 1930. It IS 

reprinted in his Shen-hui ho-shang i-chi~-Ju Hu hsien-sheng tsui-hou-teyen-ckiu, ed. 
Ma Chun-wu (Taipei: Hu Shih chi-nien kuan, 1966; repr. 1968)，3-90, as well 
as in Yanagida Seizan，ed., Ko Teki Zengaku an (Kyoto: Ghubun shuppan 〒ha， 
1975), 99-142. The latter volume contains all of Hu Shih’s published writings 
on Ch'an Buddhism, most of which concern Shen-hui either directly or 
indirectly.

14. Hu Shih，s comprehensive theory of Chinese history is stated in a nurnber 
of works, the most concise statements occurring in his articles teChin^se 
Thought” in China, ed. Harley Farnsworth MacNair (Berkeley and oS



Angeles: University of CaJifornia Press, 1951), 221-230, and “Religion and 
philosophy in Chinese History，” in A Symposium on Chinese Culture^ ed. Sophia 
Heng-che (Chen) Zen (Shanghai: China Institute of Pacific Relations, 1931),
32.

15. The disagreement between Hu and Suzuki, which led to a well-known 
exchange of articles in Philosophy E ast and W est, is without question the most cel
ebrated mismatch of modern C h’an studies, Unfortunately this exchange of 
articles occurred virtually at the end of their respective academic careers, de
cades after their most creative periods. Perhaps as a result of this, neither man 
seems to have had the interest or capacity to really consider the other’s position, 
and no one since then has chosen to redefine and carry on their dialogue. See 
Hu，s “Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism in China: Its History and Method，” Philosophy 
East and West 3，no. 1 (April 1953): 3-124, and Suzuki，s rejoinder, “Zen: A 
Reply to Hu Shih，” 25-46 of the same issue.

16. The first modern study of Shen-hui’s biography was that published in 
1930 by Hu Shih, cited in note 13 above. Hu，s findings, including his more 
recent conclusions，are summarized by Philip Yampolsky in his introduction to 
The Platform  Sutra, 23-38.

17. The discovery of Shen-hui’s stele was announced by Wen Yu-ch^eng 
(Wen Yucheng in Pinyin), a member of the Lung-men museum staff in Honan. 
Wen，s article, “Chi hsin ch，u-t’u-te Ho-tsc ta-shih Shen-hui t，a-ming,” Shih- 
chieh tsung-chiaoyen-chiu) no. 2 (1984), 78-79，describes the inscription and ana
lyzes its historical significance. This article was subsequently summarized in 
Japanese, with substantial additional analysis and a transcription and Japanese 
translation of the inscription, in Takeuchi K5do, “Shinshutsu no Kataku Jinne 
tomei ni tsu ite，，’ Shugaku kenkyu 27 (March 1985): 313-325. Shen-hui’s ritual 
implements appeared in an exhibition of artifacts from China that toured Japan 
in the summer of 1986; see Koga bunmei ten, Tokyo Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan 
(Tokyo: Chunichi shimbun sha, 1986), plates 110-113 and explanation, pp. 
185-186 (Japanese) and 201 (English). Professor Yanagida informed me in a 
personal communication shortly after the exhibition of its inclusion of Shen- 
hui,s bowl and other artifacts; he seems willing to accept them as authentic. The 
occurrence of the begging bowl in Shen-hui’s grave corroborates the implica- 
tion of written sources that he did not possess the legendary bowl of Bodhidhar- 
ma—or at least that he did not pass it along to a disciple. The exhibition cata- 
logue describes the bowl simply as a gilt bronze bowl with cover in the shape of 
a stupa; the ash  found  w ith in  it  is  sa id  to  be from  in cen se.

H  Shen-hui’s family name and place of birth are given in his biographies in 
both the SKSC, T 50 .756c-757a, and C TL, ：T 51.245a-b. Hu, 1-chi, 5, corrects 
出e two variants given in Tsung-mi’s works to Kao. Three of Tsung-mi’s works 
^°ntain biographical statements for Shen-hui: the Yuan-chueh ching ta-shu chfao, 
asc- 3B, ZZ  1/14/3.277a—d; the Yuan-chiieh ching lueh^shu ch *ao, fasc. 4，ZZ  1/15/ 

and Chung-hua ch'uan h sin -ti chyan-men shih-tzu ch’m g-hsi t 3u or 
Chart,” Z Z  2A/15/5.433d-434a, or Kamata Shigeo, Zengen shosenshu

) no goroku，no. 9 (Tokyo: Chikuma shobo, 1971)，277. The Ta-shu ch rao 
如 î ueh-shu chJao accounts are identical, except that the former contains addi



tional information given under Hui-neng，s name. Below I will cite the LM i-shu 
ch ’ao only where it differs from the other text. Part o f the “Ch’an Chart” 
account is taken verbatim from the Ta-shu ch yao.

19. The Hsu kao-seng chuan (Continued Lives of Eminent Monks)，T 50.587a, 
mentions a DhyHna Master Hao from Hsiang-yang who was the teacher of a 
monk who died in 632 at the age of 61. Althou^i this is considerably before 
Shen-hui was bom, the coincidence o f place and personal names suggests some 
kind  of re latio n sh ip  b etw een  th e  tw o in d iv id u a ls .

20. Wang Wei’s epitaph for Hui-neng states that Shen-hui began his studies 
under Hui-neng when he (Shen-hui, that is) was “middle-aged” (chung-nim ), 
Hu Shih and others have taken this to be more authoritative than the age fol
lowed here (see Yampolsky, 26n), but Takeuchi，317，argues forcefully that the 
character chung * middle ** should be read as ch’ung (the same character with the 
water radical added), meaning adolescence. The T s'ao-ch 9i  ta-skih  chuan, a biog
raphy of Hui-neng written about the same time as (but independently of) the 
Platform  Sutra, has the event occurring at Shen-hui’s age 13. See Z Z  2B/19/ 
5.485b, or End ken kyu E n d no denki to sh iiyo n i kan sum  kisoieki k en k y u , comp. 
Komazawa Daigaku Zenshushi kenkyukai (Tokyo: Daishukan shoten, 1978),
42. Tsung-mi’s Ta-shu chyao gives his age as fourteen. Also, in the Platform  Sutra 
Hui-neng addresses Shen-hui-as a “young monk.” These details would seem to 
corroborate Takeuchi interpretation.

21. The fact that Shen-hui took his full ordination in Ch’ang-an is stated in 
Tsung-mi’s Yiian-chueh ching ta-shu ch^m and in the C T L , which also states that 
he returned to Ts’ao-ch’i in 707-709. The date 704 for Shen-hui’s ordination 
was determined by subtracting the length of Shen-hui’s career as a monk from 
his age at death as given in the stele.

22. This subject is discussed in Hu, Shen-hui ho-shang i-ch i, 7-8.
23. See the discussion ip Takeuchi, 316-317.
24. Shen-hui did have contact with a student named Shen-ying in the sixth 

month of 716, but only to suggest that the student go to Mount W u-t’ai. Their 
meeting may have taken place at Nan-yueh^ but this is uncertain. See Ui 
Hakuju, Zenshushi kenkyu, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1939), 207 and 248- 
249. Ui, 207-208，criticizes Shen-hui for taking a student so early in his career, 
but there is no evidence that the contact between the two was anything more 
than incidental. For a comprehensive treatment o f Shen-ying, see Raoul Birn- 
baum, “The Manifestation of a Monastery: Shen-ying^s Experiences on 
Mount Wu-t’ai in T^ang O ontext** Journal o f the Am erican O riental Society 106, no. 
1 (1986): 119-137. The encounter with Shen-hui is mentioned on p. 121.

25. 7 50.756c. '
26. See Hu, Shen-hui ho-shang i-ch i, 13 -14 . Yampolsky, 2 4 -2 5n, gives气 very 

convenient resume of the various manuscripts (and most of the editions) of 
Shen-hui’s various works. There are several manuscripts o f the text containing 
Shen-hui’s miscellaneous dialogues. Two of these were circulated under the pro
visional title “Shen-hui’s Recorded Sayings” (S h en -h u iyii-lu  or Shen-hui tu ), i e-, 
a fragment published by Hu Shih (Pelliot 3047 [part 1 ]; see the I-ch i, 91-158, 
for Hu’s editions, annotation，and commentary) and another owned by Ishn 
Mitsuo in Japan and published in facsimile in 1932 under the title Tonko shutsado



抑 two years later in an edited version by D. T. Suzuki and Kuda 
Ĵ nTU f°~ jQnko shutsudo Kataku Jinne zen ji goroku (Tokyo: Morie shoten, 1934). In 
%56 however, Iriya Yoshitaka discovered a third manuscript (Stein 6557) dur- 

ak examination of Stein collection microfilms, which was published with an 
\ jroc|uction and annotation by Hu Shih in 1960. (H u，s work was published in 

Chung-kuo C hung-yang Y en-chiu-yuan L i-shih Yu-yen Y en-chiu-so chi-k^an, extra 
vol 4 no. 1 [September I960]: 1-31; I have consulted the reprinted version in 
Hu’s Shen-hui ho-shang i-ch i, 401-452.) This third version bears the title Nan-yang 
ho-shang ioen-ta tsa ch’eng-i，or “Dialogues on Miscellaneous Inquiries of the Pre- 
ceptor [Shen-hui] of Nan-yang.** (Yanagida, “Goroku no rekishi,” 367-369, 
suggests that the character ch 'eng refers to questions placed by a teacher to stu- 
dents, rather than vice versa; the interpretation is a problem because the char- 
acter does not occur in the body of the text. I will cite the text below by the 
ab b re v ia te d  title M iscellaneous D ialogues.) It includes a preface by one Liu 
Ch’eng，who is identified in Enxiin，s catalogue as the compiler of the text. See 
Yanagida’s “Zenseki kaidai，’，ed, Nishitani Keiji and Yanagida Seizan, Zenke 
goroku, vol. 2，Sekai koten bungaku zenshu, no. 36B (Tokyo: Chikuma shob6, 
1974)，461. Paul Demi6viHe’s “Deux documents de Tbuen-houang sur le Dhy
ana chinois," Essays on the H istory o f Buddhism Presented to Professor Tsukamoto 
Zenryu (Kyoto，1961), 1-14 (from the back), contains a discussion of Stein 
6557.

In addition to the text in the l-ch i} the Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu, vol. 3 (Tokyo; 
Iwanami shoten, 1968), 236-288，contains a synoptic edition of Pelliot 3047 
and the Ishii manuscript. Jacques Gernet, Entretiens du M aitre de Dhyana Chen- 
houei de Ho-iso (668-760)，Publications de l'ecole fran^aise d'Extreme-Orient, 
vol. 31 (Hanoi, 1949), contains translations of all of Shen-hui，s works found in 
the first edition of Hu Shih，s I-chî  including the M iscellaneous Dialogues. Gernet，s 
^Complement aux entretiens du Maitre de Dhyana Chen-houei，” B ulletin de 
lJEcole fian^aise d 1  Extrem e-Orient 44, no. 2 (1954): 453-466, contains the balance 
from the Suzuki and Kuda edition of the Ishii manuscript.

No doubt drawing from Hu，s analysis {I-ch i, 415-421), Yanagida, “Goroku 
no rekishi，，，367 and 370-372, suggests that the different manuscripts for the 
Miscellaneous Dialogues derive from different points in Shen-hui’s career, with the 
manuscript bearing Liu Ch，eng，s preface being the earliest and only containing 
^aterial antedating Shen-hui，s move to Lo-yang in 745. Pelliot 3047, however, 

êludes some additional dialogues and refers to Shen-hui as Ho-tse ho-shang 
. recePtor of Ho-tse [ssu]), so it was compiled after 745. The Ishii manuscript 
iŝ e latest of the three, since it manifests significant editing and contains mate- 

not found in the other two versions (some of the most interesting of which— 
*ographies of the patriarchs, etc.—is omitted from the Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu 

and must be sought in Suzuki’s 1934- publication of the text，a rare vol- 
oth compiler Liu Ch’eng，incidentally, may have been related to several
Ch，p r.en earing the same surname known to have been close to various early

^gures. See Yanagida, “Goroku no rekishi,” 377.an
27. The full title of this work is Nan-yang ho-shang tun-chiao chieh~t3o ch yan~men 

Djr . tnS t*an-yu (Platform Sermon by the Preceptor of Nan-yang on 
0mPrehending the Nature According to the Ch*an Doctrine of the^.



Sudden Teaching and Emancipation). This is generally considered to be Shen- 
hui，s earliest extant work, dating from his residence at Nan-yang beginning in 
720， although there is no specific evidence pertaining to its date. Professor 
Tanaka, Tonko Zenshu bunken, 254, dates the Platform  Sermon as post-718. This is 
no doubt correct, but I have been unable to trace the reasoning or evidence 
involved. See Yanagida’s characterization o f this work summarized in note 139 
below.

The first manuscript of this work (Peking han-81) was discovered and pub
lished by Suzuki; see his “Jinne osho no dango to kangaubeki Tonko shutsudo 
bon ni tsukite,” O tani gakuho 16, no. 4 (December 1935): 1-30; Shoshitsu issho 
(Osaka: Ataka Bukkyo bunko, 1935), 37-55; and Kokan Shoshitsu issho ayobi 
kaisetsu (Osaka: Ataka Bukkyo bunko, 1936), 57-71 (text) and 50-68 (commm- 
tary). This material is reproduced in Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu, 3:290-317，with the 
commentary preceding the edited text. (There seem to have been only the most 
minor modifications to the zenshu version.) The existence o f another manuscript 
(Pelliot 2045 [part 2]) was first discovered by Wang Chung-min and announced 
in Hu Shih’s “Hsin chiao-ting te Tun-huang hsieh-pen Shen-hui ho-shang i- 
chu liang-chung，” Chung-kuo Chung-yang Ym-chiu-yu&n L t-sh ih  Yti-yen Yen-chiu-so 
ch i-k3an 29, no. 2 (February 1958): 827-882. (Also included in this manuscript 
[referred to as part 1] was Shen-hui’s D efin ition  o f ike T ruth.) This version is 
republished in Hu’s I-ch ij 225-252. Professor Iriya has also discovered two 
additional fragments (Stein 2492 and 6977).

Shinohara Toshio used all the available versions of the text in preparing his 
edition and translation, “Kataku Jinne no kotoba—Yakuchu N anJy 6  wajo tonkyo 
gedatsu zenmon jik i rydshd dango广 Kom azawa D aigaku Bungakubu kenfyu ktyo 31 
(^larch 1973): 1-33. Certain errors in Shinohara’s work were revised in Naka
mura Shinko's “N an’yd  w ajo tonkyo gedatsu zenmon jik i ryosho dango hon，yaku，’， 
Kom azawa Daigaku Bukkyogaku Kenkyukai nenpd 8 (1974): 137-146.

The Platform  Sermon has been translated into English by Walter Liebenthai as 
“The Sermon of S h e n -h u iA sia M ajor, n.s. 3, no. 2 (1952): 132-155* Liebcn- 
thal used only one manuscript, Pelliot 2045, although he was able to refer to 
Gernet’s E ntretiens.

28. See Ui, 212.
29. See Suzuki Tetsuo, “Kataku Jinne ron，’， Bukkyo shigakkai 14, no. 4 

(November 1969)： 226.
30. T 51.245a. The title H sien-tsung chi is used for the text in the CTL，fasc- 

30，458c-459b. A similar title, H sien-tsung lun, is used for the excerpt (matching 
the Tun-huang text) found in the Tsung-ching lu  (Records of the Mirror of 
Truth), fasc. 99，T  48.949a-b. The original title is Turt-wu wu-sheng po-jo sun老 
(Verses on Sudden Enlightenment, the Birthlcss, and Prajna). This title occurs 
in Stein 468, an annotated edition of which may be found in Hu, I-ch i, 193 
199，with Hu’s commentary following on 200-208. The Tun-huang version 
said to be simpler than the text found in the C T L , and lacks the statement o 
twenty-eight patriarchs attached to the latter (Yanagida, Shoki Zenshu shtshc,
124, 324, and 365-380, has argued that the scheme of twenty-eight P_atr^ Cr€ 
w as an  in n o vatio n  of the P ao-lin  chuan  an d  n ev er su ggested  b y  Shen*hu i-)  ̂
is a second Tun-huang manuscript (Stein 296) of unknown length. The carl



otice of the Tun-huang version of this text (Stein 468) was in Yabuki Keiki， 
yoin— Tonko shutsudo m iden koitsu Buttm  kaihd [English subtitle: Rare and 

Unkown Chinese M anuscript Rem ains o f B uddhist L iterature D iscovered in Tun-huang 
Q^l̂ cted by S ir A urel Stein and Preserved in the B ritish  M useum] (Tokyo: Iwanami sho- 
ten 1930). Robert B. Zeuschner has translated the text in “The H sien-tsung chi: 
An Early Ch’an Journal o f Chinese Philosophy 3 (1976): 253-268. This text 
is written in polished form and lacks the evangelical immediacy and polemical 
fire of the D efinition o f the Truth.

31 Suzuki Tetsuo has noticed that the text’s reference to che date of the origi- 
nal Hua-t’ai debate is couched in terms of a us^e that was instituted in 744. 
He also suggests that 749 is the terminus ad quem for the text since it does not 
mention the debate that occurred in that year, according to the L i-ta i fa  -pao chi 
(Rccord of the [Transmission of the] Dharma-treasure through the Genera
tions, or LTFPC). See “Kataku Jinne ron,” Bukkyo shigaku 14, no. 4 (November 
1969): 225-226 and 238 nn. 8-9. The LTFPC citation occurs at T  51.185b, or 
see Yanagida Seizan, Skoki no Zenshi 2—R ekidai hobo k i一, Zen no goroku, no. 3 
(Tokyo: Chikuma shobo, 1976)，155.

There are three lun-huang manuscripts for the D efinition o f the Truth: Pelliot 
2045 (part 1)，3047 (part 2)，and 3488 (part 1). The text occurs in Hu, I-ch i, 
260-314. The discovery of the manuscripts of this text by Hu in Paris was the 
catalyst for his biographical study o f Shen-hui and, indeed, all of his subsequent 
work on Chinese Gh,an. Yanagida, “Goroku no rekishi,” 376, suggests that this 
text stands m idw ay betw een  th e first an d  th ird  versio n s o f the M iscellan eou s D ia
logues in  the developm ent o f S h en -h u i’s teach in gs.

32. This comment is in all three of Tsung-mi’s texts, as mentioned in Ui, 
231. In the preceding pages, Ui emphasizes the lack of impact of Shen-hui，s 
campaign.

33. Takeuchi, 324.
34. As mentioned in Yampolsky, 66n, Jacques Gernet, “Biographie du 

Maitre Chen-houei du Ho-tso/' Journal A siatiqtu  249 (1951): 48，has suggested 
on the basis of the title used to identify Wang Wei that the epitaph for Hui-neng 
was written after 739 .

35. Ui, 210 -211 ，points out that these refer to the material found only in the 
Suzuki/Kud狂 edition of the Ishii manuscript of the M iscellaneous D ialogues.

36_ This is discussed in Matsuda Fumio, “Jinne no hotosetsu ni tsuite-一toku 
ni sanzo kenshd mondai— I BK  6，no. 2 (12; March 1958); 221-224 (532- 
535).

37. This is according to the sometimes unreliable LTFPC, as-mentioned in 
如 te 130 below.

38. A reference in Tsung-mi^s writings suggests that Shen-hui also gained 
prominence through his explanation of the metaphor of the three carts in the

^ tra ; Hu infers from the biography of the individual mentioned that this 
Recurred around the end of the K'ai-yiian period (713-741). The wording also 
^plies that Shen-hui was residing at the Lung-hsing ssu in Nan-yang at the 
^ e' see Ui, 209, citing Hu, 14 and the text on 110-111. The inference 
Ĉ rding Shen-hui，s residence is from Ui, 230.

' Actually, given the anachronistic references to P，u-chi and Shen-hsiu in



the biographies of late ieighth-century figures, this may not be that great a pro» 
lem; Lu I’s guidance from P’u-chi could have been through his own memory 
the master or through some contemporaneous successor. See McRae N orths. 
School) 71 and 293-294n. The phrasing of the SKSC  reference is also somewhat 
vague in saying that Lu I falsely memorialized against Shen-hui to “currv 
favor” with (o, also meaning to “fawn on” or “flatter”) P，ti-chi.

40. Whatever the degree of Northern school involvement in Shen-hui， 
removal from the capital, it is possible that he exaggerated the entire incident so 
as to incite his followers against the Northern school. In this case’ there wouy 
be no reason to suppose that all of Shen-hui^ public lectures were virulent 
attacks on the Northern school; the polemical maneuver would have occurred 
after his expulsion from Lo-yang.

41. This and the following information is according to Tsung-mi，s Ta-shu 
ch *0 0 . The term used is ch *u, which refers to a demotion and/or relocation.

42. I will document the reasons for this impression on a later occasion, but 
see note 137 below.

43. Ui, 234.
44. According to Yamazaki Hiroshi, “Kataku Jinne zenji,” Zuito Bukkyo no 

kenkyu (Kyoto: Hozokan, 1967), 211-214  (with a summary on 213-214), this 
plan was first carried out by the infamous \ang Kuo-chung in either T*ai-yuan 
or Ho-tung. The same scheme was used after Yang’s death, this time in P*eng- 
yiian.

45. The plan was initiated by an order issued from Emperor Su-tsung，s 
camp at Feng-hsiang (in modem Shensi) at the instigation of P’ei Wan 
(d_ 769).

46. C. A, Peterson, “Court and Province in Mid- and Late T’ang，’’ in Sui 
and T*ang China, 589-906，Part 1，ed. Denis Twitchett, vol. 3 of The Cambridgs 
H istory of China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 474, de
scribes this year as being toward the end of a period of rebel ascendancy Quly 
756 to November 757) and immediately preceding a period of relative military 
inactivity (autumn 757 to autumn 758).

47. The specific date used here is that given in Shen-hui’s stele inscription. 
The Ta-shu ch'ao9 SKSC，and CTL  place Shen-hui’s death at the thirteenth day 
of the fifth month, although the years differ. Tsung-mi’s text agrees with the 
stele in assigning the year 758 to Shen-hui，s death. The SKSC  specifies a year in 
terms that do not match any legitimate year, although Hu Shih thought the year 
intended was 762. See Hu Shih, “Hsin chiao-ting te Tun-huang hsieh-pcn, 
875. The SKSC  states that Shen-hui lived to be 93 whereas the CTL agrees with 
the stele in reporting his age at death to be 75. Takeuchi reviews these discre
pancies on pp. 315-316. Ui, 235-236，notes that there is a discrepancy about 
the location where Shen-hui died, either ^ai-yuan ssu or Ho-tse ssu. I have 
followed the stele and Ta-shu ch*ao (see the following anecdote, which refers to 
K ，ai-yiian ssu), but note that this further reduces the length of time he was 
involved in fundraising on behalf of the government.

48. Biography unknown.
49. r 50.757a.
50. See Takeuchi, 324, and Suzuki Tetsuo, “Kataku Jinne ron，，，320.



51 T akeuch i, 320 , adduces ev id ence to  show  th at “ n atio n a l teach er” w as not 
d as an official title at the time, but rather as a generic term of reference for 

US ters of great standing or national prominence.
m 5 2 . See T akeuch i, 320 . 一

53 Tsung-mi mentions this in his Ch’an Chart. See ZZ  2A/15/5.434b, or 
Kamata 277. Ui, 237, points out that a similar resolution of conflict in the 
V inaya school took p lace  in  778.

54 The earliest work in which the list of Hung-jen’s students occurs is the 
[̂ gng-ch îeh skih-tzu  chi (Records of the Masters and Disciples of the *Laiika[va- 
tlra]) which was composed in 713-716. The provenance of the second text is 
nrobably similar. See McRae, Northern School, 38-39 and 84.

55 Sec McRae, Northern School, 58-59 and 291n.
56. This is known through a letter written by Shen-hsiu *s sometime student 

I-hsing. See McRae, Northern School, 51 and 289n.
57 This text, the complete Tun-huang manuscript for which is Pelliot 2162, 

was first described in Yabuki’s M eishayoin, 538-540. The text may be found in 
T  85.1278a-1281c or the Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu, 3:318-330. (Photocopies of a 
fragment, Stein 4286, which includes approximately the first third of the text 
but in a most disordered fashion, are reproduced at the end of Jao Tsung-i, 
‘‘Shen-hui men-hsia Mo-ho-yen chih ju-Tsang, chien lun Ch,an-mcn nan-pei 
tsung chih t，iao-ho wen-t，i，，，H siang-kang Ta-hsueh wu-shih chou-nim  cht-nien lun- 
wen chi, vol. 1 (Hong Kong: Hsiang-kang Ta-hsueh, 1964), following 178. 
Another printed version (based on the Taisho edition) occurs in Kim Kugyong 
(Chin Chiu-ching), Chiang-yiian ts fung-shu (Shen-yang, 1934). For an analysis of 
the authorship and contents of this text, including the relationship between it 
and other Northern school literature, plus a comparison with the E ssen tial D eter
mination, see Tanaka Rydshd，Tbnko Zenshu bunken no kenkyu (Tokyo: Daito shup- 
pan sha，1983)，237-259. The partial translation included in this paper is based 
on the Suzuki edition, which I have checked against the photographs of Stein 
4286，with reference to Tanaka, Tonko Zenshu bunken) 253-254, for comparison 
with the E ssential D eterm ination. Recently, J . C. Cleary has published a transla- 
tion of the entire Treatise on the True P rinciple in Zen D awn: E arly Zen Texts from  Tun 
Huang (Boston and London: Shambhala, 1986)，103-130. Cleary’s translation 
is uneven in style but generally accurate，and his reading occasionally implies 
Punctuation superior to that of the Suzuki edition. Unfortunately, he refrained 
from including any annotation or interpretation of the text，and he apparently 
used the outdated Chiang-yiian is ’ung-shu edition. See my review of Zen Dawn in 
The Eastern Buddhist 19, no. 2 (1986): 138-146.

58. A monk named Hui-kuang who studied under P，u-chi is known as the 
g an who “discovered” the Ch*an-mm ching or Sutra o f Ch’an around the year

…See Yanagida Seizan, “Zenseki kaidai，” 462，and Yanagida，̂ Zenmonhyo ni 
|suite, Tsukamoto hakase shoju kinen Bukkyo shigaku ronshu (Tokyo: Tsukamoto 

ase shoju kinen kai, 1961),'869-882. Both Yanagida and Tanaka, Tonko Zen-
丘 243-246, infer that these were two separate individuals. Taxiaika, in

_ - * S°es on to note the structual similarities between the Treatise on the True Pnn- 
助<3 certain other early Ch’an texts and concludes by suggesting that the 
Uang of this text was a fictional personality. If he were a real individual,



and taking the year 725 as a rough date for the composition of the Treatise on the 
Tbie P rinciple, Hui-kuang would have been bom around 680.

59. For a discussion and edition of this text, including a translation of the 
Tibetan version, see Ueyama Daishun， *4 Ghibetto-yaku Tongo shinshuyoketsu no 
kenkyO，’，Zenbunka Km kyujo Ayw 8 (1976): 33-103. Ueyama argues convincingly 
that the Tibetan translation of this text is more reliable than any o f the Chinese 
manuscripts. Yanagida, “Zenseki kaidai,” 458-459; Yanagida, **Hokushu-2en 
no shisd，’，Zenbunka K en^ujo kxyd 6 (1974): 80; and Tanaka, Tbnko Zenshu bunken, 
251-256，describe this text as a later Northern school product.

60. See the Liu~tu ssu  M ou-mo-ch Jen ta-shik $hou-t3a m ing w en p in g hsii by Ts’ui 
Kuan, which occurs in the A iang-lo chung-m o i-w€n ssu -p ierij comp. Lo Chen-yQ, 
Skih-k3e shik-liao hsin-pien, series 1 (Taipei: Hsin wen-feng ch’u-pan kung-ssu， 
1977)，19:14263b-14264b. Faure has reported his findings in the forthcoming 
“Le maitre de dhyana Chih-ta et le ‘subitisme’ de Fecole du N ord,’ Cahiers 
d fExtrem e-Asie 2, Kyoto (1986). In addition to the information mentioned, the 
names of the half-dozen disciples responsible for constructing his stupa are 
given, although none of them is immediately recognizable to me. According to 
the figures given in the epitaph, Chih-ta was at least forty years of age during 
Shen-hsiu’s lifetime. Hence he must have been born sometime arpund or 
before (perhaps well before) 660. The epigrapher is mentioned briefly in the 
T 3ang shu, Erh-shih-wu shih, K ’ai-ming shu-tien ed., 3411c, in the context of his 
older brother Ts’ui Ning’s biography and with regard to an incident in 767. 
Thus either the stele was erected quite some time after Chih-ta’s death in 714 or 
the elaborate prestige titles by which T s，ui Kuan is identified (which identify 
him as rank 5al by Hucker*s scheme) were added by the recorder of the epi
taph. If the former alternative is the case, it is possible that the epitaph was writ
ten to corroborate the E ssential D eterm ination.

61. THe Treatise on the True P rinciple shares 迁 passage with the Northern 
school's Leng-ch }ieh shih-tzu cki, which was composed sometime during the years 
713-716 far away from the two capitals. I suspect that the direction of borrow
ing was from this text to the Treatise on the True P rinciple, rather than vice versa. 
See sec. III.B. 1 below. Also, the borrowing of the name of Hui-kuang (which 
even in the case of the Ch 3an-mm ching may be fictional) implies that the Treatise 
on the True Principle derives from sometime after 720, although once again the 
borrowing could have gone the other way.

62. The close relationship between these two texts has also been the subject of 
comments in Yanagida, ^Hokushu-zen no shisd,” 80. Both Ueyama, Tongo 
shinshu yoketsu} 67- 68，and Tanaka, 253-254，include synoptic presentations of 
the two prefaces.

63. The colophon of the E ssential D eterm ination reads 4tGh*an Master Chih- 
ta’s oral determination of the questions o f Hou-mo-ch’en \fen, transcribed by  
the scribe Ying.”

64. Following Cleary, 105，I repunctuate Suzuki’s edition to end the sentence 
after chen ‘true' Suzuki shows three missing characters just prior to sheng ‘vehi- 
cle，，fo r which Stein 4286 has hsieh cheng ta * false (heterodox), correct, g reat，. An 
attempt seems to have been made to delete the character tin g , which I have 
interpreted as having the force of “must,” from Stein 4286.



65 Stein 4286 has hsing * nature* instead of Suzuki *s wu ‘enlightenment，.
66 The character i  is difficult to translate consistently. In Indian Buddhist 

h'losophy it refers to manas and may be used as a synonym for consciousness in
neral as a term for the sixth sensory faculty (the mind as the processor of data 

the other senses), or, in %gacara, as the name of the seventh vijndna. In 
C hinese the ch arac te r also  h as th e  m ean in g  o f “ w ill”  o r “ in ten tio n .”  H ence the 
different translations here as “will,” “m ental，，，and “concentration•”

67 “Evaporated” is a translation of hsu~kuo * [made] empty and expansive*.
68. Stein 4286 h asyiian  ‘conditioned，rather than Suzuki’s hstang ‘modelled

on，.
59 Realms of existence” might be a better translation here, except for the 

need for parallelism with wu~soy which occurs in the Treatise on the True P rinciple. 
See note 81 below.

70. The E ssential D eterm ination identifies Hou-mo-ch，en，s lay name as Yen 
(the epitaph has %n-chih) and his religious title as Chih-ta.

71. These periods enclosed in brackets indicate the occurrence of material in 
the E ssential D eterm ination that is not found in the Treatise on the True Principle. 
Here the former text states that Chih-ta stayed on Mount Sung for more than 
twenty years.

72. Chih-ta, of course, was a student of Lao-an and Shen-hsiu.
73. I wonder if the phrase “exit from being and entrance into nonbeing” 

(chru-yuju-w u) is similar to the reflexive literary form known as hu~wen9 so that 
Hui-kuang was able to enter and exit both being and nonbeing*

74. Here the E ssential D eterm ination reads: “His accordance with the mysteri
ous wisdom within the house (i.e., immanent in sentient beings) and attain
ment of the correct realization of cultivating the mind (ksiu -hsin ) were incompa- 
rable.，，The term hsiu~hsin9 of course, recalls the title of the H siu-hsin yao lun 
(Treatise on the Essentials of Cultivating the Mind) attributed to Hung-jen.

75. For this paragraph, the E ssen tial D eterm ination has: “In his time off from 
contemplation, the layman lamented the [plight of] deluded [sentient beings] 
and eventually utilized their [errors] to formulate a dialogue whereby he could 
reveal the essentials of the dharma. He may be called the <dragon-and-elephant 
of the house of Sakya, the boat across the ocean [of ignorance], A sutra says: 
®Go directly to bodhi/ These words are worthy o f trust. Future students are 
thus fortunate to be able to maintain [awareness of the] mind (shou-ksin)  accord- 
ing to the text.” Following this, the E ssential D eterm ination has: “Recorded by the 
Prefect (tz  ̂ u-shth) of Ti-chou (Yang-hsin hsien, Shantung) Liu Wu-te on the 
fifth day of the eleventh month of the first year o f Hsien-t’ien ( = December 8，
7 i2 )r

76. Stein 4286 has chen-yen ‘true words* instead of Suzuki 9s chih-yen * direct 
yords，，but note the chih-wen chih-skuo .ask directly and I will explain directly* 
just below.
__ 77. For this paragraph the E ssential D eterm ination has: “Yen inquired of Dhy- 

Master Chih-ta, ‘Buddhism is abstruse and • . . difficult to understand. I 
like to inquire of the essential teaching of Ch*an_ not in order to gain 

^birth as a man or god, but to proceed directly to the * other shore，of bodhi. I 
^quest that in your compassion, you will not foi^ake the common sort • • • and



please have no secrets. Refrain from discussing mundane paths. Please do not 
belabor your wisdom in regard to the conditioned [matters of| this world* \ 
request th at you favor m e w ith  the essen tia l teach ing  o f the uncond itioned【mkt 
ters of the] supramundane/ ” (Elisions mark language identical to that in the 
Treatise on the True Principle.')

78. The E ssential Determ ination has Chih-ta say he is fifty-three years old and 
had been a monk for thirty-two years.

79. Stein 4286 has the character li here twice.
80. Sometime after his entry into Ch,ang-an in 716, the esoteric master 

Subhakarasiipha criticized Shen-hsiu，s student Ching-hsien (660-723) and 
other devotees of Ch’an for what he thought was self-defeating single-minded  ̂
ness; “\bu beginners are [in such] great fear of activating the mind and mobi、 
lizing thoughts (ch’i-hsin  tung-nien) that you cease to make spiritual progress. In 
single-mindedly maintsuning nonthought (w u-nim ) as the ultimate, the [longer 
you] search, the more unattainable [is your goal]” (T  18.945a). Hence pu -ch \ 
wu-nieny and，incidentally, wu i wu /not a single thing，，which occurs on 945b, 
were well-known terms at the time、

81. The term *4contemplative analysis” derives from the writings of Chih-i 
and refers to the explication of Buddhist terms and ideas by recourse to insights 
gained during meditation. Applied to early Ch’an texts it refers to the some
times bizarre and almost always forced reinterpretations of standard terminol
ogy In terms of the contemplation of the mind. Both the Northern and Ox-head 
schools are known for this practice. For a lo/iger discussion of this practice, see 
McRae, Northern School, 198-207. The E ssential D eterm ination applies this style of 
interpretation to a famous line from the Diam ond Sutra: yin g wo-so-chu erh sheng 
ch 3i hsin:

“For all [moments of] consciousness to be nonexistent is called the ‘locus 
. of nonbeing■’ (w u-so). To refrain from any further activation of conscious

ness (pu ch*i-hsin) is called ‘residing, (chu), [In the phrase] ‘generating con- 
scicmsness，(erh sheng ck 7i ksin ), ‘should’ (yin g ) means * should, (tang) and to 
‘generate’ (sheng) means to ‘view’ (k Jan) , Thus ‘should view the locus of 
nonbeing，is equivalent to [the phrase] (generating consciousness.
Question: ‘‘What thing does one see?，，
Answer: “The ^Nirvana] Sutra says: ‘See the [Buddha]~nature and achieve 

the enlightenment of Buddhahood.，” (Ueyama, 96-97)

•The N irvana Sutra citation is actually a modified summary of material at T 
12.547a. For early occurrences of the term w u-so, see Yanagida Seizan, Daruma 
no goroku—Ninyu shigyo ronJ Zen no goroku, no. 1 (Tokyo: Chikuma shobd,
1969)，158n; Ogawa Kan^chi, “Hannya haram itta shingyo kaidai,” Seiiki bunka 
kmkyUt vo】. 3, Tonko Bukkyo shiryo (Kyoto: Hozokan, 1958), 83b; and Iriya 
Yoshitaka, Denshin hoyoE nryoroku, Zen no goroku, no. 8 (Tokyo: Ghikurna 
shobo, 1969)，124n. Since the Diamond Sutra line is quoted in at least one othe; 
text by a Northern school figure, its presence here cannot be used as evidence 
influence from Hui-neng; see I'hsing’s (685- 727) commentary on the Ta-p 
ching ( M ahdvairocana Sutra), 7^39.579b.



82. For two occurrences o f shou-hsin in the E ssen tial D eterm ination, see notes 74 
and 75 above. For 压 discussion o f the doctrine of shou-hsin in the H siu-hsinyao 
/im, see McRae, N orthern School, 136-138.

83. See U eyam a ’s description of the m anuscripts for this text, “ Tdngo shinshu  
yoketsu, 34-36.

84. See note 81 above.
85. See the Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu, 3:327, 326-327, and 329，respectively.
86. See ibid., 320. (T zu -h sin  is, however, an unusua] term.)
87. See Tanaka, Tonko Zenshu bunken, 247-250.
88. One apparently Northern school text bears the title Liao-hsing chu (Stan

zas on Comprehending the Nature), but it does not contain the three-character 
phrase so characteristic of Shen-hui. See Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu, 2:450-452.

89. I use the terms “East Mountain teaching” and “Northern school” to 
represent (1) the basic doctrines of early Ch’an generally attributed to Hung- 
jen and Tao-hsin, and (2) the more complex ideas formulated by Shen-hsiu and 
his disciples. See M cRae，N orthern School，8-10, for an explanation o f this some
what arbitrary but useful distinction. (Where the term Northern school occurs 
independently it may be used inclusive of the other term.) The anthology 
referred to here is described in ibid.，31 l-312n .

90. See Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu, 3:445 and Kokan Shoshitsu issho, 89. The shared 
passage b eg in s w ith  a  q u o tatio n  from  th e  N irvana S utra (a c tu a lly  a  p arap h rase  o f 
T  12.547a) and continues in language that is very similar to that in the Platform  
Sermon; Hu, I-ch is 243. (See note 81 above, and compare a passage attributed 
falsely to Nan-yiieh Hui-ssu in the Tsung-ching lu , T  48.941a.) Taken by itself, 
this set of coincidences would not be particularly meaningful because of the 
haphazard nature o f the Hin-huang manuscript transcriptions.

91. “Treatise on the Dharma-nature” is Suzuki，s provisional title; the text 
itself does begin with a reference to Ja-hsing but later on reads: “Now，according 
to the true and comprehensive manifestations of the nature in the gateway of 
principle of the sudden teaching, the reference to * seeing the nature’ is to the 
Buddha-nature ( fo-ksing) .，，See the Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu} 2:444.

92. See the H siu-hsinyao lun in McRae, Northern School) 125 and 317 n. 79.
93. See T  14.554b; Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu, 2:445 and 3:322； and Hu, I-chit 

236. The implications of this coincidence need to be studied further. The line 
itself reads: “Constantly seek the practice of wisdom of the true characteristic of 
non though t,M but the Gh,an texts omit “practice.，’

94. Suzuki D aisetsu zenshu, 3:444 and 2:237 (M iscellaneous D ialogues).
95. See the passage that occurs in conjunction with the verse by P*u-chi.
96. However, note that the flrea tise on the D harm a-nature points out that attach- 

ment to w u-nien can also represent a serious spiritual problem, an awareness 
山at seems to have escaped Shen-hui.

97 • This analysis differs from that of Yanagida and Tanaka, who feel that the 
^ sen tia l D eterm ination is more advanced doctrinally than the Treatise on the Tme 
^ n cip le and that both texts represent a Northern school response to Shen-hui，s 
doctrines. (See Tanaka’s summary, 255-256.) I believe that the revision offered 
h re  is a more reasonable interpretation of the evidence, not all of which was 
availab3e when they were writing on the subject.



98. See Yanagida, Shoki Zenshu shisho, 101.
99. Hu, I-chi，287.
100. Ibid., 247 and 249.
101. Ibid., 246.
102. Ibid., 236and 252.
103. See, for example, the H siu-hsinyao lun in McRae, Northern School, 128
104. McRae, Northern School, 181-183. The Yuan-ming lun contains a critique 

of what it calls “reverse contemplation” (ni-kuan), in which objects are analyzed 
down to their smallest constituent particles and then into nothingness. This 
seems to be directed at an older and already outmoded doctrinal position- 
whether or not anyone actually practiced according to this approach in the early 
eighth century is dubious. See McRae, Northern School, 213-215.

105. McRae, Northern School, 215-217.
106. The Chinese version used here is that which was first presented in Suzu- 

ki’s Shoshitsu issho, but I have used Ueyama’s edition, 102-103. His translation 
of the corresponding Tibetan is on p. 88.

107. The term yu-chH ng here is synonymous with chung-skeng ‘sentient 
beings，.

108. Where the Chinese has i * recollection，，Ueyama translates the Tibetan 
asjusho ‘residence，.

109. The Tibetan for the middle two lines of this stanza are somewhat differ
ent: “Other elements come in [each] moment. / When they come fix the mind 
and attention (hsin  and i)  [on them] and view.”

110. The character fan  ‘float’ is presumably a mistake fo r mo ‘sink，.
111. The Tibetan stanza reads:
The mind comes from the locus of nonbeing.
If one is attached to the attainment of empty immobility,
then understanding it by Axing the mind on it to understand it is an attach

ment to emptiness.
This is called the “teaching of the auditors.”
112. The Tibetan version lacks this and the previous stanza.
113. The Tibetan has “returning to 【one’s] original house.，，The Chinese has 

the concluding line: “The other teachings also have four-line [verses], but they 
cannot be connected with (lit., “attached” to) the larger topic of the treatise/

114. See Yanagida，Shoki no Zenshi 1, 249，or T 85.1288a.
115. See Yanagida, Shoki no Zenshi 13 205, or T 85.1287b.
116. See the D efinition o f the Truth in Hu, I-ch i, 287-288. Shen-hui’s formula

tion is carried a step further in the Platform  Sutra; see Yampolsky, 140.
117. Suzuki Tetsuo has pointed out a subtle difference in terminology 

between Shen-hui’s writings and the Platform  Sutra, in that the former exhort the 
reader to “see the [Buddha]-nature*' (bussho o m iyo) where the latter refers to 
“seeing the nature” (kensho) as a bound form. See his **Kataku Jinne no ken no 
shiso, IB K  16, no. 1 (31 ; December 1967): 132-133, and “ K ataku Jin n e  yo n  
Dankyo ni itaru kensho no ten kai，’’ IB K  17, no. 1 (33; December 1968)： 30 
304.

118. Hu, I-ch i, 232 and 241-242.



11 9 . I b i d . ,  2 3 7 ，2 3 9 ，a n d  2 4 1 .

120. Ibid., 240 and 244.
121. Ibid., 233.
122. See ibid., 250-251. It is also possible that Shen-hui purposely avoided 

specific statements regarding meditation practice so as not to invite criticisms of 
the type he addressed to the Northern school. See the conclusion of this article.

123 Ibid” 287.
124 . See ibid., 299-304. The Yuan-ming lun contains the line “"Vbu cannot 

understand the principle of this through an [insight】 into a text [gsuned] 
through recitation.” See McRae，Northern School, 159.

125. See McRae, Northern School, 268-269. Fa-ju (638-689), an important 
figure not relevant to the present discussion, is also among those listed for criti
cism.

126. See Robert Zeuschner’s “An Analysis of the Philosophical Criticisms of 
Northern Ch’an Buddhism” (Ph.D. diss.，University of Hawaii, 1977). Al
though the Tun-huang texts do not explicitly describe the possible excesses, etc” 
of early Ch’an，some of the texts may provide examples of simplistic ap
proaches. One such example might be the Nan T^ien-chu-kuo P 'u -t'i-ta -m a  ch^an- 
shih kuan-men (The Contemplation Teaching of Meditation Master Bodhidhar
ma from South India), T 8 5 .1270b-c or Suzuki D aisetsu zensku, 2:219-221 •

127. It may have been at least equally important that the magistrate at the 
time was Li Yung, a layman usually associated with P，u-chi.

128. See McRae, Northern School, 57-58. If we are to believe the epitaph, 
Lao-an began his studies under Hung-jen even before Tao~hsin’s death, was 
singled out by Empress Wu for his composure (during an incident that occurred 
in the company of Shen-hsiu, who goes unmentioned), and lived to the age of 
128!

129. Yanagida, “Goroku no rekishi，，，392-393，describes Shen-hui，s philoso
phy as a doctrine of tun-chiao or the “sudden teaching，’’ whereas the Northern 
school described a doctrine of tun-wu or “sudden enlightenment,，Although we 
take different views regarding the provenance of the Treatise on the True Principle, 
the distinction still holds.

130. The LTFPC  says that Shen-hui preached from the ordination platform 
every month, “destroying the Ch’an of purity and establishing the Ch’an of 
Tathagatas.,> This seems to be a general statement about Shen-hui*s career, but 
it probably applies mainly to his later years. See T  51.185b or Yanagida, Shoki 
7 10 Zenshi 23 155. In “Goroku no rekishi,” 404-409, Yanagida discusses the 
sequence of developments regarding ordination platforms in China from Tao- 
hsuan to Hui-chung.

131. “Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism in C hina，’’ 7.
132. Shen-hui’s lineage is considered to have lasted for five generations, until 

the great Kuei-feng Tsung-mi (780-841), but the linkage between the third 
through fifth generations is suspect. Ui, 255-256, points out that Shen-hui had 
^bout half as many (33) known students as P，u-chi，and that the ages of the stu-
ents in the two lineages were about the same (only three of Shen-hui’s lived 

Past 800). The geographical distribution of the two groups was also about the 
Sarne* But in the next period, Shen-hui，s Southern school faction becomes so



small as not even to be comparable to the Northern school. On p. 258，U i notes 
that Shen-hui’s lineage includes only 12-15 individuals in the second genera
tion. (Of these, I accept only nine as legitimate students of Shen-hui. The biog
raphies of all these figures are unknown.) Hence at this point (the third genera
tion of the Ho-tse school, beginning with Shen-hui) the strength of the faction 
suddenly dissipated. After the year 800，only Yun-t5an (d. 816) and Fa-ju (d. 
811) continued on. F a-ju，s successor Nan-yin continued on only ten years after 
this, and this was in far-off Szechwan (and I do not accept Nan-yin as a legiti
mate successor to Shen-hui).

Judging from the biographies, only two of Shen-hui，s students stayed with 
him for any length of time. The biographies are strikin^y uniform in their lack 
of detail regarding the students’ activities before and after meeting Shen-hui. 
For several of them, the characteristic profile is as follows: the encounter with 
Shen-hui occurred early in the student’s career and was followed by the stu
dent's retreat to some remote location, often a return to the student’s original 
temple or native place. At this remote location，the student took up residence in 
a rude hut—his presence there sometimes being credited with the subjugation 
of wild beasts in the area—and the hut was eventually transformed into an 
active training center by dint of the student’s abilities. The locations mentioned 
in this regard include Nan-yang and Ch’ang-an，as well as references (for two 
students) to Mount Yang-chih, a place name associated in later years with a fac
tion of the Lin-chi school，and other locations around Lake Tbng-t’ing.

133. See Northern School, 136-137.
134. Yamazaki，“Kataku Jinne zen ji，” 208-211, characterizes Shen-hui，s lay 

followers as being predominantly ambitious self-made men rather than mem
bers of old elite families. Although these men succeeded through their own 
efforts, the secular correlation with the religious work versus inspiration dichot
omy would be that of aristocratic privilege versus success in civil service exami
nations or on the battlefield.

135. This text has been translated into modern Japanese by Hirano Sojo, 
Tongoyomortj Zen no goroku, no. 6 (Tokyo: Chikuma shobo, 1969). There are 
also two unsatisfactory English translations: John Blofeld, The Zen Teaching of 
H ui H at on Sudden Illum ination (London: Rider & Company, 1962) and Thomas 
F. Cleary，Sayings and D oings o f Pai-ckang, Ch ’an M aster o f G reat W isdom  (Los 
Angeles: Center Publications, 1978).

136. On the L i-ta i fa-pao chi, see Yanagida, Skoki no Zenshi 2 , 3 -3 5 ，or “The 
L i-ta i fa-pao chi and the Ch'an Doctrine of Sudden Awakening," tr. Carl Biele- 
feldt, in Whalen Lai and Lewis R. Lancaster, eds., E arly C k3an in China and 
T ibet, Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series, no. 5 (Berkeley: Asian Humanities 
Press, 1983), 13-49.

137. See Yanagida，“Goroku no rekishi，，，388, 393, 402，and 407-408- On 
410, he suggests that the Platform  Sutra then in turn criticized Hui-chung’s ideas. 
(Yanagida also mentions criticisms by members of the Ox-head school and 
other figures.)

138. Professor Yanagida feels that throughout his life Shen-hui mmntained a 
c h r o n o l o g i c a l l y  a b s u r d  t h e o r y  o f  e i g h t  I n d i a n  p a t r i a r c h s  b e t w e e n  t h e  B u d d h a  
and Bodhidharma. See Shoki Zenshu shisho, 124.



139. In fact, Professor Yanagida describes Shen-hui*s Pla^mm Sermon as hav
ing all the basic elements of the genre: it was compiled by a named individual, 
rather than anonymously; circulation was intended to be limited to those with 
affinities for Shen-hui’s teachings; Shen-hui is treated with the respect due 
o n e's  personal master; and, most important, the emphasis of the text is on the 
instruction of the people actually in Shen-hui，s audience at one specific time. 
See “Goroku no rekishi,” 391-392 and 399，plus the related comments regard
ing the M iscellaneous D ialogues on 369 and 376.

Glossary

an-hsin 安心
bussho o miyo 佛性奁見 J: 
ch’an 禪
C^an-men eking 禪 門 經  

ch’an-yii 禪 宇  

chen 眞 
chcn-hsii^ 眞性 

chen liao-hsing 眞了性

chen-tsung po-jo ch*uan-la chih t*ang
眞宗般若傳法之堂 

chen-yen 眞 言  

ch’eng 徵
Cheng Shu-ch*ing 尊P叔 清  

ch’i 起
ch’i-hsin tung-nien 起 心 動 念  

ch*i-tso 起作 

chia 家
chien-hsing 見性

chien-wen chiieh-chih 見聞覺知

chih 之
Chih-i智頻

Chih-ta 智達

chih-ta pien-ts*ai wu-ai 智達辯才無礙

chih-wen chih-shuo 直問直説

ch ih -y an g  止 揚

chih-yen 直 言

Ching-chou 荆州

Ching-hsien 景賢

Ching-te ch3Uan-tmg lu 景德傳燈錄

Ching-tsang 淨藏
chu住
ch’u 處

chu-i kuan-hsin 注意親心

ch’u -y u ju-w u 出有入無 

Ch’U anfa-pao ch i 傳 法 賓 紀  

ch'uan-tcng 傳 燈  

chiieh 覺  

chung 中 

ch，ung 沖
Chung-hua cWHum hsin-tt ch^an-men $kih~tzu 

ck，m g -h s ifu 中 華 傳 心 地 禪 門 師 資  

承襄圈 
chun^-nien 中 年  

chung-sheng 衆生 

fa-hsing 法性 

Fa-hsing lun 法性論 

Fa-ju法如 

fan 巩

Fang Kuan 房请 

fang-pien 方便 

Feng*hsiang 鳳 類  

fo-hsing 佛性 

Fu-hsien ssu 福先寺 

b a n 寒

Hao-yiian 願 元  

Ho-pci河 北

Ho-tse ho-shang 荷澤和尚 

Ho-tse ssu荷 澤 寺  

Ho-tung 河 東

Hou-mô cWen Ten^ckih 俟 莫 陳 谈 之  

hsiang 像
Hsiang-mo Tsang 降魔®  
hsiang-shui ch’ien 香水錢 

Hsiang-yang 襄陽 

hsieh cheng ta 耶 正 大  

H sien-isung ch i 顯 宗 記



H sieti-Uung lun 顯宗論 

hsin 心
hsin-chieh 心渴 

hsing 性 
hsiu-hsin 修心 

H siu-hsinyao lun 修心要論 

hsii-huo 虚豁

HsU k ao-seng chuan 績高僧傳 

h u - w c n 互文 

Hua-t’ai 滑臺
Hui-chung (see Nan-yang Hui-chung)
Hui-k’o 慧可

Hui-kuang 慧光

Hui-neng 慧能

Hung-chou school 洪州宗

Hung-jen 弘忍
i (will, etc.)意
i (recollection)值
I-hsing 一行

i-kuan意觀

I-yang弋陽

jusho住處
ju -tao入道

K*ai-yuan ssu 開元寺
k’an 看
kanjin shaku 観心釈 

K ao高 
kenshd見性 
Kuan-hsin lun 観心論 

kuan-hsin shih 觀心釋 

kuang chih shih teng chia yung 
光之時燈家用 

Kuei-feng Tsung-mi 圭峯宗密 

Kuei-shan ching-ts’e 爲山警策 

Kuei-shan Ling-yu 海山靈祐 
Kuo~ch’ang ssu 國昌寺 

Kuo T zu-i郭子儀 

Lao-an老安 
la i来
L eng'thyieh  sk ih-tzu ch i 愣伽師資会 

L i李
li (transcend) _

li (principle)理 

Li Kuang-chu 李廣珠 
li-nien 離念 

Li Ssu李嗣

L i-taifa-pao ch i歷代法寶糞己 

Li Wang-tsai 李王再 

Li Yung李邕 

liao-hsing 了 性 

Liao-hsingchii 了性句 

Lin-chi I-hsiian 臨濟義玄 

Liu Gh’eng 劉澄 

Liu W u-tc獼無得 

liu-tsu 六祖
Ku-bu fon-dt'ng 六租壇經 

L iu-tu ssu  H ou-m o-ch，en ta-shik  sh ou -fa  
m ing-w m ping h s ii六 度 寺 侯 莫 陳 大  

師壽塔銘文並序 
L oyang洛陽 
L u l盧奕

Liieh-shu ch’ao 略瑰鈔 
Lung-hsing ssu 龍興寺 

Ma-tsu Tao-i 馬祖道~• 
m o没
Mount Wu-t*ai 五臺山 
Mount Yang-chih 楊岐山 
N an "P im -chu-kuo P ^ u-fi'ta -m o cf̂ an-sM k 

kuan-men南天竺國菩提達摩稈師 

覯門 
Nan-yang 南陽
N an-yang ho-shang U m-chiao cfd ek -fo  

ck9an~men chih iiao-ksing fan~yii 南陽

和上頓敎解睨禪門直了性壇語 
N an-yang ho~shang w m -ta tsa  ch，en g-t

南陽和尙文答雜徵義  

Nan-yang Hui-chung 南陽窓忠 

Nan-yin 南印 
Nan-yiieh 南嶽 

Nan-yiieh Hui-ssu 南嶽慧思 
ni-kuan 逆觀 

o 阿
Ox-head school 牛頭宗 
Pao^lin chuan 寶林傳



pao-ying ssu 賫應寺 

p'ei Wan 裴冕 
p，eng-yiian 彭原 
ping-pu shih-lang 兵部侍郞 

p’ing-teng 平等
卜jo  ta-skih chih f a 般若大師之塔 

p u - c h 'i 不起 

pu-ch'i hsin 不起心 

p*u-chi 蒈寂
nan-tsung ting shih-fei lun

菩提達摩南宗定是非論 
san-mei pu m ei三昧不昧 

shen-shih 神識 

S en g-ts’ a n  僧壤

如a- 如山南東道 

Shen-hsiu 神秀 

Shen-hui 神會 
Shen-huiyU-lu 神會語錄 

Shen-ying 神英 

sheng 乗
Shih-t’ou H si-ch’iia n  石頭希遵 

shou-hsin 守心 

shun 順
s h u n - k u a n  順觀

Ssu Tao-wang 嗣道王
Sung Kao-seng chuan 宋高偺傳
Sung Ting 宋蹋

Ta-chao 大照

Ta-jih ching 大日經

Ta-kuei ching-ts fe 大爲警策
Ta-sheng H âi-hsin hsim-ksing tun-wu chm-

大 乘 開 心 顯 性 傾 悟 眞 宗 論  

Ta、shu cfeao 大嫌激 

Ta-yun ssu大 鬵 寺  

T'ai-yuan 太原 
lang 當  

too道
Tao-hsin 道信 

Tao-hsiian 道宣 
访鶴

T l_ c h o «  棣州 ting 定

ting hui teng yung 定慧等用 

Ts’ao-ch’i 曹溪

T^ao^ch^i ta-shik ckuan 曹溪大師傳 

t s o 坐
tso-ch'an 坐禪 

tsu-t’ang 祖堂 

Ts’ui Kuan 崔寬 

Ts’ui Ning 崔寧 

tsung 宗
Tsung-cking lu 宗鏡錄

Tsung-mi (see Kuei-feng Tsung-mi)
tu n領

tun-chiao 頓教 
tun-shuo 頓説 

tun-w u 頃悟

Tun-wu chen-tsung chin-kang po-jo hsiu- 
hsing ta pi-an fa-menyao-chUeh 頓悟眞 

宗金剛般若修行達彼岸法門要決 
tun-wu chih tsung 頓悟之宗 

Tun~wu zvu-shengpo-jo sung 頓悟無生 

般若頌 
t z u - c h 'e n g  资成 

tzu-hsin 自心 
tzu-hsing 自性 

tz'u-shih 刺史 
wang 妄 

wang-hsin 妄心 

Wang Wei 王維 
w u 悟

wu-chi無記 

wu-ch’u 無處 
w u - h s ia n g  _想  

wui w u無一物 

w u - n ie n  焦念 

Wu-fang 武當 

wu-wci i fa 無為一法 
Yang Kuo-chung 楊國忠 

Yen琰
Y c n - c h ih  淡之 

Y ing 聚
y in g  w o - s o - c h u  e r h  s h e n g  c h ’i  h s i n  

應 無 所 住 而 生 其 心



yu ĉh’ing 有情 
yu-ch’u 有處 
yuan 緣
TiUm ĉhueh ching liiek-shu ch’ao 圓覺經 

略疏鈔

Tiian-chueh ching ta-sku cĥ ao 圓免經 

大琉鈔 
Yuan-ming 圓明論 
Yiin-1'an 雲坦 
Yung-chou 雍州



Sudden Enlightenment Followed 
by Gradual Cultivation: 

Tsung-mi's Analysis of Mind
P e t e r  N .  G r e g o r y

As a C h，an historian and later exponent o f Shen-hui’s teaching line, 
K uei-feng T sung-m i (780-841) upheld Shen -hui’s claim  th at the South
ern line of C h’an founded by H ui-neng w as the authen tic line o f C h，an 
transmission. According to his account contained in the C k)an C h art:1

The Southern lin e is the true lin e in  which the robe and dharm a have been 
uninterruptedly transmitted over successive generations from the time 
when the great master Hui-neng of Ts’ao-ch’i received the essence of 
Bodhidharma^ teaching. Later, because Shen-hsiu widely spread the 
gradual teaching in the north, it was called the Southern line to distinguish 
it [from the Northern line of Shen-hsiu].2

After the priest Hui-neng died，the gradual teaching of the Nerthern 
line was greatly practiced and thus became an obstacle to the widespread 
transmission of the sudden teaching. . . .  In the beginning of the T，ien- 
pao era [742-756] Ho-tse [Shen-hui] entered Loyang and，as soon as he 
proclaimed this teaching, made it known that the descendents of Shen- 
hsiu were collaterai and that their teaching was gradual. Since the two 
lines were being practiced side by side, people of the time wanted to distin- 
guish between them; the use of the names “Northern” and “Southern” 
thus cam e ab o u t. 3

Tsung-mi goes on to report that in 796 an im perial commission deter- 
that the Southern line o f C h ’an represented the orthodox trans

mission and established Shen-hui as the seventh patriarch, placing an 
Ascription to that effect in the Shen-lung tem ple . 4 

Tsung-mi followed Shen-hui in criticizing the N orthern line for its 
e emphasis on a graduated m editative regim en to the neglect o f sud- 

eri e^ightenm ent altogether.5 Y e t, while he m aintained that Shen-hui’s 
a s  C n g  W a s  “ s u d d e n ，”  h e  h e l d  t h a t  i t  c o n t a i n e d  a  g r a d u a l  c o m p o n e n t  

In fact’ he described Shen-hui’s teaching in regard to practice



and enlightenm ent as advocating the necessity o f a sudden experience 
o f enlightenm ent to be followed by a gradual process o f cultivation, in 
which the practitioner’s in itial insight into his true nature is systemati
cally deepened until it becomes integrated into every aspect o f his life 
In this chapter I examine the context, content, and doctrinal basis of 
Tsung-m i，s theory o f sudden enlightenm ent followed by gradual culti
vation.

1. Tsung-mi，s Explication of “Sudden” and “Gradual”

Shen-hui’s attack on the N orthern line o f C h，an issued in a period of 
intense and often bitter sectarian riva lry  among the proponents o f the 
different C h ,an lineages. In Tsung-m i’s day the words “ sudden” (tu n ) 
and “ gradual” (ch ien ) had become shibboleths o f contending factions, 
whose m utual antagonism  he described in m artial im agery.6 Not only 
w ere C h ’an Buddhists divided against them selves, but, according to 
Tsung-m i, the Chinese Buddhist w orld as a whole was split between 
those who identified them selves w ith the scholastic traditions—such as 
H ua-yen and T ’ien-t’ai— and those who identified them selves with the 
practice-oriented tradition o f C h，an.

Tsung-m i was gravely distressed by the rivalry that divided Chinese 
Buddhists into contending camps, describing it as a situation in which 
Buddhist teachings had become a disease that often impaired the 
progress o f the very people they purported to help .7 He perceived the 
prim ary split as lying between the scholastic traditions o f Buddhist 
l e a r n i n g  (chiao)  a n d  t h e  m o r e  p r a c t i c e - o r i e n t e d  t r a d i t i o n  o f  C h ’a n , 
which em phasized the necessity o f the actualization o f enlightenment in 
this very life. It was in an effort to resolve this division that Tsung-mi 
w rote his C h9an P reface, a work whose overall intent was to unify chiao 
and ch)an (ch iao-ch ’an i-ch ih ). As someone who had a foot in both camps 
一 being traditionally reckoned as the fifth patriarch in both the Hua- 
yen tradition and the Ho-tse lin e.o f Southem  C h ’an—he was emifiendy 
qualified to undertake such a task.

Tsung-m i viewed the seem ingly irreconcilable opposition between 
subitism  and gradualism  as one o f the m ajor issues dividing B u d d h i s t s  

whose prim ary focus lay in the study and interpretation o f the teachings 
(ch iao) from  those whose prim ary focus lay in the personal r e a l i z a t i o n  o 
those teachings in  practice ( ch ，an) ， as w ell as p ittin g followers o f the var 
ious C h ，an lineages against one another. As he makes clear at the out 
set, this is one of the main issues that he seeks to address in the tn  a 
Preface. ,

Although, as a successor in the Ho-tse line o f Southem  Gh 
Tsung-m i must be regarded as a partisan on the issue, his ecunneni



nroach stands in sharp contrast to the polemical style o f Shen-hui. He 
cCes the famous parable o f the blind men and the elephant to character- 
ixe the s i t u a t i o n  in which the proponents of the various positions argue 
with one another, suggesting that the problem is really one of perspec- 
tive 8 He contends that “sudden” (tu n ) and “ gradual” (ch ien ) are com
plementary rather than m utually exclusive term s. A fter making the fur- 
ther point that the terms have a broad range o f meaning that varies 
a c c o r d i n g  to context, he goes on to enumerate a number of different 
contexts in which they arc used .9 Tsung-m i，s standpoint in explicating 
the different meanings of tun and chien is broad and inclusive, seeking to 
e s t a b l i s h  a larger context in which the various and seemingly contradic- 
tory positions in regard to the meaning of these terms can be validated 
as integral parts of a manifold whole一 in which the trunk, tail，leg，side, 
and so forth are all seen as belonging to the same elephant. In doing so, 
he maintains that no one position has an exclusive claim to the truth, 
but that it is only when all of them are taken together that we can arrive 
at a true understanding of something as complex as the nature of reli
gious experience. Any one position taken up to the exclusion of the 
others is, by th at very fa c t, invalid. W hen that position is understood 
within a context that includes the others, however, it w ill be seen to offer 
its own unique perspective, wherein lies its own particular validity. 10

Tsung-mi remarks that he has encountered m any Buddhists who use 
the terms “ sudden” and “ gradual，，in a thoroughly uncritical and 
indiscriminate way, 11 and his analysis is based on the assumption that 
much of the emotional intensity that enveloped the controversy could be 
dispelled by clarifying the different meanings that the terms have in dif
ferent contexts. Then it would be seen that the various sides in the con
troversy are, in fact, talking about different things.

Tsung-mi says that we should first differentiate between how these 
tftrms are used in doctrinal discussions o f the Buddha’s teaching and 
how they are used in discussions o f the practice and realization of the 
Buddha^ teaching as it is carried out by Buddhists. 12 Tsung-mi is here 
making the point that to claim that the A vatam saka-sutra, for example, 
^presents the “sudden teaching” (tu n -ch iao) is to use the word “ sud- 
den，in a way quite different from  saying that Shen-hui，s teaching 
emphasized the experience of “ sudden en ligh ten m en t(tu n -w u ). 
p In contrast to his predecessors in the Hua-yen tradition—Chih-yen, 

a-tsang, and C h，eng-kuan—Tsung-mi does not establish the sudden 
^aching as a separate category in his system o f doctrinal classification 
\P  on-chiao) . 13 Rather, like the eighth-century reviver o f the T ，ien-t，ai 
tK ^°n> Chan-jan (711-782), he maintains that in a doctrinal context 

e terms “ sudden” and “gradual” refer to methods by which the Bud- 
a taught，not to separate teachings. 14 He says that the term “ sudden



teaching，’ refers to the fact that “w henever [the Buddha] encountered a 
person o f superior capacity and insight, he would directly reveal the 
true dharm a to him,” enabling him to become suddenly awakened (tun- 
w u) to the fact that his true nature (ch en-hsing) is w holly identical with 
that o f all Buddhas. “ Sudden” thus refers to the method by which the 
Buddha directly revealed the truth to persons o f the highest spiritual 
aptitude. Tsung-mi identifies the sudden teaching with the teaching of 
those sQtras that expound the tathagatagarbha doctrine > such as the 
A vatam sakay Yuan-chiieh (Perfect Enlightenm ent), Surangam a, Ghanavyuha, 
Snm ald, and Tathagatagarbha. He adds that this teaching is identical with 
the highest form  o f C h，an teaching—that o f the Ho-tse line founded by 
Shen-hui. 15

The gradual teachings, on the other hand, refer to those teachings 
that the Buddha addressed to persons o f average or inferior capacity. 
The term  “ gradual” thus refers to the method by which the Buddha 
made skillful use o f expedient m eans to lead these people through a 
graduated series o f teachings, beginning w ith the most elem entary and' 
culm inating in the most profound . 16

Tsung-m i goes on to point out that w ithin the context o f Buddhist 
practice the term s “ sudden” and “ gradual” are used in a variety of 
ways. He then enum erates five different ways in which these terms are 
used in regard to practice and enlightenm ent. 17

1. G R A D U A L CULTIVATION FOLLOW ED BY SUDDEN EN- 
LIGHTENM ENT (ch ien -h siu  tu n -w u ). Tsung-m i illustrates this po
sition by recourse to two analogies: ( 1 ) it is like chopping down a 
tree: one gradually cuts away at it until it suddenly falls; (2) it is 
like traveling to a distant city: one gradually approaches it with 
each step until one day one suddenly arrives. As the analogies 
make clear，“ gradual cultivation” refers to the process by which one 
moves towards the ultim ate goal o f enlightenm ent, while “sudden 
enlightenm ent” refers to  the m om ent o f experience in which that goal 
is realized.

2. SUDDEN CULTIVATION FOLLOWED BY G R A D U A L  EN: 
LIGHTENMENT (tu n -h siu  chien~w u). The analogy that T s u n g - m i  

uses to illustrate this position is that o f someone learning archery. 
He says that “ sudden” refers to the act o f aim ing directly at the 
bull's eye (which he says is used as a m etaphor for resolving to 
attain supreme enlightenm ent) while “gradual” refers to the pro 
cess by which one’s aim  gradually becomes perfected until one can 
hit the bu ll’s eye consistently w ithout missing. Tsung-nxi furt 
e x p l a i n s  t h a t  “ s u d d e n ”  h e r e  h a s  t o  d o  w i t h  t h e  i n t e n t i o n a l i t y  (y^n  ̂
h sin ) o f one’s practice, not w ith the sudden perfection o f menton



ouS practices. In this context, tun  could be better rendered as 
“direct” or “ immediate.” The use o f the w ord tun in this case cor- 
responds to its use within the system o f T ’ie_n-t*ai m editation, 
where it was classically defined by K uan-ting in his preface to the 
M o-ho chih-kuan (The G reat Calm ing and Contem plation): “The 
sudden-perfect [calming and contemplation] from  the very  begin- 
ning takes ultim ate reality as its object.” 18

3  GRAD UAL c u l t i v a t i o n  a n d  g r a d u a l  e n l i g h t e n 
m e n t  (ch ien -h siu  ch ien -w u ). Here Tsung-m i uses the analogy of 
climbing a nine-story tower: with each story that one m ounts one’s 
gaze extends further. This position emphasizes the fact that not 
only is the process that leads to enlightenm ent graduated，but 
enlightenment itself is also subject to gradation.

Tsung-mi points out that in the first three cases the term  “ enlighten- 
ment” refers to the enlightenm ent o f complete realization (cheng-w u)9 in 
contradistinction to the enlightenm ent o f i n i t i a l  insight (ch ieh -w u ). He 
explains these term s in his subcom m entary to the S criptu re o f P erfect 
Enlightenm ent (Yuan-chueh ching ta-sh u  ch ’ao): “Because one first has an 
initial experience o f enlightenm ent (ch y in  ch ieh -w u ), one engages in 
religious practice based on that experience ( i w u h siu  hsing)，and，as soon 
as one，s practice is completed and one’s task perfected (h sin g m an kung 
yuan), one realizes the fulfilm ent o f enlightenm ent (ch i te  cheng-wu) . 019 
Tsung-mi,s explanation o f these qualitatively different kinds o f enlight
enment presupposes a three-staged model o f the path: ( 1 ) initial insight 
(chieh-w u), (2) gradual cultivation (ch ieti'h siu ), and (3) final enlighten
ment (cheng-w u).

4. SUDDEN ENLIGHTENMENT FOLLOW ED BY G R A D U A L  
CULTIVATION (tu n -w u  ch ien -h siu ). This is the position that 
Tsung-mi identifies w ith Shen-hui, and it w ill be treated in detail 
below. H ere “enlightenm ent” refers to in itial experience o f insight
(ch ieh-w u).

5. SUDDEN ENLIGHTENMENT AN D SUDDEN CULTIVA
TION (tu n -w u  tu n -h siu ). This position applies only to those o f the 
highest capacity and aspiration whose in itial insight (ch ieh -w u ) is so 
penetrating and profound as to at once be equal to fu lly realized 
enlightenment (ch m g-w u ), thus making any further cultivation  
unnecessary.20 Tsung-mi points out, however, that this is on ly pos- 
sible because such persons have already engaged in a long process 
of spiritual cultivation in past lives—hence there is a gradual com- 
Ponent in this position as w ell. Tsung-m i says that in this case 
obstructions are “ suddenly” cut o ff ju st as m yriad strands o f silk 
are “suddenly” severed when cutting a piece o f silk cloth21 and that



v i r t u o u s  p r a c t i c e s  a r e  “ s u d d e n l y ”  p e r f e c t e d  j u s t  a s  m y r i a d  s t r a n d s  
o f silk are “ suddenly” dyed with color when a piece o f silk cloth is 
submerged in dye. He then quotes Shen-hui twice: “W hen one 
sees the essence that is without thoughts, one w ill not follow the 
arising o f things.” “ If, in a single moment o f thought, one becomes 
one with one’s intrinsic nature, then the practice o f the eighty thou' 
sand perfections w ill all sim ultaneously come into effect.，，22

Tsung-m i’s analysis is useful for providing a conceptual framework 
for making sense out o f the confusion that has often m arked discussions 
o f the sudden-gradual controversy; it does so by distinguishing the vari
ety o f ways in which the term s “ sudden” and “ gradual” can be applied 
to cultivation and enlightenm ent, making it clear that tun  and chien have 
entirely different meanings when used in different contexts. In the first 
three cases—all examples o f c h e n g -w u (enlightenm entf* can refer to 
both the process o f its actualization as well as the experience in which it is 
finally consummated. In the first case, that o f gradual cultivation fol
lowed by sudden enlightenm ent, “ enlightenm ent” clearly refers to the 
final goal that is suddenly attained only after the consummation of a 
long process o f cultivation. However, in the second and third cases— 
sudden cultivation followed by gradual enlightenm ent, and gradual cul
tivation and gradual enlightenm ent— “ enlightenm ent” refers to the 
process by which enlightenm ent is consummated and accordingly corre
sponds to what Tsung-mi refers to as ‘‘gradual cultivation，，in the first 
case. The meaning o f “cultivation” also varies w ith context. Whereas 
in the first and third cases it refers to the process o f the actualization of 
enlightenm ent, in the second it refers to the intentionality informing 
that process.

M oreover, as Tsung-mi points out, the enlightenm ent in question in 
the first three cases is what he calls cheng-w u, the enlightenm ent o f com
plete realization. This term  is contrasted with chieh-w u, the enlighten
ment o f initial insight，the kind o f enlightenm ent that is instanced in the 
fourth and fifth cases, those o f sudden enlightenm ent followed by grad
ual cultivation and sudden enlightenm ent and sudden cultivation. 
W hereas chieh-w u  is always a sudden experience o f insight, cheng-wu can 
be either gradual or sudden depending on whether it is regarded from 
the standpoint o f the process o f the actualization o f final enlightenment 
or the actual experience o f that enlightenm ent. In the cases in which 
cheng-w u is regarded as gradual，it is synonym ous with gradual cultiva
tion (ch ien -h siu ). Tsung-m i，s distinction between these two types of 
enlightenm ent posits three stages in the course o f religious p r a c t i c e :  (1 ) 
in itial awakening，(2) gradual cultivation, and (3) fu lly realized enlight



enment. In the fifth case, that o f sudden enlightenm ent and sudden cul
tivation, the first and third stage are collapsed together, obviating the 
necessity o f stage two as a discrete stage o f practice.

A l th o u g h  h e  m a k e s  n o  r e f e r e n c e  t o  c la s s i c a l  B u d d h i s t  d i v i s i o n s  o f  t h e  
path，the distinctions Tsung-mi introduces correspond (in structure if  
not in content) to the traditional threefold division o f the path into dor- 
j ana-，bhdvana-, and asaiksa-m drga. For all his emphasis on the impor- 
tance o f the experience o f sudden enlightenm ent, Tsung-mi here articu- 
lates a position that has m ore in common with that o f Kam alasila than 
with that o f M o-ho-yen, that is, w ith the gradualist rather than the sub- 
itist camp in the Tibetan controversy.

It is also worth noting that Tsung-m i does not m ention a stage o f 
prepatory practice (prayoga-m drga)  prior to the initial insight (ch ieh -w u ). 
Although he does not discuss his reasons, it is clear that he felt that such 
practices were not necessary for the experience o f sudden enlightenm ent 
to occur—which, o f course, is not to say that he advocated that they 
should therefore be discarded. T here were ample examples in C h ’an lit
erature o f persons who had been suddenly enlightened without first 
having engaged in prepatory practices, the m ost notable being that o f 
Hui-neng, the archetype for C h ’an religious experience, at least within 
the Southern line. Tsung-mi cautioned to add, however, that such cases 
were only possible because such people had cultivated good roots in past 
lives ‘

More im portant, the fact that Tsung-mi does not mention prepatory 
practices in his analysis o f the stages o f the path emphasizes the radical 
transformation that he believes takes place upon the experience o f sud
den enlightenment. For Tsung-mi it is only after such an experience 
that true Buddhist practice can begin. There is thus a fundam ental dif
ference between practices engaged in prior to this experience and those 
engaged in after it. And it is based on the transform ative power o f the 
initial insight o f chieh-w u  and the qualitative difference that it effects in 
one’s practice that Tsung-mi criticizes the practice followed in the 
Northern line o f C h ’an as inauthentic.

Finally, although Tsung-mi is careful to distinguish between the uses 
of the term tun in its scholastic and practical contexts, there is still a con
nection between the two usages that needs to be brought out. T hat is, 
the sudden teaching for Tsung-m i is the teaching that does not rely 
uPon any expedients but directly reveals the true nature, which is the 
content o f the Buddha’s enlightenm ent as well as that into which the 
Buddhist practitioner has insight when he experiences chieh-w u. The 
sudden teaching is thus the teaching that enables one to experience sud- 
den enlightenment.23



For Tsung-m i sudden enlightenm ent did not obviate the need for the 
cultivation o f a graduated series o f stages o f religious practice. In fact 
according to him , the experience o f sudden enlightenm ent is the indis
pensable foundation upon which such practice has to be carried out. As 
he says in the C h ，an Preface，“ If one engages in sp iritual cultivation with
out having first experienced enlightenm ent, then it is not authentic 
practice .” 24 In other w ords，it is the experience o f sudden enlightenment 
(i.e ., ch ieh -w u ) that authenticates Buddhist practice. But this experience 
is identified by Tsung-m i as being only the first stage in  a  ten-stage pro
cess culm inating in the attainm ent o f Buddhahood.

Tsung-m i uses three analogies in the C h3an C hart to illustrate what he 
m eans by “ sudden enlightenm ent follow ed by gradual cultivation.” The 
firs t，adapted from  the A w akening o f F aith , 25 is that even though the wind 
that has stirred the orig inally tranquil surface o f the ocean into move- 
m ent ceases suddenly, the m otion o f its waves only subsides gradually . 26 

The second is that even though the sun appears suddenly, the morning 
frost only m elts gradually . 27 The last, which T sung-m i borrows from  
Shen-hui, 28 is that even though an in fant possesses all o f its lim bs and 
faculties intact thte.moment it is born , it only learns to  m aster their use 
gradually . 29 D octrinklly, T sung-m i claim s that the teaching o f sudden 
enlightenm ent follow ed by gradual cultivation is based on the A wakening 
ofFaiths Scripture of Perfect Enlightenment3 and Avatamsaka-sutra.30

Tsung_m i，s fu llest description o f sudden enlightenm ent occurs in the 
Ch，an Chart, where he says:

W hile awakening from delusion is sudden，the transformation of an 
unenlightened person (fan ) into an enlightened person (sheng) is gradual.31 
Sudden enlightenment means that although [beings] have been deluded 
from [time] without beginning, recognizing the four elements as their 
body and deluded thoughts as their mind and taking them both together as 
constituting their self, when they meet a good friend (kafydnam itra) who 
explains to them the meaning of the absolute and conditioned [aspects of 
suchness], the nature and ifs phenomenal appearance, the essence and its 
functioning , • , , then they at once realize that [their own) marvelous 
knowing and seeing is the true mind, that the mind一which is from the 
beginning empty and tranquil，boundless and formless—is the dharma- 
kaya? that the nonduality of body and mind is the true self, and that they 
are no different from all Buddhas by even a h a ir32

Thus, for Tsung-m i, sudden enlightenm ent is the experience in 
which one sees that one’s true nature is，and alw ays has been, wholly 
identical with that o f all Buddhas. The paradigm  fo r this experience is, 
o f course, the Buddha’s own enlightenm ent. The passage that Tsung



mi cites in both the Ch yan Preface and the Inquiry into the Origin of Man 
(Yiian-jen lun) as canonical authority for his description o f the highest 
teaching of the Buddha comes from  the Avatamsaka and was especially 
valued in the C h ’an tradition，33 as it was believed to contain the first 
words u ttered  b y  the Buddha a fte r his enlightenm ent:

O Sons of Buddha, there is no place where the wisdom of the Tathagata 
does not reach. W hy? Because there is not a single sentient being that is 
not fully endowed with the wisdom of the Tathagata. It is only on account 
of their deluded thinking, erroneous views, and attachments that they do 
not succeed in realizing it. W hen they become free from deluded thinking, 
the all-comprehending wisdom, the spontaneous wisdom, and the unob
structed wisdom will then be manifest before them. . . .  At that time the 
Tathagata With his unobstructed pure eye of wisdom universally beheld all 
sentient beings throughout the universe and said，“How amazing! How 
amazing! How can it be that these sentient beings are fully endowed with 
the wisdom of the Tathagata and yet, being ignorant and confused, do not 
know it and do not see it? I must teach them the noble path, enabling 
them to be forever free from deluded thinking and to achieve for them
selves the seeing of the broad and vast wisdom o f the Tathagata within 
themselves, and so to be no different from the Buddhas.34

The significance o f this passage fo r T sung-m i lay  in the fact that it 
establishes that the content o f the Buddha’s enlightenm ent consisted in 
his realization that all sentient beings already fu lly  possess the enlight- 
ened wisdom  o f the Buddha w ith in  them selves and are therefore funda
m entally identical w ith  all Buddhas. Sentient beings，enlightenm ent 
thus lies in their awakening o f this intrinsic Buddha-wisdom within 
them selves.

Although the Buddha’s enlightenm ent is the paradigm  fo r sentient 
beings5 experience o f enlightenment, it must also be pointed out that 
what Tsung-m i m eans by sudden enlightenm ent differs significantly 
from the enlightenm ent experienced by the Buddha, which all Buddhist 
traditions have characterized as suprem e, perfect enlightenm ent (an u tta- 
^ am yak san tbodh i). As we have noted, “ sudden enlightenm ent” in the 
context o f T sung-m iJs theory o f sudden enlightenm ent followed by 
gradual cultivation refers to ch ieh -w u , in itial awakening，only the first 
stage in T sung-m i，s ten-stage process o f spiritual cultivation. The Bud- 
也 a，s enlightenm ent, on the other hand, corresponds to ch en g-w u , the 
final culm ination o f enlightenm ent.

For Tsung-m i the necessity o f commencing a process o f gradual culti
vation follow ing the in itial experience o f enlightenm ent (ch ieh -w u ) is 
based on the sheer tenacity o f the karm ic residue o f past actions, the 
^dsand or h siin -h si which have thoroughly perm eated the alayavijn an a or 
^tore-consciousness over the course o f innum erable lifetim es. Thus，



although the initial experience o f enlightenm ent is sudden, one must 
still engage in a long process o f cultivation in order to extirpate the 
deeply rooted seeds o f the false view  o f a substantial self that have 
become ingrained in  our m entality. As Tsung-m i says in the Ch'an

Even though one suddenly realizes that the dharmakaya, the true mind, is 
wholly identical with Buddha, still，since for numerous kalpas one has 
deludedly clung to the four elements as constituting one，s se lf【so that this 
view] has become second nature and is difficult to do away with all at 
once, one must cultivate oneself on the basis of [this experience of] enlight
enment. When one has reduced it and further reduced it until there is 
nothing left to reduce, then it is called attaining Buddhahood.35

Even though the practitioner has gained an insight into his own true 
nature, realizing his identity with all Buddhas, he is still not fully liber
ated, for he has yet to root out the seeds o f his m isperception o f himself 
as a separate and self-existing entity. Although he has seen that this view 
is illusory, his behavior and entire mode o f being in the world are still 
predicated on this false view  o f the self, to which he has become habi
tuated by a long process o f conditioning. It is therefore necessary to 
em bark upon a program  o f gradual cultivation that w ill eliminate the 
seeds o f this misconception so that his original insight into his true 
nature can be fu lly and freely m anifested in his every action. Gradual 
cultivation is thus the process by which one’s initial insight is integrated 
into one’s personality.

3. The Doctrinal Basis of Isung-mi ŝ Theory
D octrinally, Tsung-m i，s explanation o f sudden enlightenm ent is based 
on the tathagatagarbha whereas his explanation o f gradual cultivation is 
based on the alayavijnana. Although these two cardinal M ahayana doc
trines seem to have originated independently and their relationship can 
be described as being diam etrical, they were nevertheless combined 
together into a unified doctrinal fram ework in the A w akening o f F aith , the 
text that form s the basis for Tsung-m i，s theory o f sudden e n l i g h t e n m e n t  

followed by gradual cultivation. In order to understand why this text 
was o f such im portance for Tsung-m i, we m ust first consider these two 
different conceptions o f the m ind separately.16

As is generally acknowledged by m odern Buddhologists y the tathaga* 
tagarbha doctrine can ultim ately be traced back to the early pre" 
M ahayana teaching o f an innately pure lum inous m ind (prabhasvara 
c itta ) which is only adventitiously covered over by defilements (d g ^ u 
k a k lesa ).37 The term  tathagatagarbha m eans both the em bryo and the



womb of the Tathagata—the first sense o f the term  em phasizing the 
for Buddhahood, which exists em bryonically w ithin all sen- 

beings, while the second emphasizes the fact that the pure dharm a- 
]c5ya lies hidden within the defiled condition. The im plication o f this 
doctrine as it was elaborated in tathagatagarbha texts such as the Ththd- 
ntasarbha and S rtm ald  scriptures and die R atnagotravibhdga is that enlight

enment is the natural and true state o f the m ind. The basis for enlight
enment thus exists within the m ind o f all sentient beings. This means 
that enlightenment does not represent an overcom ing of, o r trium ph 
over, the mind so much as a realization o f its own inherent potential.

Whereas the tathagatagarbha doctrine provides an answer to the 
question o f how enlightenm ent is possible, it does so by side-stepping 
the equally vexing problem  o f the origin o f ignorance. That is, if  the 
fundamental nature o f the m ind is intrinsically pure (i.e ., enlightened), 
howt or frpm w here, do the im purities that obscure it (i.e ., ignorance) 
arise? If they arise from  the m ind itself, how can the nature o f the mind 
be considered intrinsically pure? If, on the other hand, they arise from  
somewhere outside the m ind，then how can the m ind be considered the 
fundamental ground o f both sam sara and nirvana? M oreover, if  we 
posit a separate origin for ignorance (or the im purities), that would lead 
to the untoward consequence o f a  dualism in which enlightenm ent and 
ignorance function together as ontological principles in the soteriologi- 
cal drama o f sam sara and nirvana.

The particular weakness o f tathagatagarbha thought—its shunting o f 
the problem o f the origin o f ignorance—is system atically dealt with in 
the % gacara analysis o f the m ind and m ental processes. Here the alaya- 
vijiiana is posited as the repository or seedbed out o f which im purities 
arise，and the im pure seeds from  which they originate are said to exist 
innately within the alayavijnana^ai aeterno. Futherm ore, the im purities 
that are m anifested from out o f the alayavijnana in turn condition the 
alayavijnana, form ing new seeds from which further im purities are 
generated. Thus, according to the % gacara analysis, the alayavijnana  
is the source and support o f all im pure dharm as. W hence, then, do pure 
也armas, those which have the power to reverse the self-perpetuating 
Process o f conditioning by which im pure dharm as are produced, arise?

According to the M ahaydnasan^raha (She ta-sheng lu n ), one o f the prin- 
eipal texts regarded as authoritative for the % gacara tradition, the 
supramundane pure mind is bom  from  seeds sown by the corrcct hear- 

of the dharm a.58 In other words, the process by which the mind 
coiries purified has its inception outside the m ind. The m ind does not 

^ontain the seeds o f its own transform ation; these, rather, are extrinsic 
, j.11 Enlightenment is thus characterized as a revolution o f the support 

dsrayapardvrH i)： the nature o f the m ind must undergo a  funda



m ental and radical transform ation before enlightenm ent can take place, 
and the m ind o f one who has undergone such a transform ation can no 
longer be spoken o f as the alayavijnana一 it m ust be referred to as 
the uttutlovi]H djui (d -tn o -lo -sh ih ) or undcfilcd consciousness instead. 
Hence, although the Yogacara tradition can be seen as giving a success
ful and cogent account o f the origin o f ignorance in its doctrine o f the 
alayavijnana and the process o f m ental conditioning (vd sa n d ), it does so 
by making the basis o f enlightenm ent extraneous to the m ind，thus 
im plying that enlightenm ent is fortuitous.

The fact that the tathagatagarbha and alayavijnana doctrines can be 
seen as com plem enting one another in such a w ay that each compen
sates for the shortcom ing o f the other m ade some kind o f synthesis o f the 
two inevitable, as seems to have happened for the first tim e with the 
L ankavaidra -su tra . This synthesis was carried further, and pursued more 
system atically, in the A w akening o f F a ith , T his w ork, whose provenance is 
still controversial, seems to have been composed in C hina sometime 
during the third quarter o f the sixth century. It defines the tathagata
garbha as the absolute m ind o f suchness (ch en -ju  i-h sin ), which It ana* 
lyzes as having two aspects: the absolute (p u -p ien )} which it refers to as 
the “ mind as suchness” (h sin  ch en -ju ), and the conditioned (sui~ yuan), 
which it refers to as the “ m ind that is subject to birth-and-death” (h sin  
sh en g-m ieh ). The first aspect corresponds to the tathagatagarbha as it 
tru ly is—that is，the dharm akaya—w hile the second aspect corresponds 
to the tathagatagarbha as the dharm akaya covered o ve r by defilem ents. 
M oreover, the conditioned aspect o f the tathagatagarbha, the m ind that 
is subject to birth-and-death, is identified w ith the alayavijnana, which 
is defined as the “ interfusion o f that which is not subject to birth-and- 
death with that which is subject to birth-and-death in such a w ay that 
they are neither one nor d ifferent .” 39 Because the alayavijn an a is de
fined as the point where these two aspects o f the m ind in teract, it thus 
functions as the dynam ic factor in the equation o f m ind by containing 
within itself the potential fo r both enlightenm ent (ch ueh) and non
enlightenm ent (pu -ch iieh ).

4, Tsung-mi，s Analysis of M ind

As graphically illustrated in the diagram  that occurs at the end o f the 
C h’an P reface, both the process o f delusion and that o f enlightenm ent are 
based on the dynam ic am bivalence o f the alayavijn an a, which contains 
both an enlightened and an unenlightened aspect. T sung-m i, further- 
m ore，breaks down both o f these processes in to ten sym m etrical stages, 
which can best be represented by reproducing the relevant portion o f his 
diagram .
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The ten stages in the genesis and developm ent o f delusion answer th 
question o f how sentient beings come to assume a hum an form . Basin 
his theory on the A w akening o f F aith3 Tsung-m i gives an account o f how 
this process begins in his In qu iry in to  the O rigin  o f M an:

At first there is only the one true numinous nature (i-chm -ling-hstng) 
which is neither born nor destroyed, neither increases nor decreases, and 
neither changes nor alters. [Nevertheless,] sentient beings are from [time] 
without beginning asleep in delusion and are not themselves aware of it. 
Because it is covered over, it is called the tathagatagarbha, and the phe
nomenal appearance of the mind that is subject to birth-and-death comes 
into existence based on the tathagatagarbha. The interfusion of the true 
mind that is not subject to birth-and-death and deluded thoughts that aie 
subject to birth-and-death in such a way that they are neither one nor dif
ferent is referred to as the alayavijnana. This consciousness has the tWQ 
modes of enli^itenment and unenlightenment.40

The aetiology o f delusion, as it is schem atically laid out i琅 the Ch，aik 
Preface, 41 can be outlined as follows:

1. IN TRIN SIC ENLIGHTENM ENT (pen-chueh). This is the onto
logical ground from  which the process evolves. Ti|e A w akening o f 
F aith  defines intrinsic enlightenm ent as follows: “ ‘Enlightenment， 
means that the essence o f the m ind is free from  thoughts. The char
acteristic o f being free from  thoughts is like the realm  of emp(iy 
space that pervades everyw here. As the single characteristic o f the 
dharm adhatu, it is the undifferentiated dharm akaya o f the Tat̂ a-̂  
gata. Since it is based on the dharmakaya^ when it is spok^i of it is 
referred to as 'intrinsic enlightenm ent.， ” 42 Tsung-mi compares 
intrinsic enlightenm ent to a w ealthy and respected man,, upright 
and wise, living in his own home.

2. UNENLIGHTENM ENT (pu -chueh ). This refers to the unenlight
ened aspect o f the Elayavijfi如 a. Tsung-mi com pares it to the 
wealthy and respected man falling asleep and forgetting who he is. 
The m etaphor o f delusion as a state o f being asleep is naturally 
suggested by the term  fo r enlightenm ent, chueh, which literally 
means “ to awaken.” This stage is what in other contexts Tsung-mi 
refers to as prim ordial ignorance (kert-pen  w u-m in g) or autonomous 
ignorance (tu -t，ou w u -m in g). It is the ro o t"  (p m ) o f the remaining 
stages in the process o f the evolution o f delusion, which, accord" 
ingly, are its “ branches” (m o).

3. AR ISIN G  OF TH O UGH T (n im -c ^ i). This is the first subtle 
m ovem ent o f thought, which initiates the process o f phenomenal 
evolution by giving rise to the bifurcation o f consciousness into 
subject and object. It corresponds to the first o f the three subtle



phenomenal appearances (san  h si-kstan g) enumerated in d ie  A w ak- 
gning o f F aith) that o f activity (yeh ) or, more fvdly, the activity o f 
ignorance ( w u-m ingyeh) .43 Tsung-mi compares it to the dreams that 
naturally arise in the mind of the sleeping man • _

4 . ARISIN G OF THE PERCEIVING SU BJECT (ckien -ch 9i) . This
corresp on d s to the second subtle phenomenal appearance o f the 
A w akening o f F aith , that o f perceiving suhyect ( nm g-chien) ,44 Tsung- 
mi compares it to the dreaming consciousness.

5 . MANIFESTATION OF PERCEIVE EJECTS' (ching-chH ).
This refers to the manifestation o f the o f the senses and the
receptacle world. It corresponds to the third subtle phenomenal 
appearance o f the A w akening o f F aith , that o f objects o f perception 
(ching-chiai) . 45 Tsung-mi compares it to the wealthy and respected 
man who, within his dream, sees him self dwelling in squalor and 
misery and perceives things that he likes and dislikes.

6 . ATTACHMENT TO THINGS (fa~chih). This corrsponds to the 
first and second o f the six coarse phenomenal appearances (liu  ts 9u- 
hsiang) enumerated in the A w akening o f F aith , those o f discrim ina
tion (ch ih ) and continuation (h sian g-h su )^  Tsung-mi compares this 
stage to the man clinging to the things that he sees in his dream  as 
real.

7. ATTACHMENT TO SELF (w o-ch ih ). This corresponds to the 
third and fourth coarse phenomenal appearances in the A w akening 
o f F aith , that o f attachment (chih-ch ru)*7 and symbolic representa
tion (ch i-m ing-tzu ) . 48 Tsung-mi compares it to the man identifying 
him self with the person in the dreson.

8 . DEFILEMENTS (fan -n a o). This refers to the three poisons o f 
greed, anger, and folly. Tsung-mi compares it to the man hanker
ing after those things in the dream that accord with his feelings and 
forming an aversion to those things in the dream  that go against his 
feelings.

9. GENERATING K A R M A  (tsao-yeh ). This corresponds to the fifth 
coarse phenomenal appearance in the A w akening o f F aith , that o f 
giving rise to karm a (chH -yeh) . 49 The dreaming man commits vari
ous good and bad deeds on the basis o f his likes and dislikes.

10. EXPERIENCING THE CONSEQUENCES (shou-pao). This cor- 
responds to the sixth coarse phenomenal appearance in the A w aken
ing o f F aith , that o f the suffering connected with karma (yeh -h si- 
左w) . 50 The dreaming man thus experiences various good and bad 
consequences.

The ten stages in the process o f phenomena] evolution function in the 
&airie way as the classical twelve-linked chain o f conditioned origination



(pratityasam utpada). According to Asvagho§a5s account o f the Buddha^ 
enlightenm ent in the B uddhacarita, for exam ple, it was by understanding 
the chain o f conditions upon which the whole mass o f suffering atten
dant upon the cycle o f birth-and-death depended that the Buddha was 
thereby able to reverse the^ process by successively elim inating each 
stage.51 The ten stages o f phenom enal evolution that Tsung-mi enu
merates in the C h’an Preface likewise serve as a map for liberation. 
Accordingly, each stage in the process o f enlightenm ent counteracts 
(fa n ) the corresponding stage in the process o f delusion.

1. SUDDEN ENLIGHTENMENT (tu n -w u ). In this stage one meets 
a good friend (kalydn am itra)  whose guidance enables him to gain an 
insight into the intrinsically enlightened true nature o f the mind. 
This stage counteracts the second stage in the process o f delusion, 
that o f unenlightenm ent.

2. RESOLVIN G TO  ATTAIN ENLIGHTENM ENT (fa -h sin ). In 
this stage one generates com passion, wisdom, and vows, resolving 
to attain supreme enlightenm ent. This stage counteracts the tenth 
stage in the process o f delusion, that o f experiencing th e consequences of 
one’s actions, according to which one is bom  in one o f the six desti
nies.

3. CULTIVATING THE FIVE PR ACT ICE S (h siu  w u -h sin g). In this 
stage one cultivates giving (dd n a), m orality (s tla ), patience (ksan ti), 
striving (v try a ), and m editative insight (sam ath a-vipasyan d). These 
are the five practices enum erated in the A w akening o f F a ith ,52 ac
cording to which the fifth and sixth perfections (pdram itd)~ those of 
dhyana and prajna— in the standard scheme o f six perfections have 
been collapsed into one, that o f m editative insight. The fifth prac
tice, however, consists o f two elem ents, corresponding to dhyana 
and prajna, which are subsequently treated separately in the Awa
kening o f F aith . 53 This stage counteracts the ninth stage in the pro
cess o f delusion, that o f generating karm a.

4. SPIR IT U AL DEVELOPM ENT (k ,a i-fa ). This stage entails the 
developm ent o f the com passion，wisdom , and vows previously 
generated in the second stage and counteracts the eighth stage in 
the process o f delusion，that o f defilem en ts.

5. EM PTINESS OF SELF (w o -k ’ung). In this stage one realizes that 
there is no substantially existing autonomous self. This stage coun
teracts the ninth stage in the process o f delusion, that o f attachm ent 
to se lf.

6. EM PTINESS OF TH INGS (fa-k，ung). In th is stage  one realizes 
t h a t  a l l  t h i n g s  a r e  d e v o i d  o f  a  s e l f - n a t u r e .  T l i i s  s t a g e  c o u n t e r a c t s  
the sixth stage in the process o f delusion, that o f attachm ent to  thingŝ



7 . M A ST E R Y  OF FO RM  (se -tzu -tsa i). H aving realized that the 
objects o f perception are nothing but m anifestations o f one’s own 
m ind, one gains m astery over them in this stage. This stage coun
teracts the fifth stage in the process o f delusion, that o f the m anifes
ta tio n  o f perceived ob jects.

8 . M A ST E R Y OF M IN D (h sin -tzu ~ tsa i). In this stage one gains mas
tery over the perceiving subject. This stage counteracts the fourth  
stage in the process o f delusion, that o f the a risin g  o f the perceivin g  
su bject.

9. FREEDOM FRO M  TH O U G H T (li-n ie n ). In this stage one be
comes fu lly aw are o f the ultim ate origin o f deluded thoughts and 
sees that the true nature o f the m ind is eternal. This is the stage of 
ultim ate aw akening (ch iu -ch in g chueh) described in the A w akening o j 
Faith5 冬 and counteracts the third  stage in the process o f delusion， 

that o f the a risin g  o f thoughts.
10. ATTAINM ENT OF BUDDH AH OOD (ch 3eng~fo). In this stage 

one returns to the ultim ate source o f the m ind, realizing that, since 
the m ind is o f its very  essence free from  thoughts, there is ulti
m ately no distinction between the various stages in the process o f 
the realization o f enlightenm ent，all o f which were from  the very  
beginning undifferentiated and identical with in trin sic  enlightenm ent̂  
which is one and indivisible.

W hen this process o f the realization o f enlightenm ent is completed 
and one has attained Buddhahood, it is seen that the genesis and 
unfolding o f delusion and the realization o f enlightenm ent are not two 
separate, parallel, linear processes m oving in opposite directions. 
Rather, one realizes that the two form  a continuum . The final stage in 
the process o f enlightenm ent brings one back to the fundam ental basis 
from which the process o f delusion unfolded. The process taken as a 
whole thus forms a circle in which in trin sic enlightenm ent would be repre
sented by zero degrees and attain m en t o f B uddhahood, by three hundred 
sixty degrees. The circu larity o f the process is sym bolized by the circles 
that correspond to each stage, the relative degree o f enlightenm ent and 
delusion o f which is represented by the relative degree o f white and 
black，suggesting that the phases o f delusion and enlightenm ent evolve 
and change like the waxing and waning o f the moon. The points 
between zero and one hundred eighty degrees—that is, the nine stages 
in the process o f the unfolding o f delusion beginning with unenlightenm ent 

ending with ex p erien cin g th e con seq u en ces— all involve 及 movement 
aWay from enlightenm ent, what Tsung-m i refers to as the process of 
conforming to the flow  o f birth-and-death (shun , anulom a). It is during 
this phase o f the process that one gains a. hum an body and，because of
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_o0d karm a generated in previous existences, finally  comes to the turn- 
ing point in the process, located at one hundred eighty degrees, when 
one meets a good friend whose guidance enables one to gain a sudden 
insight into one’s tru e nature. T his is what Tsung-m i refers to as sudden  
gn ligh tenm ent ( u g ,  ck ieh -w u 、，an experience that reverses the direction o f 
one’s karm a— w hat T sung-m i refers to as the process o f going against 
the flow o f  birth-cind-death (ni厂pratiloma) a n d  begins one’s re tu rn  back 
to one’s original enlightened nature. T h t eight stages in the process o f 
the realization o f enlightenm ent— that is，those beginning with resolvin g  
t0 attain  en ligh ten m en t and ending v fith  jreed om  fro m  th ou gh ts—d e s c r ib e  the 
process o f gradual cultivation (o r w hat the A wakening o f  F aith refers to as 
sh ih -ch iieh ). W ith  the a tta inm en t o f  B uddhahood  (i.e . j^ ch en g-w ii), one returns 
to the ultim ate point o f ori^ui, beginning and end are one, the circle is 
cdmpleted, and the process is brought to its natural cbndusion. Tsurig- 
mi’s diagram  can thus be rearranged in  the form  o f a circle.

M oreover, w hen one has attained Buddhahood, ohe realizes that all 
the stages in the process are equally nothing but a m anifestation o f the 
absolute mind (i-h sin ), whose fundam ental nature is eternally pure and 
enlightened and can never be tainted by the defilem ents that appear to 
obscure it. The defilem ents are accidental, being only the result o f sen
tient beings，delusion. But the true nature o f reality is unaffected by the 
failure o f sentient beings to see it as it reaiDy is. Thus, even though the 
fath§gatagarbha appears to be defiled, it is fo rever im m aculate and. 
inviolate. W hen one attains enlightenm ent, one realizes that in trin sic  
enlightenm ent is m ore than a stage in  the process o f delusion and enlight
enment, it is also the fundam ental ground upon which the entire pro
cess is based. The pen  in  the term  pen-chU eh thus indicates that in trin sic  
^tlightenm ent is not on ly ontologically p rio r to the other phases o f the pro
cess, which are on ly  epiphenom ena (m o o r h sta n g ), but that it is also the 
ontological ground (pen  o r h sin g) that underlies all o f them equally.

The relationship between in trin sic  enlightenm ent and the other phases o f 
the process o f delusion and enlightenm ent can best be illustrated by 
making use o f T sung-m i，s adaptation o f the fam ous m etaphor o f w ater 

waves from  the A w akening o f F a ith . The originally tranquil surface o f 
the water in which a ll things are reflected clearly (in trin sic  enligh tenm ent) 
becomes stirred up by the action o f the wind o f ignorance (u n en ligh ten - 

to form  w aves ( i.e .，the process o f delusion). Even though the 
wind ceases suddenly (su dd en  en ligh ten m en t, ch ieh -w u ), the motion o f the 
Wayes only subsides gradually (i.e , the process o f the realization o f 
enlightenment，gradual cultivation , skih-chueh) until all m ovem ent has 
^°Pped and the surface o f the w ater is once again tranquil (a tta in m en t o f 
Buddkahoodi ch en g-w u ). N e v e rth e le ss 9 w hether the surface o f the w ater is 
tra*iquil or agitated, w hether its w aves are large o r sm all，it is all equally



w ater (i.e ., the absolute m ind). M oreover, the changing condition of the 
surface o f the w ater does not affect its fiindam ental nature o f being able 
to reflect all things (in trin sic  enlightenm ent).

5. Tsung-miCriticism of the Northern and 
Hung-chou Lines

In order to assess Tsung‘m i，s position with respect to the larger histori
cal context o f the sudden-gradual polarity, it is first necessary to analyze 
his criticisms o f some o f the other C h’an approaches to religious cultiva
tion. As his criticisms o f these other approaches turn on his understand
ing o f the fundamental nature o f m ind, the analysis w ill further clarify 
the deep structure o f his thought as well as highlight what was at stake 
for him in his characterization o f the Ho-tse teaching as sudden enlight
enment followed by gradual cultivation. The two C h ’an traditions 
whose critiques are most pertinent in this regard are the Northern and 
Hung-chou lineages.

A  • T sung-m V s C ritiq u e o f th e N orth ern  L in e
W ithin his scheme o f the various perm utations o f the terms “sudden” 
and “gradual，，as they apply to enlightenm ent and cultivation, Tsung- 
mi identifies the teaching and practice o f the Northern line as falling 
under the category o f gradual cultivation followed by sudden enlighten
ment. In both his subcommentary to his com mentary and his abridged 
com mentary to the S cripture o f P erfect E nlightenm ent (Yuan-chueh ching ta-shu 
ch}ao and Lueh-shu ch 'ao) , he points out that this case can be interpreted 
in two w ays.55 The first presumes a prior sudden insight (i.e ., chieh-wu)̂  
thus conforming to his threefold model o f religious practice and so dif
fering only in emphasis, but not substance, from the case o f sudden 
enlightenment followed by gradual cultivation, which presumes a sub
sequent realization o f enlightenm ent (cheng~wu)  as its unstated third 
term . The second interpretation o f gradual cultivation followed by sud
den enlightenment does not presume a prior experience o f insight, and 
it is within this fram ework that Tsung-mi places，and criticizes, North
ern C h ’an*

Tsung-m i’s clearest criticism  of N orthern C h ’an occurs in his Ch 
C hart，where he gives the following characterization o f its major tenets.

S e n t i e n t  b e i n g s  o r i g i n a l l y  h a v e  a n  e n l i g h t e n e d  n a t u r e  j u s t  a s  a  m i r r o r  h a s  
a  l u m i n o u s  n a t u r e ,  b u t  d e f i l e m e n t s  c o v e r  i t  f r o m  v i e w  j u s t  a s  a  m i r r o r  is  

darkened by dust. If we re ly  on the teachings of a m aster and ex tin gu i^  
q u r  d e l u d e d  t h o u g h t s ,  t h e n ,  w h e n  t h o s e  t h o u g h t s  a r e  e l i m i n a t e d ,  t h e  
nature of the mind will be enlightened and there will be nothing that is not 
know n . It is lik e  w ip in g  a w a y  d u st: w h en  the d u st is  e lim in a ted , the



essence of the mirror is luminous and clear and there is nothing that is not 
reflected in it. Therefore, the founder o f this lineage, Shen-hsiu, presented 
the f o l lo w in g  verse to the fifth patriarch:

The body is the bodhi tree,
The mind is like a luminous mirror.
We must always wipe it clean 
And never let dust collect.56

Tsung-mi then goes on to give the following critique:

This [teaching】 merely consists in the method of going against the flow [of 
b i r t h - a n d - d e a t h ]  and opposing residual conditioning (h si, vdsand) [based 
on] the phenomenal appearances of impure and pure conditioned origina
tion (jan chingyuan~chri chih hsiang) and has not yet awakened to the fact 
that deluded thoughts are intrinsically empty and that the nature o f the 
mind is intrinsically pure. When enlightenment is not yet deeply penetrat
ing, how can cultivation be in conformity with the true?57

Tsung-mi’s characterization o f N orthern C h'an emphasizes the im
portance o f the tathagatagarbha, the intrisically enlightened nature pos
sessed by all sentient beings. His criticism  also shows that he sees its 
understanding o f the tathagatagarbha as being different from  his own in 
a profoundly significant way. In order to see precisely wherein this dif
ference lies, and what it means fo r Tsung-m i, it is necessary to place 
Tsung-mi^ critique o f N orthern C h ’an into the larger doctrinal context 
that he articulates in his Ch 3an P reface, where he identifies its teaching 
with that o f the Fa-hsiang brand o f \bgacara. Tsung-m i9s m ajor cri
tique o f Fa-hsiang is that there is an unbridgeable gap between the ala
yavijnana and suchness (ch en -ju , ta th a td ). He charges that in the Fa- 
hsiang teaching “ dharm as subject to birth-and-death are not connected 
with suchness，’ (sheng-m ieh teng fa  pu -ktian  ch en -ju ).5S In term s o f the two 
aspects of the m ind outlined in the A w akening o f F aith , this means that 
there is no connection between the m ind as suchness (h sin  chen-ju)  and 
the mind that is subject to birth-and-death (h sin  sheng-m ieh);  in other 
words, there is no connection between the tathagatagarbha and alaya- 
yynana. Suchness is seen to be static {n in g-jan  ‘ in ert’ and pu -pien  
unchanging，)一 that is, it is not involved in the production o f pure and 

:mpure phenomenal appearances (h sian g). W here the Fa-hsiang teach- 
InS falls short is in its recognition o f only one aspect o f the absolute 
mind (i-h sin ): while it acknowledges its “unchanging” (pu -pien )  charac- 
ter’ it wholly ignores its  “ conditioned” (su i-y tia n ) character. In other 
Words，it does not realize that the phenom enal appearances it purports 
to analyze are the functioning (yu n g) o f the mind as suchness as it 
accords with conditions (su i-y iia n ). But it is precisely the conditioned 
aspect of suchness that is o f vital im portance fo r Tsung-m i, because it



links the tathagatagarbha with the alayavijnana and thereby accounts 
for how suchness accords w ith conditions to form  all pure and impure 
states. It is this conditioned aspect o f suchness that Tsung-mi refers to 
as nature origination (h sin g -ch，i)，a term  that emphasizes the dynamic 
quality o f his understanding o f the fundam ental nature o f the mind.

In Tsung-m i’s view , it is because the Fa-hsiang teaching lacks the 
principle o f nature origination that there is nothing to mediate between 
the alayavijnana and suchness, the realm  o f defiled activity and that of 
unconditioned purity. It is thus guilty o f a fundam ental dualism . Nature 
origination, on the other hand, bridges this gap. by affirm ing that all 
phenomenal appearances (h sian g) are nothing but a m anifestation (yung) 
of the nature (h sin g ) that is their very essence (t> i). N ature origination 
overcomes this dualism  by making use o f the paradigm  of essence and 
function ( t ’i-yu n g). This conceptual paradigm , which had played a dom
inant role in Chinese m etaphysical vocabulary since at least the “Neo- 
Taoist” speculations o f the third century, provides the basic conceptual 
fram ework in term s o f which Tsung-mi structures his thought. The var
ious polarities that Tsung-m i employs— such as nature and phenomenal 
appearances, or root (pen ) and branch (m o)~ a ll conform  to this para
digm. Essence, nature, and root, on the one hand, and function, phe
nom enal appearance(s), and branch, on the other, are all interchange
able. The equation o f the essence and function paradigm  with that of 
root and branch also reveals toward which side the polarity is weighted 
in value.

Tsung-m i，s criticism  o f Fa-hsiang applies to N orthern C h ’an as well, 
whose practice is directed toward rem oving the im purities that obscure 
the intrinsic purity o f the m ind. Such a practice is based on a funda
m ental misconception because it does not realize that the impurities 
themselves are em pty (k ,u n g , sun ya)一 and by “em pty” Tsung-mi means 
that they lack any independent reality o f their own, because they are 
nothing but a m anifestation o f the intrinsically pure mind as it accords 
with conditions. The “ im purities” are thus not im pure in themselves. 
Rather, their im purity lies in the dualistic m isapprehension o f them as 
im pure—in other words, the fmlure to see through them  to the intrinsi
cally pure nature that is their essence and o f which they are an expres
sion.

This dualism , or fundam ental m isconception, which Tsung-mi sees 
as i卩form ing N orthern C h,an teaching is based on the absence o f chieh- 
w u , the in itial, sudden experience o f insight. Such an insight consists in 
recognizing the fundamental identity of sentient beings and Buddhas, 
sam sara and nirvana, hence it also entails the recognition that delude 
thoughts (i.e ., dust) lack any reality o f their own (tvan g-n ien  pen î u)  
because they are m erely the functioning o f the essence o f the mind as i



accords with conditions. In other words, chieh-w u  is an insight into 
nature origination as^the fundam ental unifying principle behind thê  
apparent m ultiplicity o f phenomenal appearances. This insight vali- 
dates the mundane world o f phenomenal appearances as the m anifesta- 
tion of our nature. Phenomenal appearances are therefore “em pty” 
and so are not really impure.

Tsung-mi's most comprehensive discussion o f nature origination 
occurs in a passage in his subcommentary to C h ’eng-kuan，s commen- 
tary to the chapter on the practice and vows o f Sam antabhadra from  
Prajna^ translation o f the G an^avyuka. There he connects it to condi
tioned origination (yuan-ch }i, pratityasam u tpada)  and shows how it is 
r e la t e d  to the processes of delusion and enlightenm ent. Nature origina
tion and conditioned origination present two different causal models 
offering different levels o f explanation. Conditioned origination ex
plains how different phenomenal appearances condition one another, 
while nature origination explains how all phenomenal appearances are 
ultimately based upon the nature. In his discussion o f conditioned origi
nation, Tsung-mi first distinguishes between two modes: what he calls 
“defiled conditioned origination” (jan-yuan~ch fi)  and “pure conditioned 
origination” (ching-yuan-ch yi) , 59 These two modes correspond to the par
allel processes o f delusion and enlightenment discussed above. He then 
goes on to make the further crucial distinction between two different 
levels o f defiled conditioning, which he refers to as ( 1 ) its “beginningless 
root” (w u-sh ih  km -pen) and (2 ) its “ evolved branches” (chan-chuan chih- 
m o). The first refers to autonomous ignorance (tu -t3ou w u-m ing; var. tu - 
hsing w u-m ing, pu-kung w u-m ing; avidya-avenikT )̂ 0 or what he later refers to 
as prim ordial ignorance (ken^pen w u-m ing) . 61 This is an ignorance that 
exists prior to (at least logically if  not also tem porally) and indepen
dently of the defilements (k lesa ). It is the root (pen ) o f the later “evolved 
branches” (i.e ., the last eight stages in the process o f delusion). Sudden 
enlightenment (ch ieh -w u ) counteracts this prim ordial ignorance. 62 Once 
the process o f delusion has been set in m otion, however, it becomes self- 
Perpetuating. G radual cultivation is therefore necessary to counteract 
its ‘evolved branches.”

Since, according to Tsung-xni，s analysis, the N orthern line lacks sud- 
dfn enlightenment (ch ieh -w u ), its “ gradual cultivation” is qualitatively 
different from the gradual cultivation that follows chieh-w u. N ature is 
not on】y the basis o f phenomenal appearances, but also the ground of 
Practice. This failure to recognize the essential nature o f all phenomenal 

PP^arances is im plicit in Tsung-mi's charge that the practice taught by 
°rthern C h’an is “ inauthentic” (fei-ch en ). As Tsung-mi adds in his 

^ count o f this teaching in his subcommentary to the S cripture o f P erfect 
妨tenm ent, “ If cultivation is not in conform ity with the true, how can



one attain realization even after m any kalpas? ， ， 63 Thus when Tsung- 
says that N orthern C h，an “m erely consists in the method o f going 
against the flow and opposing residual conditioning [based on] the phe
nomenal appearances o f im pure and pure conditioned origination,” he 
is im plicitly criticizing it fo r not understanding nature origination.

B . T su n g-m i ys C ritiq u e o f th e H ung-chou L in e
Tsung-mi characterizes the teaching o f the Hung-chou line as being 
diam etrically opposed to that o f the N orthern line. He contrasts the two 
by rem arking that the N orthern line regards “ everything as altogether 
false” ( w ang) whereas the Hung-chou line regards “ everything as alto
gether tru e” (ch en ). T heir approaches to cultivation are accordingly 
opposite: the N orthern line advocates “ subjugating the mind so as to 
extinguish the false” (fu -h sin  m ieh-w ang) whereas the Hung-chou line 
advocates ^entrusting oneself to act freely according to the nature of 
one’s feelings” (h sin -jert ch ’ing-hsing).6令 W here the N orthern line falls 
into dualism , the position o f the Hung-chou line leads to a radical non
dualism  by collapsing essence ( t，i)  into function (yu n g). Tsung-m i char
acterizes its stance in the Ch 7an C hart:

The arising of mental activity, the movement of thought, even snapping 
the fingers or moving the eyes一all actions and activities are the function
ing of the entire essence of the Buddha-nature. Since there is no other kind 
of functioning, greed, anger, and folly, the performance of good and bad 
actions and the experiencing of their pleasurable and painful conse
quences are all，in their entirety, Buddha-nature.63

Because all activities—whether good or bad, enlightened or deluded— 
are “ the functioning o f the entire essence o f the Buddha-nature,” there 
is no essence outside o f its functioning.

If one examines the nature of its essence thoroughly, one will see that ulti
mately it can neither be perceived nor be realized, just as the eye cannot 
see itself’ and so on. If one considers its responsive functioning, one will 
see that everything that one does is the Buddha-nature and that there is 
nothing else that can either realize it or be realized.66

The ethically dangerous im plication o f this teaching fo r Tsung-mi is 
that, if  the essence can only be perceived through its functioning and, 
m oreover, everything is equally the functioning o f the essence in its 
entirety, then the essence becomes totally eclipsed by its functioning. 
Tsung-mi, however, insists that while the essence and its functioning 
are different aspects o f the same reality, they are nevertheless still differ
ent and that their difference is im portant because the essence, as what is 
most fundam ental (p en ), is the source o f value. His assim ilation of the 
essence-function ( t 9i-yu n g) paradigm  into that o f root and branch' (p^ 1



m o) entails a notion o f religious practice as a return to a m ore basic 
state, the prim ord ial condition o f the m ind before its bifurcation into 
subject and object, attendant upon the first subtle m ovem ent o f 
thought. It is on ly through a direct experience o f the essence that its 
functioning can be validated as true.

It is because the H ung-chou line collapses essence into function that 
Tsung-m i regards its attitude tow ards cultivation as antinom ian. He 
holds that its proponents m aintain that

one should neither rouse the mind to cut off evil nor cultivate the way. 
Since the way itself is the mind, one cannot use the mind to cultivate the 
mind. Since evil is also the mind, one cannot use the mind to cut off the 
mind. One who neither cuts off [evil] nor does [good] but freely accepts 
things as they are is called a liberated person. There is no dharma that can 
be clung to or any Buddhahood that can be attained. • . . Simply allowing 
the mind to act spontaneously is cultivation.67

Although on one level Tsung-m i would not gainsay the Hung-chou 
assertion that u ltim ately there is no Buddhahood to attain, he would 
also insist that that realization is precisely what Buddhahood consists in 
and that such a statem ent can only be m eaningfully made from  the 
standpoint o f one who has attained Buddhahood. It would be a grave 
error for one who has not yet realized that state to conclude facilely that 
there is therefore no reason to cultivate Buddhahood, Tsung-m i insists 
that while ultim ately the nature transcends all dualistic categories, yet 
there is still a difference between enlightenm ent and delusion as far as 
sentient beings are concerned. And it is the tension created by the dif
ference between enlightenm ent and delusion that vivifies practice.

Hung-chou constantly says: “Since greed, anger, compassion, and good 
deeds are all the Buddha-nature, how can there be any difference between 
them?” This is like someone who sees that there is never any difference in 
the wetness [of the water] not realizing that there'is an enormous differ
ence between the success of a boat that crosses over it and the failure of a 
boat that capsizes in it. Therefore, as far as this line’s approach toward 
sudden enlightenment is concerned, even chough it comes close, it stilJ 
does not hit the mark, and, as far as its approach toward gradual cultiva
tion is concerned, it is mistaken and completely backwards.68

Tsung-m i，s criticism  o f the Hung-chou line reveals that his use o f the 
essence-function paradigm  is m ore complex than might at first be 
apparent. W hile he emphasizes the inseparability o f essence and func
tion as different aspects o f the same reality, he also stresses their differ- 
ence； they are neither one nor different (p u -i p u -i), just as the true mind 
that is not subject to birth-and-death interfuses with deluded thoughts 
in such a w ay that they are neither one nor different. Their inseparabil



ity  is what makes religious cultivation possible and their difference is 
what makes religious cultivation necessary. Tsung-m i thus uses the 
essence-fyinction paradigm  to preserve an ethically critical duality 
w ithin a larger ontological unity. W hile this paradigm  overcomes the 
dualism  o f N orthern C h，an on the one hand, it also serves to avoid the 
radical nondualism  o f Hung-chou on the other.

As part o f his criticism  o f the Hung-chou line, Tsung-m i uses the 
analogy o f a bronze m irror to illustrate the difference between its teach
ing and that o f his own Ho-tse line. He does so by introducing a critical 
distinction between two levels o f functioning: what he calls the **intrin
sic functioning o f the self-nature” (tzu -h sin g  and its “respon
sive functioning in accord with conditions” ( m i-yu an yin g-yu n g).

. .

The material substance of the bronze [mirror] is the essence of self-nature; 
the luminous reflectivity (ming) of the bronze is the functioning of the self
nature; and the images reflected by its luminous reflectivity are its func
tioning in accord with conditions. The images are reflected in direct 
response to conditions. While the reflections may have thousands of varia
tions, the luminous reflectivity is the ever-present luminous reflectivity of 
the self-nature.69 r,

u
The functioning o f self-nature is synonym ous with intrinsic enlight

enm ent. The functioning in accord with conditions refers to the psy
chophysical functions o f “ speech, discrim ination, bodily movement, 
and the like .’ ，70 The relationship between these two orders o f function
ing can be characterized in term s o f the essence and function，or root 
and branch, paradigm : the functioning o f the self-nature is the essence 
or root o f the functioning in accord with conditions. Tsung-m i uses this 
distinction to point out that the Hung-chou line, in overemphasizing 
the “ responsive ftm ctioning” o f the Buddha-nature, altogether misses 
the functioning o f its self-nature. Its practice therefore lacks ontological 
grounding and is apt to veer o ff in ethically dangerous directions- By 
m aking this distinction crucial fo r differentiating between the Hung- 
chou and Ho-tse teachings, Tsung-m i reaffirm s his emphasis on essence 
in contradistinction to function. By calling attention to the importance 
o f the intrinsic functioning o f the self-nature, Tsung-m i effectively 
drives a wedge between essence and function to insure that they cannot 
be collapsed in the way he understands the Hung-chou teaching to have 
done.

6. Tsung-mi，s Theory and Shen-hui

Tsung-m i’s characteristic tendency to find the most comprehensive 
fram ework into which all other perspectives can be subsumed must be



taken into consideration when evaluating his accounts o f the various 
Ch，an traditions. That is to say, his characterizations are schematic 
rather than descriptive: locating a tradition within a larger conceptual 
scheme often seems to be m ore im portant than giving a textured  
description o f it. And that larger conceptual scheme is the particular 
vision o f Hua-yen teaching diat Tsung-mi espoused an d  identified with 
the teaching o f Ho-tse Shen-hui. It could be objected that his identifica- 
tion o f the teaching o f the N orthern line o f C h’an with that o f Fa- 
hsiang, for exam ple, is reductive and forces the com plexity o f its teach- 
ing into a prefabricated mold (equipped w ith its own built-in doctrinal 
critique). A ll the same, Tsung-m i was thoroughly acquainted with 
much of the C h ’an literature o f his tim e, having devoted him self to col
lecting the extant writings o f the various C h ’an traditions into a sepa
rate “basket” (p ita k a )  to which his C h3an P reface was to serve as a general 
introduction. His opinions on the various traditions were thus based on 
a broad knowledge o f their teachings and therefore m erit our careful 
attention. Nevertheless, we must also bear in m ind that his understand
ing and pprtrayal o f them were fram ed by his own doctrinal orientation, 
which, in turn, was shaped by his reaction to the more radical interpre
tations o f C h’an practice that he encountered during his form ative 
period of C h’an training in Szechwan. As Yanagida Seizan has shown, 
the most extrem e o f these, the Pao-t，ang，had extended Shen-hui’s 
teaching o f no-thought (w u -n ien ) to entail a rejection o f all form s o f tra 
ditional Buddhist ethical practice and ritual observance.71

Tsung-mi，s reaction against radical form s o f C h ’an，seen in his cri
tique o f the Hung-chou line, calls into question the degree to which his 
teachings authentically represent those o f Shen-hui. Evidence can be 
found in the extant fragm ents o f Shen-hui^ teachings to support 
Tsung-mi’s claim that his position can be characterized as advocating 
sudden enlightenm ent followed by gradual cultivation. As we have 
seen, one o f the analogies that Tsung-mi uses to illustrate this position is 
that of an infant who possesses all o f its lim bs and faculties intact the 
moment it is bom  but only learns to m aster their use gradually. This 
analogy was very likely drawn from  Shen-hui* as the following passage 
from his R ecorded Sayings suggests.

Each one of the great masters of my [lineage] for the [last] six generations 
spoke of piercing through [the heart of the matter] with a single thrust of 
the sword (ian-tao chih-ju) and directly seeing the nature (ch ik-liao chien- 

^ ni) j they didn’t say anything about a gradual progression (chiai-chien). 
Followers of the way, you should suddenly see your Buddha-nature (tun- 
ĉ n /o -h sin g ) and then gradually cultivate causal conditions (ch ien-hsiuyin- 

. - . It is like a mother suddenly giving birth to a child, giving him 
her breast, and gradually nurturing and rearing him. • • • Suddenly



awakening and seeing one’s Buddha-nature (tun-w u chien-fo-ksing) is also 
like this——wisdom naturally increases gradually (chik-hui tzu -jan  chien-chien
tseng-chang) .72

Y et Tsung-m i also uses an analogy from  Shen-hui to illustrate sudden 
enlightenm ent and sudden cultivation—the position in which obstruc
tions are suddenly cut o ff ju st as m yriad strands o f silk are severed with 
a single stroke when cu ttin g a piece o f silk cloth. Com pare T sung-m i^ 
use o f this analogy with the following passage from Shen-hui’s Recorded 

Sayings.
[Wu-hsing] further asked: “ If the defilements are so innumerable and lim
itless that Buddhas and bodhisattvas pass through eons and still have not 
been able to succeed [in eliminating them], how could the dragon girl [in 
the story from the Lotus have been able to give rise to her aspiration
for enlightenment in an instant (ck fa-na fa -k sin ) and immediately have 
attained true enlightenment (pien ch *eng cheng-chueh)?

The Ho-shang [Shen-hui] replied: “Raising the aspiration for enlight
enment can be either sudden or gradual (fa -h sin yu  tun chien) and delusion 
and enlightenment can be either slow or quick (m i wu yu  ck*ih ch i). Delu
sion lasts for repeated eons (m i chi lei-chieh), but enlightenment takes place 
instantaneously (w u chi h su -yii). . . • For example, even though the num
ber of strands in a mil of silk is incalculable, if one gathers them together 
into a rope, puts them on a board, and severs them with a sharp sword, 
then at once they will all be cut in two. Although the strands are numer
ous, they do not take more then single stroke of a sword. A  person who 
gives rise to the aspiration for enlightenment is also like this. If he meets a 
true good friend who skillfully uses expedients to reveal suchness directly, 
then with his diamondlike wisdom he will cut through the defilemenU 
belonging to the various stages [of the bodhisattva], be immediately 
enlightened (huo-jan hsiao-wu^ and see for himself that the nature of reality 
(fa-h sin g) is originally empty and tranquil. His wisdom will then be sharp, 
bright, and clear and will penetrate [everywhere] without obstruction. 
When he realizes this, his myriad [karmic] conditions will be simultane
ously severed and his deluded thoughts, which are more numerous than 
the sands of the Ganges, will be suddenly done away with all at once. The 
limitless excellent virtues [of a Bud<ttia] will be fully ready to be used 
according to circumstances.73

As already noted, Tsung-m i also quotes twice from  Shen-hui in his 
explanation o f the case o f sudden enlightenm ent and sudden cultivation 
in the Ch 'an Preface. The fact that Tsung-m i can draw  from  Shen-hui to 
illustrate two contrasting positions suggests, at the very least, that there 
are divergent tendencies interm ixed within Shen-hui’s thought. 
ever we assess Shen-hui as a personality, he was certainly not a systern 
atic thinker. W hatever his m otivation, he seems to have put forward 
ferent positions in response to different questions and never seems



have felt a need to integrate them  into a comprehensive doctrinal fram e
work. f

The position that Tsung-m i upholds as the orthodox one, that o f sud
den enlightenm ent followed by gradual cultivation, could be character
ized as conservative in contrast to that o f sudden enlightenm ent and 
sudden cultivation, which could accordingly be characterized as radical. 
W hile we can find evidence for both positions within the Shen-hui frag
ments, that o f sudden enlightenm ent followed by gradual cultivation 
generally seems to be a fallback position to which Shen-hui retreats 
under the brunt o f a certain line o f questioning— it does not seem to be 
the position that he puts forw ard as his own when he is on the offen
sive.74 In any case, Tsung-m i, in his characterization o f Shen-hui’s 
teaching, seems to have identified the m ore conservative strand o f his 
thought as orthodox and suppressed the more radical one. That is, he 
plays down the strong prajn d-pdram itd  thrust in Shen-hui’s teaching 
while em phasizing a \fogacara understanding o f the obduracy o f the 
defilements. T his emphasis no doubt reflects Tsung-m i’s reaction to the 
radical way Shen-hui’s teaching had been adapted by some o f the 
Szechwan C h ’an traditions.

7. Conclusion

Tsung-m i^ analysis o f the different contexts in which the term s “sud- 
den” (tu n ) and “ gradual” (ch ien ) operate does much to make sense out 
of what often seems to be a hopelessly confused and confusing issue. For 
this reason alone it is w orth our attention. ironically, it is ju st its 
ability to render the tangle o f controversy intelligible that, in the final 
analysis, betrays Tsung-m i as a gradualist. His approach to the sudden- 
gradual issue is fu lly  congruent w ith his approach to Buddhist doctrine 
—that is, he tries to reconcile conflicting interpretations by uncovering 
a more com prehensive fram ework in which they can all be harm o
niously sublated. His theory o f sudden enlightenm ent followed by grad- 

cultivation integrates the experience o f sudden enlightenm ent into a 
comprehensive vision o f a progressive path o f spiritual cultivation, one 
that emphasizes the im portance o f a sudden “leap” o f insight w ithin a 
larger philosophy o f progress. 75 By so doing, Tsung-m i, in effect, 
domesticates the experience o f enlightenm ent. But this is precisely what 
the subitist claim s can never be done, for there is a profound sense in 
which enlightenm ent can never be accounted for, bccause to do so is to 
Place it, as Tsung-m i does, w ithin a conceptual structure with its own 
strictures o f rationality. The subitist insists that enlightenm ent is an 
f^perience o f breaking through all such structures—and for that reason 
lt is ultim ately ineffable. T o say anything at all about enlightenm ent is to



impose structure upon it, no m atter how deftly or obliquely done ^  
necessary corollary to any thoroughgoing and consistent attempt to 
apply the subitist stance w ould thus be an apophatic approach to lan- 
guage. In the end, the subitist relies on silence—but even this must be 
regarded as sym bolic, for silence can only be interpreted within some 
context o f discourse. W hen taken seriously, subitism is a position that 
by its very nature transcends articulation, fo r to articulate it coherently 
is to resort to the expedience o f linguistic convention, in which both 
explicit and im plicit conceptual structures are inextricably embedded.

Subitism , then, fo r all the appeal o f its uncom prom ising stance, leads 
to a set o f curious and intractable problem s when it is applied to prac
tice. 76 The apophatic rhetorical posture makes it impossible to say any
thing concrete about the actual experience o f the practice o f meditation. 
Taken by itself, it is easy to see how it might be possible for such a pos
ture to be interpreted in a w ay that underm ines religious and ethical 
practice. Tsung-m i seems to  have been w ell aware o f this possibility, 
since he came from  a part o f C hina where a num ber o f extrem e applica
tions o f C h ’an doctrine had gained currency by his day.

N evertheless, it would be w rong to characterize Tsung-mi simply as a 
gradualist. The doctrine o f suddenness is essential to his own sense of 
identity as a successor in Shen-hui’s teaching line, and the experience of 
sudden enlightenm ent serves as his criterion for gauging the authentic
ity  o f C h，an teachings, on practice. Tsung-m i，s own position is too 
complex and subtle to be categorized as sim ply that o f a subitist or a 
gradualist~ just as his use o f the essence-fianction paradigm  makes it 
impossible to characterize his thought as conform ing to either a dualis
tic or a nondualistic model.

Tsung-m i，s position on the sudden-gradual issue seems in many 
respects to be unique. For exam ple，in his explanation o f the nature and 
function o f religious language, Tsung-m i claims that the sudden teach
ing is precisely that which is able to reveal the essence with a single 
word. He defines the ultim ate 条caching，which he identifies with the 
Ho-tse line, as that which reveals the nature im m ediately; because it 
reveals the nature w ithout -resorting to expedients，it is also sudden. 
And it does so by using the single w ord “ awareness” (ch ih ). Tsung-nu 
interprets the famous phrase，“ the single word ‘awareness’ is the gate of 
all m ysteries,” which he attributes to Shen-hui, to mean that Shen-hui 
used the single w ord directly to reveal the truth. The sudden teaching is 
therefore the teaching that enables one to experience sudden enlighten
m ent.77 He thus defines suddenness in term s o f its ability to use 
guage positively to reveal the truth.

In a very broad sense, we can see the sudden-gradual polarity .as 
of a larger dialectic in Buddhism. O n the one hand，there is a need t° 
create structures to give m eaning and direction to practice. As a sote



biological system deeply concerned with the practical task pf motivating 
and guiding its followers, Buddhism requires a coherent vision of the 
nature and structure of the path. Such conceptual maps orient the prac
titioner, locating him in relation to his ultimate goal and thereby clarify- 
■ng his task. Since such maps may also ground their pictures o f the 
c o u rs e  o f practice within a broader understanding of the ontological 
s t r u c t u r e  of reality—as Tsung-mi，s threefold theory o f insight, cultiva- 
tion, and realization does within his understanding of the fundamental 
nature of the mind as the ultimate source of all appearance's—they may 
also serve to motivate and sustain practice by giving the practitioner 
confidence in his ability to realize the goal, because the path he is fol
lowing is part o f the very nature of things. On the other hand, it is easy 
to lose sight of the fact that conceptual maps are only expedient devices 
that must be cast aside after they have served their purpose. If the prac
titioner becomes attached to any map as being a true picture of reality, it 
becomes an obstacle thwarting the very realization of that to which it is 
intended to lead. Buddhism thus has the equally important need contin
ually to deconstruct those very structures it is called upon ta  create. 
From the “hard” edge of the subitist position, all means (upaya) must 
be rejected as conceptual traps. Given these seemingly discordant atti
tudes (often represented in Buddhist discourse by the distinction 
between conventional and ultimate truth), one could say that both 
stances are needed for balance，that a one-sided subitism can subvert 
practice just as a one-sided gradualism can stifle realization, and that 
what is crucial is the vitality of the tension generated between them— 
but to say this is to take a tack not unsim ilar to that o f Tsung-mi and，of 
course, to side with the gradualists. •

A ppendix 1
Ch，eng-kuan，s Scheme of Sudden-Gradual Combinations

Tsung-mi’s analysis o f the five permutations o f sudden and gradual 
as applied to enlightenment and cultivation is derived from Ch’eng- 
kuan. In his H ua-yen ch in gyen -i ch ，ao ( 7" 36 .164c8-16) and H ua-yen ching 
^ ngyuan p ，in  shu (ZZ l/7/3.252al7-b l 1)，C h，eng-kuan gives tw<> 
s%htly different, but overlapping schemes, which，when combined, 
result in the five permutations outlined by Tsung-mi. Most impor- 
tantly, Tsung-mi adopted Gh’eng-kuan’s distinction between ch ieh -w u  
and cheng~wu. Nevertheless, even though Tsung-mi takes over the five 
Imputations enumerated by C h’eng-kuan，his description of their con- 

t is often quite different. He also uses them for a different purpose. 
ereas C h’eng-kuan’.s account claims to be purely descriptive and 

炫on CS n°  va ûe judgments as to the relative merits of the various posi- 
s> Tsung-mi’s analysis serves to demonstrate the superiority of



Shen-hui，s teaching. The differences between Ch，eng-kuan，s and 
Tsung-mi’s analyses is also discussed by Chinul in his PdpchippySrhaeng 
nok choryo pyongip sag i. For bibliographical references see note 17 below 
In order to provide a basis for comparison, a translation o f the relevant 
sections from Ch，eng-kuan，s two works follows.

1 . Sudden enlightenment and gradual cultivation from H singyuan p 3in 
shu (252a l7 -b l):

The case o f sudden enlightenment and gradual cultivation involves 
enlightenment o f insight (chieh-w u) 、That is to say, in the case in which 
one clearly intuits the nature o f the mind and then engages in the train
ing o f gradual cultivation so as to make oneself come into full accord 
with it, enlightenment is like the shining o f the sun [following Chinul； 
ZZhas “moon”】，which suddenly illuminates all things, and cultivation 
is like the wiping o f a mirror, which becomes gradually more lustrous 
and bright.

from Y en-ichyao (164c8-12):

Sudden enlightenment and gradual cultivation is like seeing a nine- 
story tower: although it is seen suddenly, it is only after one has 
ascended the stairs that one reaches the top. f

2. Gradual cultivation and sudden enlightenment from H singyuanp^in  
shu (252b l-4):

The case of gradual cultivation and sudden enlightenment means 
that only after having first assimilated objects so that there is only mind 
and then observing the intrinsic purity of the mind are mind and its 
objects both tranquil. There is then not even the slightest stirring of 
thought and the succession of past and future [thought] is sundered: 
[the mind] is as limpid as a calm ocean and as vast as empty space. 
Since this case involves enlightenment of realization (cheng-w u)) cultiva
tion is like polishing a m irror and enlightenmettt is like the m irror’s 
luminous reflectivity.

3. Sudden cultivation and gradual enlightenment from Yen^i ch*ao 
(164cl2-3):

Sudden cultivation and gradual enlightenment is like burnishing 
[bronze] m irror: although one burnishes the entire surface at a ti〒 e ， 

becoming bright and clear is gradual. Although the myriad practices 
are suddenly cultivated, enlightenment is only gradually perfecte • 
This case involves enlightenment of realization (cheng-w u).



4 G radual cultivation and gradual enlightenm ent from  H sin g yiia n p  Jin  
shu (252b 4-5):

rhe case o f gradual cultivation and gradual enlightenm ent also 
involves enlightenm ent o f realization (ch en g-w u ). Here cultivation and 
en】ightenment are both like ascending a tow er: as one gradually climbs 
higher，one’s gaze gradually extends further.

from Y en-i ch 'ao ( 1 6 4 a l6 -1 7 )； *

Gradual cultivation and gradual enlightenm ent is like cutting sec
tions of bamboo: the sections are not the same.v
5, Sudden enlightenm ent and sudden cultivation from  H sin g yiia n p 9in  

shu (2 5 2 b 6 -ll) :

The case o f sudden enlighenm ent and sudden cultivation includes 
three meanings.

(a) In the case o f being suddenly enlightened and subsequently 
engaging in cultivation , a broad and sudden intuition is called enlight
enment and fu lly m erging w ith the w ay w ithout either observing o r pur
ifying [following C hinu l, ch *eng; Z Z h a s cheng], controlling (sh ou ) or 
assimilating (sh e), is called cultivation . This is a case o f enlightenm ent o f 
insight (ch ieh -w u ) and it takes sam adhi as its m eans o f access. A gain, it is 
like a m irror which is o f itself lum inously reflective w ithout having to be 
wiped or polished.

(b) In the case o f in tia lly  engaging in cultivation and subsequently 
being enlightened, abruptly seeing the nature o f the m ind as a result o f 
having previously engaged in cultivation is called enlightenm ent. This 
is a case o f enlightenm ent o f realization (ch eng-w u) in which cultivation  
b like taking m edicine and enlightenm ent is like curing the ailm ent.

(<0 In the case w here cultivation and enlightenm ent are sim ultane
ous, when -no-mind is shining in forgetfulness, it is naturally tranquil 
and aware. This is a case o f sam adhi and prajna operating concurrently. 
No-mind, like a lum inous m irror, suddenly reflects all things. Here 
enlightenment encom passes [follow ing C hinul, t 9ung; ZZhas tao] both 
lnsight (chieh)  and realization (fih en g),

from Y en-i ch  'ao ( 1 6 4 c l 3 -16 ) :

Sudden cultivation and sudden enlightenm ent is like a sharp sword 
cutting silk: when a thousand strands are cut, they are all simultane- 
0̂ sly severed. O r again it is like dying a thousand strands o f silk: when 

了y are all sim ultaneously [im m ersed in] the dye, they at once become 
ored. Thus when the m yriad practices are all cultivated, they are 

Irnultaneously brightly enlightened.



Appendix 2 
The Structure of the A w aken ing o f F aith

One mind

Absolute aspect
■-------------1 — n .

Transcends words Predicated in words

Conditioned aspect

_  II
Alayavijnana

Empty Nonempty Enlightened Unenlightened

Three subtle stages of 
phenomenal appearance

f Activity of ignorance 
! Perceiving subject 
【Objects of perception

Six coarse stages of 
phenomenal appearance

Discrimination 
Continuity 
Attachment 
Symbolic representation 
Giving rise to karma 
Experiencing suffering

Appendix 3
A Comparison of Tsung_mi，s Stages of Phenomenal E v o lu t io n  

a n d  t h e  A w akening o f F aith
Awakening o f  Faith

One mind 
Alayavijnana 
Enlightened mode 
Unenlightened mode 
Activity of ignorance 
Perceiving subject 
Perceived objects 
Discrimination \
Continuity J 
Attachment \
Symbolic representation f
Generating karma 
Suffering of karmic bondage

Tsung-：

J . Intrinsic enlightenment
2. Unenlightenment
3. Arising of thoughts
4. Arising of the perceiving subject
5. Manifestation of perceived objects

6 . Attachment to things

7. Attachment to self
8. Defilements
9. Generating karma

1 0 .  Experiencing the c o n s e q u e n c e s



Notes

1 . This chapter is based prim arily on two texts by Tsung-mi: the Chung-hua 
ch’uan-hsin-ti Ch'an-m en sh ih -tzu  ch 'eng-hsi t*u (Chart of the Master-Disciple Suc
cession of the Ch，an Gate That Has Transmitted the Mind Ground in China) 
and Ch san-yiian chu-ch 'uan-chi tu -ksii (Preface to the Collected Writings on the 
Source of ChJan), referred to throughout this chapter as C h’an Chart and C k’an 
Preface, respectively. The C h’an Preface appears in vol. 48 of the Taisko shinshu 
daizdkyo and the C h’an C hart appears in series 2, case 15，vol. 5 of the D ainippon 
zo^izdkyo. Both texts have been edited, annotated，and translated into modem 
Japanese by Kamata Shigeo in vol. 9 of the Zen no goroku series under the gen
eral editorship of Iriya \bshitaka (Tokyo: Chikuma shobo, 1971); Kamata，s 
edition will be cited as “K ” throughout. Jeffrey Broughton has included a com
plete translation of the C h，an Preface in his “Kuei-feng Tsung-mi: The Conver
gence of Ch’an and the Teachings” (Ph.D. diss” Columbia University, 1975); 
this translation will be cited as “B” throughout. The C h，an Chart is quoted 
extensively by Chinul in his Popchip pyorkaeng nok choryo pyongip sagi; I have used 
the edition published by Yanagida Seizan in K orai hon: Zemmon satsuyd; Zengen 
shosmshu to jo ; H dju betsugyd roku setsuyo (Kyoto; Chubun shuppansha, 1974). The 
Ch'an Chart is also included in P*ei H siu sh ih -i wen3 published by Ishii Shudo in 
Zengaku kenkyu, vol. 60(1981), 69-104.

2. See ChJan Chart，4 3 3 d ll-13 ; K ，277.
3. Ib id .,434a l6-17 , d l-3 ; K, 282.
4. Ibid., 434bl 1-14*; K , 282.
5. Ibid.，438b5，K ，341.
6. See C h’an Preface, 402b2-3; K ，81; cf. B, 142.
7. Ibid , 399c7; K ，30; cf. B, 99.
8. Ibid., 402b4； K , 81; cf. B, 143.
9. See, for example, Ch 9an Preface, 402a l0-19 ; K , 78. Cf. B，139-140.
10. For an example o f Tsung-mi’s ecumenical approach, see Ch'an Preface, 

侧 clO-22; K , 49. C f. B，118 -119 .
11. C ^an Preface, 408a9-12; K , 191. Cf. B，249.
12. See Ch1 an Preface, 407c l2-13 ; K，191. Cf. B，244.
13. See my article “The Place of the Sudden Teaching within the Hua-yen 

Tradition: An Investigation of the Process of Doctrinal Change,M Journal o f the 
htem attonai A ssociation o f B uddhist Studies 6 , no. 1 (1983): 31-60.

U. See C ^an Preface, 407b l5-17 ; K , 184. Cf. B, 238.
15. See C h’an Preface, 407b21-c2; K , 185. Cf. B, 240-241. This corresponds 

t0 what Tsung-mi refers to as the sudden teaching that was expounded in 
response to beings of superior capacity (chu-chi tun-chiao), which，in the Ch an 
^ fdce, he distinguishes from the sudden teaching as a method of exposition 
M如-a tun-chiao)，which applies exclusively to the A vatarrisaka-sutra.

16- See Ch3an Preface, 407b l7-20; K ，184. Cf. B，238.
The following summary is based on the account found in the C h，an Preface 

W 7cl2-408a7; K, 191; cf. B, 244-249) but also makes use of the more detailed 
^ count found in Tsung-mi's subcommentary to both his comrhentary and

r id g e d  c o m m e n t a r y  t o  t h e  Scripture o f Perject Enlightenment (Yuan-chiieh ching ta-



chu ch’ao, Z Z  1/14/3.280b-281 a, and Liieh-shu ch*ao, ZZ  1/15/2.132a-c) whi k 
will be referred to as TSC  and LSC  hereafter The five major positions enuniera 
ted by Tsung-mi derive from both Ch，eng-kuan’s subcommentary to the 
Avatam saka-sutra ( Ta-fang^kuang Jo-hua-yen ching su i-sh u yen -i c^ao, T 36.164c) and 
his commentary on Prajna’s translation of the chapter on the practice and vows 
of Samantabhadra from the Gan^avyuha {H ua-yen ching hsingyiian p  Hn shu, ZZ 1/ 
7/3.251d-252b). Ch’eng-kuan outlines four different major positions in eacjj 
work; when both are combined, there are a total of five. Whereas Ch’eng-kuan 
merely outlines the different positions without evaluating them, Tsung-mi of 
course, argues for the orthodoxy of sudden enlightenment followed by gradual 
cultivation. See Ishii Shudo/'Tongo zenshu ni tsuite,” IB K  29, no. 2 (1981). 
586-591. For an analysis of Ch’eng-kuan’s position, sec \bshizu Yoshihide 
Kegonzen no sh isoshi-ieki kenkyu (Tokyo: Daitd shuppansha, 1985)，249-266. See 
Appendix 1 for a translation of the relevant passages from Ch’eng-kuan. The 
differences between Tsung-mi’s explanation of sudden enlightenment and 
gradual practice in the Ch^n Chart and Ch,eng-kuan，s discussion of these terms 
in his H ua-yen ching hsingyiian pHn shu arc discussed extensively by Chinul in his 
Popchip pyorhaeng nok chdtyo pyongip sagi (158b ff.); cf. the excellent translation by 
Robert Buswell in his Korean Approach to Zen: The C ollected Works o f Chinul (Hono
lulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1983), 278ff. Tsung-mi’s enumeration of the 
five possible permutations of sudden and gradual as they apply to enlighten
ment and cultivation is adopted by Yen-shou in his W an-shan fung-kuei chi, T 
48.987b-c.

Actually, Tsung-mi seems to give a sixth position in the Ch ’an Preface: that the 
terms “sudden” and “gradual” apply only to human capacities，not to the 
dharma (see 402al4; K , 78; cf. B, 139 and 408a5-6; K , 191; cf. B, 248). This 
position would seem to be that of the Platform  Sutra (see Philip B. Yampolsky, The 
Platform  Sutra o f the Sixth Patriarch: The Text o f the Tun-huang M anuscript [N ey/ b̂rk 
and London: Columbia University Press, 1967], 137)，although Tsung-mi docs 
not so identify it. In fact, it is significant to note that, as far as I can discover, 
Tsung-mi never refers to the Platform  Sutra. Since this position is not enumer
ated in the corresponding sections of either the TSC  or LSC  and since it docs not 
involve a permutation of the terms “sudden” and “gradual” as they apply 
enlightenment and cultivation，it has been ignored for the purposes of this 
chapter.

18. T  46.1c23, as translated by Neal Donner in “ The Great Calm ing and Con
tem plation of Chih-i. Chapter One: The Synopsis” (Ph.D. diss., University o 
British Columbia,, 1976)，45. Sec the passage from Chih-i’s Fa-kua ksuan-i ( 
33.806b24-25) as translated in the chapter by Donner in this volume: * 4 c 
perfect and sudden meditation one takes ultimate reality as the object of con 
templation even from the time that the thought of enlightenment makes its i 
appearance•” ■

19. T SC , 280b9-10. Tsung-mi borrows the distinction between chieh-wu 311 
cheng-wu from Ch，eiig-kuan; sec H sin gyuanp3in shu, 252al6-17.

20. Tsung-mi links this position with that of the Ox-head line ofCh an- ,
21. A similar statement can be found in Shen-hui’s Y ii-lu ; see Hu Shi ’ 

Shen-hui ho-shang i-ch i (Taipei: Hu Shih chi-nien kuan, 1966; repr. 1970)，1



22 The first quotation can be found in H o-tse Shen-hui ta-sh ihyu  as quoted in 
Ching-访 ch，m n-teng lu , 7*51.439cl; I have been unable to locate the second.

Tsung-m i gives three different in terpretations of th is case in  TSC (280d8- 
281a6) and LSC  (132c 1-16〉. In the first, enlightenment precedes cultivation 
and is therefore that of insight (chieh). In the second, enlightenment succeeds 
cultivation and is therefore that of realization (cheng). In the third, enlighten- 
ment and cultivation are simultaneous, and enlightenment encompasses both 
insight (chieh) and realization (cheng). Tsung-mi’s explanations basically amplify 
Ch，eng-kuan，s treatment in his H singyiian p 3in shu (see Appendix 1).

23. See my “Tsung-mi and the Single Word ‘Awareness, (ch ih ),” Philosophy 
East and West 35, no. 3 (1985): 249-269.

24. 407c2 1 -2 2 ; K , 1*91. C f. B , 246.
25. Ta-sheng ch，i-hsin  lun. See T  32 .576c ll-14 ; cf. %shito Hakeda, trans., 

The Awakening o f Faith (New York: Columbia University Press, 1967)，41.
26. 407b26-27; K, 185. Cf. B, 240-241.
27. 407cl9; K, 191. Cf. B，245.
28. See Ting shih-fei lun) Shen-hui ho-shang i-ch i, 287 (quoted in sec. 6 below).
29. 407cl9-20.
30. See Ch’an Chart, 438b8-9; K ，341.
31. Both the Zokuzokyo and Kamata versions of the text read: chuan-fan ch3eng- 

sheng chi tun-wu yeh. I have emended this passage to read: chuan-Jan ch'eng-sheng 
chi chien in light of P ，e i H siu sh ih -i wen, 95, and Chinurs Popchip pyorhaeng nok 
chdryo pyongip sagi, 158b. According to traditional marga theory, the transforma
tion from prthagjana (fan) to drya (sheng) takes place at the stage of darsana-m drga. 
If Tsung-mi，s theory of the three stages of religious cultivation can be correlated 
with traditional marga theory，then he has the transformatioji from pxtkagjana to 
drya taking place not at the stage of darsana-m drga (i,e.，chieh-wu、, but at the com
pletion of bkdvana-mdrga (i.e., chien-hsiu).

32. 437dl7-438a3;K , 340.
33. See Isshu Miura and Ruth Fuller Sasaki, Zen D ust (New \ork: Harcourt, 

Brace & World, 1966), 254.
34. T  10.272c4-7 and 272c25-273a2. The chapter of the Avatam saka from 

which this passage is quoted seems to have originally circulated as an indepen- 
dent scripture, the * Thihdgatatotpattisam bhava-nirdes^ which was translated into 
Chinese as th e J u -la i hsing-hsien ching {T  #291) by Dharmaraksa in the late third 
century. According to Takasaki Jikid6 *s reconstruction of the development of 
the tathagatagarbha doctrine, this passage served as the basis for a similar pas- 
sage in the TeUhdgatetgarbha-sutra (Ju -lai-tsang ching; see T  16.457b28-cl0), the 
first scripture to expound the tathagatagarbha doctrine explicitly (see A Study of 
the Ratnagotravibhdga) Serie Orientale Roma 33 [1966], 35-36).

35. K, 340. This passage is missing from the Zokuzokyo text. Kamata has sup- 
it from the Popchip pydrhaeng nok chdryo pyongip sagi. It can also be found in

a shih-i wen，96-97. “Reducing it and further reducing it” (sun chih yu  
Sun)  is an allusion to Lao Tzu 48.

36. The following characterization is indebted to the discussion of these 
by Robert Gimello, “Chih-yen and the Foundations of Hua-yen Bud-

lSm (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1976), 212-337.
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37. The locus ciassicus for the doctrine of an innately pure luminous mind can 
be found in Anguttara-nikaya 1 .10 ，which F_ L. Woodward renders as f0H0 
{The Book o f Gradual Sayings [London: Pali Text Society, 1970]，1:8〉： “T y  
mind, monks, is luminous, but it is defiled by taints that come from without* 
that mind, monks，is luminous, but it is cleansed of taints that come from with: 
out.”

38. T 3 1 .ll7a8-9; see Gimello, 262-266.
39. T  32.576b8-9. For further discussion of this text see my “The Problem 

of Theodicy in the Awakening o f F aith, ’’ R eligious Studies 22 (1986): 63-78.
40. T  45.710b8-13. For a diagram of the structure of the Awakening of Faith 

see Appendix 2; for a comparison of how Tsung-mi’s stages of phenomenal evo
lution correspond to those in the Awakening o f F aith see Appendix 3.

41. See Tsung-mi's narrative explanation of the processes of enlightenment 
and delusion at the end of the Ch3an Preface (407b6-408a3; K , 217-218 and 222- 
223; cf. B, 269-278) as well as the relevant portion of the diagram itself (410- 
411). See also Yiian-jen lun, T  45.710b. A more primitive version of the stages of 
phenomenal evolution can also be found in Tsung-mi’s commentary and sub- 
commentary to the Scripture o f Perfect Enlightenm ent (116 c l6 -l 17c4 and 264al6- 
267b5) and his commentary to the Awakening o f F aith (Ta-sheng ch，i-hsin  lun shu), 
D ai N ippon kotei daizdkyo, case 3 1，vol. 8，div. 5，pt. 2，p. 14v. See my “What 
Happened to the Perfect Teaching?—Another Look at Hua-yen Buddhist Her
meneutics,** in Donald S. Lopez, Jr., ed., B uddhist H erm eneutics, Studies in East 
Asian Buddhism, no. 6 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1988).

42. r32 .577b l 1-14 ; cf_ Hakeda，37.
43. See ibid., 577a8-10; cf. Hakeda，44. Tsung-mi identifies this and the fol

lowing stages of phenomenal evolution with the stages in the evolution of con
sciousness as described in the Ch9eng w ei-shih lun. This stage corresponds to the 
essence (tzu -t3i) of the alayavijnana, which then divides into subjective and 
objective modes.

44. See ibid., 5 7 7 a l0 -ll; cf. Hakeda, 44. This stage corresponds to the sub
jective mode (chien-fen, darsanabhdga) of the alayavijnana as described in the 
Ch 3m g w ei-shih lun.

45. See ibid., 577al 1-12 ; c f Hakeda, 44. This stage corresponds to the 
objective mode (hsiang-fen, nim ittabhdga) of the alayavijnana as described in the 
Ch'eng w ei-shih lun. According to that text, the alayavijnana transforms itself 
internally into the body of the senses (ken-shen, sendriyakdedya) and externally 
into the receptacle world (ch^i-shik-chien, bhdjanaloha). It defines the body of the 
senses as “the sense organs and the body that serves as their support” and the 
receptacle world—i.e., the environm entas “the place which serves as the 
support for all sentient beings” (see 7^31.10al3-16).

46. See ibid. t 577al3-15; cf. Hakeda，44-45. This stage corresponds to what 
the Ch，eng w ei-shih lun refers to as dharmagrdha.

47. See ibid., 577al6-17; cf. Hakeda，45. This stage corresponds to what the 
Ch 3eng w ei-shih lun refers to as dtm agrdha.

48. See ibid., 577al7-18; cf. Hakeda, 45.
49. See ibid., 577al8-19; cf. Hakeda, 45.
50. See ibid., 577al9-20; cf. Hakeda，45.



51. See E. B. Cowell, ed., B uddhist M ahayana Texts (New York; Dover Publi
cations, 1969), 152-155.

52. See 7^ 2.581cl4 fF.; cf, Hakeda, 93-95.
53. See ibid., 582al6 fF. and 582cl5 ff.; cf. Hakeda, 96-102.
5 4 . T he A wakening o f F aith d efin es u ltim ate  aw ak en in g  as “ aw ak en in g  to  the 

source of the mind” (chueh hsin-yiian) (576bl6-17; cf. Hakeda, 38). It then goes 
on to say: “When the bodhisattva stages have been completed and one has ful- 
filled the expedient [practices]，one becomes unified in a single moment of 
thought (i-n ien  hsiang-ying). Having become aware of the first stirrings of the 
mind, one’s mind is without the first phenomenal appearance [of the arising of 
thoughts]. Because one is far removed from the subtlest thought, one sees the 
nature of the mind—that the mind is eternal-—and that is what is called ulti
mate awakening” (576b23-26; cf. Hakeda, 39).

55. TSCy 280bl7-c8 and LSC, 132a l0-b l.
56. 435cl3-18; K，298. The verse by Shen-hsiu that Tsung-mi here quotes is 

that made famous by the Platform  Sutra9s story of the exchange of “mind-verses” 
that decided the issue of who the sixth patriarch was to be. It is especially curi
ous that Tsung-mi, who identified so strongly with Shen-hui*s lineage, never 
cites or refers to Hui-neng*s matching verse. As already noted, to the best of my 
knowledge Tsung-mi never refers to the Platform  Sutra. Ch，eng-kuan quotes half 
of Shen-hsiu’s verse, but also fails to refer to Hui-neng5s, in his Ym -i ck9ao (see T  
36.164c5).

57. 435d l-2 ;K , 298.
58. 403b26-27;K , 104.
59. ZZl/7/4.399d3ff.
60. Ibid.，399d6-7.
61. Ibid.,400c5.
62. Ibid.
63. TSC, 277cl4.
64-. Ch,an Chart, 436b3-5; K, 315.
65. 435d4-6;K , 307.
66. 435dl7-18; K , 307. Neither the Zokuzokyo nor Kamata version of the text 

has “Buddha-nature” (fo-hsing). This has been supplied from P ，e i H siu sh ih -i 
Wen, 85，and Popchip pyorhaeng nok chdryo pyongip sagi，152d.

67. 436a4-9;K , 308.
68. 438al8-b4;K , 341.
69. 437d5-7;K , 336.
70. 437d8; K，336.
71. See “The L i-ta i fa-pao chi and the Ch，an Doctrine of Sudden Awaken- 

ing，” in Whalen Lai and Lewis R. Lancaster, eds., E arly C ^an in  China and T ibet 
(Berkeley ： Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series, 1983)，13-49. I have also dealt 
Wth the importance of Tsung-mi,s reaction against these radical Ch’an move- 
ments in Szechwan in my essays “Tsung-mi and the Single Word * Awareness* 
(chih)” and “What Happened to the Perfect Teaching?** For Tsung-mi^ char-

i ^cterization of the Pao-t，ang teachings see Z Z  1/14/3.278d.
72. Hu Shih, Shen-hui ho-shang i-ch i, 287; cf. 175.
73- Ib id ., 120-121.



74. See the chapter by Luis Gomez earlier in this volume.
75. To borrow Karl Potter’s terminology; see Presuppositions o f India's Philo

sophies (Englewood Cliffs, N .J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963).
76. For a sensitive and insightful discussion of this problem, see Carl Biele- 

feldt, “Ch，ang-lu Tsung-tse’s Tso-chyan i and the ‘Secret,-of Zen Meditation’， 
in Peter N. Gregory, ed., Traditions o f M editation in Chinese Buddhism , Studies in 
East Asian Buddhism, no. 4 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1986).

77. See Gregory, “Tsung-tini and the Single W ord‘Awareness.，’，

Glossary

a-mo-lo-shih阿末羅識 

ch’a-na fa-hsin 利那發心 
Ch’an 禪 

chan-chuan chih-mo 展轉枝末 

Chan-jan 湛 & 
Ch3an-yUan chu-ch9uan~chi tu-ksu.禪源諸 

詮集都序 
chen 眞
chen -hsing 眞性 

chen-ju 眞如 

chen-ju i-hsin 眞如一心 
cheng 證 

ch，eng 澄 

ch’eng-fo 成佛 

Ch’eng-kuan澄観 

Ch9m g  w ei-sh ih  lun  成唯識論 

cheng-wu 證悟 

chi-ming-tzu 計 名 字 、 

ch，i-shih-chien 器世間 

chi te cheng-wu 即得證悟 
ch*i-yeh 起業 

chiai-chien 階漸 

chiao'敎
chiaoch’an i-chih 敎禪一群
chieh 解
chieh-wu 解悟

chien 漸
chien-ch’i 見起
chien-fen 見分

chien-hsiu 漸修

chien-hsiu chien-wu 漸修漸悟

chien-hsiu tun-wu 漸修頓悟

chien-hsiu yin-yiian 漸修因緣 

chih (awareness)知 

chih (discrimination)智 

chih-ch’ti 執取

chih-hui tzu-jan chien-chien tscng- 
chang智 慧 自 然 漸 漸 增 長  

chih-liao chien-hsing 直 了見性 

Chih-yen 智 嚴  

ching-chiai 境界 

ching-ch，i 境起 
ching-yuan-ch*i 淨緣起 

Chinul知訥
chiu-ching chueh 究竞覺 

ch ’u y in  ch ieh -w u  铒因解悟 

chu-chi tun-chiao 逐機頓敎 
chuan-fan ch，eng-sheng chi chien yeh

轉凡成聖即漸也 
chuan-fan ch’eng-sheng chi tun-wu yeh

轉凡成聖即頓悟也 
chuan-i 轉依
Chung-hua c^uan -hsin -ti ck3an-men shih-tiu 

ch^eng-hsi f u 中華傳心地禪門師資 

承襲圖 
ch iieh  覺
chiieh hsin-yuan 覺心源 

fa-chih 法執 

Fa-hsiang 法相 
fa-hsin 發心
fa-hsin yu tun chien 發心有頓漸 

fa-hsing 法性 
fa-k’ung 法空 

Fa-tsang 法藏



fan (counteract)翻 

fan (ordinary)凡 

fa n - n a o  煩惱 

fei-chen 非眞 

fo-hsing 佛性
fu-hsin mieh-wang 伏心滅妄

H o - t s e 荷澤

h s i習

h s i a n g  相

hsiang-fen 相分

h s i a n g - h s i i  相續

hsin ch en -ju  心 眞 如

hsin-jen ch’ing-hsing 信任情性

hsin sheng-mieh 心生滅

hsin-tzu-tsai 心自在

h s in g  性

h s i n g - c h ’ i  性起

hsing man kung yuan 行滿功圆 

hsiu wu-hsing 修五行 
hsiin-hsi 熏習 

hua-i tun-chiao 化儀頓敎 

Hua-yen 華嚴 

Hua-yen ching 華嚴經 

Hua-yen ching hsingyuan p，in  shu 華嚴經 

行願品疏 
Hua-yen ching hsingyuan p，in  shu cĥ ao 

華嚴經行願品疏鈔 

H ua-yen ch in g y en -i ch^ao 華嚴經演義鈔 

Hui-neng 慧能 

Hung-chou 洪州 

huo-jan hsaio-wu 豁然曉悟 
i-chcn-ling-hsing 一眞靈性 

i-hsin ■心

i-nien hsiang-ying 一念相應

1 hsiu hsing依悟修行 
jan ching yiian-ch’i chih hsiang 染淨 

. 緣起之相  

ja n .y iia n -c h 'i 染緣起

3 u、la i hsing-hsien ching 如來興顏經 

J^ lai-tsan g eking 如來藏經 
開發

k e n - p e n  w u - m i n g  根本無明  

ken-shen 根身

Kuan-ting 灌頂

Kuei-feng Tsui^-mi 圭峯宗密
k’ung 空
li-nien 離念

liu ts'u-hsiang 六 J■相

Liuh-shu ch9ao 略揉鈔

mi chi lei-chieh 迷即果劫

mi wu yu ch’ih ch i迷悟有遲疾
ming 明
m o 末

M o-ho chih-kuan 摩詞止觀 

neng-chien 能見 

n i逆
xiien*cli’i 念起 
ning*jan 凝然 

Pao-t'ang 保唐 

p’an-chiao 判敎 

pen本
pen-chueh 本覺 

pen-mo本末

P^ei H siu shih-i _ 装休拾遺門 

pien ch’eng cheng-chueh 便成正覺 

Pdpchip pySrhaeng nok ckSryo pyongip sagi
法集别行錄節要k 入私記 

pu-chiich 不覺 

pu-i pu-i不一不異 
pu-kung wu-ming 不共無明 

pu-pien 不變 
san hsi-hsiang 三細相 

sc-tzu-tsai 色自在 

s h e 攝
She ta-sheng lun 攝大乘論 

Shen-hsiu 神秀 
Shen-hui 神會 

sheng 聖
sheng-mieh teng fa pu-kuan chen-ju 

生滅等法不關眞如 
shih-chueh 始覺 

shou 收 
shou-pao 受報 

shun 順 
sui-yiian 隨緣
sui-yuan ying-yung 隨緣應用



sun chih yu sun損之又損 
Ta-sheng ch*i-hsin Zan 大乘起信論 

tan-tao chih-ju 單刀直入 
tao道 

t ’ i 體

t’i-yung 體用 

T ’ien-t’a i 天臺 

tsao-yeh 造業

tu-hsing wu-ming 獨行無明 

tu-t’ou wu-ming 獨頭無明 

tun頓
tun-chiao 頓敎 

tun-chien fo-hsing 頓見佛性 
tun-hsiu chien-wu 頓修漸悟 
tun-wu頓悟
tun-wu chien fo-hsing 頓悟見佛性 
tun-wu chien-hsiu 頓悟漸修 
tun-wu tun-hsiu 頓悟頓修 
t’ung 通
tzu-hsing pen-yung 自性本用

Wan-shan Vung-kuei chi 萬善同歸集 
w ang 妄
wang-nien pen wu 妄念本無 
wo-chih 我執 
wo-k’ung 我空 

wu chi h sii-y ii 悟即須臾 
wu-ming yeh 無明業 
wu-nien 無念 

wu-shih ken-pen 無始根本 

yeh業
yeh-hsi-ku 業繫苦 
Yen-shou 延壽 
yung 用
Yiian-chUeh ching 圓覺經 
Yuan-chiieh ching ta-shu ch，ao 圓覺經大 

疏鈔 
yiian-ch’i 緣起 

Yiian-jen 原人論 
yiin-hsin 運心



The "Short-cut" Approach of 
Kfan-hua Meditation:

The Evolution of a Practical Subitism 
in Chinese Ch'an Buddhism

R o b e r t  E .  B u s w e l l , J r .

In exploring the ram ifications o f the sudden-gradual debate in Chinese 
culture，we find in the evolution o f the C h ’an school a prototypical 
example o f how these concepts fram ed indigenous religious dialogue. 
The preceding chapters in this volum e have shown that the im puted 
tension in the dichotomy between “ sudden” (tu n ) and “gradual，，(ch ien ) 
styles o f practice and rhetoric was used by the C h ’an school in part to 
forge an autonomous sectarian identity for itself. I propose in this chap
ter to focus on one aspect o f this process o f self-definition: the develop
ment of distinctive techniques o f m editation unique to G h'an. C h ’an ’s 
presumption o f contem plative expertise— as the adoption o f the name 
“M editation” (ch }an3 dhyana)  for the school im plies—compelled it to cre
ate forms o f m editation that it could claim  exclusively' as its ow n，by 
breaking away from  the practices common to the earlier Sino-Indian 
Buddhist schools.1 It accomplished this by condemning earlier Sino- 
Indian techniques as gradual while claim ing that C h ’an taught more 
direct approaches to m editation. A long with its attention to Buddhist 
praxis, C h，an also experim ented with new types o f religious language, 
dem onstrating at the conceptual level the autonom y o f C h’an from  the 
rest o f the Buddhist tradition. C h ’an eventually abandoned the complex 
descriptive term inology o f Sino-Indian Buddhism in favor o f a terse 
rhetoric that it considered to be proleptic and transform ative.2 These 
new inodes of expression were in turn applied to C h ’an teaching as 
Well，resulting in radical pedagogical styles unknown to rival schools o f 
buddhism. Through this two-pronged evolution in both praxis and 
rhetoric, C h ’an during the Sung dynasty (960-1279) was able to justify  
Us own paradigm atic vision o f itself as, first, an independent transm is



sion o f Buddhism separate from  the doctrinal teachings (ch iao-w ai piek- 
ch ûan /pu-li w en -tzu ) and, second, as an abrupt approach to spiritual 
attainm ent that involved nothing more than the direct vision o f the 
enlightened nature o f the hum an mind (ch ih -ch ih  jen -h sin  /  ckien-hsing 
ch ，eng-fo) ，

These tw o currents o f change m erged in  the Hung-chou school of 
M a-tsu Tao-i (709-788) and its collateral Lin-chi line, founded by the 
eponymous Lin-chi I-hsuan (d. 866). Joh n  M cRae has explored in this 
volum e the polem ical uses o f the term  “ sudden” in the school o f Ho-tse 
as prom ulgated by Shen-hui (684-758). The rhetorical pu rity  McRae 
sees as one o f the foci o f Shen-hui’s teachings was further elaborated by 
his contem poraries in the H ung-chou school. T here, m ore illocutionary 
form s o f discourse became not m erely a rhetorical device but also a 
unique pedagogical technique: that o f “ encounter d ialogue，’ (chi-yuan 
w en -ta ).4 The Hung-chou school attem pted to use this new style o f reli
gious repartee as a means o f catalyzing enlightenm ent in its students. 
The w ider im plications o f this rhetoric and pedagogy were subsequently 
explored by later teachers in  the Lin-chi line, who attempted to recon
cile them with C h’an praxis as well. This attem pt led to the develop
ment o f a “ sudden” style o f m editation: that o f kung-an (public case) or 
h u a-t'ou  (critical phrase) investigation.5 Exem plifying the Lin-chi ap
proach to practice, this m editative technique was called k fan-hua C h5an 
(C h ，an of observing the [critical] phrase) by Ta-hui Tsung-kao (1089- 
1163), its most prom inent Sung dynasty advocate.6 W ith no direct ana
logue in the extensive Indian m editative repertoire,7 k'an-hua C h’an is a 
uniquely sinitic form  o f m editation adapted to indigenous sensibilities 
regarding religious praxis.

M odern scholars，with some support from  within the C h ’an tradition 
itself, have often asserted that the evolution o f the kung-an technique was 
the product o f an “ internal crisis” in Sung dynasty C h，an，brought 
about by the degeneration o f the tradition after the demise o f the charis
m atic C h ’an masters o f the T ’ang.8 This interpretation masks, how
ever, im plicit trends in soteriology and discourse w ithin the Ch an 
school which m ay themselves have been sufficient to prom pt the emer
gence o f this new system o f practice. R ather than treating kung-an and 
h u a-t you as the products of a process o f degeneration, I shall show in this 
chapter that they m ay more fru itfu lly be viewed as the products of.an 
internal dynam ic within C h，an that began in the T ’ang and climaxed in 
the Sung. K 9an-hua C h，an m ay thus be seen as the culm ination o f a long 
process o f evolution in C h’an whereby its subitist rhetoric came to be 
extended to pedagogy and finally to practice.

M y focus here on internal developm ents in C h’an is by no means 
meant to im ply that there w ere not secular influences that may have



contributed to this evolution. No one ^ te r all, not even the cloistered 
monk, is herm etically sealed o ff from  his age. The transition to the 
urbanized, m odem  society o f the Sung provided the social context 
within which radical changes in religion and philosophy could occur. 
C h，an adepts during this period are w ell known to have had close con
nections w ith the Sung literocrats (sh ih -ta -fu ), who w ere then at the apex 
o f their political and econom ic power, and the tack these m asters took in 
presenting C h ’an to  them  was certain ly affected by the strong concerns 
of that elite class fo r scholarly erudition, social propriety, and benevo
lent governm ent.9 T he distinguished teachers o f this period, like YQan， 
wu K ，o-ch ，in  (10 6 3 -1 13 5 )  and his disciple Ta-hui, w ere especially con
cerned with cultivating contacts w ithin the sh ih -ta -fu  class and did much 
to clarify the com mon interests o f the literocrats and Buddhist clergy.10 
The scholar-officials’ elevation o f classical learning and intellectual abil
ity over fam ily w ealth and the privileges o f aristocratic birth opened up 
the sources o f secular power to the common people to a degree never 
before seen in C h in a . 11 Indeed, it is intriguing to speculate to what 
extent this social m obility o f the Sung m ay have prom pted a com para
ble spiritual m obility w ithin Buddhism , in which its elite practices 
focusing on insight w ere made accessible to all people, lay and ordained 
alike.

In spite o f the intrinsic interest o f these issues» however, I believe it 
will be instructive to concentrate on developm ents w ithin Ch*an that led 
to m ore direct approaches to m editation. Accordingly, this chapter first 
surveys some o f the m ajor features common to the sinitic Buddhist tra
dition as a w hole, as a  background for the consideration o f the distinc
tive C h ’an contributions to doctrine and praxis. It then explores the 
response to, and ultim ately the rejection of, Indian m editative tech
niques that took place during the form ative and transitional periods o f 
Ch，an. In that context I exam ine the conceptual problem s C h’an Bud
dhists found in the Indian concepts o f sam adhi (concentration) and 
prajna (wisdom ) that m ay have contributed to their awareness that a 
new, tru ly  Chinese system  o f contem plative practice was needed. I take 
the cultivation o f no-thought (w u -n ien ) to be a specific exam ple o f such a 
Chinese form  o f practice. Because the intellectual context w ithin which 
the method o f no-thought evolved was itself superseded by new develop
ments in  C h，an rhetoric and pedagogy, I subsequently focus on later 
experim ents in praxis undertaken during the m iddle C h，an period that 
eventually evolved into the kung-an  form . Finally, to illustrate how the 
“terse” rhetoric o f the H ung-chou-Lin-chi line was reified into the 

short-cut” m editation o f k，<ifi-huci C h ’an， I undertake an in-depth 
la m in a tio n  o f the w ays in which k ung-an  w ere em ployed in Sung 
dynasty Lin-chi practice.



The Buddhism that evolved in C hina, and thence the rest o f East Asia 
was a complex amalgam o f Indian and C entral Asian Buddhism along 
with indigenous religious, philosophical, and cultural traits. The pro
cess by which Buddhism adapted, and was adapted, to China is a fas
cinating tale o f religious acculturation with few parallels in world 
history. G iven the immense g u lf separating India and China geographi- 
callyy culturally, and linguistically, it took several centuries and all the 
creative im agination the Chinese could m uster before they made the 
alien Buddhist religion their own. The assim ilation o f Buddhism was all 
the more difficult because o f the fragm ented state o f the religion that 
entered China. Buddhism was not a m onolithic tradition imported 
wholesale from  what the Chinese term ed the “ O uter Regions” (Wai- 
y ii, v iz ., India and Central Asia). By the first century a .d ., when the 
transm ission began in earnest, the.religion had already split into a num
ber o f competing schools o f dogma and practice, each ostensibly Bud
dhist yet often diam etrically opposed to one another in premises and 
approaches. As representatives and texts o f these different schools trick
led into China, the Chinese w ere hard put to reconcile their disparate 
teachings. This problem  compelled the Chinese from  the Six Dynasties 
period (early th ird -latter sixth centuries) onward to attempt to develop 
interprietive taxonomies (p in -ch ia o )  that could incorporate these varied 
doctrines into more comprehensive systems o f thought. This process led 
to the creation o f sinifled schools such as the N ieh-p,an-(N irvana) and, 
later during the Sui and T ’ang periods, the T ’ien-t’ai and Hua-yen. 
This herm eneutical reworking o f Buddhism was not ju st a reaction to 
the religion’s foreignness, and the Chinese schools that developed 
through this process were not mere recastings o f originally Indian 
teachings. Rather, they were attempts to fashion new form s o f Buddhist 
theology, without precise Indian antecedents, that would be more 
directly relevant to Chinese religious concerns and cultural presump
tions.

These new sinitic theologies accepted the this-worldly orientation o f 
Chinese culture for the most part and sought ways to allow the adherent 
to practice his or her religion while fulfilling expected social roles and 
filial duties. To accommodate the lay practice o f Buddhism, many of 
t h e s e  new schools adopted a relatively m inor strain o f M a h a y a n a  

thought that never developed into a form al school in India—that of 
tathagatagarbha (J u -la i-tsa n g  ‘em bryo o f Buddhahood，）一as the basis of 
their doctrinal fram eworks. 12 Tathagatagarbha doctrine c o n c e i v e d  of ̂  
sentient beings as being already Buddhas and thus inherently enlight 
ened.13 W ith this conception o f enlightenm ent, the Chinese in turn



envisaged spiritual beatitude not as a state o f otherworldly transcen
dence一 either apophatically as the cessation o f conditioned things or 
kataphatically as the direct experience o f the bliss o f nirvana—but as the 
recognition of the individual’s m ultivalent interconnection to all things 
in the world. This state is what the H ua-yen school termed the ^unim 
peded interpenetration between all phenom ena” (sh ih -sh ih  w u -a i).

Since enlightenm ent was in this wise made coextensive with mun- 
dane life, it was not considered necessary for the adept to complete a 
lengthy spiritual regim en in order to achieve Buddhahood- Rather, 
Buddhahood could occur in the present life without requiring the adept 
to abandon his place in the w orld. This interpretation o f Buddhist sote
riology is the notion o f t£sudden enlightenm ent，，(tu n -w u ) to which most 
of the Chinese schools o f M ahayana subscribe, albeit to varying  
degrees.14 Sudden enlightenm ent im plies, o f course, that there is a 
more direct means to awakening than the complex, intricate series of 
steps taught in Indian Buddhist texts. But most im portantly for Chinese 
Buddhists, it also made the sum m um  bonum  of Buddhism readily accessi
ble to ordinary people living active, engaged lives in the w orld, and not 
just to religious specialists ensconced in isolated m ountain m onasteries.

This accommodation, is commonly seen in Chinese religious w ritings 
directed at a lay audience, the most prom inent examples being Pure 
Land and, as we shall see later in this chapter, C h ’an texts. The open
ness o f Chinese Buddhism to the prospect o f laypeople achieving 
enlightenment differs strikingly from  the Indian traditions. The T hera- 
vada school current today in South and Southeast A sia, for exam ple, 
generally does not regard enlightenm ent as a viable goal fo r most o f the 
laity, and lay practice is com monly reduced to m erit-m aking. Even 
ordination as a monk becomes not sim ply a means to personal libera
tion, but a way o f producing and transferring m erit to one’s ancestors 
and fam ily.15 The openness o f Chinese Buddhists to the prospects o f a 
liberating lay vocation was not prompted solely by altruistic m otives, 
however. As an alien religion, Buddhism suffered periodic attacks from  
nativistic elements w ithin the Chinese governing bureaucracy, and the 
charge was frequently made that Buddhism’s support o f monasticism  
Was destroying the fam ily system that was the basis o f the Chinese way 
of life. In asserting that enlightenm ent was available to people in all 
walks o f life, Chinese Buddhism not only rebutted such charges but also 
helped to assure itself the continued interest and support o f secuklr 
society.

But if this Chinese ideal o f a sudden, im m ediately available approach 
t? enlightenment was to become accessible in practice, the contempla- 
tiv , techniques that catalyzed awakening had also to be sinified. Bud- 
他 ism has traditionally prided itself -on its pragm atic outlook toward



religion, in which its doctrinal positions are presumed to derive from 
and be supported by, explicit m editative program s. Since it is impossi
ble to separate the ontology o f Buddhism from  its soteriological sche
m ata and m editative practices, it was inevitable that Buddhist medita
tion would also come w ithin the purview  o f the sinification that was 
occurring on the doctrinal front. The earliest in terest o f the Chinese in 
Buddhism in fact derived from  the spiritual technologies brought by 
early Buddhist m issionaries. In the same w ay th a t modern Westerners 
often view Buddhism as a type o f self-help psychology, second-century 
Taoists saw in Buddhism a form  o f internal alchemy. Taoist thauma
turges were always on the lookout for new methods o f prolonging the 
lifespan (ch ’ang-shou)， and Buddhist m editative methods such as con
tem plation o f the breath ( anapdruzsm rti) seemed to share m any affinities 
with their own practices. O nly a few decades w ere necessary before the 
Chinese learned that the real purpose o f Buddhist m editation was not 
physical im m ortality but spiritual liberation. But this in itial interest in 
Buddhist m editation gave the Buddhists a foothold in C hina, based on 
which they could begin to hone their message and thence disseminate 
their religion throughout East A sia .16

Ju st as early Chinese Buddhists had first to understand, and then 
adapt, Indian Buddhist doctrine to their own ways o f thinking, so too 
was it with Indian contem plative techniques. This sinification o f medi
tation began in the T ，ie n -t，a i school,17 as Neal D onner has shown in his 
chapter in this volum e. But it was the G h，an school that undertook the 
most protracted experim ents at adapting Indian m editative practices to 
China. These attempts m ay even bave begun at the very inception of 
the tradition. For example, Tao-hsin (580 -651), the putative fourth 
patriarch o f G h，an，is said to have incorporated Taoist sh ou -i (guarding 
the one) practices in his own descriptions o f m editation.18 In the eighth 
century, such experim ents began to take place in earnest, coinciding 
with the emergence o f distinct C h ’an schools with self-conscious (if not 
self-created) identities. These intrasectarian controversies within the 
C h’an m ovem ent are represented by the archetypal debate between two 
rival soteriologies: the “ gradual” approach o f the N orthern school of 
Shen-hsiu (606?-706) versus the “ sudden” approach o f the Southern 
school o f H ui-neng (638 -713). W hile it is now common k n o w l e d g e  that 
this controversy cannot be considered historical fact, the record of the 
debate nevertheless provides a valuable retrospective paradig^1 
C h’an ’s overriding concern w ith excising any trace o f <4gradu^isrn 
from  its teachings. The two eighth-century schools that traced their lin” 
eage to the Southern branch o f C h ’an both advocated **sudden 
enlightenm ent. These were the Ho-tse school o f Shen-hui, who claim 
to be the successor to H ui-neng, and the Hung-chou school of Ma-tsu



o i who was allegedly connected to Hui-neng through the obscure 
Nan_〉Qeh Huai-jang (677-744). Since the Hung-chou line was the only 
one of the earlier schools o f C h’an to survive the H ui-ch，ang persecu- 
tion in 845, the m ajority o f the m ature C h，an houses trace their origins 
back to Hui-neng through the Hung-chou school. Hence, classical 
Gh’an in all its guises claims to adhere to a “ sudden” approach. Hung- 
chou eventually matured into the Lin-chi school, which traces its lin- 
eage from M a-tsu Tao-i to Po-chang Huai-hai (7 20 -8 14 )，Huang-po 
Hsi-yiin (d. ca. 850)，and finally Lin-chi I-hsiian.

The reader w ill note here that this periodization o f C h，an history dif- 
fers somewhat from the bipartite division between early and classical 
Ch’an which John M cRae proposes earlier in this volum e. M cRae has 
made a convincing case in his pioneering works on the Northern school 
for equating early C h’an with that school, representing the form ative 
stage of C h’an，19 but I suggest that we further distinguish a middle 
Ch’an period, ranging from  the middle eighth to the middle ninth cen
turies, preceding the emergence o f classical C h’an. M any o f the C h ’an 
schools that flourished during this period were reacting to the N orthern 
school’s formulations o f doctrine and practice, and this transitional age 
is noted as a time o f experim entation with new, even radical, interpreta
tions of Buddhist praxis. Tsung-mi (7 80 -841)，the prolific chronicler o f 
this period, mentions some seven m ajor schools o f C h ’an in his tim e, 
which flourished in different areas of China. These include the schools 
of Hvmg-chou、Ho-tse, N iu-t’oxi，and the Korean M usang’s (684-762) 
Szechwan line，which was the earliest C h’an tradition known to the 
Tibetans.20 G iven the proliferation o f C h ’an schools during this period, 
as well as the pronounced regional character o f those schools, to inti- 
mate that post-N orthern school C h’an refers solely to the Hung-chou 
line oversimplifies the vibrancy o f C h，an during the eighth century. O f 
course, identifying such a transitional period is not to deny that Hung- 
chou was the most im portant of these middle Gh5an schools in the later 
evolution of the tradition. Nor does it reject the notion that some o f the 
istinguishing characteristics o f Hung-chou, such as encounter dia- 

. Ŝ e, came to typify m ainstream C h，an during the Sung dynasty. But 
was not until such repartee was codified into the kung-an form that it 

^  termed “ classical” ； in M a-tsu ，s tim e it was still one o f a number 
ariant forms o f C h’an, all o f which had a chance at predominance, 
"ooking the diversity present during this transitional period ob- 

^  res the many tentative steps that had to be taken before C h ’an 
a mass religious movement during the Sung. 

the assiCa  ̂ Ch'an in the periodization I propose, then, would refer to 
tj0 Ŝ stetnatizations o f c i i ’an lineage，doctrine, practice, and institu- 

at were completed during the Sung, and that descended, in large



part, from the Hung-chou school o f m iddle C h ’an. Specifically, classical 
Ch*an refers to  the Five Houses (W u C hia) o f the m ature Gh*an tradi. 
tion: Lin-chi, T sJao-tung, Yiin-m en, Fa-yen, and K uei-yang. Since 
these schools evolved over a  protracted period o f tim e, there can be no 
precise term inus a quo for this period; but the late T ’ang-F ive Dynas
ties interregnum  provides a convenient w orking date (mid-ninth to 
early tenth centuries). It should also be noted that the Sung dynasty is 
known prim arily as a period o f neoclassicism  in Confucianism , as 
defined by its several retrospective system atizations o f that religious tra
dition, Chu H si，s (113 0 -12 0 0 ) being the most prom inent example. It 
thus seems appropriate to consider the system atizations o f C h ’an that 
took place during the Sung as representing the classical period o f Ch’an 
Buddhism as well.

The Challenge of Indian Meditative Models: 
Samadhi and Prajna

From early in its history, and particu larly during the m iddle Ch’an 
period, C h ’an is distinguished by experim entation w ith meditative 
praxis. The representative text o f this period, the P latform  Sutra o f the 
Sixth  P atriarch  (L iu -tsu  t 9an ch in g), provides a strilcing exam ple o f Ch’an 
reactions to Indian contem plative techniques. O ne o f its most promi
nent sections seeks to reinterpret the prototypic Indian m editative con
cepts o f sam adhi (concentration) and prajna (wisdom ) in a manner 
more am enable to the Chinese penchant fo r subitism . Indian soteriolog
ical tracts typically portray sam adhi and prajn a as specific constituents 
o f a gradual regim en o f spiritual m aturation leading from  m orality (sila ) 
to concentration, and finally  to w isdom .21 G iven the nonsequential 
approach o f C h ?an, however, it is obvious that a m ajor r e c o n c e p t u a l i z a 
tion o f sam adhi and prajna was in order. C h ’an accom plished this by 
interpreting samadhi and prajna as being, not stages in practice, but 
states o f m ind present in all m om ents o f thought. T his redefinition 
allowed C h，an adherents to claim , as in fact the P latform  S u tra did claim, 
that “ the m ind-ground that is w ithout distraction is the samadhi of the 
self-nature. The m ind-ground that is w ithout ignorance is the prajna of 
the se lf-n atu re .，，22 It could then be explained that sam adhi and prajna, 
as states o f m ind, are not them selves d ifferent varieties o f cultivation 
but are in fact both operative at all levels o f practice. As Tsung*101 
notes:

From the initial activation of the bodhicitta until the attainment of Buddha* 

hood’ there is only calmness [i.e., samadhi] and only a w a r e n e s s  [i.e.， 
prajna], unchanging and uninterrupted. It is only according to the resp^c 
tive position [on the bodhisattva path] that their designations arid attn



butes are somewhat different. At the moment of [understanding] awaken- 
[i.e., the first level of the ten faiths] they are called noumenon and 

vvisdom- (Noumenon is calmness; wisdom is awareness.) When one first 
a c tiv a te s  t h e  bodhicitta a n d  b e g in s  t o  c u lt iv a t e  [ i . e . ,  t h e  fir s t  s ta g e  o f  t h e  t e n  
vihdras], they are called sam atha-vipcisyand. (Sam atha brings external condi
tioning to rest and hence conforms with calmness; vipasyand illuminates 
nature and characteristics and hence corresponds to awareness.) When 
the practice continues naturally in all situations [i.e., from the seventh 
bhdmi onwards]，they are called samadhi and prajna. (Because of its effect 
of stopping all conditioning and fusing the mind in concentration, 
samadhi is calm and immutable. Because of its effect of illuminating and 
giving rise to wisdom, prajna is aware and undiscriminative.) When the 
defilements are completely extinguished and the consummation of merito- 
rious practices has led to the attainment of Buddhahood [viz” bud- 
dhabhumi], they are called bodhi and nirvana. (“Bodhi” is a Sanskrit word 
meaning enlightenment; it is awareness. “N irv^ia” is  a Sanskrit word 
meaning caim-extinction; it is calmness.) Hence it should be known that 
from the time of the first activation of the bodhicitta until the final achieve- 
ment of Buddhahood，there is only calmness and only awareness.23

Tsung-mi elsewhere goes so far as to claim  that samadhi is actually an 
abbreviation for both samadhi and prajn a;24 thus C h ’an (v iz ., "M edi
tation^ or samadhi) was by im plication the epitome o f all Buddhist 
meditative culture. This collapsing o f samadhi and prajna into C h，an 
suggests that the movement was seeking to define a single, overarching  
experience in which the entire Buddhist path (m arga) would be sub
sumed.

The nondual nature o f samadhi and prajna in C h，an writings is 
explained in an influential section o f the P latform  S u tra. There the awak- 
ening to the nature o f the m ind is prajna while the cultivation o f that 
awakening is samadhi.

Good and learned friends. My approach to dharma has samadhi and 
prajna as its foundation. It is absolutely essential that you do not deluded- 
ly claim that prajna and samadhi are different. Samadhi and prajna are 
one in their essence» not two. It is precisely samadhi that is the essence of 
prajna; it is precisely prajna that is the functioning of samadhi. Whenever 
there is prajna, samadhi is present within that prajna; whenever there is 
samadhi, prajna is present within that samadhi. Good and learned 
friends. The meaning here is just that samadhi and prajna are equivalent. 
Those people who are cultivating the path, pay heed: do not say that the 
arising of prajna is preceded by samadhi or that samadhi and prajna are 
each distinct. For one who entertains th is【deluded】 view, dharmas are 
characterized by duality.25

 ̂ As attractive as this interpretation o f samadhi and prajna m ay have 
Wn，the quandary in which it left C h ’an was in m any ways worse than



the solution it purported to offer. The C h ’an emphasis on direct insight 
left little place for the progressive developm ent o f samadhi and prajna 
Ultim ately, what need was there to retain such term s if  samadhi and 
prajna were collapsed into one another, o r w ere said always to be 
present?

The conceptual baggage that inevitably accompanied the use o f these 
Indian concepts was so overwhelm ing that C h ’an eventually discarded 
both of them. Sam adhi and prajna were condemned as having only pro
visional value for dullards w ho w ere as yet unprepared spiritually for 
the more sophisticated techniques o f C h’an. Approxim ately one gener
ation after the redaction o f the P latform  Sutra a K orean S6n (Ch’an) 
monk named M uyom  (799 -888), who studied in China with Ma-ku 
Pao-ch’e (b. 720?) in the Hung-chou lineage, made one o f the more 
evocative denunciations o f sam adhi and prajna in his M u solt ?o-ron (Trea
tise on the "Iongueless R ealm ):

Furthermore, as far as the Buddha-realm [i.e., the “tongued” teachings 
of the doctrinal schools] is concerned, wearing the clothes of samadhi and 
prajna one first enters the cave of glowing lamps; then, removing the 
clothes of samadhi and prajna, one stands in the arcane land. Therefore 
[the scholastic teachings] still have traces. The realm of the patriarchs [of 
Ch’an，i.e., the “tongueless realm”] is originally free from liberation or 
bondage. There one does not wear even one strand of thread. Hence it is 
vastly different from the Buddha-realm.26 4 *

Note the provocative im agery M uydm  adopts here, so unlike that 
used by exegetes in other sinitic Buddhist schools. “W earihg and 
rem oving clothes” refers to the various techniques taken up and put 
aside by the Buddhist practitioner in the course o f his training. “Glow- 
irig lattips" suggests the effulgence o f m ind that is realized through fol
lowing those techniques.27 “ Arcane land” calls to mind the ineffable 
state o f liberation, so m ysterious that it transcends all possible descrip
tion. But M uydm  leaves no doubt as to the provisional nature of 
samadhi and prajna: the doctrinal teachings demand that one first put 
on something that must later be rem oved. To the C h，an adept, commit
ted to a sudden approach to liberation, the obvious response is: if some
thing must eventually come o ff anyway, then w hy put it on in the first 
place?

Because C h ’an did not re ly  on any provisional characterizations of 
practice, M uy6m  conceived o f his school as a “ tongueless” approach to 
Buddhism. It was far superior to the “ tongued” theologies一 and their 
quintessential m editative concepts, samadhi and prajna—precisely be 
cause it provided a w ay for the adherent to reach enlightenm ent without 
going through an unnecessary costume change. The Sung Fa-yen



theorist Yung-ming Yen-shou (904-975) in his magnum opus, T sung- 
€}iing lu  (M irror o f the Source Record), describes the provisional nature 
cf samadhi and prajna and how the C h ’an approach transcends them  
both.

Sam adh i is  the essence o f on e’s own m in d . P ra jn a  is  th e function  o f o n e 's 
own mind. • • • The two approaches of samiidhi and prajna are the essen
tials of practice; they are the primary teachings of the Buddhas and patri
archs and are explicated in all the sutras and sastras. Now, according to 
the teachings of the patriarchs, there is one further approach* that is the 
most concise of all. It is no-mind. • . ,28 、•

Toward a Distinctively Ch，an Style of Meditation: ̂ 
No-thought Practice

With the exception o f later C h，an syncretists like \fen-shou in China 
and Chinul (115 8 -12 10 ) in K orea, C h ’an theorists abandoned the 
terms samadhi and prajna in their descriptions o f m editation practice, 
advocating instead the practice o f no-thought (w u -n ien ) or no-m ind (w u - 
ksin ). As Yen-shou suggests, no-thought was considered “ the most con
cise [approach] o f a ll” because it involved no conceptual m ediation. 
According to Tung-shan Liang-chieh (807-869), “ No-mind conform s 
with the [ supramundane] path-”29

The fact that no-thought had no explicit m editative connotations 
within the Indian tradition m ay at least partially explain why C h ’an 
explored its potential as a m ore direct vehicle o f soteriological develop
ment. In the P latform  Sutra} which once again provides the locus classicu s 
for this new description o f m editation, the discussion o f samadhi and  
prajna is followed by a treatm ent o f no-thought. The P latform  Sutra 
defines the term  quite sim ply: “ No-thought is not to think even when 
involved in thought.”30 As laconic as this description m ay be, it inti
mates something vital about the term ’s significance. For C h ’an， 
thought (or “ m entation”）is not the issue but rather the attachm ent to 
thought—the mistaken belief that the concept o f a thing is the thing 
ftself. Conceptualization (h si-lu n , prapanca) is a form  o f projection, o f 
lrnputing one’s own vision o f the w orld to the w orld itself, and assuming 
that to be the sole reality. Concepts are convenient for ordering the 
overwhelming chaos o f sensory im pression and for allowing reasoned 
^sponse to those perceptions. But this very convenience prom pts the 
Person to view the w orld through arb itrary stereotypes—treating every- 
^ ng always in term s o f what it means to  him , rather than what it actu- 

is.31 But suppose a person were able to enjoy the benefits o f using 
while keeping his mind free from  the problem s they create. 

hat is，if  one could conceptualize while rem aining in 阻 state o f noncon



ceptualization, wouldn’t one then be free o f the pathological effects of 
concepts?

Such a state is not unknown in Indian m aterials, which mention the 
peculiar m ental condition o f the enlightened person who remains 
unconscious but can still think.32 But it is C h，an ，as exemplified in the 
P latform  S u tra, that made this goal its raison d 3etre.

Thought after thought is nonabiding. Previous thoughts, present, 
thoughts, and future thoughts continue along, thought after thought, 
without being cut off or interrupted. If one thought is cut off or inter
rupted, the dharma body is then separate from the physical body. During 
each and every moment of thought, one should not abide in any dharma.
If even one thought abides, then each and every thought will abide; this is 
termed “bondage•，’ But if successive thoughts do not abide in any 
dharma, this then is “freedom from bondage.’，33

The principal point o f the section in which this passage appears is 
that the mind should not dw ell on sensory experiences and become 
entranced thereby— “abide，，in them. The Tun-huang reading may be 
construed as suggesting that thought also is not to be forcibly repressed 
(“ cut o ff”）through concentration techniques. This clause would then 
be an im plicit criticism  o f the N orthern school’s presumed style o f prac
tice, which was attacked in an earlier portion o f the P latform  Sutra as 
clinging to quietude rather than freeing the mind for engaged action:

The deluded man . . . sits without moving and casts aside delusion with
out activating his mind. . . . This kind of practice is the same as insen
tience and the cause of an obstruction of the Tao. Tao must be something 
that circulates freely; why should it be impeded?*4

No-thought then is nondualistic，not distinguishing between “wrong” 
thoughts, which should be suppressed, and “ right” thoughts, which 
should be encouraged. It instead allows the mind to flow freely, without 
any o f the obstructions or value judgm ents that would impede the Tao. 
Since no-thought practice can thus be allowed to develop spontaneously, 
it provided a critical stage in the evolution o f a sudden style o f cultiva
tion in C h，an.

No-thought is achieved when the perceptions o f sense-objects no 
longer reverberate in the chambers o f one’s m ind,35 becoming in the 
process reified into concepts:

To be untainted in regard to all sense-objects is called no-thought. If you 
constantly keep your own thoughts free from all sense-objects, then the 
mind will not arise concerning those sense-objects. If you don’t cogitate 
(ssu ) on the hundred things，thoughts (m en) will be exhausted and cast 
aside. [But if] one thought is cut off, then you will die and be reborn in 
another realm.36



The P latform  Sutra suggests here that tainted thoughts (thoughts that 
arise as a result o f sensory im pingement) should be allowed to exhaust 
themselves through a natural process o f disengagem ent, keeping one’s 
thoughts free from  sensual attachm ents (“ don’t cogitate on the hundred 
things”). If instead one contrives to eradicate thought, com pelling the 
mind to be free from  m entation, one w ill continue to be subject to trans
migration (“ you w ill die and be reborn in another realm ” ).

Rather than leading to aphasia, then, no-thought restores the natural 
clarity of mind; and, because this clarity allows the adept to see through 
the chinieric display o f concepts, he is free to use them without attach- 
ment. This sense that effort is ultim ately an obstruction to liberation is a 
common theme in literature propounding subitist positions, as Luis 
Gomez has shown in his chapter in this volum e. We can thus see in the 
middle C h’an emphasis on no-thought a tentative step toward a practi
cal subitism, one that would not require the student to complete a series 
of steps that eventually culm inate in enlightenm ent.

For the transitional Ho-tse school o f middle C h，an ，it was the capac
ity of no-thought to foster unattached action that made it the principal 
constituent of that school’s description o f cultivation. In T sung-m i，s 
account o f the Ho-tse interpretation o f the “ sudden” teaching— in 
sharp contrast to the Hung-chou view , as we shall see below—the stu
dent is encouraged toward an in itial sudden understanding-awakening 
(chieh-wu) to the truth o f his own innate Buddhahood. However, ju st 
knowing that he is a Buddha does not necessarily mean that he w ill act 
like one，so the student subsequently continues to develop all varieties 
of bodhisattva practices, m aturing his com prehension, until finally 
complete enlightenm ent is achieved. But because the student rem ains in 
a state of no-thought after his initial awakening, he has neither attach- 
ment to those bodhisattva practices nor any “ gradualistic” idea that 
they are the proxim ate causes o f his eventual realization o f com plete 
enlightenment. It is therefore thanks to no-thought that he can both cul- 
tlVate all wholesome actions and yet rem ain com pletely unattached to 
that cultivation, as well as eradicate all defilem ents without conceiving  
^ at there is anything to be eradicated. As Tsung-m i says, following 
Shen-hui：

Even though we cultivate the manifold supplementary practices [of the 
^°^hisattva], they all have no-thought as their core. If we can only main- 
ta*n no-thought, liking and disliking will naturally fade away, and com
passion and wisdom will naturally grow in brightness; wrong actions will 
naturally come to an end, and meritorious deeds will naturally be aug
mented. . . .  It will be called the cultivation whereby nothing is culti- 
Va〒d. .… 八 calm radiance will appear and our responsiveness will be 
lim ited . This is called Buddhahood.37



This approach o f sudden awakening- gradual cultivation was to be 
severely criticized by later teachers iii the H ung-chou and, later, the 
Lin-chi lineages, who follow ed a different in terpretation o f the “sUd- 
den” teachings. But it becam e extrem ely in fluential in  the Son school of 
m id-K ory6  dynasty (9 37 -13 92 ) Buddhism  in K o rea，which attempted 
to combine k 'an-hua  C h ’an w ith this long-outm oded soteriological 
schema. 38

No-thought retained an extrem ely im portant place in C h ’an sote- 
riology long after it was superseded by the m editative techniques of the 
classical C h，an schools, which we shall turn to at the conclusion of this 
essay. The im portance o f no-thought derives from  its recognition as the 
“ access to re a liz a tio n (ch en g-ju ) ，catalyzing the direct confirm ation of 
the student’s innate Buddhahood.39 Since realization-aw akening (cheng- 
w u ) m eant the experience o f the unconditioned (w u -w ei, asarn skrta), it 
perforce was nonconceptual. A  parallel w ith the C h ’an exegesis of 
samadhi and prajna can be discerned here. Like sam adhi and prajna, 
no-thought was regarded as both the consum m ation o f all other types of 
practice and the catalyst o f the final m om ent o f realization—it too 
remained valid  at all levels o f practice. But the sim ultaneous evolution 
o f a distinctive style o f C h ’an rhetoric during the m iddle C h ’an period 
was ultim ately to lead to the creation o f a new type o f C h ’an meditation 
that would supersede even no-thought.

The Distinctive Rhetoric and Pedagogy of Ch，an

Because o f the intim ate connection between doctrine and practice in 
Buddhism, it was perhaps inevitable that C h ’an ’s response to Indian 
m editative models would be accom panied by new ways o f referring to 
the doctrinal concepts o f the Sino-Indian tradition. As we have already 
seen, one o f the principal concerns o f the sinitic tradition o f Buddhism 
was the idea that secular life could be the ground o f enlightenment. 
C h ’an sought both to draw  out the practical im plications o f this idea 
and to make it its own by fram ing it conceptually in  a w ay unique to 
C h ’an. W ithin the C h ’an tradition, the H ung-chou-Lin-chi lineage 
took the most influential strides tow ard，first, developing a new rhetoric 
with which to express sinitic Buddhist concepts, and second, creating 
unique styles o f m editation that would correspond to that rhetoric.

It was the special place o f C h，an, as we have seen, to envision itselfas 
separate from  the rest o f the Buddhist trad ition，a school that was as 
much “Chinese” as it was “ Buddhist•” O ne w ay to assert that indepen
dence was to express Buddhist doctrines in a new way, using langu^ge 
more in keeping with the Chinese preference for concrete, laconic 
descriptions over the abstract, periphrastic form ulation , m ore common 
in Indian philosophy. 40



A monk asked \un-men Wen-yen (d. 949), “What is the Buddha?” \un- 
men replied, “A  dried shit-stick.，，*1

This mode o f philosophical discourse, regarded as indigenous to China, 
may be said to have been licensed by such examples as the renowned 
description o f the Tao in the C huang-tzu.

Master Tung-kuo asked Chuang Tzu, “This thing called the Way—where 
does it exist?” Chuang Tzu said, “There’s no place it doesn’t exist.” 
“Come，” said Master Tung-kuo, “you must be more specific!” “It’s in 
the ant.” “As low a thing as that?” “It’s in the panic grass.” “But that’s 
lower still!” “It’s in the tiles and shards.” “How can it be so low?” “It’s in 
the piss and shit!” Master Tung-kuo made no reply.42 '

A  simple correlation o f the distinctive terms developed within C h ’an 
to refer to Sino-Indian concepts illustrates the radical change in vocabu
lary and rhetoric that took place during the m iddle C h，an period. 
Chinul, a Korean Son m aster with strong sympathies for the k }an-hua 
approach o f Ta-hui, lists a num ber o f term s from  both the doctrinal and 
Ch’an traditions that he construes as being synonymous with “true 
mind” (ch en -h sin ). The doctrinal term s, deriving ultim ately from  Indian 
Buddhist texts, are all abstract and conceptual: tathagatagarbha (em 
bryo o f Buddhahood), dharm adhatu (realm  o f reality), buddhadhatu 
(Buddha-nature), nirvana, tathata (suchness). Com parable C h ’an 
terms, Chinul says, would be “moon o f the m ind，” “ inextinguishable 
lam p，’’ “bottomless bowl,” “sword that splits a wind-blown hdir,” and 
“the old master.”43 The contrast is striking, readily illustrating the 
Ch’an penchant for substantive metaphor.

This characterization o f C h ’an discourse stands in contrast to a sug
gestion Luis Gomez makes in passing in his chapter above: that C h ’an’s 
unique rhetorical styles were not really doctrinal statements but rather 
special illoCutionary uses o f language. C hinul’s analysis, however，sug
gests that the metaphors appearing in C h ’an texts refer to the same 
kinds of doctrinal ideas expressed more periphrastically in the scholastic 
literature. The only difference is that C h，an sought to employ locu- 
tionary styles more in keeping with the ineffable quality o f the state o f 
enlightenment. Later C h’an syncretists like Tsung-m i, \en-shou, and 
Chinul even go so far as to attem pt to link expressions o f C h’an en ligh t
enment experiences w ith  specific stages in the complex m arga m appings 
of Buddhist scholastic texts. A lthough such correlations were vehe- 
mently criticized by m any C h，an m asters, their attacks seem to be not 
So 印uch a denial o f the truth o f those correlations as an expression of 
^ncern that such interpretations o f C h ’an rhetoric would themselves 
become a source o f intellectual fascination and clinging.

G<3mez goes on to suggest that even if  C h，an words are an advanced 
form of religious rhetoric, one would still have to concede that they are



rather parsim onious in providing explicit practical instructions. 
C h ’an texts frequently assert that it was precisely to avoid such instruc
tions that C h’an adopted its peculiar form  o f rhetoric. The only ** practi
cal^ instruction for G h5an was the direct experience o f enlightenment* 
any other instruction would be a hindrance— an “ im pedim ent to the 
Tao” as the P latform  Sutra would have it. Hence, C h ’an words are 
intended to convey the experience and content o f enlightenm ent; and if 
that experience is ineffable, then the language used to describe it must 
strive to be equally ineffable. Indeed, any other type o f description 
would contradict the experience itself.

Thus the unique rhetoric developed by C h ’an is distinguished above 
all by its “ terseness” (sh en g-likh ) .44 T hat is to say, the m eaning o f C h’an 
discourse comes not from  intelligibility or clarity o f expression but from 
its u tility in prom pting what Tsung-m i called “ m ysterious penetration” 
(h sU an -t，ung) 45—in other w ords, from its transform ative quality. Over 
against the prolixity o f Indian Buddhist texts and sinitic exegetical trea
tises, C h，an claim ed that its language offered a direct revelation o f the 
nonconceptual state o f enlightenm ent, an access that was otherwise, 
unavailable in Chinese Buddhism. Ta-hui indicates the soteriological 
m otive of C h ’an rhetoric— its power to catalyze an awakening—when 
he declares that “ C h’an discourse is coextensive w ith C h’an practice.'*46

There are certainly grounds for questioning, however, whether 
C h，an，s criticism  o f abstract descriptions o f truth does not equally apply 
to C h ’an rhetoric as well. C h ，an writings themselves provide evidence 
that encounter dialogue could as easily become a focus o f attachment 
and conceptual reification as any expressions o f the scholastic schools; 
in fact, the literature abounds in criticism s o f students who ignorantly 
ape their m asters5 words and actions without understanding their sig
nificance. One o f Tsung-m i’s m ajor criticism s o f the Hung-chou 
approach is that its alleged “ spontaneity” was often m isinterpreted by 
ignorant students as advocating antinom ianism .47 Furtherm ore, it must 
be admitted that any description, no m atter how “ terse,” is inadequate 
to describe something that is fundam entally indescribable. As we shall 
see in our discussion o f the k'an-hua technique, this inherent frustration 
over the incapacity o f language was used by the m ature C h，an school as 
a soteriological tool.

The distinctive rhetoric o f C h ，an developed in tandem  with a new 
pedagogical style, pioneered by M a-tsu and Lin-chi, This nonconcep
tual, illocutionary style o f teaching—by beating, shouting, or virtually 
any other kind o f physical gesture, in order to rouse students from  com
placency and catalyze their enlightenm ent— is w ell illustrated in the 
story of Po-chang Huai-Haiss enlightenm ent at, quite literally, the hands 
o f M a-tsu.



[One day when Ma-tsu] was walking in attendance on Po-chang, a flock 
of wild geese flew off overhead. Ma-tsu asked Po-chang, “What is that?” 
po-chang Replied, “Wild geese，master.” Ma-tsu: “Where did they go?” 
Po-chang: “They’ve flown away.” Ma-tsu turned his head and, seizing 
p o - c h a n g ’ s n o s e , v i o l e n t l y  t w e e k e d  i t ，s o  t h a t  P o - c h a n g  c r ie d  o u t  i n  p a i n .  
The master asked, “How could you say that the wild geese have flown 
away? They have been here from the very beginning.” Through these 
words, Po-chang awakened.48

Ma-tsu was also not above using a swift kick at times on his students, as 
the following encounter with Hung-chou Shui-liao (d .u .) suggests.

While they were out gathering rattan, Master Shui-liao asked Ma-tsu, 
“What is the real meaning of Bodhidharm a，s coming from the West?” 
Ma-tsu replied, “Come closer and I’ll tell you.” When Shui-liao was quite 
close, Ma-tsu kicked him in the chest, knocking him to the ground. In a 
daze, Shui-liao got up, clapping his hands and laughing loudly. Ma-tsu 
asked, “\Vhat insight did you have that has made you laugh?” Shui-liao 
said, ‘‘Hundreds of thousands of teachings and immeasurable sublime 
meanings are on the tip of one hair; today I have completely understood 
their source"49

Subsequent m asters in M a-tsu，s lineage adopted this iconoclastic 
teaching style with a vengeance, expanding it in virtu ally  every conceiv
able direction. W henever students questioned M a-tsu，s immediate dis
ciple, Shih-kung H ui-tsang (d .u .)—who had been a hunter before 
ordaining— about the dharm a, he would take up his old bow and arrow  
and take aim right between their eyes. A  seventh-generation successor, 
Chin-hua Chu-ti (d .u .), always raised one finger, while Hsin-chou Ta-ti 
(d.u.) would strike the ground.50 H uang-po H si-yun is said to have beat 
his student Lin-chi to bring him to enlightenm ent,51 and Lin-chi him 
self is best known for his use o f a loud shout (h o) as a teaching device, o f 
which he distinguished four different types.52 The refinem ent, if  that is 
the word，o f this teaching style continued unabated, and in the records 
of Lin-chi and his disciples we find several encounters that seem almost 
parodies o f C h’an teaching methods; the following example is typical:

The Master asked a monk, “Where do you come from?” The monk 
shouted. The Master saluted him and motioned him to sit down. The 
monk hesitated. The Master hit him.

Seeing another monk coming, the Master raised his whisk. The monk 
bowed low. The Master hit him.

Seeing still another monk coining, the Master again raised his whisk. 
The monk paid no attention. The Master hit him too.53

By now the Indian antecedents o f C h，an Buddhism have faded 
deeply, so thoroughly synthesized w ith Chinese modes o f thought that



they are difficult to distinguish any longer. Although Chinese doctrinal 
schools such as H ua-yen and T ，ien -t，a i retained at least something of 
the distinctive Sino-Indian Buddhist vocabulary, even that has largely 
vanished in the H ung-chou-Lin-chi line o f C h，an ，to be replaced by 
proleptic shouts, beatings, and farce.

Cultivation in the Hung-chou and Lin-chi Schools

But what kind o f form al practice was actually advocated by the Hung- 
chou-Lin-chi line to accom pany this innovative rhetoric and pedagogy? 
The “ discourse records” ( yu -lu )  and “ transm ission o f the lam p” an
thologies ( teng-lu) , from  which most o f our m aterial on early masters in 
this line derives,1 rare ly  include such concrete inform ation. Both these 
genres o f C h ’an literature, like the kung-an anthologies to which we shall 
soon turn, were not compiled until the Sung period, several centuries 
after the lives o f the teachers they purport to describe. The anecdotal 
form ats o f “discourse records” and “lam p anthologies” were intended 
not so much to preserve inform ation about the unique teachings o f spe
cific m asters as instead to convey, respectively, the particular “house 
style” (ch ia-fen g) o f each o f the Five Houses o f classical C h ’an or the 
“collective experience” o f the larger C h ’an trad ition.54 The historical 
difficulties surrounding these m aterials should not, however, obscure 
their value in detailing Sung C h，an ，s retrospective perceptions of its 
own evolution; indeed, the testim ony o f these discourse records tells us 
a great deal about the concerns o f their Sung authors, and the specific 
influences they perceived from  their em inent T ’ang predecessors.55 
However, any conclusions these accounts suggest concerning practices 
current during this transitional period o f C h’an are necessarily tentative 
and must await further study. G iven the lim itations o f our m aterial, let 
us exam ine what the discourse records o f M a-tsu and Lin-chi have to 
say about the approaches to practice o f the Hung-chou and early Lin- 
chi schools.

M a-tsu，s R ecord portrays a teacher whose system is totally o r i e n t e d  

toward the experience o f awakening, to the com plete deprecation o f cul
tivation .56 True ifisight does not come about from  m aturing specific 
wholesome causes that lead to corresponding results. Such an approach 
would reduce the experience o f the unconditioned (asam skrta) to that of a 
conditioned (sarriskrta ) result, m eaning that the unconditioned would be 
governed by the same causal processes as the conditioned realm . Such， 

conclusion, C h，an claim ed, reflects an in ferior perspective on spintu 
training, such as would be held by the m ediocre sravakas o f the 
m aligned “ H lnayana” branch o f Buddhism.



丁he path does not involve cultivation. If it is claimed that it is achieved 
through cultivation, that cultivation results, in turn’ in disaster. This is 
just what happens to the sravakas. • . ■ The srdoakas don’t know that the 
sanctified mind originally is free from stages and positions, causes and 
effects, steps and levels. It is a mental presumption and misconception 
that one cultivates causes and realizes their effects.57

For M a-tsu, there is no hint o f any sequence o f practices that leads the 
student from one stage to another, progressively abandoning unwhole- 
some actions and cultivating wholesome conduct, until those stages 
reach their consummation in perfect purity o f m ind. A s he frequently 
reiterates, the G h’an adept ‘‘should neither cling to the wholesome nor 
reject the unwholesome/*58 Hence, effort is not necessary to achieve 
erdightenment; rather, one should sim ply free  the m ind from  artificial 
constraints so that it w ill be open to that prospect, and thus “allow  the 
Tao to circulate freely,” as the P latform  Sutra said.

Since there are no causes that result in awakening, the student can do 
nothing to effect his own enlightenm ent, M a-tsu rem arks, except sim
ply to “have faith in the fact that his own m ind is a Buddha.’’59 M a-tsu  
saw everything in life as a m anifestation o f the fundam entally pure 
nature o f the m ind; there is no need to think that one has to control, 
alter, or create anything in order to achieve enlightenm ent.60 The fact 
that a person is sentient is proof enough o f his innate enlightenm ent, 
and of the fact that his ordinary, everyday mind is itself the enlightened 
mind.61 If the student w ill ju st allow his"mind to be enlightened, as it in 
truth already is, rather than trying to shape it into that form  by rem ov
ing defilements and cultivating wholesome states o f m ind，the need for 
cultivation w ill be obviated. Then, the supram undane path w ill be 
achieved naturally, without expending any effort:

For one who wants to directly experience this path, the normal mind 
(P}î g-ch'anghsin)  is the path. What is meant by “normal mind”？ [It is the 
mind that is] free from construction and production, right and wrong, 
clinging and rejection, annihilationism and etemalism, ordinary and 

• . ■ It is your everyday walking’ standing, sitting, and lying down, 
your personal encounters and contacts with things, which are all entirely 
just this path.62

M a-tsu，s teacher, N an-yiieh H uai-jang, reiterated this claim  that there 
was nothing the student could develop that would allow him  to achieve 
eiJightenment when he criticized M a-tsu for seeking Buddhahood 
through m editating. In a famous exchange, H uai-jang is said to have 
Seen M a-tsu sittin g  in m editation in front o f h is herm itage. G oing over 
to him, H uai-jang picked up a brick and began grinding it against a



stone. W hen M a-tsu asked what he was doing, H uai-jang replied that 
he was grinding the brick in to a m irror. M a-tsu, surprised  ̂ demanded, 
“ How can you make a brick into a m irro r by polishing it? Huai-jang 
i n  t u r n  a s k e d ,  “ H o w  c a n  y o u  e v e r  a c h i e v e  B u d d h a h o o d  t h r o u g h  m e d i
t a t i o n ?>,fi3 ,

Since everything that occurs to the individual is an expression o f the
functioning (yu n g ) o f the essence ( t 3i)  o f the inherently enlightened Bud
dha-nature, the student need only allow  that natu re to express its innate 
state in order to be enlightened. Thus he m ay com e to awakening with
out having to cultivate anything: there w ould be no need either to con- 
trol unwholesome tendencies o f mind, or to develop wholesom e states of 
m ind. Hence, cultivation, such as it is for M a-tsu, “ m eans simply to 
allow  the mind to act spontaneously.”64

M a-tsu，s soteriological program —in which aw akening receives exclu
sive emphasis and cultivation is reduced to “ spontaneity” (tzu -ja n ), that 
is，sim ply allow ing one，s innate enlightenm ent to operate freely—is the 
second principal interpretation o f the “ sudden” teaching o f the ^South
ern school” o f C h'an. A s w e have seen, Shen-hui’s in terpretation o f the 
sudden teaching as sudden aw akening-gradual cultivation presumed 
that further spiritual developm ent would be necessary after the initial 
awakening in order for the adherent to learn  how to express his enlight
enment in practical term s. M a-tsu，s approach is usually characterized 
instead as “ sudden aw akening-sudden cu ltivation” (tu n -w u  tu n -h siu )t in 
which awakening and cultivation are both perfected simultaneously. 
Awakening to the essence o f the m ind is claim ed to occur instanta
neously; and since cultivation is ju st the functioning o f that essence, it 
too is ins tan taneo u si y perfected, leaving nothing fu rth er either to 
develop or to overcom e.65 H ence, the studeiu need not concern himself 
at all with cultivation but should instead give fu ll attention to awak
ening.

M a-tsu, however, provides few practical hints on w hat precisely the 
student was to do in order to have that experience o f sudden awakening" 
^Mw-cultivation. His R ecord m entions only one catalyst that might 
prompt such an experience- o f com plete enlightenm ent; the encounter 
with an enlightened master.

If one is a  person of the highest sp iritual faculties, he m ight unexpectedly 
encounter the instructions 卩it.，"direct pointing，” chih-shih] of a spiritual 
ad v iso r  a n d ,  th ro u g h  th o se  w o rd s ， g a in  u n d e r s ta n d in g .  T h e n ,  w ith o u t 
h av in g  to pass th rough  an y  fu rth er steps or s ta g e s , he w o u ld  sudden ly 
awaken to his original nature.66

Thus it would seem that encounters w ith enlightened t e a c h e r s ,  such 3s 
are glorified in the m any anecdotes preserved in the la ter kung-an  collec*



t io n s，were the principal technique o f “cultivation” used in the Hung- 
chou school； and it is the reliance on this technique that marks the tran- 
s itio n  to what would eventually become the classical forms o f C h’an.

S u c h  e n c o u n t e r s  w e r e  i n t e n d e d  t o  p r o d  t h e  s t u d e n t  o u t  o f  t h e  m is c o n 
ception that he is not enlightened and allow him to see that everything is 
a manifestation o f his innate Buddha-nature. But by asserting that 
everything is enlightenment itself and that nothing wholesome need be 
cultivated and nothing unwholesome removed, M a-tsu，s approach is 
open to the criticism that it too easily lends itself to antinomianism , a 
major hindrance to the student’s awakening. This critique o f Hung- 
chou soteriology wa^in fact made by theorists belonging to rival schools 
of Ch’an, as Peter Gregory has shown in his chapter on Tsung-mi in 
this volume. The approach o f the Hung-chou school was further subject 
to charges o f elitism as wellj since M a-tsu explicitly states that his 
approach is intended only for “a person o f the highest spiritual facul
ties.5 * Thus no attempt was made to accommodate the breadth o f char
acter types and abilities supposedly encompassed within the great com
passion of M ahayana.67

Exegetes within the C h，an tradition have also suggested that the 
Hung-chou stress on spontaneity had effectively shifted the focus o f 
Ch’an away from the internal essence o f mind to its external function
ing. Hence, rather than “seeing the nature and achieving Buddha- 
hood”一 the paradigmatic statement o f C h ’an gnoseology一 the Hung- 
chou school instead maintained that it is through the functioning o f the 
mind that its nature is seen. Tsung-mi, for example, portrays the 
Hung-chou position as claiming that “ the mind cannot be pointed out; 
it is through such properties as its capacity for speech and so forth that 
we can prove its existence and become aware o f the presence o f the Bud- 
dha-nature.，，68 The Hung-chou school, according to Tsung-m iJs cri- 
tique，recognizes the “adaptive functioning” (su i-yiia n  yin g-yu n g) of the 
mind—the m yriad ways in which the mind manifests externally—but 
ignores its “innate functioning” (tzu -h sin g  pen-yung)—the direct mani
festation o f the essence itself. Tsung-mi compares this relationship to a  
bright m irror, where the surface o f the m irror is the essence, the natural 
reflectivity o f the m irror its innate functioning, and the images reflected 
by the m irror its adaptive functioning.69 Hence M a-tsu，s approach, in 

so concerned to allow the things and experiences o f ordinary life 
to occur spontaneously，neglects to teach the student that such experi- 
ences are the end products o f a process that leads back to the essence o f 

itself.70
4 iT he teachings o f Lin-chi I-hsuan, a fourth-generation successor in 

，Hung-chou lineage, can in spme ways be interpreted as correcting 
ls Potential miscon struct ion o f M a-tsu *s intent. Lin-chi provided for a



specific type o f cultivation that would complement awakening, which 
the student him self could develop. This was faith (h sin ), a practice that 
occupies a prom inent place in the extant m aterials concerning Lin-chi*s 
teachings.71

Fairh for Lin-chi was not blind acceptance o f an external deity or sub
mission to the authority o f one’s teacher, but rather a faculty inherent in 
each and every sentient being; As numerous exhortations in Lin-chi*s 
Record suggest, faith was seen as the beneficial influence constantly 
emanating from the enlightened nature, prompting all conscious beings 
toward enlightenm ent.72 L in -ch i，s faith is therefore equivalent to the 
“ innate functioning” o f the mind-essence, which M a-tsu’s soteriology 
was alleged to have neglected. Lin-chi frequently admonishes his 
charges that if only their faith in the truth o f their inherent Buddhahood 
were sufficient, they would be enlightened instantaneously, and would 
not have to becom e enlightened. This is because all persons are in fact 
already enlightened, and only mistakenly believe that they are not; 
hence, enlightenment involves nothing more than simply accepting that 
fact—believing it wholeheartedly. As Lin-chi remarks: “Attainment is 
attained instantly, with no tim e required, no practice, no realizing, no 
gain, no loss. . . . The resolute man knows full well that from the 
beginning there is nothing to do. O nly because your faith is insufficient 
do you ceaselessly chase about; having thrown away your head，you go 
on and on looking for it, unable to stop you rself.，，73 But with sufficient 
faith, the student at once realizes the inherently enlightened essence of 
his own mind, which Lin-chi term ed the “ true man o f no rank” (w u-w et 
chen-jen) .74 This form of cultivation restores to Ch*an practice the 
school’s fundamental focus on the direct experience o f the essence of 
mind, as expressed in the injunction to ‘‘see the nature and achieve 
Buddhahood.”

Faith for Lin-chi was thus both the means and the end o f practice, the 
catalyst o f enlightenment as well as its consummation. By developing 
faith, the student comes to understand the fundamental premise of Chi
n e s e  B u d d h i s m :  t h a t  h i s  n a t u r a l  s t a t e  o f  m i n d  i s  e n l i g h t e n m e n t  i t s e l f .  
When all doubts about this inherent Buddhahood are resolved through 
the perfection o f faith, faith and enlightenment are realized to be coex
tensive. In this wise, the Lin-chi school can be seen to sustain the Hung- 
c h o u  school’s soteriology o f sudden awakening-sudden c u l t i v a t i o n  in 
which awakening and cultivation (here, faith) are perfected simultane
o u s l y .75

Lin-chi，s interpretation o f faith as the functioning o f the inherent 
nature of the mind recalls the im portant place o f tathagatagarbha doc 
trine in sinitic Buddhist thought in general, and C h，an practice an 
rhetoric in particular. In tathagatagarbha thought, faith is the princip



soteriological tool prom pting realization o f imm anent enlightenm ent. 
According to  the R atn agotravibhdga, the m ain Indian treatise on the sys
tem: <£The highest truth o f the Buddhas can be understood only by 
faith; the blind indeed are unable to see the blazing orb o f the sun.，，76 
Like the “ true m an o f no rank,” the concept o f tathagatagarbha also 
suggests that “there is nothing to be rem oved, and absolutely nothing to 
be added. The truth  should be perceived as it is, and he who sees the 
truth w ill be liberated.” 77 This reduction o f Buddhist religiousness to 
the single factor o f faith offered C h ’an a w ay tb make practical its hall
mark o f inherent enlightenm ent, as w ell as to ju stify  the Hung-chou 
approach o f sudden aw akening-sudden cultivation.78

The role o f faith carried over into la ter C h ’an ，but without quite the 
same degree o f em phasis that it received in L in-chi’s own thought. The 
system atizer o f k 3an-hua C h，a ii，Ta-hui Tsung-kao, for exam ple, reiter
ates L in-chi，s notion that insufficient faith (h sin  p u -ch i) causes one to dis
trust the truth o f one’s own inherent enlightenm ent.

If you want to study this path, you must have stable faith, so that your 
mind is unaffected whether it encounters favorable or adverse sensory 
objects. Then and o n l y  then will you go in the right direction. . . .  If 
you’re half clear and half unclear, half believing and half unbelieving, 
then whenever you come in contact with sensory objects and meet with 
events, your mind will give rise to doubt and confusion. This is the mind 
that is attached to the sense-spheres. Unable to be absolutely free of 
doubts concerning this path, or to eradicate the root of defilement and 
leave all difficulties far behind—all these problems derive from lack of sta
ble faith and from being vexed by one's own skandha-m ara. 79

But whereas Lin-chi expected that his students would have to try  con
tinually to strengthen their fa ith，Ta-hui seems to have had a rather 
more realistic view  o f the hum an condition. People m ay in truth be 
enlightened, but they have had an in fin ite num ber o f lifetim es in the 
past to convince them selves that they are not. H ence, rath er than devel
oping an approach to practice that requires the student to perfect his 
inherent facility fo r faith , Ta-hui instead bases his approach to C h ’an 
firm ly on the dou bts norm ally experienced on the path. A s Ta-hui says, 
‘The roads o f M ara them selves are the route o f enlightenm ent by 

which the person escapes from  birth and death"80

K ^ an -h tia Ch’an and a “Short-cut” to Enlightenment

To this point we have seen chat C h ，an shared m any features in common 
other schools o f sinitic Buddhism . C h ’an accepted a sim ilar ontol- 

°Sy o f m ind, had adopted the subitist soteriology common to most o f



the Chinese schools o f Buddhism, and had tried to adapt traditional 
Buddhist m editative terminology. C h，an，s independent identity during 
the middle C h’an period derived to a large extent from  its unique rhe
torical and pedagogical styles, and it was the development o f these styles 
that justified its claim  of being an independent transmission o f Bud
dhism. By the inception o f the Sung dynasty in 960，however, Ch’an 
had become a full-blown “tradition” in its own right, as concerned with 
the integrity o f its teachings, practices, and institutions as any of its 
rivals. This long-coveted legitim acy gave C h ’an considerable influence 
among the political and intellectual elites and flo w ed  C h’an practi
tioners to make seminal contributions in areas o f secular culture such as 
literature and the arts. But a  sinification process that had begun in 
order to open Buddhism to Chinese in all strata o f society had now 
resulted paradoxically in an increasing insularity o f C h，an from the 
masses.81

It was in this context that C h，an masters o f the classical period began 
to look within the history o f their own school for teaching methods that 
would be suited to C h，an，s view  o f its own exalted pedigree. Stories 
about the earlier patriarchs and teachers—which were termed “old 
cases” (k u -tse) or, more commonly, public cases，’ (kung-an)̂ 2—pro
vided an especially fecund, and uniquely C h，an，source o f pedagogical 
m aterial. As itinerant C h’an monks wandered from  teacher to teacher, 
they inquired about stories handed down concerning earlier patriarchs 
and masters. Sometimes too they would query those teachers about the 
enigmatic remarks made by other masters they had met in the course of 
their travels, and ask them for their own responses. These sayings, 
exchanges, and variant explanations were collected and shared among 
the brethren, and eventually came to be used by C h’an masters for 
instructing their students and testing the depth o f their understanding* 
Teachers even began to assign such exchanges as themes to be contem
plated during m editation.

Two of the earliest C h，an m asters to use kung-an^  in instructing their 
students were Yiin-m en W en-yen (d. 949)，the founder o f the Yiin-men 
school, and Fen-yang Shan-chao (947-1024), who revived what was at 
that time a moribund Lin-chi school. Fen-yang him self compiled three 
separate collections o f kung-an in his R ecord: one hundred “old cases 
(k u -tse) with explanatory verses by Fen-yang; one hundred original 
kung-an by Fen-yang him self, to which he appended his own answers, 
and one hundred old cases w ith Fen-yang，s alternate answers.84

It is o f course the Lin-chi school that is most closely associated wi 
the use o f kung-an，and the m ajority o f kung-an anthologies belong to that 
school. The largest o f these anthologies is the P i-yen  lu  (Blue 1 
Record), compiled in final form  by Yaan^wu K ，o-ch，in ，a tenth-genera



tion Lin-chi successor who belonged to the collateral Y ang-ch，i lineage 
of that school.85 The P i-yen  lu  itself is an expansion and elaboration o f an 
earlier work by Hsiieh-tou C h ’ung-hsien (980-1052) entitled P o-tse 
sung-ku (One H undred Cases and Verses to the O ld [C ases])，86 a  collec- 
tion o f one hundred anecdotes concerning earlier C h’an m asters to 
which H siieh-tou appended explanatory verses and annotation. Some 
sixty years later, Yuan-wu added his own introductory “ pointers” 
(ch ^ i-sh ih )  to each case along with fu rther explanations of, and com- 
mentaries to, both the case and H siieh-tou，s verses, to form  his larger 
anthology. A  typical case in  the P i-yen  lu  begins w ith a “ pointer” by 
Yiian-wu to direct the student toward the im portant issue raised in the 
kung-an; this is followed by the kung-an itself, with Y iian-wu^ interlinear 
ann o ta tion , Y u a n -w u ^  exp o sitio n  o f th e  k ung-an，ex p la n a to ry  ve rse s  b y  
Hsiieh-tou with Yuan-wu^s in terlinear notes, and a concluding com
mentary to the verses, also by Yiian-wu. A  more com plex genre o f lite r
ature can hardly be im agined, rivaling any o f the exegetical commenta
ries of the doctrinal schools. These collections o f stories, most o f which 
were compiled during the Sung dynasty, constitute one o f the largest 
bodies o f writings o f any o f the Chinese schools o f Buddhism. A ny pre
tense C h ’an m ay have still retained about being a teaching that “did 
not rely on words and letters” was hardly supportable given the rapid  
proliferation o f such anthologies w ithin different teaching lineages.

The com pilation o f kung-an collections, w ith their distinctive language 
and style, illustrates the tendency in Sung dynasty G h，an toward  
refined literary activity, which was term ed “lettered C h ’an” (w en -tzu  
Ch’an).87 These literary endeavors helped to bring C h ’an into the 
mainstream o f Chinese cultural life and also led to a fertile interchange 
between C h ’an and secular belles lettres. But this tendency toward 
greater and greater erudition was also anathem a to later teachers in the 
Lin-chi school: if G h，an “did not rely on words and letters,” what was 
the need for these massive anthologies o f C h ’an words? Yiian-wu*s own 
successor, Ta-hui Tsung-kao, vehem ently lashed out at Sung w en -tzu  
Ch’an，as epitom ized in his teacher’s P i-yen  lu , fo r fostering, he claim ed, 
the mistaken idea that C h ’an was m erely clever repartee and elegant 
Verse. In perhaps the ultim ate expression o f contempt fo r this literary  
type o f C h，an，Ta-hui, according to legend, tried to keep the P i-yen  lu  
°ut of circulation by having the xylographs from which it was printed 
burned.88

Unfortunately the notoriety o f Tk-hui’s provocative action with 
regard to his teacher’s w ritings has tended to obscure the revolutionary  
Ŝ eP naade by Yuan-wu in the use o f kung-an. Yuan-wu was apparently

e first to teach that kung-an  were npt sim ply the dead records o f 
^changes with ancient C h ’an m asters, and thus suitably the focus o f



literary endeavors. Rather, they should be used as if  they were directly 
pointing (ck ih -ch ih ; alt. ch ik -sk ih ) to the mind o f each and every individ
ual—that is, as a statement o f im m ediate, contem porary relevance 
(h sien -ch ’eng) J .  gm jd)^ 9 guiding one toward enlightenm ent. As Yiian-wu 
warns in his H sin -yao (Essentials o f M ind): “ Do not look for the living 
road in the words and phrases, bury yourself in the kung-an o f the 
ancients, or make a stratagem  for living in the ghost cave or beneath the 
dark m ountain. It is im portant only to access awakening and have pro
found realizatio n .，，90 Despite the num ber o f kung-an that had been com
piled in anthologies like his own P i-ym  lu , Yiian-wu insisted that any one 
case represented all other cases, since each was the presentation of a 
C h’an m aster’s enlightened m ind. Hence, a single kung-an contained all 
the past and present teachings o f Buddhism and C h ,an and was suffi
cient in itself to bring the student to awakening. As Yiian-wu states: “If 
one generates understanding and accesses awakening through a single 
phrase [i.e ., the h u a-tyou ], a single encounter (ch i), or a single object, 
then im m easurable, innum erable functions and kung-an are simultane
ously penetrated .，，91

This change in the concept o f the kung-an was crystallized with Yiian- 
wu. And with Ta-hui fully elaborating the viewpoint o f his teacher, kung- 
an emerged not as literary foils but as contem plative tools for realizing 
one’s own innate enlightenm ent. Hence, through the influence of Yiian- 
wu and Ta-hui the proliferation o f kung~an collections eventually slowed 
as the need to consider a m ultitude o f ancient cases in the course of 
one’s training was obviated in the radical reduction o f C h，an medita
tion to looking into (k ran) but a single kung-an.92

Chung-feng M ing-pen (12 6 3 -13 2 3), a Yuan dynasty C h，an monk in 
the M i-an branch o f YGan-wu’s line, describes the use o f the kung-an as a 
catalyst fo r enlightenm ent in one o f the most renowned passages of 
C h，an literature:

T h e  kung-an is  s o m e th in g  t h a t  c a n  Jt>e u s e d  o n l y  b y  m e n  w i t h  e n lig h te n e d  
minds who wish to prove their understanding. They are certainly not 
intended to be used merely to increase one’s lore and provide topics for 
idle discussion. The so-called venerable masters of C h ’an  are the chief 
officials of the public law courts of the monastic community, as it were, 
a n d  t h e i r  c o l l e c t i o n s  o f  s a y i n g s  a r e  t h e  c a s e  r e c o r d s  o f  p o in t s  t h a t  h a v e  
been vigorously advocated. Occasionally men of former times, in the 
intervals when they were not teaching, in spare moments when their doors 
were closed, would take up these cases and arrange them , give their judg* 
ment on them , compose verses of praise on them and write their own 
answers to them. Surely they did not do this ju st to show off their erudi 
t i o n  a n d  c o n t r a d ic t  th e  w o r t h y  m e n  o f  o l d .  R a t h e r  .  . . t h e y  s to o p e d  to 
using expedient means in  order to o^en the wisdom eye of men of later



generations, hoping thereby to make it possible for them to attain the 
understanding of the great dharma for themselves in the same way.93

In kung-an investigation, according to Ta-hui, rather than reflect over 
the entire kung-an exchange, which could lead the m ind to distraction, 
one should instead zero in on the principal topic, or most essential ele- 
jpent, of that exchange, which he termed its ” critical phrase” (h u a -t，ou). 
Ta-hui called this new approach to m editation k'an -h tia  C h，an—the 
Ch’an o f observing the critical phrase— and alleged that it was a “ short- 
cut” (ch ing-ch ieh)9  ̂leading to instantaneous enlightenment*.

The distinction between kung-an investigation as a pedagogical tool 
and k fan-hua practice as a m editative technique can be illustrated by 
examining the kung-an Ta-hui most often taught: the w u o f Chao-chou 
Ts^ng-shen (778-897).

Once a monk asked Chao-chou, “Does a dog have Buddha-nature or 
not?” Chao-chou replied, “No!” (w u ).95

The entire exchange between Chao-chou and his pupil would constitute 
th e,ku n g-an , while its “critical phrase,” or “ principal topic” (h u a -t，ou), 
would be ju st the word “no/’96 Because Chao-chou’s answer contradicts 
the most fundam ental tenet o f sinitic Buddhist doctrine, which insisted 
that the Buddha-nature is innate in all sentient beings, investigating the 
reply “no” provides a jo lt to the student’s ordinary w ay o f thinking. 
Single-minded attention to that one word “ no” then creates an intro
spective focus that eventually l^ads the m editator back to the m ind’s 
enlightened source—a process that C h，an term s “ tracing back the radi
ance em anating from  the m ind” (hu i-kuangfan-chao) .97 Once the student 
has recovered his m ind’s source by this counterillum ination, he w ill 
know the intent ( i)  with which Chao-chou made his response— and, by 
extension, the enlightened mind that fram ed that intent—and w ill con
summate in him self the very  same state o f enlightenm ent.98 Looking 
into the h u a -t，ou thus leads to the nondual, enlightened source o f the 
mind from  which all discrim inative thought arises." The adept can 
then act as Chao-chou and w ill understand all the kung-an intuitively. 
Hence, in this new method, h u a -t3ou  practice seeks to em ulate the 
enlightened mind o f previous m asters， not to explain (by literary  
means) the m eaning o f their rem arks. It is as if  the student were 
mstructed to pattern his mind after that o f the enlightened m aster who 
appears in the kung-an, until they think as one.

It may seem curious that Lin-chi C h，an，after developing a style o f 
teaching that was less reliant on conceptual explanation, should ulti- 
mately embrace a contem plative technique that explicitly employs 
知9rds， especially when compared with standard Indian m editative 
电 proaches that made no recourse to language, such as following the



breath or visualizing the parts o f the body- It is therefore worth reiterat
ing that C h’an considered these hua-V ou, or m editative locutions, to be 
“live words” (ku o-ch u ), because they led to aw akening, and the concep
tual teachings o f the doctrinal schools “dead w ords” (ssu -ck u ), because 
they led only to intellectual understanding. Yiian-wu w arns: “ Examine 
the live word; don’t exam ine the dead wofcL O ne who adheres utterly to 
the live word w ill not forget fo r an eternity o f kalpas. One who adheres 
utterly to the dead word w ill never be able to save him self. I f you want 
to take the patriarchs and Buddhas as your m asters, you must clearly 
choose the live w ord.，，100 C h ’an words, such as those that appear in a 
h u a -t，ou, were thus conceived o f as a form  o f sp iritual homeopathy, using 
a m inim al, but potent, dosage o f the “poison o f w ords” to cure the mal
ady o f conceptualization. H sii-yiin (18 4 0 -19 4 9 ), a renowned C h’an 
m aster o f the Chinese Republican era, explains:

The message of the Ch’an sect prior to the T ’ang and Sung dynasties was 
contained in one phrase of half a line, “understand the mind, see one’s 
nature，” which brought realization of the path. The transmission from 
master to disciple involved nothing more than “stamping” (y in ) [the mas
ter's] mind on the mind [of his disciple]. There was no other technique. 
Ordinarily, the disciple would ask instruction and the master would reply. 
[The master] just used the appropriate technique to release [the disciple] 
from his bonds, as for an illness one prescribes medicine.

After the Sung period, the capacity of people degenerated, and while 
they were taught, they wouldn’t do anything. For example, if told to 
“renounce everything,” or “do not have thoughts of good or evil,” they 
would not renounce anything，and thought not of the good, but only of the 
evil. At that time, the patriarchs and teachers, from unavoidable necessity, 
selected a method that used poison to counteract poison [emphasis added】. They 
taught students to investigate the kung-an and to observe the h u a-t，ou.101

A  kung-an or h u a-t }ou was therefore conceived o f as nothing m ore than 
an expedient; there was absolutely nothing arcane o r m ystical about it. 
Its purpose was sim ply “ to open up the eyes o f patched-robed monks of 
this world.” 102 Anything in fact could serve the sam e purpose as the hua- 
t,o u  in catalyzing the experience o f awakening: a story o f an ancient 
m aster’s enlightenm ent, the scriptures o f Buddhism , even the ordinary 
activities o f day-to-day life (jih -yu n g yin g -yu a n ) . 103 As an expedient, the 
hua-t fou had no ultim ate m eaning, and there was no specific, predeter
mined answer to the kung-an such as the Japanese R inzai tradition is 
commonly portrayed as expecting.

The reader might wonder at this point w hether calling the h u a -t’ou an 
expedient contradicts the Lin-chi claim  that k ，an-hua C h ，an is a sudden 
approach to enlightenm ent. This is not the case. O ne common simile 
fo r sudden cultivation, which Ta-hui uses in his own w ritings, is that o



an archer shooting arrows at a target: even though it m ay take thou- 
saiids of attem pts before his aim  is accurate and he is able to hit the 
bull’s-eye consistently，it is the same act o f shooting that is repeated tim e 
and again. The repeated observation o f the h u a -t3ou (shooting the 
arrows) w ill catalyze awakening (hitting the target consistently), but 
that result does not occur after progressive developm ent through a 
series o f stages. It is worth noting that much o f traditional Chinese 
apprenticeship took place in the same way, learning to do the whole job  
properly over a long period o f time rather than m astering a series of 
srI1aller steps. Ta-hui him self is extrem ely careful to avoid any im plica
tion that k'an-hua C h，an involves any sort o f graduated progress. Ta-hui 
does m ention different experiences that are engendered by observing 
the hua-t 9qu9 such as perplexity, bursting, power, and interfusion. But 
while such experiences “ m ay be called ‘constantly illum inating in 
silence，，or ‘a person who experiences the G reat D eath，，o r ‘an event 
that occurs before your parents are bom ,9 or 4an event that occurs 
before the void -kalp a，，，，104 Ta-hui warns that these are m erely different 
pjerspectives from  which h u a -t3ou investigation m ay be described depend
ing on the aspiration and talent of the individual，not stages that are 
invariably undergone on the w ay toward enlightenm ent.

Further, while the conceptual form  o f a h u a-t rou m ay involve linguistic 
convention，it is still a “ live w ord，，because it is designed to lead to an 
experience o f ultim ate validity. Hence it is not the expedient that ren
ders a soteriology either sudden or gradual，but the attachm ent thereto. 
As Ta-hui says，“W hile one can access the path through the gate o f 
Expedients, it is a sickness to conserve expedients and not discard 
them.”105 If anything, Ta-hui views h u a -t9ou as a “ sudden” expedient, 
intended to catalyze an equally “sudden，，aw akening.106

The purpose o f the h u a-t 3ou} then, is to enable the student to tran
scend the dualistic processes o f thought in a single m om ent o f insight, 
without requiring that he “progress gradually through a series o f steps 
0r stages.’，107 For this reason Ta-hui refers to k ，an-hua C h ’an as a “ short- 
cut” approach to m editation:

If you want to understand the principle o f the short-cut, you must in one 
fell swoop break through this one thought—then and only then will you 
comprehend birth and death. Then and only then will it be called access- 
ln§ awakening. . . . You need only lay down, all at once, the mind full of 
deluded thoughts and inverted thinking, the mind of logical discrimina- 
tion，the mind that loves life and hates death, the mind of knowledge and 

interpretation and comprehension, and the mind that rejoices in 
^illness and turns from disturbance.108
Any kind o f intellectualization o f the h u a -t，ou，any attem pt to under- 

staxxd it in term s o f ordinary conceptual thought, was repeatedly denied



by T a-hui.109 The significance o f this w arning becom es especially clear 
when Ta-hui’s intim ate associations w ith the pow erful Sung intelligen
tsia are taken into account.110 Ta-hui adm onished these m em bers o f this 
elite class that the intellectual abilities they had cultivated throughout 
their careers could them selves becom e the m ost im placable o f obstacles 
to enlightenm ent.

Nowadays the literocrats, despite a hundred attempts or a thousand tries, 
are never able to experience direct penetration of this matter. This is solely 
due to the fact that their natures are too clever and their opinions too mul
tifarious. When they meet a master o f our school, as soon as he opens his 
mouth and flaps his tongue they immediately presume that they under
stand. Therefore it would actually be much better for them to be stupid, 
without so much evil understanding and evil awareness. • • . The clever 
are actually obstructed by their cleverness, and can’t gain a sudden break
through.111
Ta-hui repeatedly cautions his learned students not even to try to 

resolve the h u a -t3ou; instead they should ju st give up the conceit that 
they have the intellectual tools that would allow  them  to understand it. 
This adm onition Ta-hui reiterates in his advice on how to proceed with 
the contem plation o f several different h u a -t，ou. W ith  reference to Yun- 
m en，s “dry shit-stick,n Ta-hui w arns, “ W hen you exam ine this, don’t 
use your usual intelligence and perspicacity.” Discussing Chao-chou’s 
“ cypress tree in the cou rtyard ，，’ Ta-hui rem arks, “ Suddenly with regard 
to this cypress tree, the mind and m ind-consciousness w ill come to an 
end and the breath w ill stop. This is where the [h u a-] ton  is penetrated.” 
Ta-hui has even listed some eight defects in the exam ination o f Chao- 
chou，s “no，，，several o f which involve the use o f the rational mind to 
determ ine the m eaning o f the h u a -t，o u )12 Thus there is nothing that the 
student can ultim ately understand about the hua~t3ou as long as he 
employs his habitual processes o f thought; in perhaps the ultim ate para; 
dox，it is only when he finally abandons all attem pts to understand the 
hua-t ’ou that its real significance becomes clear.

In these descriptions of the central place that nonconceptualization 
occupies in k ，an-hua C h，arr，*we have further intim ations o f the subitist 
character o f this approach to m editation. K 'an -h u a  C h ’an is termed a 
^short-cut55 because it does not require a gradual unfolding o f truth, 
but can be understood in a single instant o f insight. Echoing M a-tsu，s 
conception o f a cultivation that is sim ultaneously perfected in one over
whelming experience o f awakening, Ta-hui too says: “ Understanding 
one is understanding all; awakening to one is awakening to all; realizing 
one is realizing all. I t，s like slicing through a spool o f thread: with one 
stroke all its strands are sim ultaneously cut. R ealizing lim itless teach- 
ings is just the same: there is no sequence w hatsoever (w u



There is nothing that need be developed; all the student must do is sim
ply renounce both the hope that" there is something that can be achieved 
through the practice as w ell as the conceit that he w ill achieve that 
result ■

This state beyond hope, where “ there is no place to put one’s hands 
and fcet，” Ta-hui rem arks, “ is really a good place.” It is a “ good place” 
because it is there that conceptualization is brought to an end: ^W ith
out debate and ratiocination they are at a loss, with no place to put their 
hands and feet,” 114 O nly then can the student make the all-im portant 
transition from  the conditioned to the unconditioned, which is likened 
to a death-defying “leap o ff a hundred-foot pole.”115 One need only 
recall the role o f no-thought as the access to final realization-awakening 
to see how thoroughly that earlier account o f m editation has been sub
sumed by the hua-t you technique.

The leap o ff the hundred-foot pole from  the conditioned to the uncon
ditioned is perhaps the quintessential expression o f what C h ’an means 
by a sudden style of cultivation and m editation. As we saw previously 
with M a-tsu, sudden cultivation demands that there be no hint o f any 
sequence o f practices that would lead the student from  one stage to 
another, progressively abandoning defilem ents and cultivating whole
some actions, until he achieves perfect purity o f m ind. The jum p off the 
hundred-foot pole suggests the radical nonattachm ent，even to one’s 
own body and m ind, that Buddhism has alw ays expected as a prerequi
site to enlightenm ent. C h ’an does not deny that it m ight take tim e for 
one to build up the courage necessary to take that ultim ate plunge. But 
its lack o f sequence at least freed it from charges o f being gradualistic.116

T a-hui，s interpretation o f “ sudden cultivation” is perhaps even more 
radical than was M a-tsu，s earlier description based on spontaneity. Both 
claim that total relinquishm ent, which is final enlightenm ent, cannot be 
achieved by undertaking any kind o f practice. But whereas M a-tsu 
stresses the need “ to be free o f defilem ent” and “ spontaneous,” Ta-hui 
refuses even to posit the necessity o f m aintaining an undefiled state, 
which the ordinary person might find daunting. For Ta-hui, nothing at 
all need be perfected to achieve enlightenm ent: not purity, not samadhi 
0r prajna, not even the bare faith o f Lin-chi. Ta-hui insists instead that 
the practice must begin and end amid the typical afflictions o f ordinary

—especially ignorance, delusion, insecurity, and stress. K ，an-hua 
Ch’an in fact encourages the student to foster all the confusion and per
plexity he can muster, for it was expected that the ordinary person, 
when first faced with the h u a -t，ou，w ould indeed be puzzled as to its sig- 
niftcance. This puzzlem ent is w hat Lin-chi G hJan term s the “sensation 

^  dout>t” (i-c h ，ing)，and building that sensation is the m ain purpose o f 
"^vestigating the h u a-t fou. This peculiar C h ’an emphasis on doubt had a



rather long history by Ta-hui5s tim e. One o f the earliest usages o f the 
term  appears in  the enlightenm ent poem of Lo-han K u ei-ch，en (867、 
928), the teacher o f Fa-yen W en-i (885-958), who refers to enlighten
ment as shattering the “ball o f doubt” ( i- t3u a n ).xxl 丁a-hui’s grand- 
teacher, W u-tsu Fa-yen (10 2 4P -1104), also taught his students to keep 
the great ball o f doubt.118 But it was Ta-hui who drew  out the full impli
cations o f this idea, m aking it the core o f his approach to form al medita
tion practice.

Doubt is the perplexity the student feels from  his inability to resolve 
the riddle o f the kung-an. Doubt acts as the force that pressures the mind 
to break out o f the com placency engendered by its habitual ways of 
thinking. Doubt places the person at a disconcerting lo ss，fo r he soon 
finds that his ordinary ratiocinative processes are inadequate to the task 
o f penetrating the h u a -t，ou. Because the person ordinarily assumes that 
he is “ in control” （a notion attacked in Buddhism ’s virulent critiques of 
theologies positing an eternal self, or atm an ), the insecurity created by 
the h u a -t，ou becomes frustrating and unnerving，a feeling likened to “a 
m osquito atop an iron ox.，，119 But it is precisely this sensation o f doubt 
that h u a -t3ou are intended to produce, and after it is present, their pur
pose is fulfilled.

W hen the doubt becomes unqualified, it and the hua-Vou become 
indistinguishable; as the K orean Son monk T ，aego Pou (1301-1382) 
says, “ The doubt and the hw adu fuse into one.” 120 From this
point continued investigation o f the dovh t-cu m -h u a-t sou w ill eventually 
trap the m ind in an unm oving state o f perfect concentration.121 That is 
to say, when the sense o f frustration over one’s inability to resolve the 
h u a-t ’ou through ordinary logic has brought an end to random  thought, 
intense one-pointedness o f m ind is engendered, which eventually pro
duces the experience o f no-thought. Ta-hui com pared this state o f being 
existentially, im placably “ stuck” to a rat stuck in the narrow ing taper of 
a cow，s-horn trap , burrowing ever deeper to get at some oil placed 
inside its tip, until finally the ra t is caught.122

The power o f doubt in cutting o ff conceptualization is stressed 
repeatedly by Ta-hui: doubt is that state o f perplexity “where intellect 
cannot operate and thought cannot reach; it is the road through which 
discrim ination is eradicated and theorizing ended. . . • [Doubt makes 
the mind] puzzled, frustrated, and tasteless [i.e .，lacking in any intellec
tual in terest]~ just as if you were gnawing on an iron bar.，M23 Kao-feng 
Yuan-m iao (12 3 8 -12 9 5 )，a Yuan dynasty m aster in the M i-an branch of 
the Lin-chi school, and teacher o f Chung-feng M ing-pen, clarifies how 
doubt leads to a state o f no-thought:

As the sensation of doubt is perfecte<f little by little , there then is no mind 
that initiates actions. And once there is no m ind that initiates actions, the



objects of thought are then forgotten. This ensures that the myriads of 
conditions naturally expire, but without bringing them to an end. The six 
windows [of the senses] are naturally calmed, but without calming them. 
Without countering the dust [of sensory objects] one suddenly accesses the 
no-mind samadhi.124
Ta-hui interprets the story o f B odhidharm a，s instruction to his disci

ple H ui-k’o (487-593) as a paradigm  o f the w ay C h’an statem ents are 
intended to frustrate the m undane m ind o f the student so thoroughly 
:hat they serve as a catalyst fo r supram undane awakening. Bodhidhar
ma first instructed H ui-k’o，“ Bring all conditioning to rest outside, and 
iceep the mind without panting inside.” “ But,” Ta-hui explains，“ Hui- 
t，o quoted texts and thereby sought certification. For this reason, 
Bodhidharma rejected each and every one o f his statem ents; finally， 
when there was no place left [for H ui-k’o] to use his m ind, he was able 
to step back and consider [those words], • • . Suddenly, all conditioning 
was ended, and he then saw the moon and forgot the fin g er.，，125 

As the story illustrates, the sensation o f doubt must become all-con- 
suming. In such a state, all the perplexities o f everyday life  are rolled  
into one existential “ great doubt” (ta -i), produced through exam ining 
the h u a-t,oil As Ta-hui says, ‘‘W hether a thousand doubts o r a m yriad  
doubts, they are all ju st one doubt. I f you break through your doubt 
Concerning the hua-t 9ou, then a thousand or m yriad doubts are all 
abruptly destroyed.’，126

Ta-hui viewed the unique rhetoric o f C h ’an in the same way. In the 
only kung-an ascribed to him personally, he illustrates the distinctive use 
of C h ’ an language:

If you call this a bamboo comb, you are stuck to it. If you don’t call this a 
bamboo comb, you have turned your back to it. Don’t speak, but don’t 
stay silent. Do not cogitate and do not guess. Do not shake your sleeves [in 
disapproval] and walk out. Anything you do is wrong. . : - Once I was 
likened to an official who confiscated all of someone’s wealth and property 
and then demanded still more. I find this analogy particularly sublime. 
Truly, I demand that you hand over everything. When you have nowhere 
to escape, you will have to beg to take the road of death. Throwing your
self into the river or jumping into fire, you will die when your time comes. 
Only after you are dead will you gradually come back to life.127
Because m ental stress and existential quandary w ere exactly the 

states that Ta-hui sought to foster through k ，an-hua C h’an, it is no sur- 
prise that he em braced ordinary life as the ideal venue fo r Buddhist 
meditation practice. A lluding to the sim ile drawn by V im alaklrti, the 
q^iintessential M ahayana lay adept, he says, “ The high plains do not 
produce lotus flowers: it is the mud o f the low lying m arshlands that 
Produces these flow ers.，，128 B ut T a-hui，s vision o f the ordinary, afflicted  
^^dition o f hum ankind as the w ay to enlightenm ent is a radical depar



ture even for M ahayana Buddhism. Ta-hui saw the world as the ideal 
training ground for religious practice because it provided a plethora of 
situations in which frustration, doubting, and insecurity would appear 
—all weapons in the arsenal of h u a -t，ou m editation. M oreover, the 
obstacles facing the householder were so ubiquitous and seductive (sex 
w ealth, fam e, and so on, ad infinitum ) that a person who was able to 
withstand them  developed a trem endous “ dynam ism ” or “ power” (H) 
that was far superior to that o f the sequestered monk, who faced few 
obstacles in his daily practice and so needed to expend only a modicum 
o f effort to overcom e them.

For Ta-hui, dynamism plays a pivotal role in consum m ating the pro
cess o f hua-t fou investigation because it is the energy that shakes the stu
dent loose from everything he had identified with previously. And 
again, it is by living in the w orld, yet rem aining detached，that one 
develops dynam ism : “As soon as you become aw are o f gradually con
serving power in the midst o f the dusty afflictions o f daily life, this then 
w ill be where you gain power. This is how you achieve Buddhahood and 
become a patriarch.” 129 I f，on the other hand, the student permits him
self to become entangled in w orldly affairs, he loses his dynamism by 
allowing his energy to become dissipated in m undane distractions and 
w andering thoughts.130

G iven the prom inent place o f faith in earlier C h，an thought, as exem
plified by Lin-chi, it is rather striking the extent to which Ta-hui has 
deemphasized faith in favor o f doubt.131 W hile there are passages in Ta- 
h u i，s writings where he does acknowledge the role o f faith as a support 
o f practice, he seems on the whole to have had a rather poor opinion of 
the prospects o f the ordinary person attem pting to rely on faith. More 
typically, Ta-hui m aintains that practice has its inception in doubt, is 
enhanced through dynam ism  and the application o f effort (ching-chin , 
v irya ), and develops into faith only as those preceding factors m ature. In 
his “ directive” (sh ih ) to the nun M iao-yiian, for exam ple, Ta-hui says: 
“ If you want to transcend birth and death and cross the sea o f suffering, 
you must raise straight the banner o f effort. D irectly beneath it,, faith 
w ill become sufficient. O nly where this faith has become s u f f i c i e n t  will 
the event take place o f transcending birth and death and crossing the 
sea o f suffering.” 132 ，

To succeed in h u a -t3ou practice, a strong sense o f urgency about one s 
practice, rather than faith, is what is first required. In a refrain found 
frequently in his writings, Ta-hui says: “ You should constantly paste the 
two words * birth ’ and (death5 on your forehead. W hether drinking tea 
or eating rice, when sitting or lying down, when directing the servants’ 
when coordinating your household affairs, when happy and when 
angry，when walking and when standing, when entertaining guests



J^broughout all these events those two words] must not be rem oved.，，133 
"ja-hui even goes so far as to dismiss the need for faith, since diligent 
practice will corroborate the teachings o f Buddhism whether one begins 
by believing them or not.134 T a-hui，s emphasis on the place o f effort 
eventually became the “ great zeal” (ta -fen -ch ih ) discussed by Kao-feng  
Yuan-miao in his Ch 9an~yao (Essentials o f C h，an), a synopsis o f C h，an 
practice that enjoyed wide currency in the post-classical C h ’an schools 
of the Yuan and M ing dynasties. In that text great faith, great zeal, and 
great doubt are treated together as the “ three essentials” (san-yao)  o f 
lc，an-hua G h’an .135

Through the application o f effort, then, the doubt engendered by the 
hua-t3ou becomes so intense that all distracting thoughts come to an end. 
When this condition is reached a final “ b u rst，，136 is all that is needed to 
catalyze the experience o f enlightenm ent. In other words, when the 
“one great doubt” produced with reference to a single h u a -t，ou becomes 
the locus around which all other doubts accum ulate, intense pressure is 
^generated on the m editator’s intellectual processes and on his own sense 
of self-identity and self-worth. The coalescence o f all the m editator’s 
thoughts and actions into that doubt—which resonates with the conno
tation of “absorption” (sam adhi) in Sino-Indian Buddhism—produces 
the power (here, almost the courage) necessary to abandon him self 
seemingly to ultim ate disaster: his own personal destruction.137 W hen  
the student’s consummate dynamism carries him beyond the point 
where he can cope w ith the pressure created by the doubt, the doubt 
explodes (p 3o ), annihilating the student's identification with body and 
mind. W hile ordinary language m ay be unable to describe this achieve
ment, it is an experience that is readily available to all; Ta-hui compares 
it to “a man drinking water: he him self knows whether it is cold or 
warm .’，138

The explosion o f the doubt destroys the bifurcating tendencies o f 
thought as well. W hereas previously all o f one’s experiences were seen 
to revolve around one’s self, and interpreted as either self or other, 
through k ，an-hua practice the m ind opens into a new，all-inclusive per
spective from which the lim iting “point o f view ” that is the ego 
(在tm avdda)139 is elim inated. Awareness now has no fixed locus. The dis
tinctions ordinarily perceived between self and other disappear, and 
Consciousness expands infinitely, encompassing the entire universe both 
sPatially and tem porally: “ Throughout boundless world systems, one- 
Self and others are not separated by as much as the tip o f a hair; the ten 
tlrne periods o f past and present, from  beginning to end, are not sepa- 
rate from the present thought-moment.’，140

了his expansive vision restores the perfect clarity o f the m ind, and all 
actions become expressions o f the enlightened mind:



A patriarch [Bodhidharma] said, “If mind and consciousness are quies
cent and extinct, without a single thought stirring, this is called right 
enlightenment.” Once enlightenment is right, then throughout the 
twenty-four hours o f your daily activities, when seeing forms, hearing 
sounds, smelling scents，tasting flavors, feeling sensations, or knowing 
mental objects, whether walking, standing, sitting, or lying down, 
whether speaking or silent, active or still，there’s nothing that is not clear.
. . . O n c e  you’ve attained purity, when active you manifest the function 
of clarity, and when inactive you return to the essence of clarity.141

In seeing the macrocosm o f the universe reflected in the microcosm 
o f the individual, the C h，an conception o f enlightenm ent is framed 
in term s evocative o f the sum m um  bonum  o f H ua-yen philosophy, 
the “ m ukivalent interfusion o f all phenom ena•” M oreover, as the goal 
o f a practical subitism , the k ，an-hua technique epitomizes the Chinese 
conception o f the immanence o f enlightenm ent within the mundane 
w orld.

K ，an-hua C h ’an m ay thus be viewed as one o f several products o f the 
sinification o f Buddhism, whereby the highest reaches o f Buddhist spiri
tuality were made accessible to Chinese adherents o f both lay and 
m onastic persuasions. Its evolution was prom pted by critiques of Sino- 
Indian m editative concepts and hastened by the rhetorical and pedago
gical experim entation that occurred during the middle C h ’an period. 
The k 3an~hua technique^ as standardized during the classical Ch’an 
period, exem plifies the Hung-chou conception o f a “ spontaneous” 
practice which is perfected not through a graduated regimen o f cultiva
tion but through instantaneous insight; and Sung accounts o f hua-t Jou 
investigation purport to be a definitive enunciation o f the soteriology of 
sudden awakening-sudden cultivation, in which all traces o f <(gradual- 
ism ” have been rigorously excised. H u a-t Jou m editation thus emerges as 
a practical application o f the subitist teachings that had been the hall
m ark o f the C h，an school since early in its history.

K ，an-hua C h，an became virtu ally  synonymous with Lin-chi praxis 
from  T a-hui，s tim e onward, and the approach was transm itted to Korea 
w ithin a generation and, some decades later, to Japan . Understanding 
the theoretical foundations o f this technique is therefore vital not only 
for drawing out the w ider im plications o f the m eaning o f sudden 
enlightenm ent in Chinese C h ,an, but also for com prehending the sub
sequent evolution o f C h ’an throughout East A sia. In the final analysis, 
k ，an-hua C h’an did not evolve because o f the degeneration o f the pris
tine message o f some elusive C h ’an “ golden age，，，but instead was the 
consum m ation o f forces set in m otion centuries before, propelled by the 
sudden-gradual debate.
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1. There were strong intersectarian pressures on Ch，an that contributed to 
this process. This is well exemplified in the virulent Ch’an reactions to attempts 
by some doctrinal schools of Chinese Buddhism to subsume Ch’an within their 
classification of a “suilden” teaching (tun-chiao) theoretically inferior to the 
“perfect” teaching (yiian-chiao). For a discussion of Ch’an’s response, see my 
essay “Ch’an Hermeneutics: A Korean View，，，in Buddhist Hermeneutics，ed. 
Donald S. Lopez, Jr., Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 6 (Honolulu: Uni
versity of Hawaii Press, 1988).

2. Frederick J . Streng discusses these two types of religious language in 
“Language and Mystical Awareness,” in M ysticism  and Philosophical A nalysis, ed. 
Steven T. Katz (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978)，150-157.

3. This conception of Ch’an’s identity was formed during the Sung dynasty 
and attributed retrospectively to the putative founder of Ch’an, Bodhidharma. 
For the textual history of this passage, see Daisetz T. Suzuki, E ssays in Zen Bud
dhism, First Series (1927; reprint, London: Rider，1970)，176; and Isshu Miura 
and Ruth Fuller Sasaki, Zen D ust: The H istory o f the Koan and Koan Study in R inzai 
(Lin-chi) Zen (New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1966)，228-230. For 
Yuan-wu K，o-ch’in’s explanation of the significance of this verse, see Fo-kuo 
K'o-ch'in ch，an-shih hsin-yao (hereafter Yiian-wu hsin-yao) 4, H TC  120.389a6ff.,
390dl0fT.

4. A rendering of the term suggested by John McRae; see his translation of 
Yanagida Seizan, “The * Recorded Sayings* Texts of Chinese Ch’an Bud
dhism ,n in Early Ch’an in China and T ibet, ed. Whalen Lai and Lewis Lancaster, 
Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series, no. 5 (Berkeley, 1983), 192-194，- 204 n. 25; 
吻  also McRae, The Northern School and the Formation of Early Ch’an Buddhism^ 
Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 3 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
19&6)，298 n. 190.

5. One of the best studies on the development of kung-an and hua-t，ou practice 
ls Furuta Shokin, “K6an no rekishi-teki hatten keitai ni okeru shinrisei no 
mondai，” in Bukkyo no kompon shinri，ed. Miyamoto Shoson (Tokyo: Sanseido, 
的56)，807-840. Furuta correctly distinguishes between the use of kung-an dur- 
:n§ the T ’ang as a teaching targeted at specific individuals in specific situations

I characterize as a rhetorical or pedagogical use) and the use of kung-an in
^tionalized system of practice during the Sung; see especially pp. 813-818.
klguchi Shindai failed to make this distinction in his discussion of the devel- 

of kung-an in his Daruma no kenkyu (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1967), 335- 
’ and drew the strong criticism of Yanagida Seizan, Yaburu mono (Tokyo;



Shunjusha, 1970)，236; see the mention at McRae, Northern School, 302 n 239 
Kagamishima Genryu proposes that hua-t9ou practice developed out of the dual 
foci of Sung dynasty Ch’an: ftrst, viewing Ch’an as a separate transmission 
outside the teachings, but, second, also bringing Ch’an together with the doc
trinal teachings of Buddhism. See Kagamishima^ Dogen Z enji no in ’yd  kyoten 
goroku no kenkyu (Tokyo: Mokujisha, 1965)，98-99 (noted in Miriam Levering 
“Ch’an Enlightenment for Laymen: Ta-hui and the New Religious Culture of 
the Sung” [Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1978]，303 n. 1), As an example 
of the plentiful, if often suspect, polemical literature in Japanese on the back
ground of koan practice, see Kurebayashi Kodo, “Kanna Zen to Mokusho 
Zen，’，Zen 1 (1941): 1-40; Kurebayashi manages to trace the origin of the kung- 
an system to somewhere between Bodhidharma and Hui-neng*s time (p. 12)* 
The process leading up to kung-an has been outlined in Ishii Shudo, “Daie Soko 
to sono deshitachi (go)，” IB K  22 (1973): 291-295. Sung kung-an study is 
interpreted in more psychological terms in Heinrich Dumoulin, Geschichte des 
Zen-Buddhismm  Band I: Indien und China (Munich: Francke Verlag Bern, 1985), 
223-244. See also Akizuki Ryumin, Koan: jissen tek i Zen nyumon (Tokyo: San'ichi 
shobo, 1965); Hayashiya lom ojiro, “K6an no mikata to tokikata，，，and Ito 
Kokan, “Zen no k6an，，，both in Zen no koan to mondo, Zen no koza, vol. 3，ed. 
Inoue Tetsujiro, Ui Hakuju, and Suzuki Daisetsu (Tokyo: Shunjitsuyodo, 
1952)； the latter book was unavailable to me and 1 could not consult it in pre
paring this chapter.

Tbe best study in English of kung-an practice, especially in Japanese Zen, is 
Isshu Miura and Ruth Fuller Sasaki, The Zen Koan: Its H istory and Use in R inzai 
Zen (New \brk: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1965), 3 -16 ，reprinted in the same 
authors，Zen D ust, 3-16.. They have culled much of the relevant Japanese sec
ondary material in preparing their work.

6. Surveys of Ta-huiJs life and thought appear in Abe Ghoichi, Chugoku 
Zenshushi no kenkyu (Tokyo: Seishin shobo, 1963), 467-484; Kajiya Sonin, 
“D aie，，，in Zen no rekishi: Chugoku, K5zan Zen, vol. 3，ed. Nishitani Keiji 
(Tokyo: Chikuma shobo, 1974), 259-274; and Chiin-fang Yu, <cTa-hui Tsung- 
kao and Kung-an o f Chinese Philosophy 6 (1979): 211-235. Dated，
but with useful citations, is Nukariya Kaiten，Zengaku shisoshi, vol. 2 (1925; 
reprint, Tokyo: Meicho kankokai, 1969), 361-384. Miriam Levering，s excel
lent dissertation on Ta-hui, “Gh’ari Enlightenment for Laymen: Ta-hui and the 
New Religious Culture of the Sung” (Harvard, 1978), is especially good in 
detailing the important influences of the contemporary secular environment on 
Ta-hui.

Ta-hui’s collected sermons and writings appear in Ta-hui P yu~chueh ch fan~shih 
yu -lu , T  47.811a-943a. Ta-hui7s L etters have been translated into Japanese by 
Araki Kengo, D aiesho, Zen no goroku, vol. 17 flbkyo: Chikuma shobo, 1969)， 
who has drawn on traditional Japanese commentaries to the text for his inter 
pretation. Araki gives an outline of Ta-hui’s life and thought in his appendl 
(p p . 2 4 5 -2 6 8 ) . ^

Because Ta-hui *s Letters is the first of 压 collection of jour major Ch’an texts ( 
chip) studied in Buddhist lecture halls in Korea, there is an extensive Korean 
secondary literature on the text, starting in the mid-Koryd dynasty. The stan



dard，punctuated Korean edition, which includes an accompanying Korean 
reading, was prepared by An Chinho，H yontfo chuhae: Sojang (Seoul: Pom- 
nyunsa, 1974). Useful annotation to that edition appears in Yi Chigwan, Sajip 
邮 i.(1968; reprint, Taegu: Haein ch'ongnim sungga hagwon, 1974), 1-132. An 
annotated, vernacular translation has been made by Han Ch5ngs3p and Chong 
Chich，dl，Sa chip yokkae (Seoul: Pdmnyunsa, 1976)，21-244. Ta-hui is exten
sively cited in the works of Chinul, with interesting commentary; these discus
sions appear especially in two of Chinul's texts: K fanhwa kyorui-ron (Resolving 
Doubts about Observing the H wadu) and Popchip pydrhaeng-rok charyo pyongip sagt 
(Excerpts from the Dharma Collection and Special Practice Record with Per
sonal Notes), both translated in The Korean Approach to Zen: The C ollected Works o f 
Chinul, trans. Robert E. Buswell Jr. (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
1983), 239-261，and 263-374，respectively.

Portions of Ta-hui，s writings excerpted in chuan thirty-one and thirty-two of 
the Chth-yueh lu (H T C  143.335b-371d) have been translated in a creative and 
powerful rendering by Christopher Cleary, Swam pland Flowers: The L etters and 
Lectures of Zen M aster Ta H ui (New York: Grove Press, 1977). Cleary has a dear， 
if sometimes intuitive, understanding of the implications of Ta-hui，s text, and 
conveys accurately its spirit and style, if not its letter. He unfortunately has cho
sen to use an outdated edition of Ta-hui*s works and freely edits and para
phrases the material to suit his own literary purposes. While this makes for a 
fluent, well-presented text that may be read with profit by nonspecialists, it is 
all but useless for scholarly purposes. Where possible, I have tried to indicate 
corresponding passages in Cleary’s translation so that they may be consulted by 
those who cannot read the original Chinese.

7. I continue to be intrigued by the possible re汉mances with kung-an and hua- 
t 3ou in both Indian and Chinese religion and philosophy. There are several con
cepts in Sanskrit philosophy of language that may be worth comparing with 
hua-t you to illustrate the linguistic quality of certain mystical experiences. These 
include sphofa (the preconceptual，nonverbal level of thought), rasa (the ^im
pression'* intuited by the audience of a Sanskrit drama), and sabda-brahm an (the 
absolute element present in all speech). Some aspects of k'an-hua practice may 
have evolved from Tantric influences in early Gh*an; cf. Bernard Faure, “The 
Concept of One-Practice Samadhi in Early Ch，an,” in Traditions o f M editation in 
Chinese Buddkism , ed. Peter N. Gregory, Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 4 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1986), 115-116.

8. The “internal crisis” is mentioned by Chun-fang Yii, “Ta-hui，，，218，who 
notes that by the Sung “the golden age of Ch'an now passed away.” Daisetz 
Suzuki also claims that it was thanks to the development of the kung-an system of 
practice that Ch’an was able to survive the death of the eminent masters of the 
T ang； see E ssays in Zen Buddhism , Series Two (London: Rider and Co., 1970),

noted in Yu, “Ta-hui，” 219. Similar claims within the tradition will be 
discussed in the concluding section of this essay. Frankly, from my own study, I 
Relieve that if Ch’an had any such “golden age，，，it was the Sung. O f course, 
the Chinese trad itionally have looked back to some idyllic earlier time as the 

of all that was good in their world. For perspective on this issue, it is 
W rth noting that even,during the time of Lin-chi I*hsuan (d. 866)，perhaps the



quintessential T ’ang Ch’an master, there was a tendency to see the ancient 
masters as far superior to contemporary people; see L in-ch i lu , T 47.499bl9«2l • 
Ruth Fuller Sasaki，trans., The Recorded Sayings o f Ch9an M aster L in-chi Hui-chao 
o f Chen Prefecture (Kyoto: Institute for Zen Studies, 1975)，19.

9. For a general description of the associations between Sung Ch’an and the 
shih-ta-fuy see Yanagida Seizan, “ChGgoku Z enshushi,in Zen no rekishi—Chu- 
gokuj Koza Zen, vol. 3, 92-93. For a survey of shih-ia-Ju culture, see Patricia B. 
Ebrey, Fam ily and Property in Sung China: Yuan T s，a i3s Precepts fo r Social Life 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 3 -14; and for the impact of the 
shih-ta-fu  on indigenous philosophy, ibid.，156-171.

10. See Yanagida， Chugoku Zenshushi,** 98-100; Araki Kengo, Bukkyo to 
Jukyo (Kyoto: Heirakuji shoten, 1962)，194-228. This role of Ta-hui has been 
argued compellingly in Miriam Levering, “Ch’an Enlightenment for Lay
men passim.

11. See the comments of James T. C. Liu and Peter J . Golas, eds., Change 
in Sung China: Innovation or Renovation? (Lexington, Mass: D. C. Heath, 1969),
83. '

12. For an erudite and incisive characterization of what Yuki Reimon termed 
the new Buddhism of the Sui and T ’ang，see Robert M. Gimello, “Chih-yen 
(602-668) and the Foundations of Hua-yen Buddhism” (Ph.D. diss.，Colum
bia University, 1976), 93-118. The way the Chinese used the tathagatagarbha 
concept to justify a subitist soteriology was of course not the only interpretation 
possible. Tathagatagarbha is a multivalent term, and was thus easily amenable 
to gradualistic interpretations as well (see Luis Gomez's treatment of the ^pur
ifying gold” metaphor in this volume). These differences illustrate the diffi
culty, as Gomez cautions，of assigning doctrines exclusively to either the sudden 
or the gradual camps.

13. As the Chinese apocryphon Ta-sheng ch }i-h sin  lun (T 32.575c21-22) states, 
“Enlightenment is the mind of the sentient being; this [ordinary] mind includes 
in itself all states of being of the phenomenal world and the transcendental 
world”； Yoshito Hakeda，trans., The Awakening o f Faith (New \brk: Columbia 
University Press, 1967)，28.

14. This is not to imply that the concept of sudden enlightenment is 
unknown in Indian texts, though it is clearly the Chinese who have sought to 
draw out the full implications of the notion. Perhaps the earliest Indian refer
ence to the term appears in M akdvastu: . . . abhisamboddhaoyam sarvan tarn ekacit- 
tak$apasamayuktaya prajnaya anuttaram  sam yaksarjibodhim  abhisambuddho (All 
that was to be fully realized. . . • Complete, perfect enlightenment was realized 
by means o f wisdom  that was centered in one single thought-m om ent); E. Senart, ed., 
M ahavastu, vol. 1 (Paris: Impr. Nationale, 1882), 229; cf. J . J . Jones, trans., 
The M ahdvastu9 Sacred Books of the Buddhists, no. 16，vol. 1 (London: Luzac, 
1949), 185. This of course need not im ply an Indian provenance for the Chi
nese idea of sudden enlightenment as Brian G alloway has suggested in his arti
cle “ Sudden Enlightenment in Indian Buddhism,” W iener Z eitsch riftJut d ie Kunde 
Sudasiens und A rchiv fu r indische Philosophie 25 (1981): 205-211; see Luis G om ez s 
discussion in his chapter above. A  parallel subitist position is also criticized in 
the Vaibha^ika Abhtdharm am ahdvibhdfd {chuan 90，T 27.465b-c):



gome have this grasping: When the vajropam asam ddhi appears, it suddenly 
eradicates all the defilements of the three realms o f existence that may be 
cut off by insight and cultivation. All the stages before those can only sub- 
due them, and cannot yet cut off all the outflows. Like the sramanas [who 
advocate] such sudden eradication, these [people] advocate sudden enlighten- 
fnent (tun-chueh) and attainment of the asaiksaphala. This is like waking from 
a dream: one suddenly abandons one’s torpor and lassitude.

To counter this wrong view, the M ahdvibhdsd advocates eighty-nine stages in 
e r a d ic a tin g  t h e  anusayas.

15. For the role of merit-making and merit transference in contemporary 
Theravada Buddhism, see Stanley J . Tambiah, Buddhism and the S p irit C ults in 
N orth-East Thailand (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970)，141-151; 
Richard R. Gombrich，Precept and Practice: Traditional Buddhism in the R ural H igh
lands o f Ceylon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), esp. 226-240; and cf. idem., 
“Temporary Ordination in Sri Lanka，” Journal o f the International A ssociation o f 
Buddhist Studies 7 (1984): 41 -65 ■

16. See the discussion in Henri Maspero, Taoism, and Chinese R eligion，trans. 
Frank A. Kierman, Jr. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press，1981), 
257-262，400-412.

17. For a recent survey of T，ien-t’ai meditation, see Daniel B. Stevenson, 
“The Four Kinds of Samadhi in Early T ’ien-t’ai Buddhism,” in Gregory, Tradi
tions ofM editatiorij 45-97.

• 18. For Tao-hsin and shou-i practice see Faure, “One-Practice Samadhi/* 
112-114; and David W. Chappell, “The teachings of the Fourth Ch’an Patri
arch Tao-hsin (580-651)，，’ in Lai and Lancaster, E arly Ch’an in China and T ibet, 
96-100，114; McRae, Northern School，138-144. McRae has questioned the 
authenticity of the ascription of shou-i to Tao-hsin in his Northern School, 119- 
120.

19. The Northern school’s putative predecessor, the East Mountain school 
(Tung-shan fa-men), could also be included in the early Ch’an period. The 
objection to this extension would be that virtually everything that is known 
about that school derives from Northern school literature. However, related 
Ch * an-oriented materials that predate Northern school doxologies corroborate 
their accounts of the East Mountain teachings. This evidence suggests that the 
East Mountain line did have distinctive doctrinal perspectives which played a 
mle in the development of early Ch’an. This is a point I elaborate in my 
^count of the apocryphal Vajrasdmaidhi-siUra; see Buswell, “The Korean Origin 
of the Vajrasamadh i-su tra: A Case Study in Determining the Dating, Provenance,

Authorship of a Buddhist Apocryphal Scripture” (Ph.D. diss.，University 
of California, Berkeley, 1985)，184-209.

20. These seven schools are mentioned in Tsung-mi's Yuan-chueh ching ta-shu 
如，ZZ  2/14/3/277c-280a; translated in Yun-hua Ja n ,s u n g -m i: His Analy-

s*s of Ch’an Buddhism，” T'oung Pao 58 (1972): 42-50; see also Buswell, Korean 
^pproach, 39，and the chapter by Peter Gregory in this volume. Tsung-mi’s 

^ng-hua ch 'uan-hsin-ti Ch 3an-men shih-tzu  ch 3eng-hst t ’u {H T C  110.435c-436c) 
Provides a detailed description of the four principal middle Ch，an schools; I



have translated these portions from the Korean recension of that text (entitled 
Popchip pyorkaeng-rok) in Korean Approach, 265-277，and discussed their signifi 
cance in the introduction to that volume, 39-49. I will not be able to treat all 
these experiments here; the two I do discuss，however, are representative of 
those movements within Ch’an toward more explicitly sinitic formulations, and 
exerted the greatest long-term influence on Ch’an.

21. For a general characterization of this process, see Robert M. Gimello 
“Mysticism and Meditation,” in Steven Katz, M ysticism  and Philosophical Analy
sis, 187-188.

22. L iu-tsu t ，an ching, T  48.342b26-17; cf. T  48.358cl2-13. Cf. also Philip 
Yampolsky，trans. ，Platform  Sutra o f the Sixth Patriarch (New % rk: Columbia Uni
versity Press, 1967), 164.

23. Ch，eng-hsi t*u, H TC  437c2-6, translated in Buswell, Korean Approach, 111 
and cf. 276. For Y6ndam Yuil’s (1720-1799) Korean commentary to this pas
sage, see 346 n. 61.

24. Ch *an-yuan chi tu-hsu 1, T  48.399al8. Tsung-mi’s commentator Chinul 
even tries to show that Ch’an is equivalent to sila , samadhi, and prajna; see 
Buswell, Korean Approach, 104-105.

25. L iu-tsu t'an  ching, T 48.338b6-12. Cf. Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, 135, who 
cites parallel passages in other middle Ch，an literature at n. 54.

26. Sonmun pojang-rok 1，H TC  113 .990a l8-b l6 ; see also the parallel version 
in T su -t3ang chi 17，108a-b, in Ptdgyo sahak nonck3ong} Hyosong Cho Myonggi 
paksa hwagap kinydm (Seoul, 1965)^ appendix.

27. It also calls to mind the similar imagery of the Platform  Sutra (T  
48.338b26-27): “Good friends, how then are samadhi and prajna alike? They 
are like the lamp and the light it gives forth•” Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, 137， 
with minor changes.

28. Tsung-ching lu  45, T 48.679cl4-18，680b27-28. Note here once again the 
alignment of samadhi and prajna with the doctrinal formulations of Buddhism.

29. Following the Korean interpretations of this passage; see Buswell, Korean 
Approachj 286. For the original quotation, see Tung-shan yu -lu , T  47.525a24; 
William F. Powell, trans., The Record o f Tung-shan, Classics in East Asian Bud
dhism, no. 1 (Honolulu: University o f Hawaii Press, 1986)，58. See also the 
discussion in Yi Chongik, “Chosasdn e iss6sd ui musim sasang，，’ Pulgyo hakpo 
10 (1973): 241-243； and idem” Kankoku bukkyo no kenkyu: K orai Fujo kokusht o 
chushin to sh ite (Tokyo: Kokusho kankokai, 1980), 364-379.

30. L iu-tsu t 3an ching, T  48.338c5; Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, 138. McRae 
suggests that antecedents for no-thought appear in Northern school writings, 
see “The Northern School of Chinese Ch’an Buddhism” (Ph.D. diss” Yale 
University, 1984), 393.

31. See Bhikkhu Nanananda, Concept and R eality in E arly Buddhist Thoug  ̂
(Kandy, Sri Lanka: Buddhist Publication Society, 1971), esp. 2-22.

32. “ Dependent on all that [four elements, etc.] he thinks no’ ，and yet :  
does think** (tam pi nissdya na jh d ya ti, jh d ya ti ca pana); AhgtUtara-nikdya v .324-3 » 
quoted in Nanananda, Concept and R eality, 53. See also idem. ，M agic o f the M t • 
An E xposition o f the Kalahardm a Sutta (Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society» 
1974), 68-80; and Concept and R ealityt 57-62.



33. Translated from the Tun-huang recension of L iu-tsu t san ching, T  
48 338c5-9 ; Yam polsky，P latform  Sutra, 138. T he vu lgate  of the sam e passage 
provides some slightly different nuances:

During each thought, one does not cogitate on the objects |lhat appear] in 
front [of oneself]. If previous thoughts, present thoughts, and future 
thoughts continue along thought after thought without being cut off, this is 
termed “bondage.” But if thpught after thought does not abide in any 
dharma, then this would be “freedom from bondage.” {L iu -tsu  t'an  ching, T  
48.353al5-17) '
This is one of a number of problematic passages in the no-thought section of 

the Platform  Sutra, which will only be resolved through further research on the 
text and its variant recensions. My interpretation of the Tun-huang version of 
this passage is tentative, since “the separation of the dharma body from the 
form body” need not carry the negative connotations I have implied; it may 
simply suggest that the attachment to (“abiding in”）thought, and identifying 
oneself with mentation, would be the same as identifying the eternal dharma 
body with the transient form body. Conversely, when one brings an end to the 
attachment to thoughts, one would no longer identify with mentation and 
would in turn not mistakenly equate the dharma body with the form body. This 
may in fact be the reading the editors of the vulgate were atteoipting to bring 
out in their redaction of this section. The vulgzite seems almost to imply that 
thoughts should be cut off, so that they will not continue on perpetually and 
lead to  bondage.

34. T  48.338bl9-22; translation is from Yampolsky, Platform  Sutra, 136, with 
revisions.

35. Here I draw on the interpretations of Naoananda, Concept and R eality, 57-
62 . *

36. I follow the Kostioji edition of the text in Nakagawa IHka, trans” Rokuso 
dangyd, Zen no goroku, vol. 4 (Tokyo:匕hikuma shobo, 1976)-, 62; the vulgate 
for this passage (7" 48.353al9-22) is virtually identical, differing by only a sin
gle logograph. There are problems in the text of the Tun-huang version that 
Yampolsky translates at Platform  Sutra^ 138.

37. Ch’eng-hsi t 9u， H TC  110.436c5-9; translation is from Buswell, Korean 
Approach，266，with revisions.

38. See Buswell, “Chinul’s Systematization of Chinese Meditative Tech
niques in Korean S6n Buddhism,” in Gregory, Traditions o f M editation’ 203- 
207.

39. See ibid., 227-228.
知，Chad Hanson (Language and Logic in Ancient China [Anri Arbor: University 

°f Michigan Press, 1983], 37) also notes that “Classical Chinese philosophical 
theories had no role for abstractions.” See the characterization in Hayime Naka- 
mura，Ways o f Thinking o f Eastern Peoples: India-C htna- Tibet-Japan, ed. Philip P. 
Wiener (1964; reprint, Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii, 1978)，178-180. 
Vhile Nakamura’s book has been slighted for its many oversimplifications, it is 

heuristically for outlining the general contours of Chinese and Indian 
uddhist thought. Sec also Robert Gimello’s characterization of Indian locu-



tionary styles in “Mysticism in Its Contexts/* in M ysticism  and R eligious Tradi 
tions, ed. Steven T. Katz (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983)，74.

I do not mean to suggest here that such paradoxical formulae are unknown in 
Indian religious literature. For an especially provocative resonance in non-Bud* 
dhist literature, see T aittinya Aranyaka 1.11.5 : “The blind one found the jewel / 
The one without fingers picked it up./ The one with no neck put it on./ And the 
one with no voice gave it praise” (quoted in Heinrich Zimmer, Philosophies of 
India, ed. Joseph Campbell [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969】 
409). Still it is generally true that the preponderance of mature Indian philo
sophical writing is more analytical and speculative.

41. Wu-men kuan, case 21，T  48.295c5.
42. Burton Watson, trans., The Com plete Works o f Chuang Tzu (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 1968)，240-241, with slight changes.
43. Buswell, Korean Approach, 163-164. Note also the correlations drawn by 

Chinul’s descendant T ’aego Pou (1301-1382): “This one thing . . . may expe
diently be called ‘m ind，’ or 4path/ or ‘king of the myriad things，，or ‘Buddha.’ ’， 
T 3aego Pou kuksa pobo chip, trans. Yi Yongmu (Seoul: Han’guk pulgyo T，aego- 
chong chongmuwon, 1974)，98.

44. For further discussion of this characterization of Ch’an discourse as 
“terse，” see Buswell, “Chinul’s Systematization，’，223-226.

45. “The teachings of the Buddha [i.e., the doctrinal schools] are intended to 
support tens of thousands of generations [of future practitioners]; hence their 
principles have been demonstrated in detail. The admonitions of the [Ch’an] 
patriarchs involve an immediate crossing over to liberation; they aim at pro
ducing mysterious penetration.” C k’an-yUan chu~chuan chi tu -hsii 1, T  48.400a3; 
translated, with Chinul’s explication，in Buswell, Korean Approach, 321-322.

46. Araki, D aiesho, 234; Cleary, 98.
47. Cf. Ch’eng-hsi t，u, H TC  110.435d4-436al2; translated in Buswell, Korean 

Approach，273，and see Ydndam Yuil’s commentary at 345-346 n. 55. Peter 
Gregory’s chapter above also discusses Tsung-mi’s critique of the Hung-chou 
school.

48. Hung-chou Po-ckang ch’an-shih y ii-lu ， H TC  119.409b; translation from 
Chang Chung-yuan, O riginal Teachings o f Ch’an，Selectedfrom  the Transm ission of the 
Lam p (New York: Pantheon Books，1969), 132，with revisions.

4-9. Translated from Ta-hui，s recension o f the story (Araki, D aiesko, 37; 
Cleary, 106); see Buswell, Korean Approachf 178，247. Cf. also Ching-te ch ruan~teng 
/m8, T51.262c.

50. For these three, see Buswell, Korean Approacht 167, and 188 n. 43 for spe
cific references to the literature. See Sasaki，L in-chi, 30, for Lin-chi’s own 
account of these various styles.

51. Sasaki, L in-ch i, 50-52. Te-shan Hsiian-chien (780-865), in the lineage of 
Ch^ing-yiian Hsing-ssu (d. 740), was most closely identified with beatings, 
earning him the sobriquet **fa s te r  of Thirty Blows.” See Ching-te ch，uan-teng lu 
15，7*51.317c; D. T. Suzuki, E ssays in2^en Buddhism , First Series, 276.

52. See L in-chi lu , r  47 .504a26-28; Sasak i, L in-ch i, 47; M iu ra  and S a sa k i: 
Zen D ust，157 n. 12. For Lin-chi’s ho, see Abe Choichi, Chugoku zm shusht, 279.

53. T 47.503a29-b2; translation from Sasaki, L in-chi, 4 1 .



5 4 . F o llow ing W illiam  P o w ell’s ch aracterizatio n s o f these gen res; see h is 
Introduction to The Record o f Tung-shan, 4-7. See also Yanagida Seizan, “The 
‘Recorded Sayings’ Texts，，，185-205.

55. See Powell’s caveat concerning the teachings of lixng-siian’s “discourse 
record” in The Record o f Tung-shan, 8-

56. For Ma-tsu’s thou^it, see Abe Choidii, Chugoku zenshushi, 24-39; a good 
survey of Ma-tsu’s life and thought appears in Honda Choko, “Baso，” in no 
rekishi, Koza Zen, vol. 3，157-170 . See also Tsung-mi’s analysis of the Hung- 
chou school in Ck3en g-h si t，u，HTC  110.435d4-436al2-

57. Chiang-hsi M a-tsu 7ao-i eh >an-shU iyu-lu, H TC  119.406al3-14, 406b7-8.
58. “Do not choose what is good, nor reject what is evil, but rather be free 

from purity and defilement”； M a-tsu y ii-lu , H TC  119.406a5. See also Ching-te 
ch'uan-teng lu  6，T  5 1.2 4 6 a l0 -ll; translated in Chang, O riginal Teachings, 149. 
Cf. also Ma-tsu*s statement that the student “need not cling to wholesomeness 
or reject the unwholesomeM (Chang, ibid.).

59. M a-tsu y ii-lu , H TC  119.405al8* Note also the parallel statement of Yuan- 
wu in his H sin-yao 3, //TC 120.376a2-4.

60. See Ch 3eng-hsi t ’u, H TC  1 10.435d4-436al2; translated，with Chinul’s 
comments, in Buswell, Korean Approach, 266-267. See also Peter Gregory's 
chapter in this volume.

61. For the equation drawn in Gh,an between “sentience” and “enlighten- 
ment,” see Buswell, “Chinul’s System atization，，’ 214-216. Note also Tk-kui，s 
statement: “Everything that has a mind attains Buddhahood” (Araki, D aiesho, 
73).

62. M a-tsu y ii-lu , H TC  119.406a7-8. For an interesting explication of the 
meanings of “normal” and “abnormal” m ind，see Chinul*s uStraight Talk on 
the T>ue M in d ，” in Buswell, Korean Approach, 181.

63. M a-tsuyu-lu , H TC  119.405a; discussed in Chang, O riginal Teachings, 131. 
See also Ta-hui，s explanation of this exchange in Ta-huiyu'lu^ T  47.910b».

64. C k3eng-hsi t \  H TC  110.436a8-9; translated in Buswell, Korean Approach, 
267. Note also Ma-tsu’s statement: “If you are aware of this mind, you will 
dress，eat, and act spontaneously in life as it transpires, and thereby cultivate 
your spiritual nature” (C hing-te ch 7uan-tm g lu 6 ，T  51.246al6-17), translated in 
Chang, O riginal Teachings, 149.

65. Although there are some inconsistencies in Tsung-mi’s treatments of the 
four principal schools of middle Ch’an, he evaluates Ma-tsu5s Hung-chou 
school as a sudden awakening-sudden cultivation approach, with its closest 
parallel being the earlier Niu-t’ou school. Tsung-mi says, in describing the 
Hung-chou approach:

Since the principles realized through awakening are all impeccable and 
natural, the principles by which we cultivate should accord with them. We 
should not give rise to zi mind that intends to excise evil and cultivate good, 
however, nor to a mind that wants to cultivate the path. . . . Although this 
school is near the approach of sudden awakening, it does not quite reach it; 
as far as the approach of gradual cultivation is concerned, however, it is 
completely off the mark [i.e.，it is a sudden-cultivation approach]. (Ch ’m g'



h si t }u, H TC  1 10.436a, 438b; translated in Buswell, Korean Approach, 267
269) ’

The Niu-t*ou was treated as an inferior variety of sudden awakening-gradual 
cultivation: “It halfway comprehends the approach of sudden awakening; since 
it advocates the relinquishment of passion, it has no shortcomings in regard to 
the approach of gradual cultivation” (Ch 9eng-kst t*uy H TC  110.438b; translated 
in Buswell, ibid., 269). See also the discussion in Peter Gregory's chapter in 
this volume.

66. M a-tsuyu-lu , H TC  1 19 .406b l0-l 1.
67. Note Tsung-mi and Chinul’s critique (translated in BusweJI, Korean 

Approach, 297-304) that sudden awakening-sudden cultivation is intended only 
for those of most advanced capacity; for the great majority of students, sudden 
awakening-gradual cultivation is more appropriate.

68. Chyeng-hsi t，u) H TC  1 10 .4 3 7 d l0 'll; translated in Buswell, Korean Ap
proach 277.

69. Ch 3eng-hsi t yu, H TC  110.437d; translated in Buswell, Korean Approach, 
211. This treatment of Hung-chou in terms of function is also discussed by 
Peter Gregory in his chapter above.

70. Note also how Tsung-mi’s interpretation differs from that of D. T. 
Suzuki. Suzuki proposes that Ma~tsu，s overemphasis on function (he does not 
specify which type) prompted Lin-chi to stress instead the “person” (the “true 
man of no rank”）. Lin-chi，s point was to restore Ch’an，s original emphasis on 
the essence, as in the injunction “see the nature, achieve Buddhahood.” The 
implication in Tsung-mi is that emphasis on function would be fine provided 
that it was the innate functioning of the mind that was meant, since that type 
was based directly on the innate essence of mind. See Suzuki Daisetsu, Rinzai 
no kihon shiso: R inzai-roku ni okeru Cfnin99 shiso no kenkyu (Tokyo: Chuo koronsha, 
1949), summarized in Abe Masao, “True Person and Compassion: D. T. 
Suzuki’s Appreciation of Lin-chi and Chao-chou" in Abe, Zen and Western 
Thought, ed. William R. LaFleur (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
1985), 69-80.

71. Note also Ma-tsu*s Record: “ Have faith in the fact that his own mind is a 
Buddha”； M a-tsuyu-lu , H TC  119.405al8.

For general surveys of Lin-chi，s thought, see Furuta Shdkin, R inzairoku no 
shiso (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1956); Otsu Rekido, “Rinzai,” in Zen no rekishi，Koza 
Zen, vol. 3, 203-222; Heinfich Dumoulin, Geschichte des Zen-Buddhism us, 167- 
193. For a thoughtful interpretation of the place of faith in Ch’an thought, see 
Sung Bae Park, B uddhist Faith and Sudden Enlightenm ent (Albany: State Univer
sity of New \ork Press, 1983), 55-77. I would like to thank John Chan for sug
gesting to me the potential significance of the L in-chi lu  in bridging middle and 
classical Ch’an soteriology.

72. “The Master addressed the assembly, saying: ‘Men who today study 
Way must have faith in themselves. Don’t seek outside!，” L in-chi ht, ^  
47.499a4; Sasaki, L in-chi, 16 : “Since you students lack faith in yourself 
you run around seeking something outside.” L in-chi lu , T  47.497c9; Sasaki, 
Lin-chi，7.



73. Lin-chi lu, T 47.498b; Sasak i, Lin-chi, 13. The simile derives from the tale 
• of Yajnadatta who, believing he had lost his head , went everywhere throughout

the town in search of it; cf. the apocryphal Surangama-sutra, Shou-leng-yen ching, T  
!9 .l2 1 b 2 0 -22 .

74. “The M aster said: ‘O ver this lump of red flesh [the body or the heart] is 
a true man of no rank who is always going in and out of the face of every one of 
you. Those who have not yet realized him , look, look!’ ” Lin-chi lu, T  
4 7 .4 9 6 c l0 -l 1; Sasaki, Lin-chi, 3. For L in-chi’s conception of “ true m an of no 
rank,” see Furuta Shokin, Rinzairoku no shiso, 83-88 ; and Abe M asao , “True 
Person and Compassion.”

75. On this twofold role of faith, see Yanagida Seizan, “ K anna Zen ni okeru 
shin to gi no m o n d a i in  Bukkyo n i okeru shin no mondai, ed. Nihon bukkyogakkai 
(Kyoto: H eiraku ji shoten, 1963), 141-163. The essay has been sum marized in 
Morris J .  A ugustine, “ The Buddhist Notion of Faith” (Ph.D . d iss., Graduate 
Theological U nion, 1978), 158-165.

76. Jik id o  Takasaki. tran s., A Study on the Ratnagotravibhaga (Uttaratantra), 
Being a Treatise on the Tathagatagarbha Theory o f  Mahay ana Buddhism, Serie Orientale 
Roma, vol. 33 (Rom e, 1966), 296, with revisions; the overrid ing role of faith in 
tathagatagarbha doctrine is discussed in detail at pp. 380-389. For the role of 
faith in tathagatagarbha thought, see David S . R uegg, “On the K nowability 
and Expressibility of Absolute R ea lity  in Buddhism ,” IBK  20 (1971); 495-489 
[sic],

77. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhaga, 300, with revisions.
78. Even if  Lin-chi dem anded that faith be continually perfected, this need 

not im ply gradualism . C h ’an  had always insisted that cultivation was sudden 
provided that it only involve the continued repetition of a single activ ity over 
and over again  until it was perfected, not the cultivation of a series of steps that 
had to be perfected in sequence. As we have seen, a  common sim ile for sudden 
cultivation was target practice, in which one shoots arrows over and over again 
at the same target until the b u ll’s-eye is hit consistently. Tsung-m i usually uses 
this sim ile to refer to a  “ sudden cultivation-gradual aw akening” approach (see 
the translation of Ch’eng-hsi t ’u in Buswell, Korean Approach, 295; see also Peter 
Gregory’s chapter in this volume), but Ta-hui uses it even when referring to 
k’an-hua practice (as at A rak i, Daiesho, 102; C leary, 55).

79. Ta-hui y ii-lu  20, T  47 .894a; C leary, 101. Skandha-mara ( lit ., “ aggregate- 
devils” ) refers to the dangers inherent in one’s own constituents of personality 
—that is, their inevitable dem ise.

80. Ta-hui y ii- lu  20, T  47.894a; C leary, 102.
81. This has been argupd with considerable insight by C arl Bielefeldt, 

‘C h ’ang-lu Tsung-tse’s Tsh-Ch ’an I  and the ‘Secret’ of Zen M editation,” in 
Gregory, Traditions o f  Meditation, 147-148.

82. The m eaning of the term  kung-an is akin to the use of the term  “ case” in 
Iaw> as is attested in the popular detective-story genre spawned during the 
^ ‘fig; see Y. W. M a , “Themes and Characterization in the Lung-t’u Kung-an , ” 
T 'oungPao 59 (1973): 179-202.

83. Scholars have sometimes suggested that the first C h ’an usages of the 
tenn kung-an appear in stories concerning H uang-po H si-yun (d. ca. 850) and



his disciple Ch’en Tsun-su (780?-877?); see Furuta Shokin, ®‘K6an no rekishi，， 
8 11，and Miura and Sasaki, Zen D ust，153-154 n. 9. Both of these references 
appear, however, in literature from the Sung period ( Wu~ckia cheng-tsung tsan ZZ 
2/8/5/458a2, and C hing-te ch9uan-teng lu , T  51.291b l7, respectively)，so ^ 
remains unclear when the term was first used to refer specifically to a Ch，an 
exchange. Different homonyms for kung-an are given at Kurebayashi Kodo 
“Kanna Zen，，’ 10. ’

84. Fen-yang W u-te ch’an-shih y£t-lu， T  47.595c-629c. This is discussed in 
Furuta, “K6an no rekishi,” 815-816; Miura and Sasaki, Zen D ust, 12.

85. Pi-yen lu , T  48.139a-225c. The complete text has been translated by 
Thomas and J . C. Cleary, Blue C liff Record, 3 vols. (Boulder: Shambhala 
1977). ，

86. Translated by Iriya Yoshitaka, Kajitani Sonin, and Yanagida Seizan, Set- 
chojtJco, Zen no goroku, vol. 15 (Tokyo: Chikuma shobd, 1981).

87. This rendering of the term has been suggested by Robert Gimello, 
“Poetry and the Kung-an in Ch’an Practice，，，rRn D irections 7 , no. 1 (Spring/ 
Summer, 1986): 9-10.

For Ch’an influences on Sung literature, see J . D. Schmidt，“Ch，an，Illu
sion, and Sudden Enlightenment in the Poetry of Yang Wan-li/* T*oung Pao 60 
(1974): 230-281.

88. See Pi-yen lu H si-lu  hou-hsu, T  48.224c; translated in Levering, “Ch’an 
Enlightenment for Laymen,” 32-33 n. 2 ，who tentatively accepts that the story 
has at least some factual basis* For a popular account of this story see Daisetz T. 
Suzuki, An Introduction to Zen Buddhism  (Kyoto: Eastern Buddhist Society, 1949), 
128-129; Ogisu Jundo, “Daie zenji no H ekiganshu shoki ni tsuite,” IB K  11 
(1963): 115-118  (cited in Levering, ibid.).

89. The first use of the term hsien-ch *eng ‘immediately present，(J . genjo) with 
reference to kung-an is usually attributed to Ch’en Tsun-su, who is reputed to 
have said，“As an immediately present kung-an, I spare you from thirty blows” 
{C hing-te chyuan~teng lu  12， T  51.291b l7; translated in Miura and Sasaki, Zen 
D ust, 154 n. 9). As the Ch *uan-teng lu  was not compiled until after Yiian-wu’s 
time, however, I believe ksien-ch，eng to be actually a Sung locution.

90. YUan-um hsin-yao 2 ，H TC  120.367bl4-15; see also Ta*hui yu -lu  19, T  
47.892al9-28. Yuan-wu hsin-yao is a neglected text describing Yiian-wu’s own 
interpretation of Ch,an practice, to which Ta-hui^ approach clearly owes a 
great deal. While Ta-hui deservedly receives the lion’s-siiare of attention in the 
development of k，an-hua practice, Yiian-wu *s contribution should not be under
estimated. The significance of this new interpretation of kung-an is discussed in 
Furuta, “K6an no rekishi，” 824.

91. Yuan-wu hsin-yao 3，H TC  120.379d9-10; cited in Furuta, "Koan no 
rekishi/9 822. For Yiian-wu’s contribution to the development of kung-an as a 
meditative device, see Furuta, 819-825.

It would be worth exploring the resonances between Yiian-wu’s view that a 
single kung-an subsumes all teachings and the Hua-yen doctrine that all t e 
Buddha’s words are incorporated in a single “complete sound” /•
There are also provocative parallels with the conception o f dhdrants in Budd 
Tantric literature.



92. See the discussion in Furuta, “Kdan no rekishi，” 831. The reader will 
note the contrast between Sung kung-an practice and the Japanese koan system 
0f Hakuin, in which koan investigation becomes the virtual Ch’an equivalent of 
A.bhidharmika dhwrmaxiicaya (investigation of phenomena).

93. From Shan-fangye-hua (Evening Talks in a Mountain Room), in T*ien-mu 
Chung-fing  ho-shang kuang-lu 11，M m tjizokozokyo (Kyoto, 1884) 31/7/606al8-cl0; 
translation from Miura and Sasaki, Zen D ust, 4 -6 ，with revisions. This passage 
is cited in virtuaHy all major studies of the development of the kung-an system; 
perhaps the best discussion of the implications of the passage, however, appears 
in Furuta，£tKoan no rekishi，” 808-809.

For a comprehensive study of Chung-feng and his times, see Chun-fang Yu, 
Chung-feng Ming-pen and Ch’an Buddhism in the \Gan,” in Yuan Thought: 

Chinese Thought and R eligion Under the M ongpls, ed. Hok-Iam Chan and Wm. 
Theodore de Bary (New \brk: Columbia University Press, 1982)，419-477, 
and esp. 430-444 for his Ch’an teachings. See also Fujishima Tateki, **Gencho 
bukkyo no ichiyoso: Ghuho Myohon o meguna kojitachi，” O tanigakuho 57, no. 3 
(D e c e m b e r  1 9 7 6 ) :  1 4 7 - 1 6 3 .  .

94. Alt. chih-chieh, lit. “direct slicing”； I adopt this more liberal rendering to 
bring out better the connotations of the terms. The terms are used in Yuan-wu^ 
H sin-yao, H TC  120.372b4，377b8, 385c7; and by Ta-hui in T a-huiyu4u 26, T  
47.921c2 et passim.

95. This hua-t，ou receives extensive discussion throughout Ta-hui，s writings; 
one of the better treatments appears at Ta-hui yu -lu  26, T  47.921c. Chao-chou^ 
wu was certainly the principal hua-t’ou taught by Ta-hui, adumbrating its even
tual selection by Wu-men Hui-k’ai (1183-1260) as the first of the forty-eight 
kung-an collected in his famous Wu-men kuan (7* 48.292c). The strong emphasis 
on the wu hua-t }ou in Lin-chi Ch’an seems to have begun with Ta-hui*s grand- 
teacher, Wu-tsu Fa-yen (1024P-1104); see Furuta, “K 6an no rekishi,” 830，and 
Yanagida, ^Chugoku Z enshushi,101-104.

96. I have discussed this distinction in Korean Approach, 67-68.
97. A common refrain of teachers in the \kng-ch，i lineage: see Yuan-wu hsin- 

卿 4, H TC  120.394d3; Ta-huiyu-lu 19，7,4 7 .89 3 a lli and 26, r  47.922c et pas- 
ŝ ni. I have discussed the significance offan-chao in Ch*ain thought in “Ghinurs 
Systematizationy  213-216. Note also the following statement by Ta-hui: “Just 
tUrn your light around and reflect back: where does the one who entertains such 
Noughts come from? What shape does he have when acting?” （Araki，Daiesho} 
^2; translation from Cleary, 54). Such counterillumination must be allowed to

naturally, as in the Platform  Sutra、“letting the Tao circulate freely” : “\bu 
Ĵ Ust diligently reflect back on this, but without struggling with it as you reflect 
= ackif you struggle, you waste power. Didn’t the Third Patriarch say so? 一 
When you try to stop motion to return to stillness, the stopping causes further 

^^motion* ” (Araki, D aiesho, 102; translation from Cleary, 55).
, 98. See Kuroda Akira, “Zen no sh inri，” Zen 1 (1941): 41, who discusses this 
! that the goal of observing the wu hua-t fou is to understand the enlightened 

t̂ent of Chao-chou. Note also T ’aego Pou，s remark: “How did the idea to say 
n。arise in Chao-chou?” [T*aego Pou chip, 109 et passim).

■ For the common etymology of the term hua-t,ou  as referring to the “head



of speech,” and thence thought, see Hsii-yun, H su-yiin ho-shang fa~kui} comp. 
Ch>en Hsueh-lu (1953; reprint, Hong Kong: n.p., 1961), 155, 166. See also the 
discussion in Chun-fang Yii, “Tk-hui，” 220-221， following the Taiwanese 
scholar Nan Huai-chin.

100. Yuan-wu hsin-yao 1，H TC  120.350c5-6. For further discussion of this dis
tinction, see my essay “Ch’an H erm eneuticsN ote also the similar refrain in 
Ta-hui: ‘‘Students of meditation must investigate the live word; do not investi
gate the dead word. If you stay fixed on the live word, you will not forget it for 
an eternity of kalpas; but if you stay fixed on the dead word you will not be able 
to save yourself” {Ta-huiyu~lu 14，T  47.870b).

101. Hsii-yiin, H su-yun ho-shang fa-h u i, 155; translated also in Charles Luk, 
Ch’an and Zen Teachingsy First Series (Berkeley: Shambhala, 1970), 22-23. Hsii- 
yiin ，s fascinating autobiography has been translated by Charles Luk in Empty 
Cloud; The Autobiography o f the Chinese Zen M aster H sii Yun (Rochester, N.Y.: 
Empty Cloud Press, 1974). We see in this passage that there is support from 
within the Ch，an tradition for viewing k 3an-hua Ch，an as a product of Ch’an’s 
degeneration.

102. T yaego Pou chip, 125.
103. Cf. Ta-huiyu-lu  19，T 47.891a22ff. et passim; see also Cleary, 13.
104. 7a~huiyu-lu 19, T 47.892a21-23.
105. Araki, D aiesko, 27,
106. Later advocates were not so reticent, however, to talk about stages of 

development in k'an-hna Ch’an. In Korea, for example, Chinul describes two 
distinct levels of hua-t’ou investigation: investigation of the meaning of the hua- 
t and investigation of just the word itself； I have discussed these levels in 
“Chinul’s Systematization，’，220-223. Such a bifurcation was necessary be
cause Chinul was seeking to graft k Jan-hua practice onto a sudden awakening- 
gradual cultivation soteriological schema. Like Ta-hui, however, Chinul still 
insisted that all hua-t you are essentially the same—catalysts of doubt and thence 
awakening—and any one hua-t3ou is as good as any other for this task.

In Japan, Hakuin divided Ta-hui’s account of k 9an~kua practice into three 
explicit stages: doubt, great death, and great rebirth. To this, he appended a 
still more structured sequence of koan study, in which the student was to woric 
through a series of some 1700 kdans，in five distinct repertoires, before enlight
enment was consummated. Hakuin’s approach is a systematic reading of Ta- 
hui that is  not always traceable in Ta-hui’s own presentation. See the treatment 
of Hakuin's system in Thomas P. Kasulis, Zen A ction/Zen Person (Honolulu: Uni
versity of Hawaii Press, 1981), 104-124. Kasulis9 presentation of Hakuin*s 
approach to koan study is valuable for explaining the psychological dimension 
of Ch’an training. But it is also a structured interpretation o f Hakuin—and, by 
extension, Ta-hui—that Ta-hui at least would certainly have rejected.

Some of these later “ gradualist” interpretations of Ta-hui may derive from  
inconsistencies in T a-hui，s own accounts of soteriology. At times Ta-hui’s words 
d o  s e e m  t o  s u g g e s t  g r a d u a l i s t  s c h e m a t a ,  w h i c h  c o u l d  h a v e  b e e n  u s e d  w i t h  j u s t i 
f i c a t i o n  t o  c r e a t e  a  s t r u c t u r e d  s y s t e m  o f  hua-t 'ou i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  K a j i t a n i  S o n i n  
(“Ta-hui，” 268ff.), for example, discusses accounts of sudden awakening^gra+  
ual cultivation in Ta-hui, and Ta-hui himself uses analogies that involve sudden



cultivation-gradi^ awakening (Araki, Dateskor 102; Cleary, 55). But the pre
ponderance of evidence shows clearly that Ta-hui’s fundamental intent was to 
create a sudden style of cultivation oriented exclusively toward instantaneous 
insight.

107. Yuan~wvi hsin-yao 4, H TC  120.384c4.
108. Ta-hui yu -lu  26, r47.921c2-6.
109. “Training on this path is not bothered by a lack of intelligence; it is 

bothered by excessive intelligence. It is not bothered by a lack of understand
ing; it is instead bothered by excessive understanding” {Ta-hui yu~iu 29， T  
47.935a23-24).

1 10. For the background of this tendency in Sung dynasty Ch’an, see \ana- 
gida Seizan, <(Chugoku Zenshushi,** 92-93. For Ta-hui’s connections with the 
intelligentsia, see the discussion in Araki, D aiesho, 252-255. The ways in which 
those contacts affected Ta-huipresentation of Ch，an are discussed in Lever
ing, “Ch’an Enlightenment for Laymen,” 246-260.

111. Thrhui yu -lu  26，T  47.922c5-12. See also Ta-hui，s criticism in Araki, 
Daiesho3 110; translated in Levering, “Ch，an Enli^itenment for Laymen，” 257.

112. The respective sources for these quotations: “dry shit stick,” Araki, 
Daiesho，195，and cf. 130-131，translated in Levering, 303-304; “cypress tree，’， 
Ta-hui yu -lu  23, T  47.910al6-17; “no,” Ta-hui yu -lu  26， T  47.921c，and cf. 
Cleary, 50.

The Korean S6n master Chinul discusses all eight of these defects and sug
gests that Ta-hui actually listed ten; see Buswell* Korean Approach, 338, and cf. 
245-246. The defects are (1) Do not understand wu to mean yes or no. (2) Do 
not consider it in relation to doctrinal theory. (3) Do not ponder over it logically. 
(4) When the master raises his eyebrows or twinkles his eyes, do not think he is 
giving instructions about the meaning of the hua-t 'ou. (5) Do not make strata
gems for solving the hua-t9ou through the use of speech. (6) Do not busy yourself 
inside the tent of unconcern. (7) E)o not consider it at the place where you raise 
the hua-t 'ou to your attention. (8) Do not look for evidence in the wording. (9) 
Do not take wu to mean true nonexistence. (10) Do not grasp at a deluded state, 
simply waiting for enlightenment to come.

113. Ta-hui y ii-lu  27, T  47.925cl9-21. See also the parallel statements of 
Yiian-wu at Yiian-wu hsin-yao 3，H TC  120.372dl3, 377bl2-13. Yuan-wu also 
notes that Ch’an “does not posit stages and steps” (p u -li chieh-chi); Yuan-wu hsin- 
y ao 3, 372d8. The metaphor of slicing through a spool of thread ultimately 
derives from Shen-hui; see Shen-hui ho-shang i-ch i, ed. Hu Shih (Taipei: Hu Shih 
chi-nien kuan，1971), 121. This metaphor is also discussed in the chapters by 
John McRae and Peter Gregory above.

114. Araki, Daiesho, 106; Cleary, 57.
115. Ta-hm yu-lu 22, T  47.903c6, and Yuan-wu hsin-yao 2, H TC  120.368a9. 

Note also Ta-hui，s common refrain (903c3-4): “This one word【fto] is the knife 
that slices through the road of birth and death”； and see the discussion of this 
analogy in Kuroda, “Zen no shinri,” 41 •

metaphor of the * * hundred-foot pole” was first used by Gh*ang-sha 
Ching-ts’en (d. 868); see Ching-te ch fuan-teng lu 10，7'51.274b8.

116. See Karl H. Potter’s useful distinction between “leap” vs. “path” sote-



riologies in his Presuppositions o f India 9s Philosophies (Englewood Cliffs, N.J * 
Prentice-Hall, 1963)，36-46 and 236-256. This death-defying jump off a hun- 
dred-Spot pole is perhaps the most evocative illustration of the meaning of a 
“leap” soteriology known to Buddhism.

As I suggest here, Ch’an，s denial of sequence need not imply that a subitist 
approach is temporally faster than the much-maligned gradual paths. While the 
experience of enlightenment might in theory require only a single moment, the 
subitist may need a long time (dare I say “in practice”？）before he has that 
instantaneous experience—perhaps even longer than would the gradualist. One 
might thus reasonably ask—as Tsung-mi courageously docs, in the face of what 
he must have known would have been vitriolic Ch,an indignation—whether 
a subitist position does not mask a long process of gradual development 
previously (i,e., in past lives), which prepares the way for that eventual 
sudden experience. The viability of the subitist position would demand that, re
gardless of whether any preparatory practices were undertaken previously, 
those practices have nothing whatsoever to do with the experience of enlighten
ment. Only in so claiming would the subitist avoid the inevitable implication 
that unconditioned nirvana is somehow “caused” by the progressive perfection 
of earlier stages—an implication that plagues all gradualistic formulations of 
the path. See the discussion in Tsung-mi’s CA'an-yuan tu-hsu 3，T  48.408a3-5, 
translated in Buswell, Korean Approach, 297; for a sensitive treatment of this 
issue and its implications by Chinul, Tsung-mi’s apologist, see Korean Approach, 
297-304.

117. Ching-te ch>uan-teng lu 11， T  5 1 .288cI9-25; translated in Miura and 
Sasaki, Zen D ust, 247 n. 25....

118. Ogisu, “Shoki,” 115; cited in Levering，‘‘Ch’an Enlightenment for 
Laymen,” 283 n. 1.

119. Tyaego Pou chip, 166.
120. Ibid., 130. T ’aego Pou received transmission in the indigenous Kajisan 

school of Korean Sdn prior to receiving sanction from the Chinese Lin-chi mas
ter Shih-wu Ching-kung (1272-1352). He was thus the successor to  both 
national traditions ofCh*an.

121. T ’aego Pou chip, 130. Cf. also Ta-hui’s statement, “Keep investigating 
until your mind has nowhere to go” (Araki, Daiesho, 121; Cleary, 61).

122. Araki, D aiesho, 127. T ’aego uses several other colorful similes about the 
intensity of k^n-hua practice: it is like a cat stalking a mouse, a hen sitting on 
her eggs, a starveling thinking o f food, or 9n infant longing for his mother. Sec 
Tyaego Pou chip, 91.

123. la -h u iyii-lu  19, T 47.891a23-25, sentences inverted. Cf. also T*aego Pou 
chip, 161: “The mass of doubt destroys the hundreds of random [thoughts]/

124. Kao-feng Yuan-miao chran-shih ch^n-yao, H TC  122.352dl2-1.4. Kao-feng s 
C h’an -yao is  the th ird  o f the four m ajo r C h ’an  tex ts stu d ied  in  K orean  Buddhist 
lecture halls, and, like Ta-hui，s L etters、it also enjoys an extensive commentarial 
literature. The Korean edition of the text is edited with Korean punctuation by 
An Chinho, H ydntro chuhae: S6n，yo  (1938; reprint, Seoul: Pdmnyunsa, 1956^ 
For Yuan-wu^ explanation of wu~hsin and wu-nien3 see Yuan-wu hsin-yao 3, * 
120.374b7-8.



125. Ta-hui yu -lu  27, T  47.925bl7，29-c4; translated in Buswell, Korean 
Approach, 3 3 6 .

126. Araki, D aiesho, 127. Other relevant passages from Ta-hui，s corpus are 
t r a n s la te d  i n  L e v e r i n g ,  ‘ ‘ C h ’ a n  E n l i g h t e n m e n t  f o r  L a y m e n ，”  3 0 2 .  N o t e  a ls o  

Y u a n - m i a o ^  p a r a lle l  c o m m e n t s  i n  Kao-feng ch fan-yao, H T C  1 2 2 . 3 5 6 b r 7 - 1 8 :

Of those past and present spiritual advisors in the west and in this land [of 
China] who were disseminating this ray of light [of the teachings], there 
are none that did anything more than simply resolve the one doubt. 
Whether it is a thousand doubts or a myriad doubts，they are-all just this 
one doubt. One who resolves this doubt will doubt nothing more. And 
once he has no further doubts, [he will be identical] to Sakyamuni and 
Maitreya, Vimalaklrti and Old Man P’ang [P，ang Yiin (740-808)].
127. T h-hu iyii-lu  16, T  47.879cl 1-13 , 19-23; cf. the translation by Chun- 

fang Yii, “Ta-hui，” 227. Ta-hui refers to this as a hua-t3ou at Araki, D aiesho,
27. ^

128. Araki, D aiesho, 24; Cleary, 39, quoting V im alakirtinirdeseisutra, W ei-mo- 
chieh so-shuo ching 2, T  14.549b6; cf. Robert A. F. Thurman, trans., The H oly 
Teaching o f V im alaklrti (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 
1976), 66. This same passage is also quoted in Kao-feng ch 1an~yaos H TC  
122.356c 11-12 . The locus classicus for this lotus metaphor is Dhammapada (Pup- 
phavagga)，vv. 58，59.

In his acceptance of the possibility of a viable lay practice, I do not believe 
that Ta-hui intended to impugn cenobitic training. Rather, he was countering a 
persistent bias in Buddhism toward celibate monastic life. On the one hand, Ta- 
hui wanted laypeople to know that there is nothing intrinsicaJly superior about 

5長|jnonasticism; family life in fact has certain advantages that can actually aid 
one’s practice. On the other hand, Ta-hui was challenging the complacency of 
monks who thought that merely keeping their vocation would be conducive to 

；'：enlightenment.
129. Araki, Daieshoy 103; Cleary, 56. The same phrase appears in T*aego Pou

chip, 91，and “conserving power” is mentioned at Yuan-wu hsin~yeo 3，H TC  
120.374al7.

130. As Ta-hui notes, “Do not fatigue the dynamism of the mind” (Araki, 
Daiesho, 79). ,

131.1 believe Chiin-fang Yii overstates the place of faith in Ta-hui>s thought 
when she notes that faith is necessary ‘‘before a person can successfully take up 
koan meditation” （“Ta-hui，” 226). My own reading of Ta-hui suggests that just 
the opposite is the case: Ta-hui stresses the role of doubt in his account of Ch’an 
practice, with faith occupying very much a secondary place.

132. Ta-huiyu~lu 23, r47.909b 3-5. "
133. Ta-hui yu -lu  22, T  47.903cl0-13. Note also: “In one’s daily activities, 

°ne should paste the words ‘life’ and ‘death’ on onĉ s forehead and feel as if one 
0vves someone a million strings of cash and the debtor is right outside the door 

ŝking for payment” (T a-h u iyii-lu  23, T  47 .910c l6-l 7; translation from Yii,
, p V h u i，” 226). T ’aego Pou chip, 1 1 1，also offers the clarification that fear of 
、 eath is an important impetus to Ch，an practice. The “confrontation with mor



tality” in Chung-feng Ming-pen’s presentation of Ch’an is discussed at Chii 
fang Yii, “Chung-feng Ming-pen，’，435-437. n

134. “If you just don’t engage in any kind of evil you then will understand 
these words, whether you believe in them or not” ( Ta-hut y ii-lu  19 j' 
47.890bl9-20; Araki, Daiesho, 5，and cf. 142).

135. Kao-feng ch 'an-yao, H TC  122.357cl7-d4; the passage is translated in 
Miura and Sasaki, Zen D ust, 246-247 n. 24. See also the Korean monk Sdsan 
Hyuj6ng’s (1520-1604) discussion in Sdn，ga kugam (Speculum on the Ch,an 
School), trans. Popchong, Chongum mun’go, no. 131 (Seoul, 1976), 44.

136. The terms used by Ta-hui vary; they include p yen -ti i-fa  (Araki, Daiesho 
105; Cleary, 57) and pao-ti i~p yo (T a-huiyu-lu  26, T 47.921c3).

137. See T ’aego Pou chip, 91: “Beneath this great doubt, one must let go of 
both body and mind.” Hakuin later reified this experience as a specific stage in 
practice; see Kasulis, Zen A ction/Zen Person，112-116. Dogen (1235-1237) relates 
this “casting off of body and mind” to the final leap off the hundred-foot pole; 
see A Prim er o f Soto Zen: A Translation o f Dogen*s Shobogenzo, trans. Reiho 
Masunaga (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1971), 93-94.

138. Araki, D aiesho, 105; Cleary, 57. This common metaphor is also used at 
T }aego Pou chip} 57.

139. Here I draw on the intriguing interpretation of 扭ananda，C oncept and 
R eality, passim.

140. Ta-hui yu -lu  9, T  47.848a, quoting Li T*ung-hsuan (635-730), H sin 
H ua-yen ching Inn 1，T  36.721a; translated in Buswell, Korean Approach, 213. Q f. 
also Yiian-wu hsin-yao 2，H TC  120.367cl3-14: “Worldly dharmas and Bud- 
dhadharmas fuse into one mass. Each and every thing and person has a way to 
freedom.”

The Korean Son master Chinul used such descriptions of the Ch’an awaken
ing experience to posit a fundamental harmony between the approaches of 
Ch’an and Hua-yen, as epitomized in their similar accounts of this concept of 
interfusion. Such similarities justified, he felt, his attempts to combine those 
two main streams of Koryo Buddhist thought in a comprehensive system of 
B u d d h i s t  d o c t r in e  a n d  p r a x i s .  S e e  B u s w e l l ,  Korean Approach, e s p . 2 4 6 - 2 5 3 ; a n d  
“Chinul’s Systematization，” passim.

141. Araki, D aiesho, 80; Cleary, 41-42.

Glossary
ch*an 禪
Ch’ang-sha Ching-ts’en 長沙景岑 

ch’ang-shou 長壽 

ch’an-shuo 禪說 
Ch，an-yao _  要
Ch9an-yuan chu-ckuan chi tu-hsti 
. 禪源諸詮集都序

Chao-chou Ts’ung-shen 趙州從認

cheng-ju 證入

cheng-wu 證悟

chen-hsin 眞心
Ch’en Tsun-su 陳尊宿

chi機
chia 家



chia-feng 家風

Chiang-hsi M a -tsu  T ao-i ch，an-skik 
江 西 馬 祖 道 一 禪 師 語 錄  

chiao-wai pieh-ch’uan/pu-Ii wen-tzu 
敎 外 别 傳 不 立 文 字  

ch ich -w u 解悟 

chien 漸 
chih-chieh 直截 

chih-chih 直指

chih-chih jen-hsin/chien-haing ch'eng-fb
直指人心見性成佛 

chih-shih 直示 

Chih-yiieh /k 指月錄 

ching-chieh 徑截 

ching-chiti 精進

Ching-te chsuan-tm g lu 景德傳燈錄 

Ch’ing-yiian Hsing-ssu 靑原行思 

Chin-hua Ghu-ti 金華俱®
C hinul知納

chi-yuan wcn-ta 機 緣 問 ^ 答  

Chu Hsi朱 熹  

ch'ui-shih - 產 示

Chiing-feng Ming-pen 中峰明本 

Chung-hua ch，uan-hsin-ti CA*an-men $hih~ 
tzu chfeng~ksi f t f 中華傳心地_ 門師

資 承 襲 圔  

D5gen道 元  

fen-chao 返照 

Fa-yen法 眼

Fa-yen W cn-i法 眼 文 益  

Fen-yang Shan-chao 汾 陽 善 昭  

Fen-yang W u-te chyan-shihyU.Au 汾陽無德 

禪師語錄 
Fo-kuo K*o-ch9in chyan~skih hsin-yao
佛果克勤禪師心要 

現成

Hakuin Ekaku白躇慧鶴ho喝
Ho-tse Shen-hui 荷澤神會 

^n-ch'eng 現 成

^ - l u n 敝 論  hsin  信
Hsin-cho u Ta-ti 忻州打地

fism  H ua-yen eking lm  新 華 嚴 經 論  

hsin pu-chi 信不及 
H sin-yao 心 要  

hsiian-t'ung 玄通

Hsiieh-lou Ch'ung-hsien 雪寶重顬 
Hsii-yun 處雲

Huang-po Hsi-yiin 黄蘖希運 

hua-t'ou 話頭 

Hua-yen 華
hui-kuang fan-chao 港光返照 

Hui-neng 慧 能  

Hung-chou 洪 _
Hung-chou Po*chang c^an-shihyii-iu  洪規 

百 丈 禪 師 語 鋒  

Hux^-chou Shui-liao 洪 州 水 廉  

huo-chii 活 句  

hwadu話頭 

i 意

i-ch’ing 疑 情  

i-t'oan 疑 團  

ju-lai-tsang 如 來 藏  

Kajisan迦智山 

k，an 看
k’an-hua Ch’an 看 話 禪  

ITanhwa kydHU-rm看 話 決 疑 論  

Kao~feng Yiian-miao 高 峰 原 妙  

Kao-feng Tuan-miao ch，an-shih ch^an-yao 
高 峰 原 妙 禪 師 禪 要  

koan公案 

K oryo高 颺

Kuei-yang 爲仰 '
kung-an 公案 

ku-tsc古則 

li力
Lin-chi 臨濟

Lin-chi I-hsiian 臨濟義玄 

Lin-chi 臨濟錄 
Li T'ung-hsiian 李通玄 

Liu-tsu t，an ching 六粗壇經 
Lo-han Kuei-ch’cn 羅漢桂深 

Ma-ku Pao-ch^c 献谷寶徹 

Ma-tsu Tao-i 馬租道 -  
M i-an密 竜



Miao-yiian 妙圓 

Musang 無 相 •
M usdlfo~ron 無舌土論 
Muyom無染

Nan-yiieh Huai-jang 南嶽懷讓 

Nieh-p’an 程集 

nicn 念
Niu-t’o u 牛頭令 

p’an-chiao 判 敎  

P，ang Yiin 龐經 

pao-ti i-p’o 曝地一破 

p*cn-d i-Ca 噴地一發 
p’ing-ch’ang hsin 平常心 

Pi-yen lu 碧 巖 錄  

P’o 破

Po-chang Huai-hai 百丈懷海 

Pdpchippyorhaeng-rok  法 集 别 行 錄  

Popchip pyorhaeng-rok choryo pyongip sagi 
法 集 别 行 錄 節 要 並 入 私 記  

Po-tse sung-ku 百則頌古 

pu~li chieh-chi 不立階級 

Sa ch ip四集 

san-yao 三要 

Shan-fangye~hua 山 房 夜 話  

sheng-liieh 省 略  

Shen-hsiu 神秀 

Shen-hui 神會 

shih 示
Shih-kung Hui-tsang 石輩慧藏 

shih-shih wu-ai 事事無礙 

shih-ta-fu 士大夫 
Shih-wu Ching-kung 石屋淸洪 

shou-i 守一
Shou-leng-yen eking 首愣嚴經 
Sonsga kugam禪家龜鑑 
Sdnmun pojang-rok 禪門寶藏錄 

Sosan Hyujong西山休靜 

s s u思
ssu-chii 死句

sui-yuan ying-yung 隨緣應用 
Son禪
T’aego Pou太古普愚

T*aego Pou kuksapobo chip 太古普愚國 

師 法 語 集  *
ta-fen-chih 大憤志 
Ta-hui Tsung-kao 大慧宗杲 

Ta~hui P^u-chiieh ch，an-shih yii-lu  大慧普 

覺 禪 師 語 錄  

ta-i大疑 

Tao-hsin 道信

Ta-sheng chH-hsin lun 大乘起信論 

teng-lu 燈錄
Te-shan Hsiian-chien 德山宣鑑 

t’i 體
T*ien-mu Chung-feng ho-shang kuang lu 

天目中峰和尙廣錄 

T’ien-t’ai 天台 

Ts’ao-tung 曹洞 
Tsung-ckirtg /a 宗鏡錄 

Tsung-mi 宗密 
Tsu~fang chi 祖堂集 

tun頓

tun-chiao 頓敎 
tun-chiieh 頓覺 

Tung-shan fa-men 東山法門 
Tung-shan Liang-chieh 洞山良价 

tun-wu頓悟

tun-wu chien-hsiu 頓悟漸修 

tun-wu tun-hsiu 頓悟頓修 
tzu-hsing pen-yung 自性本用 

tzu-jan 自然 

Wai-yii 外域
Wei~mo~chieh so-shuo ek ing 維摩詰所說經 

wen-tzu Ch’an 文字禪 

w u 無

Wu Chia五家
W u-chia cheng-tsung tsan 五家正宗贊 

wu-hsin 無心
Wu-men Hui-k’ai 無門慧開 

Wu-men kuan 無門關 

wu-nien 無念 
Wu-tsu Fa-yen五祖法演 

wu-te*u-ti無次第 
wu-wei無位



r̂u-wei chen-jen 無位眞人 

Y a n g - c h ’i 楊岐 

y i n 印
ydndam Yuil 蓮潭有一 

yiian-chiao 圓敎

Yiian-ckiiek ching ta-shu ch，ao 圓覺經大 

疏鈔

Yiian-wu hsin-yao 國悟心要

Yiian-wu K ’o-ch’in 圈悟克勤

yiian-yin 圓音

yii-lu語錄

yung 用
Yiin-men 雲門

Yiin-men Wen-yen 雲門文僵
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The Sudden and the Gradual 
in Chinese Fbetry Criticism: 

An Examination of 
the Ch'an-Fbetry Analogy

R ic h a r d  J o h n  L y n n

The fo llow ing passage appears in  the T a i-ch in g t 3a n g sh ih -h u a  (D iscus
sions o f P oetry  from  the H all o f  H im  W ho A lw ays Has the C lassics by 
His Side) by W ang Shih-chen ( 1 6 3 4 -1 7 1 1 ) :

Hung Sheng, [whose courtesy name is] Fang-ssu [1646P -1704]，once 
asked Shih Yii-shan [Shih Jun-chang, 1619-1683] about the method of 
composing poetry (sh ih -fa ). He replied by first relating what I had once 
said about the main principles o f poetry (sh ih  ta -ch ih ): “\bur teacher says 
that poetry is like an exquisite and towering Pagoda that appears at the 
snap of the fingers or like the twelve towers o f the five cities o f the immor
tals that ephemerally exist at the edge of heaven. I do not agree. To use a 
metaphor, poetry is like someone building a house out of tiles，glazed 
bricks, wood, and stone—he must put them all together, one by one, on 
solid ground.” Hung then replied: “This constitutes the difference be
tween the meaning o f sudden and gradual enlightenment of the C h，an 
sect” (ch )an-tsung tun chien e rh -i).1
By the seventeenth century it had becom e com m onplace to discuss 

poetry in term s o f C h ’an，to say that poetry in some w ay o r w ays “is 
like” (ju ) C h，an; the corollary, C h ，an “ is lik e” poetry, also occurs, 
though not so commonly. A s w idespread as this habit was, from  the 
^Ung era (9 6 0 -12 7 9 ) on through the end o f the C h ’ing in the early  
^ entieth  century, it still alw ays had detractors and opponents. The 
Interplay between advocates and opponents o f this C h，an-Poetry anaJ- 

niakes fascinating reading, fo r m any basic assum ptions concerning 
oth C h’an and poetry thus come to light, assum ptions whose im plica- 

tlQris touch, in tu rn , various fundam ental aspects o f Chinese literary  
and intellectual culture in general. Readings in the sources where this 
^nalogy occurs have indicated that the “ sucldcn-graduat” polarity m  

hinese poetics is something that cannot be understood adequately



apart from  an appreciation o f the range o f meanings inherent in this 
analogy, for it is there in this context that statem ents very often appear 
concerning the sudden and the gradual. This is especially true during 
the initial stages o f the analogy’s popularity as a critical concept during 
the earlier Sung—there, w ith few exceptions, they only appear in this 
context. G radually, however, as Neo-Confucianism  begins directly to 
affect the way people talk about poetry, from  the second half o f the 
twelfth century on, there also occur statements about the sudden and 
the gradual achievem ent o f poetic “ success” or “genius” which seem 
more attached to N eo-Confucian concerns; with these, the context 
appears to be: “ the attainm ent o f perfection in poetry is like the 
achievem ent o f sagehood.’ ，2 W ith the incorporation o f the Buddhist con
cept o f w u (enlightenm ent) w ithin the philosophical writings o f many 
N eo-Confucians, especially Lu Chiu-yuan (113 9 -1 19 3 ) and later C h’en 
Hsien-chang (14 2 8 -15 0 0) and W ang Yang-ming (14 7 2 -15 2 9)，some 
w riters with a critical interest in poetry who do not like the C h’an- 
Poetry analogy actually take over this “ secularized” concept o f wu and 
say things such as: “ it is all right to talk o f poetry in term s o f wu but not 
in term s o f G h’an” and <4there has always been wu in great poetry, but 
this has nothing to do with C h’an.，’ However，the C h ’an-Poetry analogy 
continued to be the most usual context for the concept o f enlightenment 
— sudden or gradual—as it occurred in critical writings throughout the 
rest o f the traditional e ra , w hatever the extent o f “ secular” opposition 
might have been. Actually, opposition cannot be understood in terms of 
N eo-Confucian opposition to Buddhism in general, though at times 
that surely plays an im portant part. There were intrinsic aesthetic and 
literary-historical forces operating w ithin the tradition o f poetry itself 
which sometimes argued against the G h,an-Poetry analogy and which 
attempted to em ancipate wu from  its Buddhist context. The most seri
ous challenge to the analogy, in m y opinion, lay here and not in in any 
extrinsic philosophical force. As such，“enlightenm ent” in poetry from 
Sung times on can have any one o f three basic orientations: the Bud
dhist (G h,anist), the N eo-Confucian, and the literary-aesthetic. These 
all overlap or interpenetrate to varying extents，though it is usually pos
sible to see which one prevails. We should also be aw are, however, that 
lying behind a ll o f them are the Taoist concepts o f the spontaneous and 
the natural, especially as they appear in the C huang-tzu . 3 N e v e r t h e l e s s ,  it 
is my view that by Southern Sung tim es, Taoist ideas as thê y appear m 
critical writings on poetry—and perhaps as well in painting and calli- 
graphy criticism —had largely ceased tq  operate independently of 加  
m ainstream  intellectual currents o f the day, principally C h’an and Neo- 
Confucianism . Philosophical Taoism, o f course, was a m ajor force in 
shaping these other two traditions, and Taoist ideas were certainly very



jnuch alive in Sung and post-Sung tim es, but there no longer seems to 
have been a purely Taoist context operating— ideas from  philosophical 
Taoism become borrowed ideas in literary aesthetics, borrow ed via  
C h’an and N eo-Confucianism . Furtherm ore, these ideas should be dis
tinguished from  references in critical writings to Taoist alchem y and the 
search for im m ortality (h sien )} fo r occasionally critics have com pared the 
attainm ent o f genius in poetry w ith the achievem ent o f the Taoist adept 
一Huang T ’ ing-chien (10 4 5 -110 5 ) and C h’en Shih-tao (10 5 3 -110 1)  
are probably the most fam ous critics who discussed poetry in these 
terms—something, as we shall see, that involved a different attitude 
toward poetry than the n atu ral spontaneity inspired by the C huang-tzu, 
though it did share things in common, in a strategic or operational 
sense, with views o f poetry that took a gradualist approach—in the con
texts o f both the C h ’an-Poetry and the Confucian Sagehood-Poetry 
analogies.

Obviously, these are com plex issues, and it would be best if in this 
essay I attended prim arily to surveying the sources in such a w ay that 
we begin to know, simply, such things as who said what, when did he 
say it，and what other critics w ere subsequently influenced in either a 
positive or negative way.4 In its original form  this essay presented and 
discussed poet-critics through the end o f the nineteenth century，but 
limitations o f space will only allow us to consider figures through -the 
end of the Southern Sung era in the survey which follows, including the 
poet-critic who in m any ways is the Sung era culm ination o f this entire 
trend— Yii (ca. 1195-ca . 1245). It is also beyond the scope o f the 
present essay to determ ine w hy critics took the approach they did, for 
this would involve detailed analysis o f each critic’s family, social, educa
tional, bureaucratic-professional (if applicable), and geographical affili
ations—that web o f overlapping relationship that resulted in one partic
ular orientation rather than another. O f course, it would also involve an 
in-depth appreciation o f the com plete range o f each c r itic 's  writings in 
poetry and prose—often very  extensive—in order to determ ine what 
personal and individual elements were operating in his criticism . Such 
analysis and appreciation could only adequately happen in monograph- 
Jength studies on the individuals involved; it cannot be done here .5 
Therefore, focusing upon the Sung era，the following survey, while 
rather extensive，should be regarded as a prelim inary exercise that 
attempts, at best, to* bring the most im portant features to light, as 
fou n tain  tops m ight be seen above a thick layer o f mist which keeps the 
great mass o f the range still obscured.

Although the custom o f discussing poetry in term s o f C h’an begins in 
earnest only during the Sung period, it can also be found occasionally 
during the T ’ang (6 18 -9 0 6)，that great era o f G h，an and poetry when



people seem to have been m ore concerned with practicing C h ，an and 
poetry than talking about how to do it! The follow ing Sung era seems， 
on the other hand, to have stood rather in awe o f both the Gh*an and 
the poetry o f the T*ang; a great deal o f ink, in any case, was spent in 
trying to determ ine “ how the T 5ang people did it” ~ ju s t how did those 
great C h ’an m asters reach and teach enlightenm ent, how did those 
great T ’ang poets w rite the poetry they did? Statem ents linking C h ’an 
and p o e try  on  a theoretical level constitute one o f the m ost common fea
tures o f Sung poetry criticism — this is a fa irly  rare thing in T ，ang letters 
them selves, in spite o f the fact that m any prom inent T ’ang poets were 
interested in C h ’an and associated w ith C h ’an m onks. O ne such figure 
was Liu Yii-hsi (7 72 -8 42 ), and we do find am ong his w ritings some
thing that anticipates the la te r craze fo r the C h ’an-P oetry analogy:

The term sram ana (sha-m en) in Sanskrit is equivalent to the expression ch *u 
yu  (eliminate desires) in Chinese. Only when one is able to quit the desires 
will his mind become h sii (empty, sunya), and when it is empty, the myriad 
forms of phenomenal reality will enter it (wan~hsiang ju ). W hen they enter 
it, there is sure to be something that will break out (h sieh ), and it is this 
which consequently will take form in verbal expression (n a i hsing hu tz  
If verbal expression would be marvelous (m iao) and profound (sken)3 one 
must be sure to make it fit with the rules of tonal prosody (sheng-lu ). Thus, 
from the time of near antiquity on, disciples of Sakyamuni who have 
become famous throughout the world because of their poetry have fol
lowed one on the heels of the other. Through samadhi {iin g3 a composed 
mind) one achieves a vî aya {ch ing, a mental realm) which consequently 
reaches a purity through a soaring freedom (h siao-jan  i ch Hng) and which, 
in accordance with prajna {h u i, wisdom), charges words with meaning (yu  
hui erh ch Hen tz fu ). Therefore such a one attains beauty through the essence 
of art ( ts 3u i-jan  i li) . Believe in the flowers that bloom in the forest of Ch’an 
and shun the pear】 and jade that might be fished up out o f the river!6

Liu obviously admires the poetry o f C h ’an monks and masters, and he 
ascribes its m arvelousness, profundity, and beauty to the enlightened  
state o f m ind achieved b y  the poets in vo lved , a state in w hich the in ter
dependent functions o f perception and verb a l a rticu la tio n  attain  a per
fect and n atu ra l spontaneity.

The Northern Sung Era

Su Shih (1 0 3 7 -1 1 0 1 ) ,  the great painter, poet, calligrapher, writer of 
p rose, and statesm an o f the N orth ern  Sung e ra , w ro te  a great deal 
about the nature o f creativity and the w ay to artistic success in all the 
era ry  and art form s he him self practiced.7 In poetry he believed that the 
poem and the creative force that brings it into being should leap f° rt^



丨 from the poet in an unpremeditated and uncontrollable fashion—the 
poet，in effect，should, indeed must, tap into the well-spring o f Nature 

|itself, and the prim ordial creative force to which he gives him self over 
should take hold of him, and the poetry which results should be a ^natu
ral event.” Although Su often spoke of literature and art in terms 
derived from philosophical Taoism ,8 he also spoke o f them in term s o f 
Ch’an，as his Sung T s’an 'liao  sh ik  (A Send-O ff Poem for M aster T s’an- 
liao) reveals:

Your Eminence has studied the bitterness and illusory nature of things— 
H u n d re d s  o f  re flec tions w hose  ashes h av e  Jong b eco m e  cold.
A  sw ord  h ilt w ill o n ly  p ro d u c e  a  feeb le  w h eeze ,9 
So w hy  e v e r try  to  co n ten d  w ith  o n e ’s c o n te m p o ra r ie s  
To see whose writing will be the most magnificent!
A  n ew  poem  sh o u ld  be  like th e  m o s t w h ite  o f  snow s,
Its articulation at once so  pure it ’s startling—
T*ui-chih [Han Yu, 768-824] c ritic ize d  cursive calligraphy thus:
Since the myriad affairs of life are impossible to avoid 
And sorrow and grief are sure to upset one’s equilibrium,
All of this will come to be lodged in the rush of one’s galloping brush!
I’m rather astonished at the way the Buddhists 
Regard the self as if it were a dried up hilltop well—
Submissively, they give voice to their blandness and placidity (tan-po)
But who provides for the expression of heroism and valor (kao-m eng)?i0 
After careful consideration, I don’t think this is true一 
Genuine skill is not just a matter of illusions and shadows.
If you want to make the language of your poetry marvelous (m iao),
Don’t ever reject emptiness (k yung) and quietude (ching).
Being quiet, you can bring all possible movements to completion;
Being empty, you can internalize a myriad realms. 
iExperiencing the human world, you walk among your fellow men; 
jContemplating the self, you lie upon some cloudy mountain.
Mixtures of salty and sour satisfy every preference,
But among them there is an ultimate flavor with an everlasting aftertaste.11 
Since poetry and the dharma can do no harm to one another,
I must again ask your opinion about what I have said here!12

Uke Liu Yu-hsi, Su advocates the cultivation o f the C h，an form  of con- 
Piousness, characterized by emptiness and quietude, as a prerequisite 
to jsuccess in poetry. He rejects Han Yu*s assertion that great art can 
only be produced by one who is profoundly and em otionally involved 
with the vicissitudes o f life and ends by declaring that the way o f poetry 
and the Buddhist dharma are complementary approaches to the prob- 

of human existence and seJf-realization. Su also argues for individ-. 
g'ality and spontaneity in poetry and warns against both im itation o f the 
Works o f others and letting extrinsic motives (fame, recognition) influ



ence the course o f one’s art ‘ Although he does not seem to have ever 
explicitly form ulated a “ sudden” approach to poetic success or en
lightenment,M the many references to freedom and spontaneity in his 
writings indicate that he surely would have been in the “sudden” camp 
if  he had to choose sides.

By contrast, Su ’s contem porary Huang T ’ing-chien was a thorough
going “gradualist•” Although like Su he advocated spontaneity, he 
believed that spontaneity could only achieve valid results if  it operated 
“within the ru les，” and “rules” for Huang meant the precepts one 
could derive from a tradition o f “correct” models in the tradition of 
poetry一 the great masters o f the past, especially Tii Fu (712-770).13 
Time and again Huang encouraged his associates and disciples to read 
and assimilate the great works o f the tradition, gradually adding the 
fruits o f earlier efforts by the masters to his own potential until the time 
for his own ripeness occurred; he did not use the C h ’an-Poetry analogy 
to express this view but a Taoist Alchem y-Poetry analogy:

Language of one’s own invention is the most difficult thing to achieve of 
all. In Old lb ’s [Tu Fu^] composition of poetry and T’ui-chih’s [Han 
Yii*sJ composition of prose, there is not one single word that does not have 
a precedent somewhere. It is just that later people read books less and so, 
unwittingly, say that Han and Tu themselves invented this expression or 
that. Successiul writers in antiquity were really able to mold and forge the 
myriad things of existence, and, although they were in the habit of appro
priating well-worn phrases of people ancient to them in their own literary 
compositions, this was the way alchemists use but one grain of magical 
cinn£dsar to touch iron and turn it into gold.14

Huang’s disciple C h ’en Shih-tao employed both the Taoist Alchemy/ 
Im m ortality-Poetry analogy and the C h，an-Poetry analogy in his writ
ings. Xn one o f his poems, T zyu y iin  ta  C h’in  Shao-chang (Poem S^nt in 
R eply to One from  C h’in Shao-chang [C h，in K ou, 1049-1101] Follow
ing the Same Rhym e Scheme), this couplet occurs: “Studying poetry is 
like studying how to become an im m ortal (h sien ), / For when the time is 
ripe your bones w ill change all by themselves! ” 15 H uan ku (change the 
bones) was originally a Taoist term  for what is supposed to happen after 
one has taken the true elixir o f im m ortality (or “manufactured it 
within one's own body)一one’s bones become transform ed into 
mortaTs bones” (h sien -ku ). W hether concocted externally or m a n u f a c 

tured internally, the process is supposed to be a long and arduous one, 
but when it finally happens, it happens all at once and perfectly. Huan ku 
was also used by Huang T ’ing-chien as a term to designate one particu 
lar mode o f creative variation in poetic composition:

Shan-ku [Huang T，ing-chien】 said: ^There are no limits to the number of 
ideas that might be expressed in poetry, but human talent docs have a



limit, so to use this limited talent to pursue a limitless number of ideas is
something not even Yuan-ming [T ，ao Ch，ien，365-427] or Shao-ling [Tit 
Fu] could do. Nevertheless, when one does not alter the idea o f a poem 
and but creates new language for it, this is called the huan ku fa  (changing 
the bones method), and when one takes the idea of a poem as a general 
mode] and gives it a new shape, this is called the to t*ai Ja (appropriating 
the embryo method).，，16

In either case, Huang im plies that the poet’s ability to transform  ele
ments o f the tradition is a m agical one, o f the sam e order as the prac
tices o f the Taoist adept. To t ’a i (appropriating o r snatching aw ay the 
em bryo [of another]) alludes to  the Taoist belief that through breath  
control and certain dietary and sexual practices one can form  the M ys
terious Em bryo w ithin oneself; it is this em bryo that, thus nourished, 
grows into a new and pure body; it is this that is released from  the 
im pure corpse when the adept is transform ed into an im m ortal— w hen:， 
he “ seem ingly” dies . 17 H uang’s analogy here is especially intriguing: 
one poet can “ appropriate” the idea o f a poem  by another poet, an idea 
that the other had been “ nourishing，” and use it— in a kind o f shortcut 
m ethod— to reach the same goal o f “ perfection” as the orig inal poet!

H owever, this w ay o f talking about poetry in  term s o f Taoist practices 
never seems to have really  caught on, probably because it was eclipsed 
by the general upsurge o f in terest in C h ’an during  this tim e, som ething  
that m ade the C h*an-Poetry analogy fa r m ore popular. W riting  m ore 
than 150 years la te r and from  the vantage point o f an already long trad i
tion o f C h ’an-im bued poetics，L in H si-i had this to say about both ana
logies in an essay dated 12 6 6 , H uang Shao~ku ch i p a  (C olophon to the C ol
lected W orks o f H uang T ’ing-chien):

Hou-shan [C h，en Shih-tao] once said: “Studying poetry is like studying 
how to become an immortal, / For when the time is ripe your bones will 
change all by themselves!’，However, I say that studying poetry is like 
studying Ch，an, where little enlightenment can mean nothing but little 
success (hsiao-w u p i hsiao te ). Becoming an immortal can only result from 
an accumulation o f earnest efforts (chi-kung)) whereas in Gh，an there is the 
teaching o f sudden enlightenment (tu n -ch iao), something that can be 
expressed metaphorically as “ upon rolling up the screen you see the w ay’， 
(chiian lien  chien tao) or “upon extinguishing all doctrines you understand 
your own m ind” (m ieh chiao m ing hsin) —something that can be called 

with one surpassing leap enter directly into it” (i-c h ，ao chih-ju che^ "To be 
sure there was an eighty-year-old wandering monk as Ch^an-chou18 and a 
White-haired incarnation as the fifth patriarch, 19 yet the young Sudhana 
(Shan-ts’ai t ’ung-tzu> and the young Lin-chi, with one look around the 
dwelling and with one twist o f the tiger’s whiskers, straightaway stood 
equally with all the patriarchs.20 How could these ever be topics for mere 
specious discussion!21



Lin regards the Taoist practice o f im m ortality as a gradualist method 
likens it to the “ little” enlightenm ent o f the HTnayana (hsiao-sheng) 
N orthern, and gradualist T s，ao-tung tradition (as a follower o f the 
“ orthodox” Lin-chi sect would have looked at it), and rejects both as 
analogies for success in poetry in favor o f the sudden enlightenment of 
the Lin-chi tradition. D uring the intervening 150-odd years a great 
num ber o f poet-critics had discussed poetry in term s o f C h ’an，however 
including C h ’en Shih-tao him self, as for exam ple in a letter he once 
wrote to the same C h ’in K ou:

You, regretfully, wish to receive my teaching [concerning poetry]—why do 
you seek teaching from an inferior source! Long ago Sakyamuni plucked a 
flower and showed it to his disciples, and Kasyapa smiled at him. 
Sakyamuni then said: “I entrust my teaching to this disciple.’ ’22 This giv
ing and the receiving of Sakyamuni 7s teaching was conducted in this way 
—although it is something great, it can be expressed by something small.
If you work hard at poetry, perhaps I can congratulate you with a smile!23

C h ’en had begun his letter with an account o f how he had struggled 
with success in poetry until he met Huang T ’ing-chien，one whose 
“learning is very b road :’ who “obtained his poetic method from Tu 
Shao-ling [Tu Fu】，” and who ‘‘could im itate Shao-ling but does not do 
it.” C h ，en then goes on to say:

Thus, while his poetry remains close to Tu，s，his own advances in poetry 
never come to an end. I once declared that Yii-chang，s [Huang’s] poetry is 
just like the way he himself is—one might be closed to both yet cannot 
become intimate, and one might try to keep one’s distance yet cannot 
become estranged. . . .  It is because of him that I，a person bearing a 
heavy load on the road of poetry, managed to have it eased.

C h’en seems to be giving C h ’ in two pieces o f advice: (1) one cannot 
have poetry explained or taught to him by someone who has achieved 
success in it, and (2) although one can assimilate from  the study o f some 
m aster’s poetry his “ m ethod” o f greatness, one cannot simply appiy 
that method wholesale and unaltered to one’s own w ork. As in C h’an， 
the teaching o f poetic enlightenm ent is something beyond the words of 
any teacher or the scriptures o f any dogma, and one can only profit 
from  an association with a m aster by adopting a posture o f individuality 
and freedom on some middle ground between intim acy and estrange
m ent, However, the general drift o f C h ’en’s advice seems undeniably 
g ra d u a list, with such emphasis on learning and on an extensive master 
disciple relationship, as Huang had with Tu Fu and C h，en himself ha 
with Huang, H uang’s through im m ersing him self in T h Js works, 
C h ’en’s through following H uang’s example as well as his immersion * 
H uang’s own works.



Huang T ，ing-chen，s influence was extrem ely widespread during his 
own day and for the rest o f the Sung era . 24 Learning from “the 
ancients” 一especially, but not only, Tu Fu—was an axiom o f his which 
quickly seems to have begun to develop into a notion much like-the idea 
of an orthodox patriarchy in C h ’an，or, for that matter, o f an orthodox 
succession o f teachers in the Confucian tradition (something which 
began to be a principal concern o f the Sung Neo-ConfUcian move
ment). Fan W en, whose dates are unknown but, since his father, the 
prominent statesman and historian Fan Tsu-yu (1041-1098), was a 

卜 contemporary o f Huang T，ing-chien and C h，en Shih-tao, was probably 
active during the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries, wrote a work 
of poetry criticism entitled C h，ien -h si shih-yen  (A  Connoisseur’s Guide to 
Poetry from the Hidden Stream ) which is very much in Huang^s and 
Ch’en’s tradition. Although the work has not survived into modern 
times, Kuo Shao-yii has been able to reconstruct a great deal of it in his 
Sung shih-hua ch i i  (Sung Discussions o f Poetry, A  Reconstruction o f Lost 
Works); one o f these parts deals with the question o f how to “learn from 
the ancients，，’ relating it to the C h’an concept o f the true dharma eye 
'(tkengfa-yen):

Shan'ku [Huang T ’ing-chien] said that if the student of poetry docs not 
discern where the ancients concentrated their intent (yung i  ch ,u ) but only 
gets at their superficial aspects (ch ，i p ，i-tnao)，he will as a consequence be so 
much the more removed from them. For example，“A breeze blows the 
willow catkins, filling the wineshop with fragance”一even if someone were 
again able to compose this line [as it were for the first time], it would still 
not make him a T*ai-pai [Li Po, 701-762J! As for “A barmaid of Wu 
presses out wine and urges us guests to try some”一anyone else would still 
find the words upresses out wine” difficult to reach. “My young Chin- 
ling friends come to see me off, / Each of us, whether leaving or not, 
drains his cup”一this is even more unusual. “Won’t you gentlemen try to 
ask the easterJy flowing water / Which will be longer一it or the feelings of 
us parted friends! ’，一with this we really come to the place where T ,ai-pai，s 
marvelousness (m iao) lies, and we ought to immerse ourselves in ic. As one 
carv see, the student must first make judgment (the power to discriminate, 
shik) his master (chu); this is just like what the Ch’anists call the^true 
dharma eye. One must but embody this power of vision (yen-m u), for only 
then will he be able to enter the way (ju  tao) .25

^an does not give explicit advice as to how  one should go about trying to  
acquire this perfect power o f judgm ent, but from  the rest o f what 
retnains of the Ch H en-hsi shih-yen  it is obvious that intensive and exten- 
SIV̂  study o f “correct” masters o f the tradition is what lies at the bottom  
° ^ is  idea o f poetic success. As such, this too is a gradualist approach— 
酿 lightenment，for him the state in which one can exercise the correct



dharma eye, is reached through systematic and thoughtful study and 
practice, and this, o f course, is quite in keeping with what we have seen 
of the poetic theories o f Huang T ’ing-chien and C h’en Shih-tao.

Another way o f looking at the relationship between the individual 
poet and the tradition, for that in a very im portant sense is what all 
these statements we have been exam ining are concerned with, is to look 
at it in terms o f individuality and freedom o f expression, on the one 
hand, and adherence to the rules and the conventions o f the tradition on 
the other. In the particular tradition that began with Huang T ’ing‘ 
chien, freedom and individuality are by no means denied, but they are 
to be obtained and exercised within the ru les, or rather, they are what 
result after a perfect learning process has taken place-—one assimilates 
the rules and then transcends them. Lii Pen-chung (1084-1145) was 
another follower o f Huang T 5ing-chen, and his critical works on poetry 
are an im portant source for our knowledge o f the general trend of 
poetry during the N orthern Sung era. One work in particular is ger
mane for our concerns here, his T 'ung meng shih-hsixn (Instruction in 
Poetry for O ur Untutored Youth)_ another lost work which Kuo Shao- 
yii has managed to reconstruct.26 In it Lii makes a num ber o f state
ments about freedom -individuality-spontaneity and rules-tradition- 
studied-and-crafted excellence in poetry. One passage is particularly 
intriguing, for in it Lii declares that the poet’s poet，Tu Fu, achieved 
perfection sometimes spontaneously and sometimes through conscious 
craft:

Old Tu at times exhibits in his poetry spontaneity that achieves the ulti
mate of perfection without preliminary draft and, at other times, a meticu
lous craftsmanship in the use of language that also reaches the ultimate of 
perfection. Poetry such as “So dedicated to painting he’s unaware old age 
is coming, / Status and wealth to him are just so many floating clouds” 27 is 
an example of the former, and “Golden gongs and great bells arrayed in 
the East Palace Wing / Where an armillary, its vessel stopped with ice, 
hangs in the crisp autumn air” 23 is an example of the latter.29

As with Huang T ’ing-chien and C h’en Shih-tao, Tu Fu is the great 
teacher for Lu, in particular because he went “by the rules” and these 
rules— which mark the way to true poetic perfection— are r e c o v e r a b l e  

by intense study o f his poetry. His spontaneity is something that Lii 
believes also can be learned, since it too always “operates within the 
ru les，” and even the m arvelous achievements o f a Su Shih, whose way 
of poetry seemingly defies all rational analysis, can, through the same 
kind o f intense study, provide the student w i t h  “a place to get s t a r t e d  •

In Old Tu’s ballads (ko-hsing) one can readily discern the main t h r e a d s ,  the 
ins and the outs and the beginnings and the ends, but in Tung-p’o’s seven-



syllabic ancient-style verse (ch*ang-chu) the waves are enormous and the 
transformations unfathomable; here it is as if he were performing in stage 
entertainment (tso  isa-chu), making startling entrances with sudden jokes 
and then leaving immediately with more unexpected bits of raillery. Su，s 
San-ma tsan (Eulogy on a Painting of Three Horses) says: “Shaking their 
manes, they give out long neighs, and all other horses are struck mute.**30 
What this means is that they had something marvelous that could not be 
taught. However, if the student can manage to swim in this kind of lan
guage, naturally, he will have a place to get started ( tzu -jan yu ju -ck Ju ).31
Intense study over a long period o f time w ill provide the key to unlock 

any door—even the doors which, at first, do not even seem to exist. 
This suggests that Isu believed that there are always rules in  great 
poetry, sometimes irreducible to rational statem ent to be sure but 
always there fo r the student who would spend enough effort and tim e to 
uncover them. In another passage Lii states quite explicitly that ^en
lightenment^ can be learned:

In writing, one must have a sense of enlightened apprehension (w u-ju  
chJu), something that comes only from working hard at it (kung-fu) and that 
is not something one can get by mere chance. For example, Old Su [Su 
Shih] in prose and Lu-chih [Huang T ’ing-chien] in poetry both thor
oughly realize this principle (chin tz^u-li) .32

O ver all, however, Lii advocates a fusion o f the seemingly irreconcilable 
opposites o f freedom  and regulation—freedom  within the rules, rules 
that enhance rather than restrict freedom :

Reading the Chuang-tzu makesx>ne5s ideas expand and thoughts grow large 
so that one dares to take initiatives, whereas reading the Tso-chuan makes 
one very mindful of rules and regulations so that one will not dare do 
things just to suit one’s ease and convenience. One must not neglect either 
of these two works, and, in modern times, readings of the poetry of Tung- 
p’o and Lu-chih will, respectively, have exactly the same effects.33

The poetry o f Huang T ’ing-chien，like that o f Tu Fu, is a repository of 
rules whose application will prevent the student o f poetry from  falling  
prey to the arb itrary willfulness o f ego; Lii seems to place the prose o f Su 
Shih in this category o f model w ritings as w ell (see the previous pas- 
SaSe)> but Su ，s poetry belongs with the C huang-tzu—it is an inspiration  
rather than a guide.

In addition to remarks made in the T*ung m eng sh ih-h sun , L ii Pen- 
chung made an im portant contribution to Sung dynasty poctics by his 
Use of the term  h uo-ja (live m ethod)—something which later critics asso- 
Clat  ̂ in particular with the highly individualistic and, seemingly, thor- 
°ughly spontaneous poetry o f the Southern Sung poet Yang W an-li 
( ! 127-1206). It seems to first appear in criticism  in L ii’s H sia C hun-fu ch i



h sii (Preface to the L iterary W orks Hsia Chiin-fu [Hsia Ni, fl. ca 
1120]), which is partially preserved in Liu K ，o-chuang，s (1187-1269) 
C hiang-hsi sh ih -p ，a i h sia o-h sii (Short Introductions to Poets o f the Kiangsi 
School):

In studying poetry, one must know what the live method is. What I mean 
by “live method” is this: although a poet is fully equipped with the rules, 
he still can transcend them, or, in other words, one，s transformations in 
poetry may be unfathomable, yet they never are in violation of the rules. 
This is the way of poetry. It both has a fixed method yet lack? one, has no 
fixed method yet has one. Only if someone understands this can you dis- 
cuss the live method with him.34

Lii may have derived his idea for the “ live method” in poetry from the 
expression huo-chu (live utterances) that is used in C h ^ n  to designate 
ways o f speaking that transcend the boundaries o f rational discourse 
and the false distinctions drawn among phenomena—and that suppos
edly get at the fundamental identity o f all things. The opposite, of 
course, is ssu -ch ii (dead utterances). This is discussed, for instance, in a 
statement made by the Yuan-ming C h’an master, Yuan-mi o f Te-shan 
temple, C h^ng-te in Hunan (Yuan-ming^ dates are unknown—proba
bly a late T ’ang figure): i<\bu should only deal in ( ts ，an) living utter
ances; do not deal in dead utterances. W hen a live utterance goes forth, 
it keeps winning at the gambling mat [of understanding] forever with
out stopping/ 535

A  contem porary of L ii，s，his friend Tseng Chi (1084—1166)，in his Tu 
Lu C hu-jen ckiu -sh ih yu  huai ch，i-jen  tso  shih chi chih (A fter Reading an Old 
Poem by Lu Chu-jen [Lii Pen-chung] I Felt a Longing for Him, so 
W rote This Poem to Send to Him) praises Lu5s poetry in terms drawn 
from both C h’an and Taoist alchemy/immortality:

Studying poetry is like penetrating to the truth(&,伽）ofC h，an—
One certainly must be careful not to deal in dead utterances (ssu-chii)‘
To be full of vigor and freedom (tsung-heng) so that one can do anything 

at all—
This is to be found where there is a sense of ecstasy (huan-hsi ch fu).
It is also like studying how to become an immortal—
One has to labor arduously for so long it seems he will never reach it,
When, suddenly and all at once, one’s hair and bones are transformed,
Just because in chanting the magic formula he got it exactly

right.
You, Chii-jen, talk about the live method,
Your main purpose being a wish to bring people to enlightenment (w u). 
Those in antiquity who composed poetry using vernacular sayings^
Each and every one of them followed this same road.
Of course, not only do you talk in this way,



You also actually create poetry with beauties of its own.
Its roundness ( yiian ) is perfect and smooth as a metal crossbow pellet.
Which goes after its target as fast as an escaping rabbit,
It is a wind blowing clouds in a spring sky，
Which, in an instant, take many different shapes，
It tinkles exquisitely as the music of ch’in and chu [two zither-like 

instruments]
Played between courses of an eight-treasure feast (pa-chen chu)—
Who could possibly so lack the mouth or ear .
That he would not rise in admiration and delight!
Whenever a poem of yours falls into my hands,
I’m so greedy to read it I can’t bear to put it down.
I’ve always suspected that your insides 、
Contain only the wind and dew that you’ve eaten and drunk.36
It’s been an entire year now that we haven’t had a chance to get together,
And my mind’s been so filled with tedious worldly affairs!
When will I hear the sound of your footsteps approaching?
For then I shall surely keep saying—“come in” over and over again!
This humble fellow ought, in order to be near you,
Move his household and live somewhere within the seven districts of Min 

[Southern Chekiang and all of Fukien]!37

The Southern Sung Era

Despite Tseng’s references in  this poem to T aoist alchemy/immortality, 
the Southern Sung era in poetry criticism  rapidly became dom inated by 
the G h'an-Poetry analogy. In particular, a group o f poets roughly span
ning three generations represent this trend: H an Chu (ca. 10 8 6 -113 5 ), 
Wu KL’o，Kung Hsiang, and L i C h ’u-ch’uan (all o f whom flourished 
about the year 1126), Yang W an-li (1 12 7 -12 0 6 )，and Chao Fan (114 3 -  
1229). W ith these figures, the analogy starts to take more precise form ; 
with Han for instance, the idea o f com parable “ orthodoxies” emerges:

The way of poetry is like the Buddhist dharma——one must distinguish in it 
a greater vehicle (Mahayana) and a lesser vehicle (Hlnayana), the mdras 
(hsieh-m o ‘evil demons and sp irits，)，and the heterodox ( w ai-tao). Only 
those who understand this can talk about these things.38

Han also describes the nature o f poetic enlightenm ent in a poem he pre
sented to Chao Po-yii, a relative o f the Sung royal fam ily:

Long ago, you knocked on my gate like a woodpecker rap-tapping on a 
tree——

There you were in a blue ceremonial gown, wearing a high，square cap!
You announced that you were a first-degree scholar seeking permission to 

become my disciple,



I was astonished that you, with your family connections, could have such 
tastes as this，

But, if it were a matter of what you harbored in your bosom, I was sure there 
were no vulgar thoughts there!

In Ching-chou you already knew the works of Kao and Huang39 
And could chant the lines of these two masters so that it sounded like the 

jingling and tinkling of pure jade.
That a young student could have learned poetry so well was really 

awesome——
And I so worn out with merely talking about it and never getting anything of

it across!
You ought to study poetry in the same way as when beginning to study 

Ch’an—
For the time being before enlightenment comes, work at all possible kinds of 

practices,
But once enlightenment happens you’ll have the true dharma eye,
And trusting your hand to do as it pleases, everything you pluck out will be 

perfect poetry!40

As in C h ’an, the student o f poetry works hard at all possible e<prac
tic e s ,w h e n ，, suddenly, all this potential that has been building up 
explodes in “ enlightenm ent”一which here seems to m ean perfect intui
tive control over the poetic m edium. Long preparation precedes en
lightenm ent—a view  much in keeping with what we have already seen 
expounded by H uang T ’ing-chien and C h ’en Shih-tao in mixed Taoist- 
C hJan analogy—and thus it appears to be a gradualist approach to a 
sudden, once and for all event.

W u K ’o’s poetry criticism  is to be found in both his T s 'ang-hai sh ih- 
hua (Discussion o f Poetry by the Recluse W ho Hides by the Sea) and in 
various o f his own poems on poetry. O nly one passage in the shih-hua 
m entions G h’an, but a set o f three poems presents an extensive state
ment o f the C h ’an-Poetry analogy; here first is the passage:

All in all, writing poetry is like practicing Ch,an in that one must have a 
gate to enlightenment (w u-m en). When I was young, I studied the poetry 
of Jung T，ien-ho [active during the Yuan-yu era (1086-1093)]41 and on 
one occasion failed to understand what ohe particular couplet meant ： 
“I，m grateful to the chattering sparrows / Who at times come and shatter 
my loneliness.” One day, I was sitting in a pavilion situated amidst bam
boos when suddenly I saw a flock of chirping sparrows swoop down—then 
I experienced sudden enlightenment (tun-w u) of what the above couplet 
meant! From that time on, whenever I have read poetry, I have never 
failed to grasp its meaning.42

This seems to be m ore like the sudden enlightenm ent o f the Lin-chi 
school^~not training or study but the accidental o r arb itrary device will 
shock or startle one into enlightenm ent; no building up o f potential is



involved, no inevitable explosion o f accumulated learning. W u 4 ° ^  not 
deny that a long time and much effort may be involved before such 
enlightenment happens, but with him there does not seem to be the 
sense o f necessary, inevitable linkage between time/effort and enlighten
ment that we find with, say, Lu Pen-chung. This emerges, I believe, 
from the set o f three poems:

Studying poetry is just like (hun-ssu) studying how to realize the truth of 
Ch’an— .

It means a bamboo bed and a rush meditation mat for more years than you’d
dare count.

But when you yoursfelf finally grasp it once and for all，
Without thinking, you’ll pluck [poetry] out and it will be transcendent

(ch，ao-jan).
Studying poetry is just like studying how to realize the truth of Ch’an— 
Merely keep placing one head on top of another and such poetry will never 

make it.
Jump out of that mold that Shao-ling [Tu FuJ cast—
A great man’s aspirations, after all, ought to soar to the skies!

Studying poetry is just like studying how to realize the truth of Ch’an—
Since antiquity there have only been a few absolutely perfect couplets.
A line such as “the pond’s banks with their spring shrubbery，”
Startling heaven and shaking earth, has been on everyone’s lips right up 

until now!43

“Pluck” translates nien—it is likely that an allusion to the account o f the 
first transmission o f the true dharm a eye from  Sakyamuni to Kasyapa is 
intended here.44 That is, ju st as Sakyamuni was able to convey thfe truth 
perfectly to Kasyapa by plucking a flower, so the poet who “plucks” out 
perfect poetry can convey his intentions in such a way that he tran
scends all verbal obstacles and lim itations. “ Place one head on top of 
another” ( t you-skang an t ’ou ) is an expression used by C h，an m asters, as 
for instance in a statement made by M aster Yuan-an (834-898): “ Now, 
say, I have cited a particular m atter (i-sh ih ) and ask you about it. I f you 
say that this is so, then you are placing one head on top o f another, but if 
you say it is not so, then you are cutting o ff a head and seeking life (chan 
t ’ou ch’iu  h u o )yA5 That is，if  a disciple simply accepts his m aster’s pro
nouncements, he is placing another’s head on top o f his own, thus com
pounding his own illusions, but if  he rejects his m aster’s pronounce- 
m^nts, he is on the way to independence and enlightenment, for in so 
doing he “cuts o ff” his own head full o f illusions and becomes spiritu- 
Mly “alive.” As far as poetry is concerned, W u is saying here that one 
'Should follow no master, not even Tit Fu, but must make it on one’s own 

enlightenment means total independence and freedom.



K ung Hsiang seems to be even m ore radical in his rejection o f views 
associated with Huang T ，ing-chien and C h ’en Shih-tao，going so far as 
to say that it is a waste o f time to try  to “ touch iron and turn it into 
gold” 一 a direct slap at one o f the favorite slogans o f the Kiangsi school. 
K ung，s position is made quite clear in the following set o f three poems：

Studying poetry is just like studying how to realize the truth of Ch’an—
Only when you reach enlightenment do you realize it has taken as many 

years as this!
Touching iron and turning it into gold will then seem such a great waste of 

time,
Since high mountains and running streams, as always, can manage on their 

own!

Studying poetry is just like studying how to realize the truth of Ch’an—
Before, words might be put into their proper places but meaning didn’t come 

across,
But now, since intuitions transcend the bounds laid down by prosody,
There’s no longer any need to melt stones and mend the sky!

Studying poetry is just like studying how to realize the truth of Ch’an—
Just how many times have you ransacked your guts to find a way to match a 

couplet!
You want to know what makes Shao-ling，s [Tu Fu’s] poetry transcendent 

marvel?
To begin with, there are no words which can explain it to anyone else!46

H ere, enlightenment in poetry seems to mean the total discovery (or, 
perhaps, recovery) o f the natural and the spontaneous which lie within 
each individual—and which cannot be taught in words to anyone else. 
In the first poem, Kung rejects the Taoist Alchem y/Im m ortality-Poetry 
analogy as, apparently, something teaching artificiality, an unnatural 
“ trick.” Instead, he likens poetry directly to nature—to the way moun
tains soar and rivers run. The allusion in the second poem is to the story 
of how the goddess Nu-kua m elted stones to repair a broken part o f the 
sky; here it is used to m ean that after enlightenm ent the poet will no 
longer have to exert superhum an strength to patch up his poems—since 
they will achieve perfection “ naturally.”

Li C h，u-ch’uan was another poet o f the times who compared poetry 
to C h ’an，but he took a rather different tack, in part, by warning the 
student o f poetry that if one practices poetry as an isolated monk prac
tices C h ’an it w ill not only be a long and lonely path but also will proba
bly result in a total lack o f fame and a failure to contribute anything sig- 
niflcant to the tradition o f poetry. Here is L i’s H si-tsen g  H siin -lao 
(P layfully Presented to H siin-lao)一 H siin-lao was probably one o f Li s 
brothers or cousins, since his own tzu  or personal name was Hsun-po：



Studying poetry is like studying Buddhism (hsiieh Jo) —
Outside the scriptures there’s a separate transmission.
At home you must attain enlightenment on your own,
For only then w ill your mental ground (hsin-ti) become unfettered and free 

(k’uo-jan),
Then, after becoming enlightened, you have to keep on with quiet sitting 
And face the wall for thirty years more!
But remember, that petal of incense used in bygone days
Could never have been for some old and lonely fellow who practices C h ’an !47

The allusion at the end of the poem is to a couplet by C h ’en Shih-tao, 
from his Kuan-yiieh Wen-chung kung chia L iu-i t ’an g t ’u-shu (Viewing the 
Library of the One Among Six Hall at the Residence o f His Honor 
j|Ven-chung). This was the library of the late Ou-yang Hsiu (1007-  
1072), that great statesman and writer of the generation prior to 
Ch’en’s own. His couplet reads: “W ith that one petal of incense used 
once long ago / He was honored by Tseng Nan-feng [Tseng Kung, 
1019-1083].”48 Thus, Li warns Hsiin-lao that a reclusive C h ’an-like 
practice of poetry will never gain him disciples such as Ou-yang’s disci
ple Tseng Kung (a great writer in his own right).

Before dealing with Yang Wan-li, one of the major literary figures of 
the Southern Sung era, I wish to take a brief look at two relatively 
minor poets—Chao Fan, a younger contemporary of Yang’s, and Shih 
Mi-ning, whose dates are unknown but who probably lived roughly at 
the same time as Yang as well. Shih actually wrote a poem entitled Shih- 
Ch’an (Poetry and C h’an) which seems to be very much in the Lu Pen- 
chung tradition, since in it he talks about the “live method” and 
encourages the student of poetry to seek the enlightenment necessary 
for it in studying the great monuments of the tradition—in this case, the 
Book o f  Odes (Shih-ch ing):

The live method of the poet is like the secret truth of C h ’an (ch ’an-chi) —
Who gets to know just what one should work at to reach enlightenment!
But if you seek the secret mechanism (kuan-lieh-tzu) to unlock it,
It’s not hard to trace it in the Airs o f  the States (Kuo-feng), the Elegentiae ( Ya), 

and the Hymns (Sung)\*9

BY contrast, Chao Fan emphasizes independence from the tradition and 
glorifies the spontaneity of the moment:

Studying poetry is just like studying how to realize the truth of C h ’an— 
Discriminate between your first years at it and your last.
No matter how skilled, how can a woodworker carve in rotten wood?
And, once m ightily ablaze, how could you ever want to become dead ashes 

again!



Studying poetry is ju st like studying how to realize the truth of C h ’an—
Want to keep intact things passed from m aster to you or which you heard 

from others?
How could autumn chrysanthem um s and spring orchids ever wish to trade 

places?
But the pure wind and the bright moon actually share the same sky!

Studying poetry is ju st like studying how to realize the truth of C h ’an—
Those who tie themselves up in fetters would rather talk about lines and

couplets,
But how vivid and fresh is our country with its nine great divisions and four 

seas—
After thousands and even tens of thousands of years, who was ever responsi

ble for handing it down without a  b reak !50

A ll the fo rm al sk ill in  the w o rld  w ill a v a i l  n o th in g  i f  o n e ’s w ood ( i . e . , h is 
individual substance) is not sound. (This is a direct disparagement of 
the Kiangsi school, which placed so much emphasis on form al training.) 
M oreover, one’s wood ought to be kept blazing continuously—one 
should be living and w riting poetry in a state o f ecstasy. The second 
poem disparages the whole learning/em ulation process—why should 
anyone try to be like someone else? As the chrysanthem um s and orchids 
are both com pletely different yet com pletely beautiful, so should poets 
achieve their own individual beauties; and poetry, like the sky itself, is 
large enough to accommodate more than one kind o f beauty, as such. 
The third poem takes this all a step further and disparages the whole 
idea o f poetic tradition and form al prosodic ru les~ just as the land itself 
(the sum o f nature o f the known world) perpetuates itself without any 
help from  hum an society, so poetry w ill last forever without any codified 
tradition and succession o f “orthodox” m asters.

Yang W an-li is a significant figure both in the history o f Chinese 
poetry and in the tradition o f Chinese lite rary  criticism . 51 He started off 
his career as an ardent follow er o f the Kiangsi school, admired the 
poetry o f Huang T ，ing-chien and C h ’en Shih-tao, and thought that 
poetry was a m atter o f skilf whose secrets could be reached through sys
tem atic study and the assim ilation o f models. Later in life, however, 
Yang experienced “ enlightenm ent” (w u) —to use his own term  for it一 
and arrived at a state o f poetic accomplishment or m aturity where he no 
longer needed rules, tradition, m odels, or any o f the othfer means he 
had been practicing earlier. It is at this point that his poetic theory 
seems to converge with that o f Su Shih and such later figures as Wu 
K ，o，Kung Hsiang, and Chao Fan— all o f whom might be said to form 
a tradition o f poetry o f the “ spontaneous and the natural.” Although- 
Yang’s later theoretical pronouncem ents on poetry emphasize the free



and spontaneous character o f “ enlightened” poetry, he never rejects, as 
a process still necessary for others to follow, the route which brought 
him to it—in effect, sudden enlightenm ent is only possible after a long 
period of gradu al preparation rooted in rules, tradition, and m odels. His 
Ch 3eng-chai shih-hua (Discussions o f Poetry from  the Studio Devoted to 
Sincerity), which reflects his later, m ature p ra ctica l interest in poetry 
criticism , is filled with rem arks with which a Huang T ，ing-chien or a 
C h’en Shih-tao would have been in complete agreem ent, and we need 
not d ea l w ith  it  h e re . It is in  h is o th e r la te r  p rose w r it in g s  an d  in  h is  la te r  
poetry that he presents his theoretical views, very often in term s drawn 
from C h ’an，which we shall exam ine.

Yang’s m ature theoretical views have much in common with those 
expressed in the next generation by Yen Yii (ca. 1195-ca . 1245)，whose 
T s，ang-lang sh ik-h ua (T s^ng-lang^ Discussions o f Poetry) exerted such a 

trem endous influence on the rest o f the tradition o f Chinese poetry. 
However, whereas Yen, as we shall see, is extrem ely careful about the 
proper route to enlightenm ent, the gradualist preparation stage—the 
masters o f the High T ’ang era (i.e ., Li Po, Tu Fu, and others who were 
active during the K ’ai-yiian and T ’ien-pao era, 712 -755) for him  con
stitute the unique group o f “ b est，，m odels for the student, who should 
stay  a w a y  from  la te r  T ’an g  poets an d  those o f the K ian g s i schoo l— Y ang 
is more concerned with the end o f the preparation process than the 
means to get there and is thus m ore catholic in his tastes and preferences 
as far as the earlier tradition is concerned. In fact, he rem ains very  fond 
of the Kiangsi school poets and greatly appreciated Late T ’ang poets as 

|well—preferring them, it seems, to all others. Both Yen and Yang used 
the C h’an-Poetry analogy, but they em ployed it quite differently when 
it came to final judgm ents o f taste_ this w ill become readily apparent 
after we have examined their theoretical w ritings. Yang also differs, in 
another respect, from  Su Shih. Although he came to share Su ’s commit
ment to freedom  of expression, he seems to have arrived at this through 
a long and arduous process—in contrast to S u ’s native genius. One has 
the feeling, in both Yang’s critical writings and in his own verse, that he 
is by far the m ore self-conscious—his freedom was won only after long 
struggle, something he never forgot. Let us hear his account o f what 
happened:

In poetry I first em ulated that of the members of the K iangsi school and 
then em ulated the five-syllabic regulated verse of Hou-shan [C h ’en Shih- 
tao] ；after that I turned to the seven-syllabic quatrains of Pan-shan lao-jen 
[W an g  An-shih, 1021-1086], and  latest of all I em ulated the quatrain s of 
the T’ang poets. The more effort I had been putting into it, however, the 
fewer poems I seemed to write. . . .  In the sum m er of that year [1177] I 
took up an official post at Ghing-hsi [K iangsu] and straightaw ay got



involved in looking over lawsuits and in managing local revenues—noth' 
ing but red ink [i.e., “red tape，，] for me! From time to time I had ideas for 
poetry and really wanted to write but never found time to do so. On New 
Year's Day of the wu-hsu year [1178], it being a holiday, and, having been 
granted leave from official duties, I had littie public business to attend to 
and so began to write poetry. Suddenly, it was as if I had undergom 
enlightenment (w u ), and at this I abandoned the T ，ang poets and nc 
longer even dared to emulate any of the Kiangsi poets, Wang, or Ch’en 
Afterwards I was delighted at what had happened. As an experiment, 
had my son write while I orally composed several poems—they flowed out 
clear and fresh without any more of that awful machinelike creaking that I 
suffered from before. From then on，every afternoon when the clerks had 
gone home and the courtyard was empty, I took up a fkn and either 
strolled in the garden at the rear of the compound, climbed the ancient 
city wall, went picking boxthom and chrysanthemum leaves or clambered 
up places for flowers and bamboo. Thus, the myriad phenomena of nature 
came and presented me with material for poetry—as much as I tried to 
wave them away they would not leave me alone, and before I could deal 
with those in front，the ones behind were a lready pressing forward! As if  I 
were water which had just thawed from ice, I was no longer mindful of the 
difficulties in writing poetry—for there would soon come a day when my 
poet’s illness [i.e.，the craving to write] would leave my body!52

Yang expressed basically the same idea in a poem as w ell, one entitled 
Ta H su T zu -ts，a i t 3an chu eh -chu  (A  Poem in R eply to Hsii T zu-ts，ai):

As a young student, I first practiced what Pan-shan [Wang An-shih] could 
teach

But finally had to jump back into the Late T ’ang era.
From there I wasn’t far from the A irs o f the States,
And unlocking the secret mechanism (kuan-lieh)  of poetry seemed but the 

most common of things!53

This is much like Shih M i-ning's poem “ Poetry and C h ’an,” where the 
Book o f O des is also proposed as the key or “ secret m echanism ” which 
unlocks poetic enlightenm ent.54 In another poem, Sung F eng-ning chu-pu 
Lo H u n g-ts，a i chih-m an ju  ching (A  Send-O ff Poem fo r Lo Hung-ts^i^ 
Secretary in Fen-ning [Kiangsi] W ho Has Com pleted the Tenure o f His 
Post and Is Going to the C apital to Fill a New Position), Yang equates 
practicing poetry in the Kiangsi school w ith practicing the C h’an o f the 
“ Southern school” founded by the sixth patriarch H ui-neng (638-713) 
in the T s，ao_ch，i region o f Kw angtung—the so-called *4o r t h o d o x  

school which stressed sudden enlightenm ent:

You should know that a poet who practices in the Kiangsi school 
Is just like a monk who practices C h，an in the Ts，ao-ch，i tradition.
If you didn’t go to the Nan-hua and Hsiu River regions,55



How would you ever have had the means to transm it the dharm a—or even 
to hand down the m antel!56

This poem may date from earlier in Yang’s career when he was still an 
adherent of the Kiangsi school himself; another poem which surely 
dates from his mature “post-enlightenment” period, Pa H sil K uh g- 
chung, Shao-kan ch in -sh ih  (Colophon to Regulated Verse by Hsii Kung- 
chung, Shao-kan), takes a very different view of tradition:

I feel ashamed for those who keep the authority of schools and patriarchs 
alive,

For each poet ought to have his own individual style (ko tzu ifeng-liu ).
Don’t come to a  halt at H uang’s or C h ’en ’s fence,

■ But distinguish yourself at the vanguard of T ’ao ’s and H sieh’s a rm y !57

That is, the student of poetry should not allow himself to be fenced in by 
affiliation with any school, in particular the school associated with 
Huang T ’ing-chien and C h’en Shih-tao—the Kiangsi school—but 
should strive to become a great independent master who leads that tradi
tion of individualist poets which includes such poets as T ’ao C h ’ien and 
Hsieh Ling-yiin.

Turning to two late poems entitled Ho L i T ’ien -lin  (Rhyme Following 
Li T ’ien-lin), we see Yang again dealing with the tradition-individual 
polarity:

The way to learn  poetry is to come to understand it completely and then 
transcend what you know,

To trust your own hand and stand aloof and alone.
Since a  monk’s robe and begging bowl have never changed nor ever w ill,
The most massive hill or m ountain can always become as light as a feather.58 
In your lines, ponds shall ever be graced with shrubs—59 
Nuances which extend beyond words always rich in the most sensitive of 

perceptions.60 
Ju st what is this delicious poetry like?
Frost-frothy crabs served up with a  bit of wine dregs!

It’s impossible for heaven to keep secret the dharm a of poetry—
All you must do is work harder at it!
Though, while still practicing it, it will rem ain the mystery of the cedar,
Once enlightenment happens, why should you ever need a peach blossom 

again!
I ’d like to share the jade-white thing [wine] with you,
But we seem to be north and south on opposite shores.
Won’t you come and chat with me about this?
We’ll sit off by ourselves on some sandbank which belongs to the white 

gulls!61



Now, for a final statement o f Yang，s view  o f the spontaneous and the 
natural, here is the third poem in a set entitled W an-kan t Ji  ksien-hua ping 
hu-shan  (C hill of Evening, a Scene o f Narcissus Together with Lake and 
M ountains), dated 1190:

How could one ever do without furnace and hammer to refine his lines,
But lines so written won’t necessarily reaJize all the resources of the 

phenomenal mind (yuan-ch ru),
Whereas this old fellow  doesn’t go looking for lines of poetry,
The lines themselves come looking for him.62

Yen Yu5s T s3ang-lang shih-hua is probably the most im portant work of 
literary criticism produced in the last thousand years o f the traditional 
period; it is the theoretical cornerstone o f the whole archaist (Ju  ku) 
movement in the poetry o f M ing and C h’ing times, so much so that it is 
no exaggeration to say that most theoretical writings o f the archaist 
critics are footnotes or commentaries to what Y en  Yu said .63 Much of 
this, however, is outside the scope o f our interests here, though a great 
deal o f post-Sung critical writings that deal with the C h ’an-Poetry anal
ogy, archaist-oriented or not, refers in some way or other to the T syang- 
lang sh ih -h u a' It is essential, therefore, that we examine those parts of 
Yen’s work which deal with the analogy—they will be presented here in 
the order of their appearance in the collated and critical edition pre
pared by Kuo Shao-y{i，the T s，ang-lang shih-hua chiao-shih .64

The most C h，an-imbued—and theoretical—part o f the T s 3ang-lang 
shih-hua is the first section, entitled “Shih-pien” (An Analysis of 
Poetry). It begins with Yen’s injunction to the student o f poetry that 
judgm ent (sh ih )  should be his m aster— an idea he m ay have got from 
Fan W en65—and that he must be able to discrim inate between the 
“orthodox” masters he should study and emulate from  the Han (206 
b .c . - a .d . 220 ), the W ei (2 2 0 -2 6 5 ) , the C h in  (2 6 5 -4 2 0 ) , an d  the H igh 
T ’ang eras and shun those inferior, heterodox masters from the time 
after the High T ’ang and thus prevent “ the devil o f inferior poetry 
(h sia -lieh  shih-m o) from “entering his bosom”一 a way of looking at the 
tradition that may have stemmed from  Han C hu .66 Then, Y en  pre
scribes a course o f study which covers the entire tradition from the very 
beginning o f the tradition up through the High T ’ang:

First, one must thoroughly recite the Ch }u -tz3u [Elegies of C h ’u ，third cen
tury B.C. and later], singing them morning and night so as to make them 
his basis. When he then goes on to recite the Nineteen Ancient Poems [Han 
Dynasty], the four sections of music bureau ballads,67 the five-syllabic 
v e rs e  o f  L i  L i n g  [d . 7 4  B .C .] , S u  W u  [c a . 1 4 3 - 6 0  B .C .] , a n d  th e  o th e r  p o e ts  

of the Han and the Wei, he must do them all from beginning to end. Aftê  
that，he will take up the collected poems of Li [Li Po] and Tu [Tu FuJ an



read them until, lying on top of one another, they become his pillows, just 
as it happens when the people of today study the Classics. Next, he will 
take up all the famous masters of the High T ’ang, and after he has allowed 
all of this to ferment in his bosom for a long time, he will become 
enlightened spontaneously (tzu-jan wu-ju). Although he might not attain to 
the ultimate end of study, still he will not have gone off the correct road. 
This is nothing less than to work from the “top of the head” ( ting-ning) , 68 
and I say that it is the “one road that leads upwards,”69 that it “cuts 
directly to the basic nature of things,”70 that it is the “gateway to sudden 
enlightenment,” and that it is the “ single sword-thrust to the heart.”71 

In the tradition of the Ch’anists there are the greater and the lesser vehi
cles, the Southern and the Northern schools, and the heterodox and the 
orthodox ways (too y u  hsieh cheng) [again like in Han Chii’s statement]. 
There, the student must follow the very highest vehicle, embody the true 
dharma eye, and experience enlightenment of the first order (wu ti-i i) . 72 
However, if it is lesser vehicle Ch’an, the fruit of the sravaka (hearer) or 
the pratyekabuddha (individual seeker), it will never be orthodox. Discus
sing poetry is like discussing Ch’an. The poetry of the Han, Wei, Chin, 
and the High T ’ang represents enlightenment of the first order. Poetry 
from the Ta-li era [766-779] on [i.e., of the Middle T ’ang, 766-835] cor
responds to the lesser vehicle and has fallen into enlightenment of the sec
ond order. The poetry of the Late T ’ang [836-906] belongs to the sravaka 
or pratyekabuddha. One who studies the poetry of the Han, Wei, Chin, 
and the High T ’ang is a follower of the Lin-chi school; one who studies the 
poetry of after the Ta-li era is a follower of the Ts’ao-tung school.75 In gen
eral, the way of Ch’an is concerned with marvelous enlightenment (miao- 
wu), and the way of poetry is also concerned with marvelous enlighten
ment. Thus, Meng Hsiang-yang [Meng Hao-jan, 689-740] was far 
inferior to Han T ’ui-chih [Han Yii] in knowledge but in poetry alone he 
was the superior, and this was all due to his sense of marvelous enlighten
ment. Only when one is enlightened can one be a real expert and show his 
real stuff. However, there are different depths and different scopes of 
enlightenment. There is thoroughly penetrating enlightenment ( t ’ou -ch ’e), 
and there is enlightenment that only achieves partial understanding (i-chih 
pan-chieh). The Han and the Wei are indeed supreme, for they did not 
have to depend upon enlightenment at all! Poets beginning with Hsieh 
Ling-yun and including the masters of the High T ’ang possessed thor
oughly penetrating enlightenment; although there were others who might 
have achieved enlightenment, it was never that of the first order.71

Yen then advises the student to look at both the “ superior” and 
°rthodox” and the “ inferior” and “heterodox” parts of the tradition 

''"that is, all those poets who do not belong to the Han, Wei, Chin, and 
igh T ’ang—finishing up with the followers o f Su Shih and Huang 
lng-chien (decidedly “ inferior” and “heterodox”), and declares to 

lrn that if he succeeds in “ penetrating” all o f this thoroughly:



What is really right and wrong with any of this will be unable to remain 
hidden from you. However, if you still do not see what this is all about 
then you must be someone for whom true knowledge is obscured by wiJd 
fox heterodoxy ( yek-ku w ai'iao〉，and you wi]) never reach enlightenment!75

Poetry is concerned with a different kind of talent that has nothing to do 
with book learning and involves a different kind of interest (ch ，&) that has 
nothing to do with the principles of things (I t). However, if one does not 
read books widely and thoroughly investigate the principles of things, one 
will never be able to reach the ultimate meaning of poetry {ch i ch，i ckik). 
That which has been ca lled  ltdon ft travel on the road o f p rin cip les and 
don’t fall into the fish trap of words，，76 is the superior way. Poetry is  the 
expression of original nature (ch ’ing-hsing),17 and the poets of the High 
T ，ang were solely concerned with inspired feeling (hsing~ch 'u ). They were 
like antelopes who hung by their horns, leaving no tracks by which they 
might be found,78 and their poetry is utterly marvelous because it is trans
parent as crystal, something that defies rational analysis; 79 it is like an 
echo in the air or the play of color in phenomenal appearance,80 like the 
moon seen reflected in water or an image in a mirror,81 and the words 
come to an end but the meaning is limitless.82

Y en  then goes on to condemn the poetry o f his own era, the Sung, for 
failing to meet these standards，granting only m arginal approval for 
various poets of the early Sung who em ulated the T ’ang masters— 
Wang Yii-ch’eng (9 54 -10 01)，Yang I (974 -1020)，Liu Yiin (A. ca. 1016), 
Sheng Tu (d. 10 4 1)，O u-yang Hsiu, and M ei Y ao-ch，en (1002-1060). 
He especially condemns Su Shih and Huang T ’ing-chien for “bringing 
forth their own ideas in order to make up poetry95—something he 
believed to have caused the T ’ang style to undergo a “change” (p ien ), 
that is, it became “deviant” and “heterodox.” Following this, Yen notes 
that certain poets o f his own day have taken up the habit o f emulating 
Late T ’ang poets, but this too elicits his censure;

It is not generally realized that they [these emulators of Late T’ang 
poetry] are merely the offspring of the Sravaka and the pratyekabuddha, 
so how could they ever dare hope that they had come to possess the true 
dharma eye of the great vehicle of the masters of the High T’ang! Alast It 
has been a long time since the transmission of the true dharma eye was 
interrupted!83

Yen ends “An Analysis of Poetry” with this statement:

Therefore, without particular thought to my own lim itations，I have 
attempted to determine the main tenets of poetry, borrowed C h，an as an 
analogy, and, tracing the main source of poetry from the Han and the Wei 
on down, I say with complete confidence that we must take the poetry of 
the High T ’ ang as our dharma (fa ). [Yen’s original commentary:] The 
fact that here later on we set aside the poetry of the Han and the Wei and



designate that of the High T ，ang alone is because [in the High T ’ang] 
poets reached perfection both in the ancient-style form and in the regu- 
lated-verse form. Even if I  have to offend all good gentlemen in the world 
by doing so, I will not recant!84

In general, \fen，s analogy seems to function in three different ways: 
⑴  in organizational term s, (2) in operational term s, and (3) in substan
tive terms. W hen the analogy expresses itself in organ ization al term s, it 
expresses the idea that the truth o f C h’an and the truth o f poetry are 
organized in sim ilar ways. Each has a method o r way ( fa )  which the stu
dent must assim ilate 昇 nd internalize, and the transm ission o f this fa  and 
its preservation are accomplished through a succcssion o f m asters or 
patriarchs in both organizations or systems. The “m asters，” o f course, 
are those who have achieved enlightenm ent: in C h ’an there are C h ’an 
masters, and in poetry there are masters o f poetry. The substances o f 
the respective fa  in C h，an and in poetry m ay or m ay not have anything 
in common; what m atters is that their organizations are similar. W ithin  
each, truth is one and im m utable, and each organization h站  a tradition  
that both defines its truth and protects it ag«unst the snares and delu
sions o f heterodoxy. W hen the analogy expresses itself in op era tion a l 
terms, it expresses the idea that the truth o f C h ’an and the truth of 
poetry are learned or acquired in sim ilar ways. This is concerned with 
how  truth is transm itted but not with truth p er se. The way the student of 
poetry learns poetry is ju st like the way the student o f C h ’an learns 
Ch，an; their respective organizations offer sim ilar programs or opera
tions for the student to follow. The operation o f acquiring enlighten
ment in poetry, where enlightenm ent is understood as spontaneous con
trol over the correct poetic m edium ，is the same kind o f operation o f 
acquiring enlightenm ent in C h，an ，where enlightenm ent is understood 
as the achievement o f pure consciousness, self-transcendence, m ystical 
experience, and so forth. The ends o f these two operations m ay o r may 
not have anything in common, but that does not m atter here; what does 
matter is that the operations are similar, since the student in both is 
advised to go through the same stages: conscious learning to assim ila- 
tlQn and internalization to transcendency and sudden enlightenm ent.

the analogy expresses itse lf in su bstan tive term s, it expresses the 
idea that the truth o f C h ’an, C h ’an enlightenm ent, and the truth o f 
poetry, poetic enlightenm ent, are in some way or ways similar. It is this 
dimension o f the analogy which has attracted the most attention in tra- 
ditional and modern tim es.85 Elsewhere I have suggested that poetic 
eij|ightenment in the later “orthodox” archaist tradition o f poetry
, . IĈ  was based on the T s3ang~lang shih-hua meant essentially two 

th ings：



In formal terms enlightenment (w u ) meant the achievement of perfect 
intuitive control over the poetic medium, but in psychological or spiritua] 
terms it meant the attainment of a stafe of being where subjective self 
medium of communication, and objective reality became one.86

As such, intuitive control and intuitive cognition seem to be "opposite 
sides o f the same coin，the “ coin” being the poem in  to to , the fusion of a 
spontaneous and effortless poetic a ct with a poetic medium that can per
fectly articulate immediate “pure experience.” It is in these respects 
that poetry (as Y en  and those who shared his views saw it) and C h，an 
exhibit substantive or ontological sim ilarity. Effortlessness or spontane
ous naturalness and the transcendence o f all discrim inations, perceptual 
and conceptual, between the absolute and phenomena, between nir
vana and em pirical existence, are the two principal (and inseparable) 
dimensions o f C h ’an enlightenm ent. 87 Intuitive control in poetry is, 
thus, analogous to effortlessness in C h ’an，and intuitive cognition as it is  
a rticu la ted  in poetic language is analogous to the transcendence o f dis
crim inations in C h，an enlightenm ent, though in poetry the objects of 
cognititon do not necessarily extend to the absolute or nirvana. It might 
be argued that the “ transcendental” landscape poetry o f a poet such as 
Wang Wei (7 0 1-7 6 1) attempts to do just this, but Y en  does not lim it his 
view  o f poetic enlightenm ent to this kind o f poetry alone and includes in 
it all poetry that he regards as having incorporated the true fa  o f poetry, 
poetry often far rem oved from that o f W ang W ei—that o f Li Po and Tu 
Fu, for instance, which he regarded as the very best poetry eyer pro
duced. \

\fen characterized the highest attainm ent as something that “ enters 
spirit” (ju  shen):

There is one ultimate attainment (chi-chih) in poetry: to eriter spirit. When 
poetry enters spirit, it is perfect and complete, and Nothing more can be 
added to it. Only Li and Tu managed to do this，and if others ever do, they 
will be very few indeed!88

The term ju  sken occurs often in art and literary criticism  in traditional 
C hina一 both before and after \en Yii as well as in his own time. It has 
two different, though interrelated and complementary, meanings： (^) 
entering the “divinely-inspired” realm  o f perfect, intuitive artistry, the 
highest possible attainm ent in painting, calligraphy, poetry, or ProSfj  
where effortlessness and “natural” control over the medium involv 
allow the artist to transcend m ortal lim itations o f articulation and te ^  
nique and thus reach a state o f communion with the very workings 
nature itself (i.e ., intuitive control) and (2 ) entering into the “spin _ 
things，intuitively apprehending their essences, penetrating the 
ances o f the m aterial w orld to reach the too  that lies immanent 
things (i.e ., intuitive cognition)—but this too  cannot sim ply be equa



with the Buddhist concept of nirvana, for while some theorists seem to 
have done just that, others, including Yen Yii, did not.89 The fact that 
Yen here im m ed iate ly  goes on to say  that on ly  L i Po and Tu Fu had 
achieved this in poetry is especially significant, for if he had not it would 
be easy to identify ju  shm  exclusively with the “ transcendental” land
scape poetry of the W ang W ei trad ition  that is so concerned w ith  articu 
la tin g  flashes of self-transcendent insight in to  the tao of the n atu ra l 
world一something rich in Taoist-imbued Ch’an implications. This, in 
fact, is Wang Shih-chen，s (whose statement about sudden and gradual 
enlightenment opened this essay) interpretation of what Y en  meant by 
ju  shen3 ta k in g  i t  a s  s o m e th in g  in te r c h a n g e a b le  w ith  ju  C h ^ n  ( e n te r s  
Ch，an).90 Ch’ien Chung-shu has taken Wang to task for replacing Li Po 
and Tu Fu with Wang Wei and Wei Ying-wu (ca. 735-ca. 835) as the 
ultimate representatives of excellence in poetry and for his complete 
misunderstanding of what Yen meant b y ju  shen. C h，ien says that ju  shen 
is the highest attainment in a ll modes of poetry, not just in modes asso
ciated with serene and placid landscape poetry.91 Ch’ien seems to be 
correct, for the T s 3ang-lang shih-hna is concerned with all modes of 
poetry, and, while Yen admires the poetry o f poets such as Wang Wei 
and Wei Ying-wu, he never grants to it a preeminent status—certainly 
not above that o f Li Po and Tu Fu, In fact, flashes of insight into the tao 
of the human world are for Yen, if anything, m ore important than suc
cess in pure landscape poetry,92

In spite of Yen’s equating the best o f poetry (that of High T ’ang) with 
the Lin-chi school, he seems to be a thoroughgoing gradualist at heart, 
at least in the sense that he advocate号 a long and arduous gradual prepa
ration for the sudden breakthrough/ His spontaneity is a spontaneity 
within the rules，his individualism is an individualism conditioned by 
the extensive emulation o f models, and his freedom is a fresdom within 
clearly defined boundaries. He believed that the greatness of a Li Po or 
a Tu Fu could potentially be recaptured through a programmatic and 
formulaic approach—not a rational approach to be sure, but surely one 
whose organization and operation could be discussed in rational and 
systematic terms. The substance defies rational analysis, but \en got 
^ound this by proposing a program of exposure and conditioning by 
yodels that he was sure would lead the student to success through what 
In Modern terms might be called unconscious internalization. Solne- 
thing like this may also have been in the minds of those who compiled 
如  collections of sayings by and anecdotes about the T ，ang C h’an mas- 
^rs in Sung times; the whole phenomenon of the “literary Ch’an” of 

e Sung was surely an attempt to present students of Ch’an with mate- 
for such unconscious exposure and subsequent conditioning, since, 

e Poetry, C h’an，s meaning also defies rational exposition.93 
於n seems to believe, therefore, that the attainment of “perfect”



poetry is impossible to reach except through a program  o f study and 
assimilation such as he provides in T s ̂ ang-lang shih-hua— no longer is it 
possible not to “ depend upon enlightenment.” Any attempt to do so 
would, in his words, end up in “wild fox heterodoxy，，，and he warned 
students o f poetry away from those who tried to do so (and perhaps sue、 
ceeded, though he would not have admitted Jt)—as, for example, Su 
Shih. The whole later archaist movement in poetry takes the same tack 
and, interestingly enough, Su Shih becomes the great heretic for such 
archaist critics—the great genius who ignored the rules.94 Pao Hui 
(1182 -1268) a contemporary o f \fen’s who may have had some influence 
on him,95 though stressing the necessity o f gradualist study，d id  not rule 
out the possibility o f independent and natural genius:

I have never been proficient at poetry, so how could I have any critical 
knowledge of it! H owever, from w hat I have heard I th ink that poets in 
general take w ang-yang (oceanic expansiveness) and tan -po (perfect tran
q u ility ) as m arks of the [two] h ighest achievem ents in  poetry. T h is can 
take two form s: that in w hich tsao-hua  (transform ation) has not yet 
occurred and that in which it has a lread y  occurred . 96 Both attain  perfect 
naturalness (tzu -jan ) in  such a w ay that one cannot te ll how it takes place. 
T hat which I call “ w ithout the occurrence of transform ation，，happens 
when there is an occasion of nebulous and unreflective experience (ch  *ung- 
m oyu  ch i) and the silen t w orkings of the m ind leave no trace (m ing-hu i w u- 
ch i). Ju s t like echoes in  the a ir o r the p lay  of color in  phenom enal appear
ance, one wishes there w ere som ething there to grasp , but it ju s t cannot be 
done . 97 Though com pletely dead and life less, it suddenly turns into a  d ra
gon full of life and vigor, and, though abso lutely still and silen t, it sud
den ly rings out in  peals of thunder. T hat which I ca ll “ w ith the occurrence 
o f  transformation，’ h a p p e n s  w h e n  t r u e  s c e n e s  appear b e fo re  o n e ,  a n d  . 

thoughts thus brought to life m anifest them selves w hole and com plete as if 
produced by heaven itseif, the poem a n atu ral th ing in  no need of mend
in g , free of seam s and w ith no m arks of carv in g and en grav in g , possessing 
such purity and truth  that it transcends m ere likeness and such a  to tality of 
w hat it is that it surpasses sim ple resem blance. T herefore when you read 
such poetry, though it m ight seem  the most substan tial (sh ih ) th ing in the 
w orld, it is actu ally  the most flow ery (hua), and , though it m ight seem the 
m ost m e a g e r  th in g  (k ’u) ， it is r e a lly  the  r ich est ( y i i )  th in g  p o s s ib le .  
A lthough, for exam ple, P，eng-tse’s (T ’ao C h ’ien ’s】 branch of poetry, 
which springs from the very secret springs of nature,98 a p p r o x im a t e s  this 
state, how could it ever m anage to be alw ays in  perfect accord with it! 
H o w e v e r ,  o n l y  th o s e  w i t h  h e a v e n l y  e n d o w e d  t a le n t  ( t，ien-ts，ai) a n d  in n a te  
know ledge (sh en g-ch ih ) of it and who never indu lge in  pretense can be up to  
such poetry as th is, and the rest m ust try  to enter it through study-^an 
study in v a riab ly  m eans p ractice ! I fear that this is never an  easy th ing to 
accom plish and is w hy people of e a r lie r generations coined the saying- 
“Studying poetry is just like studying how to realize the truth of Ch an-



A l t h o u g h  t h e r e  c e r t a i n l y  i s  s u c h  a  t h i n g  a s  s u d d e n  e n l i g h t e n m e n t  i n  r e a l i z -  

ing  the truth of C h ’axi，there still m ust first be gradual cu ltivation and a 
beginn ing to such realization . Sudden enlightenm ent is iike when a  child 
is first born. O ne d ay its lim bs and body are com pletely form ed, then, 
g r a d u a lly  a f te r  a  lo n g  p erio d  o f  n o u r ish m en t, it  b ecom es an  a d u lt , an d  
on ly years  after th at is its ch ，i-ch ih  (am bition/m oral w ill) f in a lly  estab 
lished . A lthough  th is is a  m an n er o f speak ing borrow ed from a  heterodox 
teach ing, it still contains a  p rincip le th at can be applied to p o etry."

Enlightenm ent, if  one is not already born w ith it as a natural genius, 
can only come, for Pao, at the end o f a long and difficult process of 
effort and maturation. It is interesting to note here that the C h ’an- 
Poetry analogy has become so widespread by the thirteenth century, in 
South China at least, that even a Confucian scholar and philosopher 
such as Pao Hui avails him self o f it一 though not without a qualifying  
apology!

There are two more figures worth considering in the Sung era. One, 
Ko T ，ien-min, was a friend of Yang Wan-li who wrote a poem in praise 
of Yang’s poetry which employed the C h ’an-Poetry analogy in a posi
tive fashion, and the other, Liu K ’o-chuang (118 7 -12 6 9 )  is perhaps the 
first w riter o f note to condemn the practice o f comparing poetry to 
C h，an— for reasons that in one form  or another will be repeated by 
some critics in later ages— as a m inority “ opposition.” First, here is 
K o ’s poem, entitled C hi Yang C h Jeng-chai (Sent to Yang C h ’eng-chai):

Penetrating to the truth of Ch’an and studying poetry for you don’t involve 
tw o  s e p a r a te  d h a r m a s ,

So you know how to make any dead snake wriggle and writhe with life!
Spirit upright, mind emptied and ready to hold all things, your vision is 

naturally exhalted,
And your hair-splitting sword, without moving, is capable of sparing or 

taking any life.
Y our well-spring of talent (sheng-chi) is so great you needn’t eschew well-worn 

phrases—
In modern times there’s only Yang Ch?eng-chai who’s up to this!
Y o u r  t a l e n t  is  s o  l o f t y  t h a t  it  c a n  b e  e n t r u s t e d  t o  p u b l i c  o p i n i o n  f o r e v e r ;
Your poetry is so romantic ( fen g-yuek) people w i】l use it to convey delight and 

grievances in all four seasons.
I know that you, sir, have embodied an eye in the crown of your head,
And thus achieve thorough penetration into C h’an as well as compose poetry 

perfectly.
The C h’an of C h’ao'chou100 is always on the edge of your lips,
And the poetry of Yuan-ming [T ，ao C h’ien] inscribes marvels in your 

breast.
When serving in office you’re so devoted to your sovereign as to put him 

above Yao and Shun;101



W hen retired , you w ater your garden  in  L u llin g  [K ian gsi】.
T he sixty-four hexagram s you reduce to on ly two strokes,
A n d  the  th re e  h u n d red  f ifty  Odes yo u  co n d en se  to  ju s t  one  w o rd .
Though I am  som ewhat acquain ted  w ith you , C h ’en g-ch ai，
I d idn ’t realize how very fond you w ere o f governm ent service.
I did, however, know you could go all out and endure hunger for seventy 

years,
Your backbone like iro n , your heart as firm  as a  rock.
You’ve never bent yo u r knee to an yo n e , nor kn it yo u r brow  in  dism ay,
And you don’t hold lite ra ry  works in  hand w hile com posing poetry.
For a reincarnation of YQ-ch’uan [Lu T’ung, d. 835] you’re not strange 

a t  a l l ,

But for a  L o -t’ien [Po G h ii-i, 772-846] on earth  for a  second tim e you 
m anage to be most unusual!

W e ’ r e  a  t h o u s a n d  l i  a p a r t ,  o h ,  b u t  w e  s h a r e  t h e  s a m e  m o o n —

Wouldn’t it be so much better if we could poke at cold ashes across from each 
other.

W hy m ust you, sir, w ant to have m y friendsh ip?
I ，m  m e r e l y  s o m e o n e  w h o  lacks t h e  h a i r  t h a t  y o u  h a v e  o n  t h e  t o p  o f  y o u r  

h ead !102

Ko T ’ien-m in，as the last line im plies, was a monk when this poem was 
w ritten; la ter in life he reentered secular life. W hile a monk, his name 
was I-hsien (Sharp Cutting Edge o f the Truth). K 6 ，s whole poem seems 
built on the prem ise that Yang’s interests in C h ’an and in poetry rein
force each other and that the integration o f these two disciplines are 
responsible for his success as an official and as a strong, self-realized 
individual. K o also attributes genuine enlightenm ent to Yang, for such 
is the im plication o f his declaring that he has an eye in the crown of his 
head (the “wisdom eye”）and that his “hair-splitting sword^ (ch ’u i mao 
chien, a  s w o r d  s o  s h a r p  t h a t  a  h a i r  b l o w n  a g a i n s t  i t  w i l l  b e  c u t一 a  m e t a 
phor for prajiia [perfect wisdom] that can “take or spare any life ，，) can 
defeat any enem y (illusion) at w ill. L ater in the poem Ko compares 
Yang’s poetry to that o f Lu T ’ung，a M iddle T ’ang poet famous for his 
bizarre imagery, and o f Po C hii-i, whose prosy and casual style antici
pated much o f the m ajor trend o f Sung dynasty poetry. (Po was also an 
extrem ely prolific poet who could w rite easily and quickly.) In effect，Ko 
here praises Yang for com bining the best features o f both earlier poets 一  

he could bring o ff startling, extrem ely im aginative poetry in quantity 
and at ease.

The almost unbroken confidence with which Sung era critics o 
poetry used the C h ，an_Poetry analogy, K o，s poem to Yan W an-li being a 
typical exam ple, seems to have finally been challenged toward the cn 

o f the Southern Sung era by no less a  lite rary  figure than Liu K. o  
chuang, whose H o u -ts，Mn ta-ch  3£ian~cht (The G reat Collection o f Literary



Works by [the Retired Scholar o f] Hou-ts，un) contains forty-eight fasci
cles o f poems, the largest individual collection o f poetry that survives 
from the Sung! Liu is also known for his historical and critical survey of 
the Kiangsi school o f poetry, the C hiang-hsi sh ih -p  ya i hsiao-hm  (Short 
Introductions to Poets o f the Kiangsi School).103 Liu’s views on the 
Ch’an-Poetry analogy are stated explicitly in an essay entitled T 'i H o 
hsiu-ts Jat Shih-Ch yan fang-chang (O n First-D egree Scholar H o，s A bbot’s 
Hall of Poetry-Ch’an). Scholar Ho apparently named his studio the 
Shih-C h 'an fang-chang and fancied himself, a secular poet, the equivalent 
of an abbot in a C h，an monastery:

Poets regard  Shao-ling [Tu Fu] as their first p atriarch , someone who once 
said : " I f m y words can ’t startle people, I won’t stop w orking at it u n til I 
d ie .’’104 C h ’an ists regard  Bodhidharm a as th eir first p atriarch , someone 
who said : “ M y trad ition  is not founded upon words and letters .” 105 In the 
same w ay that poetry cannot be C h ’an , so C h ’an cannot be poetry. How
ever, M r. Ho would com bine the two into one th in g , som ething I cannot 
understand, for the m arvelous facu lty of m ind (m ia o-i) [in  C h ’an] which 
would stretch w ords beyond the ultim ate (ch ih y e n )  certainly cannot be 
rendered into w ritten  language ( yen -yu  w en-tzu). N evertheless, he sets 
aside the actual and concrete (ck en -sh ih) and chases after what is ephem eral 
and elusive (hsu-huan), despising w hat is near and fam iliar (ckH eh-chin) and 
longing after w hat is w ide-open and rem ote (k 3uo-yU an), tarry in g  there so 
long that he forgets to return . I am  afraid  that M r. H o’s C h’an is advanc
ing nicely, but h is poetry is re treatin g ! M r. Ho should really  heed w hat I 
say !106

Liu offers essentially two objections to the C h ’an-Poetry analogy: (1) 
rhe truth o f C h ’an cannot be expressed in words, but poetry’s very 
^eing depends upon words—Bodhidharma thus eschewed them, and Tu 
卩u worked hard at them for his whole life. (2) C h ’an is concerned with卜 
he ephemeral, the elusive, and what is wide-open and remote from 
ordinary human existence, whereas poetry is concerned with the actual, 
he concrete, and what is near and familiar to ordinary human exis- 
ence. These same objections are often raised among critics opposed to 
:he Ch，an-Poetry analogy in later ages—something which advocates of 
:he analogy, of course, defend against. However, as interesting as all 
-his is, we have to leave these later poet-critics for another time.

Notes
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the com m entators, since there is no know n collection b y  that title . However, it 
is m y guess th at it m ay  refer to the four groups o f H an  and  W ei ballads that 
occur in the W en-hsikan (A n tho logy of L ite ra tu re ), ed . H siao  T ，u n g (501-531) 
and annotated by L i Shan (d . 689) (S P P Y e± )t in  fasc. 27: (1 ) Yueh-Ju san-shou, 
(2 ) Yuek-Ju erh -sh ou , (3 ) Y ueh-fu erh -sh o^  and (4 ) Y ueh-Ju ssu -sk ou . "T hcyu^h-fu  that 
appears in the next fascicle are all post-Wei pieces. ，

6 8 . T ing-n tng (top or crown of the head) is an allusion  to a  statem ent Ch 
M aster C hieh-ch ’en (1080-1148) m ade to h is d iscip les: “ "Vbu pass through * e 
m onk’s hall and en ter the tem ple, but do you also know how to pick your way 
danger and d ifficu lty over the pass through the Iron-E ncircling M ountains l 任 
the edge of the w orld, filled  w ith dem ons]? Even if  a ll of a  sudden you spring 0 
from the top of 豸5kyam uni，s head o r kowtow w ith a  forehead w orthy of the



m o n k【M afiju豸r l]，you can ’t help but be in  for a  d isastrous tim e !” See W u-teng 
hui~ y^nJ 18.40a. T hat is , the w ayi:o  en lightenm ent is so fraught w ith  dangers 
that even w ith the advantages of a  Sakyam un i or the wisdom  o f a  M an ju sn  the 
seeker w ill have a  terrib le  tim e o f it. In Yen’s p assage，to work “ from the top [o f 
Sakyam uni Js] h ead ，’ m eans that the student o f poetry, if  he follows the program  
of study outlined by Yen, w ill start off h is own search  for poctic “ enlighten- 
m ent” w ith the greatest of advan tages. However, K uo Shao-yu has also  noted 
the sim ilarity  betw een the expression tin g-n in g and  the expression tirtg-m en  yen  
(eye in  the crown of the head)—w hich refers to the so-called th ird  eye o f wisdom 
that the en lightened have, som etim es referred to sim p ly as i-ch ieh yen  (the single 
eye)—in distinction to the p air o f eyes used for o rd in ary sigh t. K uo cites 
{Ts9an g-lan g sh ih-hua ch ia o-sh ih , 2 n . 7) a  statem ent m ade by C h ’an  M aster Te- 
chih (1080-1135): “ If anyone can d iscern  w hat th is m eans, we shall g ran t that 
he has an eye placed in the crown of h is h ead !” T he context is  worth c itin g  in  
full: “ [The C h ’an  m aster addressed h is d isc ip les:] L ast n ight yellow -faced 
G autam a took an en tire chiliocosm  and sw allow ed it it one gu lp ~ ju st lik e  when 
someone drinks down hot soup，not a  trace w as left. W hen its tim e cam e, it 
vanished. The great bodhisattvas, the sravakas, the arh ats, and a il sentient 
beings w ere com pletely unaw are that it happened; on ly M anjusrT and Sam an- 
tabhadra caught it in  the w ink of an  eye , and , although they d id  get to see it , it 
was a  vague and am orphous even t, ju s t as if  som ething had bobbed up and 
down in  the m iddle o f the vast ocean—now you see it , now you don’t. W ell, 
gentlemen, tell me what this is all about! If anyone can discern what this 
m eans, we shall g ran t that he has an  eye placed in the crown of h is h ead ! It ind i
cates the w ay to n irvan a. W here does the smoke from a m onk’s funeral p yre go? 
It a ll becomes sd rira  (re lics, rem ain s), its stupa, Ssu -k，ung M oun tain , and its 
scattered resting p laces, T ieh-shih (C airn ) P lain .” T h at is，the previous night a 
monk died and a  “ w orld” van ished . C f. W u-teng hu i-jfuan , 14.43a. I f th is is the 
context Y en had in  m ind, then h is im plication  is th at h is program  can provide 
the student of poetry w ith a  “ w isdom  eye”一ab ility  to d iscern the m ost pro
found truths about h is art.

69. T his is an expression attribu ted  to C h ’an M aster Pao-chi (72 0 -814 ): “ As 
for the one road that leads upw ards, the thousands o f en lightened w orthies [who 
travel it] do not leave behind d irections to it , so students who w ear them selves 
out tryin g to have the righ t appearance [ i.e ., im itatin g  w hat an  en lightened 
worthy is supposed to look like] are not any better than  m onkeys try in g  to catch 
their own shadow s•” See C hing-te ch  Juan ten g lu , 7^51.253b . how ever, claim s 
that h is program  can  provide the student w ith the correct d irections to the road 
that leads to poetic en lightenm ent!

70. T his is an  expression that occurs in  the C heng too ko (Song of W itness to 
the W ay) by C h ’an M aster C hen-chiieh (665-713): “ C utting d irec tly  to the 
basic nature of th ings is w hat m arks a  Buddha / W hereas even the m ere pluck- 
lng off of leaves to find a  branch is beyond m y power.” C f. C hing-te ch  *uan ten g lu , 
T  51.460a. “ T he basic nature of th ings” tran slates ken-yuan} w hich lite ra lly  
p 'eans “ the roots [o f plants/trees] and the source/spring [o f w ater]’，； however, 
ltl keeping w ith the tree-truth  analogy of the en tire couplet, ken-yuan m ight best 
be translated  as “ tap  root.”

1. T s 3an g-lan g sh ih-hua ch ia o-sh ih , 1 . The last allusion  is to a  statem eiU  m ade



by C h ’an M aster L ing-yu  (77 1 -853 ): “ I f  one can achieve a  single sword-thrust 
straigh t [to the h eart], w hether sa in t or sinner, a ll passions w ill cease, and he 
w ill com pletely m anifest the true and eternal B uddha-truth.*' See W u-teng kui~ 
yiia n} 9 .4b : T hat is，one should overcom e illu sion  (o f duality , e tc .) by striking 
d irectly  at it, ju st as one should try  to k ill an  enem y w ith  a  sin g le blow , avoiding 
as it were an y roundabout p lo ttin g (calcu latio n , reason, e tc .). Yen’s program 
for the student of poetry constitutes the “ sw ord” w ith w hich he can cut directly 
to the tru th .

72. Wu ti-i i can be m ore lite ra lly  tran slated  as “ com prehend the first 
(suprem e) artha (m eaning)-” T i-i i is  actu ally  a  short form of the expression ti-i i 
ti {satya [tru th ] in  its u ltim ate m ean ing): param drtka-saiya, veritab le truth of real
ity, the possession of the en ligh tened , as opposed to sam vrti-satya { su-ti or sk ih -tt)y 
ord inary ideas of th ings, the m ean ing of statem ents as if  phenom ena were real. 
Kuo Shao-yii draw s attention to the occurrence of the term  t i- i i  ti in  C h’an 
M aster H si-y iin ，s (H uang-po, d . 850) C h，uan hsin  fa -ya o  (E ssentials of the 
D harm a T hat C an  O nly Be Passed from M ind  to M ind) ( T s fan g-lan g shih-hua 
ch iao-sh ih j 12 n. 7): “ Don’t you know that m ind (h sin ) is the dharm a ( fa )  and 
that dharm a is the m ind! One cannot use the m ind to seek som ething further 
from the m ind—even after m illions of ka]pas there w ill never be a  day when this 
can be done. It would be better to achieve w u -hsin  (no -m ind), which is the 
dharm a in  its fundam ental tru th  (p en -fa ). • . . S ince students of the w ay are 
deluded about w hat the o rig in al m ind (pen -h sin )  is and do not recognize that it is 
the B uddha, they consequently seek for it outside them selves, w orking at what 
they think are m eritorious works and  efficacious practices, thus re ly in g  on grad
u al progress to realize attainm ent. T hey m ight in  th is w ay d ilig en tly  seek for 
countless kalpas but w ill never accom plish the way. It would be better to achieve 
w u-hsin . Know for certain  that the all-dharm as possesses nothing which has real 
existence, has nothing which one can  o b tain，nothing in  w hich one can abide, 
nothing on w hich one can  rely, no ab ility  to transform , and noth ing to be trans
form ed. If one does not engage in  such erroneous th inking, one w ill realize 
bodhi (en ligh tenm ent), and when one thus realizes the w ay it w ill be but to real
ize that one’s o rig in ial, m ind is  B uddha. . . - T h is is w hy the Buddha said: 
* T here is nothing I obtained from  anuttardsam yaksam bodhi (com plete, perfect 
en ligh tenm ent).，H owever, afraid  that people w ould not believe h im , he conse
quen tly led people to the tru th  by m eans of w hat the five k inds of vision [i.e .， 
hum an, d eya (gods)，H h iay如 a  w isdom ，bodhisattva tru th , and Buddha vision] 
could see and w hat the five kinds o f those who testify to the tru th  [the Buddha, 
the bodhisattvas, the sravakas, m en, and th ings] could say. T h is is taitva  (real
ity ) and not m ere baseless ta lk ; it is satya  (tru th ) in  its u ltim ate m eaning (̂ l_l 1 
ti) .，，See C hing-te ch ，uan ten g lu , T  51.271b . E nlightenm ent of the first or_er 
should be d istingu ished from that of “ the second order” ( ti-erh  i), something 
which Yen im m ediately below com pares to poetry w ritten  after the 气 era 
(from  the M idd le T ’an g  on). T he expression ti-erk  i is a  short form  of ti-erh  i 
(gatew ay, w hich consists of tru th  o f the second o rder). For e x a m p le ,  the cn  « 
sh ih  (instructions given) to the fifth kung-an (case) com m ented on in  the F o-^° 
Yuan-wu ch  fan~skih p i-yen  lu  (R ecord of Lectures M ade a t the B lue C liffb y  Ch an 
M aster Fo-kuo Yuan-wu [1063-1135]) (first published in  1128) uses it in  the o



low ing passage: “W hoever supports and propounds our teaching • • ■ for him , 
^loumena ( li)  and phenom ena (sh ih ) are not two, and the conditional and tem 
poral (ck ，ia n ) and the fundam ental and real (shik ) both unfold at the sam e tim e. 
However, he puts aside this first and prim ary move (i-ch u ) and sets up instead 
the gatew ay which consists of truth of the second order, for, if  he w ere to cut 
straight through a ll com plications at once, students who try  to follow h im , they 
being at the p relim inary stage of their potentiality, would fin d  it most difHcult to 
find anyth ing to hang on to (ts*ou-po). ” See T 4 8 .144c.

73. There is no actual division o f Gh^an into a  g reater (M ah ayan a) and a 
lesser vehicle (H m ayana), and both m ajor schools, the “ Southern” L in-chi and 
the “ N orthern” T s'ao -tung, are founded firm ly upon system s of m editation 
found in the great M ahayana sutras. By Yen’s tim e, the L in-chi school had 
become dom inant, regarded itse lf as “orthodox,” and regarded the T s，ao-tung 
school as “heterodox” and a teach ing o f the m ere H m ayana. Kuo Shao-yu sug
gests {T s'ang-lang shih-hua ch iao-sh ih , 11 n . 2) that Y en here probably had in 
mind the (M ahayana-fostered) popular distinction between H Inay紐 a and 
M ahayana sutras—that the were the teachings of the Buddha for those of lesser 
intelligence and thus shallow and easy to understand, and that the la tte r were 
for the more in telligen t and thus profound and d ifficu lt. “ Lesser vehicle 
Ch’an ” was a pejorative term  used by adherents o f the L in-chi school to attack 
the T s，ao-tung school. In this sam e passage Yen im plies that the sravaka and 
the pratyekabuddha are orders of C h ’an  low er or m ore inferior than the lesser 
vehicle, w hereas they are the lesser vehicle. To m ake his analogy w ork, Y en has to 
stretch things here and there; while this does m ischief to C h ’an ，it does not nec- 
essarily invalidate h is view  of T ’ang poetry.

74. T s9ang~ langshih-huachtao-shih, 10.
75. T s*ang-lang shih-hua ch iao-sh ih , 11 ♦
76. T his alludes to the C huang-tzu: “The fish trap  exists because of the fish; 

once you Ve gotten the fish, you can forget the trap . The rabbit snare exists 
because of the rab b it; once you’ve gotten the rabb it, you can forget the snare. 
Words exist because of the meaning; once you’ve gotten the meaning, you can 
forget the words. W here can I find a m an who has forgotten words so I can have 
a word w ith h im ?” Translation by W atson, The C om plete Works o f Chuang Tzu, 
302.

77. Ch 'in g-h sin g m ay suggest other im plications draw n from the then contem
porary world o f N eo-Confucianism . For instance, the term  m ight also be 
Understood as sign ifying two dim ensions of hum an personality and conscious
ness: individual and personal sensib ilities (ck  *ing) and general and basic hum an 
Mature (h sin g), a  d istinction m ade w ith som ething like the follow ing definitions 
formulated by Shao Yung (1011-1077) in  m ind: “Tb view  things from the view
point of things is h sin g; to view  things from the viewpoint of the view er is ch *ing. 
^ sin g  is clear and open; ch  fin g  is dark and closed (o r ‘ secret,，‘ surrep titious’〉.，， 
See Kuan wu w a i-p 9ien3 H uang-cht ch in g shik hsu-yen (SPPY ed .), B .8 B. 16a; trans
lation by S iu-k it W ong, c<Ch*ing in  Chinese L iterary  C ritic ism ” (Ph.D — cUss” 
Oxford U niversity, 1969)，124. % n Y ii，s theory o f poetry seems in  general to 
eschew the direct expression of h igh ly individualized personal em otion; it 
Presses instead the apersonal nature of poetry and its function of articu latin g



transcendent and un iversal states of m ind as w ell as heightened and m agnani
mous em otional states. It is un likely, therefore, that we can take ch  3ing-k sing 
here to mean sim ply “ emotions.” T he locu s cia ssicu s for ch  Hng-hsing in Chinese 
poetry is the Ta-hsu (G reat P reface) to the Book o f O des: “T he record-keepers of 
the states sang forth th eir ch  ̂ ing-hsing in  order to criticize their superiors.” See 
M ao-shih {SPTK e d .), 1. H ere Ch ftn g-h sin g seem s to m ean “ m oral indignation ” 
a  far more restricted and didactic sense than its occurrence here in  the Ts Jang- 
lang sh ih 'hua ; nevertheless both occurrences sign ify som ething other than self- 
centered personal em otion.

78. C ertain  Ch*an m asters of the T ，an g often alluded to the antelope which 
supposedly could jum p up and escape its enem ies by hanging from tree 
branches. For instance，M aster T ao-ying (d . 902) once addressed his disciples 
thus: iCYou are like good hunting dogs who on ly know how to find anim als 
which leave tracks and which now have come across an antelope which hangs 
by its horns; not on ly are there no tracks，you don’t even recognize its scent!，， 
See C hing-te ch  ,uan ten g lu , T 51.335b. H ere the m aster w arns h is students not to 
get caught up in  the lite ra l m eaning of w hat he is say in g , for sense and reason 
are useless—there are no “ tracks” for them  to follow. Yen suggests that the 
sam e is true for great poetry, the rea l m eaning of which lies beyond the reach of 
reason and the lim itations of lite ra l language.

79. “ Som ething w hich defies rational an alysis” tran slatespu-k Jo ts，ou-po. The 
exact m eaning of ts Jou~po is unclear, and there has been considerable disagree
m ent over its translation ; see L iu , C hinese T heories o f L iteratuu, 151 n. 111. In 
some instances it seem s to m ean “jo in  to geth er，，’ “ assem ble,” or “ piece 
together，” as, for exam ple, in  a  statem ent m ade by C h’an M aster Shan-chao 
(ca. 950-ca. 1027): “ W hen nirvaQ a-illum ination (chao) and its function (yu n g) 
come at the sam e tim e, how can one ever set one off from the other (tan g-ti)} and 
when n irvana-illum ination  and function do not come at the sam e tim e, how can 
one ever jo in  them  together ( t s，ou -p o)?” See C hing-te ch yuart ten g lu , T  51*.305a. 
Ts^ou-po lite ra lly  m eans “ gather and m oor” or perhaps “ moor in calm  waters,” 
T his is how it is understood at least by certain  trad itional Jap an ese commenta
tors on C h’an texts who seem to th ink that such an action is analogous to reflec
tive, rational thought一 the m ind gathers together thoughts and fixes them in 
p lace, som ething, of course, condem ned in  C h ’an- C f. P au l D em ieville^ 
review  of G unther Debon, T sJang-lang*s G esprache uber d ie D ichtung in T ，oung Pao 
49 (1961-1962): 471. As such，pu -k ，o ts fou-po could m ean “does not allow one to 
keep h is m oorings ( i .e .，rational bearings) in  it.” Some instances are quite 
am biguous, as, for exam ple, in  a  statem ent by C hu Hsi (1130-1200): *-I also do  
not have any friends w ith whom I can d iscuss th ings，and , from tim e to tim e， 
when I do have one or two, then the dull w itted have d ifficu lty in  ts you-po (piec
ing together/keeping their m oorings or b earing in  what I say) and the clever d° 
not have any patience for it •” See C hu，s Ta Fu H an-ch fin g (A  L etter in  R eply to 
Fu H an-ch 'ing), Chu-tzu w en -ch i (L iterary  Collection of M aster C hu) ( T s3ung- 
shu chH -ch’en g ed .), 1,40. We have also seen is*ou~po used in a  statem ent by 
C h ’an M aster Fo-kuo Y iian-w u where it w as translated  as “ hang on to” (scc 
above, note 72). “ [Som ething w hich] defies rational an alysis” as a  translation 
attem pts to effect a  com promise am ong these possib ilities.



80. J u  k rung~ chung ch ih y in , h sian g-chung ch ih  se_ \fen has borrowed th is from a 
critique m ade of the poetry of W ang A n-shih by C hang Shun-m in (ca. 1034-ca. 
1 100): “ The poetry o f W ang C hieh-fu is like an echo in  the a ir or the p lay of col
ors in  phenom enal appearance; however much you m ight w ant to pin down its 
C leaning, you ju s t cannot do it !，，See C hao Yu-shih, P in -t *ui lu  {Ts*utig-sku ch  V- 
ch ygng c d .) f 2 .21 , w here C hang’s critique is quoted.

81. A monk asked C h ’an M aster Y iia n - h s ia n g :‘O ne should respond to 
som ething as it m anifests itse lf in  the phenom enal world ju st as if  it w ere a  
reflection of the moon in  w ater, but ju s t what do we do w ith this m oon?’ The 
M aster sim ply raised  h is fly w hisk.” See W u-teng hu i-yiian , 8 .40b . A nother possi
ble source for th is passage is the W en-shu-shih-li w en p  'u -t *i ch in g (M an ju sn  Asks 
about Bodhi S u tra), T  14.482: “ Now, this m anifestation of bodhi is lik e  an 
im age in  a  m irror, lik e  a  flam e at its hottest point，like a  shadow, like an echo, 
or like the moon seen reflected in  w ater. It m ust be like these things when one 
m anifests the bodhi-m ind.” Schm idt draw s attention to the Ta-ckih-tu lun {T 
25.101c): “ [T he enlightened] understand a ll dharm as to be like a  sleight of the 
hand, a  m irage, the moon in the w ater (ja la -ca n d ra )y the void, an echo, a  gan - 
dharva city, a  dream , a  shadow，the reflection in  a  m irror, a  transform ation.” 
Schm idt then goes on to tran slate the com m entary to th is passage in the T a-chih' 
tu lun : “ As for its being like the moon in  the w ater, the moon is rea lly  in  the sky, 
but its reflection appears in the w ater. The moon, like the m ark of the real 
dharm a, is as if  in  the <sky> of the re a lity  of the true dharm a nature. In the 
‘w ater’ of the m ind of all gods and men there appear the m arks of the ego and 
all that belong to the ego, and for th is reason it is said  to be like the moon in  the 
water. M oreover, if  a  sm all child sees the moon in  the w ater, he is g lad  and 
wishes to grab it, but when an ad u lt sees th is, he laughs.” See T  25.102b and 
Schm idt, Yang W an-li7 78-79.

82. T s，ang-lan g shik -hua ch iao-sh ih , 23-24 .
83. Ibid., 24
84. Ibid.，24-25.
85. Kuo Shao-yii believes that it can  be best understood in  term s of m iao-w u 

(m arvelous en lightenm ent) in which there are two dim ensions: ti-i i  ch ih  wu 
(enlightenm ent of the first order), which is concerned w ith the perfect appre
hension of how to w rite , to in tu itive ly  control, form ally correct poetry (w ith  that 
of the H igh T ’ang as m odel), and t，ou-ch*e ch ih  wu  (thoroughly penetrating 
enlightenm ent), which is concerned w ith the in tu itive apprehension of reality. 
W ai-lim  Y ip deals w ith the substantive dim ension of the analogy in  44 Yen Yu 
and the Poetic Theories in  the Sung D ynasty,” Tamkang R eview  1，no. 2 (1970): 
183 -200 , where he concludes that poetry resembles Ch*an in the respect that 
⑴  it should be the product of “ free ac tiv ity” or “ spontaneous expression” (p . 
192)，“ a poem is best when no hum an effort is p resent” （p. 193)，and  (2 ) a 
poem should “ grasp  and give forth w ith im m ediacy the m ind p ictu re as it is  w ith- 
°ut going through the log ical, d iscursive and inform ative aspects of the w ords” 
(p ’ 196), it should also be “ a m ind-picture com plete before and after the expres- 
sion” (p . 197).

8 6 . L y n n ,‘ ‘O rthodoxy and E nlightenm ent,” 219.
幻 A pcrceptive critique of D. T. S u zu k i，s characterization  o f C h ,an (Zen)



enlightenm ent, com paring it to W illiam  Jam es，understanding of the mystic 
state and to C . G . Ju n g ，s psychology o f the unconscious, appears in Heinrich 
Dum oulin, A H istory o f Zen Buddhism  (Boston: Beacon Press, 1963), 2 7 6 -2 8 i.

8 8 . Ts fang-lang shih-hua ch iao-sh ih , 6 .
89. D iscussions of the occurrences of the tcrm ju -sh m , including its locu s cla ssic 

cu s in the C lassic o f Changes can be found in  the follow ing: L iu , C hinese T heories o f 
Poetry, 37-38 and 44; Lynn, “ O rthodoxy and Enlightenm ent，” 250-254. Both 
C h ’ien Chung-shu {T}an i  lu , 49) and Kuo Shao-yu (T sfan g-ian g shih-hua ckiao- 
sh ih j 8 - 1 0 ) reject the notion that)M sken in  poetry is exclusively concerned with 
either Buddhist n irvana or the transcendent Tao of nature of classical Taoism.

90. See Lynn, "O rthodoxy and Enlightenment/* 250-253.
91. Ch^en Chung-shu, T ’an i lu} 48-49 .
92. Kuo Shao-yii quotes with approval a  statem ent in T ’ao M ing-chiin ’s 

Shik-shuo tsa -ch i (Random  Notes on C ritiques of Poetry) which attem pts to 
explain the difference between Yen Y ii，s two essential characteristics (ta~kai) of 
poetry: “ It [poetry] must either flow freely and not be restricted (yu -yu  pu -p Jo) 
o r  it must be thoroughly im bued w ith deeply m oving expression (ck ，en -cho t ’ung- 
k3u a iyy ( T s'ang-lang shih-hua ch ia o-sh ih , 6 ) . T ’ao ’s statem ent reads: “From 
ancient tim es on there have indeed been m any poets, and a ll possible t yt (forms) 
of poetry have occurred! But the two large delim itations M r. Y en has formu
lated are actually sufficient to cover them all w ithout a single om ission. • • • 
‘Flowing freeJy without restriction ’一 this characterizes the form associated with 
T^ao [TT，ao Gh^en] and W ei [W ei Y ing-w u]; it is relaxed and casual and free 
and easy, a  m anner of com plete seren ity and com posure. . . .  As for being 
'thoroughly im bued with deeply m oving expression’ . . . L ike grain  spilling 
out from an overfilled granary, words w ithout forethought are uttered on 
im pulse. . . . W hen one w rites in th is form , he m ust m ake it gallop along in 
enthusiasm  . . . and m ust make the reader’s m ind be moved by it and his emo
tions stirred by it, so that he cannot prevent him self from clapping his hands in 
rhythm  and singing it at the top of his voice. The poetry of Tu Shao-3ing [Tu Fu] 
is profound and forceful, a  perfect m arvel the likes of which no one else has ever 
m anaged to achieve since tim e began, and if  you ask how he m anaged to do 
this, the answ er can only be found in the words ch ’en -cho t Jung-k3uaî  (T s’ang- 
lang shih-hua ch iao-shih，8  n. 5). Since Tu Fu’s poetry is thoroughly oriented 
toward the hum an world w ith all its pain  and ecstasy, the im plication here is 
that T ，ao M ing-chiin thinks that Yen Y ii, by p lacing TVs poetry at the top of all 
possible poetic achievem ent (as he does throughout the Ts^ang-lang shih-hua), 
accords his greatest respect for poetry concerned w ith the hum an world, the 
human tao.

93. For a  b rief account of the background of the rise of “lite ra ry  C h’an ’’ dur
ing the Sung, see Kenneth C h ’en , Buddhism  in  China (P rinceton: Princeton Uni
versity Press, 1973), 403-404.

94. See Lynn, “Tradition and the In d iv id u al，，’ 346，for exam ple, w h ere 
W ang Fu-chih (1639-1692) is noted as having declared that Su Sh ih ’s poetry is 
“w ild fox C h，an ”一 i.e ., “heterodox.”

95. C f. Y ip, “ Yen Yii and the Poetic Theories in  the Sung Dynasty,” 194- 
196. Pao was a  member of a fam ily dedicated to the study of Neo-Confucian



ism. H is father, P ao  Yang, an d  tw o uncles, P ao  Yiieh an d  Pao  S un , w ere first 
|disciples of Lu G hiu-yuan (1139-1193), then, after Lu d ied , they becam e fol
lowers of C hu H si. As a  youth Pao studied w ith all his re latives and is supposed 
to have achieved a profound understand ing of the Ta-hsueh (G reat L earn in g). 
Later in  life he wî ote a com m entary to the C hou-li (R ites of C hou), which is now 
lost，but m any item s in  his collected w orks, the P i-chou  kao-lueh (D raft W orks of 
Sweepings from a W orn O ut Broom ) are of in terest to the h istorian  o f Neo- 

|Confucianism . An account of the N eo-Confucian activ ities of the Pao fam ily 
can be found in  fasc. 77 of the Sung Yuan hsiieh -an ; see also Kuo Sh ao -y ii, C hung- 
kuo w en -h siieh p，i-p  ,in g sh ih , 469-470.

96. Lo K en-tse suggests that th is assertion of P ao，s should be in terpreted  in  
terms of a passage in the C hung-yung (D octrine of the M ean ): “ W hile there are 
no stirrings ( w ei-fa ) of p leasure, anger, sorrow , or joy, the m ind m ay be said  to 
be in a state of E Q U ILIB R IU M  (ch u n g). W hen those feelings have been stirred  
(fa ), and they act in  th eir due degree, there ensues w hat m ay be called  the state 
of HARM O NY (h o ).” See Jam es L egge, tran s., The D octrine o f the M ean (T he 
C hinese C lassics), 384. Lo notes that both Lu C h iu -yiian  and C hu H si g reatly  
venerated the C hung-yung and that th is veneration was passed on to Pao H ui 
through his father and uncles. See Lo K en-tse, Chung-kuo w en-hsueh p  Ji-p 3in g 
shih, vol. 3 (Sh angh ai: K u-tien , w en-hsiieh ch ’u-pan-she，1961)，216. In the 
light of th is, it appears that tsao-hua ch ih  w ei-fa  eke would m ean “ when em otions 
have not been stirred  and transform ed and the stuff of poetry reflects th is” and 
that tsao-hua ch ih  i-fa  ch e would m ean “ when em otions have alread y been stirred  
and transform ed into  the stuff of poetry.” The form er exists in  poetry that 
reflects a  tran qu il and  d ispassionate state of m ind/heart, a jid  the la tte r ex ists in 
poetry that expresses em otions which have been stirred  by things but which are 
still in harm ony w ith  them —the one free of em otional overtones, the other 
infused w ith balanced em otions “ proper” in their response.

97. T his is alm ost word for word the sam e as Yen，s statem ent concern ing the 
quality of H igh T ’an g  poetry and C hang Shun-m in，s critique of the poetry of 
W ang A n-shih; see above, note 80.

98. The text is la i tzu t* ien -ch i (sp ran g from heaven ly m illet). T ^ien-chi 
(heavenly millet) is supposed to be the root ancestor o f  all grain crops; the idea 
here is that T ’ao C h ’ien ’s poetry (and  that of h is trad itio n ) shares in  the prim or- 
dial nature of “ o rig in a l” poetry.

99. Pao H u i, P i-chou  kao-lueh (S s u -k ch 3uan-shu ch en -p en , 3d series, ed .), 
2-la - 2b. The analogy here betw een gradual cu ltivation  follow ing a  sudden 
experience of en lightenm ent and the long period of nourishm ent follow ing b irth  
as a child becom es an adu lt o rig in a lly  comes from Shen-hui. See h is T 'in g sh ih -

in Hu Sh ih , ed ., Shen-hui ho-shang i-ch i (T aipei: H u-shih eh i-n ien  kuan , 
_ ) ’ 287.

100. See above, note 18.
10l • This line is m odeled after a line in  the first of Tu Fu，s F eng-tseng Wei iso ' 

^  chang erh -sh ih -erk yiin  (Twenty-Two R hym es R espectfu lly Presented to the 
J e?utive A ssistant of the Left in the Depart/ment of S ta te , M y Sen ior M r. W ei 

^ ei C h i]): “ \bu，re so  devoted to yo ur sovereign as to put him  above Y ao and 
hun " See C h’Oan T 3ang-shik，216.2251-2252.



102. Ko T ’ien -m in，W u-hai h sia o-ch i {N an-Sung ch^un-hsten h sia o-ch i ed .), lb
103. See above, note 34.
104. From Tu F u’s C hiang-shang chih sh u iju  hai-shih lia o tuan-shu (T he Waters 

of the Yangtse Stretch O ut w ith  the Force of the Sea—A T rifling Effort to Por
tray  It in  a Short C om position); see Ch Juan T ^ ng-sh ih , 226.2443.

105. T radition attributes the follow ing verse to B odhidharm a: “A separate 
tradition outside the scriptures / Not foynded upon words and letters. / By 
pointing directly to one’s own mind, / Thus seeing into his true nature, / One 
attain s Buddhahood.” Though different parts of th is verse appear in early 
Ch，an texts, as a whole it first occurs in the T su -t，ing shih-yuan (Collection of 
Matters from the Courtyard of the Patriarchs), ,1st edition of 1108，compiled by 
M u-an Shan-hsiang. C f. Isshu M iu ra  and R uth  F u ller S asak i, Zen D ust: The 
H istory o f the Koan and Koan Study in R inzai (L in -ch i) Zen (New %rk: Harcourt 
Brace，and World, 1966)，229-230.

106. L iu  K ’o-chuang，H ou-ts，un ta-ch  Jixan~chi(SPTK  ed .), 99. lb .

G lossary
C^a-t'u-pen Chung-kuo wen-hsiieh shih
插圖本中國文學史 

Ch’an 禪 

ch’an-chi 禪機

chan t’ou ch’iu huo 斬頭求活

Ch*an-hsiiehyii "Pang-Sung shih-hsueh 禪學

與唐宋詩學 

ch’an-tsung tun chien erh-i 禪宗頓漸

二義 
ch'ang-chu 長句 

Chang Shun-min 張舜民 
Chao Fan 趙蕃 ，

Chao Po-yii 齒伯魚 

Chao Yu-shih 趙與時 
ch'ao-jan 超然 

chen-shih 眞實 

Ch，en Ch’i 陳起
Gh’en-cho t’ung-k’uai 沉着痛快 

Ch’en Hsien-chang 陳獻葷 

Ch'en Shih-tao 陳師道 
Ch，eng-chai shih-hua 誠齋詩話 
Cheng Ghen-to 鄭振釋 

cheng fa-yen 正法眼 

chi ch’i chih 極其至 

chi-chih 極致 
chi-kung 積功

ch’i-chih 氣志

ch’i p’i-mao 其皮毛

Chiang-hsi shih-p’ai ksiao-ftsii 江西詩派

小序 
ch’ieh-chin 切近 

chih yen 至言 

Ch’ien Chung-shu 錢鍾書 

Ch，ien-hsi shih-yen 潛溪詩眼 

chin tz’u-li 盡此理 

Ch’in Kou 秦覯 •
Ch ̂ in-ting ch *uan T  ̂ ang-wen 金定全唐文 

ching 境
ching (quietude)靜
C hing-chin Tung-p*o w en-ch i shih-lueh 經近 

東坡文集事略 
Ching-te cWuan-ieng /« 景德傳燈錄 
ch’ing-hsing 情性 
Chou Ju-ch’ang 周汝昌 

c h u主

Chu Hsi朱熹

Chu-hsi chuan-chai hsu~chi 竹溪 Si 齋續集

Chu-tzu wen-chi 朱子文集
ch’ii 趣
CWu-Û u 楚辭

ch’ri y ii 去欲

chuan lien chien tao 捲廉見道



Ch'iian Han San-kuo Chin Nan-pei-ch*ao hui慧
sh ih全漢三國晉南北朝詩 Hui Hung 惠洪

Ch'iian Tang shih 全唐詩 Hui-neng 慧能
Chuang-tzu 莊子 hun-ssu 渾似
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hsien 仙 k’ung 空
hsien-ku 仙骨 kung-fu 工夫

hsin-ti 心地 Kung Hsiang 襲相

hsing-ch’ii 興趣 L eng-chaiyeh-yu  冷齋夜語

hsii 虛 l i 理
hsu-huan 虛幻 L iC h ’u-dv’iian  李處權

Hsii li-ta i shih-hua 續歷代詩話 Li L in g李陵

hstieh fo 學佛 Li P o李白

h u a華 L in-chU u觀濟錄

huan-hsi ch’u 歡喜處 Lin H si-i林希逸

huan k u 換骨 L ing-yang ch i 陵陽集

fiuang-ch i ching-shih hsu-yen 皇極經世 Liu K’o-chuang 劉克枉

續言 Liu Y u-h si劉禹錫

Huang T’ing-chien 黄庭堅 Liu Yiin 劉篤
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Lu Chiu-yiian 陸九淵 

Lu T’ung 盧企 
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shcn 深 

sheng-chi 生機 

sheng-chih 生知 
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shih (substantial)實
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Shih Mi-ning 史彌寧 
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Tung Ch'i-ch'ang's "Southern and 
Northern Schools" in the History and 

Theory of Painting: 
A Reconsideration

J a m e s  C a h i l l

The theory of the Southern and Northern schools (n an -pei tsung lu n ) by 
Tung C h，i-ch，ang (1555-1636) is, along with Hsieh HoJs fifth-century 
“ Six Laws o f Painting，” one o f the crucial and influential formulations 
in Chinese painting theory. It was probably composed in 1595，and was 
published in the early seventeenth century.1 Most Chinese theorists of 
painting after that time echo it, or argue with it, or are somehow 
affected by it. Recent scholars have tended to criticize it as ahistorical 
and biased in the version o f early painting that it presents, while 
recognizing its importance in the history of theorizing. A  recent, 
groundbreaking study has treated it, along with Tung C h，i-ch，ang，s 
ideas on painting more generally, in the context of late M ing literary 
theory and Neo-Confucianism.2 This paper will consider it once more, 
in relation to the theme of the volume, the sudden-gradual polarity in 
Chinese Buddhism, especially C h ’an. I have previously characterized 
the relationship as analogical rather than substantive, and still believe it 
is essentially that—Tung was not, that is, implying a C h ’an aesthetic 
basis for his “ Southern school,” as has sometimes been supposed,3 nor 
is he suggesting any Buddhist content for landscape painting. But we 
can still ask why this particular analogy was chosen—why Tung could 
offer the formula “ Painting of Type A  is to painting o f Type B as Sud
den Enlightenment (Southern) C h ’an is to Gradual Enlightenment 
(Northern) C h ’an” and have it hailed as though it were a great histori
cal truth. In exploring some aspects and implications of Tung?s South
ern and Northern schools theory, we will begin outside and move inside 
~begin, that is, by seeing it as a strategem within a continuing contro
versy over opposing trends in painting, and end by considering its real 
significance with respect to the practice of painting by Tung himself and 
others. Like a work of art. which can play a dynamic role in a historical 
pattern while enjoying an absolute existence as an object, a theory or 
idea can function and carry meaning on various levels, some contingent
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and tim e-bound (the idea in h istorical interaction w ith others), and 
some intrinsic (the idea as em bodim ent o f some m easure o ftru th).

The Southern and Northern Schools Theory
Tung C h，i-ch，ang，s fullest statement of the theory is to be found in the 
H ua chih o r “ Purport o f Painting，” a collection o f his writings on paint
ing compiled around 16 5 0 .4 It reads:

In C h，an Buddhism there are two schools (or lineages), the Southern and 
the Northern, which first separated in the T ’ang period. The Southern 
and Northern schools of painting also separated in the T，ang. But it is not 
that the artists [in these two schools] were of [ geographic all y ] southern or 
northern origin. The Northern school is that of the colored landscapes of 
Li Ssu-hsiin and his son Chao-tao; it was transmitted to Chao Kan, Chao 
Po-chii and his brother Po-su in the Sung period, and on to Ma Yuan and 
Hsia Kuei and their group. The Southern school is that of Wang Wei, who 
first used graded washes [in ink monochrome painting] and thus com
pletely transformed the outline-and-color technique. This was continued 
by Chang Tsao, Ching Hao and Kuan T ’ung，Tung Yuan and Chu-jan, 
Kuo Chung-shu, Mi Fu and his son Yu-jen, down to the Four Great Mas
ters of the Yuan.

It is like [Ch’an Buddhism, in which】，after the sixth patriarch, the Ma- 
chu, Yun-men, and Lin-chi lineages flourished, while the Northern school 
slipped into unimportance. The essential thing，as Wang Wei says, is that 
the “misty peaks and boulders issue from the workings of heaven, and the 
patterns of the brushwork partake of natural creation" Also, Su Tung- 
p’o，in an encomium on wall paintings by Wu Tao-tzu and Wang Wei, 
wrote that “ in the case of Wei, I can find no fault.” These are true words.

The Southern and Northern Schools Theory as 
Rhetoric and Strategem

Tung C h，i-chTang’s theory was the last and most successful in a series of 
M ing dynasty schematic histories of painting, constructions usually of a 
tendentious character，in which old masters were arranged in groups or 
lineages, and the superiority o f one kind o f painting over another was 
argued or implied, often in large binary formulations that opposed one 
period or tradition or stylistic lineage of painting to another. I have out
lined these theories elsewhere, and they need not occupy us here at 
length.5 The basis for division in these binary formulations was some
times period, Sung painting versus Yuan painting; sometimes socio
economic, painting by professional masters versus that done by literati 
artists or scholar-amateurs; sometimes stylistic, with looser, more spon
taneous styles contrasted to the careful and detailed. These criteria o f 
division, moreover, tended to interlock into grand unhistorical patterns



in which Sung dynasty professionals working in detailed, decorative, 
academic styles were opposed to Yii an dynasty amateurs working in 
free，spontaneous styles. Stated that way, of course, the issue would 
appear one-sided; but the Sung academicians also had their propo
nents, and throughout most of the Ming the argument remained open. 
Tung C h，i-ch’ang，s Southern and Northern schools theory was meant 
as an ultimate salvo from the side o f Yuan, amateurism, and spontane
ity (his preferred Southern school being, o f course, equatable in this 
loose system of correspondences with those), and it did in fact carry the 
day, although opposition to it had begun to build again by the middle of 
the seventeenth century.6

We can best understand its success by seeing how it avoided the 
weaknesses o f its predecessors. W ithout attempting to characterize indi
vidually the old masters who appear in the groupings and lineages con
structed by M ing w riters，which would divert us too far from our 
theme, we can note that they do not fall neatly into place in any o f these 
systems; the arrangements were necessarily more or less artificial, i f  not 
arbitrary, and so o p en  to criticism. No single objective criterion could 
produce a lineage that would stand up to scrutiny. (The question o f why 
such a lineage need be produced at all will be considered later; it is 
enough to say, for now ，that it served artists as precedent for their prac
tice, collectors as justification for their preferences, and theorists as vali
dation for their contentions.) The artists whom any particular critic 
chose to include in his preferred lineage, that is, could not be shown to 
be all active in a single dynasty, o r all from some particular region, or all 
am ateurs or professionals, or even a l l  clearly relatable in style.

One form ulation that probably preceded Tung C h ’i-ch’ang，s by a 
year, and parallels it strikingly, was written in 1594  by T ung，s older con
tem porary C han Ching-feng (15 2 0 -16 0 2 ) . C han takes the am ateur- 
professional distinction as the basis for his dichotomy, but presents it 
in new terms: the i-ch ia  or “ liberated m asters” versus the tso -ch ia , 
“ m akers” or “ fabricators.” He writes:

In landscape painting there are two lineages. One is [made up of] the 
liberated masters, the other of the fabricators. These can also be called the 
professionals and the amateurs. The liberated masters began with Wang 
W ei • . , and later included Ching Hao，Kuan T ’ung，Tung Yuan, and 
Chu-jan. . . . Mi Fu and Mi Yu-jen belonged to this “blood line,” but 
after them it was cut off for nearly two hundred years, after which the 
Four Great Masters of the Yii an—Huang Kung-wang，Wang Meng, Ni 
Tsan, and Wu Chen—distantly took up this current and continued it. In 
our dynasty Shen Chou and Wen Gheng-ming followed this tradition in 
their paintings.

The fabricators began with Li Ssu-hsiin and Li Chap-tao, and contin
ued with Li C h’eng and Hsii Tao-ning. After them, Chao Po-chii and



Chao Po-su . . .  a ll belonged properly in  th is lin eage . In the Southern 
Sung, M a Y iian , H sia K uei, L iu  Sung-n ien , and L i T ’ang belonged to 
this “blood lin e .” In our dynasty Tai C hin and Chou C h ’en continued it.

O f those who com bined the excellences of the liberated  m asters and the 
fabricators, Fan K ’uan , Kuo H si, and L i K ung-lin  w ere the founding 
fathers; W ang Shen . • <，Chao K an  ̂ , and in  the Southern Sung, 
Ma Ho-chih were all of this lineage.7

Compared to earlier formulations, this one was a move in the right 
direction: since i-ch ia  and tso-ch ia  are not objectively definable catego
ries, no one could quarrel with the w riter’s choice o f the artists he 
assigned to each of them, and the additional group o f those who ‘‘com
bined the excellences” of the two disposes o f those masters who did not 
fit into either lineage. But the equation o f the i-ch ia -tso -ch ia  distinction 
with the amateur-professional one reintroduces the old problem: too 
few of the major landscapists before the Yuan could reasonably be clas
sified as amateur painters. Ching Hao and Kuan T ’ung，Tung Yuan 
and Chii-jan were in fact no more so than Li C h，eng or Hsu Tao-ning. 
The terms i-ch ia  and tso-ch ia} by deflecting the emphasis o f the dichot
omy slightly away from status toward style or creative approach, partly 
answered this problem, but not completely. W hat were needed were 
even more vague and accommodating categories, and these are what 
Tung C h ’i-ch’ang found in his choice o f the C h，an Buddhist an^ogy for 
his Southern and Northern schools theory.

The virtual equivalence of his Southern school with the scholar-ama- 
teur current in painting cannot have escaped any reader familiar with 
earlier constructions of painting history— the Four Great Masters of 
Yuan are placed at its core, and the artists who precede them are the 
ones commonly cited as their stylistic predecessors. The general corre
spondence o f the list to Chan Ching-feng，s list o f “ liberated masters” 
(or amateurs), moreover, makes Tung C h，i-ch’ang，s intent clear. But he 
stops short of defining the artists in this lineage openly as amateurs, and 
so avoids the unjustifiable classification of such masters as Ching Hao 
and Kuan T ’ung，Tung Yiian and Chu-jan, as nonprofessionals. Liken
ing them somehow to practitioners of “ sudden enlightenment Ch’an， 
by contrast, was uncontestable. The Southern and Northern schools 
theory has sometimes been dismissed by present-day writers as ahiston- 
cal: in fact, its transcending o f mere history was its triumph.

The Southern and Northern Schools Theory: 
， The Buddhist Analogy

Analogies with Buddhism, and especially C h ’an Buddhism, were often 
used by theorists and critics o f painting in their discussions. T o ask why



these were chosen would raise a question even larger than the one dealt 
with in this paper: what do painting and Buddhism, or (even more 
broadly) art and religion, have in common that allows recognizable 
affinities or formal resemblances between beliefs and tendencies and 
movements in them? The simplest answer would be: although both can 
be discussed in rational terms, truly significant choices in both must be 
made on nonrational grounds; and on these choices may hang one’s 
spiritual fulfillment, one’s very “ salvation.” The last term, in reference 
to art, is only partly metaphorical; the highest creative achievements 
apparently break on the consciousness o f their artists as a kind of 
enlightenment, and failure, or partial failure, is perceived as falling 
short o f a spiritual goal. W hen Tung C h，i-ch，ang，in an inscription 
written in 1630，laments that after fifty-two years o f painting he is still 
unable to achieve an even level o f quality in his works, he likens himself 
to the Buddha Sakyamuni who, after preaching the dharma for forty- 
nine years, regretted that he had not yet “ turned the wheel of the 
dharma,” or put his teachings into practice to accomplish the salvation 
of mankind.8 Levels of achievement in painting can similarly be per
ceived as stages o f spiritual attainment. “The painter who imitates 
ancient m asters，” Tung writes, “ already belongs to the upper vehicle 
(skang-sheng). Advancing one more step, he adopts nature as his 
teacher.’，9

The analogy of C h ’an，with its iconoclastic attitude toward scriptures 
and logical arguments, could be used by artists and critics in defense of 
an inspired freedom from ordinary rules and conventions in the pursuit 
of artistic originality; it could also be used in warning against the 
excesses that might result when painters adopted that attitude too 
enthusiastically. By Tung C h，i-ch’ang’s time, the “amateur ideal” was 
being invoked in defense of a great deal of sloppy painting, and several 
seventeenth-century writers express alarm over this erosion o f old stan
dards. Li Jih-hua (1565-1635), after praising the artists of antiquity for 
planning and executing their compositions in a painstaking manner, has 
this to say o f the late Northern Sung pioneers of the scholar-amateur 
rnovement:

W hen we come to the Su T ung-p，o and M i Fu c irc le , however, artists sud
den ly begin to re ly  on th eir talen ts to flourish [the brush] in a  b ravu ra 
m anner, tak ing brush and ink as p layth ings. These artists d id th eir p ic
tures when tipsy, or w hile engaged in  conversation, follow ing their in c lin a
tions. N othing they did was less than m arvelous; s till, this was lik e  the 
w orking of heaven , or the perform ance of an illu sio n —not, in  the end, 
true pain ting . One can liken  them  to Buddhist p riests who become sain ts 
outside the m onastic d iscip line (san -sen g)——they eat m eat and get drunk on 
w ine, sp itting out d irt which a ll turns to gold. W hen other people try  to



im itate them , however, they end up as nothing m ore than monks who 
have broken their vows.10

Artists who used aberrant styles and flaunted their unorthodoxy were 
frequently likened to ‘‘wild fox C h ’an，，practitioners. The painter Kung 
Hsien，in an inscription written in 1669, associates the “heterodox” 
masters o f his time (among whom he probably counted himself) with 
Buddhist monks and Taoist priests, and the orthodox masters, presum
ably, with Confucian scholar-officiaJs (which indeed, in many cases, 
they were). He writes: “The way I would argue , . . the ‘heterodox， 
group may not belittle the ‘orthodox’ one. If all our contemporaries 
belonged to the "heterodox* group, there would be only Buddhist monks 
and Taoist priests in our country, and there would be no official [i-kuan  
‘full dress5} works o f art.” 11

The C h ’an Buddhist analogy and related terminology were thus used 
by different writers for different purposes; parallels between religious 
and artistic doctrine and practice were not so neat as to preclude a vari
ety o f associational patterns.

It may seem odd— and has been perceived as paradoxical12—that 
“ sudden enlightenment” C h，an should be paralleled, in Tung C h’i- 
ch’ang’s formulation， to a tradition-based manner o f painting that 
evolved, by Tbng’s design, into an orthodoxy. But in making this associ
ation, Tung was only accepting (no doubt from his C h ’an teacher T z’u- 
pai Chen-k，o [1543-1603] among others) the conviction that Southern 
school C h，an was itself a “ correct lin eag e，，’ and so offered a useful 
model for his own attempt to establish one for painting. The secta
rianism of C h ’an, that is, provided a pattern for factional arguments in 
painting, as it had already done in poetry.33

The Yiian period writer Jao  Tzu-jan y in the preface (dated 1340) to 
his Shart-shui ch ia-fa， anticipates Tung C h，i-ch ，ang in recognizing the 
appropriateness o f the C h ’an analogy. The preface begins:

Yen T sang-lang [Y ii] says that to study poetry is like studying C h ’an ; you 
have to en ter by the righ t gate [ i .e .，choose the righ t m aster, or lin eage ]. If 
you enter by the w rong gate, you are sure to take the outer road of the wild 
foxes, and fail to reach enlightenm ent by the upper vehicle. I likew ise say： 
studying pain ting is like studying poetry; you have to follow some particu
la r school. Then you won’ t aim  at a  false goal, and can proceed upw ard .14

The Southern and Northern Schools Theory as Basis 
for an Orthodoxy

As Wai-kam Ho has pointed ou t,15 the idea o f an orthodox or legitimate 
lineage (cheng-1，ung) in landscape painting, which is central to the argu-



merits o f many Ming-ChMng writers on painting, especially after Tung 
Ch,i-ch,ang,16 is patterned on doctrinal lineages in both C h，an Bud
dhism and Neo-Confucianism, In painting as in C h ’an, arguing for the 
j^Jrrectness o f one’s p ra ctice on the basis o f the correctness o f one’s lin ea ge 
was, in a sense, the only argument open; in neither case could rational 
reasons for one’s choice be effectively advanced. Titng C h，i-ch ，ang 
makes this kind o f contention in a passage that parallels his statements 
of the Southern and Northern schools theory but shifts the grounds of 
argument to legitimacy o f succession:

The painting of the literati began with Wang Wei. Later, Tung Yuan, 
Chu-jan, Li Ch?eng, and Fan K ，uan were his “proper issue’，[lit., **chil
dren by lega] wife,” ti-tzu \. Li Kuiag-Jin, Wang Shen, Mi Fu, and his son 
Yu-jen all stemmed from Tung and Chu. From there [the succession] goes 
straight on to the Four Masters of Yii an: Huang Kung-wang, Wang 
Meng, Ni Tsan, and Wu Chen. They all belonged to the correct (ortho
dox) line of transmission. In our dynasty Wen Cheng-ming and Shen 
Chou have also distantly succeeded to the robe and begging-bowl [i.e., the 
symbols of succession in Buddhist sects]. As for Ma Yuan, Hsia Kuei, Li 
T’ang，and Liu Sung-nien, they belong to the lineage of Li Ssu-hsun; they 
are nothing that we officials ought to study.17

Here the overt Buddhist reference is limited to the “robe and beg- 
ging-bowl” metaphor; but the whole alignment o f old masters like 
patriarchs is reminiscent o f Ch'an formulations o f the transmission of 
the doctrine. By the late Ming, o f course, sectarian disputes in C h’如 

lay far in the past, and the prom inent masters tended instead to har
monize their differences. The closest parallel to the contentious situa
tion in painting theory is in discussions o f literature, where the question 
of orthodoxy was similarly still at issue among the proponents o f oppos
ing schools and trends.18

A lineage of enlightened masters was essential to C h ’an because the 
ultimate doctrine could not be transmitted through the written word so 
as to spread laterally to all who could read and comprehend. It could be 
passed only through a master-to-pupil relationship—hence the empha- 
sis on m ien-shoUy “ receiving [the doctrine] face to face.” The same could 
not be literally true in the transmission o f painting styles and practices, 
sitice the master-pupil mode o f learning was more typical of professional 
traditions than of Hing’s “Southem school” of scholar-amateurs. Tung 
himself acknowledged no teacher, and no significant predecessor after 
Wen Cheng-ming, who died when Tung was four years old; his real 
masters were in the fourteenth century and earlier. But the study and 
true understanding o f the old masters’ paintings could lead to a shen-hui 
0r 'spiritual meeting” across the centuries, and accomplish the same 

as face-to-face meeting. Shen Chou, writing a poem on a copy by



W u Chen o f a bamboo painting by Su Tung-pso, put it this w ay： “Men 
o f today and those of the past cannot see each other. But, through sur
viving works [of former painters], it is as if  they had never died.” 19

T h e S o u th e rn  a n d  N o rth e rn  Sch oo ls T h e o ry : 
L e v e ls  o f  E n lig h ten m en t

Establishing a single “ school” or artistic direction as the only right one 
raises the question of how to deal with alternative directions: are they, 
then, to be regarded as all wrong? C h ’an doctrine, and its extension 
into literary theory in the writing of Yii, provided the answer. There 
are different levels of enlightenment, to be reached through different 
routes or vehicles; by choosing and practicing the correct vehicle one 
can reach the highest form of enlightenment, while the choice o f a lesser 
vehicle limits one’s attainment to enlightenment of the second order.20

Although Tung C h，i-ch ，ang puts the T ’ang period master Li Ssu- 
hsiin at the head o f his Northern school, which is, in his system, the 
“ lesser veh icle，” he admired L i’s paintings and even advised that they 
could be taken as models on occasion: “ If you are painting rocky sea
scapes, you must use the senior general Li Ssu'hsiin，s method . . and 
“Paintings such as the ‘Shu R iver’ and ‘Waiting for the Ferry in 
Autumn* by Li Ssu-hsiin are both ‘teachers and friends of spiritual 
communion in my studio.，W henever I go, I take these along with 
me.”?1 The manner of painting associated with Li Ssu-hsiin and his son 
Li Cjhao-tao, a precise and detailed drawing in fine line %vith the addi
tion o f heavy mineral pigments, could not, however, be taken as a basis 
for one’s whole practice of painting. In another passage Tung warns 
a g a in s t it , an d  m akes th e B u d d h ist a n a lo g y  e x p lic it, n am in g  th e So u th 
e rn  school m aste rs lu n g  Yiian, C h ii- ja n , an d  M i Fu as th e co rrect 
“upper vehicle” models: “ The school o f Li Chao-tao was carried on by 
Chao Po-chii and Po-su; it is detailed and skillful in the extreme, and 
has the ‘gentleman’s spirit•’ However, when later people imitate it, they 
get its skillfulness but miss its refinements.” Tung traces the school 
through the Yiian period ter the early sixteenth-century professional 
master C h，iu Ying，whose paintings are “ like screens ornamented with 
hairpins and bangles, an almost painful-kind o f a rtific e ，” and co n tin u es: 
“ He died at fifty. So we know that this school of painting is definitely 
not to be practiced. These artists are like [Northern school] C h ’an prac
titioners who eventually become bodhisattvas through long, c u m u l a t i v e  

effort. They are not like the three masters Tung Yiian, Chii-jan, and Mi 
Fu, who could with a single leap attain salvation [lit., “enter the T atha- 
gat汪 state,，，）M-/似 】.’，22

The idea of painters attaining “ salvation” by a sudden leap is strik



ing and attractive, but begs several questions. W hat, in painting, corre
sponded to ‘‘salvation，，？ Tung C h ’i-ch’ang would have been as hard- 
put to describe it as theorists before him had been. The difficulty of 
defining and communicating the content of literati or “Southern  
school” painting parallels the ineffableness of C h ’an enlightenment, 
providing another dimension to Tung’s analogy, and another reason 
why he chose to make his point by analogy at all, instead of attempting 
to spell it out on its own terms. In trying to state or describe an equiva
lent for spiritual enlightenment in painting, theorists tended to fall back 
on such terms as ch H-yun (spirit-resonance), which, although it may well 
have carried some relatively clear meaning for its originator Hsieh Ho 
and his early readers, had become by the later centuries an ill-defined 
criterion of quality invoked when the writer wanted to avoid being more 
specific. In any case, whatever the equivalent in painting, it was no one
time attainment, no “ moment of truth,” unless we count that moment 
when the artist first feels he has mastered his art. So Tung C h’i-ch，ang，s 
analogy raises also the question: sudden what? Gradual what?

One answer might be: sudden versus gradual in the attainm ent o f mas
tery in painting, or in the learning process. In theory, this process was 
shortened for the scholar-amateur by his background, and by his lack of 
concern with displaying fine technique. The Southern C h ’an belief that 
Buddhahood is inherent from the beginning in the practitioner, so that 
he need only experience it immediately to reach enlightenment, must 
have had, for Tung, some counterpart in painting, although he never 
spells out what it was. Some quality or set of qualities, that is, must 
have been already present in the cultivated amateur artist, in lunges 
view, which allowed him to cut through the long process of technical 
training and reach the highest attainments in painting directly. These 
qualities were, of course, exactly the fruits of Confucian self-cultivation 
and literary refinement to which the literati laid claim; hence the virtual 
equation of the Southern school with w en-jen hua. Endowed with these, 
the literatus-artist need acquire only a modicum of facility with the 
brush— some of which, thanks to his long practice of calligraphy for 
both practical and aesthetic purposes, he already possessed—to accom
plish a C h，an-like leap to the loftiest levels in painting. So, at least, in 
theory: in practice, Tung C h，i-ch’ang，s writing and paintings testify 
eloquently to his lifelong struggle with forms and images and the struc- 
tures he made of them, a process that hardly accords with sudden 
enlightenment.

The gradual approach to painting (again in theory) was a matter of 
Measured progress within the art of painting itself, a process that did 
lot draw on the same outside resources as the am ateur’s moves toward 
Mastery, and that contained distinctions and discontinuities like those



characteristic o f Northern school Gh’an. The artist, like someone mas
tering a craft or a technique, advanced by stages toward a predictable 
end, proficiency of a definable kind.

Tung C h，i-ch ，ang and like-minded writers and painters were not 
blind to the achievements o f the professional masters, but they regarded 
these achievements as reflecting a kind of second-class enlightenment, 
and as suitable for others but not for themselves. Tung, at the end of his 
passage on literati painting quoted above, disposes of the Southern 
Sung academy styles (Ma-Hsia, Li T ’ang，and Liu Sung-nien) in that 
way: they “belong to the lineage o f Li Ssu -h siin ，，and are ‘‘nothing that 
we officials ought to study.” Timg C h’i-ch’ang，s expressions of admira
tion for the works of some of his contemporaries whose styles are outside 
the Southern school limits—Lan Ying, Ting Yiin-p，eng，T s，ui Tzu- 
chung, and others—are presumably to be understood in such terms: it 
is all right for them  to do such painting, but would not be all right for us.

T he Sou th ern  and N orthern  Schools T heory, C h，a n ， 

and the P ractice o f P a in tin g
It might be expected that the last section of this paper would deal with 
actual C h，an content in painting theory, ways in which C h’an modes of 
apprehending the world might have affected theoretical formulations of 
how the painter perceives and represents it. But the argument stated at 
the outset that Tung C h，i-ch，ang，s use of C h’an in the Southern and 
N orthern  schools th eo ry is b a s ic a lly  a n a lo g ic a l, lik e  Yen Y u5s for lite ra 
tu re , w orks ag a in st an y  sup p o sitio n  o f C h ’ an  con ten t in  it o r its  th eo ret
ic a l ram ific a tio n s; an d  I b e liev e，w ith  W ai-kam  H o an d  o th ers, that 
Neo-Confucian ideas, especially those of Wang Yang-ming and his late 
Ming followers, make up a much more pertinent intellectual setting for 
Tung’s beliefs.

The idea of C h，an content in Tung’s representations of landscape is 
similarly one that I will raise here only to dismiss. It might be claimed, 
through another overreading of the Southern and Northern schools the
ory (and especially in view of Tung's study of C h ’an in his early years), 
that Tung’s pictures embody some mode of apprehending the phenome
nal world that derives from “sudden enlightenment” C h’an. But the 
wrongness o f that idea，I believe, will be realized immediately when we 
】ook at Tlrng’s paintings themselves, and compare them with landscape 
paintings for which a claim of that kind can validly be made, the so- 
called C h ’an paintings o f the late Sung period, by or ascribed to Bud
dhist monk-artists such as M u-ch，i and Yii-chien. For these we can 
argue, not that they are direct expressions o f a C h’an-enlightened state 
of mind—their artists may not, in fact, have been C h’an p ractitio n ers at



all，enlightened or otherwise23—but rather that the paintings present, 
through analyzable artistic means, a vision o f nature and o f natural 
phenomena that is consistent with the C h ’an mode o f experience. By 
radically reducing the materials o f the picture and rendering them in 
broad brushstrokes, more suggestive than descriptive, that allowed no 
fine detail, as well as by controlling ink tonality so as typically to con
centrate dark accents in one area o f the composition, the artist repro
duces in forms the experience o f apprehending reality in a single, sud
den act of perception, instead o f reading and absorbing it part by part. 
The loose ink-monochrome style o f the paintings suggests a world not 
made up o f clearly delineated, discrete entities, but perceived as a field 
or continuum within which the parts are fused into organic unity. And 
so forth—this is not the occasion for a discourse on how one can reach a 
workable definition o f C h，an painting. O ur point is that none o f this is 
true o f Tung C h，i-ch，ang，s paintings, which, seen in themselves, are 
nearly as inimical to C h ’an ideals o f direct, unmediated experience as 
those o f C h，iu Ying. Both the elaborateness o f his compositions and his 
constant engagement with old styles work against any C h，an-like imme
diacy. The latter obstacle might seem to be removed, on a theoretical 
level, by Tung，s argument for creative transformation o f the old mas- 
ters’ styles instead o f close imitation o f them; but in practice, introduc
ing this a d d itio n a l level o f stylistic reference to the painting drops a fur
ther screen between it and the world it ostensibly represents, rendering 
more difficult any C h ’an (or Neo-Confucian) sense o f identity o f per- 
ceiver and perceived.

We can, however, draw another kind o f analogical relationship 
between the sudden-gradual polarity in regard to enlightenment and 
the amateur-professional distinction in painting, one that applies more 
directly than any so far discussed to the actual practice o f painting, and 
that elucidates further Tung G h’i-ch’ang’s choice o f this analogy. The 
practitioner o f sudden enlightenment C h ’an aims at breaking through 
barriers of ignorance or errors in perception to a direct realization o f the 
Buddhahood already inherent in him; his goal is inner, personal. G rad
ual enlightenment C h ’an involves (at least as characterized hy its oppo
nents) progress through spiritual stages toward an outer, preset goal, 
the bodhisattva state. How these two paths might be paralleled in the 
amateur and professional modes o f reaching proficiency in painting has 
Mready been suggested in the preceding section. Is there a parallel as 
well in the actual practice o f painting by artists o f the two types?

Here again Chan Ching-feng’s i-ch ia - tso-ch ia  distinction can mediate 
between the sudden-gradual and the amateur-professional ones, pro
viding a formulation to which both can be seen as somehow congruent. 
T妨(to make or fabricate) implies a preexisting image or model o f what



is to be made; one makes a chair (or, as the Taoists would say, an axe- 
handle) with the finished object in mind. And we can say, without ven
turing onto the treacherous ground of trying to describe the creative 
process as it actually takes place in the minds o f artists, that landscape 
paintings in the detailed，heavily colored “ blue and green，’ manner 
associated with Li Ssu-hiin and Chao Po-chu, or the technically pol
ished works of Southern Sung academicians such as Li T ’ang and Ma 
Yuan, seem to have come into being in a similar way. These paintings 
exhibit a kind o f perfect finish and compositional balance which suggest 
that the artist had an image much like the finished picture in his mind 
(and, no doubt, in his preparatory sketches) before he began, and exe
cuted it with such faultless technique that no signs o f indecision, or 
changes of plan during the course o f painting, are visible in the finished 
work. Typical paintings by the amateur or i-ch ia  masters “ liberated” 
from such constraints, by contrast, seem to have taken form in a more 
improvisatory way, growing unpredictably beneath the artist’s hand as 
he responded to impulses of the moment, to transient moods, to the flow 
of thought and sensation in his own m ind.24 Paintings produced in this 
way are less likely to impart that impression o f inevitability or ^right- 
ness” that the best works of the tso-ch ia  convey, although they, too, can 
hit it sometimes. But the incorporation of signs o f process, even (in the 
case of Tung C h，i-ch ，ang and others) of struggle, into the fabric o f the 
picture can be exciting and moving. It can, moreover, permit varieties 
of expressiveness that are usually denied to the tso-ch ia  by their method.

A  comment by Kung Hsien is pertinent here: “There are two schools 
of painting today, the tso-ch ia  (fabricators) and the sh ih -ta -ju  (scholar- 
officials). Paintings by the tso-ch ia  are stable (a n ) but not strange (or 
unexpected, ck 3t) ; paintings by the shih-ta~Ju are strange but not sta
b l e 25 The strange or unexpected ( ch 3i)  was also the quality preferred in 
the Kung-an school of literary criticism, and is regarded there as the 
basis of true originality. Tung C h，i_ch，ang saw the amateur-professional 
distinction in painting as one “between ‘painting by intuition’ {sh uo-i 
‘to follow the idea wherever it goes，）and (painting by design’ (tso~ i ‘to 
make up and build up an idea from without’）.”26

Pursuing further the implications of this polarity takes us into paral
lels and sources and resonances more pertinent to Confucian thought 
than to C h ’an. The theoretical basis for this “ painting by intuition 
was the idea o f the internalizing and subjectivizing o f experience, which 
erased inner-outer distinctions.27 If the nature o f the finished painting 
was not (as in the Northern school pattern) predetermined by c a r e f u l  

compositional planning and by the necessity to conform with traditional 
canons of style, but was instead determined during the actual process of 
painting by the operation of the artist’s thoughts and aesthetic impulses,



the painting could serve as a record of such internal experience, 
whether through its imagery or through the expressiveness of form and 
brushwork.28 Such a process was entirely in keeping with the Confucian 
ideal by which the active potential o f the cultivated man was manifested 
in spontaneous, sometimes unmotivated actions, not regulated by pre
existing rules but guided by the inner order o f his mind. It allowed cre
ativity on the highest level by opening the creative process to the whole 
mind of the artist, instead of narrowing it to what had been learned at 
len gth  and could now be reproduced.29 The painter’s involvement with 
the styles of his favorite old masters could be channeled into the creative 
mix—not through faithful replication, such as a learning student or a 
forger might do, but in a manner reflecting mature absorption and per
sonal transformation. So could other aspects o f the artist’s inner life— 
his belief in fen g-sh u i or geomancy, or his sense o f design and personal 
handwriting developed in the practice of calligraphy, or his experience 
of mountain scenery or attachment to the characteristic terrain of his 
homeland, or even his political and social attitudes, through symbolic 
representations and associational references. Any one o f these or any 
combination of them, following no “rules of relevance” as the mind fol
lows none, could affect the painting and contribute to its meaning and 
expression. But none determined the content o f the painting directly, in 
the sense that a straightforward portrayal o f a theme or imitation o f an 
old style took its meaning from that theme or style. The complexity of 
content in w en-jen hua at its best derives both from the multiplicity of 
kinds and sources o f meaning and from an obliqueness of expression 
that results from the imposition of thought and reflection upon them. In 
academy and professional painting, the meaning of the work was typi
cally set by the wishes o f the imperial or other patron, or by the function 
the painting was to serve, or by some other constraint. “ Liberated” 
from such constraints, the i'ch ia  artist could respond to a wide range of 
impulses, guided only by the standards that his study of old painting 
instilled in him, and by the same Confucian cultivation that guided. 
ideally, all his actions.

It is significant, finally, that all this body o f ideas, and the Southern 
and Northern schools theory itself, are directed to landscape painting 
and not to painting o f other subjects. Mi Fu in the eleventh century had 
already recognized that while acceptable pictures of animals and people 
could be produced in a relatively simple way by copying their appear- 
aitces, “landscape [painting] is a creation of the mind, and is intrinsi- 
cally a superior a rt.，，30 Landscape offered an incomparably richer field 
than figure or bird-and-flower or bamboo painting on which to work 
°ut the concerns outlined above. It was richer both intrinsically— the 
elaborate formal constructions and manipulations o f space it encour



aged, the diversity of textures and shapes that could be rendered in 
types o f brushstrokes— and historically or culturally, in the stylistic lin
eages that the artist could draw on, and in the regional and other associ
ations that had attached to them. It dealt, albeit very faintly in the more 
conventionalized styles, with the grandest theme of all, that o f being-in- 
the-world. And on its loftiest levels it could reward the artist and his 
audience with a sense o f partaking in the creative operation of nature 
itself. The hills and rivers and trees that owed their being to the interna
lization o f sensory experience and the transmutation o f it into artistic 
form should, when practice matched theory, seem less man-made, more 
like the products o f natural creation, than more accurately descriptive 
or “ true-to-life” images might be. Tung C h ’i-ch’ang makes that claim 
for his Southern school when, at the end o f his basic statement of the 
Southern and Northern schools theory translated at the beginning of 
this paper, he quotes Wang Wei in defining the “essential thing” in 
landscape painting as that the ^misty peaks and boulders issue from the 
workings o f heaven, and the patterns o f the brushwork partake of natu
ral creation.” A t this point Tung leaves Ch*an behind, moving beyond 
analogy to a position in harmony with the D octrine o f the M ean’s state
ment that man can “participate in the transforming and nourishing 
operations o f heaven and earth.” The position is on the edge of a true 
mystical identification o f artist and heaven as creative forces; it was left 
for Sh ih -t，ao in the next generation to go over the edge, in this as in all 
things.

Afterword

Since this paper was written, two more ways o f looking at Tung C h，i- 
ch，ang，s Southern and Northern schools theory have come to my atten
tion, One is Yu Chien-hua’s stimulating suggestion, which somehow 
escaped my notice until recently, that Tung's choice of Wang Wei and Li 
Ssu-hsiin as “ founders” of his two schools, and his favoring o f the for
mer, reflect an ongoing struggle between scholar-ofHcial circles and the 
inner court circles which centered on the imperial family but were often 
dominated by eunuchs, and to which court painters were attached.31 
The suggestion is borne out by the composition o f Tung’s lineages: 
Ssu-hsiin was himself a relative o f the T ’ang imperial family, and later 
court painters dominate the Northern school lineage through the Sung 
and down to the Che school in the M ing; in the Southern school 
eage, Wang Wei as a literateur-official is followed by a successio n  o f 
others, down to Tung C h，i-ch ，ang himself.

Secondly, Howard Rogers has recently pointed out that when the 
monk Shen-hui was endeavoring to establish Hui-neng as the true sue



cessor to Hung-jen and thus to validate Hui-neng’s sudden enlighten
ment as the right path, it was Wang Wei whom he asked to write a biog
raphy o f Hung-jen in which it was explicitly stated that Hung-jen had 
regarded Hui-neng as his legitimate success。!̂ 32 Wang Wei alsa painted 
a picture of “ Huang-mei [Hung-jen] Emerging from the M ountains，，， 
in which the older monk leads the younger Hui-neng out o f the monas
tery to safety after transmitting to him the doctrine and the robe. Wang 
Wei's close association with the establishment of Southern Ch'an proba
bly influenced Tung's selection o f him as “ first p atriarch ，1 in his South
ern school of painting.
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Afterword 
Thinking of "Enlightenment" Religiously

Tu W e i - m i n g

D. T. Suzuki, in his reply to Hu Shih’s critical reflection on G h5an 
(Zen) Buddhism in China, stated that in the C h ’an movement “ the 
Chinese mind completely asserted itself, in a sense，in opposition to the 
Indian mind. Zen could not rise and flourish in any other land or 
among any other people.” 1 Although the famous Hu-Suzuki exchange 
clearly shows that they shared few points of convergence in their 
approach to C h，an，either as a historical movement or as a spiritual 
form of life, they both agreed that it is uniquely Chinese.

Scholarship on C h ’an in the last thirty years has significantly ad
vanced our understanding of the complexity o f C h，an as a cultural phe
nomenon. V irtually all widely accepted conventional explanations of 
the origin, transformation, and development o f C h ’an have been chal
lenged. Very few Buddhologists now take the Bodhidharma legend 
seriously; an increasing number of scholars find the story of Hui-neng 
problematical; and new research indicates that Shen-hui’s alleged revo
lution to establish the “Southern lineage55 may have been short-lived, if 
at all influential as a localized sectarian effort. Indeed, the basic C h ’an 
texts—their transmission, roles, and functions in pedagogy and spiri
tual significance—have also generated much discussion. Most o f C h，an 
scholarship is controversial, but the primacy o f “enlightenment” as the 
ultimate concern o f C h ’an spiritual training remains unquestioned. Y e t, 
despite obvious advances in textual, historical, and cultural analysis, 
very little has been (and perhaps can ever be) said about ' Enlighten- 
ment” in the scholarly community.

If the C h ’an masters，their immediate students, and the laity were 
actively involved in the quest for the enlightening experience as their 
raison d，6tre, the monastic order, the rigorous mental as well as physical 
discipline, the “ encounter d ialogues，” the shouting and beating must all 
be conceived of as expedient means for achieving that end. Since schol



ars，as professional academicians, are more equipped to deal with the 
observable “ facts” rather than the ineffable experience, the question of 
“enlightenment” (which entails a personal knowledge o f what it pur
ports to be) is often relegated to the background. This is not to say that 
students of C h ’an do not “ experience” what they study, for many of 
them experience it through practice. But a concerted effort to analyze 
“enlightenment” as a scholarly enterprise is rare. Having benefited 
from the enormous erudition on this subject that the preceding chapters 
have demonstrated, I would like to offer a personal note as a token of 
my appreciation.

If Suzuki and Hu were right in characterizing C h ’an as uniquely 
Chinese, and if our understanding o f C h，an as the quest for enlighten
ment is on the mark, there must be a peculiarly sinitic mode o f ap
proaching the enlightening experience. In a way, all the essays written 
for this volume are variations on the theme of defining enlightenment in 
Chinese culture. I would like to participate in this intellectual venture 
by providing some prelim inary reflections on the assumptive reason 
underlying th e uniquely sinitic approach to enlightenment. This may 
serve as a step toward the development o f a communal critical self-con- 
sciousness among students o f Chinese thought and religion who take 
“ enlightenment” seriously as a task o f human self-understanding as 
well as a subject o f academic pursuit.

The seemingly naive faith o f Ch'an (Zen) practitioners in East Asia 
that one can achieve enlightenment in one’s own lifetime through one’s 
own effort is perhaps unique in human salvific history. Particularly 
intriguing, in a comparative religious perspective, is that this premium  
on self-reliance is predicated on the paradox that the total annihilation 
of the self is synonymous with the complete affirmation o f the seJf 
through ultimate self-transformation. No reference is made to a tran
scendent reality that provides a real flat for this incredible human 
capacity. Rather, the enlightening process occurs in the structure o f the 
self in this world in common activities such as eating, walking, and rest
ing. The highest achievement o f personal knowledge is not separable 
from what we normally do in our practical daily living.

This C h ’an approach to enlightenment obviously has deep roots in 
indigenous Chinese cosmological thinking. Take, for example, the ven
eration o f the person as a co-creator o f the universe. If humans are the 
most sentient o f all the beings in the world, the human body is intrinsi
cally spiritual. Since there are no standards o f human perfection outside 
the human community except the natural transformation o f the cosmic 
order of which the human body is a microcosm, the spiritual resources 
inherent in human nature are sufficient for self-transformation. We 
might ask，why is there any need for self-transformation if human



nature is already endowed with sufficient spirituality? The answer could 
be that the person, who is not only the body but also mind-heart, soul, 
and spirit, is a process o f becoming rather than a static structure. To the 
extent that the person is becoming, and thus an activity, a path for self
transformation is necessarily involved. A  person cannot but transform. 
Any static notion o f the self, as in the case of an unchanging selfhood, 
fails to accommodate the dynamic process of growth as a defining char
acteristic o f the person.

In classical Confucian thought, the prim ary purpose of learning is for 
the sake o f the self as a center o f relationships.2 However, it is mislead
ing to interpret the Gonfucian way o f learning to be human as a form of 
social ethics, for the purpose o f education in the Confucian tradition is 
self-cultivation. Social harmony and humane rulership are natural con
sequences of self-cultivation. Priorities are clearly established: only by 
strengthening the root (self-cultivation) will the branches (regulation of 
the family and governance of the state) flourish. If we reverse the order 
by first imposing peace upon society with the anticipation that people 
will learn to live harmoniously among themselves, we not only violate 
the natural process o f moral education but rely on an external political 
ideology rather than the trust o f a fiduciary community. This is ineffec
tive, for social harmony can only be attained through personal self-culti
vation.3

The common belief that Gonfucian self-cultivation is elitist in the 
sense that only the privileged few have access to the symbolic resources 
of the society—such as literary training—is also misleading. The pri
mary concern of Gonfucian education is learning to be human. Educa
tion is more broadly conceived than merely learning to read and write. 
People who have no opportunity to learn to read or write, as well as 
those who do, can and should pursue their education as human beings. 
H siieh  (learning), in its etymological sense, is chuek (enlightening).4 To 
learn is to be enlightened; to teach is to enlighten.

This classical Confucian sense o f learning as enlightenment is com
patible with the Taoist idea that in the pursuit o f Tao we must learn to 
lose ourselves.5 The aspects o f the self that both Gonfucians and Taoists 
would like to see us lose include self-centeredness, selfishness, opinion
atedness, stubbornness, obsessiveness, possessiveness, material desires, 
and attachment to mental or physical objects. To lose these acquired dis
positions in ourselves is not to practice self-denial, as in the spiritual dis- 
cipline of inner-worldly asceticism, but to open ourselves to the experi- 
ejice o f a deeper and more expansive selfhood. The two senses o f the 
Se】f, one private and limited and the other public and open, are shared 
by Confucians and "Taoists even though their approaches to learning are 
significantly different.



Obviously, while learning as enlightenment does not imply a process 
o f rigorous monastic discipline for the sole purpose o f achieving the 
enlightening experience as an ultimate religious concern, its underlying 
assumption about human nature is profoundly relevant to our under
standing the kind o f enlightenment experience witnessed in the C h ’an 
tradition. For example, the deceptively simple claim that human nature 
is perfectible through self-effort provides us with both a conceptual basis 
and motivating energy for undertaking self-cultivation as an act of the 
will. Without a faith in human perfectibility, there is no intelligible basis 
for initiating the process o f self-realization as a personal responsibility. 
W ithout a faith in self-effort, there is no inner strength that can be inde
pendently mobilized for the purpose. The pivotal difference between 
this Confucian, Taoist, and C h ’an faith in self-effort on the one hand, 
and the reliance on an outside source in devotional religions on the 
other, lies in the perception o f human nature. Gonfucians, Taoists, and 
C h’an Buddhists all believe that, although we are not what we ought to 
be, what we are is both the necessary and sufficient condition for us to 
become what we ought to be. We can, through enlightening self-trans- 
formation, become what we ought to be.

To say that we are not what we ought to be is to recognize and 
acknowledge the gap between what we are existentially and ontologi- 
cally. To say that what we are ontologically is the necessary condition for 
us to become what we ought to be existentially is to realize that human 
nature as it presents itself to us must be the point o f departure for our 
ultimate self- transformation. To say that what we are ontologically is 
the sufficient condition for us to become what we ought to be existen
tially is to affirm our faith in the transformability and perfectibility ol 
human nature.

Enlightenment, in this sense, is self-illumination. It is the light and 
warmth of human nature for self-disclosure, self-expression, and self- 
realization. Indeed, human nature is dynamic; an activity as well as a 
being. It is not an entity latent in the consciousness o f the human mind 
waiting to be discovered. Rather, it discloses itself, sometimes loudly, 
often subtly, when we consciously respond to the world around us. It is 
not forever hidden, as the thing-in-itself which can only be known by 
appealing to its multifarious appearances, for we are constantly in touch 
with it in our ordinary daily life. Although, due to external influence 
and self-deception, we may distort and not clearly see the face and hear 
the voice o f our nature as it is, if  we sincerely examine and cultivate 
ourselves by applying the right effort at the right moment，our true 
nature will automatically reveal itself. We have no need to search for 
outside support to realize what we originally have. O ur human nature 
is self-disclosing, self-expressing, and self-realizing.



However, even though what we ought to be is what our human 
nature originally is, we existentially are neither. This human predica
ment presents a challenge: although we are born humans, we must con
tinuously learn to be human; although our human nature has intrinsic 
resources for our ultimate self-realization, we must learn the way to tap 
them for our own “salvation.” The counterpart o f the theodicy question 
in Chinese thought is that, if human nature is truly good in the sense 
that it can be perfected by its own effort, how is human evil explained? 
The answer is net found in theories about the vindication of divine ju s
tice in allowing evil to exist. Since an omnipotent God, as the Creator, 
is not postulated, the relationship of man (in the gender-neutral sense) 
to heaven is never posited in terms of a creature’s innocence to its awe
inspiring Maker. Man cannot blame heaven for his own failings. As a 
co-creator, he is instrumental in bringing about the state of affairs that 
defines his existential condition. Evil is not an active force independent 
of the human community; evil cannot exist outside humanity. The 
mutuality between Heaven and man is such that, if we fail to fully real
ize ourselves, we fail not only humanly to disclose, express, and realize 
that which our nature impels us to do but also cosmologically to assume 
our responsibility o f a co-creator.

Evil, in this sense, does not have ontological status. It is but an exis
tential description of what has gone wrong. Evil occurs when we fail to 
fully realize ourselves. Since we can never fully realize ourselves in an 
existential situation, evil is always present as an integral part of human 
existence. Although our nature, in its ontological state, knows no evil 
and is purely good, the concrete process by which it is realized entails 
limitations. Evil symbolizes the distortion and inertia involved in the 
self-realization of our nature. As a result, the course it takes (the human 
way) is a tortuous one. It is also precarious. This, however, does not 
negate the fact that human nature is the necessary and sufficient condi
tion for us to learn to be fully realized as human beings.

Human nature, as conferred by the mandate of heaven, is actually a 
concrete manifestation of the tacit “covenant” between man and 
heaven. The heaven that is inherent in our nature is, strictly speaking, 
not “divinity circumscribed” because, as the microcosm of the cosmos, 
it is heaven in its authentic self-manifestation. Since the creativity of 
heaven is natural to the extent that nothing can be added on to or sub
tracted from it, the real difference in the world is made by man. The 
Confucian dictum that “man can enlarge the Tao; the Tao cannot 
enlarge man”6 simply reiterates the point that Tao, as the unfolding of 
the heavenly way, can benefit from human participation.

It is important to note here that the assertion “man can enlarge the 
Tao” is meant to be an injunction about human duty, lest it should be



misread as an expression o f grandiose anthropocentrism. The human 
ability to form a unity with heaven and earth is predicated on a cosmic 
vision: the continuity o f being.7 According to this vision, all modalities 
of being form an organismic whole in which the vital forces interchange 
in a continuous flux; human beings are integral parts o f nature. What 
we do as humans is natural in the sense that no other intelligence can set 
the standards for us to emulate. W hile this may sound anthropocentric, 
the underlying impulse is the recognition that human beings must not 
alienate themselves from the cosmic wholeness as if  they were in a privi
leged position to rule over the universe. If we choose to do so, we can 
allow the collective selfish will to dominate. Y d , once our instrumental 
rationality takes control, the mechanism of domination inevitably turns 
nature into a wholly externalized other. Exploitation of nature becomes 
unavoidable. The belief in knowledge as power rather than as wisdom 
(which has contributed to transforming human beings into the most 
dangerous destroyers in the universe) is not compatible with the cosmic 
vision of continuity of being.

Each person, in the holistic cosmic vision, forms an affinity with the 
total environment as a filial son or daughter o f heaven and earth. The 
particular enlightenment that is available to the person is self-discovery. 
Self-discovery takes the form of re-presenting that which one originally 
has as one’s birthright. The idea is not a fundamental rejection of all 
one has been but an affirmation o f that which underlies the core o f one’s 
true existence.

Enlightenment as self-disclosure, self-expression，and-self-realization 
does not rely on a supernatural or superhuman agent or the confronta
tion of something or someone radically different from ourselves. Nor 
does it come through a sensuous experience o f rich color, sound, and 
smell as if one encountered a fundamentally different world of the 
senses. Rather, it is recovering the lost self and returning home. The 
paradigmatic mystic experience, in this connection, is the unity experi
ence—like a drop of water falling into the pond— rather than the union 
experience—like the consummation o f a love affair.

The process that leads to enlightenment is always gradual, whereas 
the experience itself, no matter how well one is prepared, is always sud
den. Enlightenment occurring as an unintended consequence is incon
ceivable. If we do not seek it consciously and conscientiously, we can 
never be enlightened. Implicit in all stories o f sudden enli^itenment is 
the prolonged spiritual preparation preceding the event. Since there is 
no transcendent creator outside the human community to bestow 
enlightenment as an intrinsically undeserved grace, no one has ever 
received enlightenment as a gift. On the other hand, since the e n lig h t
enment experience can never be fully anticipated, and it is a surprise



even if one has the premonition that it may occur momentarily, the 
sense o f suddenness is inevitable. This seems to suggest that the sudden- 
gradual distinction is not particularly significant in the actual process 
leading to the enlightenment experience.

However, the subitists’ faith is so deeply rooted in the indigenous tra
ditions of Chinese thought and religion that an explication of its under
lying logic is in order. Lest we should misconstrue sudden enlighten
ment as an easy way out of the rigorous spiritual discipline required of 
all serious students of C h’an, let us assume that the sudden-gradual 
debate is not about the necessity of practice but, given the centrality of 
diligent spiritual discipline, about what the authentic method of achiev
ing enlightenment ought to be. The subitists insist that scripture, tradi
tion, ritual, and teaching are in the last analysis supplementary. One 
never experiences enlightenment (the full awakening of the true self) by 
means of reading sutras, adhering to the tradition of a particular school, 
observing established rituals, or following the instructions of a master. 
The illumination of the mind, like drinking water to quench thirst, 
must be experienced immediately and directly. No mediation, no mat
ter how valuable and how lofty, is allowed. The demand for personal 
participation is absolute. Whether you are in or out of the realm of pos
sibility, whether or not you have experienced the taste, whether or not 
you know what you are doing are clear-cut cases with no borderline 
instances to be determined. A  situation in which a judgment call is 
required is difficult to imagine. After all, the only arbitration possible is 
the subjective decision to be in, to have it, and to know. Indeed, truth is 
subjectivity.

The open-mindedness with which the subitists decide to pursue a cer
tain course of action or to abandon a well-traversed path gives the

1 impression that there is a great deal of arbitrariness in their approaches 
to the enlightenment experience. How can anyone be sure of the way to 
proceed? The academic community, dedicated to the programmatic 
pursuit o f knowledge, is not at all suited to appreciate the seemingly 
situational and inspirational pedagogy derived from them.

The matter is complicated by the implicit demand that we must try to 
take an inside participant’s point of view if we are to make sense of 
enlightenment as a religious experience. Surely we do not find it con
vincing to say that the only respectable scholarly mode o f analysis is 
from the perspective of the disinterested observer. But to learn to be reli
giously musical is one thing, to actually experience enlightenment is 
another—something, to say the least, extraordinarily difficult. The 
gradualists, in outlining the procedure by which enlightenment study is 
to  be pursued, provide us with a way of applying our sophisticated con
ceptual apparatus of classification and analysis. The subitists, without



giving us any handle by which we can exert our research effort, compel 
us to dismiss them as unintelligible.

Y e t, if  Suzuki and Hu were right, the uniquely sinitic approach to 
enlightenment should be better represented by the subitists than the 
gradualists. Even if historically we can never be sure what Hui-neng’s 
teaching was all about, his alleged claim that sudden enlightenment is 
the authentic way still merits our attention.

It may be helpful to note that the Mencian line o f Confucian teach
ing, the Taoist thought of Chuang Tzu, and the C h ’an o f the subitist 
school all share ofie basic conviction: the spiritual resources at our dis
posal are necessary and sufficient for us to become enlightened. The 
ultimate ground of our self-realization and the actual process by which 
we become fully realized are inseparable. O ur nature, an anthropocos- 
mic reality, is not only our ground of being but also the creative and 
transformative activity that makes us dynamic, living, and growing per
sons. Despite our existential alienation from our true nature, we have 
never totally departed from it and should dedicate ourselves to fully 
return to it. We do not become what we are incrementally; we become, 
therefore we are. In the becoming process, suddenly and simultane
ously, we see our true nature face to face.

This is what Mencius recommended as the authentic way o f learning 
to be human. We first establish that which is great in our nature.8 We do 
not depart from where we are here and now in order to appropriate 
what we do not have. Rather, the way is near at hand and inseparable 
from the ordinary experiences o f our daily lives. Paradoxically, we must 
make the existential decision to find our way; otherwise, we will lose it 
to the extent that we become unaware that it is originally ours. Never
theless, because it is originally ours, we can get it by simply exercising 
our will to do so. Willing is the necessary and sufficient condition for us 
to get it. The way is ours, suddenly and simultaneously, when we will 
that this be done.

However, although the Confucians assume that ontologically the way 
is within us, they never underestimate the intellectual and spiritual dis
cipline required for regaining the “ lost heart.”9 Chuang T zu’s “ fasting 
of the h eart，，，10 in this Confucian perspective, makes a great deal of 
sense. Its single-minded attention to “ nourishing the h eart，’’ despite the 
vicissitude o f emotions and discriminating consciousness, is in accord 
with the Mencian teaching of making our desires few.11 To get that 
which is originally ours by simply willing is, in a common C h’an 
expression, “ the Great Matter.” 12 Existentially nothing is more urgent, 
difficult, and tormenting than this Great Matter. The strength of the 
subitists lies in their ontological insight into the original nature (the 
thusness) of this Great M atter and their existential awareness that,



without commitment of body and soul, an external procedure, no mat
ter how ingeniously designed, will not work.

The deep-rooted sinitic faith in the perfectibility o f human nature 
through self-effort underlies the teachings o f Mencian Confucianism, 
Chuang T zu’s Taoism, and the subitist C h ’an. This faith, informed by 
the ontological insight that human nature is not only a ground o f being 
but also a transformative and creative activity, enables the Confucicins 
to perceive human beings as earthbound yet striving to transcend them
selves to join with heaven, the Taoists to perceive human beings as 
embodiments o f the Tao taking part in the cosmic transformation as 
connoisseurs o f undifferentiated wholeness, and the C h’an Buddhists to 
perceive human beings as capable of true enlightenment in a living 
encounter with ordinary daily existence.
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practice of
«

Dags-po Rin-po-chc, 43，50，51 
Dasabhumika-sutHU 179, 204 
Defilements. See Klesa 
D efinition o f the Truth nan-tsung

ting sh ih -fei lun, Definition of the Truth 
[Regarding] Bodhidharma^ Southern 
School) (Shen-hui), 234，237，246-247, 
249’ 250

Delusion, 5; and enlightenment, 75, 76,
7 7 ,78 ,84 ,86，88,91，100，101,243, 
290-298, 301; firestick simile of, 99- 
100; and gradualism, 75, 103，121; 
Tsung-mi’s ten stages of, 290-294, 312 

Dge-lugs-pa, 51
Dharmadhatu (realm of reality), 335 
“Dharmakaya as Formless” (Fa-shen wu-se 

lun)  (Tao-sheng), 172 
Dharmak^ema, 191 
Dharmarak^a, 130 
Dharmasmgtti Sutra, 108 
Diadochus of Photice, 29 
Diamond-like concentration (vajra- 

samadhi), 178-179 
D iam ond Sutra. See V ajracchedika Sutra

Dionysius ofAreopagite, 31 
Direct enlightenment. See Sudden enlight

enment 
Discourse records (yii-lu ), 338 
Doctrinal classification (p*an-M ao): of 

Bodhiruci, 218; of Chih-i, 206，208- 
212, 217-218，219; ofH ui-kuan, 3, 5; 
and sudden/gradual polarity, 2 0 1 ; of 
Tao-sheng, 182; ofTsung-mi, 281 

D octrine o f the Mean, 442 
Dogen (1200-1253), 8 ，202 
Doubt: ball (i-t*uan) of, 352; and enlight

enment, 355; explosion of, 355; one 
great (ta~i), 353, 355; power of, 352; 
sensation of (i-ch  9ing), 351, 353 

Dust, as metaphor, 16, 18, 22, 8 8 . See also 
Mirror, as metaphor

Emptiness: M ahayana doctrine of, 169; as 
an ultimate, 205; and Wang P i’s non be
ing, 172. See also Madhyamika 

Encounter dialogue (chi-ym n w en-ia): in 
classical Ch’an, 229, 230, 258; as expe
dient means, 447; in Hung-chou school, 
6，322, 327; reification of, 336 

Enlightenment, 5; and awakening (of M a
tsu), 338-340, 350，351; bodhi, 14; of 
Buddha, according to Avatamsaka, 289; 
of Ch’an，2，6 , 255-257; complete 
(chm g-w u), 283，2S4, 287，296，298, 
309-311； cultivation of, 97, 98，100- 
101; and delusion, 75, 76, 77, 78, 84, 
8 6 ，8 8 , 91，100, 101, 243, 290-298, 301; 
and diamond-iike concentration (vajra- 
setmadhi), 178-179; and doubt，355; 
incipient (shih-chm h), 194, 296; initial 
(ckieh-vou), 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 296,
298, 300, 309-311; innate, 70，74, 76, 
94-95, 339; instantaneous (hsii-yu), 75; 
intrinsic or a priori (Ch. pen-ck ueh;J. 
hongaku), 7，194, 292; and karmic 
progress, 176; means of, 89, 93-94, 98; 
paths to, 97-98; perfect 
( anuttardsamyaksambodhi), 287; in poetry, 
382, 394, 409; as self-illumination, 450- 
452; short-cut (ching-chieh) to, 347; 
Tsung-mi’s ten stages of, 290-291，294- 
295; wu, 42. See also Gradual enlighten
ment; Sudden enlightenment 

Enneads (Plotinus), 27 
Epistle ofjam es, 27 
Epistle of John, 28
Erh-ti lun (Treatise on the Two Truths) 

(Chi-tsang), 174 
Erh-ti lun (Two Truths) (Tao-sheng), 172 
Essencc-function (t 'i-yung) paradigm, 300， 

302-304，308



E ssential Determination {Tun-wu chen-tsung 
chin-kangpo-jo hsiu-hsing ta pi-an fa-m en 
yao-chueh, Essential Determination of the 
Doctrine of Attaining the Other Shore 
[of Nirvana] by the Practice of Adaman
tine Wisdom [According to] the True 
Teaching of Sudden Enlightenment) 
(Chih-ta), 239, 240，243-244, 247- 
248

** Essentials of Contemplation” (Mo-ho- 
yen), 1 0 1， 102 

E ssen tia ls o f M ind (H sin -ya o) (Y iian-wu),
346

E ssen tia ls o f th e C u ltiva tion  o f th e M ind (H siu - 
hsinyao lun) (Hung-jen), 87-88，245,
247,250,254,255 

Ethical practice, nature of, 5 
Eusebius, 26 
Evil, 30
Expedient means (xipaya.t/ang-pien)t 6 ; 

Buddhist teaching of, 3, 4，5; and 
encounter dialogue, 447; and enlighten
ment, 101，105，113, 154n.l25; and 
gradualism , 4，92，94，95, 98，104，116- 
117; in Lotus Sutra, 182; and subitism, 
98，103,105, 116，117,118-119, 309 

Explanation o f Maxims fo r  Saints on the Interior 
Lj/if (Fenelon), 32 

Explication o f the P rinciple o f the Chou I(Chou I  
lu eh -li) (W ang P i), 171

Fa-hsiiuig teaching, of\bgacara, 299-300 
Fa-hsien, 173’ 175, 191 
Fa-kua ksuan-i (Profound M eaning of the 

Lotus Sutra) (Chih-i), 203，208, 209; 
Chan-Jan 's com m entary to, 202; huo-jart 
in, 2 2 0 ; and four inodes of meditation, 
213-216; sudden enlightenment in, 220; 
teaching in , 2 1 0 , 211 

Fang Kuan, 235
Fang-kuang [ching\ (Perfection of Wisdom 

in Eight Thousand L ines), 188 
Fang-ssu (1646?-1704), 381 
Fan K 'uan, 432, 435 
Fan-t’ai, 191
Fan Tsu-yii (1041-1098), 389 
Fan Wen (d .u .), 389, 402 
Fa-t’a i，175
Fa-tsang (643-712), 85，133，281 
Faure, Bernard, 239 
Fa-yen school，328 
Fa-yen Wen-i (885-958)’ 352 
Fenelon, Francois de Salignac de La 

Mothe (1651-1715), 32-33 
Fen-yang Shan-chao (947-1024), 344 
“ Five Means of Approach.** See fVu jang^ 

pien

Fo-kuo Yiian-wu. See Yiian-wu K*o ch*in 
Fo-kuo Yiian-wu ch ’an-shih pi-yen lu (Record 

of Lectures Made at the Blue C liff by 
Ch’an M aster Fo-kuo Yiian-wu). See 
Pi-yen lu

Four Great Masters of the Yuan, 430, 431 
432，435 ’

Gari(iavyuhaf 301 
Ghanavyuha Sutra, 106, 282 
Gling-ras-pa (1128-1188) ( 52 
God, knowledge of, 31，127 
Golden Lion (Fa-tsang), 85 
Grace，doctrine of, 127 
Gradual enlightenment (chien-w u)，194， 

452; acceptance of, 84; ambiguities of, 
86-96; approaches to (fang-pien), 101，
105, 113，154n.l25; and delusion, 75, 
103，122; H ui-kuan，s theory of, 3, 5， 
178，185-186，191; in Indian writings, 
70; and meditation, 80，82, 89; practices 
in, 117; and Soto school, 7-8; and Tao- 
sheng, 183-184. S eea lso  Sudden/gradual 
polarity •

G radualism . S ee G radual enlightenm ent;
Gradual teachings 

Gradual school (chien-m en), 42 
G radual teachings (ch ien -ch ia o ) : of Al- 

GhazzalT, 26; of Buddha, 3; according 
to Chih-i, 207, 212; and expedient 
means, 4, 92, 94, 95, 98, 104, 116-t 17; 
and Gregory of Nyssa, 126-127; accord
ing to Hui-kuan, 3; in Lotus Sutra, 207; 
seeing in, 15; in Tibet, 53; in Yogacara, 
24-25 ，

Greek Church，Fathers of the, 26，28-29 
Gregory of Nyssa (337-400), 29-31, 125- 

127
Guenther, Herbert V ., 51, 52, 53

Hakuin (1686-1769), 370n.l06 
Han Chu (ca. 1086-1135), 393-394 
Han Vu (768-824), 385, 403 
Hao-yuan, 233
H arivarm an. See C hyen g-sk ih  lun  
H eart S utra, 219 
Heaven (tH en)̂  19
Hinayana: as “half-w ord，” 210; as inferior 

training, 338; and M ahayana, 107，179, 
210*; a n d  m e d it a t io n，212 ; m ir r o r  m e ta 

p h o r  in ,  2 2 , 24 ; a n d  u p a y a , 117 

H o L i T rien -lin  (R hym e Following L i 
T，ien-lin) (Yang W an-li), 401 

H o-pai lun (On Black and W hite) (Hui- 
lin )，198n.71 

Horace, 18
Ho-tsc school: no-thought meditation in,



333; subitism  of, 326; and use of “ sud- 
den，” 322. See also Shen-hui 

H ou H an shu  (Book of the Later H an 
[D ynasty]), 233 

Hou-mo-ch’en ^fen-chih. S ee C hih-ta 
Houston, G ary，121
H ou~ls*utt ia -ch  *uan-chi (The G reat Collec

tion of L iterary  Works by [the Retired
Scholar of] Hou-ts*un) (L iu  K ’o- 
chuang), 410-411 

H rdaya. See A bhidharm a-hrdaya 
H sia C hiin -fu  ch i h sii (Preface to the L iter

ary Works of H sia C hiin-fu) (L ii Pen- 
chung), 391-392 

Hsia K uei, 430, 432, 435 
Hsiang-mo T sang，234 
Hsia Ni (fl. ca. 1120), 392 
H siao-chih-kuan (Lesser Calm ing and Con

templation) (Chih-i), 202, 207 
Hsieh Ho, 429，437
Hsieh L ing-yun (385-433), 41; and Bud- 

dha-nature, 192; and Pien tsung lun, 2, 
173，184, 190, 192, 194; as subitist, 2， 
173, 190，192; on sudden/gradual polar
ity, 55n.2, 194; tun^wu in, 43 

H sien-tsung ch i (Record of the Manifesta
tion of the Truth) (Shen-hui), 234 

Hsin-chou Ta-ti (d .u .) , 337 
H sin-yao (Essentials of M ind ) (Yiian-wu), 

346
H si-tsen g H siin -lao (P layfu lly Presented to 

HsCin-lao) (L i C h ’u-ch ’ iian )，396 
H siu -h sin ya o lun  (Essentials of the C u ltiva

tion of the M ind) (H ung-jen), 87 -88， 
245, 247，250, 254，255 

H siian-hsueh  (dark  learn ing), 170. S ee a lso  
N eo-laoism  

H suan-tsang (602-664), 130 
H siian-tsung (r. 712-756)，235 
Hsueh-tou C h ’ung-hsien (980-1052),

345
H siin-lao, 396 
H sun-tzu, 8 ，21 
Hsu Tao-ning, 431, 432 
H su-yun (1840-1949), 348 
Hu (suddenly), 182
H ua ch ih  (Purport of Pain ting) (Tung C h ’i- 

ch’ang), 430 
H uai-nan-tzu, 18-21，24 

. Huang Kung-wang, 431，435 
Huang-po Hsi-yiin (d. ca. 850)，327，337， 

367n.83, 418n.72 
H uang Shao-ku ch i pa  (Colophon to the C ol

lected Works of H uang T ’ing-chien) 
(Lin H si-i), 387 

H uang T ’ ing-chien (1045-1105), 383， 
386, 387-389, 390，404

H ua-t，ai (H ua hsien , H onan), Shen -hu i’s 
public lecture in ，234 

Hua-t *ou (critical phase) meditation, 322, 
347 -351 ,354  

H ua-yen ch in g h sin gyu a n  p  *in shu  (C h，eng- 
kuan), 309-311 

H ua-yen ch in g h sin gyu a n  p  fin  shu  ch  *ao 
(Tsung-m i), 301 

H ua-yen ch in g y en -i ch*ao (C h ,cng-kuan), 
309-311

H ua-yen school, 202，280，305; and m edi
tation, 324，325，356 

H ui-chung. S ee N an-yang H ui-chung 
H ui-jui. See Seng-jui 
Hui-k，o，110, 238，353 
H ui-kuan (363-443): doctrinal classifica- 

tion (p * a n -ch ia o)of, 3 ,5 ;  gradualist 
rebuttal to Tao-sheng, 3, 5，178，185- 
186, 191; reworking of Dharmaksema^s 
translation of Nirvana Sutra, 173 

H ui-kuang^J^，240，241 
H ui-lin , 170, 192^ 811 .71  
H ui-neng (638-713): a sC h 'a n  patriarch, 

13; emphasis on subitism , 14, 227, 400; 
and development of C h ’an，232，252; 
lack  of written record of teachings of, 
227-228; legend of, 447; and medita
tion, 81，83; and Platform Sutra, 6 , 13,
68，73，76，77，79, 119, 219，227，238; 
students of, 238-239, 326-327. See also 
Shen-hui, and H ui-neng 

Hui-ssu (515-577)，202，219 
H ui-ta , 173-174
H ui-yuan (344-416), 175-177，180, 181 
Hung-chou lineage/school, 7，230，322; 

cultivation in , 338-341; encounter d ia
logue in，6, 322，327; gradualism  in, 
258; subitism  of, 227，326, 327； Tsung- 
m i’s criticism  of，302-304, 336. S ee a lso  
Ma-tsu Tao-i 

H ung-chou Shui-liao . S ee Shui-iiao 
Hung-jen (601-674), 413n. 19; and C h ’an 

movement, 202; disciples of, 238; as 
gradualist, 88; and H siu -h sin ya o lu n , 8 7 - 
88，245，247，250, 254, 255; m isrepre
sented by Shen-hui, 87 ; and P la tform  
Suiray 73’ 79; and sk ou -h sin t 243，255 

H ung Sheng. S ee Fang-ssu 
Hu Shih (1891-1962), 231，254，447，448， 

454

Icchan tik a， 173，191，193，194，198n.67 
I-ch irtg , W ang Pi*s commentary on, 170, 

172
Ignorance, 289; and gradual cultivation , 

301
Indra*s net (in d ra -jd ia ), 36n.38



Inquiry into the O rigin o f M an (Y iian-jen lun) 
(Tsung-mi). 287 f 292 

Intrinsic or a priori enlightenment (Ch. 
pen-chueh; J . honqaku)9 7，194, 292. See 
also Enlightenment 

Intuition. See Sudden enlightenment, and 
intuition 

Irenaeus, 28

Jao Tzu-jan, 434
Jung T'ien-ho (1086-1093), 394

Kamalasila(ca. 750-795): criticism of 
Mo-ho-ycn, 107, 111, 113-114，116,
118; as gradualist’ 70，93，96，97’ 100，
101, 115，285; and meditation, 107- 
108, 112, 120. See also Avikalpapravesa' 
dhdrant-ttkd; Bhdvandkramas; Bhdvanayogd- 
vatara

Aln-/maCh’an，7, 322-323，356, 
Hakuin’s approach to, 370-37In. 106; 
and hua-tfou (critical phase) meditation, 
322，347-351，354; as sin itic form of 
meditation, 322; and sudden enlighten
ment, 348； of Ta-hui, 335，347, 349- 
351, 352-354; three essentials (san~yao) 
of, 355. See adso Kung-an meditation 

Kao-feng Yuan-miao (1238-1295), 352,
355

K ao-seng chuan (B iographies of Eminent 
M onks)，171 

K arm a, 98 
K a sya p a p a riva rla , 117
K lesa : adventitious (d ggn tu k etk lesa ), 16, 76, 

124，288 ; a s  “ afflictions，，，177; and  B ud
dh a-n atu re , 7 6，77，85, 9 0 -9 1 ; as 
“ defilem ent,” 143n .39, 176; and  “ nine 
grades/* 176-177 ; as obstacles to aw ak
en in g , I39n . 18, 214 

K oan. See K u n g-an  
Ko Hung, 49 
Ko T 'ien -m in , 409-410  
K u an -h sin  lu n  (T reatise on the C ontem pla

tion of the M ind ) (Shen-hsiu), 91, 92,
93, 94, 2 44 ,2 4 5 , 254 

K uan -ting (561 -632 ), 218, 219, 283 
K uan T ，ung, 430, 431, 432 
K uan w u -lia n g ek in g, 176 
K uan-yuek  W en~chung k u n gch ia  L iu -i t ’a n g 

t *u-shu (V iew ing  the L ib rary  of the O ne 
Am ong S ix  H all at the Residence of H is 
Honor W en-chung) (C h ’en Shih-tao),
397

Kuei-fcng T sung-m i. Tsung-m i 
K u ei-sh an  ch in g -ts V (K uei-shan，s W akening 

Stick) (K uei-shan L ing-yu )’ 260n,9 
Kuei-shan L ing-yu  (771-853)，260n.9

Kuei-yang school, 328 
KumarajTva, 175, 179-180, 181，187 
Kung-an (J. koan) meditation, 322; Chao 

chouTs “Go wash your bowls,” 100; 
Chao-chouTs wu, 347; Chung-feng 
Ming-pen’s description of, 346-347; 
and encounter dialogue, 327; and 
enlightenment, 345，346-348; and hua- 
t ，ou，322，347-351, 354; and public 
cases (kung~an), 344-348; and sudden
ness, 6，7. See also K ，an-hua Ch’an 

Kung Hsiang (fl. ca. 1126), 393，396 
K ung H sien, 434，440 
Kuo Chung-shu, 430 
Kuo Hsi, 432
Kuo Shao-yii, 389, 390，402 
Kuo Tzu-i. 236

Lamotte，Etienne, 52 
Landscape painting, 430, 432，434，438， 

441-442 
Language, religious, 5 
Lankavaidra Sutra, 47; as basic C hTan text, 

43; and dhyana, 106; mirror metaphor 
in, 24, 124; idealism in, 194; and six 
perfections, 113; synthesis of tathagata- 
garbha and alayavijnana in, 290; trans
lation of tun in, 50 

Lan Ying, 438 
Lao-an, 238’ 239, 241，253 
Lao-tzu: Seng-chao’s citation of, J89;

Wang Pi s commentary on, 170 
L eng'ch *teh shih-tzu ch i (Records of the M as

ters and DiscipJes of the L aiika[vataraj), 
244

L ian g  K ’a i，444n .23 
L i C hao -tao , 430, 431, 436 , 440 
L i C h ’en g，431, 432，435 
L iC h ，u-ch，i ia n (f l . ca. 1126)，393, 396- 

397
L iebenthai, W alter, 43, 50
L ife o f M oses (G regory o f  N yssa), 125
Li J ih -h u a  (1565-1635), 433
Li ICuang*chu, 237
L i K ung-lin , 432, 435
Li L in g (d . 74 b .c .) , 402
Lin-chi I-hsiian (d . 866)，322，327, 336 ,
* 387 ; en lightenm ent of, 337 ; R ecord  of,

342; and “ true m an o f no ran k ” (w u -w e 
ch en -jen ) , 342. S eea lso  Lin-chi school 

L in-chi school, 322, 327, 328; cultivation 
in , 341-343; faith (h sin )  in , 342-343，
3 5 4 ; k w a tz  o f, 3 0 0 ; r e v iv a l b y  F e n -y a n g  
Shan-chao, 344. See also H ua-t 7ou  medi 
tation; K *an-hua Ch^an; Lin-chi I- 
hsiian ; R inzai school 

L ing-yu  (773-853)，41 In . 71



Lin H si-i, 387-388 
L i S s u ,237
Li Ssu-hsiin, 430, 431, 436, 438, 440 
L i-ta ifa -pao chi, 258 
L i T ’ang, 432, 435, 438, 440 
L iterati (sh ih -ta -fu ): and C h ’an , 323, 350, 

407; painting of, 435, 437, 438 
L i W ang-tsai, 237 
L iu C h ’iu (438-495), 173, 174 
Liu K ’o -chuang (l 187-1269), 392, 409, 

410-411
Liu-m iao-fa-men  (S ix  Wondrous Teachings) 

(Chih-i), 224n.44 
L iu Sung-nien, 432, 435 
Liu-tsu t ’an-ching. See Platform Sutra 
L iu Yii-hsi (772-842), 384 
L iu Yiin (fl. ca. 1016), 404 
Lo-han K uei-ch’en (867-928), 352 
Lokottarajnana (supram undane knowl

edge), 108, 112  
Lotus Sutra: cited by Chih-i, 218, 221; as 

gradual teaching, 207; one vehicle doc
trine of, 175, 179, 180-184, 193, 194; 
parable of the burning house in, 188; 
parable of the prodigal son in, 181; as 
sudden teaching, 207; Tao-sheng’s com
m entary on, 174, 181-182, 187, 191; 
translated by K um arajlva, 180 

Lu C hiu-yuan (1139-1193), 382, 422n .95 
Lueh-shu ch ’ao. See Yitan-chueh ch in g liieh-shu 

ch ’ao *
L u l ,  235, 236
Lii Pen-chung( 1084-1145), 390, 391-392 
Lu-W ang school (of Neo-Confucianism), 8

M adhyam ika, 23, 180, 185, 186 
M adhydnta-vibhaga (The Discrimination 

between the M ean and the Extremes), 
16 ,128-129 

M aham udra school, 42, 44, 46, 47-48, 54 
M ahdparinirvdna-sutra. See Nirvana Sutra 
M ahasarighika school, 69 
Mahdvibhasd, 69
M ahayana, 210-211; as “ full-word,” 210; 

and H inayana, 107, 179; and m edita
tion, 212; m irror metaphor in , 23; and 
subitism , 24, 69 

M ahaydnasamgraha (She ta-sheng lun), 289 
M a Ho-chih, 432 
M a-H sia, 438
M a-ku Pao-ch’e (b. 720?), 330 
M anjusn-nirdesa Sutra, 100, 106,218 
M arie of the Incarnation (1599-1672),

32
M ather, R ichard , 8 , 190 
M a-tsu Tao-i (709-788), 230, 258, 322; 

enlightenment and awakening of, 338-

340, 350, 351; and Po-chang H uai-hai’s 
enlightenment, 336-337; R ecord  of, 338, 
340; as subitist, 229, 326-327. See also 
Hung-chou lineage/school 

M a Yiian, 430, 432, 435, 440 
M ediate enlightenment. See G radual 

enlightenment 
M editation, practice of: criticized, 80-81; 

distinctive to C h ’an school, 321; four 
modes of (according to C hih-i), 213
216; four permutations of, 203; four 
samadhis (of C h ih-i), 213-216; hua -t’ou 
(critical phase), 322, 347-351, 354; 
i-h sin g  (one practice) samadhi, 215; 
“ immediate access” method of, 109; 
and insight, 107; 109-110; and k ’an 
hsin, 91, 103; and kuan hsin, 89, 104,
216; of Mo-ho-yen, 101-103; need for, 
79; no-rnind (wu-hsin), 331, 353; and 
Northern C h ’ an, 82, 102; no-thought 
(vuu-nien), 331-334, 352, 363n.33; as 
opposite of “ intuition,” 98-99 ; in Praj- 
ndpdramitd, 1 0 1 ; preferred to confession, 
119; and pu-kuan, 146n.55; and purify
ing the senses, 94; and quietism , 81, 82; 
rejection of, 79-80, 83; and samatha,
107, 109, 111, 212, 213, 218, 294, 329; 
sinification of, 325-326; sudden style of, 
322; in Treatise on the True Principle, 241 — 
243; and vipasyana, 104, 109, 212, 213, 
218, 294, 329. See also K ung-an  m edita
tion; M ind, purification of; Sam adhi 

M ei Yao-ch’en (1002-1060), 404 
M encius, 8 , 454 '
M eng Hao-jan (689-740), 403 
M etaphors, 124; banana tree, 14; bodhi 

tree, 14, 228; dust, 16, 18, 22; five fla
vors, 208-210; lam p(s), 92-93, 94, 
152n .l 13; mirror, 14, 15, 16-17, 17-33 
passim , 67, 73, 84, 88 , 124, 172, 228, 
304, 310, 3 1 i; onion, 14; poison in 
m ilk, 208; purification of gold, 76, 78
79, 94, 123-124, 133; rust, 25, 26; used 
in C h ’an texts, 335. See also Sim iles 

M iao-fa  lien-hua ching. See Lotus Sutra 
M iao-yiian , 354 
M iddle Path. See M adhyam ika 
M i Fu, 430, 431, 433, 435, 436, 441 
M i-la  ras-pa, 46, 52 
M ind, 244, 248; absolute (i-hsin), 296,

298; adaptive functioning (su i-y iian yin g- 
yu n g )  of, 304, 341; guarding of, 88 , 
1 5 2 n .ll3 ; innate functioning (tzu-hsing 
pen -yung) of, 304, 341; intrinsic/innate 
purity of, 15, 68 , 73, 88 , 130, 198n.69, 
288, 289; purification of, 18, 21, 22, 28,
30, 83, 90-91; or spirit (esprit), 34n.2;



train ing of, 24-25 ; true (chen-hsm ), 335. 
See also M irror, as metaphor 

M in g fo  lun  (Tsung P ing), 198n.71 
M ing-sen g chuan chao, 175 
M irror, as metaphor, 124; Chinese (pre- 

Buddhist) use of, 17-22 ; in C hristian 
theology, 27-32; compared to water, 18, 
21; and dust, 16, 18, 22, 88; eighth-cen
tury use of, 14; in Greek philosophy, 
26-27 ; in Huai-nan-tzu, 18-21, 24; in 
Indian philosophy, 16, 22-25 ; and 
intrinsic purity of the m ind, 15, 114; in 
Islam ic thought, 25-26 ; in occidental 
philosophy, 25-33 ; passivity of, 19, 20,
31, 68, 84; in Platform  Sutra, 13, 17, 30, 
73, 228; response of (y in g), 31; and sub
itism , 16-17, 67; used by C h ’eng-kuan, 
310, 311; used by Chuang-tzu, 17-18, 
19, 21; used by H zun-tzu, 21; used by 
Tao-sheng, 172; used by Tsung-m i, 304 

M irror consciousness, 25 
M irror o f  Eternal B lessedness (Ruysbroeck), 

32
M iscellaneous D ialogues (Shen-hui), 235 
M i Yu-jen, 430, 431, 435 
M ochizuki Shinko, 209 
M o-ho chih-kuan (The G reat C alm ing and 

Contem plation) (C hih -i), 202; chih-kuan 
in, 213; featureless repentance in , 218; 
and four teachings, 211; i-h sin g  (one 
practice) samadhi in , 215; K uan-ting’s 
introduction to, 218, 283; and m edita
tion, 203, 207, 208, 217 

M o-ho-yen (ca. 720-795?): charged with 
antinom ianism , 105, 118; criticism  of, 
107, 111, 113-114, 116, 118; criticism 
of Shen-hsiu by, 104; “Essentials of 
Contem plation” of, 101, 102; and med
itation, 101-103, 111; and Northern 
C h ’an , 153n .l24 ; assub itist, 93, 96-97 , 
101, 105-106. See also C heng-li chiieh 

M u-ch ’ i, 438, 444n.23 
M usang (684-762), 327 
M usolt ’o-ron (Treatise on the Tongueless 

R ealm ) (M uy6m ), 330 
M uySm  (799-888), 330

N agarjuna, 70, 99, 205 
N agasn-pariprccha, 118 
"Ndgopama Sutra, 118 
N an-yang H ui-chung (d. 775), 236, 258 
N an-yueh H uai-jang (677-744), 327, 

339-340 
Naropa, 44
N ature origination (h sin g-ch  ’i): as condi

tioned aspect of suchness, 300; con
trasted with conditioned origination

(yuan -ch 'i), 301; and essence-function 
paradigm , 300; and T sung-m i’s critique 
of Northern C h ’an, 301 

Neo-Confucianism, sudden/gradual 
polarity in , 8, 136n.8, 382 

Neo-Taoism, 2, 170 
Nichiren school, 2017 202 
Nieh-p’an (N irvana) school, 324 
N ieh -p ’an w u -m in g lun (N irvana Is Name

less) (Seng-chao), 182, 186, 187 
Nineteen Ancient Poems, 402 
N irvana, 335
Nirvana Sutra, 175, 191; cited by C hih-i, 

217; cited in Essential Determination, 244; 
and gradualism , 124, 207; H ui-kuan ’s 
reworking of D harm aksem a’s transla
tion of, 173; metaphors in , 208-210; 
and subitism , 15, 24, 74, 77, 87, 100, 
207; Tao-sheng’s preface to, 173; and 
universal Buddha-nature, 181, 182,
190 ,191-193 *

Nirvikalpa (nondiscrim ination), 107
Ni Tsan, 431, 435
N iu-t’ou school. See O x-head school

Ocho Einichi, 187
“On G radual Enlightenm ent” (C hien-wu  

lun) (H ui-kuan), 3, 186 
On Virginity (G regory of Nyssa), 125 
O rigen, 29
O u-yang Hsiu (1007-1072), 397, 404 
Ox-head school, 110, 228, 229, 258, 327, 

365n.65

Pad-m a Dkar-po (1527-1592), 52, 53, 54 
Pa Hsu K ung-chung, Shao-kan ch in-sh ih  (Col

ophon to Regulated Verse by Hsii 
Kung-chung, Shao-kan) (Yang W an-li),
401

Painting, 433, 437; am ateur ideal in , 433- 
434; am ateur vs. professional, 431-432, 
435, 437-438, 439, 440; b inary theories 
of, 430-431; c h ’i-yun  (spirit-resonance) 
in, 437; by design (tso-i), 440; and 
enlightenm ent, 433, 434, 436-437, 438; 
gradual approach to, 437-438; i-chia/tso- 
ch ia  distinction in, 431-432, 439-440; 
by intuition (shuo-i), 440-441; Northern 
school of, 430, 436; and religion, 433; 
Southern school of, 430, 432, 436, 437 

Painting, T un gC h ’i-ch’ang ’s theory of 
Southern and Northern schools (nan-pei 
tsung lun), 429, 430-432; as basis for 
orthodoxy, 434-436; Buddhist analogy 
of, 432-434; and C h ’an analogy, 429, 
433, 434, 438-442; levels of enlighten
ment of, 436-438; preference for South-



ern school in, 431, 432, 434, 435, 442; 
success of, 431; sudden enlightenment 
in, 432, 434, 436-437, 438-439 

Pali tradition, 124
P'an-chiao (doctrinal classification): of 

Bodhirufci, 218; ofChih-i, 206, 208- 
209, 217-218^219; of Hui-kuan, 3, 5; 
and sudden/gradual polarity, 201; of 
Tao-sheng, 182; ofTsung-m i, 281 

Pan-shan lao-jen. See Wang An-shih 
Pao-chi (720-814), 417n.69 
Pao Hui (1182-1268), 408 
Pao Sun, 422n.95 
Pao-t’ang school, 96, 305 
Pao Yang, 422n.95 
Pao Yueh, 422n.95 
Passions. See Klesa 
Pa-yang shen-chou ching, 47 
Pelliot #812, 101 
Pelliot #4646, 108 
Pelliot tibetain #116, 96, 111, 115 
Perfection o f  Wisdom [Sutrd\, 115 
Perfection of wisdom, doctrine of, 117,

175
Perfection o f  Wisdom in Twenty-five Thousand 

Lines, 210
Perfection of Wisdom sutras: doctrine of 

emptiness in, 169, 172; nondualism of, 
206; rejection of traditional path 
theories in, 70; subitism of Mo-ho-yen 
in, 106; three vehicles in, 188, 194 

Philo of A lexandria, 27 
Pien tsung lun (On Distinguishing the Goal) 

(Hsieh Ling-yiin), 2, 173, 184, 190,
192, 194 

Pillai Lokacarya, 128 
Pi-yen lu (Blue C liff Record) (Yiian-wu), 

344-345, 418n.72 
“ Platform Sermon” (Shen-hui). See T ’an- 

y ii
Platform Sutra (Liu-tsu fa n  ching, Platform 

Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch), 13, 14, 73; 
emptiness in, 119-120; featureless 
repentance in, 218; formless refuges, 
119; legend of, 73, 228, 258-259; medi
tation in, 81-83, 110; mirror metaphor 
in, 13, 17, 30, 73; no-thought medita
tion in, 331, 332-333, 363n.33; as per
fect teaching, 228; precepts explained 
in, 119; purity and defilement extremes 
in, 16; ritual of confession in, 119; 
samadhi and prajna in, 329; and Soto 
critique of koan, 7, 8; sudden enlighten
ment in, 212, 227; sudden/gradual 
polarity in, 6, 14, 79, 135, 258-259; 
traces of Chih-i’s thoughts in, 202; writ
ing of, 228. See also Hui-neng; Shen-hsiu

Plato, 26
Plotinus (205-270), 26-27, 29, 30 
Po-chang Huai-hai (720-814), 327, 336- 

337
Poetry: archaist (kufu) , 402, 405, 408; 

enlightenment in, 382, 394, 409; free
dom of expression vs. rules in, 390-391, 
401, 405-406, 407-408; and gradual
ists, 386, 388, 391, 408-409; huan ku 
(change the bones) in , 386-387; huo-fa 
(live method), 391-392, 397 ;ju  shen 
(entering spirit) in , 406; in Northern 
Sung era, 384-393 passim ; in Southern 
Sung era, 393-411 passim ; spontaneous 
and natural, 398-399, 404; and subi
tists, 386, 388, 394, 396, 399, 400; sud
den and gradual polarity in, 381; in 
T ’ang period, 383-384, 403, 407; \fen 
Yu’s views on, 402-404, 407. See also 
names o f  individual poets 

Po-io wu-chih lun (Prajna Is Noncoenizine) 
(Seng-chao), 187 

Popchip pyorhaeng nok choryo pyongip sagi 
(Chinul), 310 

Po-tse sung-ku (One Hundred Cases and 
Verses to the Old [Cases]) (Hsiieh-tou 
C h ’ung-hsien), 345 

Potter, Karl H ., 128 
Practice. Set Meditation, practice of 
Prajna (wisdom), 323, 328-331, 334 
Prajnaparamitd. See Perfection ofWidsom 

sutras
Prasarigika-M adhyamika, 134. See also 

M adhyamika 
Pratyutpanna-samadhi Sutra, 217-218 
Prodigal son, parable of, 181 
P ’u-chi (651-739): as Reverend Chi, 245; 

school (lineage) of, 234, 255; and Shen- 
hui, 234, 235, 252; student of, 239 

Pure Land tradition, 213, 325

Quietism, 34n.4; and confession of empti
ness, 120; of Fenelon, 32; and gradual
ism, 95; and meditation, 81, 82, 83,
114; and Shen-hui, 14

R am anuja school, 128 
Ratnagotravibhaga, 289, 343 
Ratnakuta Sutra, 104, 106, 111 
Rdzogs-chen-pa school, 44, 51, 52, 53, 70 
Recorded Sayings o f  Bodhidharma (Ta-moyii- 

lu), 72 
Religious practice, 5
“ Response Requiring Condition” (Y ingyu  

yiian lun) (Tao-sheng), 172 
Rhetorical purity, 256 
Rinzai school: emphasis on sudden



enlightenment, 7，8; and expected 
answer to kung-an, 348. S ee a lso  Lin-thi 
school

Rnying-ma-pa school, 51，53, 70 
Rogers, Howard, 442 
Ruegg, David Seyfort, 51
Ruysbroeck, Jan  van (1293-1381), 32

Saicho (767-822), 202 
Samadhi (concentration): and absorption, 

355; C h ’an reinterpretation of, 328- 
331； and Chih-i"s four postures, 213- 
216; as Indian concept, 323, 328; and 
prajna, 328-331, 334; and Tsung-mi, 
328-329; in V im alakirta-nirdesa Sutra, 81, 
93， 104 

Sam antabhadra Sutra, 1 1 9  
Sandhinirmocana-sutTa, 124 

Sanghadeva, 175 
Sankara, 16, 128
San-m a tsan  (Eulogy on a Painting of Three 

Horses) (Su Shih), 391 
San-pao lun  (On the Three Kinds of Retri- 
r bution) (H ui-yuan), 175 
Santariksita, 97 
Sarvadharm apravrtii, 1 IB 
Sarvastivadin, 134 
Sa-skya Pandita, 44 

 ̂ Sautrantikas, 134 
S eem  苳 （ch ien ), 15 
Sekiguchi Shindai, 202 
Senart, E .，22
Seng-chao (374-414): defense of gradual

ism, 181*184’ 186，387-189, 194; and 
N iek-p*an w u -m in g lun, 182，186, 187; 
and P o-jo w u -ch ih  lun , 187; and Taoism, 
41

Seng-jui (H ui-jui) (352-436), 180，181,
> 193

Seng-ts’an, 235
S han-shui ch ia -ja  ( Jao  T zu 'jan )，434 
Shan-ts’ai t，ung-tzu, 387 
Shao-ling. See "Tu Fu 
Shao Yung (1011-1077), 419n.77 
Shen Chou, 431,435-436 
Sheng Tu (d. 1041), 404 
Shen-hsiu (606?-706): as C h，an patriarch, 

13; as disciple of Hung-jen, 238; and 
emphasis on gradualism, 14, 89, 299; 
and P latform  Sutra, 6, 13，68, 72，73,
299. See also K uan-hsin lun 

Shen-hui (684-758), 231, 232-233； attack 
on Northern Ch’an，69, 74-86，227， 
234，235, 246-250, 252; banishment 
and reinstatement of, 235-237; as 
C h ，an patriarch, 233，237; concessions 
made to gradualism , 87-92, 99-100;

death of, 237; and D efin ition  o f Truth 
(T in gsh ih -fei lu n ), 234, 237，246-247, 
249, 250; early training of, 233，251 ‘  
253； emphasis on subitism, 6, 14-15, 
231，250-251,253-255, 340; and H sien- 
tsu n g chi> 234; Hui-kuang as student of, 
239, 241; and Hui-neng, 34, 227-228， 
442-443; implements of,( 232-233, 234- 
235，237, 2 6 ln .i7 ; importance of in 
C h ，an development, 232，257-259; 
purity of, 322; Southern lineage estab
lished by, 447; stupas of, 237; T 'an-yu  
(Platform Sermon) of, 78，87，119, 234， 
244, 245 , 246-247, 250; teaching career 
of, 233-235, 237-239; Yu-lu (Recorded 
Sayings) of, 15，75，B5, 88，110, 305，
306

Shih C hran (Poetry and C h ’an) (Shih M i
ning), 397，400 

Shih Jun-chang (3619-1683), 381 
Shih-kung Hui-tsang (d .u .), 337 
Shih M i-ning (d .u .), 397, 400 
S hih-shu c k sin -yii，180 
Shih-t’ou H si'ch’ ien (700-790)，229 
Shih-t’ou tradition, 227 
Shih Yu-shan. See Shih Jun-chang 
Shui-liao (d .u .), 337
Similes: archer, 349; firesticksr 99-100; in 

T atkdgatagunavatdra Sutra, 114. See a lso 
Metaphors 

Single ultimate (i-ch i), 2 
Sins^ confession of, 119 
“ Six Laws of Painting” (Hsieh Ho), 429 
Soto school: and gradual enlightenment,

7; and sudden practice, 8- See a lso  T s9ao- 
tung school 

Soul: in Greek philosophy, 27; Gregory of 
Nyssa on, 125-126; purity o f, 20，31; 
tranquility of, 19 

^rim ald Sutra, 282，289 
S su -ch ia o-i: of Chegwan, 219; of Chih-i, 

208’ 219
Ssu-k’ung T ’u (837-908), 4 1 3 n .ll 
Ssu Tao-wang, 237 
Sthiramati, 129，130
Subitism. See Sudden enlightenment; Sud

den teaching 
Suchness (ch en -ju , tathatd), 335; according 

to A wakening o f F aith} 290 
Sudden. See Tun
Sudden enlightenment (tu n -w u ), 452-454; 

accessibility of, 325，334; ambiguity in, 
118-119; as ch ieh -w u  (initial enlighten
ment), 284/286, 294，296; Gh’an 
acceptance of, 255-257; ethical implica
tions of, 131, 113, 116，118; followed by 
gradual cultivation, 279-280, 283, 286-



288, 305-306; H ui-neng’s emphasis on, 
14, 227，400; in Indian philosophy, 16， 
24, 69-70, 71; and intuition, 98-99 ; 
k ^ n-huaS jW zn  method of, 7; as “ leap- 
philosophy，” 128，176; in M aham udra 
school, 44; and one vehicle/three vehicle 
controversy, 170，180-184; and R inzai 
school, 7，8; Shen-hui’s emphasis on, 6, 
14-15, 74-86, 250-251，253-255; as 
‘‘sudden and total,” 178; and sudden 
cultivation, 283-284, 285, 306, 340; in 
Taoism, 70; Tao-sheng’s theory of, 2 -3， 
43，50, 169，172-174; in teachings of 
Bodhidharma, 72; translations of, 42, 
43; T sung-m i，s ten stages of, 294; and 
uselessness, 45. S ee a lso  Sudden/gradual 
polarity; Tun 

Sudden/gradual polarity, 1, 3, 5 -6 ; in 
Buddha’s teachings, 3 -4 ; in C h，an con
text, 68-69 , 228-229; C h ih-i’s emphasis 
on, 201，202-208, 220，221; in Chinese 
Buddhist tradition, 1，4 -5 , 41, 133, 
308-309; in Chinese thought and cul
ture, 1 ,2 ,6 ,  8, 69; common ground in, 
67; and “Council of Lhasa,” 69, 96; in 
doctrinal classification (p  >an -ch ia o)y 201; 
as herm eneutical problem, 3, 5; and 
iconoclastic movements, 70; in Indian 
philosophy, 69-71 ; m utual dependence 
between, 134-135; as opposition 
between Chinese and Indian character
istics, 2，55n.2, 131，190，192; other 
terms for, 120-123; in P latform  Sutra, 6, 
14，79’ 135; in poetry criticism , 381-411 
p a ssim ; ‘‘softness，，of, 6; in Taoism, 41; 
in T ibetan writings, 51-54，70; in lu n - 
huang documents, 44; universality of, 
133-133. See also Gradual enlighten
ment; Sudden enlightenment; Two 
truths, doctrine of 

Sudden school (tun -m en ), 42 
Sudden teaching and Avatam

saka, 3, 4，207; of Chih-i, 207; of Clem
ent of Alexandria, 29; as distinct from 
sudden enlightenment (tu n -w u ), 281; of 
Fa-tsang, 85; of Gregory of Nyssa, 29,
30, 125; in H uai-nan-tzu, 20; in L otus 
Sutra, 207; in M ahayana, 24; in Platform  
Sutra, 14; seeing in, 15

Sung F en g-n in g chu~pu Lo H ung-ts ’a i ch ih-m an  
ju  ch in g  (A Send-Off Poem for Lo Hung- 
ts’a i ’s Secretary in Fen-ning [K iangsi] 
Who Has Completed the Tenure of His 
Post and Is Going to the C ap ital to Fill a 
New Position) (Yang W an-!i), 400 

Sung k ao-sen g chuan  (Biographies of Emi
nent M onks [Compiled during the]

Sung [D ynasty]), 233，234, 235，236， 
237

Sung sh ih -hu a  ch i i  (Sung Discussions of 
Poetry, A Reconstruction of Lost 
Works) (Kuo Shao-yu), 389 

Sung T ing , 234-235
S ung Ts *an-liao sh ih  (A Send-Off Poem for 

Master Ts，an-liao> (Su Shih), 385, 390- 
,3 9 1
Siinyav5da, 從 M 5dhyam ika 
Surangarruz Sutra, 135, 217, 282 
Su Shih (1037-1101), 384-386, 404, 430， 

433, 436 . See also Sung Ts 'an-liao shih 
Sutra E xplaining th e D oor o f S im ultaneous E ntry 

[tha t is  th e m ethod] o f D hyana ( Ch }an ) o f th e 
Abbot Mahayana, 44 

Su-tsung(r. 756-762), 236 
Su Tung-p’o. See Su Shih 
Su W u (ca . 143-60 B.C.), 402 
Suzuki, D. T ,  201，231-232，447，448, 

454
Svatantrika, 70

Ta-chao. S ee H ui-kuang 
T a-chih -lu  lun  (Great Perfection of Wisdom 

Treatise), 180, 181, 217 
Ta-chu H ui-hai, 257 
T ’aego Pou (1301-1382), 352 
Ta H su T zu -ts}a i Van chu eh -ch u  (A Poem in 

Reply to Hsii T zu-ts，ai) (Yang W an-li), 
400

Ta-hui Tsung-kao (1089-1163): and
C h ’an rhetoric, 336; as disciple of Yiian- 
wu, 323; and k ung-an, 345，346, 347; 
and literocrats, 323; similes used by,
348; as subitist, 349; as systemizer of 
k 'an-hua C h Jan, 343; writings of,
358n.6. See also K ’an-hua C h ’an 

Tai C hin, 432
T ai-ch in g t ，an g sh ih -hu a  (Discussions of 

Poetry from the H ali of Him Who 
Always Has the Classics by H is Side) 
(W ang Shih-chen), 381 

T ，ai-tsu，172
Tai-tsung (r. 762-779), 236 
Ta-kuei ch in g -ts，e. See K uei-shan  ch in g -ts，e 
T ’an-k’u an g(ca . 700-788)，96，133 
T ’an -lun (d . 627), 14 
Tantrism : analogous to C h，an school, 42, 

70; sudden enlightenment in, 70; tun  in, 
50; zab-lam  (profound path), 45 

T }an -yu  (Platform Sermon) (Shen-hui),
78，87，119, 234, 244, 245，246-247,
250

T ’ao C h ’ien (365-427)，170，387 
Tao-hsin (580-651), 202, 248, 326 
T ，ao Hung-ching (456-536), 49



Taoism: and Buddhism , 326; and Confu
cianism , 8 f 69; as inspiration fo rC h ’ an 
Buddhism , 17，382-383; and loss of self, 
449; sh o u -i(guard ing the one), 326; sud
den enlightenment in, 70. S ee a lso  Neo- 
Taoism

Tao-sheng (ca. 360-434), 41，175, 181, 
191; adm iration for, 170; commentary 
on L otus Sutra, 174, 181-182, 187, 191; 
doctrinal classification (p  3an -ch iao)  of, 
182; and gradual enlightenment, 183- 
184; and Neo-Taoism, 171-172, 186; 
preface to N irvana Sutra, 173; theory of 
sudden enlightenment (tun~ wu), 2 -3 , 43, 
50 ,1 69 ,172 -174  

Tao-ying (d. 920) 420n.78 
Tathagata, 182, 214
T athagatagarbha ( ju -la i-tsa n g ), doctrine 

of, 324-325, 342，355; in A wakening o f 
F aith, 290; and gradualism , 124，299; 
and subitism , 282, 288-290; sutras 
expounding, 282̂ . S ee a lso  Buddha- 
nature

T athagatagarbha Sutrat 282, 289 
T athagatagunavatdra Sutra, 114 
Te-chih (1080-1135), 416n.68 
Tendai school, 201/202. S ee a lso  T ’ ien-t’ai 

school
Te-tsung (r. 780-805), 237 
T heravada school, 325 
Three an im als，parable of, 188 
T ’ ien-t’ai Chih-i. Chih-i 
T ，ien-t’ai school: and m editation, 80，104, 

324, 326; as scholastic tradition, 280; 
sudden/gradual polarity in, 201. See also 
C hih-i; Tendai school 

TV Ho hsitH s，ai Shih-Ch fang-chang (On 
First-Degree Scholar H o ’s Abbot’s Hall 
of Poetry-C h^n) (L iu K，o-chuang),
411

T ing Yun-p'eng, 438 
Transcendent consciousness, 25 
Transmission of the lamp anthologies (ten g-

lu), 338
T reatise on th e C ontem plation o f th e M ind 

(Kuart-hsin lun) (Shen-hsiu), 91，92, 93’
94, 244, 245, 254 

"treatise on th e D harm a-nature (F a -h sin g lu n ), 
244-246, 250 

"Treatise on th e E ssen tia ls o f th e C u ltiva tion  o f th e 
M ind (H siu-hsinyao lun) (Hung-jen), 87- 
88,245,247,250, 254,255 

T reatise an th e True P rin cip le (T a-sh en g k ，a i- 
h sin  h sien -h sin g tun -w u  ch en -tsu n g lun , 
Treatise on the True Principle of Open
ing the Mind and Manifesting the [Bud- 
dha]-nature in Sudden Enlightenment

[according to] the M ahayana) (Hui- 
kuang), 239-246, 250 

True m an of no rank (w u -w ei ch en -jen ), 342 
Truths: conventional, 4 ; four noble, 219; 

single ultim ate (i-chi), 2 , 190; three,
205, 214; ultimate, 4; ultimate vs. pro. 
visional, 209; worldly vs. ultim ate, 105, 
172. See also *Iwo truths 

Ts ’ang-hai shih-hua (Discussion of Poetry 
by the Recluse Who Hides by the Sea) 
(W u K，o)’ 394 

Ts ra n g-la n g sh ih -hu a  (T s ’ang-lang，s Discus
sions of Poetry) (\fen Yu), 399，402-405 

Ts’ao-tung school, 328. Seealso Soto 
school

Tseng C hi (1084-1166), 392 
T sengK ung(1019-1083), 397 
T s ’ui Tzu-chung, 438 
T  sukamoto Zenryu, 187 
T su n g-ch in g lu  (M irro r of the Source 

Record) (Yung-m ing \fen-shou), 331 
Tsung-m i (Kuei-feng Tsung-m i) (780- 

841): and a  priori/intrinsic enlighten
ment (p en -ch iieh ), 194, 292; as chronic4er 
of C h ’an，305, 327; criticism of Hung- 
chou school, 302-304, 336; criticism  of 
Northern C h ’an , 279, 298-302; and 
cultivation vs. attainm ent of enlighten
ment, 72, 78, 86, 89, 91, 101,286-298 
p a ssim ; doctrinal classification (p ，an - 
ch ia o ) of, 281; and essence-function par
ad igm , 300, 302-304, 305; as gradual
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